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JOURNAL

OF

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

I.

SOME PEOBLEMS OF ANCIENT INDIAN HISTOEY.

No. Ill : The Gurjara Clans.

Bt a. F. RUDOLF HOERXLE, Ph.D., C.I.E.

{Concluded from p. 602, Octohrr, 1904.)

T HAVE already expressed my agreement with General
*“ Sir A. Cunningham’s theory that the emperors of Kanauj

were Tomaras. For the evidence, such as it is, I must

refer to his Arch. Sure. Reports, vol. i, p. 132 ff. From

this theory, in combination with that of Mr. Bhandarkar,

it follows, of course, that the Tomaras were a clan of the

Gurjara tribe. It is curious that the Tomaras are hardly

ever mentioned in older records. There are, so far as I am

aware, only two old inscriptions that name them. One is

the Pehewa inscription {JE.I. i, 244) of the time of

Mahendrapala (c. 885-910 a.d.), and the other is the Harsha

hiscription {E.L ii, 116) of the Chohan Vigraharaja, dated

973 A.D., which would fall into the reign of Vijayapala

{c. 950 - 975 A.D.). Vigraharaja’s great - grandfather

Chandana is said to have defeated or .slain {hati'd) a Tomara

J.R.A.S. 1905. 1



2 SOME PROBLEMS OF AMCIEMT INDIAN HISTORY.

lord (isa and Ihupa) named Rndrena, and to hare been

a cause of terror ihhaya-da) to the sovereign (Ksifipati).

Seeing that Chandana’s date would coincide with that of

Kshitipala (alias Mahipala, e. 913-945 a.d.), it suggests

itself that the term Ksitipati may have been chosen on

purpose in allusion to Kshitipala’s name, and that the

Chohan Chandana may have been one of the chiefs who
gave assistance to the Rashtrakfita Indra III in his great

war with Mahipala. Chandana’s grandson Siihharaja is also

said to have had an (apparently unsuccessful) encounter with

a Tomara leader (ndyaka). Both this “ leader ” and the

lord ” Rudrena must have been chiefs of minor di\’isions of

the imperial Tomara clan of Gurjaras.

Another minor division of the same clan is recorded in

the Pehewa inscription (E.I. i, 244). This inscription

mentions three generations of a Tomara family, resident

apparently in or near Pehewa, in the Karnal District. Its

chief interest, however, lies in a remark concerning the

descent of the family. It states that the family originally

sprang from a king (raja) named Jaula, who, as is clearly

implied, lived ages ago. The name Jaula is peculiar: it

reminds one of the well-known coins of the Shahi Javiivla

or Jabula (Mr. Rapson’s Indian Goins, p. 29), and of the Kura
inscription (E.I. i, 239) of the “great king” (maharaja)

Toramana Shahi Jauvla. Now there is an old Bandelkhand

tradition (J.A.S-B. Ixxi, 102) that “ Toraman, the general

of Raja Gopal, who was a Kachhwaha by race, invaded Eran
in 243, and conquered all countries from Bhopal to Eran.

Toraman’s son (Sur Sen) subdued GwaUyor at the same time,

and also built the famous fort of Gwaliyor in 285 [a.d.].

The descendants of Sur Sen [i.e. the Kachhwahas] ruled

over Central India for a long time,” down to about 933 a.d.,

when the Parihar dynasty is said to have “ invaded and

conquered Gwaliyor.” In passing, it may be noted that,

according to this tradition, Toramana was a Kachhwaha;

also, that what it calls the Kachhwahas are evidently

identical with the Gurjaras. What makes the tradition

interesting, however, is that, as a fact, there exists an Eran
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inscription of Toramana {F.GL, p. 158)/ as well as one
of Goparaja, dated in the year 510 {F.GI., p. 191). The
Pehewa inscription shows that at the end of the ninth
century there still survived a recollection of the descent

of the Tomaras from a Javula king Toramana
;
and the

Bandelkhand tradition proves that even as late as the earlier

part of the seventeenth century (Bard Kharg Rai, in Shah
Jehan’s reign, Sir A. Cunningham’s A.S. Reports, ii, 370)
there still lived a reminiscence of Toramana’ s rule in Eran.

The presumption is that the Toramana of Eran and the

Javula Toramana were the same person. It has been said

that “there is no evidence to show that the Toramana of

the Kura inscription [i.e. Jauvla] is in any way connected

with the Toramana of the Eran inscription’’ [E.I. v, 72,

note 1). But, as the case stands, it would he more correct

to say that there is no evidence to show that the two

Toramanas are not connected with each other. This is

practically also the opinion of Biihler ^ {E.I. i, 239),

ilr. Vincent Smith {J.A.8.B. Lsiii, 186, 189), and

ilr. Eapson (Indian Coins, p. 29). I do not mean to say

that aU these things are assured historical facts, but they

do seem to me to offer the elements of a fairly sound working

hj^pothesis. The Tomaras were Gurjaras
;

so were the

Kaehhwahas and the Parihars; they all descend from the

Javula king Toramana, or rather were clans or divisions of

a Javula tribe
;
in which case the Javulas woidd be Gurjaras.

It has been accepted as an undoubted fact that Toramana

was the king of the Hunas (White Hims or Ephthalites).

The Hunas are, no doubt, mentioned in numerous old Indian

inscriptions, but the only Indian evidence connecting

Toramana with the Hunas is the Mandasor inscription of

d35 a.d. (F.GI, p. 148). This inscription, though it does

* I adopt Dr. Fleet’s practical suggestion regarding the method of citing the
volume on the Gupta Inscriptions, in J.S..A.S., 1904, p. 7, footnote.

* Biihler has been represented as denying the identity of the two Toramanas.
This probably goes too far. What he says is “ I am not able to assert that ” the
two are identical {E.I. i, 239) ;

which may only mean that the identity seemed
to him possible, though, for the reasons stated by him, he did not like to state it

as a fact.
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not say so, certainly suggests that Mihirakula, the son of

Toramana, whom Yasodhannan defeated, was the king, or

leader, of the Hunas. Dr. Fleet has suggested that “ the

Maitrakas, i.e. the Mihiras [the modern Mers], were the

particidar family or clan among the Hunas to which

Toramana and Mihirakula belonged” (F.GL, Introd., p. 12).

But if Dr. Hultzsch’s interpretation of the passage on which

the suggestion rests should be correct {JE.I. iii, 319 ;
I express

no opinion on this point), the latter could not be any longer

sustained. Moreover, the Mihiras (Mers or Mehars) were

“attached from time immemorial to the Jethwa Bajputs”

{Ind. Ant., xv, 362), who are only the “ Senior ” (Jethica)

or rajaktila (royal clan) of the Mehars. It seems more
probable that Toramana would belong to the royal clan

and this royal (or jethica) clan may have been that of the

Javulas, or (as they came to be called in later times) Tomaras.

In fact, might not Tomara, a comparatively late Indian

word, be an Indian corruption of Toramana, signifying

the descendants, or family, of Toramana? A transposition

of syllables {aksharas) is a by no means uncommon Indian

habit. In the manuscripts of the Rdjatarahginl, the reading

Tomarana is found alternating with Toramana (see Dr. Stein’s

edition, v, 233). Several good examples of ancient date are

noted by Professor Kielhorn in the Epigraphia Indica (vi, 3),

and the habit is weU-known to all acquainted with modern
India. The Hunic connection of Toramana and Mihirakula

is certainly supported by extra-Indian evidence : thus Hollas,

whom Kosmas Indikopleustes (c. 525 a.d.) calls the king

of the Indian White Huns, is probably Mihirakula. But
the Huns were evidently divided into several clans : a royal

clan and several subordinate clans. The Gurjaras may
have been one of these clans. The exact ethnic relation of

the Gurjaras to the Hunas is still very obscure. These may
be generic names of the same people

;
or they may be

specific names of subdivisions of the same people
;

or they

may be names of two peoples, differing ethnically, but driven

by connected causes to settle in India. It may be ioubted

whether even the contemporary Indians had an exact
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•knowledge of the inter-relation of these foreign peoples.

Sana, when enumerating the campaigns of Prahhakara

Vardhana (c. 600 a.d.), distinguishes the Hunas and Grurjaras.

He was imdoubtedly referriug to foreign peoples who, under

differing names, were at that time overrunning the Panjab
and Rajputana respectively, but his manner of using the

names is no sufficient proof respecting the ethnic inter-

relation of their bearers, or respecting the exact delimitation

and denotation of the two names. ^

Mr. Bhandarkar has shown (p. 15 ff. of his paper

on the Gurjaras) that there is good reason to believe that

the SolankTs (Chauliikjms), Parihars (Pratiharas), Parmars

(Paramaras), and Chohans (Chahumanas or Chahuvanas),

the four so-called Agnikula clans of Rajputs, are really,

or were originally, divisions of the Giirjaras. To these, the

Tomaras may now be added as another Gurjara division
;
and

there is still another clan which may also be added to the

list. This is the Kachhwahas Regarding

them there is an interesting Bandelkhand tradition, which

is related by Diwiin Bighe Bahadur Mazbut Singh in his

Hktory of 'Bandelkhand (translated by Mr. Silberrad in

J.A.S.B. Ixxi (1902), pp. 100 ff.). It says that “ about

933 [a.d.] the Parihar dynasty rose into importance and

invaded and conquered Gwalior. The first king of the

Parihar dynasty was Vajradaman, who subdued Central

India. He was followed successively by Rajakirat, Raja

Bhuvanpal I, and Raja Padhpal. In 1093 succeeded

Mahipal,^ but even before his accession the Chandels had

got possession of the whole kingdom except Gwalior.” Now
there is a Sasbahu inscription of Mahipala, of the year

1093 A.D. (Ind. Ant., xv, 35). It mentions a line of eight

Kachhwaha (Kacchapaghata) princes, who are clearly

identical with the Parihar princes of the Diwan. The

^ Similarly, in the Badal Pillar inscription, of e. 925 a.d. {H.T. ii, 161, 16y),

the Hunas and Gurjaras are distinguished. But here it may he mere poetical

license.

^ I have slightly re\^sed this remark, Tvhieh, as printed in J.A.S.B,, makes
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latter’s list is short by three names, but the five names it

mentions are not only the same as in the Sasbahu inscription/

but also follow one another in the same order. For Vajra-

daman we have the date 977 a.d. (J.A.S.B. xxxi, 393;

B.I. ii, 235). The Diwan calls him the first of the dynasty,

but as he himself refers the rise of the dynasty to 933 a.d.,

his Yajradaman must clearly have had a predecessor, who,

as the inscription shows, was Lakshmana. In the inscription

Vajradaman is said to have “defeated the ruler of Gadhi-

nagara (or Kanauj) and conquered the fort of Gopadri

(or Gwaliyor).” The Kanauj ruler here referred to must

be either Vijayapala, for whom we have the date 960 a.d. in

the Rajor inscription, or his successor of the (at present)

unknown name. As to Lakshmana, the traditional date

933 A.D. suits fairly weU, seeing that his son Vajradaman

reigned in 977 a.d. In the Journal A.S.B., vol. l, p. 46

(1881), it is stated that the Lakshmana Siigar at Bilhari is

traditionally attributed to Lakshman Parihar, who is said to

have reigned about 900 years, or 30 generations, ago. This

gives us for him the approximate date 950 a.d. (i.e. 1880—

930). The point, however, to which I wish to draw attention

is that the tradition reported by Mr. V. Smith and that

related by the Diwan agree in representing Lakshmana and

Yajradaman and their djmasty to have been Parihars, while

in their own inscription they call themselves Kachhwahas.

This would make for an identity of the Parihars and
Kachhwahas ; but, at any rate, it points to a close connection

of them with the Giirjaras, of whom, no doubt, they were

subdivisions. Another indication of identity, or intimate

connection, of the Kachhwahas and Gurjaras has alreadv

been mentioned in connection with Toramana. The rise of

the Kachhwaha -Parihars under Lakshmana, about 933 a.d.,

falls within the period of the reign of the Gurjara emperor

Mahipala. Under him, with the decline of the power of

the imperial (Tomara) clan, the chiefs of the subordinate

clans began to assert their independence : the Parmars of

The Diwan's Padhpal is the Padmapal of the iuscription. Is it a misprint t
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Malwa, under Krishuaraja, about 915 a.d. ; tbe Chobans

of Ajmlr, under Chandana, about tbe same date
;
and tbe

Kacbbwabas of Grwabyor, under Laksbmana, about 933 a.©.

About tbe latter date, also, tbe Paribars of Alwar must bave

become independent under Savate, for bis son Matbanadeva

describes bimself as an independent ruler in bis Rajor grant

of 960 A.D. {E.I. iii, 263).

As to tbe Cbandels, wbo were tbe earbest to assert tbeir

independence, under Yasovarman, and perhaps already under

Harsba, about 910 a.d., it is not impossible tbat tbey also

were really a subordinate Gurjara clan. But I know of no

clear evidence on tbis point.

With regard to tbe Cbaulukya clan of Gurjaras, it bas

already been stated [J.lt.A.8., 1904, p. 640) tbat tbey

conquered for themselves an independent kingdom in Lata,

in tbe latter part of tbe tenth century, and that from them

that coimtry received its modern name of Gujarat. It

appears, however, tbat there were two distinct migrations of

Cbaulukyas into Lata, which took place at two distinct dates,

though not separated by any great interval of time. On

tbe first immigration we receive information from the Surat

grant of the Cbaulukya Klrtiraja, dated in 1018 a.d.
(
Vienna

Or. Journ., vii, 88 ;
E.I. v, App., No. 940). It tells us

tbat Kirtiraja’s grandfather Barapa obtained {adhigamya) tbe

country of Lata. Tbis vague remark is explained by tbe

tradition (see details in Lid. Ant., xii, 199 ;
vi, 183, 184) tbat

Barapa took military service as a “ general ” under Tailapa,

tbe restorer of the southern Cbalukya empire. As a reward

for bis ser\’ices, be would seem to have obtained a grant

of land in Lata
;
and it would further seem tbat in tbis

position of a great Lata landowner be came into collision

with Mularaja, imder whom tbe second, and more important,

Cbaulukya settlement in Late took place. Mularaja s two

earliest (kiA)wn) grants are dated in 974 [Vienna Or. Journ.

y

V, 300) and 987 a.d. [Ind. Ant., vi, 191 ;
also Nos. 45 and

50, ia E.I. V, App., pp. 7, 8). In these grants Mularaja

claims to be no more than a Maharajddhiraja. In his

subsequent grant of 995 a.d. [Vienna Or. Journ., v, 300;,
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E.I. V, Ap^., p. 8, Jfo. 52) he already claims the full imperial

titles. It appears probable, therefore, that Mularaja’s

encounter with his kinsman Barapa took place between 974

and 987 a.d. This also agrees with Barapa’s date as

deducible from his grandson Kirtiraja’s grant of 1018 a.d.,

according to which he should have reigned from about 960

to 980 A.D. There is nothing to show that Barapa was

ever anything more than a Lata landholder. It was his

grandson Kirtiraja who first held some kind of dependent

regal position in Lata. In the Surat grant of Kirtiraja’s

grandson, Trilochanapala, dated in the year 1051 a.d. {Ind.

Ant., xii, 201
;

E.I. v, App., p. 51, Ko. 356) he is said

to have “ attained the rank of a lord of Lata ” [Lata-bhupa-

padavim adhigamya, verse 12). In his own grant, dated

1018 A.D., he only claims the title of “Governor-General”

{mahamandalescara). Even his grandson, Trilochanapala, in

his charter of 1051 a.d., still claims to be no more than

a chief {nrpa) and ruler (bhoktd) of the Lata country. At
that time Mularaja’s dynasty had already held the supreme

power in Lata for several generations. It is quite clear

that Barapa’s dynasty never held any but a subordinate

position in Lata
; and it is not from them that the country

is likely to have acquired its new name of Gujarat. This it

can only have done through the powerful position obtained

by the Chaulukyas of Mularaja’s dynasty. The latter

conquered for himself the independent sovereignty of Lata,

with the imperial title, about 995 a.d., as shown by his

Baroda grant of that year. This assertion of independence,

however, had probably as much reference to the imperial

claims of the southern Chalukya Tailapa (973-997 a.d.) as

to those of the northern Gurjara monarch, Yijayapala’s

successor of the unknown name (about 975-1000 a.d.).

Both Chaulukya branches, that of Barapa as well as that

of Mularaja, must have migrated into Lata from the country

lying immediately in the north, that is, from Eajputana,

the old home province of the Gurjara race. Regarding this

home, Biihler {Ind. Ant., vi, 81) refers to a tradition of
“ most Jain chroniclers of Gujarat,” according to which
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Hiiji, the father of Miilaraja, and his ancestors “held the

throne of Kalyana in Kanauj.” I cannot quite make out

the grovmds for this statement. At least, those chronicles

which are accessible to me do not seem to bear it out. The
earliest of them, the Bvyasraya Mahakavya of Hemachandra,

written about 1150 a.d., says of Miilaraja that he was bom
of the Chalukya (sic) race,” and just mentions his father

E.aji, but it has not one word about his ancestors or the

place where they lived (Ind. Ant., iv, 72, 74). Contemporary

with Hemachandra’s chronicle is the Vadnagar Prasasti, of

1151 A.D. (E.I. i, 293). It just mentions the myth of the

miraculous birth of Chulukya, the keros eponymos of the

Chaulukya race, but again says not one word about Mularaja’s

father, or his ancestors and their original home. Nor is

there any more information to be found in the Sukrfa

Sahklrtana of Arisimha, or in the Kirtikaumudl of Somesvara,

both of about 1230 a.d.^ On the other hand, a still later

chronicle, the Kmiarapala Carita of Jayasimha, begun about

1365 and completed about 1435 a.d., while it duly relates

the story of the miraculous birth of Chulukya, makes him

live, not at Kanauj, but in Madhupaghna, which is supposed

to be the same as Mathura (hid. Ant., xii, 197). Further,

the very much earlier chronicle, Vikramdhkadeva Carita of

Bilhana, of about 1085 a.d., while relating the miraculous

birth-story of Chulukya (in connection, it is true, not with

, the Chaulukjms, but with the southern Chalukyas), represents

him and his early descendants as living in Ayodhya (Lid.

Ant., V, 317 ;
cf. vii, 17, and xiv, 49). Again, the Hindi bard

Chand, about 1190 a.d., according to Tod (Rajasthan, i, 88,

Madras ed.), “makes the Solankhis [Chaulukyas] important

as princes of Sooru on the Ganges, ere the Rahtores obtained

Kanauj.” I have no doubt that there may be Gujarat

chroniclers who give the story as related by Biihler, but

I suspect that they are of very late date, and deserving of

little credence. In any case, it is clear that the chroniclers

' See Kathvate’s edition of the latter, and Biihler’s paper on the former in

the Sitzhugsbecichte of the K. Akaderaie d. Wiss., vol. csix, Xo. vii.
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are by no means in agreement with one another. They offer

the choice of Kanauj, Mathura, Ayodhya, and “ Soom ”

(Soron ?). It seems pretty evident that they are drawing on

their imagination for their facts.

The only mention of Kanauj that I can find in the

chronicles accessible to me occurs in Arisimha’s Sukrta

Sanliirtana, sarga ii, verse 5 (quoted by Biihler, l.c., p. 41,

compare p. 11 ;
also hid. Ant., xii, 199), which describes

Barapa as the “general of the king of Kanyakubja.” Its

date is about 1230 a.d. A still earlier reference, however,

to Kanauj, in connection with the Chaulukyas, exists in the

Surat grant of Trilochanapala, of 1151 a.d. It appears to

me to afford a clue to the origin of the tradition concerning

Kanauj. Having related the story of the miraculous birth

of Chidukya, it goes on to say of him that he married

a Rashtrakuta lady, and lived with her in Kanauj. The
original of the passage runs as follows {Ind. Ant., xii, 201,

verse 6)
:

—

Kamjahiihje Mahiraja Rdstralcvtasya kanyaMm
\

labdhvd suk/idya tasydm tvam Cauluky-dpnuhi santntbn ||

This has been translated to mean {ibid., p. 203), “ 0 thou

Chaulukya, king of kings, marrying the princess of the

Rastrakutas in Kanyakubja, bless thou [the world) with

offspring obtained from her ”
; and thence the conclusion

has been drawn [ibid., p. 199 ;
also E.I. v, App., p. 51».

Ko. 356) that the grant referred to a “ Rastrakuta Maharaja

of Kanyakubja.” But there is no ground for believing

that Rashtrakuta (Rahtor) kings of Kanauj ever existed

;

nor does the passage really say so. For Kanydkubje must

be constructed with dpnuhi, and what the passage really

means is “ 0 Maharaja Chaulukya, having married the

daughter of the Rastrakuta, do thou, for the sake of the

welfare [of thy people), beget offspring on her in Kanya-

kubja.” Accordingly it is Chaulukya who is represented

as the Maharaja of Kanauj, not the Rashtrakuta. If we
now remember that Kanauj was the capital of the great

Gurjara empire, and think of the prestige it must have
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enjoyed as the seat of the imperial Grurjara clan, it does not

appear wonderful that the writer of Trilochana’s grant

should have chosen that town as the residence of the

eponymous hero of the collateral Chaulukya clan. But,,

clearly, the writer’s statement is of no historical yalue.

What may have suggested to him the idea of Chaulukya

marrying a Rashtrakuta lady is at present impossible to say.

That the Chaidukyas, on migrating to Lata, may have

formed matrimonial connections with the Rashtrakuta chiefs

of that country is probable enough. It is to be noted that

the grant does not describe the Rashtrakuta whose daughter

Chauluk
3’-a is said to have married by any regal title,

—

indeed, by any title whatsoever : she is simplj^ a Rashtrakuta

ladj’’. From Kirtiraja’s grant of 1018 a.d. it is clear that

there were Rashtrakuta chiefs subordinate to the Chaulukj-a

“ Governors-General ” {mahamandalesvara) of Lata
;

and

matrimonial alliances with them on the part of the

Chaulukyas would be onlj' natural. But further, as Kirti-

raja’s grant is said^ {Vienna Or. Jonrn., vii, 89) to agree

with that of Trilochanapala in respect of “ the origin of the

name and race of the Chaulukj-as,” it may be concluded

that the passage above referred to can be traced back to

1018 A.D. In all probabilit3
>- the tradition embodied in it

goes back to the time of the foimder of the d3masty, Barapa,

i.e. to about 975 a.d. That d3’nast3', no doubt, claimed’from

the beginning an ancestral connection with the royal clan

of the Gurjaras, whose capital was at Kanauj. The court-

poets and bards converted this claim into an actual rule of

the Chauluk3'a ancestors in Kanauj, but there is no good

reason to beheve that either Barapa or Raji or their

immediate predecessors ever lived an3’where else than some-

where in Rajputana (see pp. 23, 24).

Both Chaulukya migrations into Lata took place about

975 A.D. This was the time of the reign of the Gurjara

emperor Yija3'-apala (or pos8ibl3
’- of his successor of the

unknown name). What the cause of the migrations ma3
^

1 It does not seem to hare ever been textually published.
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have been is not known. None of the inscriptions as yet

^iiscovered throws any light on this point. But as tradition

makes Barapa a “ general ” of Tadapa, the heir of the Earlier

Ehalukya dynasty, I would suggest that the Chaulukyas

may have been called in by that prince, who was about that

time (from 973 a.n.) engaged in re-establishing the Chalukya

rule over the southern empire, with the object of assisting

him in his undertaking. For there seems good reason to

believe that the Chalukyas were kinsmen of the Chaulukyas

—that, in fact, they represent a verj^ early immigration into

Southern India of that portion of the Giurjara stock which

called itself Chalukya or Chaulukya. The very fact of the

identity of the names goes to prove the original unity of the

Chaulukyas and Chalukyas.^ I am disposed to agree with

Biihler (Ind. Ant., vi, 182) that the two words are “ only

dialectic forms of the same name.” But, despite the

attempted Sanskrit derivation of the genealogists, I woxdd

suggest that the name is not a Sanskritic word at aU, but of

foreign (Grurjara or Hunic) origin.^

The migration of the Chalukyas from the north into the

south appears to be generally admitted. As Dr. Fleet says,

they themselves “ always represent themselves as having

come originally from the north ” (Ind. Ant., vii, 247) ; and

he holds that “it is an undoubted fact that the Chalukyas

did come originally from the north ” (ibid., vii, 246
;
xiv, 49).

His theory, which I am disposed to accept, is that their

southward migration took place under Pulikerin I, about

550 A.i). (Ind. Ant., vii, 247 ; viii, 12, 239). Before that

Chalukya chief acqmred his new capital Vatapi (Badami)

in the south, he had a capital in the north, where his

grandfather Jayasiifaha ruled as the “chief” of the Chalukyas

(or Chalukiyasj. In the Mahakuta inscription of Pulikesin’s

son Mangalesa, dated in the year 602 a.d., Jayasimha is

' The spelling of the latter form Cdlukya vanes with Calukya and Calikya.

The form Calukya is used by the earlier, and C&ltikya by the later djnasty of the
Southern Empire.

,

- Might it be connected with the TurkJ root chap, gallop, ehapdnl, a plundering
raid, a chai'ge of cavalry? See J.A.S.S., extra number for 1878. Perhaps
Turk! scholars would tell us.
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described simply as a chief (nrpa, Ind. Ant., xix, 16, line 2),

while in the Aihole inscription of his grandson, Puhkesin II,

of the year 634 a.d., he is said to have been a king {raja,

E.L vi, 4, verse 5). There is practically little difference

between the two terms : they both indicate a mere chief or

ruler. With reference to the cause of the Chalukya

migration to the south. Dr. Fleet suggests {Ind. Ant., vii,

247) that the Chalukyas ma}’ have been “ originally

feudatories of the Gurjara kings, hut, in the person of

Pulikesin I, threw off that j'^oke, and, migrating to the

south, established an independent sovereignty of their own.”

That they were feudatories of the paramount Gurjara king

I agree
; but seeing that the date of Jayasimha mnst be

somewhere very near the date, about 533 a.d., of the great

defeat inflicted on the Hunas by Yasodharman (i.e. Vikra-

maditya), and that the Gurjaras were closely connected with

the Hunas, I would suggest that, when the combined Huna-

Gurjara invasion was stemmed by the Miilava emperor

Vikramaditj'a, the component parts of the invading hosts

were dispersed, some (the main portion) settling for the time

in Hajputana, others in the Panjab (Gujarat District), while

a third portion, the Chalukya, moved southwards. This

third portion, apparently after leaving a small detachment in

Lata, where it founded the Sdmanta dynasty of Bharoj (see

J.B.A.S., 1904, p. 643), penetrated into the country south

of the Narmada, and there estabhshed the Chalukya empire

of Badami (Vatapi). Even then it was only a division of

the Chalukya clan which proceeded south. Another division

remained in Hajputana, whence, at a much later date, it

followed the earher emigrants southwards into Lata in the

latter part of the tenth centurj', under Barapa and Mfilaraja.

The difference in the names of the two divisions of the clan

—Chalukya (Chalukya, Chalikya) and Chaulukya—may well

be explained by the fact that they separated at such a very

early period, and for several centuries lived in localities so

mdely separated as the Dekhan and Hajputana. In the

.^hole inscription of Pulikesin II, above referred to, there

is a remark which is worth noting in the present connection.
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According to Professor Kielhom, the inscription {E.I. vi, 2,

verse 22) indicates that the “ Gurjaras submitted to Pulikesin

of their own accord.” This is no more than one would
expect on the theory that the Chalukyas themselves were

members of the Gurjara race. In that remark, it may be

further noted, the Lates and Malavas are joined with the

Gurjaras in the policy of voluntary submission. Here
^Latas’ must refer to the Gurjara (Chalukya) chiefs who
settled in Lata as its Sarmnta rulers, while ‘ Malavas ’ refers

to the Gurjara (Paramara) chiefs who appear to have

remained behind in Malwa, after the retirement of the main
body of the Gurjaras into Eajputana. Latas, Malavas, and

Gurjaras, therefore, in that remark refer to the Gurjaras in

Lata (modern Gujarat), Malwa, and Rajputana respectively.

There is one point in connection with the Gurjara theory

(explaiued in No. II of my Problems, J.B.A.8., 1904, p. 639)

which it may he well to notice. In pursuance of that

theory, and in support of it, Mr. Bhandarkar proposes

a correction of the date of Dharmapala, and consequently

of the whole chronology of the so-called Pala dynasty of

Bengal. This correction I hold to be untenable
; but that

does not upset the Gurjara theory, into which the usually

accepted date of Dharmapala fits perfectly well. In his

paper on the Cambay Plates of Govinda IV {E.I. vii, p. 31 ff.),

Mr. Bhandarkar says that “we have positive evidence

that Dharmapala lived in the earher part of the tenth

century, i.e. at least half a century later than he has hitherto

been placed.” His “ positive evidence ” is as follows :

(1) the Bhagulpur and Khalimpur grants tell us that

Dharmapala, having defeated Indraraja, and thus obtained

the sovereignty of Kanauj, gave it over to Candrayudha;

(2) Kshitipala was placed on the throne by the Ghandel

Harsha (see, however, p. 15) ; (3) the Rashtrakuta Indra III

attacked Ranauj, whose ruler at that time was Kshitipala

(or Mahipala). On these premises Professor Bhandarkar

foimds the following argument
: (1) Indra III not only

attacked Kanauj, but he must have ousted its ruler

Kshitipala ;
for, unless he had done so, Kshitipala could
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not have been replaced by Harsba
; (2) Ksbitipala could not

have been replaced on the throne of Kanauj, unless previously

Indra III bad been defeated; (3) that previous defeat of

Indra III was effected by Dharmapala, because he is said

to have defeated Indraraja
; (4) Indraraja’s (i.e. Indra Ill’s)

defeat was followed by Cbandrayudha’s enthronement in

Kanauj, which shows that Chandrayudha and Ksbitipala

are identical. Now Ko. 3 of the argument implicates the

assumption that Indraraja and Indra III are the same
person, which is precisely the point to be proved. Kos. 1

and 2 of the argument make the assumption that Ksbitipala

was replaced on the throne of Kanauj
;
but the Khajuraho

inscription {E.l. i, 121) says only that he was placed,

not that he was replaced, on the throne, by the Chandel

king. No. 4 of the argument necessitates the implication

that the enthronement of Ksbitipala was the joint work of

Harsha and Dhamapala. This implication Mr. Bhandarkar

expressly admits, and considers such a joint action as

“what in aU likelihood must have come to pass.” But
there is no “ positive evidence ” for it whatsoever

;
and the

probability of it will, to most people, appear infinitesimal.

What, in all probability, did occur has been explained in

No. II of my Problems (J.R.A.S., 1904, p. 656). Ksbitipala

(i.e. Mahipala) was originally placed on the throne, in

succession to his brother Bhoja II, by the Chandel king

(not Harsha, but) Yasovarman
;

and Indra III in all

probability was not defeated, either by Dharmapala or any-

one else, but returned to his own coimtry after his successful

raid on Kanauj. If it is supposed that Indra III returned

in consequence of a defeat, that defeat could only have

been inflicted on him by Yasovarman, the friend of Mahipala.

But in that case the probability is that such a signal

success over the powerful Rashtrakute emperor would have

been enumerated in the list of Yasovarman’s successes in

the practically contemporaneous Khajuraho inscription of

954 A.D. Terse 23 of that inscription {E.L i, 132) gives

a list of successes in war over a number of peoples, but

the Rashtrakutas are not among them. This being so, it is
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not probable that Ya^varman came into collision with

Indra III.

Aa to Dharmapala’s date, there exists as yet onh' one

positive piece of evidence, and that appears to me to be

distinctly in favour of the date assigned to him by Professor

Kielhom {E.I. iv, 246). This is the date 1026 a.d. for

the Bengal Mahipala, and it admits no other date for

Dharmapala than the middle of the ninth century, say

about 840 a.d. In two instances the Palas are recorded

in marriage connection with the Rashtrakutas, but neither

instance affords any help. Dharmapala himself is said

to have married a daughter of the Rashtrakiita Parabala

{Ind. Ant., xxi, 254) ;
but the binida Parabala is otherwise

unknown. Again, Riijyapala married a daughter of the

Rashtrakiita Tunga {Ind. Ant., xxi, 99). But the biruda

Tunga is too vague to support any conclusions. It has

been referred to Jagattunga II, but that prince never reigned

{E.I. iv, 288, verse 16; also E.I. vi, 176); and though

that may not be an absolute objection, the binida Tunga
was a speciality of the whole Rashtrakuta family {E.I. vi,

189), and occurs in various combinations in connection

with several of the Rashtrakuta emperors. Admitting the

middle of the ninth century for Dharmapala, the bearer of

the biruda Parabala might be Amoghavarsha I, and Timga
might refer to Govinda IV, called Nripatimga.

With Dharmapala’s date about 840 a.d. both identifications

are incompatible, that of Chakrayudha with Mahipala (or

Kshitipala), and that of Indraraja with Indra III. The
probability undoubtedly is that, as suggested by Professor

Kielhorn {Ind. Ant., xx, 188 *), Chakrajmdha was Indraraja’s

yoimger brother
;
and seeing that by defeating Indraraja,

Dharmapala was enabled to give the kingdom of Kanauj to

Chakrayudha, it seems necessarily to follow that Indraraja

was the then {c. 840 a.d.) ruling king of Kanauj. As there

was an Indrajnidha reigning in the north, i.e. in the

' ChandwTidha cannot, however, be identified with Bhoja I (Adivaraha), for
though the latter’s date would suit well enough, he was the most powerful
member of fhe Gurjara imperial house, and never required Dharmapala’s aid.
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kingdom of Kanauj, in the year 783 a.d., it suggests itself

(especially as Indraraja may very well have borne also the

name Indrayudha, and as the same name is apt to recur

in the same family) that Indraraja and Chakrayudha of

Dharmapala’s time were descendants of the earlier Indrajmdha.

This line of thought only follows out a suggestion, already

thrown out by Professor Kielhom {E.I. iv, 246, footnote 1)

and Dr. Fleet {E.I. vi, 197). Further, seeing that, in all

probability, Bhoja I was a contemporary of Dharmapala,

it further suggests itself that Bhoja I’s conquest of the

northern kingdom was the direct consequence of the disastrous

war of that kingdom with Dharmapala, which rendered it

so weak as to finally perish under Bhoja I’s attack.

The history of the northern kingdom of Kanauj is still

almost a blank for the two centuries following immediately

after the emperor Harsha Vardhana’s death. That event

was followed by a palace revolution {Journal AJatique, 1900,

p. 300), and a general anarchy and disruption of the empire.

Between it and the conquest of Kanauj by Bhoja I, only

three, or perhaps four, facts are known. First, there is the

reign of Yasovarman, to which belong the years 731-745 a.d.

(see Dr. Stein’s translation of the Eajataranginl, p. 132,

footnote 134, for particulars). Secondly, there is the reign

of Indrayudha in 783 a.d. Thirdly, there is the defeat and

deprivation of Indraraja and the restoration of (his brother)

Chakrayudha by Dharmapala, about 840 a.d. Fourthly,

there is the mention of an unnamed king of Kanauj, who
is said, in the Rdjataranghii, to have been defeated by

Jayapida, a grandson of Lalitaditya (Muktapida), the

conqueror of Yasovarman. He was, therefore, probably also

a grandson of Yasovarman. Jayapida reigned thirty-one

years, about 772-803 a.d. The Rajatarangini says (iv, 471,

Jlr. Stein’s transh, p. 103) that “after defeating the king

of Kanyakubja in battle that king of surpassing valour

(Jayapida) carried off his throne, the ensign of royal power.”

This seems to indicate not only the defeat of the king of

Kanauj, but a termination of his djTiasty. If this surmise

IS correct, the subsequently mentioned kings Indrayudha,

J.R.A.S. 1905. 2
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Indraraja, and Chakrayudha would have belonged to a new
dynasty. But the name of neither dynasty—if there were

two dynasties—is known at present.

Incidentally it may be noted here that an advance of

Kashmirian troops so far into the centre of North India, as

is implied by the relation of the Rajatarangini, is supported

by a remark in the Khajuraho inscription of 954 a.d.

That record describes {E.I. i, 132, verse 23) the Chandel

king Yasovarman as one “ before whom perished the

Kashmiri warriors.”

The traditional genealogy of the Gfiirjara emperors of

Mahodaj'a-Kanauj commences with a prince named Deva-

sakti. The earliest occurrence of this genealogy is in the

Daulatpura grant of Bhoja I, dated in 843 a.d. {E.I. v, 208).

Devasakti’s date, at the usual rate of twenty years for

a reign, would be only about sixty years earlier, say about

770 to 780 A.D.
;
for he is the fourth predecessor of Bhoja I.

In the genealogy he is clearly treated as a real person, and

a queen is assigned to him, named Bbuyika, who is said to

be the mother of Yatsaraja. After an interval of only about

sixty years one would suppose a correct knowledge of

Bhoja’s ancestry to have survived
;
and, of course, deva§akti,

taken as a hahuvrihi compound, is not an impossible name

of a real person. Still, it is a curious name, and outside

fable-literature it is unique, so far as I know. Might it not

be a mere legendary name ? It means literally ‘ the power

of Deva,’ and it is as if one of our royal houses who claim

to reign by “ the grace of God ” were to make that “ grace

of God ” the ancestor of their house. Might not this name

demiakti give us the earliest indication of the rise of the

later legend of the miraculous birth of the ancestors of the

Rajput clans ?

A well-known form of this legend is related by Tod

(Rajasthan, i, 86, 87, Madras ed.)
;

also in the Rasmala

(ii, 234), and by Sir Alexander Cunningham {Arch. Survey

Reports, ii, 253 £E.). According to it Vasishte had once

convened all the other sages on Mount Abu to perform

a sacrifice before the assembled gods. In this they were
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disturbed by the Asuras. Thereupon Vasishta caused to

come forth from tbe sacrificial fire-pit successively the four

•eponymous ancestors of the so-called Agnikula or ‘ fire-clans
’

of Rajputs, the Parihars, Chalukyas (or Solahkis), Parmars,

and Chohans. This form of the legend which makes all

the four clans to have sprung equally from the sacred fire is

given on the authority of the Rajput bards, especially of the

Hindi bard Chand Bardal. But Sir A. Cunningham suggests

{l.c., p. 254) that in the original legend the fire-birth must

have been limited to the Chohans. Herein, I think, he is

right. Chand lived about 1190 a.d., and he is, so far as

I know, the earliest witness to the existence of the legend

in the form above given. He certainly seems to limit the

fire-birth to the Chohans. The legend is related by him in

stanzas 124 fP. of the first book {pmstavd) of his Prithiraj

Rwiaii} The following are its essential portions :

—

Taha m-rikhkhi Bdcista kttnda roeana raci tamahi
1

Dhariya dhydna JaJi homa madhya vedi sura sumaha
\

Taha pragabjau Pratihdra, rdha tini thaura su-dhdriya
1

Phuni pracjatyau Cdlukka, Brahma tini cdlu su-sdriya
\

Pavdra pragatyau hlra vara, kahyau rikhkki para-mdra

dhana
\

Traya piirukha juddha kinau atula, naha Rakhkhasa

khuddanta tana |1 124 i|

• ••«••••*
Taha citiya Bdcista, eha Asura acicdriya || 127 |1

Anaia-kunda kiya anala sajji upagdra sdra sura
\

Upajyau anala Cdhuvdna taha cava su-hdhu asi haha dhari ll

^ So in the MSS. and in the Bihliotkeea htdica ed., p. 67 ;
but in M. V.

Pandia’s ed., p. 49, verses 127 The text varies slightly ;
the only important

difference is in Pandia’s ed., line 4, hrahtmcdrl vrata dhariya^ “ he kept the

hrahmacari vow,” tor Brahma tini cdlu susdriya. That reading can hardly he

correct, because it is incongruent with the tenour of the stanza, which intends to

describe warriors, not ascetics. Cdlu is also spelt guUu^ caluy caliCf calukUy

Skr. caluka or culuka.
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That is

—

“Then the sage Vasishta carefully prepared a pit; per-

forming meditation, he offered a homa in the midst of the

altar in the presence of the Suras. Then there appeared

the Pratihara : him he placed on the road to the palace.

Next there appeared the Chalukka : him Brahma brought

forth from his hoUowed palm. The Pavara (Parmar) (now)

appeared, the excellent hero : (him) the sage called blessed

as the ‘Slayer of the enemy’ {para-mara). The three

men made a fight unequalled; (but) the Bakshasas did not

draw hack a whit . . . Vasishta thought to himseH,

‘ These Asuras are very impudent ’ ... So he made

a fire in the fire-pit, preparing a thorough protection for

the Suras . . . Then there arose from the fire the

Chahuvan, four-armed, holding a sword in each arm.”

Here the fire-birth is distinctly ascribed to the Chohans,

but to them only. Of the others it is not said that they

came out of the fire. With regard to the Parmars and

Chaulukyas, indeed, Chand’s words seem to contain a distinct

allusion to peculiar legends of theirs concerning the miraculous

birth of their eponymous ancestors. It is certain from their

inscriptions that these two clans possessed such legends at

a date considerably anterior to Chand, while, for the present

at least, there is no evidence to prove this either concerning

the Parihars or the Chohans. It would seem that in Chand’s

time the leading rival clans among the Bajputs were the

Parihars, Chaulukyas, Parmars, and Chohans. It is not

impossible that the legend in the form in which it is quoted

above is an invention of Chand Bardai himself, for the

purpose of extolling his particular clan, the Chohan, at the

expense of the three others. For this purpose he appears to

have appropriated to the Chohans a peculiar claim of the

Parmars. For, so far as we know, the Parmars are the only

clan who, anteriorly to Chand, laid claim to the fire-birth.

The existing etddence is meagre, but such as it is the

inscriptions of the Chohans themselves give no countenance

to the belief that they claimed to be a ‘ fire-race.’

Their earliest (known) record is a prasasti, dated 842 a.d.
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{J.G.0.8. xl, 39 ;
E.I. V, App., No. 12), of a branch line

of Chohans ruling in Dholpur in Eastern Rajputana. It

simply states that the line belongs to “ the goodly race

of the eminent ‘land-lord’ Chahavana” {Cahavana vara-

bhupati-cdni-vamsa) without the least suggestion of anything

miraculous. The next is a prahsti, dated 973 a.d., of the

main line of Chohans. It similarly speaks only of the

CahamdHdiivaya {E.I. ii, 121, verse 13) or Chahamana line.

So also the prasasfi, dated 1170 a.d. (J.A.S.B. Iv, 41,

verse 10), of the main line; and the charter, dated 1161 a.d.

{J.B.B.R.A.S. xix, 26; E.I. v, App., No. 141), of the Nadol

branch of Chohans. The latter two records are practically

contemporaneous with Chand Bardal. It seems clear,

therefore, that the whole of the Chohan clan, in the main

as well as the side lines, laid no claim to being a ‘ fire-race.’

The only Rajput clan which, so far as I know, puts forth

in its records a claim to be a ‘ fire-race ’ is that of the

Parmars. Their claim can be traced back to about a century

earlier than Chand Bardaf, that is, to the year 1060 a.d.,

the date of the Arthuna {Ind. Ant., xxii, 80) and (approxi-

mately) of the Udepur prasastis {E.I. i, 224), which belong

to the junior and senior branches respectively of the royal

line of Parmars of Malwa. It is in these inscriptions that

we first meet with the legend of the miraculous birth of

the eponymous hero from the sacrificial fire-pit. As told

here it runs as follows {E.I. i, 234, 236, verses 5, 6) : At

one time on Mount Abu, Visvamitra forcibly took away

the cow of Vasishta
;
thereupon the latter caused a hero

to arise from the fire-pit {agm-kitndd)
;

that hero slew the

enemies, and recovered the cow ;
in reward thereof the sage

gave him the name Para-mdra or slayer of the enemies.

This is substantially the same story as given by Chand

Bardai, though in his version the enemies are Rakshasas,

and no mention is made of any abduction of the cow.^ The

^ Chand also knows the stoiy of Yasishta’s cow, hat according to him the

cow was not abducted, but fell into a bottomless cleft of the mount {athma hila,

stanza 81
) ; also, the loss of the cow has no immediate connection with the

A'reation of tlie fire-races.
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term ‘fire-race/ thougli implied in the legend of these

two prasastis, does not actually occur in them. The first

actual use of it we find in the slightly later Nagpur prasmfi

of the year 1104 a.d. It occurs there {E.I. ii, 182, verse 4)

in the form vahni-vamsa, not agni-kula.

It may be worth noting that the legend is not found intro-

duced in the nearly contemporaneous Bhinmal inscription,

dated 1060 a.d. {Bombay Gazetteer, vol. i, pt. 1, p. 472 ;

E.I. V, App., No. 689), of the Rajputana line of Parmars.

This inscription (like those of the Chohans) speaks simply

of the “ Paramara race ” without the least suggestion of

any miraculous occurrence. It would seem, therefore, that

the legend of the ‘ fire-birth ’ was limited to the royal

Parmar line of Malwa. What is curious, however, is the

fact that there exist several Parmar inscriptions of earlier

date than 1080 a.d. which make no mention whatever

of that legend. This circumstance might be thought to

prove that the legend was not known before 1080 a.d., or

the latter half of the eleventh century, if it were not that

we have also inscriptions later than 1080 a.d. which do

not mention the legend. Such are the charters (land-grants)

of Lakshmi Varma Deva, dated 1143 a.d. {Ind. Ant., xix,

353 ;
E.I. V, App., No. 121), and of Arjuna Varma Deva,

dated 1211 a.d. (J.A.S.B. v, 378; E.I. v, App., No. 195).

The evidence of the charters, therefore, does not necessarily

disprove an existence of the legend earlier than the latter

half of the eleventh century, but it does prove that no
credence, or at least no importance, was attached to it

officially. It might be introduced into private, or semi-

private, eulogies {prasasti), but not into official charters

{sdsana).

The case is similar with the Chaulukyas (Solankis). At
least it is so with the more important (imperial) Une of

Mularaja. In the official charters of this line the legend

of the miraculous birth of their eponymous hero is never
admitted. As a rule, indeed (just as in the Parmar charters),

there is not even any mention of his name, nor of the descent

from him. Mularaja’s charter, of 987 a.d., appears to be the.
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solitary exception in describing that sovereign as belonging

to tbe “Cbanlnkya line” {Caulukikanmya, Ind. Ant., vi,

191, line 5). Tbe legend appears in Cbanlukya praktsfis,

and it is found so for tbe first time, in the year 1151 a.d.,

in tbe Yadnagar praksti {E.L i, 301, verse 2). As here

given, tbe legend saj^s that at tbe request of tbe gods, to

protect them from tbe Danavas, Brahma, when performing

“the mndliya, ceremony, produced tbe hero Cbulukya from

tbe Ganges water in bis hollowed pabm (culuka). It is this

form of tbe legend, evidently, which is referred to in tbe

verses of Cband Bardai above quoted.

With tbe less important Cbanlukya bne of Barapa, tbe

legend is not only met with at a considerably earlier date,

but is also admitted into their official charters. It is, for tbe

first time, found in Klrtiraja’s grant of 1018 a.d. {Vien)Ht

Or. Journ., vii, 88 ;
E.L v, App., No. 354), and is repeated

in Trilocbanapala’s grant of lOol a.d. (Ind. Anf., xii, 201,

verses 4-7
;

£.1. v, App., No. 356). Here it is given m
a somewhat different form. Tbe passage runs as follows :

—

Kadacid Baitya-khed-ottha-cintd-Mandara-manthanat
1

Virinces culuk-dmbodhe rdja-ratnam pumdn abhut H

“Bern kim knravdn ” -Iti iiattvd praha tarn eva salt
|

Samadistartha-samiddhaii tnstah sra-stzdbrcn'ic ca (|

“ Kanydkubje, Ma/tdrdja, Bdsfrakutasya kanyakdm
|

labdhcd siikhdya tasydih tvatk Cauluky-dpnuhi santatim ||

Ittham atra hhavet ksatra-santatir vitatd kila
|

Caulukydt prathifd nudyah srotdms-tra mahidhardt
”

|1

That is

—

“ Once on a time, through tbe churning with the Mandara

(mount) of anxiety roused by the oppression of tbe Daityas

(called Danavas in verse 1), out of tbe ocean in tbe boUowed

pabn (culuka) of Brahma there arose a man, a jewel of a king.

‘O Deva, what shall I do,’ so respectfully be addressed

Brahma
;
and tbe pleased Creator, for tbe attainment of tbe

indicated object, spoke to him: ‘In Kanyakubja (Kanauj),

O great King Cbaulukya, after having taken (in marriage)

tbe daughter of a Basbtrakuta, do thou, for tbe sake of tbe
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welfare (of the people), raise progeny on her. Thus there

may here arise from a Ohaulukya (i.e. from a palm-bom

being) a truly extensive race of Kshatriyas, far-spreading bke

river streams (coming) from a motmtain.’ ”

The point in this version of the legend which is particularly

to be observed is that it has much less of a mythological

complexion. There is here no suggestion of a quarrel

between the Devas and Daityas. We have evidently before

us no myth, but a semi-historical account of an early occur-

rence, expressed in poetical and figurative language. And
perhaps it is this semi-historical character of the occurrence

which accounts for its being mentioned in the official charters.

“At some time,” not exactly known, but still remembered,

the natives of the country and their brahmanical institutions

were being harassed by non-brahmanical foreigners (poetically

called Daityas or Danavas). One of the foreign chiefs,

a Chaiilukya, married the daughter of one of the native

Rashtrakuta chiefs and pursued a pro-Hindu policy. The

Brahmans, relieved of their mountain-load of anxiety, gladly

regularised the transaction by declaring the Chaulukyas

a Kshatriya caste. This appears to be the meaning of the

semi-historical legend. Its earliest known date is 1018 a.d.,

but, as abeady remarked on p. 11, it probably existed as

early as the middle of the tenth century, and there is no

reason why it should not have existed among the Chaidukyas

even earlier, at a time when they stiU lived in their original

home in Eajputana. There is nothing strange in the occur-

rence itself : the assimilating power of Hinduism is well

known in India. If the Moghul emperors, when they formed

matrimonial albances with daughters of Rajput princes, had
at the same time adopted Brahmanic Hinduism, we should

now have a Moghul caste of Hindu Kshatriyas. But even

the loose Muhammadanism of the early Moghuls possessed

more power of persistence than the Shamanism of the Huns
or Gurjaras.

A curious point about the semi-historical tradition of the

Chaulukyas is that Bilhana, about 1085 a.d., in his Vikra-

mahkadeva Carita, transfers it to the southern Chalukyas.
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He also gives it a more strictly mythological character.

According to him, “Brahma was once engaged in his

sffrtd/iyd. devotions, when Indra came to him to complain

of the growing godlessness on earth. On hearing this

request the Creator directed his looks towards his culuka, and

from it sprung a handsome warrior fit to protect the three

worlds. From him descended the Chalukyas, among whom
Harita is reckoned as first progenitor, as well as Manavya
who humbled the pride of the enemies ” {Ind. Ant., v, 317

;

xii, 198, 199). Bilhana here combines the legend of

the c«</«A-a-hirth, which is peculiar to the later northern

Chaulukyas, with the tradition of a descent from Manavya
and Harita, which is the property of the earlier southern

Chalukyas
;

and, so far as I know, the combination is

limited to him. It cannot he traced elsewhere in the

records of the southern Chalukyas. As to their own
proper tradition of the Manavya and Harita descent, it

can be traced back to a very early age. We meet with it

for the first time, as early as 601 a.d., in the Mahakuta

inscription of Mahgalesa {Ind. Ant., xix, 17 ;
E.I. vii, App.,

Ho. 5) ;
and it can be followed down to 1009 a.d. in the

Kanthem grant {Ind. Ant., xvi, 17), and even to 1077 a.d.

in the Year inscription {Ind. Ant., viii, 1 1 ; E.I. vii, App.,

Ho. 185), among the records of the Later Western Chalukya

dynasty. The last-mentioned date is the very time of Bilhana

and his combination, just referred to. About the same time

another combination of the original tradition was effected

with a Puranic genealogy (quite different from the culukii-

birth legend) in the records of the Eastern Chalukya djTiasty.

This combination is first met with in the Ranastipundl grant

of 1011 a.d. {E.I. vi, 347).

With reference to the original and simple Chalukya

tradition of their descent from Manavya and Harita, it is

worth noting what Mahgalesa’s Mahakuta inscription, of

601 A.D., says regarding Pulikesin I {Ind. Ant., xix, 17, 18,

line 4), that his “ body was purified by the religious merit

of oblations performed after celebrating agnisfoma (and

other) sacrifices
;

that he was descended from the (god)
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Hiranyagariha (Brahman), accepted the admonitions of the-

elders, and was good to the Brahmans.” We have here (so

it seems to me) a fairly plain statement of the adoption of

Brahmanism by Mahgalesa’s grandfather, the foreign invader

or immigrant, Pulikesin I, and of his admission, with solemn

ceremonial, by the Brahman “elders” into the Brahmanic

social system, in confirmation whereof he was assigned

membership of the Manavya gotra and descent from an

original ancestress of the Harlta gotra (Ind. Ant., xix, 13).

The same characteristic incidents are described in even plainer

language in the Eanastipundl grant (E.T. vi, 352, lines

17-20
;
see also South Indian Inscriptions, i, No. 39, p. 58,

and Ind. Ant., vii, 243—245; xiv, 49, 51) : “During this

battle his (Vijayaditya’s) great queen, who was pregnant,

reached, together with the family priest and the old ministers,

an agrahara, called Mudirema, and being protected like

a daughter by Yishnubhatta Somayajin, a great ascetic,

who dwelt there, she gave birth to a son, Vishnu Yardhana.

She brought him up, having caused to be performed for

this prince the rites which were suitable to his two-sided

Kshatriya descent from the Manavjm gotra and the sons of

HaritI,” Though the date of this grant, 1011 A.n., is much
too late to inspire any confidence in the historical truth

of the minuter details of its tradition, the general drift of

the latter is fully confirmed by the Mahakuta inscription,

which, being dated in 601 a.d., is nearly contemporary with,

that is, only about fifty years after, the date of the incidents

in Pulikesin I’s life which it records.^ Moreover, both

records agree in one important item of the tradition, namely,

that the Brahmanic naturalization of the Chalukyas took

1 There is another point of detail in the later record of 1011 a.d. whicli
even with the late authority for it, is perhaps not altogether without significance'
It is said that Vishnu Yardhana, after his naturalization, went to the “ Chalukva
mountain,” and there paid worship to a number of Brahmanieal deities (E i
vi, 352, line 4; Ind. Ant., xiv, 49). This story seems to reflect a variant of
Chand Bardai’s legend, which places the or^in of the Chalukyas, and of their
kindred clans, ou Mount Abu, in connection with a solemn Brahmanieal
ceremony. “The Chalnkya mountain” I take to mean the mount which was
the ancestral stronghold of the Chalukyas, and the reference may weU be to thb-
very Mount Abu.
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place, not in the Hfetime of their reputed founder, Jayasimha

(called Yijayaditya in the later record), but in that of one

of his immediate successors. According to the later record

(of 1011 A.n.) it was Jayasimha’s son, Vishnu Yardhana

(the Ranaraga of the earlier record?), while, according to

the earlier and more trustworthy record (of 601 a.d.), the

naturalized person was his grandson, Pulikesin I, who was,

no doubt, the actual invader of Southern India and the

founder there of the Chiilukya sovereignty.

The later record has preserved another significant incident.

It records that the “great queen” {niahddei'i) of the

above-mentioned Yishnu Yardhana, who received Brahmanic

naturalization, was a Pallava princess {E.I. vi, 353, line 24).

The PaUavas were an intensely Brahmanical dynasty
;
and

the adoption of Brahmanism by the Chalukya chief would

be the natural corollary of his matrimonial alliance with

a PaUava princess. We have here a tradition parallel to

that of the Chaulukyas mentioned above, p. 24. The

authority for it, no doubt, is of a very late date
;
the early

record, of 601 a.d., does not mention it
;

but the incident

itself possesses the greatest intrinsic probability, with this

modification only, that the Chalukya chief who concluded

the Pallava matrimonial alliance was, not the problematic

Yishnu Yardhana, but the real founder of the southern

Chalukya sovereignty, Puhkesin I. In any case, the

tradition recorded in the Eanastipundi grant shows what

at that date, 1011 a.d., was believed to be the natural

concomitant of the Brahmanic naturahzation of a foreign

invader.

As regards the Parihars, we have, as yet, very few records.

But there are two very early ones of nearly the same date,

861 A.D., the Gihatayal and Jodhpurprasatsfis [Journal E.A.S.,

1894, p. 1, and 1895, p. 513 ;
E.I. v, App., Nos. 13, 330), of

the two half-brothers Kakkuka and Banka. They appear to

have held a considerable tract of country in western and

northern Rajputana, and their date would show that they

must have done so under the sovereignty of the Gurjara

emperor Bhoja I (c. 840-845 a.d.). Their prasastis give
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ihem no territorial titles whatsoever, not even rdja, though

it is specially noted in the Jodhpur inscription that one of

Kakka’s (their father’s) two wives, the mother of Bauka, was

a maharajni, that is, an imperial princess. This shows that

the princes of this dynasty were only small chiefs, who in

course of time grew sufficiently powerful to form, in the

person of Kakka, a matrimonial alliance with the imperial

Gurjara house of Bhoja I. This is confirmed by the notice

in the Jodhpur inscription {Lc., 1. 14) that Kakka, whose

date must be about 830-850 a.d., “ gained renown in a fight

with the Gaudas at Mudgagiri (Mungir).” As the son-in-law

of Bhoja I he would naturally have assisted him in his

attempted “ conquest of the three worlds ” (see J.R.A.S.,

1904, pp. 646, 647). The two half-brothers Kakkuka and

Bauka formed the tweBth generation of their Parihar

dynasty. This fact, at the usual rate of twenty years for

a reign, wdl place Harichandra, the founder of the dynasty,

at about 640 a.d.

The particular point of interest, however, of the two

prasastk is that apparently they profess to give an account

of how the Parihar clan of Rajputs really arose. According

to them, Harichandra was a Brahman who, as the Jodhpur

prasasti tells us, married two wives, one of Brahman, the

other of Kshatriya caste. The Brahman wife is not named,

and she was probably an ordinary woman of her own caste.

The Kshatriya wife, on the other hand, is described as a lady

of noble birth {mahdkiilagunanvitd, verse 7) and a princess

{rdjnl, verse 8), and her name is given as Bhadra. The
descendants of the Brahman wife are expressly stated to

have taken rank as Brahmans, while those of the Kshatriya

lady are not specifically classed, though of course the impli-

cation is that they enjoyed their mother’s rank. But the

implication is expressed in a very curiou§ way. The text

runs as follows :

—

Viprah snSaricandr-dkhyah patni Bhadrd ea ksattriyd
\

Tdbhydn tu ye sutd jdtah PmtiUdrdm^s-ca tdn ndiih
|| -5 jj

Pratihdrd drijd hhutd brdhmanydm ye ’hhavam-t-mtdh
|

Rdjni Bhadrd ca ydm-t-sute te hhutd madhu-payimh 11811
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That is

—

“ There was a Brahman named Harichandra, and his wife

was Bhadra, a Kshatriya lady. Now the sons that were born
from this pair have become known as the Parihars. The
sons that were born to the BrahraanI woman became Parihar

Brahmans, and those whom the princess Bhadra bore they

became liquor-drinkers.”

Let us note, first, all the sons of the “Brahman” Hari-

chandra were Parihars, his sons of the Brahman woman
as well as those of the Kshatriya ladj'. Secondly, what
difEerentiates them is not so much the fact that they were

born of mothers of two different castes, but the fact that

some of the sons were addicted to the habit of drinkinn

hquor. The drinking of hquor is a well-known distinctive

trait of the Rajputs. There is another curious remark in

the Jodhpur prasasti (verse 6). Harichandra, who is

described as a “Brahman” {dfi/a or vipra) and a “Vedic
scholar ” {vedasdstrartha-paragd), is nevertheless said to have

been a Rohilla (or Rohilladdhi).^ Though the meaning of the

latter designation is not exactly known, it is at least certain

that it is not any Indian brahmanic term : it seems to point

to Harichandra having been of foreign extraction.

The facts which the statements of the jyrasa&tia seem to

me to suggest are these. Harichandra by race belonged to

the Rohillas, a clan or sept of the foreign invaders. Among
them he held the position of u priest or wizard, or what

corresponded to that of the Brahman among the natives of

India. As such he not only claimed to be a Brahman, but

adopted Brahman practices and married a real Brahman

woman. In addition, being an influential Rohilla, he also

married a nohle lady of the country, a real Kshatriya

princess. The sons of the latter lady naturally adhered to

the noble ‘passions’ of their class, especially in the matter

I
The word in the original is either Mohilla-dry-anka or EohUladdliy-anha,

pointing to a clan Rohilla or Rohilladdhi. JOry-anka, ‘ having two marks,’
might indicate that Harichandra belonged by birth to the Rohillas, but by
profession, or class, to the ‘ Brahmans.’ Compare the term dvi-paksa as applied
to the southern Chalukyas, Ind. Ant., xiv, -51, line 24.
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of drinking liquor
;
and, as an indication of their nohle birth,

as sons of a rajrii or princess, they were called raja-putra or

Rajputs, that is, princely sons. The sons of the Brahman
woman also followed the practices of their mother’s class,

and abstained from drink, and consequently they took rank

as a species of Brahmans. Thus there arose Parihar

Brahmans and Parihar Rajputs. Here we have an actual

example of the mergence of a foreign people into the

Hindu population, to which Mr. Bhandarkar refers in the

concluding paragraph of his paper on the Gurjaras (pp. 20,

21). With his remarks I fully agree. But what is

interesting is that we have in the two Parihar prasastis

such an early testimony to the actuality of the process of

fusion. It goes back to the middle of the ninth century

;

and though the beginning of the fusion, according to the

prasastis themselves, must be placed about 200 years earlier,

in the middle of the seventh century, there is no good reason

to doubt the soundness of the tradition. It is a further

illustration of the general conclusion to which all the

traditions we have been examining point. The Rajput clans

are the result of intermarriages of foreign (Gurjara and

other) invaders with women of the native Indian ruling

classes. The period of the non-brahmanical foreign invasion

was one of great trouble and oppression for the Brahmanism

of the country. Those foreigners who intermarried with

natives were naturally disposed to favour and even adopt

Brahmanism; and in return the Brahmans naturalized them by
providing them with a respectable place in their caste system.

The earliest instances of such naturalization would appear

to have been those of the southern Chalukyas of the Dekhan
and the northern Parihars of Rajputana, occurring about

the sixth and seventh centuries respectively. The imperial

Gurjaras appear to have come later in the middle of the

eighth century (Devasakti)
;
and the Parmars and Chohans

probably arose about the same time. The rise of the

Chaidukyas (Solankis) would seem to fall into the middle

of the tenth eentury. JN’o doubt there must have been great

differences in the times and conditions of these several
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growths. On all points of detail we are still very much in

the dark : what we seem clearly to see is only the general

trend of the events.

In conclusion, I will venture to sketch, as a working

hypothesis, the outlines of the course of the history of this

period as it presents itself to my mind. In the earlier part

of the sixth century a great invasion took place into India

of Central Asiatic peoples, Huns, Gurjaras, and probably

others, whose exact interrelation we do not know. Their

first onset carried them as far east as Gwaliyor. For a time

their advance was stemmed by the signal defeat inflicted on

them about 533 a.d. by the Malava emperor Yasodharman—

Vikramaditya, and later by the efforts of the Kanauj

emperor, Harsha Vardhana. The foreign hordes, thus

checked in their eastward advance, divided. One (probably

the main) portion settled in Eajputana and the Panjab,

stragglers also in Southern Malwa. Another portion, known

as the Chalukyas, turned southward across the Narmada,

and about 550 a.d., vmder PuHke^in I, won for themselves

a kingdom with its capital at Badami, and, by the inter-

marriage of their chief with the old Brahmanic royal house

of the Pallavas, became naturalized in the BrahmanicaUy

constituted Indian community. A period of about 200

years now followed, in the south, of the steady growth of

the Chalukya empire. In the north, it was a period of

quiescence of the northern settlers. Duriag this period

a gradual fusion took place with the natives of the country,

as evidenced by the upgrowth of the Parihars in the middle

of the seventh century, and of the Parmars, Chohans, and

imperial Gurjaras in the middle of the eighth century.

This was the period of the nascence of the Rajput clans.

It was at last terminated by a fresh outbreak of the ethnic

volcano. About 780 a.d. the eastward movement was

resumed by the imperial Gurjaras of Rajputana, under

Yatsaraja. Their new onset led them as far as the borders

of Bengal. It was again temporarily checked by the

Rashtrakuta emperors, who, in the meanwhile, had subverted

the empire of the southern Chalukyas, and who represented
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a recrudescence of the native opposition to the foreign

invaders, enacted 200 years earlier under the Malava and

Kanauj emperors. The check was not permanently effective

;

Vatsaraja’s successors succeeded in making good their advance,

and about 840 a.d., under Bhoja I, the Gurjara empire, with

its capital at Kanauj, embraced nearly the whole of northern

India, up to the borders of Bihar and Bengal. (Gauda).

After Bhoja I, the Gurjara empire began to dechne, owing

partly to the internal rivalry of the constituent clans

(Parmars, Chohans, Chandels, Parihars, Kachhwahas, etc.),

partly to external wars with the Chedis and Eashtrakutas.

About 950 A.D. the empire had shed a number of independent

sovereignties, Malwa, Bandelkhand, and several smaller ones

in Eajputana. At the same time, however—by way of

compensation, as it were—

a

fresh activity manifested itself

in a southerly direction. About 975 a.d. the Eashtrakuta

empire was subverted by a renascence of the Chaluk}’-a

power, and Lata was conquered by the Ohaulukj^as. The
latter, who were kinsmen of the Chalukyas, but had remained

behind in Eajputana, thus reverted to the original southward

movement of their kindred. In the meantime the stump
of the Gurjara empire, consisting of the small kingdom of

Kanauj, continued to exist, for about a century longer, till,

about 1050 A.D., it was finally extinguished by the Gaharwar
Chandra Deva. This brings us near to the next great

foreign invasion of India by the Turki hordes, which, about

a century and a haE later, from 1191 a.d. onwards, once

more changed the face of northern India.

P.S. to p. 2.—In Mr. Sibberrad’s paper on the Eidory of
Western Bundelkhand, the. era of the dates is not mentioned.

It would seem that they are intended to be taken in terms of

the Christian era. In that case, 243 and 285 as dates a.d.

are obviously much too early. But E referred to the Gupta
era, they are much nearer the truth : 243 = 563 g.e. and
285 = 605 G.E.
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II.

A STUDY OF PAEAMARTHA’S LIFE OF VASU-BANDHU

;

AND THE DATE OF VASU-BANDHU.

By J. TAKAKrSU, M.E.A.S., M.A., Dr. Phil.

T>ARAMARTHA (a.d. 499-569), or Kula-natha as he

was sometimes called, was a Brahmin of the Bharadvaja

family of TTjjayinI, West India. In 539 a.d. the Emperor

of China, Wu-ti (502-549), sent a mission to Magadha,

North India, in search of a learned Buddhist and the

original Maha-yana texts. The Indian Court despatched

Paramartha, who was then sta^dng at Magadha, with 240

bundles of palm- leaf texts, besides 64 works which he

afterwards translated. ^

His arrival in Nan-hai ^ falls in the year 546 a.d., while

his visit to the then capital Chien-yeh® did not take place

until 548, when the Emperor Wu-ti gave him a hearty

welcome with due honour.

The literary activity and religious enthusiasm of this

Indian guest during the declining days of the Liang dynasty

(548-557) and the early parts of the subsequent Chan

dynasty (557-569) seem to have attracted the curious eyes

of Chinese Buddhists, who thronged to listen to the new

preacher in spite of all the disturbances which they were

experiencing just then. His teaching embraced a variety of

subjects, but throughout, as a Maha-yanist, he laid earnest

and persistent emphasis on the Buddhistic idealism (Vijnana-

matra) of Vasu-bandhu and Asanga. He seems to have been

^ Of these only 32 translations exist at present : see Nanjio’s Catalogue, p. 42;i

(104, 105).
^

^ A district in Canton : lat. 23° 7'
; long. 113° 15'.

^ Now Nan -king.

J.R.A.s. 1905. y
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fairly successful in popularizing tlie doctrine, for on one

occasion the Court is said to have considered the propagation

of his idealism to he dangerous to the nation. He himself

was not satisfied with his work as a preacher of peace. He
once said to one of his pupils : “ My original plan for which

I am come here will never be realised. We can entertain at

present no hope of seeing the prosperity of the Law.” But

his work as a translator was simply brilliant and in every

way satisfactory. We have to thank him for the preservation

of several important texts, such as the fundamental works

of the Vijuana-vadins, Vasu-bandhu, and Asahga, the books

on Logic of Dih-naga, the Samkhya-karikii of Isvara-krsna

with its commentary,^ besides some works of Hagarjuna,

Asva-ghosa, Vasu-mitra, and Guna-mati. What we value

most is his “Biography of Yasu-bandhu,” which furnishes

us with several otherwise unknown data, and sheds an

unexpected light on a dark period in the history of

Buddhism, of the Samkhya school and of Indian literature

in general. A study of this important biography is the

chief object of the present paper.

An English translation of Paramartha’s “Life of Vasu-

bandhu” was given by me in the Tong-pao (July, 1904), and

the whole can be summed up as follows :

—

A summary of the “ Life of Vasu-bandhu,” by Paramartha

(a.d. 499-569
;
546-569 in China).

Bom, at Purusa-pura (Peshawar), of the Brahmin family

of Kausika, Vasu-bandhu is the second of the three brothers.

A. Vasu-bandhu Asahga (Asahga, the eldest).

B. Vasu-bandhu Virinci-vatsa (the youngest).

C. Vasu-bandhu (the second).

A.—Asahga, first an adherent of the Sarvasti-vada school

and of the Hina-yana, afterwards a promoter of the Maha-
yana and an author of the Hpadesas on the Maha-yana
sutras.

1 See BuUetin de I’Ecole Franqaise d’Extrfeme-Orieiit, July, 1904.
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The works attributed to Asanga are :

—

(1) The Saptadasa-hhumi sutra.^

(2) The Maha-yana-sutra upadesas.^

(3) The Maha-yana-samparigraha-sastra.®

He converts Vasu-bandhu to the Maha-yana faith, and

dies before Yasn-bandhu’s compilation of Maba-yana works.

B.—Virinci-vatsa, an adherent of the Sarvasti-vada school,

an Arhat.

C.—Yasu-bandhu, the second and the greatest of the three

brothers, had no other distinguishing name. At first an

adherent of the Sarviisti - vada school, he is described as

a free thinker, and never confines himself to the teaching

of his own school. His work, the Abhidbarma - kosa,*

represents his opinion, which presupposes the philosophy of

the Maha -Yibhasas ® as compiled by Katyayani-putra and

put into literary form by Asva - ghosa. These, in their

turn, explain the principles set forth in the work, Jnana-

prasthana, otherwise called the Asta-grantha,® also composed

by Katyayani-putra, in the sixth century after the Buddha’s

death. As the tendency of his time requires, Yasu-bandhu

writes the “Paramartha-saptati” against the Safnkhya-sastra

(Saihkhya - saptati, i.e. Karika) of Yindhya - vasa, a pupil

of Yrsa-gana (cf. Yarsa-ganya), who lived in the tenth

century after the Buddha’s death.

King Yikramaditya of Ayodhya, first the patron of the

Saihkhya school but afterwards that of Buddhism, its

influence being recovered by Yasu-bandhu.

Baladitya, the Crown Prince, and the Queen-mother, both

pupils of Yasu-bandhu, invite the latter to Ayodhya, after

the death of Yikramaditya. Yasu-bandhu disputes with

^ This is attributed to Maitreya, but really a work of Asanga. Compare
Nanjio’s 1170.

^ No work called ‘‘ Upadesa ” is preserved, but several books called Sastra,

Karika or Tika, are found in the Chinese collections. See Nanjio’s Catalogue,

P- 371, 5.

® Nanjio’s Nos. 1183, 1184, 1247 ;
compare No. 1171 (2).

* Nanjio’s Nos. 1267, 1269, 1270.
^ Nanjio’s Nos. 1263, 1264, 1279.
^ Nanjio’s Nos. 1273 and 1275.
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Vasu-rata, a grammarian, and Samglia-bliadra, an orthodox

Vaibhasika.

So far Vasu-bandhu is represented as a Hina-yanist. The-

above gives us the following results :
—

The Saevasti-vada School.

Katyayani-putra.
The Jnana-prasthana-sastra

or

The Asta-grantha.
|

Katyayani-putra, Asva-ghosa.
The Abhidharma-maha-nbhasa.

I

Vasu-bandhu.
The Abhidharma-kosa.

The Samkhya School.

Vrsa-gana.
The (original) Samkhya-sastva.

I

Vindhya-vasa.
The (revised) Saiiikhya-sastra.

or

The Sariikhya-saptati.

Vasu-bandhu.
(in opposition)

The Paramaitha-saptati.

ViKRAMADITTA OF AvODHr.A.

Patron and contemporary.

Buddha-mitra. Vrsa-gana.

Vasu-bandhu. Vindhya-vusa.

Baladitta (son of Vikramaditya).

Patron and contemporary.

Sariigha-bhadra. Vasu-bandhu. Vasu-rata(grammarian).
Two works against A work against the A work against

the Ko^a. Vyakarana. the Ko.sa.

Asanga invites Vasu-bandhu to Purusa-pura, i.e. Peshawar,

and converts him to the Maha-yana. After the death of

Asanga the latter begins to write works relating to the

Maha-yana and commentaries on several Maha-yana sutras.

A.—The Maha-yana sutras commented on by Vasu-
bandhu:

1. The Avatamsaka,

2. The Nirvana.^

3. The Saddharma-pundanka.^

1 Nanjio’s Nos. 1206, 1207, 1209.

^ Nanjio’s Nos. 1232, 1233.
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4. The Prajiia-paramita.^

5. The Vimala-kirti.

6. The Srl-mala-siihhanada.

B.—The Maha-yana sastras compiled by Vasu-bandhu

:

1. The Vijnana-matra-siddhi.^

2. The Maha-yana-samparigraha-vyakhya.^

3. The Nature of the Rataa-Traya.^

4. The Gate to the Nectar.®

Here he is represented as a Maha-yanist, his conversion to

the school being told at length. Buddhist students of all

parts of India and of neighbouring countries use Vasu-

bandhu’s works as their text-books. All the heretics in fear

of him. He dies at Ayodhya, aged 80.

A study of the life of Yasu-bandhu is very important for

the history of the Maha-yana school of Buddhism, as he is

an able representative of the Maha-yana as well as the

Hina-yana, himself being a convert to Asanga’s idealism.

The study must be carried out in two directions, i.e. :

(1) An examination of his philosophical views, in which his

position as a free thinker and a “ patron of all schools
”

has

to be fully brought out. (2) A survey of all the historical

data bearing upon his life, which should be collected from

all the sources available. My original plan was to go into

details on these two sides of our subject. Interesting and

important as they are, this would involve the laborious work

of investigating into the whole Vaibhasika literature, a single

translation of it amounting to 200 Chinese volumes, 438,449

ideographical characters. Besides this, my study of the

Abhidharma-ko& and Vijilana-matra, texts of his own, with

all their commentaries, is as yet far from being complete.

1 Xanjio’s Hos. 1231, 1168.

“ Xanjio’s ?^03. 1215, 1238, 1239, 1240.

•! Xanjio’s Hos. 1171 (2, 3, 4).

* Probably JsTanJio’s Jfo. 1219.

“ Xanjio’s ICo. 1205 (?).
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and is by no means an easy task. I bave therefore thought

it best to postpone that work, and confine myself at present

to a study of the “Life of Vasu-bandhu” written by

Paramartha.

Paramartha (499-569) of Ujjayini was, as stated above,

an early importer into China of Yasu-bandhu’s philosophy,

and a successful interpreter of several important works of

Yasu-bandhu and Asanga then extant in India.

He departed from Magadha together with the Chinese

envoys sent out in 539 a.d. Consequently all the original

texts he brought with him, and all the traditions he handed

over to his pupils in China, must have been in existence

before that particular date. His lifetime—or, to speak more

precisely, the time of his departure from India—is not far

removed from Yasu-bandhu’s date, to which I shall come

back directly. His “Life of Yasu-bandhu” is not a trans-

lation of another’s work, as is generally considered, but

seems to be a memorandum patched together from his own
recollections of incidents and of traditions, or it may be

a note taken down by his pupils from his oral transmissions.

That it is not a translation can safely be asserted from the

fact that it originally included in the text an account of his

own travel in China, which was, however, struck out by
a later hand,^ perhaps with the purpose of giving the work

an appearance of a more sacred character. If we subtract

from the text all the explanations of names, the most curious

of which is that of the name ‘ Purusa-pura,’ the biography

is a most sensible record of the incidents connected with

Yasu-bandhu, who is not as yet styled ‘ Boddhi-sattva ’ or

‘ Arhat,’ as is the case with Asva-ghosa and Katyayani-putra.

The reliability of the incidents recorded by Paramartha

becomes more manifest when we find, as we do, corroborations

from other sources. Most of the books mentioned by him
were translated either by himself or others, and are stiU

extant in Chinese. Moreover, the traditions relating to

1 See my note at the end of the translation, Tong-pao, Julv, 1904.
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their authors do not conflict with those known from

different sources. For instance, he mentions Asahga’s

Saptadasa-bhumi, the principal work of the Yogacarya
school, and that book is preserved in China.

^

The Jnana-prasthana, otherwise called the Asta-grantha

of Katyayani-putra, and the great Vibhasa commentary on

it compiled with the help of Asva-ghosa at the Council of

Kaniska, are found in several translations.^ And it is so

with the important Abhidharma-kosa and Vijnana-matra,

works which were translated by himself. The Samkhya-

^stra (i.e. Saihkhya-karika) in Chinese was also by his own
hand. Most of the works he mentions in the “ Life ” are

fortunately found in China and Japan, and are used bj-

Buddhist scholars in their schools.

Now, if we are right in assuming that Paramartha

reproduces the traditions then current in India, and gives

a fairly correct account of the incidents to which he bears

witness, we shall be justified in forming an opinion, based on

the materials available, about Vasu-bandhu’s date, which

will, if settled once for all, give a clue to solving many a

question confronted in the history of Indian thought.

Since not a single work of Vasu-bandhu is as yet published

in the original, the date of his literary^ activity can only be

settled by evidence adduced from Chinese authorities.

All the dates hitherto assigned to him must be either

reconstructed or modified, and I do not quote them here

except to make an occasional reference in passing.

Now let us try to proceed to the main question and

examine at the outset the travels of those Chinese pilgrims

and other biographers.

Kumarajiva (383-412 in China). The biographer of Asva-

ghosa, Arya-deva, and Nagarjuna does not give the

“ Life of Vasu-bandhu,” though some catalogues mention

by mistake that such a work was then in existence.

I See above, p. 35, note 1.

- See above, p, 35, note 6.
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Fa-hien (399-414 in India). TFe name Yasu-bandhu does

not occur in his record.

£i-chia-ye^ (472 a.d.). A history of the Indian patriarchs

(Nanjio, No. 1340) mentions for the first time ‘Ba-su-

ban-da,’^ though I have some doubt as to the identity

of this ‘ Ba-su-ban-da ’ with our Vasu-bandhu.

Song-yun and Hui-seng (518—522 in India). Their record

does not show that they knew the name Vasu-bandhu.®

Paramartha (499-569 ;
546-569 in China). According to

his “Life” Vasu-bandhu died at Ayodhya, aged 80.

The death must have occurred before Paramartha’s

departure from Magadha {c. 539), or, at any rate, before

his arrival in China (546). He does not style Vasu-

bandhu a Bodhi-sattva, while he does so call Asva-ghosa.

Hi uen-tsang (629-645 in India) . His “ Record ’
’ praises Vasu-

bandhu throughout, and always styles him as a Bodhi-

sattva.

I-tsing (671-695in India). His “Record” assigns the ‘middle

age’ (e. 450-550) to Vasu-bandhu, his brother, Asanga,

and his opponent, Samgha-bhadra
;
while Asva-ghosa,

Arya-deva, and Nagarjuna are said to have lived in

‘ early years ’ (before A.n. 400), and Din-naga, Guna-

mati, etc., in ‘late years’ (550-670).*

From the above list we see that Paramartha is practically

the earliest authority concerning Vasu-bandhu. Since he

states that the latter’s death occurred in Ayodhya at the age

of 80, we are perfectly justified in believing that it took

place before his departure from India soon after 539 a.d., in

which year the Chinese mission in search of an Indian

scholar was sent out. But since the exact date of his

' The restoration to Kiiikara seems to be far-fetched. I suggest ‘ Kekaya ’

for it (^ ^ ^) >
the Chinese translation, ‘ vhat-matter,’ may be

taken to be not quite accurate.

3 Chayannes, “ Voyage de Song-yun” (Bulletin del’EcoleFraneaised’Estreme-

Orient, July-September, 1903).

* See my I-tsing’s “ Record,” pp. Ivii-lyiii.
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•departure from India is not specified anywhere, we will take

the date of his arrival in China, i.e. 546 a.d., as the latest

possible terminus ad quern for Vasu-bandhu’s date.

Thus we have to assign Vasu-bandhu a date earlier than

546 A.D. But how much earlier ?

The question, I think, can be settled without much
diflficulty and with considerable certaint\\

Saragha-bhadra, who is made a contemporary of Vasu-

bandhu by Hiueu-tsang and I-tsing, is said, in our “ Life,”

to have attacked the Abhidharma-kosa, and challenged Vasu-

bandhu to a personal controversy. This the latter refused,

saying :
—“ I am already old

; do what you are inclined

to do.”' This event was while Vasu-bandhu was still

a Hina-yanist, and believed that the ilaha - yana was not

the Buddha’s own teaching.

Afterwards Vasu-bandhu went from Ayodhya (Oude) to

Purusa-pura (Peshawar) at the request of his elder brother,

Asahga, and was, on his arrival, converted to Maha-yanism.

He studied under Asahga the texts of the Maha-yana school.

After the death of Asahga he began to write all the

Maha-yana treatises which Paramartha mentions by name
and has translated for us. Both the Maha - yana and

Hina-yana schools alike used those works as their text-books,

and the very soimd of his name caused the scholars of his

time no little trepidation, whether they were Buddhists or

Brahmins. He died, aged 80, at Ayodhya, where he must

have returned after his visit to Purusa-pura.

The period of ten years between his conversion and his

death would be quite reasonable, and is the shortest possible

limit, for it was during this period, i.e. when he was about

70-80 years of age, that he wrote his Maha-yanistic treatises

—all after the death of Asahga.^

(^) generaUy

- ‘ about 70 years.’ We shall not be much -wrong if -we take him to be about

that age. •

Asahga is said to have died- at the age of 75. His next younger brother,

Vasu-bandhu, -will be about 70 or more. Cf. Duff, “ Indian Chronology,”

p. 35.
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Let us now examine the date of the translations of

Yasu-bandhu’s Maha-yanistic works
;
they range asfollows :

—

No. in

Title. Nanjio’s

Catalogue.

Translator.
Date of

Translation

.

1. *Sad-dharma-pundarika-

upadesa 1233 Eatna-mati . .

.

508

2. *Sad-dharma-pundarika-

upadesa 1232 Bodhi-ruci 508-53.:-

3. ^Vajra-cehedika-prajna-

paramita-sastra 1168 509

4. Dasa-bhumika-sastra . .

.

1194 •<y 508-511

5. Aparimitayus-sutra-sastra 1204 if 529

6. Vai&sa-cinta-Brahma -

pariprceha-sastra ... 1193 }f 531

7. Gaya-sirsa-sastra 1191
f f

535

8. *Vij ilana-matra-siddhi 1238
f f

508—535

9. Eatna-cuda-eatur-dharma-

npadesa 1241 Timoksa-prajha 539 or 541

10. Tri-puina-sutropadesa . .

.

1196 f* 541

11. Dharma-cakra-pravartana-

sutropadesa ... 1205 )f 541

12. *Maha-parinirvana- sastra 1206 Bharma-bodhi 534—550

13. ^iSastra on the lost Gathas

of the Nirvana-sutra 1207 Paramartha ... 550

14. Tarka-sastra ... 1252
fi 550

15. *Buddha’sLastInstruction 1209 ii 557-56>d

(Nirvana-sutra).

16. Buddha-gotra-sastra ... 1220
ii 557—569

17. *Vijfiana-matra-siddhi 1239 if 557—569

18. Madhyanta-vibhaga-sastra 1248 a 557-569

19. ^Mahayana-samparigraha-

sastra-tlka ... 1171 fi 563

(This is a commentary on
Asanga’s work.)

On drawing up the above list I have carefully omitted all

the elements likely to he open to question.* Those marked

1 There are two works sometimes assigned to Tasu-bandhu, the Sata-sastra-

tika (No. 1188) and Bodhi-cittotpadana-sastra, translated a.d. 404 and 40o
respectively. The dates have been referred to in Profe.ssor Macdonell’s History ot

Sanskrit Literature, p. 325. It is, however, doubtful whether these books are
really his, as Nanjio already pointed out in his Catalogue, p. 371, and they have
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with, an asterisk are the texts which are mentioned by
Paramartha under general names, the remaining ten too

being the works peculiar to the Maba-yana school, written

after the death of Asahga.

If the works written at his advanced age or almost at the

closing period of his life were thus translated into Chinese in

A.D. 508, 509, 508—511, 508-538, 529, etc., the author of

these works can in no way be supposed to have lived much
after 500 a.d.

It is just possible, though not likely, that the works were

brought to China as soon as they were written. Even if this

was the case, the earliest importers of Vasu-bandhu’s texts,

i.e. Eatna-mati (from Central India) and Bodhi-ruci (from

North India), must have spent a considerable time, probably

some years, in their travels from India to Lo-yang in Honan,

where they arrived in 508.

As he was 80 years of age at his death, our proposed date

for Vasu-handhu will be about 420-500 a.d., and this can be

safely taken as most probable, since it is not based on any

suspicious data.

Our hypothesis does not upset altogether the date hitherto

accepted for Yasu-bandhu, though it places him considerably

earlier. Max Muller generally placed him in the sixth

century; this view has, however, no weight after his

renaissance theory has given way.

My own date for I-tsing’s ‘ middle ages ’ (about 450-550) ^

may hold good on the whole, but it wants a little modification

in the case of Yasu-bandhu, Asahga, and perhaps even

Saingha - bhadra, the three contemporaries in 1-tsing’s

not been utilized br me at aU. No. 1219, the ‘ San-wu-sin-Lun,’ is verj- likely

identical -with Paramartha ’s ‘ San-pao-sin-Lun,’ as I have pointed out in my
translation, but I have not included it in the list. Further, No. 1205, the

Dharma-Cakra-pravartana-sastra, is probably the same a.s the ‘ Door of Nectar ’

(Amrta - dvara) mentioned by Paramartha, but this too I have omitted as

doubtful.

1 I-tsing’s “ Record,” pp. h-ii-lviii-
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“ Record ” and Hiuen-tsang’s “ Memoires ” ^ as well as in

Paramartlia’s “Life.” M. Sylvain Levi, in Ms “Notes

CMnoises sur I’lnde,” iii,^ assigns Asanga and Vasu-bandhu

to the first half of the sixth century (500-550). This too,

I think, must be altered a little.

Now let us proceed to see if there are any points in the

“Life of Vasu -bandhu” which make our theory untenable.

1. Vasu-bandhu, Mano-ratha, and Buddha-mitra.—Mano-

ratha is said to have been Vasu-bandhu’s teacher by Hiuen-

tsang and his disciples
;

while, according to Paramartha,

Buddha-mitra was Vasu-bandhu’s teacher. Buddha-mitra

is said to have been too old for a debate. Mano-ratha and

Buddha-mitra were thus eider contemporaries of Vasu-

bandhu, but nothing more definite as to their date can be

adduced from any source.

2. Vasu-bandhu, King Vikramaditya, his Queen, and

Baladitya, his Crown Prince.—King Vikramaditya of

Ayodhya, North India, was first a patron of the Samkhya

school, but afterwards a patron of Buddhism on account

of Vasu-bandhu’s success in religious activity. He sent

his Crown Prince (Baladitya) to Vasu-bandhu to learn

Buddhism, and the Queen too became one of his disciples.

When he came to the throne King Baladitya, in conjunction

with his Queen-mother, invited Vasu-bandhu to Ayodhya

and favoured him with special patronage.* Now Vikramaditya

must be a king of the Gupta dynasty, the capital of which

was removed from Pataliputra to Ayodhya, and this king

must be Skanda-Gupta, who ruled about 452-480 a.d. and

bore the epithets of Kramaditya and Vikramaditya.* With

his successor. King Baladitya, whose reign must have begun

481 A.D., or, according to some accounts, 490 a.d., the old

Gupta dynasty came to an end. There is nothing at all in

these points to contradict our hypothesis.

1 Hiuen-tsang’s “Memoires,” iii, 183 ; ir, 223.

Bulletin de I’Ecole Fran^aise d’Extreme-Orient, Jan.-Mars, 1903, p. 49.

2 The Queen - mother seems to have exercised her influence
;

see Duff,

Chronology of India,” p. 33 (515).

* Cf. Duff, l.e., p. 33; Cakravarti’s letter to Professor Ehys Davids, also

quoted in Liehich’s “ Datum Candra-gomin’s,” p. 5.
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3. Vasu-handhu and Vasu-rdta.—Vasu-rata was, according^

to Paramartlia, a Bralimin, husband of a sister, i.e. a brother-

in-law, of King Baladitya. He was well versed in the

Vyakarana treatise. When Vasu-bandhu composed the

Abhidharma-bosa, this Brahmin attacked his composition on

the authority of the Vyakarana, thinking that the Buddhist

disputer would certainly defend his own work when the

grammatical faults were thus pointed out. Vasu-bandhu

answered :
—“ If I do not understand the Vyakarana, how

can I ever understand the admirable truth of Buddhism ?
”

Thereupon he composed a treatise utterly refuting the thirty-

two chapters of the Vyakarana. Thus the Vyakarana was

lost, while the Abhidharma-kosa survived. The King and

the Queen-mother gave him some lacs of gold. Vasu-rata

further tried to defeat him through the intervention of

another scholar. The Vyakarana here mentioned will be in

all probability the “ Oandra-vyakarana,” when we see that

what Bhartr-hari (died 650) obtained through Vasu-rata

(though not necessarily directly) was Candra - gomin’s

grammar.* Liebich here seems to be right in taking Vasu-

rata to he a direct pupil of Candra-gomin, whose date is fixed

by him at 470 a.u. as the latest lirnit.^ In spite of

M. Sylvain Levi’s grave objections to Liebich’s theory, it

seems to be utterly impossible from our text to place Vasu-

rata later than Yue-kuan (moon - official) who lived till

I-tsing’s time (a.d. 673 - 687).^ The probable date of

Vasu-rata, as a younger contemporary of Candra-gomin

and an opponent of Vasu-bandhu, does not conflict with our

hypothesis, and will be about 480, his controversy having

taken place under Baladitya, who came to the throne in 481.*

‘ But the work, “ Vyakarana,” mentioned by Paramartha is said to have

been in eight divisions and thirty-two chapters ; this clearly points to Panini’.s

Grammar.'’ Candra’s work is in twenty-fom- chapters. Vasu-rata seems thus to

have been versed in Panini as well as in Candra.

^ Liebich, l.c., p. 11.

’ See my I-tsing’s “ Eecord,” p. Iviii, d. 7. Yue-kuan may be Candra-gomin,

as M. Sylvain Leva thinks, but, if so, he cannot he the grammarian who was the

predecessor of Vasu-rata.

* Vikramaditya reigned 452-4S0 (cf. Mabel Duff, “ Chronology of India,”

p. 33). Baladitya was the successor to the throne, according to our “ Life,” and

ruled from 481 onward.
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4. Vam-handhu and Samgha-hhadra.—Samgha-bhadra was

invited by Vasu-rata from T‘ien-cbu ' in order to dispute

witb and defeat Vasu-bandhu. Wben be came to Ayodhya

be composed a treatise called tbe “ Samaya of Light ” ^ to

explain the principles of tbe Yibbasa, and another work

called the “ Conformity to tbe Truth ” ® to refute tbe

Abbidharma-kosa. After tbe compilation of these two

treatises he challenged Vasu-bandbu to a personal discussion.

Tbe latter was quite aware that even a complete refutation

by tbe former would have no effect on his Kosa, and was not

inclined to have a personal debate. He declared that be was

too old to renew the discussion, which would be useless,

because both parties bad already written books against each

other. This Samgba-bbadra was, as above stated, a

contemporary and opponent of Vasu-bandhu and Asanga,

according to Hiuen - tsang and I - tsing."* He composed

a work called tbe “ Hyayanusara,” in which be refuted tbe

Kosa. This book was fortunately preserved in the Tripitaka

collection through Hiuen - tsang’s pen, and is full of

instructive discussions. It further helps tbe elucidation of

the Abbidharma-kosa, for it quotes some 600 verses of Vasu-

bandhu. From this particular work, again, I do not see

anything contradicting our proposed date.

5. Yasu-handhu, Asafiga, and Yirimi-vatsa.—Paramartba

tells us that these three were brothers, born in a Brahmin

family of Kausika, and all three called Vasu-bandhu.

Virinci-vatsa Vasu-bandhu became an Arhat, and nothing

about him is recorded anywhere except that he was a

Bhiksu of the Sarvasti-vada school. Asanga Vasu-bandhu

was known always as Asanga, while our Vasu-bandhu had

* “ T‘ieii-c'liu ” is generally the name for India. Perhaps it means “ Madhya

-

desa,” if not the Sindhu (Indus) itself from which the Chinese “T‘ien-chu”
was originated.

2 This may he “ Easmi-samaya,” hut nothing is known about it.

3 This will he something like “ Satyanusara.” In fact, it seems to point to
his “ Nyayanusara,” which is directed against the Kosa. For particulars see

Kanjio’s’ No. 1265 and his remarks there.

* Hinen-tsang’s “ Memoires,” iii, 183 ; iv, 223 ; I-tsing’s “ Eecord,” p. Iviii ;

see also Nanjio’s remarks in his Catalogue, Nos. 1265 and 1266.
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HO other distinguishing name. We have thus no confusion

at all. Asanga must have died, aged 75, some years before

Vasu-handhu, whose Maha-yanistic works were all posterior

to the death of the former.

6. Vam-handhu, Vindhya-vdsa, Vrsa-gana.—Vrsa-gana

(probably Varsa-ganya),i well versed in the Samkhya-sastra,

was the teacher of Vindhya-vasa, who revised the sastra.

Vindhya-vasa was successful in a dispute with Buddha-

mitra, teacher of Vasu-handhu, the latter of whom was

then away from Ayodhya. King Vikramaditya gave the

Saihkhya philosopher three lacs of gold as a reward. After

this triumph he returned to the Vindhya mountains and

died there, his revised Samkhya - siisfra being generally

current. Yasu-bandhu, on his return to Ayodhya, heard

of the shame of his teacher, and searched for the rival

philosopher in the Vindhya mountains. Finding, however,

that the heretic was dead, he wrote a book called “ Para-

martha-saptati,”^ in opposition to the new Samkhya-sastra

of Vindhya-vasa. The siddhantas of the Samkhya were

all destroyed. This caused general satisfaction, and King

Vikramaditya gave him three lacs of gold. These are the

incidents given by Paramartha. Among the translations

made by this learned scholar there exists, as I have

frequently pointed out elsewhere, a work called the Seng-

chia-lun, that is to say, Samkhya Book. It is, in China,

more generally known as the “ Gold-seventy ” (Suvarna-

saptati or Hiranya-saptati ^). Isvara-krsna’s Siimkhya-karika

' Two citations which bear the name of Tarsa-ganya have been found by

Garhe, s. ph., pp. 36-37. The Samkhya-tattva-kaumudr calls him Bhagavan

Tarsa-ganya.

- This work unfortunately does not exist in the Chinese collection of Indian

works.

s Most of the Catalogues of the Chinese Tripitaka give both names

The Catalogue of a.d. 594, the “ Gold-seventy.”

,, 597, the “ Gold-seventy ” and “ Samkhya-sastra.”
’

664, the “ Gold-seventy.”
”

, 730, the “ Gold-seventy ” or “ Samkhya-sastra.”
” 799

„ „ 1287

Thus we see that the text was known throughout as the ‘‘Samkhya-sastra”

(Seng-chia-lun).
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is, as is well known, called otherwise “ Saibkhya-saptati.” ^

The verse 72,
“ Saptatyaih kila ye’rthas te’rthas,” indicates

that it originally consisted of seventy verses. The Sanskrit

Saihkhya-saptati, also called Sariikhya-karikii, the Chinese
“ Gold- seventy,” of both of which we have the actual texts,

and Vindhya-viisa’s revised Sainkhya-sastra referred to by
Paramartha are in all probabilitj' one and the same work.

The probability is strengthened by the name given b)^

Vasu-bandhu to his work, “ Paramartha-saptati,” perhaps

in opposition to Sariikhya-saptati. The name of the author

is, however, dilferent, one being Isvara-krsna, the other

Vindhya-viisa. If our theory is correct these must be two

names for the same man. Now Isvara-krsna, of the Kausika

family,^ must be the same philosopher as Vindhya - vasa.

Chief of the ‘Rain-host,’® since the work attributed to one

proves to be identical with that of the other. Isvara-krsna

is, no doubt, his personal name, while Vindhya-vasa is an

epithet given him because he lived and died in the Vindhya

forest.^ This is, of course, the same as Vindhya-vasin, who
is, according to Professor Garbe, quoted twice in Bhoja-raja’s

Yoga commentary.® Here, again, the value of Paramartha’s

labour cannot be overestimated, for he was the translator

of Isvara-krsna’s Samkhya-kiirika and the transmitter of

the tradition of the intellectual struggle of Vindhya-vasa

^ See Hall, “ Contributioa to the Bibliography of the philosophical systems

of India,” p. 6 ; Oppert, MSS. in the private Library of S. India, No. 5212.

As to this latter, I doubt stiU whether it is Gaudapada’s work.

- The Chinese Sariikhya-karika gives ‘ Kausika ’ as his family name.

* The ‘Hain-host’ is an incorrect interpretation ot Varsa-ganya,

derived from Vrsa-gana (lit.. Bull-herd, but the Gana of Vrsa).

* I submitted my translation of Vasu-bandhu’s “Life” to Professor Garbe
who kindly wrote to me in reply as follows:—“ IJeberraschend ist Ihre mir sehr

einleuchtende Vermuthung, dass Vindhyavasa mit Isvarakrsna, dem Verfasser

der Samkhya-karika, identisch sei. Werm diese Identification richtig ist (was

ich nicht bezweifle), so ware das Alter der Samkhya-karika erhebUch hoher
anzusetzen, als bisher geschehen ist, und mit geniigender Sicherheit festzustellen.

Ich habe schon ‘ Sainkhya-philosophie,’ 59 gesagt, dass ich die Samkhva-karika
fiir alter halte, als sonst immer angenommen wird.”

^ Garbe, s. ph., pp. 36-37. The citations do not contain anything contrary

to the Sariikhya doctrine. The Skt. -vasa and -vasm, like -vada and -vadin, are

used indiscriminately in Chinese.
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verms Vasu-bandhu. Thus Paramartha’s date (499—569 ;

546 — 569 in^China) can be taken as the safe terminus

ad quern for Isvara-krsna. Professor Garbe expressed his

opinion that bis date would be one to two hundred years

anterior to this terminus ad quern. Our date for Vindhya-
vasa, otherwise Isvara - krsna, as an elder contemporary

of Vasu-bandhu would be circa 450, about one century

earlier than Paramartha’s time in China. I will mention

here two or three points which may serve to make clearer

the ^identity of Vindhya-vasa and Isvara-krsna. Kuei-chi,

pupil of Hiuen-tsang, in his commentaries on the Vijiiana-

matra-siddhi and the Nyayanusara, says :—“ The Sariikhya

school was formerly split up into eighteen groups, the

head of which was ‘ Ba-li-sha ’
(fjj £ ^), meaning the

‘Rain’ (Varsa). His associates were all called the ‘Rain-

host ’ (Yarsa-ganya). The ‘ Gold-seventy ’ (Hiranya-saptati)

is the work of them.” The Chinese Samkhya - karikii

contains a comment on verse 71, where the paraihpara of

the Samkhya teachers is given as follows :— (1) Kapila
;

(2) Asuri
; (3) Pauca-^ikha (c. first century, according to

Garbe)
; (4) Ho-ch‘ieh (probably Gargya)

; (5) Yu-lou-oh‘ia

(IJluka, but it is just possible that it refers to Vodhuka of

Gaudapada
;

cf. Garbe, S. ph., p. 35); (6) P‘o-p‘o-li

^!l); (7) Isvara-krsna (§ -^ ^). This P‘o-p‘o-li

seems to contain some mistakes. ^ ‘ ba ’ and ^ ‘ sa ’ are

often mistaken in the Chinese Buddhist books. I can point

out scores of instances of the kind. Copyists often correct,

adding either one of these characters by the side of the other,

and in time both may be found to have crept into the text.

Sometimes the correct one is struck out, and the wrong one is

preserved, and, further, the character irregularly put at the

side, either a little above or below, is often inserted in

a wrong place. Whenever ‘ ba ’ or ‘ sa ’ occurs one must

be, therefore, very careful in detecting whether (1) it

contains a mistake in form, or (2) it has a superfluous

ideograph, or (3) it is in a wrong order. Unfortunately

the Sanskrit vocabulary abounds in ba, bha, va, sa, fe, sa.

In our P‘o-p‘o-li (Jap. Bat-Ba-li) the second p‘o (‘ ba,’

4J.R.A.S. 1905.
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is the character in question. The name, I think, contains

two mistakes in form and in order from the causes above

stated. P‘o-p‘o-li thus corrected will be first ‘P‘o-sa-li’

(Jap. Bat-sha-li) and then ‘P'o-li-sa’ (Jap. Bat-li-sba),

i.e. Varsa or Varsa in Sanskrit. If I am correct in this

hypothesis we shall have the following parallels :

—

Kuei-chi’s Commentaries
on the VijAana-matra- Paramartha’s translation

siddhi and the Jfyaya- Paramartha’s “ Life of of the Samkhya-karika

-

nusara. Vasu-handhu.” hhasya.

Varsa Vrsa-gana
(Rain) I

I I

Varsa-ganya Yindhya-vasa Vasu-bandhu
(Rain-host) I I

Varsa
(P‘o-p‘o-li)

I

Isvara-krsna

(Kausika)

Hiranya-saptati Sathkhya-sastra Paramartha-saptati Samkhya-saptati
(Gold-seventy) (in opposition) (Samkhya-karika)

These parallels, though they contain some uncertain elements,

help us much in establishing the identity of Vindhya-vasa

—

Isvara-krsna and the date of this important philosopher

(c. 450). The Commentary portion of the Chinese Samkhya-
karika is, be it added in passing, an elaborate work, much
more complete than that of Gauda-pada. The Chinese

authorities assign the Commentary, curiously enough, to

Vasu-bandhu, which I take to be a confusion arising in the

transmission of traditions. These questions have been

discussed by me in mv introduction to the translation of the

Chinese Samkhya-karika-bhasya. According to ray opinion

the Commentary on the original seventy Karikas was drawn
up by Isvara-krsna himself, just as was done by some of the

Karika writers. Vrsa-gana seems to have been an orthodox

philosopher of the school, and his date will be somewhat
earlier than Vindhya-vasa (c. 450). There is here one point

which must not be passed without comment. IVhen
Vindhya-vasa was victorious in his controversy he was
rewarded by King Vikramaditya of Ayodhya with three lacs

of gold as a prize, but soon afterwards he died. It was
after his death that Vasu-bandhu wrote his Paramartha-
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saptati and got a prize from the same king (whose date is

about 452—480). Vasu-handhu was patronised by both
Vikramaditya and Baladitya, while Vindhya-vasa was
favoured only by the former. Accordingly, the death of

Yindhya-vasa— Isvara-krsna must have occurred before

480 A.D. in any case.

7. The Sdnikhya teachers, Vrm-gana and Yindhya-vasa,

in the nine hundred" years after the death of the Buddha.

—

According to Paramartha, Vrsa-gana and Yindhya-vasa

lived in the tenth century ^ after the Buddha’s Nirvana.

If we accept 480 b.c. or thereabouts as the date of the

Nirvana, the “nine hundreds,” i.e. tenth century, will be

about 420—520 -i.o. That a comparatively correct tradition

concerning the date of the Buddha’s Nirvana had been

current among Indian Buddhists about Paramartha’s time

can be seen from another source quite independent of ours.

The famous “Dotted Record” of Indian sages which was

brought to China by Samgha-bhadra indicated 975 dots

(years) from the Nirvana to 489 a.d.® This exactly agrees

with our date now in consideration. The evidence of

Samgha-bhadra is worth noticing, especially because he was

the translator of the “Samanta-pasadika,” which was written

by Buddha-ghosa soon after 432 a.d. in Ceylon, brought by

himself to Burma in 450, and was translated by Samgha-

bhadra into Chinese in 488.® He seems thus to have been

a direct pupil of Buddha-ghosa, or, at any rate, a younger

^ The text ha.8 iL -S ^ ‘in the nine hundred years’ i.e. at a time

in 900-999 years, therefore it means the tenth century after the Buddha’s Xirvana.

A Chinese date of the Xirrana is generally discredited, and with it any calculation

of date from the Xirv-ana. But one must not confound Paramartha’s calculation

with any other Chinese ones, because he is not a Chinese, and he is giving us

a tradition current in India in his time.

^ The “ Dotted Record ” was attached to the Vinaya-pitaka, and every year at

the end of the Vassa ceremony the presiding priest used to add a dot to it. This

process is said to have been kept up till 489 a.d., when Samgha-bhadra added the

last dot after his Vassa residence at Canton, China. Por the details see my
“Pali Elements in Chinese Buddhism,” J.E.A.S., July, 1896; Easawara and

Max Muller in the Academy, March 1, 1884 ;
Indian Antiquary (1884), p. 156.

^ See my “ Pali Chrestomathy,” p. Ixxiv, notes to p. 113.
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;

contemporary of his.^ In the light of Samgha-bhadra’s-

“ 975 years after the Nirvana ” (489 a.d.), Paramartha’s

“Nine Hundreds” (i.e. a time between 900 and 999 years)

for Vrsa-gana and Vindhya-vasa (c. 450 ; died before 480)

becomes more intelligible and important. We shall see

further whether our argument holds good in the case of

another statement of Paramartha.

8. Katyayani-putra and Asva-gliosa in the “Jim hundred”

years after the Nirvana .—In the “ five hundreds ” (a time

between 500-599 years, i.e. sixth century) after the Buddha’s

Nirvana, Katyayani-putra of the Sarvasti-vada school went

to Kasmira, where he convened 500 Arhats and 500 Bodhi-

sattvas in order to compile the Abhidharma of his own
school. The result of this compilation was the “ Asta-

grantha ” (eight books), otherwise called the “ Jnana-

prasthana.” ^ The work, which consisted of 50,000 slokas,

was in perfect conformity with the Sutra and Vinaya

literature. Next their business was to compile a great

commentary called the Maha-vibhasa ® upon the above text.

They invited Asva-ghosa from Saketa (in Sravasti), who was

much reputed for his literary ability, in order to give the

Commentary a literary finish. The Maha-vibhasa, though it

was guarded by the Kasmirian worthies, got abroad owing to

the strenuous efforts of Vasu-bhadra. The above tradition

refers, without doubt, to Kaniska’s council. Here, again,

we have to thank Paramartha for a preservation of the

tradition of Kaniska’s council, which was hitherto believed to

emanate solely from Hiuen-tsang. According to the recent

investigation of Vincent Smith, who has established several

important dates for Indian history, the date of Kaniska

* Satfiglia-bhadra may be the same person as one whom we have in our “ Lite ”

the opponent of Vasu-bandhu. Both flourished at the same time. But one i<

a Vaibhasika (Jtos. 1265 and 1266 belongs to him) and the other is a Theravadiu
(No. 1125 translated by him) ; therefore the identification seems to be improbable.
The teacher of Samgha-bhadra the Theravadin came with him to Canton. It
just possible that he may be Buddha-ghosa himself (see l.c., p. Ixxv). I hone
this may be stated with more certainty after an edition of the Chinese and Pali
“ Samanta-pasadika ” which I am preparing is brought out.

^ No. 1273, translated into Chinese a.d. 383.

3 Nos. 1273 and 1261, translated a.d. 383 and 437-439 respectivtdv • cf also
Nos. 1279, 1263.

‘
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'{Kanerki) of tke Kusana dynasty is 125 a.d. Professor

Sylvain Levi, on tke other hand, utilizing all the Chinese
evidence available, assigns the Kusana king an earlier date of

50 A.D. Now Paramartha’s “ five hundreds ” is equivalent

to 20-120 A.D., thus covering the possible dates of Kaniska
proposed by the two scholars. Asva-ghosa is a contemporary
of Kaniska, according to Hiuen-tsang and several other

authorities.^ The glowing account of Asva-ghosa’s literary

skill in Paramartha is appropriate to the author of that

famous Kavya “ Buddha - Carita ” and the beautiful
“ Sutralamkara ” preserved in Chinese.® The works of

KatyayanT-putra and Vasu-bhadra being translated into

Chinese in a.d. 382, 383, 391, etc., an earlier date than that

proposed by Bhandarkar seems to be preferable for Kaniska,®

though an argument against any proposed date for Kaniska
is here quite out of court. As there seem to have been so

many noted scholars besides those mentioned above during

Kaniska’s reign, such as Nagaijuna, Arya-Deva, Parsva,

Vasu-mitra, the Physician Caraka, and the Minister Mathara,

the further publication of Maha-yana Buddhist texts will, we
may hope, shed more light on a dark passage in the history

of Buddhism. At present we must rest satisfied with the

result at which we have arrived, however small it may be,

in establishing the date of Vasu-bandhu in the light of

Paramartha’s valuable work. We can thus take Vasu-

bandhu’s date, a.d. 420-500, as well-nigh settled, and

with it those of Vindhya-vasa (Isvara-krsna), c. 450 (died

before 480), and Vasu-rata, c. 480, being brother-in-law of

Baladitya, who ruled from .\.d. 481 or thereabouts.

' Hiuen-tsang’s “Hemoires,” Hi, 214. “The Chinese Sam\Tikta - ratna

-

pitaka - Sutra ” (2to. 1329, a.d. 472), toI. vi, makes Asva-ghosa and Caraka
the contemporaries of Kaniska. “ The Record of the Indian Patriarchs

”

(Ho. 1340, A.D. 472), vol. v, Asva-ghosa and Caraka live under the King.
See also 'WassiliefP, “ Buddhismus,” p. 52, note.

® Hanjio, Hos. 1351 and 1182.

* For Katyayani-putra’s work, see above, p. -52, notes 2, 3. ^ asu-hhadra’s
two works (Hos. 1381 and 1271) were translated into Chinese in a.d. 382 and
391 respectively. Our tevt of Vasu-bandhu’s life has Vasa-suhhadra for Vasu-
hhadra, hut for the reasons above stated (see above, p. 50, under P‘o-p‘o-li),

I take it to he Vasu-bhadra, the ‘.sa’ being superfluous.
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III.

THE PAHLAVI TEXTS OF THE YASHA HAPTAHGHAITI
(Y. XXXV-XLI (XLII) )/

FOR THE FIRST TIME CRITICALLY TRANSLATED.

By PROFESSOR LAWRENCE MILLS.

YASNA XXXV.

To Ahura, and His Immortals : the Diffusion of the Faith.

T SACRIFICE to AuFarmazd the holy lord of Asa (as

the ritual Law) [whose® is the ritual chieftainship in

accordance with exact regularity (frarflnih)]
;
and I sacrifice

to the Bountiful Immortals, the well-ruling, the well-giving.

(2) And to all the world of the Saints do I sacrifice, both

to what is (the world) of the spirits and to what (is) the

(bodily) world,®

(3) with the desire which is for the good Asa (as angel of

the Holy Law) [i.e. on account of, or in accordance with, the

desired object of duty and good works], and (in accordance

with the) desire after the good Den (the Religion) of the

Mazda - worshippers, [(i.e.) in accordance with (or ‘on

account of’) the desired (object) of (i.e. held forth in)

‘ The texts upon u'hich these translations are made are expected to appear in

the Jan. Heft ot the ZeiUchrift of the German Oriental Society, 1905, as edited

with aU the MSS. collated. Translations into Sanskrit, Parsi-Persian, and
Gujrati from texts not collated, and otherwise of an uncritical character, have
alone preceded this. For a critical free rendering of the Avesta see S.B.E. xxxi,

pp. 281-291 (1887). This piece is next alter the Ga9as the oldest in the Aresta.

It is inspired by the G.
,
which it frequently cites. Let it he understood that

except where noted the translations correspond to their originals as closely a»

could he reasonably expected. The glO'-es are enclosed within brackets [ ], my
explanation within parenthetical curves ( ).

- Ner. yasya.

3 Cf. T. XXTIII, 4.
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the Den (the Eeligion)]. (4) [(The Zaotar speaks)] : (I am
thus in accordance with these holy desires a full appro-

priator^*® of) the good thoughts, of the good words, of the

good deeds, from which (also is) the dispensation here (that

is to say, by the maintenance of lives passed in those good

thoughts and words and deeds the dispensation of the faith

is here established and preserved, and with desire also) for

that other dispensation
;

[that is to say, both here and

beyond also, happiness is even from it].

The Apprehemion of the Faith.

(5 and 6) (I am therefore, in accordance with these

aspirations) an apprehender ^ (lit. seizer) of what (benefit)

has been effected up to the present (for us and for the

world) and of what is being effected [from now on
;

that

is to say, I would make it my own (or ‘I would take it

as my own ’)^].

The Tradition.

I am as a hander-on, man to man^ (that is to say,

T am a deliverer-on in sequence from man to man, even

a hander-on am I) [of good works which are according

to the way of the Law], as I am a good (man, keeping up

the tradition of holy character)
;

[that is to say, as I would

make what is best my own
;

(or ‘ as I would take it to

myself’)]. [(A section to be repeated twice.)]

(7) To this, then, would we so give our attention (lit. ‘ our

desire’), 0 Auharmazd, and (thou) who (art) Asa, (to) the

good [(even to) the Den (Ner. dlnaye, to the Eeligion)].

(8) I would so think and so speak and also so do (9) that

mine may be this which is the best (thing) to be derived

from (?) existing [men (?) ^] by action in both the worlds,

[that is to say, they will grant me the reward (for those

thoughts, words, and deeds)].

1 Mistaking ‘ jar,’ ‘ to sing,’ for a ‘ gar
’
(r), ‘ to take ’

; see note 2.

- But see Xer.’s karomi.

^ Of. T. XXX, 2, narem, narem.

^ An unfortunate error ; it should be ‘ of existing thinss.’
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The Care of the Herds.

(10) (I would therefore offer for this reward) what is

the Kine’s gift (the gift for the Herd) [both water and

fodder], which is also their best deed (the best deed of)

[those men which] is to be commanded [as the best work

within this sacrifice (meaning better than any work in the

sacrifice)].

(11) So by them (by those men also as well as by myself)

both comfortable housing (literally ‘rejoicing’) and fodder

are to be given [as the Herds’ comfort and (then) their

freedom from terror (i.e. their peace of mind in view of

dangers from without)].

(12) (This regards him) who has acquired hearing
;

[that

is to say, (these good works have been inculcated upon the

person) by whom priestly studies (as to the matter) have

been pursued]. And so also (with him who has given) no

attention [(which is the cause of deficiency in respect of

these essential good works), that is to say, the priestly

application (application to the Priest for detailed instruction)

has not been made by him, (that is to say, by certain persons

here falling under notice).

So he must do, ^ (in case he does pursue priestly

studies) that (ae7)
through him, for them, the Herds (see

above, or ‘ for him, the disciple ’) fear does not exist

;

(that is to say, a state of religious security prevails ;
compare

the Christian ‘ peace ’
;

and this is held out as the ideal

condition both for the Keeper of the sacred Herd and for the

Herd itself)]
;
(and so with the one) whose is the Sovereign

Authority, and whose also is its absence. (That is to say,

the above principles apply even to the ruling classes as well

as to those beneath them ;
aU must be, directly or indirectly,

devoted to the cattle culture, upon which the early existence

of the Kation depended.)

‘ Or ‘ his action is thus.’
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The Authority, Civic and Ecclesiastical, i.e. XmOra as

an Attribute.

(13) To him' (Auharmazd), therefore, as the one who
is the most a good Ruler, (belongs) the Sovereign Authority

from that (circumstance) [since to (‘ or from me ') on

(continuously, it proceeds)
;

that is, to (‘ or from ’) me is his

(the good temporal) ruler’s benefit estahhshed
;
also from it-

(that circumstance
;

viz., the maintenance of correct and

beneficial authority is brought about)]. (This is written

either in the name of Auharmazd, or in that of the Priest

as representing him.')

(14) That is to say, I give the (benefit; see above)

[myself], and I inculcate it [upon others
;
that is, one will

give on (the benefit in my place as I inculcate it)]. And
this also I would (effectively) accomplish

;
[that is, I would

fully make it (the benefit, or sovereignty) their (or his)

possession']. (15) To him whose (is, or who (is)) Auharmazd

and to Asavahist also (would I give it)
;

(so better than ‘ to

him to whom Auharmazd and Asavahist assigns it ’
;
see the

original).' [(This clause is to be delivered twice.)]

Knowledge of the Late and its Tradition.

(16) So [both the two] the man and the woman (i.e.

both sexes in the congregation) become clearly aware of it

(viz., of the Sovereign right of Ahura with the consequent

predominance of the Priesthood in the Community as

His representatives). (17) So that is the (signal) benefit

1 So according to the original ; but the translators may naturally have thought
of their temporal Soyereign, in which case the priest speaks of Ahura, as repre-

sented by the Euler in authority at the moment. It should not be forgotten that
the question of ‘ authority ’ then, as now, was one of living interest. The discussion

of the ‘ Sovereignty ' even after the Parsis came to Bombay was no ‘ mouthino- ’

of platitudes. Headings are excessively indefinite
; great care is needed.

2 Or ‘ I would effect maintenance for him.’

s The passage seems to be an earnest effort to strengthen the theocratic element
in the national patriotism, with the corresponding improvement in the position of
the priestly caste. In \'iew of the original we should regard 14 as expressing
a venerating recognition of the theocratic principle (the principle that Auharmazd
was ‘King’). This merged the civic authority in the Head of the State, who
is supposed to be of the priestly caste.
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(the interest par eminence) [even the Den (as regards the

Authority and other vital matters)]. And that also they

(the leaders in the Congregation) deliver intelligently [to

others
; that is to say, they will inculcate it], and also

perform it, and, one on forth to another, they will make it

understood. (This refers to a solemn tradition kept alive bj'

an active official propaganda in a succession of pious persons,

chiefly Priests.)

(18) (In the case of) those also who are the other Herbads
(referring to future generations, or to some side branches of

the present Church) so it is as they perform it
;
[that is to

say, they would make a disciple, and on to him (others

seeking knowledge) would go, (or possibly ‘through him
they would advance (in their priestly career) ’). But he who
comes as a disciple from others (that is to say, from teachers

not thoroughly known, and who had not prosecuted priestly

studies in the requisite manner; see above), to him (one

seeking admonition) would not go (that is, they would not

recognise him as a source of correct information)].

(19) Of (aU) that which is yours, (that is, ‘among all the

objects which you are pursuing in your daily duty^) (20)

I think Auharmazd’s sacrifice and praise (to be) the best, and

that which is the Herds’ business (also I think (to be) the

best)
;

[that is to say, of the business of the world I regard

the care of the Herds as the best]. (As the first condition

of honest livelihood the cattle culture of the earliest period

was justly sacred.) (21) And so I would perform Your

(commands) [Your den]
;
and I would make it known [to

others], as much as [it may in possibility be], so much would

I become a supplicator (of You in the prayer for Asa (see

Y. XXVIII, 4) ).

(22) He whose is the authority in this manner in

accordance with Asa (as the Sanctity of the Law), his also

is the (true) tribe-relationship in accordance with the Law

;

[that is to say, he is in possession of the Den and of the

tribe - influence through (this sanctified) authority
;

(the

initiative in the religious Community rests with him
;
and

he must be obeyed)].
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Distinctive Promise of a Future Reward.(23)

To each, one of existing [men whose is the

possession^ of life (i.e. meaning ‘at present living’) [so

as said (if they are the best, thoroughly excellent)] (the

gift of) the best is to be given for both the worlds.

[(A sentence to be recited twice.)]

The Propagation of the Holy Lore.

(24)

This, therefore, is the pronunciation of the Word of®

Auharmazd, [of the Den of Auharmazd]
;
and I proclaim

it with^ Asa as with thought toward superiority® [with

a straightforward attention (or ‘intention’ proper to me)].

(25)

And to Thee,® therefore, more^ than (so) to those (the

other Amesa) do I offer acceptation, and (the) firm establish-

ment ® (of Your (or ‘ Thy ’) supreme interest)
;
and likewise

do I offer it an illustrious manifestation (literally, ‘ and forth

I provide it with a manifestation.’ So, more in accordance

with the original, which, however, does not positively

indicate the idea of the ‘ Ameias ’ here. The first treatment

here must, of course, be in strict harmony with the Pahlavi

text, though it be very erroneous. So, proceeding with the

gloss, we have)
;

[that is to say, more than that of the

(other) Amesaspends I would accept Thine interest
;

and

I would provide it with a sign
;

i.e. with an illustrious

manifestation (meaning ‘that he would place Ahura first

in his full ministrations, prophetical or priestly’)].

^ Or ‘ of existing best men ’ (f), so preserving the gen. pi.

- The desid. not here ;
in Xer.

^ See Xer.’s rendering of ‘ min’ as genitive.

* The original, however, has the accusative.

“ So with the .subsequent ves in view ; see also the original manaya vahyahya
(not -ehya)

;
here literally, however, merely meaning ‘ with thought of the good.’

® But the original has eram.
’ This error of ves = ‘more’ was due first to the comparative form of the

original vahyahya, and secondly to the terminations -tarem-
; see the oririnal.

Otherwise read ;
‘ and Thee ’ (hardly ‘ from Thee ’) then do I present as the

acceptation, firm establishment, and manifestation of those, the other (Amesas)
. . .

,’ etc.
’

® Astesnih = -asta- (!).
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The Fropagation of the Liturgy as Celelrated.

(26) (And so) with the accompanjdng help of Asa [with

the countenance afforded by * Asavahista], and of that which

is the good thought also [which is Vah'man], and also (with

the help) of the good Sovereign power [i.e. of Xs^traver]

(27) by me is Thy praise, O Afiharmazd, to he offered on

continuously from praises (to praises), and words of Thine,

0 Auharmazd, are to he spoken on continuously by me
from words (alreadj^ spoken, i.e. from word to word,

traditionally), and sacrifice of Thine is to be offered

(continuous!}’) on by me from sacrifices (i.e. in unbroken

priestly succession, from sacrifice to sacrifice).

[The Yen'hya hiitam (follows).]

[(This section is to be recited twice in the course of the

celebration of the sacrifice
;
nine Vacists (^) and three Gahs

(are here to be added).)]

YASNA XXXVI.

Second Chapter of the Yasl.

To Ahura and His Fire, to the Stars and the Sun.

Thus to this Thy ^ fire, O Auharmazd, will we come first

(of all) with service (so) [(i.e.) with care and propitiation,

and

(2) with these Thy Gathas], and with this Thy bounteous*

Spirit [as it is indicated from the D§n (referring to

Y. XXXIV, 4 ;
see the reproduction Ga^as, pp. 136, 500)].

Warnings and Eeicards.

He who [brings] to it (Thy Fire) impurity, [that is

to say, if they (such as he is) would affect it with injury

(imtidiness)], (3) that Fire also will bring pollution to him

;

^ Kad'im' or ‘kadmun’ is ouce translated -niuk'an even by Ner. ; see Y. XLI, 6.

I cannot accept fully the meaning ‘ desire ’ unmoditi^.
® Eeeall the Fire Berezi-Savah ;

so, later.

^ Eecall the Fire Spenista, later ‘ in the world.’
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(i.e. to them), [that is, him (or ‘them’) also they would

affect with injury].

(4) "With joyfulness of mind^ to that man, as far as

possible, (or ‘ with its capacity ’) will the Fire of the Lord

come. (So
; see Jfer.’s 3rd sing.

;
but read as alternative

‘do Ye come on (see the original), 0 Fire of Auharmazd,

(with Him).’)

(5) With joyfulness of mind to that man whose is mental

joy from it (come Ye on, or ‘ it, the Fire, comes on ’

;

see above), and with praise to the man whose is the

possession (or ‘ exercise ’) of praise.

(6) To the great business (see Y. XXX, 2) do Ye
(0 Auharmazd and the Fire) come on^ [for the completed

(result), for the final body].

(7) The Fire is intelbgent* (i.e. conscious and giving

indication
;

cf. the ordeals) as regards Auharmazd [through

the Den of Auharmazd (that is, the sacred fire (the Den-

Fire) of the altars) is thus ‘intelligent’ : it can discriminate)]
;

and as regards the heavenly relation (lit. ‘the spirituality’)

it is (conscious and) intelligent [(that is) its (property) when,

over it (and aroimd it), they sit as the Behram * (Fire)].

(8) Bountiful (or ‘august’) (recall the Spenista Fire®) is

it [itself {sic, not so Ner.)] till when toward Thee its name

is as the Yazist®
;

(i.e. most contributive).

The Fire Approached.

(9) To that Fire of Auharmazd,^ even Thine, will I come

on for both the (supreme) [interests
;
that is to say, from it

' Recall the Fire UrvazEta ; so, later.

® Or ‘ does it (the Fire) come on.’

® An error as to Toi. The Avesta J may represent Pahlari d\ hence v-d was
seen, suggesting some form of ‘ rid ’ = ‘ to know.’ Have we possibly here the
origin of the idea of the ordeal hy Fire arising from a mistake of a letter ? As the
Fire was ‘ intelligent ’ it could indicate guilt or innocence.

* A Behram Fire (lit. the Fire of Victory, i.e. in commemoration of it). It is

that in places of worship.

® The Spenista was ‘ the Fire applied in the world.’

® The Fire in the clouds.

^ Was the Fire Berezi-Savah here meant? That was the Fire before Ahnra
Mazda ; so, later on.
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I would hold back the impurity of Heaven ^ {sic, or of ‘ the

spirit,’ sic)] and that of the world, even from it. (Or should

it be ‘ through it ’)
;
(was this again ‘ the Fire before God in

Heaven ? ’),

(10) to thee (will I come on) with good intention of mind

(with Vah'man), even [to thee] with the good devotion

(Asa ^) ;

(11) and with the good enlightenment (cisti), even to thee

with deeds and words (will I come on).

The. Fire Praised.

(12) Thou causes! (?) me to praise (or ‘Thou praisest

me’ {sic, in either case mistaking the 1st personal -mahi

for the 2nd sing, personal -ahl, l^er. following) ) ;
that is

to say : do Thou place me in debt (so again, seeing -ahi in

-mahi), 0 Auharmazd
;
that is to say, to® me may there he

a debt as regards Thee (so, again mistaking -mahi for -ahi,

followed by Ner.).

(13) With all good thoughts, with every good word, and

with every good deed will I come on to Thee.

The Fire as The Body of the Lord.

(14) Good is this Thy body. And to that Thy (body) of

(all) bodies wiU I, 0 A., deliver an inviting-announcement,

[that is to say, within the world (see the original) I wdl

declare it forth * (alternative translation to ‘ inviting,’

declaring), viz., that this Thy (body) ® is the better of

them all].

^ The curious item was probably occasioned by the fact that fire is an universal

purifier.

^ Xotice what is important, viz., that the terms Vohu-manah and Asa are here

taken in their original unapplied, or rational, sense. There is no trace of the

secondary or later meanings ‘ good man ’ for the one, nor ot ‘ the congregation,’

not even of ‘ the Law ’ for Aia, least of all is any connection expressed just here

between Asa and the Fire, except to express the animus of its worshipper.

® It is difficult to decide whether the first trl. meant ‘ to (i.e. ‘ toward ’) me do
thou acknowledge indebtedness,’ or ‘ upon me do thou establish debt.’

‘ I have always experienced the greatest reluctance in treating these forms of
‘ vid ’ in any sense other than that of ‘ invite.’ This gl., however, was purposely

constructed to avoid that interpretation.

• It looked as if a special fire was recognised as the ‘ Lord’s Body.’
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(15) And tMs [(my) ^ soul {sic as gloss) [I will exaltj

to that light which is the highest [of (all) that is visible to

the eye] ;

(16) (I will exalt) it there where that which is the Sun

is said (to be), [that is to saj', ‘let my soul attain to the

track, or ‘orbit,’ of the Sun (so Ner.)].

TheYen'hya hiitam is to be recited once here when the Yasiia

is celebrated. Six Vacists (Pare to follow) and three Giihs.

YASNA XXXYII.

The Third Chapter of the Yost.

To Ahura and the Clean Creation
;

to the Fravasis and

the Immortals.

To Ahura as Creator and as King.

(1) Here, therefore, do I sacrifice to Auharmazd, who
created the Herd, who also created Asa (as the people of the

Law), and who created also the water and the beneficial

(i.e. clean ?, lit. ‘ good ’) plants ;

(2) also the stars (lit. ‘ bght ’) were created by Him, and

the earth also and all things which are a helpful benefit,

—

[root and fruit].

(3, 4) To Him thus do I sacrifice with preference (or ‘ in

precedence ’) upon Whom (rests) the Sovereign Authority

(i.e. the control of the political situation), and (in consequence

of this) the {de jure) supreme position (lit. ‘ greatness ’ (of

our rulers in the Community)), also from Him (emanates our)

effective protection (in the midst of accumulated changes)
;

(4) to Him therefore with pre-endnence do I sacrifice from

1 Can ruvan, here in antithesis to kerp' = ‘ bodj’,’ he taken merely in the sense
ot ‘self’?; see Ker.’s atma. Hardly. Then should we take it as the ‘soul of
Ahnra,’ ‘Thy Soul’? Kot impossibly, as he has both a ‘body’ here and a
Frarasi elsewhere. ‘ My soul ’ is the first suggestion ; .see the gl. of the Parsi-
Pers. and Ker. in 16.

Ner. has ayam atma tasmin fejasi yat uccanam uuuam.

® As the supreme manifestation of fire.
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among the Yast-offerers [who are within the settlements

(or ‘ within the world’), and with prudent foresight (as

regards the interests involved, i.e. with especial care, and

as foremost also among those)] (5) who live with herd-

possessions (who practise the cattle cidture with carefully

considered plans) [(among) these Yast-offerers (here bowing
down before Him)]. (6) To Him thus do I sacrifice whose

is the name of King, and who through His knowledge ^ has

become endeared (-vara). To His bountifulness (or august-

ness) do I sacrifice,

(7) to Him [do I sacrifice] from whom is our body and

life [(that is) our living (is) also from Him].

The Fravasia, Asa, VaKman and the Law.

(8) To Him do I sacrifice as the one whose are the

Fravasis (i.e. the ancestral guardian spirits) of the Saints,

male and female; (yea to Him do I sacrifice) [(for their)

happiness is also from Him].

(9) And so I sacrifice to Asa Vahista (the Archangel of

the Law), [the (one supremely) excellent],

(10) to Asa Vahista, the good and the august(or ‘bountiful’),

[the Immortal],

(11) who is the Shining One, [i.e. his body (is shining)]

(here Asa is thought of as representing the Fire; so else-

where), from whom is every benefit (i.e. all helpful influences)

[and all good things (are derived from him)].

(12) And to Him also whose is the Good Thought (or ‘ the

good-thinking One ’) [who is Vah'man] do I sacrifice
;
(notice

that Vah'man is still second to Asa here, and also notice that

Vah'man does not mean ‘ man ’ here)
;
and to Him also who

is the beneficial Sovereign Power [Xsa0ra-vairya].

(13) And to that also which is the good Den (the Eeligion)

and to that which is the good Chieftainship (as executive, sic.

Ho rendering appears for fse- as the ‘ cattle,’ and so the

‘cattle-chieftainship’) and to Haurvatat* and to Amer'dat-

* N.B. Ahura = ‘ king ’
;
mazda = pavan danakih and mahajfianatayi.

^ Not in Sp.

J.R.A.h. 190,'). 5
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do I sacrifice, and to that one also who is the good-eyed one

{sic) even, and to the perfect thinking (i.e, to the religious

mental soundness) [Spendarmat^]. (Notice the retention

of the interior meaning of Aramaiti here especially; no

expression of the meaning ‘ earth ’ is present. This is not

without a certain significance.)

[(The Yen'hya hatam is here to be recited once in the

course of the Yasna
;
also six Vacists and three Gahs.)]

YASNA XXXVIII.

The Fourth Chapter of the Yast.

To the Earth, Ahura’s 7na ;
to the Sacred Waters, Kkewise

His 7nas.

To the Earth as Ahura's Wife.

(1) To this earth do I sacrifice together with the women
(of Auharmazd),

(2) to her who is our bearer, even (to her) who is also,

0 Auharmazd, Thy wife, [that is to say, who is (especially)

Thine own (so explaining the epithet of ‘woman’ as ‘wife’)®].

To the Waters as the Wires.

(3) From the assistance of Asa (by whom they are inspired)

[from Asavahist’s] countenancing presence (or ‘ desire ? ’)

1 sacrifice in [my] desire of them (the waters, as Thy wives,

together with the Earth ;
supplied from above),

(4) since with or ‘ as to ’ the august or ‘ bountiful ’ One on

they move ® (or ‘ on they hasten ’),

1 Or may not our reading Teh-d5Isar be erroneous for reh-gosar ? This would
express ‘ cattle-chieftainship ’ (head-herdsman) very well

;
Pahl. letters express

go or do.

2 Compare similar imagery everywhere in ancient theologies
; compare even the

Imma^ate Conception.

* Yaoltayo referred to a yuz, yaoz.
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Aramaiti.

and (yet -with) questionings and with perfect thoughtfulness

(i.e. with complete views of doctrines and of duties
;
Aramatayo,

pi. not here = ‘ the earth,’ which is to be noted)
;
[that is to

say, they question about that thing which may be your

bountiful characteristic (desiring to fathom the depths of

Your designs)
;
and ‘ my perfect-mindedness may she be

’

(citation from Yasna XXXII, 2)].

Ashi lahguhi.

(5) And I sacrifice to the good recompensing-consideration

(Asi vahguhi here hardly = ‘ worship ’ or merely ‘ good luck’

;

see below) for those (benefits of the vagdan the wives, above

indicated)
;
[and do Ye give them me]

;
and that also which

is the chief (lit. ‘ good ’ object of) desire [which is riches

;

(so, for Asi y. here
;
to that and to them also do I sacrifice)].

(6) And I sacrifice to that which is the good prosperity

(or ‘ prosperous One ’), and to what is the good festive

celebration (of the afrins) and the good ‘ parendi (so)
’

(which again points the sense of A. V. to ‘ riches ’ here).

To the Sacred Waters stillfurther as Ahurdnis, etc.

(7) And so I sacrifice to the waters the ‘ maekainti’s
’

[(the sacrifice (?) of sprinkling) and to that which is in plants,^

the fruit ^ (juice supposed to come from the sprinkling (?)

of the rain-clouds)] and to that which the ‘ haebvainti’s
’

[which is (the water of the mountain streamlets), the

flowings of the mountains] and to the waters the ‘ fravazas

(so) ’ [the rain-water],

(8) and to the ‘ ahuranis ’ [the standing waters (those

in pools, etc.
;
the Parsi-Persian has lang ‘ lame ’),^ and to

the well-waters and to the other waters without definitely

' The word pasfiai Avesta characters is not reported by B. (Ft. 4). It seems
to be for a parsnai, and to be related to a pars ; cf. Ind. prs. ‘to sprinkle’ (?).

B. (Ft. 4) has mez'iha (?)
= ‘ clouds ’

: cf. the Pers. MS. trl. ‘ cloud.’

Her. differs totally here
; he has ‘ also those named through the coloured

waters . . in bodies ’ and those named ‘ good luck ’ and those named ‘ good
birth,’ i.e. ‘ through which the good and easy birth takes place.’
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naming them (so three MSS., or ‘ name hy name ’ with the

other texts)].

And I sacrifice to that which is the ‘ ahurahya ’
^ [water,

the ^], and to the hvapanho (waters) [the ^

(?6ic)]
;
and I sacrifice to the well-forded (waters). [And do

ye (in the answer to this our sacrifice) grant us this, as

follows
;

‘ let the moisture in our bod}' be (freely) circulating

(and flowing, r5vak’)]. (9) And I sacrifice to the water

h-T-g-z'-akih® [tears]
;
and to those waters with good bathing*

quality (possibly having ‘ religious etficacy ’)
;

[that is to

say, let our perspiration (sic) go off from the hodj'], (and

I sacrifice) to that (fluid) which is the desire (the one

desirable fluid) within the two worlds [the butter ^-oil (the

food of Heaven)]. (10) So, O ye (waters) who [are] good

(that is to say, ‘ clean ’ objects of creation), [to you (each)]

did Auharmazd give a name (as here described), (11) [as

the producers of benefits (-dehiik)] ; and since those

(names) were given to you by Him, by those do I (now)

sacrifice to you.

Prayer /or the Sacri/icer's personal higher interests.

(12) Also for me® on account of (in the use) of those

(names) let one bow in worship, (or ‘ proclaim forth those

qualities ’
;
this with another text) ;

also on my account by

means of those (names and gifts) let one ' offer praise
;
also

* This is ot course superfluous ;
see the original ; it is a misapplied citation.

* A coi'poreal secretion.

’ Hu-dehakih. so B. (Pt. 4) may be read; .so also E. (K^ (Sp.)), tollowed hy

Xer. with sudanatanam-, but they would be erroneous and rather fiat. We might

think of a restoration from the elements of x'’ay-akih (so), cf. xvay= ‘sweat.’

Or in view of the apparent rendering ‘ars’ = ‘ tears,’ we might see a ‘hu ask’ =
‘ much weeping.’ The first form would then be meant as a mere citation of the

Avesta text, with ‘ ars ’ as the translation. Was ‘ ars ’ suggested by -raosca f

^ It would be hardly fair to the Pahl. trlr. to suppose that he meant
husnayesnih (so) in the sense of Ner.’s susanmanata-

;
i.e. hardly lair in \iew ot

the undoubted meaning of the original.

5 Writing hastily, one might render ‘ greatness ’ tor ‘ butter,’ masih tor misga,

Ner. g'rtam. Such oversights should be avoided.

® Not impossibly ;
‘ may one reverence (or ‘ proclaim ’) me, on account of those

(gifts of offering when I offer in the use of those names) ’
;

‘ name ’ suggested

by -a(n)ma-.

^ A curious error again, which Ner. avoids. The translator, as before, seems to

fail to see the first pi. in the forms in -mahi here from some accidental cause.
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for me (or ‘ toward (?) me ’) let one,^ i.e. ‘ let them,’ express

a debt-confession.

(13) 0 waters, ye who are the ‘Azi’s,’ [(that is to say,

ye who are) salivas®] (? sic, to you we are olfering), and
(to) you who are ‘ miitres ’ (so

; see ‘ matarasca ’), {ye waters

which are the (set free) ] and (to) that

water which (is meant by) ‘ agenyao ’ [blood], and to that

which is the darj^os-dayak (=the sustainer of the feeble),

[ye conquerors ^ (of obstacles to life
;

ye who are) the

fluids in the womb], (14) and to the waters ‘ vispopaiti,’

that which is called [the water in the plants (again) and in

the origin (or ‘root’) of them. By that they are grown ^],

and to that water which is the best^ and most beneficial,

[i.e. the spermal (sap) which is from (or ‘ of ’) plants]
;
thus

to you who are (so) beneficent I am liberal in offering,

(15) (and to You do I sacrifice
;
ye) who with length of

arm would guide (us) on within the body [of the world] with

apart-giving and apart-speech (meaning possibly ‘ on account

of our especial offering and especial recitations ’
;
hardly so

certainly ‘with especial gmng (of the waters)’), those waters

which are the mataro jitayo [(viz.) ‘milk’ (-sic)].®

YASNA XXXIX.

The Fifth Chapter of the Yast.

To the Soul of the Herds, its Sacrifce.

(1) Here, therefore, do I sacrifice to the Herds’ soul and

to their body (?) which (were) created by Him [Auhaianazd]
;

(2) and I sacrifice to (that which is) our (own) soul, (and with

this) even to the Herds’ soul (as to those) who are desirous

of our life (i.e. who contribute as domestic animals to our

existence and who) [were created as a benefit (for this

purpose) by Him (Auharmazd)].

' See note 7, p. 68.
^ A valuable error, putting us upon our guard. The Parsi-Fers. ilS. is especially

rich in these tentative suggestions. They are, of course, at times merely veil-
meant guesses, often, however, ‘ sagacious ’

; hut where they are most erroneous
there they are of value to warn us in other cases, not being mere dull imitations. •

® Avanitar looks more like an allusion to a + zi than anything ehe.
‘ Yahist- elsewhere = vaxl-.
“ A pertinent and racy guess, and possibly correct.
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To the Warrior Caste and to the Agriculturalists.

(3) And to those also who are (especially) Thine * (Own
do I sacrifice), [to the Warrior], and to those who are [the

Agriculturalists (as being created by Him)]
; (4) and to

the Regulars (the infantry) and to the Cavalry,^ to whose

souls I sacrifice.

To the Souls of the Saints wherever born.

(5) And so I sacrifice to the Souls of the Saints wherever

bom, male and female, (6) who are the adherents to the

good Den [with a single (special) office], and they are

conqueror(s) [(these) warriors (or ‘charioteers,’ the Xsa0ra

caste)]
;
and they acquire (property) [these husbandmen

(to whom I sacrifice)
;

(and I sacrifice) to those who are

par eminence the good ® men, even to the Priests]

.

To the Immortals, Male and Female, (sic).

(7) So here I sacrifice to the good [Male] Ones* of the

Amesas and to the good [females] (of them as well) (so,

even to) the other® [Amesas (do I sacrifice)], (8) who are

august and immortal, ever-living and ever-helpful,

(9) who dwell with Vah'man [i.e. as regards, or ‘in,’

piety®], and to him also who is thus [Yah'man (himself)

do I sacrifice]

.

Reciprocities between Ahura and His Sacrificer.

(10) As thou, 0 Auharmazd, art (active in) thought as

regards both [the concerns of Heaven (lit. ‘ of the spirit ’)

and of the world], O Auharmazd
;

[that is to say, as Thou
art] for thinking and speaking and giving gifts [in relation

1 I still hold toi to he a pi., not as in the tri. to he equal to lak.

^ I feel myselt more inclined to follow these hints of the Pahl. trls. at present
than I did in 1887- C, the Parsi-Pers. MS., adds the idea of ‘ toot-soldiers ’ for
the first word. Xer. has paiikticarinam and aqracarinam.

® Vaonare as vohu- -I- nar- (!), read Pahl. ‘h.’

* Whose names are not in the feminine.

^ Reading ‘ zagai.’

® The dwelling together in the bond of piety.
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to this interest of Thine ; that is to say, (as) Thon art for

declaring and hestowing this (beneficial) thing (which is)

bestowed (upon us)], and for accomplishing it as being (lit.

‘ which (is) ’) good, (11) so to thee do I myself * give (the

equivalent of that) (hardly ‘do I give myself, the portion

of this offering to Thee’), and so do I inculcate it [upon

others ^
;
that is to saj^, (I offer this present gift as) given] ;

and so to thee in (my) coming® do I sacrifice. [And so

when within the world (as) I come and go (in my daily

walk will I continue on
;
that is to say), ‘ I will sacrifice (to

Thee, and will teach the same to others ’)]. (12) So also

dost thou (so, for ‘ do thou ’) praise * me. (This 2nd sing,

is a recurring blunder), (in return for ‘this,’ or ‘do thou

cause (?) me to praise ’)
;
so also do Thou express ® obligation

to me (sic, even) Thou, Auharmazd (sic
;
or ‘ do Thou bring

me into obligation to Thee ’). [That is to say, to me be the

debt as regards Thee (sic, or is it ‘ upon me be the debt

. . . .
,’— in either case mistaking -mahl, the 1st pi.,

for an -ahl, the 2nd singular ?).] [(The foregoing section is

to be repeated twice.)]

The Relationship and the Good Chieftainship.

(13) In the good relationship,® [since Thine own I am],

and (in) the progressive and continuous relationship (or ‘ in

the spontaneous progress of affairs’) [since I stand in a

(sacred) relationship toward Thee],

(14) for that which is the good consideration (and reward)

to Thee will I come, (15) also in the (office of the) good

Chieftainship, [since I would exercise the Authority (i.e. its

* The only explanation I can offer for this benalsa is that it is an anticipation

of the xveiih in 13.

® One might suspect thi^ 73! aisan to refer to ais, but see pavan yatunesn'

and elsewhere.

® Or ‘ in my going’ (f).

^ One would like to render :
‘ So dost Thou make me praise ; so do Thou bring

me into debt ; 0 Auharmazd, that is to say, upon me may there be a debt as

toward Thee ’
; but see the context.

So present for imperative.

“ Is it ‘ oivnership ’ r ; at all events it mistakes the exact meaning of the

original, which I now hold to mean ‘ Autocrat ’ rather than ‘ Koyal Kinsmen.’
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duties) with correctness], and with the good fulness of

attentive consideration (lit. ‘ with perfect-mindedness ’) (will

I come on), [since I would carry out the matter (the duties

of my office) with perfect attention (and application of

thought; again lit. ‘with perfect-mindedness’)].

[(The Yen'hya Hatam is to be recited twice here in the

course of the Yasna. Five Yacists (?) are here to he said

and three Gahs.)]

YASJfA XL.

The Sixth Chapter of the Yalt.

A Felloicship icith God and with his Saints.

(1) Since, 0 Auharmazd, to You will thus attribute

greatness^ within the world* as well as completeness (2) with

active energy (so for keresva (?) )
[since I will do and say ®

that thing through which Your greatness® and perfection

may become more evident (i.e. ‘since I will perform the

holy ceremonies and carry out complete obedience to the

Law’)],

{2a) (and since) I am liberally contributing toward this the

protection^ (sic afforded) by Thy wisdom (so, with great error

for ;Y;rapaitI) “* [toward Thy Den], from this (accumulation

of merit) since it is [mine] (there is a benefit accruing to me)

on (continuously) [that is, from this (source) to me (let

there be) a benefit],

(3) which reward do Thou, O Auharmazd, give on to my
(people, viz.), that (reward) which [it is proper to give] to

the devoted followers of the Den (as representing my closest

interest).

Mistaking ahu and adahii.

2 Xotiee mazdam so rendered. Otherwise elsewhere.

3 Or is it ‘ they would attribute greatness ’ or ‘ they would do and say ’
? ; but

see 2.

* Mistaking for a form from ‘ kar ’ = ‘ be wise ’
; cf

.
^ratu ; and mistakino-

-paiti for a form from pa = ‘ to protect.’
”
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(4) That (reward) which (is suitahle) for this ((Ner.

amisam) sacrifice of deTotion) do Thou give us both for this

world and for (that of) the Spirits (i.e. ' of Heaven,’ Y. 28, 3),

(5) that is to say, so for that (reward) which (is) thus

(conditioned) do we come on to Thee, (6) for this Thy
fellowship [and also for the co-operation] of Asa (as the

Angel of the Law) forever until all [till the future body].

(7) Give me therefore, 0 Auharmazd, men, [even

disciples of men who (are) aerpats (Herhads)] who (may he)

holy and (animated by) a desire for (the establishment and

propagation of) Asa (as Thy Church (sic) ). [And give me
Herhads],

(8) who, when for these (disciples, or ‘ in answer to these

sacrificing prayers’), they may arise* (sic), (or who, when
they ‘may attain’ (i.e. ‘ become a source of success ’)), may
be bountiful to me for the long coming-on (for the future)

[i.e. for the future body], and (who may) for what is

mighty [in (my) occupation] (become) in these respects (my)

companion(s).

(9) Grant us him who (is, or ‘ who may be ’) our gladdener.

(10) So, whether as the Self (?) (hardly here fully imder-

standing the meaning to be ‘ whether as Autocrat ’ or

‘ Lord ’), and so whether as the Varun, ‘ the commonalty.’

(This appears to be an abortive attempt to reproduce at least

the first syllable of ‘verezena,’ and must be intended to

mean svapahktayah with Her. ‘men of our familiar line,’

hardly ‘ bearers ’
;

‘ var ’ as a ‘ central collection ’ seems to

have been thought of.) So, whether also (as) the ‘ Peer ’

(as the associate of the Autocrat) [let (that gladdener) be

mine], (that is to say, ‘Do Thou, O Auharmazd’; see 9)

give these (three classes of persons) to me as my rejoicers),

(11)

since through them I may arise
;

(see the original for

the first personal). (Or ‘ since through them 1 may arouse

* The word may always be for ayabani or ‘ayaband,’ ‘I (or ‘they’) may attain,’

but see the original and Ner. The latter saw the meaning ‘ arise,’ but retains

the 3rd personal, as ^ezand. Of course, this does not explain the original, but it

recognises the likeness of the termination -yhs (?) (B., Pt. 4) to a 3rd plural. At
the last moment it occurs to me to ask whether we have not really in the Pahlavi
here an attempt to imitate the original. Is not our form alter all ‘ aidyuzand ’ ?

Or was yada = amat seen in aidy(a) (ayada) and ‘ud* in -uS? "What renders vast-?
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others to arise ’) toward You, O Auharmazd. And therefore

(because of these prospective resiilts the bountiful One

toward You), 0 Auharmazd, the rejoicer), the saint and

righteous man, is^ liberal with (the gift of) his possessions

[(the meaning) is ‘ with his wealth ’]4

The Yen'hya Hatam is here to be recited once in the

course of the Yasna. Seven Vacists (?) are to be said and

three Gahs.

YASNA XLI.

The Seventh Chapter of the Yast.

To Auharmazd as the King, the Life, and the Rewarder.

Song - praises, and acquisitions
(
sic, ‘ the results of

earnings’),’* and veneration (?) (2) do I myself present to

Auharmazd and Asavahista, and I inculcate [(this) upon

others]
;
and that^ also do I here make known® [in speech].

(Or is it ‘ Him also I invite (to this my sacrifice ’ (?) ? ®)

(3) And to that which is Thy good Sovereign Authority

(the complete estabhshment of the Theocracy) may I attain

for ever until all.

(4) That good sovereign (namely) Thou,* holds rule (may

be hold rule) over us who are men or women (without regard

to sex, and as having equal political rights; and this as

representing) Thee,

(5) in both the worlds, O ‘ Thou ’ most beneficent (so B.,

Ft. 4) ® of beings.

Devoted Apostleship and its Expected Reward.

(6) Since [I would present] Thy, good Injunction, O
Auharmazd, [that is to say, since I would be a bearer on

^ The 1st pers. missed.

2 Mistaking garo for a form from a ‘ gar ’ = ‘ to seize.
’

3 This zag seems to show that the idea of ‘ announcing ’ was seen by the trir.,

hardly that of ‘ inTitation ’
; but see Xer.

* See the original and even Ner., who, however, has the 2nd sg. imper. in

the verb.

5 Or with the other texts, ‘ O Thou most completely (or ‘ beneficently ’) wise of

beings.’ Notice that Ahura is here included -nithin the category of ‘beings
’

which casts light on Y. XXIX, 3, Hatam hvo aojisto.
’
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of Thy command (within the world as)] an increaser (of

these sacred influences)
;
[that is to say (as) I will augment

Thine interest (the Cause of the Holy Den], and as) also

I will offer Thy sacrifice with the accompaniment (and

assistance) of Asa (the Angel of the Law), [that is to say,

(as) from the countenancing help of^ Asavahista I will

sacrifice to Thee],

(7) so (as a consequence and as reward) from Thee may
be the Hfe of our body

;
[(so) may no life-departure (life-

lessness; i.e. ‘ utter death ’

^) be our (lot)]; (8) In both the

worlds [mayst thou grant this], 0 Thou most beneficent®

of beings.

[(A Vacist (sentence (?) )
to be recited twice.)]

The Contestfor Salvation.

(9) Acknowledge me as worthy (so safer than ‘make me
worthy’) [as regards the gimng of the reward]

;
also arm

me (beweapon^ me), 0 Auharmazd. (10) For Thee (a

suppKcator may I be) in Thy gladdening (of Thy saints)

and in the long coming® on, (the future), [in the future

body], a supplicator on behalf of this which is Thine [on

behalf of this Thy Den] ; and (in all this my task and duty)

may I be strong

!

Gladdening Grace besought.

(11) And do Thou bestow upon us Thy gladdening-grace

in the long coming-on® of life,® O Thou most beneficent

among beings.

(12) When to this Thy praising and Mafira study and

declaring (of it),

^ I cannot accede to the meaning ‘ desire’ nor to the transcription kadniun.
* This expression evidently originated from Y. XXX, i. I should say that

we ought to concede more meaning to it than simply ‘ death.’ Tan' = -ten- (!).

® So with B. (Pt. 4) ,
otherwise ‘ 0 Thou most completely wise . . ’Hu-

should equal ‘ completely ’ rather than ‘ beneficently.’

* Her. sad’anaya, probably preserving the correct root.

^ Seeing a form of (ae) = ‘ to go ’ in -ayu.
® B. (Pt. 4), ‘ life ’

; but here see usta. A form from ‘ gam ’ was seen in the
termination ‘ -gem.’
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O Auharmazd, (13) I shall come ^ on
;
and (when) I shall

be content (with it), and shall accept (it), [that is to say, as

much as I shall be open to accept it, and will completely

fulfil it with a contented mind],

(14) do Thou then (to that degree) give forth this reward

which to my adherents, O Auharmazd, [it is proper to give]

to the Den-men of the Den, (the strict adherents to the

Religion).

[(This Vacist (?) is to be repeated twice.)]

(15) This even do Thou give us for both this world and

also for (that of the) Heavenly Beings
; cf. Y. XXVIII, 2

;

(16) that is to say, so, for the sake of such-like woiild we
come on (to You).

The Supreme Authority as the Objective.

(17) To this which is Thine (established) Sovereign-

authority and to Asa (as thine Established Religious

Community (Thy Church (so))
) ;

(to these would we approach

with acceptance, and with satisfaction (see v. 13) )
for ever

xmtil all. [(This is to be said once in the course of the

Yasna, the ‘ Humatananam ’ (Y. XXXV, 4) is here to be

recited twice. The Ya^a Ahu Yairyo is to be said four

times, and the Asem Vohu three times.)] To the heroic

Yast of the Seven Chapters, the holy the Chief of Asa, do we
sacrifice. [(The YenEya Hatam is to be here recited once

when the Yasna is celebrated.)]

YASNA XLII in S.B.E. xxxi
;

(Y. XLI, 18 in Sp.).

Appendix to the Haptanghaiti ; a Summing up.

To the August Immortals ; to the Springs, Streams, Roads, etc.

I sacrifice to You who [are] the Amesaspends, and with
the collected contents (or ‘ summing up ’) of the Yast of the

Seven Chapters
;
see above.

’ Seeing a gam in aog(e)madaC& (?).
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(19)

And (with this summing up) I sacrifice to the springs

of waters and to the fords of waters (see Y. XXXVIII),(20)

and to the dividings (the apart-goings) of the roads

and to the meetings of the roads (as vital elements toward

the successful prosecution of pursuits),

(21)

and to the mountains which flow with streamlets, and

to the vales (or clefts) which hold the waters,' (22) and to

the swelling ^ corn-grains, and to both the Protector (and) the

Creator,® (23) to Auharmazd and to Zartust. (And in this

summing up I sacrifice) to the Earth and to the Sk}’- and to

the Peak of Alhurz, (24-26) and to the terrific Wind (the

hurricane) by Mazda made
;
and to the Land and to all

(terrestrial) helpful benefit (of the sort). And I sacrifice to-

the good thought^ (that is to Yah'man) and to the Souls of

the Saints; see Y. XLIX, 10.

To the Mythic Fish, and to the Beast of Voum-Kasa.

(27) (And I sacrifice) to the Fish of fifty fins,®

(28) and to the Sacred Ass® that stands midway in the

Sea of Wide Shores

;

The Caspian.

(29) and to the Sea Youru-Kasa do I sacrifice (as well).

To Haoma.

(30) And (I sacrifice) to Horn the gold-hued, the high

(growing),

(31) even to Horn, the stimulating, the Promoter of the

world
;

®

(32) yea, to Horn, the death-afar.

' A. and B. om., and ‘ to the Yazat Miftra.’

^ Possibly ‘ fattening.’

® Or ponds as reservoirs.

^ Xotice that Vah'man is described literally as ‘ good thought.’ So, and not as

in Y. 49, 10, where we should understand the concrete ‘ good man.’ It would be

straining a point to render the Pahl.’s ‘ good thinking’ as ‘ man ’ here.

” Interesting later trash (?) or the same revived from earlier days. It has its

value ; see the later lore.

® A tribute to distillation.
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The Floods and the Migrations.

(33) And (in this summing up) I sacrifice to the forth-

flowing of the waters (to the spring-floods), and the forth-

flights {sic), that is, (migrations ?) of the birds.

To the Priests as Representing all.

(34) And I sacrifice to the circuits ^ of the Fire Priests,

(35) who return - from the road afar with beseeching

prayers made in the desire for Asa to (‘ for ’) the Provinces,

(36) and I sacrifice to the Amesaspends all.

[(The Yen'hya Hiitam is to be recited here once when the

Yasna is celebrated.)]

' ‘ The coming back.’

’ ‘ Satunand ’ must mean ‘ coming ’ here and not ‘ going ’
;

so perhaps also

at T. XLIII, 14, ‘ satunan ’

;
yet see the Parsi-Pers. there ‘ raftan,’ Gaflas,

pp. 177, 520.
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IV.

THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN ABU BISHR MATTA AND
ABU SA'ID Al-SIRAFI ON THE MERITS OF

LOGIC AND GRAMMAR.

By D. S. MARGOLIOUTH.

Tx? his notice of the philosopher Abu Bishr, of Dair Kmma,
Ibn al-ffifti*^ mentions that he had a public discussion

with the grammarian Abu Sa‘Id al-Hasan al-Sirafi, famous

for his commentaries on Sibawaihi’s grammar.^ This dis-

cussion is reported at length by Yakut in his invaluable

Mu'jam al-udaba,^ on the authority of Abu Hayyan, from

whose works Yakut derives much that is interesting, though

he accuses Abu Hayyan of habitually romancing. Abu
Hayyan, whose full name was ‘All Ibn Muhammad al-

Tauhidl, was an eminent writer of the fourth century of

Islam, of whose works only three (to the best of my
knowledge) have as yet been published ; his treatises on

Friendship and the Sciences, printed at the Jawa'ib press

in 1301 A.H.— without the very important treatise on the

lives of the two viziers Ibn al-‘AmId and Ibn ‘Abbad, which

had been promised in advertisements, but which is said to

be a book that brings ill-luck
;
and a work lithographed

in India called Mukabasat.* A brief account of him is given

by Ibn KhiUikan in his life of Ibn al-‘AmId (translated

by De Slane, iii, 264) ;
a lengthier one by SafadI, which

Mr. Amedroz has kindly copied for me, and which is given

^ Ed. Lippert, p. 323.
- These were utilized by Jahn for his translation, and have been published in

part in the Cairene edition of Sibawaihi.
^ MS. Bodl. Or. 753 : Life of Abu Sa‘id.
* I owe my acquaintance with this work to Mr. A. G. Ellis.
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in a note
;
^ and a very lengthy one by Yakut, in the fifth

volume of his dictionary. An extract from one of hi.s

works, which occurs in al-Kiftl’s dictionary, is translated

into German by Dieterici (“ Philosophie der Araber,” i, 144).

Jli <ti.o^ LaJ^
AiiAO JU 1 ifJiJUll

(i e. Dhahabi, Or. 48, 2695) ^^a!!

a jliLir)!!

a’-V^h

-Jb JjkJh ifcoyiJ' o ^Aiill jy*"^ u^Jr^

^ ,
<ix iLaJLll i—:s-LiJ\ i—ii. .^ • W y y

^uAi Lijd-jJ j*y.^ <J-^J <IjTac 1 itJ-kj

lu\aj

^jUj ^d (Jli^i

L5^ 4_i,-jl*.>]l *!*!) ^_jl.

i'A»LJ ^ jjt, ya>^ j*Lc)!l

>>5 c;— JLJ-

iJjLsj J, Jlii ij\ lijls;"! ^
p' ‘‘rA^ ulA-^' ‘A ^

(Of. Nawawl, ed. Wiistenfeld, 707) <ui yi

i—fiAitfi L*.aA.*sr |Jj juy*.*!! ^^d^
i
~

a-iUh ti Lli-s., U.,jaJIju (i

Qus-U- JL ^ (*^-^l* ‘ULaJl.
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The first question which will naturally occur in reference

to this dialogue is whether it is historical or Ahu Hayyan’s

II C 1 .*1 *•
*

j
ft a.Cil ! 1.^

(JJjj ^;L;Ll iSAAj
{J
-

lt

ajIa jlftjli aJ\ aac

aaX^j iLift-LAij AA-kj« a! ^^a! 1 i__diS

A—Aa^
^7^ lJ*^ ^ ^

AiAlaJ ^ ‘—^ IjjAs?* U-^^A

AjIa^L lAaALaJ
(_5V''^''^

Ail^i*-

ti)\

Aaj'^h

u®Vi; ^ A^ujUaJi i i Asij}\

'-r^' ^ !i5>-hs^' —
^ytJ\ Us!l jU JaJI ^1 _

j\ d aJ c«\ —
AijUi.^ As^li <sl. lA-djA^ jJ!^ cS^jIs-aII^

Vij'^lAtJh CAjl^Is**^!

^UiJl Juq \ ^1 AjL*iLiJl. JjA—9> d d^-Jj

Alili IajIj AiyU jJ^ liiy j*Lftl <dli^

J.R.A.S. 1905.

* Read

s
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romance. Abu Hayyan has taken great trouble to establish

its historical character, by giving date and persons. The date

is the year 320, when Abu’l-Path Ibn al-Furat was vizier

;

and to this there appears to be no objection, since this person

(al-Fadl Ibn Ja'far Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Furat, also

known as Ibn Hinzabah) was made vizier in Eabl' ii, 320

(‘Arib, ed. De Goeje, p. 173),* though, owing to the death of

Muktadir and the appointment of a new Caliph, he was

succeeded by another vizier in Dhu’l-Ka'dah of the same

year. Further, many of the audience enumerated are

historical personages, who might well have attended a

debate at Baghdad in that 3'’ear. Al-Marzubanl, the agent

of the Samanids, is casually mentioned by Ibn al-Athlr

(anno 286, ed. Tornberg, vii, 355) as “ the na’ib of Isma’Il

in the Capital, known as Al-MarzubanI ”
;
there is no reason

(it would seem) why he should not have continued to hold

‘ A short life of him is given by Safadi thus :

—

^1-jb

lLT

U

A.

A_jL*iLj«
jjj

)-s]j—
*

j^l] aJ juiLcj

^-kgli *XKsr^ c

a^jU ,.^^1^ aDI Ld c-a-l^U

Ai-! aLv^Ij JAj ijJii aL:^)

^ Uy-Vj'y Ai«:. AjUAJj
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that appointment for thirty-four years ; and the presence

at Baghdad of the agents or ambassadors of those princes

who, though virtually independent, recognized the Caliph’s

suzerainty, must be regarded as characteristic of the period.

This MarzubanI is evidently to he distinguished from his

contemporary, the famous archaeologist. Ibn al-Ikhs/iicl,^

whose name was Ahu Bakr Alunad, famous as a Mu'tazil

theologian, died in 326, six years after the debate (Fihrist,

p. 173) ;
since he lived in Baghdad, Suk al-‘Atash (Le Strange’s

Baghdad, p. 221), he could easily he present , at it. He
wrote a hook in refutation of the views of al-Kltalidt,

i.e. Ja'far h. Muhammad h. Xasir, who is probably to he

identified with the Khalidi present at the debate. For this

person died in 317 (Sibt Ibn al-JauzI, MS. Poc. 370) or

318 (Sha'rani’s Lawakih al - anwar, i, 157 ;
Comm, on

Kushairiyyah, ii, 2), aged 95. He was famous as a saint,

as indeed appears from his figuring in Kushairi’s list
;
he

is more often called al-Khuhli, a name of which the origin

was rmcertain (Jauzl, l.c.),^ though it was also given to the

celebrated Mubarrad (Miizhir, i, p. 100). The two persons

famous as “the Khalidi’s,” and named respectively Abu
Bakr and Said b. Hashim, were probably too young to

be present at a debate in 320 (Fawat al-Wafayat). A
younger man than Khuldl, yet not too young to be present,

was Ibn Rabah, Abu ‘Imran Musa, the metaphysician,

a pupil of Ibn Ikhshid, said to have been alive, but past 80,

when the Fihrist (p. 173) was composed (377 a.h.). Another

very distinguished hearer was the ex-vizier ‘All b. ‘Zsa b.

Dawud b. al-Jarrah, who died in 335 (Jauzl, l.c.) or 331,

having been born in 215 (Amedroz’s Hiliil, p. 281) ;
he was

' Uhshid, according to Siht Ibn al-JanzI, means ‘king’ in the language ol
Farghanah.

Asked -why he was called Khuldi, he said: Aki

Vi i ^ • Jaaz' says

^
Iji Khuldl here is meaningless.
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therefore 75 years old in 320. Amedroz’s work contains

a full accoimt of him. Besides being an administrator, he was
keenly interested in philosophy, as appears from the repeated

mention of him in Ibn AbT TJsaibi'ah’s History of Physicians.

He was besides sufficient of a saint to be credited with the

working of miracles (Hada’ik al-afrah, p. 100).

Ibn Ka‘b, who is less well known, is clearly to be identified

with Ibn Ka‘b al-Ansarl, who is repeatedly quoted in the

Treatise on Friendship (pp. 7, 39, 52, 54, 72, 73) as a

personal acquaintance of Abu Hayyan, yet as dead when
that treatise was composed ; and the last date in it is 370

(p. 67), though it was not published till after Ibn Saffian’s

death in 375 (p. 6). His sayings appear to be Sufic in

character, and he is stated to have been a friend of Abu’l-

Khattab al-Sabl. Of this person a brief notice is to be
found in Chwolsohn, Ssabier, i, 586, where it is stated that

Abu Ishak Ibrahim al-SabI addressed him several letters.

Finally, the reporter of the debate, ‘All Ibn ‘Isd al-

Runimum, who was Abu Hayyan’s teacher, and is regularly

mentioned by him as “ the saintly sheykh,” was born in

296 (Ibn KhilL, s.v.), and would therefore have been

24 at the time. Abu ‘All al-Fasaicl, who was not present,,

but might have been, was born in 288, and would have-

been 32.

On the other hand, slight historic doubts attach to one

or two of the audience. Of Ibn Tughj an elaborate life is

given by Ibn Sa‘ld in his Mughrib (translated by TaUquist,

Helsingfors, 1899, p. 23 ff.). It appears thence that he
was made prefect of Damascus in Jumada ii, 319, and did

not hold office in Egypt till 321. The Ambassador of Ibn
Tughj from Egypt could not have been present at a debate
held in 320. Perhaps this is only a verbal error, i.e. either

the word Egypt or the name Tughj is a uoistake. A rather
more interesting question is connected with the name of
Kudamah, Abu ‘Amr b. Ja'far, famous as a critic. Since
in his treatise on poetical criticism he declares himself to
be the first to treat that subject, it would be of interest to
find him confronted with the translator of Aristotle’s Poetics.
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He was personally acquainted with the other disputant,

Abu Sa'id (Treatise on Friendship, p. 152). His death-date

was not precisely known, whence Ibn Khillikan omits him.

SuyutT (Husn al-muhadarah, i, 225) says he died in the

days of Muktadir, who only survived the debate a few

months. Brockelmann (i, 228) gives 310 as his death-date

;

De Slane (Journ. Asiatique, 1862, ii, p. 156), 337, after

AbuT-Mahasin (ii, 323).

A serious anachronism is to be found in the mention of

al- Kindi as present, if by him be meant the famous

philosopher, who had been dead over 50 years, and indeed

is referred to in the debate as one of the ancients. Perhaps,

however, some other Kindi is intended, e.g. the historian

Abu Omar Muhammad b. Yusuf (thought by De Slane to

have been a grandson of the other), a fragment of whose

work has been published by Tallquist. He might without

anachronism have been present at a debate in 320. Another

anachronism is to be found in the presence of Abu Fu’ds,

who would naturally be the famous poet, bom either in

320 or 321. A few names remain of persons whom I have

hitherto been unable to identify with certainty—Ibn Rashid,

Ibn ‘Abd al-‘A%iz al-Hdshimi, Ibn Yahyd al- Alain, and

al-Zuhri. Amedroz’s Hilal mentions (p. 211) a house in

Baghdad which belonged to ‘IJthman, son of al-Hasan Ibn

‘Abd al-‘AzIz al-HashimI, who may be regarded as the son

or nephew of the second of these persons. Jauzl mentions

a Yahya Ibn Yahya al-'AlawI as a great scholar, originally

of Baghdad, but afterwards attached to Saif al-daulah, who

died in 390. He may be identical with the third, but it

is unlikely. Abu Bakr al-Zuhrl al-lspahani is quoted as

a historical authority by Hilal (p. 272) for the days of

Muktadir; perhaps he is identical with the fourth-, and

since Abu Hayyan (on Friendship, p. 30, cf. 96) mentions

an Abu Bakr al-Zuhairl as a personal friend, perhaps either

Zuhri or Zuhairl should be corrected to the other form.

On the whole, the historical character of the debate stands

the test to which we have exposed it exceedingly well
;
and

it is clear that a very distinguished company had been got
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together. Such public discussions were doubtless not in-

frequent in Baghdad, as well as other places of importance

:

the well-known letter of Badl‘ al-Zaman gives a vivid

description of such a debate, certainly of a far less serious

character than the present. It needed a man of considerable

personal courage and oratorical skill to venture on a dis-

putation before such an audience, and clearly Abii Bishr

of Dair Kunnil was not thus qualified
;
he could scarcely

open his lips, and was nonplussed by tlie simplest puzzles.

Ibn al-Sikkit, faniou.s as a grammarian, was once in a similar

plight : his antagonist, in the presence of the Caliph, being-

asked to propound a question in grammar, propounded tlie

easiest he could think of
;

but even that Ibn al-Sikkit wa^

unable to answer (Ibn KhilL, ii, 410). Abu Bishr, being

exposed to jeers on the badness of his Arabic, and also on

his Christian belief.', was .still les.s likely to come 'afel\

through such an ordeal. Perhaps, however, we ought not

to forget that the debate, as we have it, is in the main

reported by one of the antagonists. And there are passage -

in his speech which imply that Abu Bi-lir said, at anv rate-,

rather more than he is reported to have said. If Ibn al-Kifti

be right in making him come to Baghdad in 320, the rumoui

of the large audience.s attracted by his lectures was prubaljly

what caused the vizier to summon the assembly.

In general the description here given accords oxccedingh'

well with Abu Bi-hr a.s we see him in his translation ot

Aristotle’s Poetic'. Ilis acquaintance with the Arabic

language there di-played is as slipshod ;is hi- aiitagoni't

(with his approval) asserts it to be; though he makes no
statement about the Greek of the Poetics, he in one place

interprets the .Syriac (which he misreads) ^ as thouo-h it

were the original
;
and he puts down absurdities in the

most unthinking manner. Abu Sahel's contention that the
translations made by Abii Bishr and his colleagues are

unintelligible i.s fully justified
; only Abu Sa‘Id is mistaken

in ascribing the badness of these translations to the

* misreaillAa^, .\ral. Oucra.. [ip. Cs, It
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ti’anslators’ ignorance of Arabic ; the real reason was their

ignorance of the subjects on which they professed to write.

One who with no philosophical training endeavoured to

translate Kant’s Critic of Pure Reason would produce

absurdities as crass as those produced by Abu Bishr, however

well he might know the English language.

The quai'i’cl between tlic grammarians and the philosopheis

which tliis dialogue illustrates was long continued. In the

late sixth century we find the rhetorician Ibn al-Athlr

calling attention to the uselessness of the treatises ol

Avicenna (al-iMathal al-sii’ir, p. 187), and describing with

pleasure his triumphs over philosojihers. “ One day,” he

tells us (ibid., p. Oo), ‘‘a pi’ofes-'Or of philosophy was with

me, and the subject of the Koran cro2iped ujj. I began to

describe it, and to remark on the eloquence and beauty of

its words and ideas. He proceeded to quote the woids ot

Surah liii, ‘2'I, ' That i'. then, an unfair dix i-ion,’ and to deny

that the ]jhrase ‘ unfair' exhibileil any eloquence or beauty

T said ;
‘ You are to know that there are certain iny'terie'

about the emjdox'iin.'Ut ot words, into which you have not

been initiated any more than your masters, Avieeuna, al-

Farabl, and the rest, and Aristotle and Plato, who led you

ustrav from the beginning.’ ” lie then exjdains that the

beauty’ of the word for ‘unfair’ {'Jizd) lies in its rhyming

with the other final words in the texts of the Surah.

Avicenna, however, comes a century’ later than the

'Iramuti^ personru of the present dialogue, which is nearer

the introduction of Grreck jihilosojjhy yor a tra\e>ty of it)

into Ilaghdad, and gives us a rather vivid ^u'csentation of

the attitude which the native learning ado^itcd tox\ ards the

exotic. Of the mode in which Greek learning came to be

studied at the Abbu'id caqiital we are never likely to hat e

any accurate account.* The references to the subject in tin

wo'rks of JShiz (ob. 25-5 a.h., 868 a.d.) are interesting

owing to his nearness in time to al-Ka’mun (198-218 a.h..

813-833 .\.T).), to whom the trachtion ascribes the introduction

' The rii-eut liiinuiit (it tla- niittti i- hi thi- third patt ot ZaiJaii -

Hibtory o! I<l;iiuk ('iviludtu'ii."
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of the study of Greek works. He is supposed to have

obtained a library of Greek books from Cyprus, and to have

appointed as his librarian Sahl Ibn HaiTin, who won some

fame as a miser ^ and writer in praise of avarice, and iii

general as a poet and litterateur. The story of the Cyprian

MSS. rests on the authority of far later writers than Jahiz

(Comm, on Ibn Zaidiin’s Epistle, i, '102
; Cairo, 1-JOo),- but

the latter has some remarkable passages about Aristotle.

In the extracts from his treatise on rhetoric, published at

Constantinople, 1301, he says :
“ The Greeks have philosophy

and an art of Logie
;
but the author of the Logic was himself

a poor speaker, not regarded as eloquent, in spite of his

acquaintance with the distinction and analysis of speech, its

meanings and its properties. They regard Galen as the

mo,--t logical of mankind, but do not ascribe to him oratory

or the sort of eloquence which goes with it.” The chief

philosophical technicalities were already invented by the

time of Jahiz, as he enumerates them (Bayan, i, 60), but

attributes their invention, not to the translators, hut to the

Mutakalhmiina, or students of metaithysical theology. C>ne

of these technicalities ' meets us as early as the Diwan of

Muslim Ibn al-IValTcl, and others occur in the poems of Abii

Tammam.^

The notion that the Greek race was extinct, which, as we
see, is admitted here by both disputants, is found in Jahiz,

who reckons Yaunau with Canaan, a tribe as extinct as

Thamud (Bayan, i, 78 ; Opuscula, 104, 3) ;
since the tribe

was extinct, it was natural to conclude that their language

had perished also : and this error was due to the employment
of the name RumI for Greek, which, however, ought not to

have misled any man who occupied himself with philosophv.

Gf the attack on the logicians by AbuT- ‘Abbas Abdallah
Ibn Muhammad al - YashI ( Brockelmann, i, 124), which

> J.lhiz, •‘Mi'eis,”p. l; Bayan, i, 9S : HatU'ik al-Airah, 214.

' Ct. ibiil., 46 (Cnmm. on Lumm’at al-‘AjaTU).

^ The verb - -See L'e Goeje’-

^ p- 168.
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Sli'tifi declares had remained unanswered, we hear apparently
only in this place. This person died in 293

;
^ verses by

him are sometimes cited fTiraz al-inajalis 242, Diwan al-

Sababah lb3, Hadiyyat al-iunam 3-57), and he is also said

to have been skilful as a logician. Ibn Khillikan makes
him attack, not the philosophers, but the grammarians

;
but

we learn from the Fihrist (p. 299) that he attacked the

•science of medicine. Ilis point, from Sirafi, woidd appear
to have been the very reasonable one that Logic for its value

rested, not on the ipse dt-i'/f of the Greeks, but on its being
a correct analysis of the mental process. Of similar interest

is the notice of the mock metaphysical questions addressed

to al-Ivindl, who liad been a mighty authority on philosophy

some fifty years before; from Fliigel’s account of him (1857)

we learn that he had ohfri'cfdfoirs.' The fact, moreover,

that the Sabmans (i.e. tlie school of Thiibit Ibn Kurrah)
joined in the laugh at al-Kindl’s expense is not without its

interest.

-Ipparintly the deriders of the now learning by no means
had it all tlu'ir own way. In the dialogue the mild and

incompetent Abu Bi'hr is represented as the aggressor, tlic

man who makes extravagant claims for his Logic. 5Vith

the aid of the Aristotelian analysis of the meanings of

tho particle in ^Aat. Auscult., iv, 3, p. 209;, that of the

grammarian Tbn al-Sikklt was >hown to be defective. In

tho li.'.t of tile friends of the vizier Ibn Na'dan, it is the

philosopher who is always “frightening” others with the

names of Plato and Aristotle, Socrates and Galen (Treatise

on Friendship, p. 31).

As might be expected, the debate held in the presence of

tho vizier and so many men of eminence had no permanent

result, except that the reputation of one of the disputants

was enhanced, whereas the other was discredited for the

time. The names of the Greek sages did not cease to be

‘ Itu Sa'id cain him L\.S . whii-li '.m the analogy or the Greek oStos) mieht
imply th.it he w.i!, liiiiia- at the tune. This nouht he ,i serious auachi'unism.

rhi> t.ict L omitted m the aceouut ot him hv Dietoiiei, “ Philosophic der
•Vuibei,” i,
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highly reverenced. Saj'ings ascribed to them were quoted

side by side ivith those of Prophets and Saints
;
and a whole

collection of apocryphal apophthegms grew up round their

names— a curious mixture of genuine and spurious specimen-

of Grreek philosophy is given in the book called Spiritual

Words on Greek Aphorisms,” by Abu’l-Faraj Ibn Hindu

(ob. 420), published in Cairo, 1900. But also the name ul

philosopher had some of the lofty meaning attached to it

in Greece and Rome. A man who occupied himself with

philosophy was thought untrue to his profession if he sbud

blood
;
and such cases were explained by the supposition

that there were hj-pocrites in philosophy as there were in

religion (on Friendship, To).

The dialogue was reported in full by xVbu Ilayyan at the

request of the vizivr, whom perhaps we are justified in

identifying with Ihn the vizier of Samsiim al-daulah,

since not only was the Treatise on Friendship compiled at

his recpiest, but from Ibn ul-KiftI we learn that other

questions of a literary character tvere addressed to Abu
Hayyan by that vizier (p. 82), who died in oTd (Ibn al-

AthTr, ix, 29) ;
whereas the book called Al-’imta' uni-

mu’dua^ah was tilled with anecdotes of what took place at

the salons of another vizier of Samsam al-daulah, called

AbuT-Fadl Abdallah b. al-‘Arid al-ShlrazI (KiftI, p. 282 j.

Curious matter from that work is quoted by Ibn ‘Arab!

(Muhadarat al-abrilr, i, 188), and by Yakut in many places.

Possibly the dialogue was included in the woik called

MuhddarCd ica-muminurdt, which may also be the source of

a document produced by Ibn ‘ArabI (ibid., ii. 77).

That document is certainly apocryphal in character,

consisting of letters which passed between the Cahph
Abii Bakr and ‘All on the subject of the accession of tlie

former. Abu Hayyan began his narrative thus :
“ We

spent the night talking at the house of the Kadi Abfi

Hamid Ahmad Ibn Bishr al-MarwazI al- ‘Amiri in the

house of Abu Habashan in the Street of al-Mazuban’'

—when the Kiidl produced these documents (from memorv) ;

he had previously recited them to no one sate the vizier
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Muhallabi. Another very curious extract is given by
Yiiknt in his life of the secretary of state Ahmad Ibn

Thuwabah. This person vas told that in order to perfect

himself he should learn Euclid
;

a Christian teacher vas

accordingly fetched, who made a dot on a board, and

explained that it had no parts and no magnitude—was, as

ho further explained, simple. Asked to illustrate the word
‘ simple,’ he said ‘ like God or the soul.’ The pious Moslem

is horrified at a man who makes Allah the object of

a comparison, and dismisses the teacher with contumely.

A Moslem teacher is next fetched, who draws a straight

line, and explains that it is length without breadth. Again

the secretary feels coniiiiccd that some slight is intended

to God’s Straight Path, and bids the teacher begone to

eternal contempt. This anui'ing scene is recorded in what

purports to bo a letter from Ahmad liimself, describing his

noble resistance to inlidel temptation in a letter to a

sjTnpathctic vi/ier. But Yakut warns us that the letter

is a forgery, whieli may lie by Abii Hayyiin himself,

who used to iinnut tales of the mrt.

It shoidd be added that the iMuhadariit contained a Dialogue

between al-Farra and Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan on the merit'

of Law and Grammar (Yakiit, f. ^h).
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d-jvjiil dl!l dsA^

J

^)\^\ l-5 d-^-T^ Ldi* ^.—jj^U d-?^

.'AJ6 J JULi l^;^:i.l. 'U

^,_;jc!s Ij-^J l1 lJj^. Cj'j

^

g-C *-J II C ^ 11. A. Ijl ^ ^ **i^-jiu!l

^ii AA-< '* iAjI^

U'., iC'li JLiI 4ivA,J' ^^,_J U\j iLiiJ^ JA_i

j-\^ 1 *.l_j tw-^ ^ l^!
jJ

li %jJ^-$

,.>->'• A-.A.i-'Jl ,.—'U ,^a! 1^\ /J.-'i* cL-'UijlO'y's' >• j\"^ . J f^J~.

, . t—' *v< A* • ^^4 Cl ’ itT"'^* .>a*J tfA 1,.t~ ^vw ««‘'4 t- ,4t-’'- — - T ,.T- > „r.-ri , «^j^j > > * c> • >• > c/‘ > ^ •> Li;- >v“ d“

,- *
^ ^r«,-~ *• ^ • _V -4| , t- ^

< Vi ^ •J ^ ^ ^ 4_jn.j^ . c." > ij: : T *
z. > • • d

iU

.Lc.U- d'

c5'''^J>"*"'‘->’^* cj'* ch' J*~:.’; <^'"''* l/*''^W'

k-^ ^Iavj 1 ^ ^ —-^l^

J._!^IJ1 ^,1 JLs' .;_i.*,.
, J^_: 1' J^’ (SJ'U ,. i-Low\.^
LS’

dAil, 1,^1 cr^

iL'Aili—;W ^L-Jij^
C^'* ^4 l/*j Jl J

\

tiT^

A*.-;! A^,s^ ^

u/*'- 1*^ JUi j*^^U AiJ’Jia-

j*L^l ci j*iAAj j^jA, <S—lOil_A.»a
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<L.j^
,

»_3 >iS.—

U

U V J j- k > >

'-^-^

ji

^-.sLi- ••' ^,* <4 j)/~^ L^'*

s^jt^ 111 Ij L^J (J'v*j tCiUs-

c_a^

L^mA 1^ ^ tOjJl-S'* L-i-j ^ A— O
^

aJj adJ’j a1s- 1 aj^

j*1a*J|* al—
.*1* j*

As . ^

lx«^i Iji UU A—.' I—.< J^ ‘*^'*

AjLli^ iJj* (Jy^
A^ ta—AA^ys^-

CIA^l! ts—! 1 Ail Aj
L.5^’* ci^ ‘^'^tjX^-9

As'Lc A«^U« sv*—aUc |^1XJ1 ^

AJ JUi ^ J~ A.'
,— ^_y'A

liA
liT*

A^-t^: ^'1

Wjy*-' JHA cT* l^*'^-' (A?”* ^y'

i^Ljj j\ A-^ jl e—^A "^A*- l— (^*

1 Bead

^ Bead A*iu .

3 PerhapsjlsAs.- Ill .

* Bead t_^ •
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LijX-t A*J I

—

.^—1 ^ A~^
^ ijij

'

'
'

!, I
g* ^ l4..tf yj 1..: « iCX.4.^

y~^.\ 'jLiJ' -1 (
A-JLJisr .J. <i^ ^jaI!

Jj'Jl JL- U< c^J'U ujy..^

sL.ii i£i£

^ir’•

Ua! 1 4 J- L--^'
AiLj Ajcj

L«J, I L^*. c ,A.> L« L.-J. Jl^' L-.i. j^,;..' L« Jj

Ix-'^ c(,_jl_i o liili Iaaj y—

=

s^

J_.iLr!l Jilli J L_0J

1a5 i^UiJl -a_L:'UJ'_. j-.« -v*^b

^ 4*x. jl^xillJ ]3\

^^y-11 ^-i-j ^ l./^j*lA.i£^ L«' 4j^ ,l*xf

l-^lxa 3*Ai4.’* 4-45 li

i_^
J l*J-l cJ^* ’y'^J A-^-ij L«

4_5jA-4ll 4j_jJU-v' ci-xsT
1^1!

1)1 ‘l^- tl-^Dyi*,*!! 4X ^_>m1..4J1. 4*»*:^L|J1 .^a£r^L-!l^_.UL4-^

^1“ 4.i^--wil l-<

J*'*-'!

Aii t4^'l-*«’ 4*5^1* 4*^1 ^^1 , Cjj

L.)^^ lAljlj^lli^ll ^ Axt.<:^l

4*.^! LJ ‘At^fll ja1\ J-Xii ^1 4ijl-X-*Jl L-jiJUlrj j- aA -. 1 , ., \

j-ytl]
l;;^-';

J^-*_'D1^-Xr>4j (—>Bw'4>!)1 Jlj Uwjjl ‘UJjl.

* Perhaps j*U4.i^4l .

^ Cod. .
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I
'J ir,A^' JUJ'. .U^l , iUin 'il U-1 ^Ab cA

^ uf ^ > ••

Ai
,
^.li' J'. 'Ui::'. *1^^ LiUb iij^

'AJb 4 Jl^ **: JU LlU^
J.\

^^\J\

A^ JU 'lb Ji., j ^aJJ\ U\ JU
•jU_.4 LOll *1.^ J' Ja J.^ 1:.^a; ca.J Gl

^1 :'U.^AV
• / •

1 • V •
t

• •• V „ • t

C- V > ^

.,-.a1 ..a' iA'. Lib' aL. J-..L J.,; ib., Ai.

A—’* G-^-'' ,*'c*^y' A/*'*‘^^-'LL*
\-'

•A*.!
, J' G”’*'l c-"* G’^V

'"-La* yj G*^' "A L^y*.'i

aj'“'>*-:. o'"* G'-‘ "-“v' a,-^' lo*'
--''•^

A*'’*
,*' lJj^^

aja'. ^LiG AA J.i LaI: w* aaaL

>_sj IavL; 'a' A->.<~; .—'1 G'-^ .
i_jULs~l lA—G.^-'.

,;—: w- t.

’ * • L
**

j l.’fi L.** ^ » ^1*1*—»- - ^ ^ -** * «i^.w ^

> ^ ^ ^ y y • >

'
*

> >
^

y ^ y J '

'j, pl_^_!L ^aI—iG 'AaL^' 1 1 lAA^AJ

aaL^I j 'lb ;-^:' I-

o'G^; J,_)l G 'J 'lb A.'t' J«l-' i_X’’G ^UH^.;aIa« yl '1

A-* G^-'’ Lvl' -' G G'j--'; ’-• G 1

‘ Add G ?

* JfcJ ?

^ ('ud. C^-

*

^ Ivtad i*.w« .
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'jJU!! 'aJi ^ L.i,os:d'. fobj:

b< b ^ £.* k Af » bi#
^

^1^b k

jkbxll C^k.A L^' 1 ^ l.!L.*k bu.? l_.« blLjk -i^UixJA b..« «uCj b ..-.b

Ll^L-kA-l A^- ._.A Jl_* 1a_!6 S=^

IkL^J. ^!b*Jl J 1 I W1 J_i

bU!! ,1b

Abbll i,^, ^ *1W1 J ^U!:

jjji!! s>ss^o-j ;b:lAjl ^Jb:

\J} _' A-t ;b k
C-’*“ Sf (*“ lAjJk(*“

M ,.jl^ bwb 1 a*.& A..1.xAA^ AmAa ^Ab^lb .^^Ik Iju^k ~
(^b.,.?^•c;

^ 1
^ 1^j;L L.y

J l.oi; b ^Jl. LiJU-^l L;Jlk Libbjl i- biJlk ULiJl *U^.Jb

A.iXJl Jk UUkA^l l_a J IkAk^* b. Ik.Ai U IkiW

^ULi^b tb^b JiC j:Jb u^!;j

JhrT (^rb'/b* cr= J-j'A/ 1; rc^iA'

1^1^ A* obxk Ai.bj

S? "A/ S? L:,'>rrr~=i

tfb ^/**A iJ'^— S? (J^,?— S? i-s

bi^ Aik.! A— bf-’

1

b&^«:b ^ > *. a1 \

' Read •

1

- Read i^AJ ?

® Add yfc ,
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iC iH ^ fc-1^ 1 1 A™ ^

t__J iLiri-l'li ^Aii j*^"^ (•^"*

,

,j b ,.}
;
ts^ ^iSj 4)e-J;. 4a~: t-_;'t.sl. iLj_w.«.!I. t_L.srJ'. iiJU
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'^J^'
*
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(JLj |**j
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. JL5 .v^L, Jt; ^\^'i\^\ cA.,.liA!t

L~
^

Larillj 4—.’ IasIa
ii),J^’. iA’^ jj^^-

AjAt-; ^'1 jjIj Lij! a_L»;^

1
,

V— 1 ^Ai lA>Wj C~''^
‘baJ-.ffi (J.^

JJijtll J—al a:a: ‘*r^''^^ ‘-r'>*i' j*'-^' y-.'L' _ja As-l.

JjJ oaS! c^* (77^^'““

^ ij—a_5
<LiLi'_y.» i— <L*l— t*. .1^1 ySi,

^

‘V

_p:Ll\.^ l^a JLi.^ '-:^-'<r-* >i)=rj j' ^5
^-=
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' Cod. L^J .

J.R.A.s. 190.5.
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la-sJJb ^U la-LUl
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Ji Ij^Jj Cr*^- liJjJl

1A;J^ A^yi v^. J-^ 'I'V
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Jib: (^'J bjj
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A*J
(..S^
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L^Ab.x A-i bill k-'Al Ib^-^AJlj Ib^l J-kill

1 Read •

2 Cod. 4-»-.:*AJfe .
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AJI J^'i\ Ias t.^-:;uuj ^ ^ <si Jyij L«

uXJjt!. k-^;^ i_5^^ i^ LZj\iiy^j^\ ills t iyu
^
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4 -W!^. "UJ' 4 ^4Lll J\ib J,x Jliu 4 jUH ^U!
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^ ^ A,jwjL,>A**S|j ^_mjI,MUa!^ L,> ^,ujLuJ1j
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4 aLj *'l=k-l 4 J^ c/:^'
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^ ,^s^] (_5^^ lUc^l

jUi yfj 'a-2> J-^j

1^!^ v^®“ •'i''' uW'V cP}^' ^,'r:'

c_^3J Aicj^lc ^ U* icl^l Jtij: (J^j A«Ls^I iJ iXil

k °--,''*)l i^::^4 jljU A>x„j JLi-S <U

i_5 L-^-J^ 1^

^^J ^\^\}] Ij^

L5^^*
*^A^\ HSxi

‘r?!^ jjljjj

Oj Ailj ci ^
<sJJl J^ »-sr 4-^5.^ y;_jCj J^jr! J^j

^ Jiiib t-jUi c:-^ JizJ \iJ * Uli

jr^
aJ^-x 4x Ls! i

^
Iaj

^ ^

1

S? V'*® jtiC; t^-1 A,(^„*J1 i_t jj,jLJ1

k_^-4^ L^-ly^ Z.^\ *—^-^ C>y^' \'^‘ ij^

bb 4^^ Awluji'lj *b«J^

b^AJ^Lx A.lbu,^ l^r, .&lL& AaXmC i3^ ^ cx ^Ajb

Jy J^ib' U
^^lii-gljl jXiib b^xiic ^J^\

^ Terse of Ru’bah ; see Mua:lini of Ibn Hisham (1302), ii, 3j ; and Mufflssal,

) 608.

^ Surah xxxvii, 103.
^ lerse of Imru’ul-Kais : Ahlw. 147, 27.
^ Surah iii, 41.
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^
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^

^
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i! ^ l_»< jj^_ ^ ^ ji y^J
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jl^l'b

b*lj Jli' iA^iiJ u_j!^j cUs^ ljil4
^^4"=

^Jblk ^AjL-rJ^
^

^

^ J^-jj^. ^J"^ s?

JU lil 4^31 Jijij^\ JU 31 ULUl ii^ u^i ^ui

ilT'‘X^^ ^ ^ I^aI 1
j , 1 J IbwA Jw*

A;;A.rf ^'1 Jl-iLj^Ik iU3j i__5U ULks' 1 I <li tikkc JU!1

‘ Bead •

® ? Perhaps JiAS^S (Hamadhani, Mak. 38).

’ Eead .xAJ .
W'
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Discussion bet’ween Matta Ibn Yunus of Daik Kunna,

THE Philosopher, and Abu Sa'id al-SirafI.

Said Abu Hayyan : I mentioned to the vizier a discussion

that took place in the salon of the vizier Abu’l Path al-Padl

Ibn Ja'far Ibn al-Furiit between Abu Sa‘Id al-Sirafi and

Abu Bishr Matta. 3Iy account of it was only an abridgment,

but the vizier told me to write it out iu its entirety. For,

he said, not a word ought to be lost of a discussion which

took place in so notable an assembly, between two such

savants and in the presence of so many eminent men.

Every sally should be preserved : no sentence neglected.

I therefore wrote it out at length. Abu Sadd was my
authority for portions of the narrative; and ‘All Ibn ‘Isa,

grammarian and devotee, narrated it at length, as follows :

—

In the year 3'dO, uhen the salon assembled, a salon

containing al-Klialidl, Ibn al-Ikhshld, al-KindT, Abii Bishr’s

son, Ibn Rabiih, Abu ‘Amr Kudamah Ibn Ja‘far, al-Zuhri,

‘All Ibn ‘Tsii Ibn al - Jarrah, Abu Firas, Ibn Rashid,

Ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzIz al-Hashiml, Ibn Yahya al-‘AlawI, the

ambassador of Ibn Tughj from Egypt, al - Marzubani,

companion of the Samanids, the vizier Ibn al-Furat

addressed them as follows :

—

I desire someone to come forward and debate with Matta

(Matthew) on the subject of Logic. He declares that it is

impossible to know what is correct from what is incorrect,

truth from falsehood, right from wrong, proof from sophism,

doubt from certainty, except by our command of logic, our

control of the system established and defined by its author,

and our acquaintance through him with its doctrines.

A general silence ensued. Presently Ibn Furat said:

Surely there must be someone here who can meet him, and

arguing with him refute his view. I regard you as seas of

knowledge, champions of our religion and its followers, lamps

to guide the seeker after truth. Why, then, this hesitation

and alarm ?

Abu Sa‘Id al-SirafI raised his head and said: Yizier,

excuse us. The knowledge that is stored in the breast is
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different from that which is to be displayed before such an

assembly, where there are listening ears, and gazing eyes,

and stubborn minds, and critical spirits. Their presence

occasions anxiety, and anxiety numbs the energy : it

produces shame, and shame presages defeat. To come
forward as champion in a crowded assembly is not like

having a wrestling bout on a private field.

Ibn al-Furiit said: You are the man for it, Abu Sa'id.

Making excuse for others, you are bound to defend jmurself.

And the credit of your defence of yourself will redound to

the whole audience.

Abu Sa'Id : To disobey the orders of the vizier is a

disgrace, and to decline to follow his advice shows incli-

nation towards failing in duty towards him. God grant

that our foot slip not, and we pray of Him good guidance,

and help in peace and war. Then turning towards Matthew

he said : Tell me what j’ou mean by Logic : for when we
imderstand j'our meaning, our discussion as to its rights and

wrongs, which are to be severalty accepted and rejected, will

follow proper lines and paths on which there is mutual

agreement.

Matthew : I understand by Logic an instrument whereby

sound speech is known from unsound, and wrong sense from

right : like a balance, for thereby I know overweight from

underweight, and what rises from what sinks.

Abu Sa'id : You are mistaken
;

for sound speech is known
from unsound by reason, if we investigate with reason. Say

you know the overweight from the underweight by the

balance, whence are you to know whether what is weighed

is iron, gold, copper, or lead? And I find you, after

knowing the weight, needing to know the substance of what
is weighed, its value, and a nmnber of other qualities which
it would take long to enumerate. And this being so, the

weight on which you insist, and which you are so anxious to

know precisely, will benefit you only a little, and on one
point, whereas many points remain

; as the poet says.

“ You have kept one thing, but let many things slip.”
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Moreover, a jjoiiit here lias escaped you. Xot everything
in the world admits of being weighed. For some things dry
measure i.s employed, for others lineal measure, for others

surface measure, for others rough estimate And if this he
so with visible bodies, it is also tlie case with noumena that

are the product of reasoning
; for tlie senses are the shadow

of intelligences, which they imitate, sometimes at a distance,

sometimes nearer, retaining all the time their resemblance

and similarity.

But leaving this. If Logic be tlie invention of a Greek
made in the Greek language and according to Greek con-

ventions, and according to the descriptions and snnbols
which Greeks understood, whence does it follow that the

Turks, Indians, Persians, and Arabs should attend to it, and
make it umpire to decide for them or against them, and
judge between them, so that they must accept what it attests

and repudiate what it disapproves f

Matthew : This follows because Logic is the discussion of

accidents apprehended by the reason, and ideas comprehended

thereby, and the investigation of thoughts that occur, and

notions that enter the mind
;
now in matters apprehended

by the intellect all men are alike, as for example four and

four are eight with all nations, and so on.

Abu Sa‘Id : If what is sought by the reason and expressed

by words wnth all their various divisions and divers paths

could be reduced to the obviousness of the proposition “ Four

and four make eight,” there would be no difference of opinion,

but immediate agreement. But this is not so. Your example

is misleading, and it is usual with you to mislead in that way.

But let us drop this also. If the accidents that are apprehended

by the intellect and the notions that are comprehended can

only be attained by language, which embraces norms, verbs,

and particles, is not knowledge of language indispensable?

Matthew ; Yes.

Abu Sa‘id : You are wrong ; in answer to such a question

you should say “ Aye.”

Matthew :
“ Aye ”

;
lam prepared to accept your authority

on such a point.

J.K.A.S. 190 .>. 8
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Abu Sa‘Id : Consequently you are inviting us, not to study

Logic, but to learn tbe Greek language. jSiow you do not

know Greek yourself
;
bow, tben, can you ask us to study

a language of which you are not master ? A language too

that has perished long since, whose speakers are dead, and

those extinct who used to converse in it, and understand

each other’s intentions by its inflexions. True, you translate

from the Syriac : but what do you say of ideas that are

travestied by transference from Greek to another language.

Syriac
;
and then from that language to another, Arabic ?

Matthew : Although the Greeks have perished with their

language, still the translation has preserved the intentions of

the writers, giving their sense, and conveying the genuine

truth.

Abu Sa‘id ; If we grant that the translation is veracious

and not fallacious, straight and not crooked, litoral and not

free, that it is neither confused nor inaccurate, has omitted

nothing and added nothing, has not altered tlie order, has

not marred the sense of the general and the special, or

indeed of the most special and the most general—a thing

which is impossible, which the nature of language and the

character of ideas do not permit,—your next point would

appear to be that there is no evidence sa^'e the intellects of

the Greeks, no demonstration save what they invented, and

no verity save what they brought to light.

3Iatthew : Ao. But they among all nations were the

nation that applied themselves to philosophy, and to the

inve.stigation of the exterior and interior of this science, and

to all that appertains to it or branches off from it. And to

their great pains w’c owe all that has come to light, been

propagated, been circulated, or made progress of all species

of science and all forms of art. "We can find this to hold

good of no other nation. •

xibu Sa‘id : You are in error; you hold a brief, and your

judgment is partial. Knowledge is sown broadcast in the

world, whence a poet says

“ Knowledge in the world is spread.

To it is the wise man sped ”

;
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and so, too, are the arts scattered over all who are on the

face of the earth. Hence some science predominates in one

place rather than another, and some art prevails in one

region rather than another. This is clear, and to add a word

about it would be superfluous. Nevertheless, your statement

would only be correc t and your claim conceded, if Greece had

been known to possess out of all nations absolute infallibility,

an unfallen nature, and a structure milike that of other men,

so that if they wished to err they would have been unable to

do so, had they desired to make a false statement they could

not, and if the Shechinah had descended upon them and God

taken them specially under His charge, and error washed its

hands of them, the virtues clung to their roots and their

branches, and the vices fled from their substance and their

veins. Eut it would be ignorance for anyone to suppose

this about them, and fanaticism for anyone to claim it for

them. No, they resembled other nations, sometimes going

right, sometimes wrong, sometimes speaking the truth,

sometimes speaking false, sometimes doing well, sometimes

badly. Nor was the wliole of Greece the author of the

Logic, but one particular man, who took from his prede-

cessors, just as his successors took from him ; his authority

is not over all mankind, nor over the great midtitude, for

indeed he has opponents both among his own people and

others. Moreover, difference in opinion and sentiment,

discussion, questioning, and answering are inborn and

natural, so how can a man produce anything whereby an

end can bo put to this dissension, or whereby it coidd be

rooted out of nature, or seriously affected ? It cannot be

:

the thing is impossible. The world remains after his Logic

as it was before his Logic. Eesign yourself, therefore, to

dispense with the unattainable, since such a thing is wanting

in the creation and nature of things. If, therefore, you were

to empty your mind of other things and devote your attention

to the study of the language in which you are conversing

and disputing with us, and instruct your friends in words

which the speakers of that language can imderstand, and

interpret the books of the Greeks in the style of those who
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know that language, you would learn that you can dispense

with the ideas of the Greeks as well as you can dispense with

the language of the Greeks. And here is a question : Do
you hold that people’s intelligences are different, and that

their shares therein are unequal ?

Matthew : Yes.

Abu Sa'Id : Is that difference and inequality natural or

acquired ?

Matthew : Natural.

Abii Sa'Id : How, then, can there bo anytiling herein

wherebj’ a natural difference and an original inequality can

be removed ?

Matthew : This point has already been mentioned in your

previous discourse.

Abu Sa'id ; Then did you furnish it with a satisfactory

answer and a perspicuous explanation?— However, leave

this. I will ask you about a single particle which is much
used ill the language of the Arabs, and whoso senses are

distinguished by intelligent persons. Do you, then, extract

its senses from the Logic of Aristotle, of which you boast so

much, and on which j’ou lay so much stress. The particle

is icdic (‘ and ’) : what are its rules ? How should it be used ?

Has it one sense or many ?

Matthew was bewildered, and said : This is Grammar,

and of Grammar I have made no study : for the Logician

has no need of Grammar, whereas the Grammarian does

need Logic
;

since Logic enquires into the sense, whereas

Grammar enquires into the sound. If, therefore, the

Logician comes across the sound, it is accidental, and it is

likewise accidental if the Grammarian comes across the

sense. Now the sense is more exalted than the sound, and

the sound humbler than the sense.

Abu Sa‘id : You are Avrong. Logie, grammar, sound,

correct expression, correct inflexion, statement, narration,

predication, interrogation, request, desire, exhortation, in-

vocation, appellation, and petition, all belong to the same
region by virtue of similarity and resemblance. For
example, if a man were to say “ Zaid uttered the truth, but
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did not speak the truth,” or “spoke what was indecent,

hut did not say what was indecent,” or “ expressed himself

correctly, but did not speak correctly,” or “made his meaning

clear, hut did not make it perspicuous,” or “ enoimced his

business, but did not utter it,” or “ stated, but did not

predicate,” he would in each case be talking nonsense,

contradicting himself, misusing language, employing his

power of utterance in a manner not certified by his reason

or the reason of others. Grammar, then, is Logic, only

abstracted from the Arabic language, and Logic is Grammar,
only rendered intelligible by language. The difference

between sound and sense is only that sound is natural and

sense intelligible, and for this reason sound is for ever

perishing, obliterating natm-e’s footsteps with other footsteps

of nature, whereas sense is permanent through time, the

recipient of the sense being reason, which is divine, whereas

the matter of sound is earthy, and aU that is of the earth

dissolves. And thus it comes that you are left without

a name for your art which you profess, and the Organon

of which vou are so proud, unless you can borrow one from

the Arabic language, which indeed you are to some extent

allowed to do.

If, then, vou cannot do without a little of the language

for the sake of your translation, no more can you dispense

with a great deal of it in order to make your translation

precise, in order to inspire confidence, and in order to escape

error, which will otherwise molest you.

iMatthew ; It is sufficient for me to know out of your

language the noiui, the verb, and the particle : with that

much I can make shift in expressing ideas which the Greeks

have poli.'hed for me.

Abu Sa'id : You are wrong. About these nouns, verbs,

and particles you have to know how to employ them and

arrano-e them in the order which the speakers of the

language instinctively approve, and also you need to know

the vocalization of these norms, verbs, and particles, for

error and corruption of the vowels are as bad as the same in

the case of the consonants. And this is a subject neglected
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by you, your friends, and your associates, although there

is a mysterj^ involved of which you have no inkling, and

which has never dawned on j’-our intellect. That is, that

yon ought to know that no one language exactly corresponds

with another language in aU respects, or has conterminous

properties in its nouns, verbs, and particles, in its mode of

composition, arrangement, emplojunent of metaphor and of

exact expression, duplication and simplification, copiousness,

poverty, verse, prose, rhjrme, metre, tendency, and other

things too numerous to mention. Now no one, I fancy, will

object to this judgment, or question its correctness, at least

no one who relies on any fragment of intelligence or morsel

of justice. How, then, can you rely on any work which

you know only by translation, after this account ? On the

contrary, you require to know the Arabic language much
more than the Greek ideas, albeit the ideas are not Greek

or Indian, just as the languages* are not Persian, Arabic, or

Turkish. Notwithstanding, you assert that the essence of

the ideas is in intelligence, study, and reflection, and then

nothing remains but using correct language. ^Vhy, then,

do you despise the Arabic language, when you interpret the

books of Aristotle in it, albeit you are unacquainted with its

real character ?

And tell me : supposing anyone were to say to you :
“ In

respect to knowledge of verities, their study and their

investigation, my condition is similar to that of those who
lived before the inventor of Logic. I regard them as they

regarded, and contrive as they contrived. For I know the

language by birth and inheritance, and I make out the ideas

by observation, reflection, scrutiny, and industry ”—what can

you say to him f “ This will not hold good or be practical,

because he does not know these objects by the road whereby-

you arrived at them ” ? And perhaps you are prouder of

your imitation, though it be of a false method, than is such

a person of his originality, though it be correct. And this

is indeed clear ignorance and wrong judgment. And besides

this : tell me what are the rules of the kuw
, for I wish to

' This seems corrupt.
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show that your iusistence on Logic does not avail you at all,

while you are unacquainted with a single particle of the

language in which you invite us to study Greek philosophy.

And he who is ignorant of one particle is potentially ignorant

of the whole language, and even though he be not entirely

ignorant of it, yet, being ignorant of some of it, he may
chance to be ignorant of what he wants, and knowledge of

what he does not want will not help him. And this is the

stage reached bt' the vulgar, or those who are slightly above

the vulgar. And why should he object to this description

and reject it, and fancj’ that he is one of the superior class,

nay, the most superior class, and that he knows the mystery
of dialectic, and the hidden things of wisdom, and the secret

of the syllogism, and the correct form of demonstration ?

Now I have only asked you about the senses of one single

particle ; what would happen if I were to shower down upon

you the whole series of particles, and demand of you their

senses and their proper and permi.ssible employments ?

Now I have heard your people assert that the grammarians

are ignorant of the proper usage of /i (‘ in ’), saying that it

expresses the vessel, j'ust as 6/ expresses adhesion, whereas

really serves for the expression of a niunber of relations

;

you say the thing is di the vessel, and the vessel is in the

place, and the administrator is in administration, and the

administration is /n the administrator ; now this sort of

thing belongs to the minds of the Greeks and is drauui

from their language, and cannot be understood by the minds

of the Indians, Turks, or Arabs. This, simely, is ignorance

on the part of the person who asserts it, and idle quibbling

at the grammarian who asserts that i/t is for the vessel, who

b^' this definition has literally expressed the correct sense

of the particle, while indirectly expressing those other senses

which become apjtarent by analysis. There are numerous

cases of the sort, but the one I have quoted is sufficient to

justify the definition of Ibn al-SikkIt.

Ibn al-Furiit here observed : Sheykh, favoured as you are

with the divine assistance, answer him by explaining the uses

of the particle u-d/c (‘ and in order to confute him the more
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evidently, and realize in tlie presence of this assembly that

which he is unable to perform, although he makes it especially

his subject.

Abu Sa'Id :
‘ And ’ has a variety of meanings and usages :

Conjunction, as “ I honoured Zaid and ‘Amr.” The oath,

as "‘And Allah, such and such a thing took place.”

Circumstance, as “ I went out and Zaid was standing,” for

what follows is made up of an inchoative and a predicate.

“31any a,” where, however, onlj’^ a few are meant, as “And
[a valley] black in its depths, barren where it is crossed.”

Further, the letter can be radical in the noiui, as in icdhhl,

mlsi/, H'djid, or in the verb, as in n-ajila, yaujahi, or

<jtiose, as in the text of the Koran, “ Then when they liad

reconciled themselves, and he had laid him forehead upwards,

and we called him,” i.e. we called him, or in the verse

And when we hud passed the court of the tribe, and we

were secluded by the innermost part of a plain with many
kopjes and windings,” where the ‘and’ should be omitted in

translation. Further, it implies condition, as in the text of

the Koran, “ And he shall speak to the people in the cradle

and as a grown man,” i.e. he shall address the people while

still an infant with the language of a grown man who is in

his maturity. Further, it has the sense of a preposition

when you say, for example, “ The water is level and the

beam,” i.e. with the beam.

Ibn al-Furiit here said, addres.sing Matthew; Abu Bishr,

was this in your grammar ?

Abu Sa‘Id : Enough of this. Here is a question more

closely connected with tlie intelligible sense than with the

verbal form. "What would you say of the phrase “Zaid is

the best of the brothers ” ?

Matthew : It is correct.

Abu Sa‘id : Then what would you say of the phrase “ Zaid

is the best of his brothers ” ?

Matthew : It is correct.

Abu Sa'Id : If, then, both are correct, what is the difference

between them?

Matthew was troubled and hung his head, and was choked

by his saliva.
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Abu Sa‘id : Tou bave giTen your answer without per-

spicacity and without understanding. Your answer to the

hrst question is correct, albeit you do not know why it is

correct
;
but your answer to the second question is wrong,

though, there too, you do not see why it is wrong.

Matthew : Explain what fault you find with it.

Abu Sa'Id : If you come to my class-room you will learn
;

this is not the place for instruction, but for the removal of

illusions with one who is accustomed to produce them. The

assembly will know that you are in the wrong. And why
do you maintain that the grammarian only studies the sound

and not the sense, and that the logician studies the sense and

not the sound ?—which might be true if the logician kept

silent and let his thoughts wander among ideas, and erected

any fabric that he chose in floating fancy and occurring

thoughts and suddenly arising conjectures ; but seeing that

he desires to produce his conclusions, obtained by study

and investigation, to the learner and the student, he must

perforce employ such words as cover his meaning, suit his

purpose, and correspond with his intention.

Ibn al-Furiit here asked Abu Sa'id to complete what he

had said in explanation of the question, that the hearers

might enjoy the benefit of the information, and that Abu
Bishr might feel himself the more completely confuted.

Abu Sa‘Id : I have no objection to giving a clear answer

to this question, except that I am unwilling to weary the

vizier, for a long discussion is tedious.

Ibn al-Eurat: When I wish to hear you speak, tedium

and I have no acquaintance with each other. And the

audience are evidently anxious to hear you.

Abu Sa‘Id : If you say Zaid is the best of his brothers this

is not a permissible sentence, whereas it is permissible to say

Zaid is the best of the brothers, the difference between the

two lying in the fact that Zaid’s brothers are not Zaid, Zaid

being outside the number. And the proof of this is that if

anvone were to ask “Who are Zaid’s brothers?” you could

not say Zaid, ‘Amr, Bakr, and Khalid, you could only say

‘Amr, Bakr, and Khalid, Zaid not counting among them.
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But Zaid being outside the number, he is not one of them,

and he cannot be the best of his brothers, just as your a^-s

cannot be the most spirited of the mules, since an ass is not

a mule, just as Zaid is not one of his brothers. But the

expression “Zaid is the best of the brothers” is permissible,

for he is one of the brothers, and the name applies to him

well as to the others, he being a brother. So if you were

asked who are the brothers, you would enumerate him with

them, saying Zaid, ‘Amr, Bakr, Khiilid, and the phrase i^

like “Your ass is the most spirited of the asses.” Tin-,

being so, it is permissible for the word ‘ best ’ to be annexed

to a single indefinite word signifjdng the genus, tlius :
“ Zaid

is the best man,” “your ass is the most spirited ass,” the

singular ‘ man ’ serving in such a case for the genus, and

indicating the same as the plural ‘men,’ just as the singular

serves in the expressions “twent}" dirhem,” “a hundred

dirhem.”

Ibn al-Furat : Yotliing could bo added to this explanation,

and I have now a high idea of the science of grammar, as

shown by this iin estigation and the subservience of the rules

to the case.

Abu Sa‘id : The subjects of grammar are divided into

the assignation or omission of vowels, the employment of

letters in their right places, the arrangement of words

before or after each other, striving after wliat is right

therein and a^•oiding wliat is wrong. And if anytliing

deviates from the rule, it must either be an archaism,

rarely employed and interpreted in a roundabout way, or

to be rejected as deserting the u.sage of the natives whicli

they instinctively employ. As for what is connected with

the tribal dialects, they may use what forms they like,

and he who would speak their language must imitate them.

All these rules are drawn from the four sources—imitation,

tradition, limited lists, and free analogy ;
following a known

rule, but not cases of corruption. The logicians’ conceit is

due to their supposing that the ideas could only be learned

or rendered clear by their method, their studies and their

labours. They therefore interpreted a language in which
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they are weak and of which their knowledge is imperfect

into another, in which they are also weak and their know-

ledge is imperfect. This sort of translation they made into

an art, and then declared that the graininarians have to do

onlj" with words, not with ideas.

Abu Sa‘Id here turned to Matthew and said : Do you

not know, Abu Bishr, that discourse is a name applied to

things which have got together by degrees
;

for example,

you say “ This is a garment ”
: now the word ‘ garment ’ is

applied to a number of things by which the object became

a garment ; it was woven after being spun, and its warp

will not suffice without its woof, nor the woof without

the warp
;

the composition of the discourse is hke the

weaving, its elegance resembles the exercise of the fuller’s

art on the garment
;

the fineness of the thread resembles

the beauty of the sound
;
and the coarseness of the sjtinning

resembles the harshness of the letters. The sum of the

whole is a garment, but only after the performance of all

the necessary operations.

Ibn Furiit here intervened : Ask him, Abu Sa‘Id, another

question, for by the succe.ssion of ituzzles his incompetence

will become the more apparent, and the lower will he fall

from his eminence in that Logic which he would champion,

and that truth which will not champion him.

Abii Sa‘Id : M^hat do you say of the phrase “ Someone

is my creditor to the amount of a dirhem .save one kirat
”

?

Matthew : I have no knowledge of matters of this style.

Abii Sa'Id : I will not release you till the sjjectators are

convinced that voii are an impostor and a cheat. Here is

something yet easier. One man says to another, “ How much

are the two dved garments Another says, “How much

are two dt ed garments ? ” Another says, “ How much are

two garments, dyed?” Explain the senses which these

several questions contain.

Matthew : If I ''"ere to shower a number of logical

questions on you, your case would be similar to mine.

Abu Sa‘Id : You are mistaken. If you were to ask me

about any matter, I should consider it, and if it were
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connected with the sense, but were correctly expressed,

I should answer, without troubling whether it agreed or

disagreed : but if it had no connection with the sense,

I should refuse to answer
;
even though it had connection

^vith the soimd, but involved a form of fallacy with which

you have filled your hooks, I should still refuse to answer :

because there is no means of inventing a language which

shall be established among its speakers. We cannot find

that you have any words save what you have borrowed

from the Arabic language, such as cause, except, subject,

predicate, essence, corruption, the disused, the special, with

certain formuhe that are unprofitable and useless, are little

better than incompetence, and end in feebleness. Then vou

people in your Logic are involved in obvious contradiction
;

you do not produce the books, nor are they furnished with

commentaries, and you profess poetic without knowing it,

and you profess rhetoric, while being at the furthest distance

from it
;
and I have heard one of you say the Book of

Demonstration is indispensable : if this be so, why does he

waste time with the treatises that come before that hook ?

But if the books before the Book of Demonstration are

indispensable, then the books that come after it must be

indispensable also : otherwise, why did he compose books

that are not wanted and can be dispensed with f All this

is mystification, charlatanry, intimidation, ‘ thunder and

lightning ’ [hruhifii fiibnen). All you want to do is to

impress the ignorant and vulgarize the noble. A'our aim is

to alarm people with your genus and species, and property,

and differentia, and accident, and individual, and to talk

iibout imm-mity, and ubi-ety, and quiddity, quality, quantity,

essentiality, accidentality, substantiality, materiality, formality,

humanity, acquisiteness, animality : then you point out, and
say, “ Here is a magical operation : There is no A in B

; C is

in some B
;
therefore some A is in C. (fr, A is in all B

;

C is in all B ; therefore A is not in all C.” ^ And “ One process

is by contrary, and another by specialization.” All this is

trash, vanity, quibbling, trap-setting ; one whose reason is

‘ The in the text are cnmipt.
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sound, discrimination adequate, wit keen, judgment acute,

and mind luminous can dispense with all this by the help

of God and His fu’^ our
;
and soundness of reason, adcquaey

of discrimination, keenness of wit, acuteness of judgment,

and illumination of mind are among God’s gracious gifts

and precious favours, which He bestows on those of His

servants whom He will. I know of no ground why you

should pride yourselves so much on your Logic. And
Abu’l-'Abbiis al-NashI has refuted your pretensions, following

on your trail, and has demonstrated your errors and shown

up your weakness
;
and to this day you have been unable

to refute one word of what ho said, all vou can utter beino-

“ he did not understand our aims nor perceive our intention,

and he spoke according to a wrong idea.” But this is

only obstinacy and an attempt to extricate yourselves from

a difficulty, and practically a confession of weakness and

defeat. And all that you say concerning entia is liable to

objection. This is the case with what you say about “ he

did ” and “ he suffered,” for you do not clear up the degrees

of both and their usages, nor do you understand their

divisions
:
you are satii^fied in these forms of speech with

the action being done by the agent and being received by

the patient, but there are stages beyond which have escaped

}'ou, and cognizances which are concealed from you. The

same is the case with the doctrine of Annexion, and as for

Permutation and its different varieties, and Definition with

its divisions, and Indefiniteiicss with its different degrees,

and other matters too numerous to mention, you are entirely

out of the running in respect of them. And when you bid

a man be a Logician, what you mean is “Be intellectual,” or

“Be intelligent,” or “linderstand what you say”: for your

authorities assert that Logic is Reason. But this statement

is fallacious, since Logic has several senses of which you arc-

unaware. So if another man says to j’ou “ Be a Grammarian,

Lingidst, Eloquent,” he means “ Understand what you are

saying yourself, and endeavour to make other people under-

stand you, and suit the sound to the sense, so that the

former does not fall short of the latter ”
: that is, if you
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want to express a thing precisely
;

but if you wish to

enlarge on the sense and to expand your meaning, then

give the sound free-play with elucidatory synonyms, similes

which are appropriate, and metaphors which defy competition

:

thus fortifying the sense by eloquence. I mean wave some

of the matter in the air (as it were), in order that it may not

be attained save by investigation and earnest effort : for

when that which is sought for is seciu-ed in this way, such

a prize is exalted and is thought honourable, great and

mighty. Still, explain a little of it in order that there may
be no dispute concerning it and no trouble required to

understand it, and that it may not be avoided owing to its

difficulty
;
and in this way the idea will embrace the realities

of things and the semblance of the realities.

Xow were I to give a detailed account of this subject

I should go beyond the scope of the present di.scussion,

thouffh I do not know whether mv words are leav'ing an

impression or not.

Then he said: Tell me, have you ever settled by your

Logic between two opponents, or remo^cd the difference

between two? Do you fancy that it is by the power of

Logic and its demonstration that you believe that God is one

of three, and that one is more than one, and that what is

more than one is one, and that the Code is what you follow,

and that the truth is what you say ? Far be it ! Here

are matters that are too high for the pretensions of your

friends and their chatter, and too subtle for their minds and

intelligences.

But leave this. Here is a question which has produced

a dispute, so put an end to that dispute by your Logic.

Someone says, “ To A belongs from the wall to the wall.”

What are the rights of the case? What is the amount
which is attested to belong to A? Some suppose he has

a right to both walls, with the intervening space
; others,

that he has half each wall ;
others, that he has one of the

walls. Produce now your manifest sign and your triumphant

miracle—though how are you to get them ?—for indeed the

difficulty has been solved without the investigations of vour
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friends or you. But let this pass. Says A, “Some state-

ments are correct and sound, some correct and fallacious,

some erroneous ”
;

explain this sentence. Another savant

objects ; do you decide between the speaker and the objector,

showing us thereby the power of your art, whereby you can

discriminate between error and truth, right and wrong. If

you say, How am I to judge between two persons, having

heard the statement of one, but not having learned the

objection of the other ?” we reply, “ Evolve the objection out

of your own mind, if the statement is liable to objection, and

then show forth the truth out of the two, for the original

statement has been heard by you and set before you, and

that which cori’oborates it or can be urged against it ought

to be produced by you, and indeed would gi\ e us no difficulty

to produce, for there is no one in the assembly who does not

see it.” And it is clear now that the sound which is compound

does not transcend the intelligence which is simple. Aow the

ideas are intelligible, and are closely connected, and are of

extreme simplicity. It is not in the power of the sound, to

whichever language it may belong, to conquer this simple

essence, and comprehend it, and enclose it with a wall, allowing

nothing within to go out, and nothing without to go in, for fear

of admixture, which will entail corruption, I mean, for fear

lest that process will mix truth with error, and cause what is

wrong to seem right. And it is this which produced correct

reasoning at the first before the invention of Logic, and again

by virtue of this Logic; and if you knew how the savants

and jurisconsults handle their questions, had seen how they

plunge into unknown regions, how deep they dive in order

to extract what they want, how skilfully they interpret what

is brought before them, how widely they separate the tenable

views, the useful fictions, and the near and distant appli-

cations, you would despise yourself and feel contempt for

your authorities, their inventions and traditional lore would

be smaller in your eyes (as compared with that) than “ Suha

in comparison to the Moon,” or a grain of sand to a mountain.

Does not al-Kindi (who is one of the lights of your school)

.sav in answer to a question, “ This is of the class of
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a number,” and be enumerated the views “ according to

possibility,” “after the manner of what is possible,” from

the region of fancy without any order, so that some persons

made up questions of this style, and deluded him with them,

makiag him suppose they belonged to the foreign philosophy -

he did not perceive that they were inventions, and thought

he must be deranged or diseased or indisposed or confused.

They said to him :
“ Tell us of the elementary bodies—does

collision of the pressure of the corners enter into the category

of what is necessarily possible, or does it leave the category

of non-existence to be included in that which is concealed

from the mind?” And again;
“

'V\Tiat is the relation of

natural motions to material forms ? Are they endued with

existence within the range of vision and demonstration, or

disconnected therewith with the extremest precision ? What
is the influence of the non-existence of existence upon

impossibility when the necessary is excluded from being

necessarj’ in the exterior of the minecessary owing to

a reduetio ad absurdam of its original possibility ? ” Notwith-

standing, his answer to all this is on record, and a very sillv,

weak, absurd, nerveless, and contemptible answer it is. And
were I not afraid of taking up too much time, I should go

through his answers. I once came across in his handwriting

the passage; “Tariety in the annihilation of things is incom-

prehensible, for it implies difference in the roots and unity

in the branches, and in all such ca.ses the indefinite clashes

with the definite, and the definite contradicts the indefinite,

albeit both definite and indefinite belong to the category of

garments that are destitute of the clothing of the divine

mysteries, not to the category of divine things that crop up
in the states of the mysterious.” Our Sabsean friends have

also told me things about him that would make a bereaved

mother laugh, that would make the enemy triumph, and vex
his friends. And all this he inherited from the blessings of

Greece, and the benefits bestowed by Philosophj- and Logic.

And we ask God for His protection and help whereby we may
be guided to words that are profitable, and acts that are

according to the right measure. Verily He hears and answers.
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Said Abii Haj-yan : Here is the end of the notes I took

from the pious she3"kh ‘All b. ‘Isa ; and Abu Sa‘id had

himself narrated parts of this storA', but he used to saj" that

he had not committed to memory' everA'thing that he said,

only the people who were present had taken down his speech

on tablets or desks which theA' had brought with them
;
but

the report aa’us Aerj' imperfect.

‘All b. ‘Isa continued: So the meeting broke up, all the

people admiring the spirit of Abu Sa‘id, and his mighty

tongue, and his beaming face, and his stream of arguments.

And the vizier Ibn al-Furat said to him; “God’s faAmur

be on jmu, O sheykh
; 3'ou have moistened man}" a hA'cr, and

cooled manA' an eye, and whitened manj' a face, and woven
a web which the daj’s shall not efface and fortune shall not

assault.”

Said Abu HaAyan : I asked ‘All b. ‘ Isa how old was Abu
Sa'id at the time ? He answered that he was born in the

year 280, and so was 40 years of age at the time of the

debate, and there was a touch of white about his jaws, which

went together Acith rectitude, dignitj’, pietj', and earnestness ;

and this is the mark of men of worth and progress, and

few are the}' who openly exhibit that adornment but are

ennobled in men’s eyes, and magnified in their breasts and
souls, and are beloved in their hearts, and haA'e their praise.s

recited by their tongues. Then I said to ‘Ali Ibn ‘ Isa : “And
was Abu ‘Ali al-FasawI present ? ” He said ; “ No, he was
absent from Baghdad, but was informed of the scene ; and
Abu Sa'id was greatly enAued for the fame and notoriet}’'

which he acquired through this famous episode.”

Abu HuAymn continued ; At the end of this narratiA'e tlie

vizier said to me: “You have reminded me of something
I had in my mind, and wanted to ask you about, in order

that I might ascertain it. What was the position of Abu
Sa'id as compared Avith Abu ‘Ali, and that of ‘Ali b. ‘Isa as

compared Avith them ? How does al-Maraghi compare with
all three ? How do al-Marzubani, Ibn Shadhan, Ibn al-

Warrak, Ibn Hayiiyah ?
” My answer was what has been

given above.

J.R.A.S. 190.5. a
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V.

JAUHPUE AND ZAPARABAD INSCRIPTIONS.

Bt major w. vost, i.m.s.

JAUXPUR.

\ T Jaiinpiir, in the United Provinces of Agrah and Oudh,

there are two unpublished inscriptions. One is of

.%ahani Beg, at first a page of Humayun, and afterwards

the notorious favourite of ‘AH Quii ^iin, ^an Zaman,

a governor of Jaunpur during the reign of Akbar, who was

kiUed in 974 h., when in rebellion against his sovereign.

The other inscription is of Shaham Beg’s father, named

Haidar.

The two inscriptions are to be seen at the graves of

Shaham Beg and Haidar. These are situated on two

separate earthen mounds in the middle of the Khas Hauz,

a very large tank in a suburb of Jaunpur on the road to

tahsil Khutahan. On the western mound is the grave

of ^aham Beg, and on the eastern mound is the grave

of Haidar.

1. Shaham Beg’s grave stands on a brick platform, which

measures roughly 40 feet long from north to south, 35 feet

broad from east to west, and about 3 feet high. Covering

the grave there is a horizontal stone slab which bears the

Persian inscription given below. On the sloping edge of

the slab, outside the body of the inscription, there is

a marginal record in one line of Persian characters, which

extend along the bottom and the two long sides. The
letters have become faint, and can only be read with great

doubt, consequently no attempt has been made by me to

give a rendering of them.
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Shaham Beg was killed in a brawl respecting one of his

former mistresses, who had become the wife of a friend, at

a place named Sarharpnr, the position of which has not been

identified. It lay about 18 kos from Jaunpur.

The inscription is to the following effect ;

—

1*^ J }-• A— j 1 L*

.JO Li

j
L_J LO'au

Aori Ao,w> ^
uo-*—aL

^

^Ls- jl
^
0̂ O^JL ^ .1

ii ..jUsL

> V >

Tramlatim.

On the day of m}’ death there wiU be no mourner {lit. in

black] at my side, except my own tearful eyes.

1. ^aham, the flower of the garden of excellence, has
departed from this world, towards paradise by the help of

his ascendant good luck.

2. That fairy was my world-seeing eye. Alas ! he has
s'anished from my sight.
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3. See what tyranny was perpetrated on that J'oung

person, [tyranny] similar to that done to Saint Husain by
the people of Yazid.

4. The king, who has sealed his lips against speech, is

like the nightingale [which] in the absence of the rose has

given up her song [lit. talking and listening].

5. 4Yhen the date of his death was asked from paradise,

tearing its face, [it said] “ Shaham is martyred.”

If full value be given to the words in the

last line, the tarikh of Shaham Beg’s death is found to come
tp_9J^-ff: It has been suggested to me that the j, equal

to 6, of should, according to the tnkhreja rule, be

deducted, making the year 963 h. But 963 h. cannot,

for historical reasons, be correct, as ‘AH Qull Khan never

got farther than Sambhal in this year, and was soon recalled

from Sambhal to tight againt Himun at Panipat in 963 h.

When discussing the year of Shaham Beg’s murder,

Budayiinl is in doubt whether it occurred in 964 or 965 h.

Abu-l-Pazl gives 966 h.,i and he is probably' right, as it

is barely' possible that ^laham Beg was slain before this

y'ear, if we bear in mind the whereabouts of ‘AH QuH Khan
at that time, and the date of his making Jaunpur his

headquarters.

After remarking that on 25th Jumada ii, 965 h., Akbar

alighted at Dihli, Budiiy'unl observes, “Kow, among the

incidents which happened at that time, was the story of

the affection of the Khan Zaman for Shahim Beg,”^ the

details of which he gives fulty. The Khan Zaman, at the

time he sent for ^aham Beg to come to him from Dihli,

was in the district of Lucknow.® Budayuni adds, “ The
following hemistich they' composed as giving the date [of

Sjiaham Beg’s death] :
‘ He cried ah f and said ; Shahim is

become a mnrtijr.’ Be it observed that, when the numerical

-- / ^ O
. / » -A

. i

J oo

' Akbainama (Newal Keshore Press, 1883), vol. ii, p. 64.

• Miintukhnh-nt-Tnn-urilih (Lowe), p. 13.
’ Op. cit., p. 14.
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value of ‘ah' [=6] is subtracted from that of ‘ SJidhim

Shahid sliud,' we get 963, the date. But it is a disputed

point whether that fatal accident befell Shahim Beg in

this year * or the year before
;
probably the latter : but God

knows.” ^

None of the Mussulman historians mentions that Shaham

Beg was buried at Jaunpur, but there can be little doubt,

I think, that the epitaph, the subject of the foregoing

remarks, reallj' belongs to the historical person of this

name. From the wording it would appear that the in-

scription was engraved by order of ‘All Quli Khan.

Budayuni passed through Kanauj, Lucknow, Jaunpur,

and Benares, when on his way to Chunar, which was reached

in Di-l-q'da, the eleventh month of 966 h. It is strange

that the historian did not then ascertain the exact year in

which Shaham Beg died, for he also visited the town of

Sarharpur, and after noticing a garden there, and a beautiful

building in the middle of an artificial lake, remarks, “ a moNt

dehghtful and tranquil place it is!”^ At that time it

probabl}’ did not occur to Budayuni that he should aftei'-

wards give an account of ^aham Beg’s career, for if he hud

already decided to do so he would certainly have been more

careful in making inquiry when on the spot of the date of

his decease, ^aham Beg’s death must have happened

only a few months before BudayunI’s visit to Sarharpur and

Jaunptir, and for this reason it is all the more remarkable

that the recentness of ^aham Beg’s mmder did not impress

itself on BudayunI’s memory.

When Sultan Sikandar Surl sm-rendered the fort oi

Mankot on 27th Eamazan, 964 h., Akbar appointed him
temporarily to the fief of Kharid, on the Ghaghara rir er in

the north of the Baliya (Ballia) District, to Bihitr and the

cormtry on that side, and Sikandar joined his charge in

a short time, skirting the hills on the way. Diirino- the

siege of Mankot the Afghans to the east of the Ganges were

1 Meaning 965 H., of wliieh he is writing (W. V.i.

^ Op. cit., p. 17.

3 Op. cit., p. 16.
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in rebellion, and tbe Khan Zaman chased Rukn Khan
Lohani from the direction of Sambhal to Lucknow. Though

history is silent, it would also appear that the !^an Zaman

must have followed up his success at Lucknow by the

subjugation of the whole country Ijdng between the Ghaghara

and Ganges as far as their confluence, to allow of Sikandar

Suri’s appointment to Kharld towards the end of 961 h., or

it may be at the beginning of the following year, and for

BudayunI to favour 964 h. for the 5'ear in which Shaham

Beg was killed. It is, however, likelj" that a great part,

if not the whole of this newl}^ conquered tract, must again

have slipped from the hands of the Mughals. as we find it

mentioned in the TahaqCit-i-Akhari^ and Akharnama'^ that

Akbar in 966 h. sent ‘All Qull Khan to conquer Jaunpur

finally.

It was from Jaimpur that the j^iin Zaman, according to

BudayunI, pui-sued Shaham Beg’s murderer to JhusI, next

Allahabad, and it was to Jamipur that the Khiln Zaman

returned to mourn the loss of his favourite.

^aham Beg probably joined ‘All Qiill Khan at Lucknow

towards the end of 964 h., and he was probably killed at

Sarharpur some time in 966 h., as stated by Abu-1-Fazl,

who gives the history of Shaham Beg under the year 965 h.,

just as BudayunI and the Tabaqut-i-Akhari do.®

If the chronogram given in the epitaph should be read

969 H., and Abu-1-Fazl is correct in giving 966 h. as the

year of ^aham Beg’s death, no other instance is known to

me of so great a discrepancy between a chronogram and

the actual date which is intended to be chronicled by it.

Abu-1-Fazl states that a difference of one or two years may
be allowed in the chronograms of buildings, as they are

^ Elliot: Kiitury, vui. v, p. 259.
^ Lucknow ed., vol. ii, p. 64.

Another name ot Sarharpur wa-s Sarawar (Elliot: History, vol. v, p. 296.

note 1). On the road truin Jaunpur to Allahabad there is a place marked
Sarawan on the map, 294 miles tioni Jaunpur and 34 miles to the east side ot

Mungara Ead^ahpur. Sarawan is possibly t>arawar or Sarharpur, but if so

there are now no traces there ot the artiiicial lake mi-ntioued by Budayuiii.

There L a Sarharpur in long. 82° 26' and lat. 2C° 16’, which may be the place.
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often begun in one year and finished in another, but

a difference is not allowable in obituary chronograms. ^ In

the latter, however, a discrepancy of one year is fairly

common.

It seems clear that Abu-1-Fazl is correct in gi^nng 966 h.

as the year, and that BudayunT for once is astray. The

fact that 965 h. is the year in which the history of Shaham

Beg is always recorded points to this year, or a later one,

for the time of his death. As a matter of fact, -^j-

lJ;j is used in a double sense—(1)
“ Paradise tearing

its face ” is meant to express grief, and (2) a tal^reja is

implied in the words, namely, that the “ face ” or first

letter of paradise, that is ^= 3 of
,
has to be deducted

from 969 h., making the year of the chronogram 966 h.

A few feet from the south-west corner of the platform of

Shaham Beg’s tomb there is another brick platform, which

is about one-third the size of the other, with a grave on it.

There is no inscription, and from the shape of the grave,

which has a ridge down the middle from head to foot, it

seems that no slab ever covered it. The spot is supposed

locally to be the burial-place of ‘Ali Qull Khan, Kban

Zaman. This tradition, however, seems to bo very doubtful.

BudayunI' tells us that the heads of the Khan Zaman, and

of his brother Bahadur Khan, were brought to Akbar on the

battlefield of Mankarwal in 974 h., and afterwards were

carried to Agra, Dihli, Labor, and Kabul. No mention is

made by BudayunI of the disposal of their bodies. Although

the ^an Zaman had given Akbar so much trouble, it would

have been quite in keeping with the emperor’s character to

have allowed the body of the ^an Zaman to be taken

to Jaunpur for burial. In such a case we should have
expected that the body of Bahadur Khan would have been
transported at the same time, and that there ought con-

.‘^equently to be three graves on the mound. Possibly the two

' Aklartmma (Beveridge), p. 664 aud note.

^ Op. cit., p. 103.
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bodies were buried side by side at the foot of Shaham Beg’s

resting-place.

2. On the west bank of the l^as Hauz, about oiie-third

of the length of this side of the tank south of its north-west

corner, I am told that there was recently to be seen a

tombstone haTing engraved on it in Persian one word,

Haidar, with the year of this person’s death in figures
;
the

exact year is not remembered, but it fell in the reign of

Akbar. Jly informant took me to the grave, which lies

under a tall nim-tree, to show me the stone, but it had

disappeared. Probably some of the washermen who use the

tank have appropriated it. I cannot say who Haidar was.

3. The following inscription relating to Haidar, the father

of Shaham Beg, occurs on an upright tombstone at the head

of his grave on the eastern moiuid in the Khas Hauz. The

chronogram comes to 969 h.

Xi,-. a_jlJ

&

J >

3^^

^<1 A—F*

.i w'*-j J^J
;
,i \\ J J

cJ-v’

)• ,
tCo

,

, \ -

—J4^ -V^nn- C1,-A^A

c-Vi

U L-
• I.. -f

r >

.A Xr A-*.,!!

Translation.

1. The chief of chiefs, Haidar of illustrious name. Of
aU celebrities of the world he was the foremost [/it. from
all celebrities he carried away the ball].

2. Of high courage, of mind sagacious, in affability [like]

a pod of musk.

3. Perplexed was his heart at the loss [///. separation] of

his son, he followed him to paradise.
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4. In remembering bis lost son be forgot self, and was

washing bis face witb tears of blood.

5. He was killed by tbe sword of tyranny, tbat is [lit. say]

,

from tbe recollection of tbe excellence of ^abam.
6. As paradise on bigb [= hiMsM-i-hariii\ became Haidar’s

place,

—

hihisht-i-harin told tbe date of [Haidar’s] death.

7. [Tbe poet to himself.] Ob ! Husain, there is no

occasion [lit. place] to say more. For you silence is better

than speech.

8. 'Written [on the stone] by S'j^ad Fakbr-ud-din Kabir.

4.

On a loose stone preserved in tbe Atala mas]id there

is an inscription, published as No. x, in Sharqi Architecture,

p. 38. Tbe underlined corrections are required in lines '2,

3, and 6. I give a new translation.

i r
.....I

A_0 t A %

—-i ci-'— J A—-—i— (J

Tramlation.

1. Praise exclusively to God that in the reign

of Firuz Shah,

2. A king who has become from kiiidiie-s

a centre to believers.

By Bingari. 3. In the year seven hundred and sixtv-fi\ e,

4. At an auspicious time on Sunday the first

of Shawwal,

5. The bountiful Khwaja Kamil, Khan Jahari,

6. Founded this masjid for the gratification

of God.
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The reading La^kari in Sharqi Architecture, here

corrected to j\ hy Bingarl, who I suppose wrote the

inscription, lies outside it in the left margin. This is not

shown in Sharqi Architecture, where Lasbkari forms part of

line 3. The text makes out that Lashkari refers to the

year 765, and that 765 Lashkari era corresponds to 778 Hijrl.

E’o such era as La^karl is knouui to learned Muhammadans
I have consulted, and it is extremely doubtful if an era of

this name was ever used.

Although founded in 765 h., as I believe, the Atala

masjid, a rearrangement of the materials of an earlier Hindu

temple built, it is said, by E,aja Vijaj'acandra Deva of

Kanauj and Benares on the same site, was not completed

until the close of 810 h.,' in the reign of Ibrahim Shah

Sharqi of Jaunpiu’. The year 765 h. falls in the reign of

Firfiz Shah III, Tughlaq, under whose order the masjid

was begun. The city of Jaunpur was founded in 760 or

761 H. by Firuz, either when proceeding to or returning

from Bengal. The Atala masjid was probably started as

soon as sufficient workmen were set free from the building

of the city, which we may suppose was towards the end

of 765 H.

ZAFARABAD.

Zafarabad lies on the old road to Benares, nearly Ij miles

to the south-east of Jaimpur. It was a place of much
consequence in the reigns of A^ijayacandra Deva and Jaya-

candra Deva, the Eahtor Eiijas of Kanauj and Benares,

when it was known as Manaich, which is possibly the same

as the town named Manaj or Munj,- belonging to Candra-

pala, Eaja of Benares, that was besieged by Mahmud of

Ghazna in 409 ii. At a later date, Manaich, according to

local tradition, was the site of Fort Asnl, to which the troops

of Jayacandra Deva of Kanauj fled with immense treasure.

^ See Inscription No. xvi, Sharqi ArcJotevturey p. 40.

2 Elliot: Uhtory, a'oI. ii, p. 40, and note 1.
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when their Raja fell pierced through the eye by an arrow

in the battle fought with Muhammad bin Sam (Shahah-ud-

dln Ghori) near Candwar/ in the Ganges-Jamuna Duab in

590 H. (1194 A.D.).

At Zafarabad there is an important inscription in 10 lines,

an imperfect rendering of 9 lines of which, with many
lacunae, is published in Sharqi Architecture, p. 65, where

the inscription is attributed to Sultan Flruz III, Tughlaq,

and the date is given as 781 h., whereas the inscription

is one of the very few known of Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq

Shah I, and the date is 721 h., the first year of his reign.

The characters are very difficult to read. The eighth line

is so worn that, except for two words at the beginning, it

is illegible. The more important corrections in the subjoined

transcription are imderlined, and the lacimae are filled in

as far as possible.

Ja_.c j\ \j ^

jl-il

t

1 Three miles to the south-west of Firuzabad, on the left bank ot the Tflimi.,:

.md about 29 mdes E. S.E. ot Agra.
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a—
e;

> ^
A

.
jl l_^.

4: 4:

:r« * *

V * At'

a3 1—* _/»l j i h

A_' ^ J

iLJ! Lj Lj

Tmmlation.

1. lu the time of the King, a second Zu-l-qamain [lit.

having two periods or horns = Alexander the Great], layer

of the foundation of the Muhammadan law on justice,

2. ^lyas-ud-dlu wa dunya Abu-1 Muzaffar, [possessor

of the virtues of the] seal of Solomon, and the crown of

Jamshed,

3. King of the horizons, Tughlaq Shah, the Greatest, in

whom the conquering of the world is perfected,

4. This enclosure (hisdr), as [high as] the palace of sky,

was built. In height it passed the head of Kaiwan (Saturn).

5. It was Monday the twenty-eighth day of the blessed

month Eabl‘-l-awwal

;

6. The blessed year, and hour, and time auspicious of the
Hijrat was seven hundred and twenty-oiie,

i [In which] this mausoleum, having for its threshold the
sk}^, was built, by the endeavours of the celebrated of the ao-e

8. Malik
’

9. ^Was victorious
;

when this city became inhabited
Zafarabad remained its name in the world.

10. May Holy God keep it safe from the eHl eye, that
its name be illumined over the sky.
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There is some doubt whether the second word in the first

line is ^ah or malik
;
the former is preferable.

It is likely that the 8th fine contained the name of Malik

Zafar, the third son of Tughlaq ^ah I. The Mandqib

Bariceshia, an nnpuhlished manuscript, relates that it was

Zafar who conquered the town. The change of name from

Manaich to Zafarabad was no doubt given to commemorate

the mme and victory of the king’s son.
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VI.

THE ELEMENT ILU IN BABYLONIAN DIVINE NAMES.

By THEOPHILTTS G. PINCHES, M.E.A.S.

reading Professor Hilprecht’s remarks upon the names

in Professor Clay’s “Business Documents of Murasu

Sons of Mppur,” those upon the element tin seemed to be

especially interesting, and certain lists of gods in the British

Museum occurred to me as possibly illustrating the point

•whether, in Assyro- Babylonian, the word Ihi, ‘god,’ was

ever used before the name of a deity, and pronounced with

it. The inscription printed on the next page is from one of

the tablets bearing upon the question.

The fragment, when I copied it in 1881, was unfortunately

defective in the lines niunbered 1-4, where the characters

explained by the glosses in small type ought to be. This

naturally robs the text of much of its importance, but

another valuable piece, also in the British Museum,

supplies certain signs which are probably those which

stood in lines 2 and 3. This second fragment is one of

those sent by Mr. Hormuzd Rassam from Babylonia when

excavating for the Trustees of the British 3Iuseum in 1881,

and, if perfect, would be one of the most important of the

lists of Babylonian deities in existence. Unfortunately,

I did not make a careful copy of it, but only one in which

most of the glosses were reproduced in transcription. Not
having time to revise my transcript, I give the text much
as I copied it, hoping to have an opportunity of improving

my copy later on. The fragment is numbered 81-8-30, 25,

and the most perfect part of it reads as follows :

—
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Obverse.—Col. II
: (1) Mina

(
= ditto),

; (2) Za-

ul-la, >->f- ; (4) lut-az,
; (4)

K. 2097. Eeccrse.

-Hhi

->f M <« =-

-+ V J=^!7!T 5- :•

^yy .y<y
.mtt

>£T<r-r

e-IT

i T

-Hh TI

-+ J^IT TT'

-+ TTV 4f4 -BmW
s;>f ^ -ty

r
“VT

^TTTT fry ET -*f

>y<T mXm
I

TI

TI

TT

:yf 5?=<»L4?^'+^<
j=<TT'

»-jf-

'v'j'S?®,. .

TT

3TT ^T (^«- En-di-zu-cUm), ->f ^ ; (5) ^ ^
HI :^T ((?« • ga-di-zii-dim), -4-

; (6) Sag-gar (or Sag-

J All the characters with beneath are written small fi.e. as <»lf,3ses) in
the original.

a ••
i
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la), ->4- ^ ; (7) Mhm (= ditto), ->f- : In (i.e. Saggar

or Sagsa in the Semitic column also)
; (8) Mina (= ditto),

>->y- Cz^y^y ^ ^y (the character ^y, su, apparently means in

this line also that the ivord Saggar or Sagsa is to be inserted

Traxsceiption.

(1) D.P.i

(2) D.P.

(3) D.P. Nii'Ur-i-l
hi- .

(4) D.P.
/'.

i
\

D.P. Is-llH-rii . .

(5) D.P. >yllUil (sslUttO)

, . -Kti
\

'

D.P. mina {= ditto).

(6) D.P. Is-lin-yu D.P. Istar.

(7) D.P. iHiJicx, lit-sio'-si-t mina (
= ditto).

(8) D.P. vitJia

,

rn mina
(
= ditto).

(9) D.P. Se-na-i-Ia-‘Ha D.P. Nabii u D.P. Sarra,

D.P. Sa?nas u D.P. . .

(10) D.P. Innanna D.P. Is -

(11) Duba es-kam-ma Ana D.P. A - »i< [- nni^-

(12) Ki-i j)i-i

in the Semitic column, which, however, is here completely

broken away)
; (9) Dii-nn-ga, 5;y^:y; (10) Mina (=ditto).

’ D.P. = determinative prefix (the character -+)•
“ I.e. read the name Kur-tli in this (the explanatory) column.

^ This is part of the name of the character which occupied the gap above.

r.K.A.s. 1905. 10
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-Hf- ^ ; (11) ->f ; (12) Mina

(= ditto), ^>f (13) ^^ tn -n- {i-ii-ki>-

rat), ^>f ; (14) Ka-ka, ^ ^ ;

(15) Is-ka-la, ->f ; (16) Mina (= ditto), ->f ;

(17) Num-gi-ig-ri, >->f- | ; (18) Ri-ha-niun,

>-»f- I

>-»y-
; (19) Me-ir-me-ri, »->y- 'SzM;

\

>->y-

(20) Mu-ur, .4-
I .>f ^ ; (21) .4.

|

; (22) A-da-acl, ^4-
\ M ^ (23) I-lu-

nie-it', »“4~
1

’“*y"
’ (

24
)

Nu-ui'-i-h, *-4" .

(25) Mina (= ditto), >-4" ^TttT i (26) Su-nl-lat,^ -4-

(27) Mina
(
= ditto), -4“

i (
28

)
Nak-lu, ->4 (44^

;
(20)

>4ip tii (Sa-bi-qu), -4- ‘iM: ’ (30) Mina (r= ditto).

>4 Traces only of the next line are preserved.

Reverse.—Col. I ; (1) . . -na, >-4- S'-i/j ; (2) Tjy >-|)(

(probably Sur-en), -4- 3TT 444 ; (3) Su-li-nag, ^4-

(1) Ti-hi-ra, -4- -?7y
; (5) Se-ir-ha, -4-

lW
\ (

6
) -4 ’gr M (D-P- D^»^u,.zi}, ^4

;
(“) Su-mii-ng-ga, -4

|

-4 S;:):
; (

8
)

Sak-kan,

4 ; (9) Mina (two^), -4 yy ^4 ; (10) e:,

(three), -4 ; (11) Lama (four), -4 -4
(with gloss to the last character, t|:, gu-tib, showing

that the whole was read Ama-sa-kan-gub)
; (12) la (live),

1 Thus according to my first transcription, but on revising the text I copied

^y instead ot gj, hi, with the note “ lu (?) or zii (?).” That my first reading

is correct, however, is shown by the text Be. 91-.5-9, 704, lines i and 2 where
the name is given as Su-ul-la-at. See the Journal ot the Royal Asiatic Society

1899, p. 103, lines 1 and 2 of the translation, where, however, we oun-ht to read'

apparently, Xur-ili and Siillat, in accordance with 1. 24, above.

- Apparently to be completed -4 ->?y xi^y.
The numbers indicate that the word suA-Awn is to be repeated in everv case
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’"4'
•'TA.r gloss V ma-sa-hi, between, giving

the name of the second character); (13) As (six), ;

(14) Ga-a-a-u, ->f TJj:: ; (15) Mina (ditto), ->f *!!!';

(16) >-
,
1^ J:;<y (As-su-ir-du^), ->f- ^

; (17) Sa-ni,

’"Hr j (1'?) (ditto), >-»f- ; (19) Mina (ditto),

EZI ; HI# (Mam-mu), ->f 0 ; (21)

yy (D.P. E-a), ^>f 0 ; (22) I-id, B I
(-’3) Mina

(ditto), ^4- B %}- ; (24) .4 + {Ma-masi?)-8e),

w^y
; (25) Nu-an-na, «-4' »" Jpf ; (26) En-zii, -4-

[HT]; (37) Si-in, >!(; (28) . .

It has been tliought well to reproduce the whole text, as

far as I have the copy of it, not only on account of its

bearing upon the question of the usage with regard to the

word ihi, but also for its intrinsic value, due to the important

glosses attached to the divine names which it contains.

It will bo seen that, besides the name Ilu-mer (one of the

names of Iladad or Eiiumon in 1. 23 of the obverse),

a goddess is mentioned in 1. 13 whose name, lli-sarrat, is

similarly formed. To all appearance this introduces a fresh

element of difficulty into the case, for the feminine of ilu

ought to be Utu, or, without the case-ending u, Hat. Is this

due to the fact that, there being already one feminine ending

(that contained in sarrat), the attaching of a feminine

termination to the first element was unnecessary ? or may
not Hi, written with the group 4?^ 271 - 1171, be

a Sumerian word, and therefore invariable ? lU is well

known to be one of the Sumerian values of ,-yY^

there is just the possibility that this group may have been

used by the Sumerians to express the Semitic Babylonian

^ Sliglitly doubtful—tliere is an erasuie ht’ro.

^ Or two worcl-^, Aisti irdti.
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word for ‘ god,’ borrowed bj' them and afterwards borrowed

back again by the Semites of Babylonia, just as sag, ‘head,’

seems to have been borrowed by the Semites, who trans-

formed it into langu, which, in its turn, was re-borrowed by

the Sumerians from Semitic Babylonian as sangu. Both

sangu and sangu are expressed by the character ^TTT. and

have the meaning of ‘ priest.’ *

But it is noteworthy that this is not the first text gi\ ing

divine names containing the element Uu which has been

published. The important fragment K. 2100, jDublished

h}" Bezold in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology in March, 1889, has, in 1. 30, this very word

Ilu-mir (written, however, with the character pi or

instead of J-, me, or 4^^-, mi), a fact which would imply that

ilu is not merely a Semitic translation of the determinative

prefix The same text has also the words llhaUahu

and Illahab, which evidently give the same word, Uu, in its

construct form. The first probably means ‘ god of Hallab,’

perhaps Aleppo, the Assyrian Halvan, Arabic and

the other ‘ god of Lahab.’ These, however, hardly bear

upon Professor Hilprecht’s contention, U being in construction,

not in apposition.

From the obverse of 81-8-30, 25, lines 23 and 24, it is

very probable that, in K. 2097, we have to restore

1. 2, and piJfw after Nur-lli in 1. 3. The translation of the

whole would then be as follows ;

—

* ‘Filibuster,' trom the English is an esaniple ul a wurtl which ha^-

been borrowed and re-borrowed in a similar way.

* As stands also for u-i, Ilu-uir, asw'ell usIUt-nur {or -me,-), is possilile.

Sumerian diijiir or dingir (see line 7 of the translation below). The u-a^e

in the liste and in the spoken language, it is to be noted, may have ditfered.
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(1) f7k«(?) .

(2) iht-mir

(3) Niir-Ui

(4) I.s/tarn ->f

(5) Ditto ->f

(b) Ishara

(7) Ditto

(8) Ditto ->f rn^
(9) Scnailana^

(10) Innanna

(11) Third tablet (of the serf

the saiiie(i.e.//?(-;/«irmSerQitic

I
Babjdonian).

;

the same {Niir-ili in Semitic

Bab3’lonian).

Ishiiru.

ditto.

' Istctf.

ditto,

ditto.

Nahii and jHur-Ui, Samas

I

and . . .

i iMar*
]

s beginning) Ana ; Ann’''.

(12)

("Written) according to

A great deal might be said about certain of the deities

in this interesting fragment and that used to complete it,

but considerations of space make this impossible. One other

point, however, ma}' be touched upon. It is not certain that

the names quoted bj" the fragment 81-8-30, 25, are in every

case the values of the groups to which they refer—in two at

least thej^ maj" be merely explanatoiy, nameh", line 6 of the

reverse (p. 14b), where >->f-
D.P. Siha (the divine

^ Tht- nanip ot tin’ c^iveu as d'ujh' (^^"^1).

llie name oi the aioup i- given as niggmaldai
,
d'gir being omitted,

probably because indicated in the preceding line.

^ Or (r perhaps) Svt -ila)w.

‘
'f'.e catchline, giving the tirst line of the fourth tablet.
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Shepherd), is glossed as Diimu-zi, the god Tammuz
;
and

line 21, where -»f-
Qf, explained above as the god Nammu

and below as the god Id (the River), is glossed as Ea
(Aa, Ae), the god of the sea and of rivers in general. The
gloss to the final character of the name Ama-saJccut-guh in

line 11, which is given as the fourth group having the

pronunciation of Sakkan, seems to prove that here also we
have an equivalent name rather than a gloss.



MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

Oriental School at Hanoi.—This important school,

established by the French Government in the Far East,

is doing excellent service. The series of Monographs, of

which four have already appeared, is to be enriched by

a volume by M. A. Foucher on “ Classic Influence on

Buddhist Art in India and the Far East.” Another series,

a series of text-books for students, is now started. The first

two works are handbooks, in French, of Sanskrit and Pali

respectively, drawn up, with the scholarship and care one

would expect from him, by Professor Victor Henry. The

proposed Sanskrit-French Dictionary seems to have been,

most unfortunately, postponed for a time. It is much to be

hoped that this will be pushed on again as soon as may
be possible.

Kusana (Ku^an) Inscriptions.

With reference to my list of dated Kushan inscriptions

{Journal, 1903, p. 7), I desire to invite the attention of all

persons interested in the subject to the valuable corrections

in readings made by Dr. Liiders (“ Epigraphical Notes,”

Incl. Ant., 1904, pp. 39, 101, etc.).

I have recently made efibrts to obtain a facsimile of

No. 71 of my list, the record supposed to be dated in the

year 299
; but the obliging Curator of the Lucknow Provincial

Museum, Babii G. D. Gangiili, has not yet been able to

trace the original. He informs me that “ a large number of

the inscribed sculptures from Mathura are lying scattered
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in tlie Museum without any sort of label on them,” and

that, in consequence, difficultj'' arises in tracing particular

records.

The date of No. 63 of my list {Ej). Ind., i, p. 392, No. xxii)

is given as being doubtful, and read as either 95 or 85.

An inked squeeze kindly supplied by the Curator permits

of no doubt that the date is 99. In order to satisfy myself

on the point I submitted the squeeze to Dr. Hoernle, who
replies that the date is certainly 99.

The original of my No. 53, which contains the name of

Yasu—,
representing either Vasudeva or Vasushka, is not in

the Museum. Cunningham read the date at first as 44. but his

later reading 74 appears to be correct. The ‘St. Andrew’s

cross’ symbol for 70 is almost identical with that for 40,

as shown in Biihler’s Tahhu.

ViNCEXT A. Smith.
Oct. 2m, 1904.

Vaisali
;
Seals of Gupta Period.

In pursuance of the suggestion made by me in my paper

entitled “Vaisali” {Journal, 1902, p. 287), a copy of which
was submitted to the late Sir John Woodburn, then

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, the exploration of the site

of Vaisali was undertaken by Dr. Bloch, under the orders

of the Government of Bengal. The results are summarized

in his Progress Report for 1903-4, and will be more fully

discussed in subsequent official publications.

Dr. Bloch, who devoted nearly three months to the

survey of the site and excavations in the fort, agrees with
Cunningham and me in believing that the modern villawes

Basar or Basarh, and Bakhira, with others adjoining, occupy
the site of Vaisali (p. 15).

For reasons stated in his Eeport he found it expedient to

restrict excavation to the portion of the area known as the
Fort of Eaja Bisal. The most interesting discovery made
here was that of a collection of more than seven hundred
inscribed clay seals of documents, which were found in
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a small chamber, apparently used as a record room. The
soil is so damp that all the documents have perished, but

traces of the string by which the seals were attached are

still visible. In appearance the seals seem to resemble the

votive tablets so often found, but these are genuine seals,

and are unique of their kind. The discoverer states that

“owing to the great number of duplicates, it will be

possible to read all the inscriptions, although a good man}'

specimens have suffered badly.” The collection includes the

seals of a judge, a police ofheer, a treasury superintendent,

and many other olEcials, besides those of private persons.

The two specimens of the greatest historical interest are

those of members of the Imperial Grupta dynasty. The first

of these, “ with a figure of a seated lion, is a seal of Maha-

devl Dhruvasvaminl, the queen of Maharajadhiraja Candra-

gupta and mother of Maharaja Govindagupta.” The name

of Govindagupta is new. The son who succeeded Candra-

gupta II, Vikramiiditya, on the throne about 412 a.d. was

Kumaragupta I. Govindagupta probably predeceased his

father. Dhruvasvaminl must, of course, be identified with

DhruvadevI of the inscriptions. The title svdm} (fem.

scdmi/il), although frequently occurring in the list of the

contemporary Western Satraps of Suriistra, has not been

known hitherto as used by the Gupta dynasty.

The second seal referred to is that which bears the in-

scription Sri Ghatotluicaguptasya. Ghatotkaca, who contented

himself with the title of Maharaja, was the son of Gupta,

and father of Candragupta I, Maharajadhiraja, who came

to the throne in 320 a.d. The addition of the word gupta

to the name of Ghatotkaca is new.

Dr. Bloch’s find demonstrates that Vaisali was still a place

of importance in the fourth and fifth centuries during the

period of the great Gupta sovereigns; and this fact is quite

in accordance with the language used by Fa-hien [Traveh,

ch. xxv), which implies that the city was still in existence

when he visited it about 403 a.d., in the middle of the reign

of Candragupta Vikramaditya, whose queen’s seal has now
been found on the site. At the time of Hiuen Tsang’s visit,
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about 638 a.d., tbe city was for tbe most part in ruins. Its

decay evidently was due to the troubles caused by tbe White
Hun invasion which broke up the Gupta empire about

500 A.D.

Dr. Bloch states that “ a detailed and systematic survev

has been carried out of the ancient site of Vaisali at Basarh

and adjacent villages in MuzatFarpur. The result is a map
based on accurate measurements and drawn up on the scale

of four inches to the mile.” It is good news to hear of

an archaeological enquiry in India being conducted in

a S3'8tematic fashion, and, although the exploration of

Vaisali has not yielded all the results hoped for, discoveries

of much interest have been made, and Dr. Bloch maj' be

congratulated on the success attained.

VixcEXT A. Smith.
Oct. 21th, 1904.

Mr. Guv Le Str.vxge is now engaged in preparing the

Persian text, with English translation, of Hamd Allah

Mustawfi’s work on Geography, the “ Nuzhat-al-Kulub.”

The Societ}^ has already published a monograph bv
Mr. Le Strange on the same subject.

The Inscription P. on the Mathura Lion-Capital.

My explanation of this record, given in this Journal,

1904, p. 709, leaves undetermined the name of the person

or persons who inscribed the record, or did something to

lead to the inscribing of it.

My friend Professor Hultzsch, having seen my Note, has
made to me a suggestion which supplies that deficiencv, and
helps to illustrate how often “ two heads are better than one

”

He has suggested to me that the word sarcasa is the
genitive, not of sarva, ‘all,’ but of the word 8an-a as a

proper name, which is well established both with the dental

s and with the palatal s

;

and that the word danaih, ‘ wif t
’

is to be supplied in connection with it.
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Combining Professor Hultzscb’s suggestion regarding that

word witb my explanation of tbe word sakn-stanam, we bave

the following result. Tbe inscription sa^'s :

—

Text.

Sarvasa saka-stanasa puyae.

Translation.

(A gift) of Sarva, in honour of his home.

And we can now see that the inscriptions F, G, K, K,

and R, of the same series, are all capable of being suitably

explained in tbe same way; by supplying in each case the

word ddmm ,— or, rather, da)ta, danaii), or dane, in accordance

with the spelling of the records.

The case seems to have been as follows. The principal

record is, of course, the inscription A, which informs us that

a deposit was made of a relic of Buddha by the chief wife

of the Mahaclihatrava Rajula, in concert with other persons,

and that a stupa or relic-mound (routainiug it), and a saihghd-

rdma or monastery, were presented to the community of

Sarvastiyadins. The stupa may have been already in

existence. But it seems to be implied that the monastery

was founded when the relic was deposited. At the time

of the construction of the monastery, and as a preliminary

to handing over it and the relic-mound to the destined

recipients, various gifts were made by way of endowing it.

The opportunity was taken, to record on the lion-capital,

as a structural part of some portion of the monastery, the

names of some at least of the donors. As space did not

permit of registering the exact details of the donations,

—

the sums of money, the positions and boundaries of lands,

etc.,— the inscriptions were made as brief as possible, and

were mostly confined to names of donors. And, for the same

reason, it was considered immaterial that some of the records

should be very difficult of access for subsequent perusal, even

if they would not be altogether hidden from view.
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From the inscription H, we gather that the name of the

monastery was, according to the spelling of the records,

Guhavihara. This word may stand for either Guhavihara

or. Guhavihara. If we take the latter form, it is not unlikely

that the monastery was that one which is mentioned by

Hiuen Tsiang
;

see Jiilien, Jlemoires, i, 210, and Beal, Si-

l/it-ld, i, 181, and note 46. In that case, the relic-mound was

inside the monastery, and the monastery was about five or

six li (say one mile) to the east of Mathura, and apparently

stood on, or constituted, some kind of an eminence, the sides

of which were pierced to make cells,— or, say, guhdh,

^hiding-places, caves, dens, secret or separate chambers;’

and the tradition of the period attributed the foundation of

the monastery to IJpagupta,— erroneously, as far as we can

gather from the inscription A,— and represented the relic

in the relic-mound as consisting of some of the nails or

nail-parings of Buddha.
-I. F. Fleet.

Znl Noi'emher, 1904.

Rohan Coins found in Ceylon.

Mr. R. Sewell, in his very Interesting paper on “ Roman
Coins found in India,” printed in the October number of

the Journal, says (p. 597) :
“ In the Bombay Presidency

I have not found a trace of any discovery of coins of this

period [44 b.c. - 68 a.d.] ;
and in Ceylon only one, viz. certain

coins alluded to by De Conto as having been found in

A.D. 1574. These were attributed, but apparently on very

slender grounds, to Claudius.’" I may point out that

Sir George Barrow, in his “ Ceylon ; Past and Present ”

(1857), records, on pp. 82-85, on the authority of Sir

Hardinge Gifiard, the former Chief Justice of the island,

the discovery at Panadure, on the coast south of Colombo,

by a native who was digging a grave, of a number of pieces

of silver, twenty-eight of which were brought to the collector

of revenue or customs, Mr. Deane. “ Of these twenty-eight

pieces, the most remarkable and the most legible was one
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of Tiberius Caesar, and bearing on tlie one side the head of

that Emperor, with the letters following surrounding it

—

TI CAESAE DIYI AYG F AYGYSTYS — Tiberius

Caesar Divi Augusti filius Augustus, and on the reverse,

a figure of Yictorj- seated, holding a palm branch, and the

words PONTIF MAXIM—Pontifex Maximus.” On p. 85

are given sketches of the obverse and reverse sides of the

coin, which weighed about 59 grains. AYhat the other

coins were does not appear, and it is, of course, possible, as

Sir George suggests, that they “ may have been part of the

collection of some Dutch gentleman curious in such matters.”

With regard to the coins mentioned b}’ Couto, I quite

agree with Mr. Sewell that the grounds on which he

attributed them to Claudius were “ very slender.” But

Mr. Sewell’s statement on p. 635, “Metal and number of

coins not stated,” is incorrect. Couto distinctly says,
“ there

were found two coins of copper, one all worn away, and

another of inferior gold, also worn away on one side, and

on the other could still be made out a figure of a man from

the breasts upwards, with a piece of lettering around worn

away in some parts, but there could still be clearly made

out at the beginning this letter C, the following letters

being worn awaj', and the lettering continued round, in

which could be seen these other letters E M N R.” The

C Couto held to be the initial of Claudius, and the other

letters to stand for “ Eomanorum,” the word “ Imperator
”

having preceded this
;
and he thought it quite possible that

the slave of Annius, spoken of by Pliny, had placed the

coins where the}' were found. Unfortunately, as he informs

us, these ancient relics were lost at sea in 1592, by the

foundering of the Sao Bernardo, in which they were being

conveyed to Portugal by Joao de Mello de Sampaio, who was

goA'ernor of Mannar when they were discovered (? 1584—85).

Donald Ferguson.
Croydon, Nor. 1th, 1904.
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The Works of Samgha-bhadra, ax Opponent of

Y TSU-P.ANDHIJ.

Samglia-bhadra, who is said to have been invited to do so

bv the Grammarian Vasu-rata, compiled two works against

Yasu-bandhu :

—

]l\o. 1. The Samaya of Light, 10,000 slokas. An exposition

of the Yihhasa.

No. 2. The Conformity to the Truth (Nya}’anusara),

120,000 .slokas. A refutation of Yasu - handhu’s

Abhidharma-kosa.

These will be found referred to above, pp. 41, 46, and in my
translation of the text (Toung-pao, July, 1904, p. 289). As
to No. 2, we have a translation by Hiuen-tsaug (a.d. 65-3),

Nanjio’s 1265. But No. 1 has not hitherto been identified.

Mr. U. Wogihara, now in Strassburg, has cleared up

this point, I think, beyond doubt. He writes me that the

“Samaya of Light” will be Nanjio’s 1266, the H’ien-tsung-

lun, restored to Skt. ‘Prakarana-sasana’; and that ‘Samava,’

‘established rule,’ ‘doctrine,’ is here translated into Chinese

by ‘ Tsung ’ (^), as in the case of the title “ Samaya-
bhedoparacana-cakra,” ^ ‘wheel of various forms of doctrines,’

which is in Chinese ‘ I-pu-tsung-lun-lun ’ (1286) ; here
‘ tsung ’ is also ‘ Samaya.’

What I translated by ‘light’ must, in this case, be
‘ manifestation,’ ‘ illustration,’ and will be much the same
as ‘ h’ien- tsung ’ (1266) ;

‘ h’ien ’ (^) also meaning
‘ manifestation,’ ‘ illustration,’ or ‘ exposition.’ So “ Samaya
of Light” happens to be just the other way about, and
it ought to be “Light of Samaya,” or “Illustration of the
Doctrines.” For the original, Mr. Wogihara suggests
‘ Samaya-pradipa,’ which is very likely. The only objection

will be that ‘pradipa’ was generally rendered into Ch. ‘lamp’

1 See Bohtliagk, s.v. ;
Wassilief,

Samaya-vadhoparacana-cakra.

Buddhismus,” p. 244, note, where he has
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(^). It may be ‘ Samaya-pradipika.’ ‘ Samaya-prakarana ’

will be another probable suggestion (as Mr. ISranjio has).

This difference is of little consequence as long as we
have identified the actual text in Chinese. Looking up the

Chinese text itself, I have found a statement of Samgha-

bhadra’s to the following effect ;
—“ Formerly I have written

a work called the ‘ Nyayanusara ’ ()l]^ g|), but it is too

voluminous for general students. I have now written

a shorter work called the ‘ Illustration of the Doctrines
’

(Samaya-pradipa).”! Thus these two works being mentioned

side by side, both in Paramartha’s Life of Yasu-bandhu and

in Saiiigha-bhadra’s own book, no doubt is left as to the

identity of the two treatises on Samaj-a.

J. Takakusu.

E-iTVAYANT-PUTRA, .\S THE AuTHOR OF THE MahI-VIBHASA.

Paramartha states that Eatyayanl-putra was the author of

both the Jfiana-prasthana and the commentarj^ on it, the

Maha-vibhasa. Eow, in the introductory chapter of the

Vibhasa itself, the following question is raised and

answered ;
—“ Why is this work (the Jfiana-prasthana),

according to the tradition, attributed to the Ayusman
Kiltyayanl-putra ?

”

Unless this introductory part proves to be an addition by

a later hand, it is clear, therefore, that Katyayanl-putra was

not the author of the commentary. He himself could not

have asked such a question.

The more usual tradition that the commentary was

composed at or after Eaniska’s Council by oOO arahats,

and that Asva»hosa had a hand in the final revision, is not

touched by this new point.

For this note I am also indebted to Mr. Wogihara.

J. Takakusu.

*
'Wasbiliel’s ‘ Kuan-^a-ma-ye,’ -ee his “ BudJliiBiiuis,” p. 242.
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The Abhidharaia Literature, Pam and Chinese.

The question of the identity of some of the titles of the

Pali and the Chinese Abhidharma works was a puzzle to

us ever since Wassilief’s time (“ Buddhismus,” p. 107).

Professor Kern, quoting AYassilief, raised this question

in his “ Buddhismus,” ii, 364, saying; “ Not only as regards

their number, but also as regards their titles, the seven

Abhidharmas of the Northerners agree with those of the

Pali Canon.” And he again drew attention to this in his

new work on Buddhism in the “ Encyclopedia of Indian

Philology.” Quite lateh', in his “ Philosophische Grundlage

des alteren Buddhismus,” p. 148, Professor Alax AYalleser,

basing an important argument on the identity of the two

sets of works, expressed his hope that this point might be

cleared up by a comparison of the texts. The question was

once again put to me by Professor Rhys Davids, to whom
I answered at once that the two were not in any sense

identical, although the similarity of some of the titles was
certainly striking ;

and that my impression hitherto had

been that the one set was modelled on the other.

But as the point seemed to be in need of a further

investigation, I have examined the translations into Chinese

of the seven original texts which are lost. The titles open

to question are as follows :

—

Pali.

Thera-vada.

1. Dhamma-sangani . . (5)

2. Vibhaiiga (3)

o. Puggala-paniiatti . . (6)

4. Dhatu-katha .... (4)

5. Patthana (1)

6. Yamaka (1*)

7. Katha-vatthu-pakarana (2)

Chi.xese.'

Sarvdsfi-iada.

Dharma-skandha-pilda (1296).

A'^ijnana-kaya-pMa (1281).

Prajiiapti - pada or Amrta-sastra
(1317).

Dhatu-kaya-pada (1282).

Jnana-prasthana (1273
; 1275).

Samgiti-paryaya-pada (1276).
Prakarana-pada (1277).

1 The numbers added in brackets are those of Eunyiu Xanjio’s Catalogue.
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The Chinese works given here are translations of the

oldest Abhidharma works known to belong exclusively to

the Sarvasti-vada school. The most ancient of these is said

to be Katyayanl-putra’s Jiiana-prasthana (1), and then there

follow the so-called six padns, of which two (5, 6) are by

Maudgalyiiyana/ one (P) by Sariputra, two (2, 4) by Vasu-

mitra, and one (3) by Deva-sarman. Of these the oldest,

Jnana - prasthana, seems to have occupied a prominent

position, for it was on this book that that elaborate

commentar}', Maha-vibhasa, was compiled in the Buddhist

Council under King Kaniska.

Comparing the two sets of the Abhidharma works, as far

as accessible to me, I do not find any point, either in form

or in matter, which could lead us to think that the two are

the same, though they treat, as a matter of course, of more

or less similar subjects.

Perhaps the most striking resemblance, at first sight, is

that existing between the Pali (3) Puggala-pauuatti and the

Chinese (1^) Samgltl-paryaya-pada. Both are a collection

of various technical terms arranged according to numbers.

Thus

E.in.

Puggala-pannatti

.

1. Matika

2. Eka-puggala . . .

3. Dvi-puggala . . .

Chixese.

SamgUi-pargaija-puda

.

1. Nidana-varga.

2. Eka-dharma-varga.

(3) Dvi-dharma-varga.

And so on, with Tri-, Catur-, Pauca-, Sat-, Sapta-, Asta-, Nava-

till next.

11. Da&-puggala . . .
. (11) Dasa-dharma-varga.

12. (12) An Admonition.

But even this resemblance cannot be taken very seriously.

The outward arrangement may have been modelled upon

the Sahgitl-sutta of the Digha-nikaya, or the so appropriately

called Ahguttara-nikaya (see p. xiii, Morris, Puggala-pannatti)

.

* But Amrta-sastra h attributed to Ghosa.

J.K.A.b. 190 .'

5 . 11
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As a matter of fact, the Pali Pannatti does not correspond

in contents with the Ch. Prajnapti, hut does resemble, in

form, to a certain extent another Chinese work of a different

name. It is thus extremely dangerous to base one’s argument

on a mere resemblance of titles.

It would, however, be too hazardous for me to advance

any explanation at present of the resemblance in the titles.

As the two sets of Ahhidharmas do not any longer admit of

a comparison, hook with hook, it will now he necessary to

compare them, taking each category or idea separately—the

only method which can yield a fruitful result, and enable us

to explain any particular point with certainty.

J. Takakusu.

ViNDHYA-VASIN.

There is another citation from Vindhya-vasin ^ in Kumarila’s

MTmaihsa - sloka - varttikas (Chowkhamha Sanskrit Series^

p. 704. 3). It runs as follows:— Antarabhavadehas tu

nisiddho Vindhyavasina, tadastitve pramanaih hi na kim cid

avagamyate .... Comm. :—Yad apy ativahikaih nama

sarlram purvottaradehayor antarale jiianasamtanasariidha-

ranartham kalpyate, tad api Vindhyavasinii niriikrtam ity

aha ....
Further, see Professor de la Yallee Poussin’s “ Dogmatique

Bouddhique,” i, p. 67.^

J. Takakusu.

' For the two citations found in Bhoja-raja’s Commentary on the Toga-
sutras, iT, 22, see Professor Garbe, Samkhya-Philosophie, p. 39 ; and also my
“ Saihkhya-karika,” p. 59 (Bulletin de I’Ecole fran9aise d’Extreme- Orient,
Jan.-Juin, 1904).

- Journal Asiatique, Oct., 1902, p. 299.
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Guejura and Gadda.

I am delighted to see from Dr. Hoernle’s paper in the

Journal for October (just received) that the viev' of Indian

history v'hich I was, I believe, the first to put forward, is

at last coming to its own. When I was editing for the late

Sir J. M. Campbell, in 1892—4, the late Pandit Bhagwanlal

Indraji’s History of Gujarat, I was led to investigate the

historj^ of the name of that province. The views which

I then formed were published in a summary form in the

historical section of the Bombay Government’s General

Administration Report for the year 1892-3, and, being

buried in a blue book, naturally attracted no attention.

They were stated with greater fulness in vol. i, pt. 1, of the

Bombay Gazetteer, especially in Appendix 3 of that volume,

which, however, seems to be very little known, even to

])rofessed students of early Indian history. They were

restated with corrections in a revised version of my summary

of 1892-3, which I contributed to the Bombay Government’s

General Administration Report of 1901-2. I claim to have

been the first to establish the existence of a Great Gurjara

empire, and to suggest the Gurjara origin of some of the

greatest Rajput clans, though to Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar

belongs the credit of showing that the Gurjara emperors

are to be identified with the line of Bhoja of Kanauj.

Dr. Hoernle will find, in the above quoted volume of the

Bombay Gazetteer, one or two references to the Gurjaras

which he has overlooked in making his own collections.

One word regarding the ‘ preceptorship ’ of Krishna II.

The phrase quoted by Dr. Hoernle seems to me clearly to

mean that the Rashtrakuta king humbled the Gaiidas. It

is too often assumed that in the tenth century and earlier

the name Gauda means Bengal. I think, however, that this

is a mistake which is responsible for much misreading of

Indian history. It was, I think. Professor R. G. Bhandarkar

who first expressed doubts on the point, and suggested that

Gauda meant Gonda in Oudh. The key to the riddle is to

Re found in Alberuni’s notes on the “ Volkertafel ” of
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Varahamihira (Sachau’s Alberuni’s India, i, 300), which

informs us that Guda = Taneshar. This explains whj" the

Siirasvat Brahmans of the holy Sarasvatl are the Gauclas

par excellence, and why Gauda and Yaiiga are mentioned

separately in the Baroda Grant of 812 a.d. The Gauclas-

whom Krishna II ‘ humbled ’ or ‘ schooled ’ were therefore

the rulers of ‘ Hindustan’ in the narrower sense, or in other

words the Gurjaras themselves.

A. M. T. Jackson, I.C.S.

Belgamn, Nor. 1th, 1904.

The GkvEco-Indian Kings Stkato I Soi'Eit and

Strato II Philop-ator.

In Mr. Vincent Smith’s recently published “ Early History

of India”—a most admirable summary of the results obtained

in recent years by the workers in the various fields of Indian

archaeology—there occurs a passage bearing on the relation-

ship of the two Stratos which seems to need some further

explanation.

The passage in question occurs on p. 201, and is as follows :

“Strato I, a Greek king of Kabul and the Panjab, who
was to some extent contemporary -with Heliocles, seems to

have been succeeded by Strato II, probably his grandson ;

who, again, apparently, was displaced at Taxila by the Saka

satraps. The satraps of Mathura were closely connected

with those of Taxila, and belong to the same period, a little

before and after 100 b.c.”

At the end of a note on this passage, Mr. Vincent Smith
is kind enough to say “Mr. Eapson’s numismatic researches

are expected to throw more light on these matters.” This
has reference, no doubt, to certain view^s, coiicernino^ the
relationship of the two Stratos and their place in the historv

of the Graeco-Indian period, which I communicated orally

to Mr. Vincent Smith some months ago, and which I hope
soon to publish in the Numismatic Chronicle. In the mean-
time, it may help to explain the passage quoted above, if
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I give a summary of the conclusions to which a study of

the coins of the period has led me.

(1) It has hitherto been held that Helioeles and Strato I

i-estrike each other’s coins, and must, therefore, have been

contemporaries^

This statement requires modification. The coins restruck

by Helioeles are those of Agathocleia and Strato I ruling

conjointly, not those of Strato I ruling alone. I am further

convinced, from a careful examination of all the available

specimens of this restruck class, that the restriking is always

by Helioeles, never by Agathocleia and Strato I.

On the obc. of these coins of Agathocleia and Strato I

which are sometimes restruck by Helioeles, appear the head

nnd inscription of the Queen, and on the rev. a type (Herakles

seated) with the name and the conventional titles of Strato.

It has been usually assumed, without any proof whatever,

that Agathocleia was the wife of Strato I. It is far more

probable that she was the Queen regent during his infancy

;

and that during this period she was brought into conflict

with Helioeles.

(2) The inscriptions, both Greek and Kharosthl, on the

barbarous coins hitherto assigned to Strato II, have not

been correctly read.^

The Greek inscription has been hitherto read :

—

BACIAEGC CGTHPOC CTPATONOC YlOYICTPATQNOC.

“ (The coin) of Strato, son of King Strato, the Saviour.”

This inscription is very much blundered, but I hope to

show, from a comparison of the ten specimens (all from the

Cunningham Collection) now in the British Museum, that

it is most probably to be restored :

—

BACIAEQC CGTHPOC CTPATGNOC KAI 0IAO-
CATOPOC

I CTPATGNOC.
“ (The coin) of King Strato Soter and Strato Philopator.”

' Ganbier, B.M. Cat., Gk. and Scyth. Kings, p. sxxv and note.

- Cunning-ham, ythii. Chrmi., 1870, p. 207, pi. xvii (xi), 9-11 ; Gardner,

B.5I. Cat., p. 16.S, pi. x.x-xi, 7.
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The KharosthI inscription was read by Cunningham :

—

Maharaja rajarajasa Stratasa 2nitrasa ca samjniyapita
|
Strafam.

This is evidently unsatisfactory, and indeed quite impossible

from the linguistic point of view. Fortunately the true

reading can be determined by a comparison of the ten

specimens. It is :

—

Maharajam trataram Stratam potrasa casa priynpita-
1

Stratasa.

“ (The coin) of King Strato Soter and his grandson Strato

Philopator.”

The inscription is fragmentary on each specimen, and can

only he restored by a comparison of them all. The vowel

0 in potrasa is shown clearly on a single specimen onh'.

When the akmra appears on any of the others, no vowel-sigu

is visible. Without the evidence of this solitary specimen,

we should certainly have had no hesitation in restoring the

word as imtrasa, and thus maintaining the accepted view

that Strato II was the son of Strato I ! In the Greek

legend, which might naturally be expected to correspond

to the KharosthI legend, there seems to be no trace of a woi d

meaning grandson.

It is almost certain, then, that Strato II Philopator was

the grandson of Strato I Soter, and quite certain that he

reigned conjointly with him. As yet no specimens struck

by Strato II Philopator ruling alone have been found.

It must often have seemed strange to numismatists that

the supposed coins of Strato II invariably bear the head of

a very old man. It is now evident that the head is that

of Strato I in his old age, after he had associated his

grandson with himself in the kingdom. We possess, there-

fore, a long numismatic record of Strato I, in which these

are the three chief stages :— (1) infancy ; under the regency

of his mother Agathocleia
; (2) sole reign : the portraits

seem to represent various periods of life from youth to old

age
; (3) associated with his grandson : all the portraits are

those of an old man.
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(3) The coins seem certainly to sliow that the family to

which the Stratos belonged was succeeded at Mathura

'

by the family of Raujabala
;

hut it is impossible to say

whether the .Stratos were actually the last Greek princes

of this group. Apolloplianes, for example, who has similar

tj'pes, may well hav'e been later in date than the Stratos,

if we may judge from the barbarous workmanship and

inscriptions of his coins.

Among the apparent successors of this Greek famil}' there

is a prince, bearing an Indian name, who has hitherto

escaped notice.

Professor Gardner (B.M. Cat., p. 40, Strato I, 10) noticed

a coin-legend which he read doubtfully as padayashasa.

A comparison of the specimen on which this occurs, with

another specimen since acquired by the B.M. from the

Cunningham Collection, enables me to read and restore the

Kiiarosthl legend with certainty as:

—

2Ia[IiaraJasa ti'a\tavam
|
Bhadayakna.

We hare, therefore, to add to our list of Indian princes

who are known from coins but, as yet, not from any

other source, one whose name in Prakrit is Bhadayasa

and in Sanskrit Bhadrayasas. The Greek legend on his

coins, unfortunately, fails entirely so far as the proper

name is concerned, though it preserves the titles BAZIAEGE
ZQTHPOS.

E. J. E.iPsoN.

Ginger.

Mr. F. W. Thomas, in his suggestive little note on

’Op/3apo? = Havana, has incidentally referred to the question

as to the origin of the Sanskrit name of the ginger root,

srhgacera, deriving it from the town Srhgavera. Had we

not better say that the town of Sriigaverapura, as it is

properly named, has been called after the plant, just as, e.g.,

Tulsipur in Oudh owes its name to the plant called tulaai

‘‘ Taxila ” in the passage miuteJ G, uo doubt, due to a slip ut the pen
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(holy basil) ? The name of tbe plant, as explained in

Uhlenbeck’s Etymological Sanskrit Dictionary (1898), seems

to be a compound made up of srhgam, ‘ horn,’ and veras,

‘ shape,’ and therefore denoting ‘ horn - shaped.’ There

exists, however, another form, with an i in the second

syllable, viz. Pali sihgivera, which is important as lying at

the bottom of Gr. from which the other European

designations of ginger are derived. Franke, in his valuable

list of Greek words of Pali origin (Z.D.M.G. 1893, p. 600),

has pointed out that ^lyyi^epiq is more nearly related to

sihgirera than to sriigavera, in the same way as, e.g., a-aKxapov,

mccharum (‘sugar’), corresponds to Pali snkkhnrCi, not to

Skt. sarkard. I have lately come across the Sanskiut

prototype of sihgiveva in kn'igivera, which, though not given

in any Sanskrit dictionary, is found in a great many recipes

contained in an ancient medical work, the Bhedasamhita

(pp. 176, 189, 213, 226, 230, etc.), a copy of which was

kindly lent to me by Dr. P. Cordier, who has informed

me since that the original Telinga MS. from which his

DevanagarT copy of the Bhedasamhita has been transcribed

reads srhgiberam for srhgiveram. The coincidence of the

h in this word with the /3 in is striking indeed,

though no doubt an Indian v may be represented by a Greek

/3, as e.g. in Jabadios, the Greek name of the island of Java,

having early assumed the sound of v.

In discussing ‘the Indian ’Op^av6<s’ we must not lose

sight of the fact, I think, that ’Op^avo^ generally corresponds

to the well-known Latin name Drbanus. The influence of

this, the usual meaning of ’Op^av6<;, as well as of the Greek
word opj)avb<s ‘an orphan,’ on the supposed transformation

of Eavanas into ’Op^avo<;, might help to account for the
unusual transition of Skt. Ea- into Gr. ’Op-. Many of
the drugs mentioned by ’Op^av6<i are decidedly Indian.

Wurzburg.

November Ytih, 1904.

J. Jolly.
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I readily admit the validity of Professor Jolly’s objection

to my (passing) derivation of the word iriigavera,
‘ ginger/

from the name of the town Srhfjaverapuni. No doubt the

relation is, as Professor Jolly urges, the reverse of this :

I was misled by a misrecollection of the grammatical

passages (/td Pan. iv, 4. 22) where the form of the word

sdrhgai'enka is discussed. ^

The derivation of the plant name was thought by the

Hindus themselves perhaps to be from the shape of the dried

root [sriigi, ‘ horned ’) rather than from the plant migi This

we may infer from the existence of the synonym sdrhga.

They would be verj’ likel}^ then to agree with Uhlenbeck in

interpreting vera as ‘ body.’

The actual history of the word is no doubt different.

The Oxford English Dictionary follows Hobson-Jobson in

connecting the first half with Malayalam ihci, which has the

same sense, and supposing a proto-Dravidian form sinci.

We may refer also to Tamil inci and Singhalese ihgurr. We
are then in the presence of a ‘ culture ’ word with a wide

and ancient history stretching out on to a terrain where

I must respectfully part company with it
;

but I may
express a doubt whether Dravidian is the name of its

most likely source, and call attention to the possibility of

a connection, of some order, with Manipuri siii, Khassi s’in,

Burmese khyan, Shan khih, Siamese khih, Chinese Man.

The second part of the word will share the uncertainty

of the first : the Pali form inclines us to the belief that vera

is not here a learned concoction. But is it connected with

\_kara~\i'ira or nrana, or is it a duplicate word meaning
‘ ginger ’ ? It can scarcely be Prakrit vem = vajra, or

Singhalese viyaU\_^-ihguri-~\. What is the Malayalam \_uici-'\i'ef,

quoted in Hobson-Jobson ?

' I may here note another po«ihle error, though perhaps in this case the
probabilities are the other way:—On p. 747 supra I have translated ko nama
tram ‘ by name who are you

'

: tlie rendering finds suppoit in the dictionaries
and in the published translation. But the meaning niiglit he ‘ who are you, in
tact ’ • "Wer sind Sie namlich ?

’
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A list of other words for the plant and the dried root will

be found in Sir G. Watt’s “ Dictionary of the Economic

Products of India,” vol. vi, 4, pp. 357-8. Perhaps Sanskrit

ardraka may, together with *a)-dra, *dldla, account for the

ada of Jlorth India, Guzaratl adiim, Marathi diem, Telugu

allamu {= drdram). But what are we then to say of Malay

ha lit/a ?

It is, of course, important to distinguish between the

names of the plant and those of the dried root. From the

“Dictionary of the Economic Products,” where this is done,

and also from the dictionaries of the several languages,

it will he seen that Sanskrit ardraka and most of its

derivatives denote the plant, while the commonest name
for the dried root, both in ISTorth and South India, is

kmfin with cognate forms. As the word exists in Sanskrit

and the Dhatupatha gives the root kinflt in the sense

of ‘ drying,’ this sttnf/n may perhaps represent *suki

(cf. Hobson-Jobson, loc. cit.).

Srhgacera and sdrnga denote the plant, and the same

seems to be the primary sense of Singhalese iiigiirf, Tamil

inci, Malayalam Hid, Burmese khyah, Siamese kkih, Shan
khih, Manipuri dii, Chinese kiah.

F. W. Thoma>.

“Throwing the Stone.”

In the second edition of F. L. James’s “Wild Tribes of

the Sudan,” 1884, p. 91, note, it is stated that the Western
Somali are “ in the habit of throwing a stone, as their solemn
form of oath for seeking a contract and making friends,

which once made cannot be broken or infringed.” IS^ow in

the Koran there occurs four times (Surah iv, 92, 3 ;
xvi,

30, 89) a phrase alkd al-salama with the sense ‘ he submitted,’

whether to God or to men; it means literally ‘he threw the

salam towards.’ Lane gives us as words for stone or stones

salim, with noun of unity salimah, and plural salam. The
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last of these three would not in the old Koranic writing be

distinguishable from the first, and neither from salam, which

the text has in these places. It seems to me probable that

the right rendering in all cases is ‘ he threw the stone,"

with reference to a practice similar to that which James

records of the Somalis.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

A Sketch of Egyptian History, from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day. B}'' Lad}' Amherst of

Hackney. (London : Methuen & Co., 1904.)

To all who are interested in Egypt without being actual

students of the hieroglyphics, this book will appeal as one of

the mo.st useful which have appeared upon that fascinating

country. There is something about the land, and the great

river which is its life, about the people, their mummies,

their gods, their myths, their sacred animals, and their

great book— the Book of the Dead. The river and the

land are described brightly and clearly, and this chapter

forms an excellent introduction to the history proper which

follows. The fifth chapter, which is divided into six sections,

begins with the pre-dynastic period, and ends with that of

the Persian kings, after which we have the Ptolemies, the

Roman period, and Mohammedan, Ottoman, and Khedivial

rule, ending with the Soudan War. To these are added

chapters upon the Israelites in Egypt, the land and the

people as they are to-day, and Christianity in Egypt. The

appendix contains a complete list of the kings and prefects,

and there is an excellent index.

l!7aturally a book of this kind comes with an added value

from one who has not only visited Egypt many times, but

has also studied Egvptology from the large and well-arranged

collection of antiquities at Didlington Hall, Lord Amherst’s

seat in Norfolk, where are preserved the papyri so well

described by Messrs. Newberry and Crum, and Drs. Grenfell

and Hunt. The illustrations, also, add much to the interest

of the book, the frontispiece, a fine reproduction of a head
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of Berenike, wife of Ptolemy Euergetes I, being especially

good. In the two maps -which are given, the use of two

colours in indicating the names, and the presence of the

original hieroglyphic forms, will probably be greatly ap-

preciated. It is needless to say that Lady Amherst has

chosen her authorities well, and has also been well seconded

by the members of her family.

When reading modern books upon Egypt, one cannot

help feeling regret that Egyptologists have discarded the

indications of vocalization, as given in the Greek forms of

the names, in favour of a sj’stem in which the vowel e takes

the place of the sound handed down by the Greek writers.

Amen, for instance, is probably right at the beginning of

a name, but Amon is the correct form at the end. In some

cases the Assyro-Babylonian forms, as given by the Tel-el-

Amarna tablets, and as they appear in certain historical

inscriptions, Babylonian trade and temple documents, and

Assyrian contracts, help us. Thus, instead of Ea, as a final

component, we ought apparently to read, with Maspero, Re.

Psemtek (Psammitichus) is possibly the Babylonian Pusa-

miski, Takelet appears as Taklata, Tefnekht as Tafanakhte’,

Shashanq as Susanqu, etc. More material is naturally

required before we can obtain really trustworthy forms, but

the indications which we already possess are not without

their value.

T. G. Pinches.

Les Debuts de i/Art en Egypte, par Jean Capart,
Conservateur adjoint des Antiquites egyptiennes des

Musees Royaux de Bruxelles. (Brussels : Vromont &
Co., 1904.)

This work, which is dedicated to Professor Flinders Petrie,

the pioneer of systematic research in the domain of Egyptian
art, is one of the most important contributions to the subject

which have been written. It gives detailed descriptions of

the various objects of early and primitive Egyptian art

treated of, and its 316 pages contain no less than 191 figures.
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'which, as many of them consist of several specimens, provide

a wealth of material for comparison— indeed, the total

number of objects reproduced falls not far short of a thousand.

Naturally such abundance of material adds not a little to

the value of the book, and when to this is added the fact

that it is very well printed, its importance for the subject

of which it treats can easily be estimated.

A considerable amount of difficulty exists with regard to

the date of these early monuments, and the author is inclined

to adopt, as a minimum, the fourth millennium B.c. as the

period to which they belong. For the beginnings of Egyptian

art, however, no such terminal date can be assigned, and

it may be necessary, with Professor F. Petrie, to go back

to 7000 B.c. for the date of the earliest objects of art of

w'hich he treats.

From certain of the statuettes of which reproductions are

given, M. Capart shows that some, at least, of the primitive

Egyptians painted their bodies, decorating them with various

designs and figures of animals. This section is treated of

at length, and the customs of other primitive nationalities in

the matter of persoiial decoration is referred to. Tattooing,

also, seems to have been used—Indeed, it is admitted that

the Egyptians of the classical epoch sometimes tattooed

themselves upon the breast or the arms with the names

or representations of divinities. Other personal adornments

were the plaiting of the hair, the wearing of wigs and

‘ transformations,’ and, in the case of men, coverings for

the hair, beard, and genital parts. Naturally, the numerous

pictures extant give many details of the dress of this

primitive period, and M. Capart is able to treat not only

of the personal ornaments of the people, such as rings,

bracelets, bangles, etc., but also of their clothing—the girdle,

the tress or pig-tail, the qarnuti or genital coverings, the

cloaks of skins, breeches (both short and long), mantles, etc.

Warriors or huntsmen wore also an animal’s tail attached

to their girdles. The form of this appendage implies that

it is the original of that with which the figures of gods and

kings are provided.
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The chapter on decorative art is naturallj- long and

instructive. The theory that this began with representations

of natural objects, which gradually assumed conventional

and ultimately geometrical shapes, is illustrated in the

strange forms of the Columbian alligator-ornament, and

the evolution of the human figure-ornament in Polynesian

art, etc. The objects of such decorations are fourfold

—

a purely artistic aim, the need of giving information by

means of certain characteristic designs, the desire of making
an imposing appearance, and the belief in the efficact' of

certain mystic and symbolical forms in religious and magical

ceremonies and influences. These are illustrated by the

finely-cut flint knives found in Egypt, in which portions

are chipped away so as to give a decorative effect, and by
the elaborate designs in animals, men, and geometric forms,

in the cases of knife-handles of a later date. Spoons, combs,

pins, pendants, palettes, sceptres, vases, basket-work, etc ,

all show how the Egyptians loved to decorate their belongings.

Their skill in work of this kind was often considerable, and
the pictures which they show frequently have an interest

beyond that of the mere design. They give us, for example,
pictures of the predecessors of the ships found on later

Egyptian monuments, of their dress, of their arms of oflFence

and defence, etc. Their love for animal forms and their

skill in reproducing them is a most noteworthy feature.

Cylinders, used apparently, as in Babylonia, as seals, with
human and animal forms, appear at this early date. As
potters’ marks a variety of forms was used—men, plants,
birds, animals (including the elephant), and insects. Among
the conventional signs used by the early potters are many
suggesting alphabetic forms such as those with which w'e
are all familiar, and the question naturallv arises, whether
we have to look for the origin of the Egyptian hieroglyphic
system of writing in these pottery-marks, as well as that of
the alphabets of Europe. M. Capart discusses the question
in full, quoting the opinions of Professor Petrie and others
but putting the case with admirable caution, such as the
subject requires.
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Not less interesting is the chapter dealing with sculpture

and painting, which shows excellently the origins of the

art, from the first rude flints cleverly chipped into the form

of animals, to the monuments of the early kings, which

include the beautiful ivory statuette of Cheops, and many

monuments showing the Egyptian type with which we are

so familiar. In this chapter are excellent reproductions of

those remarkable palettes of grey schist, and the mace-heads of

Nar-Mer, another king, which show styles of art differing

—

sometimes considerably—from that of the Egyptian sculptors

of the period and later.

After a short but interesting chapter upon dancing, music,

and poetry, the author states the general conclusions to

which he had come with regard to early Egyptian art. Its

origin was utilitarian, mingled almost everywhere with

a religious, or rather magical intention. Notwithstanding

the many examples of this period which have come to light,

its history is not by any means certain, and anthropologists

are still doubtful as to the race of the most ancient inhabitants

of the Nile Valley. It may be supposed, however, that there

was originally a black population as the base, insensibly

pushed towards the south by the white populations, which,

according to Maspero, established themselves from remote

antiquity upon the Mediterranean slopes of the Libyan

continent, and themselves came, perhaps, from southern

Europe, penetrating into the Nile Valley from the west or

south-west. It is to these populations from Libya that we

must attribute the brilliant civilization of the prehistoric-

burial-places whose monuments are dealt with in this book.

Among the problems touched upon, is that of the sudden

change which, at a given moment, appears in the art of

Egypt. This is the contrast, upon which the author has

often insisted, between private and royal monuments, and

between religious and profane art in that country. The

primitive inhabitants, moreover, knew nothing of the hiero-

glyphic writing used in Egj-pt, and suddenly this style of

writing appears ready developed. An ofiicial script attached

to an official religion, this complicated method was brought

j.r.a.!>. 190 .).
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from outside ready made—this can almost be affirmed with-

out hesitation—^but from what country did it come ? It

would seem probable that the Pharaonic invaders came from

Asia, perhaps from Axemen, and that they had an origin in

common with the Chaldeans. This, says M. Capart, would

explain the analogies which have been shown to exist

between the first Pharaonic monuments and the monuments

of Chaldea, notably the use of cylinder-seals, which, however,

soon disappeared in the valley of the Xile. There is also

one fact which is certain, namely, that these Semites did

not pass directly into Egypt— they ‘Africanized’ them-

selves before penetrating thither, as is proved by the flora

and fauna of the hieroglyphics. There were therefore two

styles of art—the primitive art horn in the north of Africa

which developed in the course of centuries, subjected to hut

little foreign influence ; and the pharaonic art whose origin

is unknown, hut which had already, when it entered Egj'pt,

become entirely stationary, and which served to express

extremely developed religious conceptions. The struggle

between these two styles of art, and the influences which

they exercised upon each other, are analogous to what took

place between the popular and the oflicial religions, between

the oflicial and the vulgar tongue. The history of these

struggles goes back to the most ancient periods of the

ancient empire.

There is no need to point out the value of this work—the

details which are here quoted speak for themselves. The

hook must be read through by the student to enable him

to obtain an idea of the monuments on which the theories

are based, and the value of the points put forward. Naturally

there is much that is uncertain, but wherever there is doubt
it is honestly stated.

T. G. Pinches.
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Japanese Grammar Self-Taught. By H. J. Weintz.

(^larlborough & Co., 1904.)

Japanese Grammar. By H. J. Weintz. Hossfeld’s Series.

(Hirsclifeld Brothers, 1904.)

Both these guides to colloquial Japanese are hy the same

author, hut neither is written upon the Hossfeld system.

Both hooks are unexceptionahlc, as far as they go, and the

phrases they contain are correct and useful. The system

adopted in them of teaching the language does not, however,

altogether commend itself to me, though it is the one

commonly used. It presents the grammar of Japanese upon

tlie plan of that of a Western language, and the greatest

difficulty that lies iu the way of acquiring a command of

correct and idiomatic speech is that of getting rid of European

modes of e.xpression, even of European modes of thought.

There are in Japanese none, practically, of the grammatical

conveniences of English, which has, perhaps, fewer than

most modern languages. These defects are made up for,

principally, hy a Japuno-Chiuese vocahulary, many of the

words of which have a very peculiar, almost, linguistically

speaking, technical connotation, and hy syntactical arrange-

ments which no existing treatise adequately presents. Were

I to write a Japanese grammar I should devote two-thirds of

my space to these subjects; the whole of the accidence

(so-called), including the verbal modes (which are merely

contracted locutions), could be easily exhibited in a dozen

pages. The materials, in a word, of the language are not

difficult to acquire ;
it is in their edification into sentences,

and of these into paragraphs, etc., that the real difficulties

lie, and very considerable they are, though to master enough

common Japanese for the purposes of the ordinary traveller

is a matter of no great achievement. In both these volumes

a good deal of syntactical information is given, hut a more

thorough analysis and parsing of the Japanese sentences and

extracts contained in them would have been an improvement.

The various uses of yoht, belcii, etc., of the verbal modes

in eba, rant, raruru, etc., the manifold uses of ho, etc., the
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manner of employment of Kongo words, and the ways in which

honour words and forms are made to express the difference

between meuni and tiiuin, might advantageousU’ be classitied

in ascending order of difficulty, while the elliptical and

allusive complexion, so to speak, of the language might well

be treated at some length. Only in this way can a naturnl

grammar of the language be constructed, a true analysis

presented, and an adequate introduction to its study,

however elementar3', prepared. Lastly, I have no doubt

that the Katakana syllabary—easily to be acquired with

a few hours’ patience—should be given
; it is a verv material

help to the student and even to the traveller, whose faulty

accent and pronunciation often make hi.s speech unintelligible

to the native unfamiliar with Europeans and their wavs.

F. Yktok DrcKiNs.

NaN-TcHAO Yf-CHE, it |g HlSTOlRF. PAKTId LIEUK
DU ^an-Tchao. Traduction d’une histoire de I’ancieii

Yun-nan, accompagnee d’une Carte et d’un T.exique
geographique et historique, par Camiij.e Sainsox,
Vice-Consul de France a Ho-k’eou. (Paris, 1904

;

Publications de I’Ecole des Langues Oriontales
Yivantes.)

For this cleverly arranged translation of a small Chinese
book on the history of Yunnan we are indebted to an official

of the French Consular Service who has been stationed some
six years at Laokai, a frontier post on the banks of tlie Red
River, between China and Annam. His work was stimulated,
as M. Sainson explains in his preface, by the idea of
a French railway on the eve, of construction from this point
to Yun-nan-fu, the capital of the Chinese province. The
wide and mountainous province of Yunnan, with its wild
borderlands stretching to Tibet, Assam, Burma, and Annam,
apart from its attractions for the railway proiector is
a most fascinating field for the ethnologist and historian
Marco Polo was the earliest European traveller in these
parts, and he gives a vivid picture of the manners and
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customs of the aboriginal tribes, wbicb bas been worthily

filled in by the learned commentaries of Colonel Yule, and

further developed by the latter scholar in bis introductory

essay to Captain Gill’s “ River of Golden Sand.” But our

knowledge bas been materially advanced during the quarter

of a century since the publication of Captain Gill’s narrative

by the travels of Margary, Baber, Bourne, and Hosie, of the

British Consular Service, and of several scientific explorations

starting from the Burmese side.

The French have been verj^ industrious meanwhile. The
enterprising travels of Lieutenant Francis Gamier and bis

companions in 18fiG-S resulted in a series of finely illustrated

volumes
; a special work, La Procinee ddnohe du Yunnan,

par Eniih' Rocher, was published in 1880, under the auspices

of Sir Robert Hart
;
and many other treatises have appeared

in Paris and French Indo- China which there is no space

to enumerate here. A memoir by Professor E. Chavannes

on the epigraphy of the Yan-chao kingdom, in the Journal

Adatique for 1900, may, however, he cited in this connection.

The Yan-chao kingdom, it is well known, was a con-

federation of six Shan tribes, founded by Sinulo, the chieftain

of the southern of the six tribes, in the year a.d. 649. His

original territory was on the head waters of the Red River

up to the modern Ta-li-fu, and the five other Chao chieftains

of kindred blood dominated the mountain gorges in the west

of the provinces of Yunnan and Ssuchuan, extending as far

north as Yueh-hi-t’ing on the upper borders of Ying-yuan-fu.

The founder Sinulo is said to have been a descendant in

the 36th generation of a grandson of the famous Asoka,

the king of Magadha in India
;

but this is probably no

more authentic than those of eight other lines, including

tliose of Tibet, China, Annam, and Ceylon, which are also

traced back here to eight other named grandsons of Asoka.

It has always been the fashion for Buddhist countries, on

adopting Buddhism, to recast their national traditions, and

to make their first king a descendant of the Sakyas or of one

of the illustrious monarchs of India.' The ancient Thai of

> Ct. Euckhiir- “ Life ot the Buddha ” (p. 232).
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Nan-chao, according to M. Sainson, appear to have possessed

an alphabet of Hindu origin, although previously acquainted

with the Chinese script. Their epigraphy, however, as

preserved on the few steles that have come down to us, is

entirely Chinese, and for a knowledge of their annals we

have only Chinese sources to refer to.

The little book, in two fascicules, which has been

translated, is a compilation by Yang Chen, a local Chinese

mandarin, published in 1550 ; revised and partially brought

up to date by Hu Wei in 1775 ; and recently reprinted

in a useful collection of Chinese books on the province

of Yunnan. The translator explains how he has been

induced to select it, in preference to more voluminous official

records, because it presents, “in spite of certain puerilities,”

a “ fairl}' complete tableau of the history of the province

from the beginning of its relations with the Chinese empire

to the foundation of the reigning dynasty of China, written

before the old memories of Yunnan had been entirely

forgotten.” Some of the obvious mistakes of the Chine.se

author are corrected by the translator in footnotes, such us,

for example, the name of Kammala, the eldest grandson of

Kublai Khan, who was viceroy of the province for three

years, which is always printed here Kau-la-ma. Some
confusion in the names of functionaries on p. 15, where the

titles have been evidently wrongly punctuated and mixed up
with the definition of the duties, might have been avoided b^'

reference to the Tang Shn, the contemporary Chinese annals

of the T’ang dynast}-^, the Kan-chao chapter of which has

been translated by Professor E. H. Parker in the Chinu
Rei'ieiv (vol. xix. No. 2, 1890). On the same page we notice
“ La reine s’appelle sin-mo, ou encore kieou-rno

; les concubines
royales tsin-Kou.” In the original annals these names arc
given as the native titles of the mother of the king (Chinese
tcang-nui) and queen (Chinese ./e/) respectively.

But such minor slips do not detract from the solid value
of the work as an important historical document. The table
of “Souverains du Yun-nan” at the end comprises nine
dynasties, with a continuously dated record of reigns from
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A.D. 649 to A.D. 1253. The last king was taken prisoner by
a Mongol general of the future Kublai Khan and deposed in

1253, alheit solaced with the title of maharaja, and restored

to his realm with the hereditary Chinese style of tsung-kuan,

or governor-general. His successors kept up the line of

tributary governors till 1382, when their territory was
finally absorbed into the Chinese Empire by the founder of

the Ming dynasty. The excellent lexicon of geographical and

historical names, ancient and modern, which follows, and the

clearly defined map “ pour servir a la lecture du Nan-tchao-

ye-she," printed in black, blue, and red, call for a word of

praise, and complete a well got up book, to which justice can

hardly be done in so short a notice.

S. W. B.

ARCHiEOLOGiCAL SuRVEY OF Ceylox. Epigraphia Zeylanica,

vol. i, part 1. Edited and tianslated by Don Martixo
DB ZiLV.A 'WicKRE.MASiNGHE, epigraph ist to the Ceylon

Government. (London, 1904.)

This volume is the first instalment of a collection of

ancient inscriptions in the island of Ceylon, published bv'

sanction of the Government, very much in the same manner
as the Epigraphia Indica. The learned editor, Don Martino

de Zilva Wickremasinghe, a native of Ceylon, has been

working during a number of years as assistant to the

Archaeological Commissioner, Mr. H. C. P. Bell, whose

interesting reports on the antiquities of the Kegalla and

Anuradhapura districts are well known to all those who
take an interest in Indian epigraphy.

The inscriptions published and translated iii this volume

were all discovered in the neighbourhood of Anuradhapura

between 1890 and 1900. Ko. 1 is an inscription on a granite

slab near the Jetuvanarama, written in Sanskrit prose, with

only a few Sinhalese words in it, like kiri, ‘a measure of

grain’ (Pali karisha), and purivahann, ‘a lay warden of

a monastic establishment.’ The name of the king not being
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"ivea in the inscription it is very difficult to find out the

date, but I think that Wickremasinghe is certainly not far

from the right time when he assigns it to the first half of

the ninth century a.d.

Then follow a number of cave inscriptions discovered at

Veisagiri (Mahavamsa, ed. Tumour, p. 123), about a mile to

the south-west of Anuradhapura, near the high road to

Kurunaegala.

They are very similar to those given in my Anckut

Inscriptions in Ceglon, p. 33, not only with regaid to their

general contents, hut even as far as the jjroper names are

concerned
;

AnikaUi Sana, as well as Cifrd, the wife of

Palikada and daughter of Snrnkitn or Sinkifa, occur in

both. The title Parninakn attaching to I'ulikada and

•Surakita, which I left untranslated here as well as in the

Tonigala inscription (No. 1), is rendered by Wickremasinghe

as ‘ His Eminence.’ It is the Skt. parainnka
; and the form

niajHiriim, which we find later on (Epigraphia Zeglmica, p. 26)

stands for malidparnmaka

.

On p. 23 S. W. gives us two slab-inscriptions which
have also been discovered at Wessngiraga in 1890. The
first belongs to Dappiila V (.t.n. 940-9-52), and contains

a grant of 200 kalandas to the Virankurd and Mnlasovihara

monasteries. The language and the contents are very
similar to those of the two great tablets at Amhasthala,
ISlihintale (No. 121 of my Ancient Inscriptions in Ceylon).

The translation as given by Mr. Wickremasinghe is, on the

whole, a very good one, only with regard to a few words
I beg to offer some suggestions.

The words Lak-div-polo-mehesana-pay-apttrcn in lines 4 5 are
rendered ‘ by lineal descent from the great lords of the soil

of the island of Lanka,’ and mehesana is said to be identical
with Skt. mahesana. In the note, however, the author
admits the possibility of identifying mehesana with the proper
name Mahdsena, and in this case would feel inclined to
translate the words in question ‘ lord of the soil of the island
of Lanka by lineal descent from Mahasena.’ I think that both
these translations must be rejected. In the note the author
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alludes to similar passages in the inscriptions of Ellewaewa

pansala, ilayilagastota, and Wewelkaetiya (A.I.G., Nos. 116,

120, 122). Especially the passage in the Mayilagastota

inscription strikes us by the similarity of the wording

:

(nj mehemn wu Lak i/iic po/oi/on parnpuren Itimi siti Gon hko

rnedna knshi upan .... aepa MUiinddhu wasin, ‘by the

aepii JLahinda, who was born in the womb of the anointed

queen Goa, chief queen to his Majesty the King, reigning on

Lanka’s ground by hereditarc’ succession.’ In the .same way
the passage in question of the Wessagiri inscription is to be

translated :
‘ Havino- been conceived in the womb of the

queen DevCi, (chief) queen to the great king Budda>i Sivi-

mhghop Abahrnj reigning on Laiika’s ground by hereditary

succession.’ I see no reason to translate vaejna by ‘ sub-

queen ’ as W. suggests. On the contrary, if she had really

been only the sub-queen, this would certainly not have been

mentioned in the inscription.

I think we ought to read mehemn instead of mehemna on

the Wessagiri slab, and this corresponds to Skt. mahishi,

Pali makes}, ‘ queen ’
;
poloyen and poloijon are instrumentals

from polo— pr ithie i, used in a locative sense. In modern

Sinhalese we have polpica, ‘earth.’ Sanahai/ in line 4 and

mnaha Galpota (No. 148), B 5, ‘having comforted,’ is to be

derived from snih and not from snd. The corresponding

modern Sinhalese is sanamnaira, ‘to comfort,’ and the change

of h to .5 is already found in Pali senesikn, ‘oily’ (ilahavagga

vi, 1, 4), which also derives from snih.

The second slab bears two separate inscriptions, both

referrino^ to benefactions made to the clergv of the monastery
D *

Bo-Fpulvan-Kasub-giri-Vehera. The king mentioned in

these inscriptions is called Siri-Saiigbo Abha Mihindu, and

AAickremasinghe, following the late Bi. Goldschmidt,

identifies him with Mahinda III. The name is given as

Mahinda IV on p. 30, but this must be a misprint, for it was

under Mahinda III that his commander-in-chief, Sena, led

a successful campaign against the Cola king ^ allabha,

according to Mahav^amsa 54, 12—16- It is the same Mahinda

who, in the 16th year of his reign, bestowed a grant on the
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viharas of Caityagiri anl Abhaj'aglri, as stated in the tablet-

of Ambastbala, Mihiatale (A.I.C
, 121).

Here we must leave Mr. Wickremasiughe’s most interesting

publication. It would be easy to write a long article in

discussion of the number of interesting points that he raises.

It is sufficient for the purposes of this notice to point out the

very great importance for Indian epigraphy and arclucology

of this publication. Xo other method of publication of

the priceless relics of antiquitj- found in Cevlon is of tin-

slightest use. All European scholars will be thankful to the

Government, which has hitherto done so little, though that

little has been of great value, for the history and literature

of the island.

E. Mnr.i.EU.

Berne, October, 1904.

The Book of Consoi..4Tions, or ihe P.\sn)KAL Episu.es

OF M.AR Ish6-YAHI!H of KfriiJ.AK.i IX Auiabenk.

Part I. By Philip Scott-Moxckieff, B.A. (Luzac,

1904.)

We must congratulate Mr. Scott-Moncrieff upon the useful

piece of work which he has undertaken to edit, and which,

to judge from the present volume, will be a highlv creditable

contribution for a young student. The letters in question

are from the pen of oue of the heads of the Nestorian Church
during the seventh century. He was of Persian origin,

a native of Kuphlaua, whose father took a sympathetic and
practical interest in the convent of Marga. He studied at

the famous school of Kisibis, and was appointed Bishop of

Mosul at an early age. In 628 he was promoted to be
Metropolitan, and about 644 he was elevated to the premier
position as supreme head of the Hestorian Church. His
numerous epistles accordingly may be divided into three
periods, and it is those written in the first period, whilst
Bishop, that are now published in full in the present volume
Mar Isho-yahbh’s epistles had long been known, thanks

to the indefatigable Assemani, who has given a brief abstract
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of them in the third volume of his Bibliotheca Orientali-s, but

for many years little further interest was taken in them.

Dr. Wright, in his Si/riac Literature, expressed the opinion

that a judicious selection of them would be worth printing,

and, more recently. Dr. Budge published a number of them

in bis Bool; of Governors. This scholar, in the course of

a residence at Mosul, had copies made of two modern MS.^.

containing the letters, and these—v\ith occasional reference

to the Vatican MS. used by Assemani— form the basis of

Mr. Scott-Moncrieff’s work.

Of the fifty which were written by Isho-yahbh whilst

Bishop, many are of considerable interest for the light they

throw upon contemporary ecclesiastical life. One letter, in

particular, refers to an important event which is chronicled

by Bar-hebraeus, namely, the attempt of the Jacobites to

build a church at Mosul. The historian states that the

worthy ecclesiastic bribed right and left to prevent the

completion of this undertaking, and in Letter Xo. xlii,

written to Mar Gabriel, the MetrojDolitan Bishop, Isho-yahbh

presents us with his view of the matter. In it he refers to

“the unscrupulous audacity of the Jacobites who attempted

to build a church in Mosul,” and “hints that they bribed

the ruling men of the city, that thej^ were helped by

a number of evil men who had formerly been Jacobites,

and that they were assisted also by the people of Tegrith

and by the agenev of Satan.” With Xestorian charitableness

he commences his letter by lamenting that “ his sinful lot

has made him dwell by the side of the nest of Satan where-

from yearly a brood of poisonous serpents and deadly vipers

pours forth.” In another letter (Xo. xiii), Isho-yahbh,

writing to bis namesake, the Batriarch and Catholicus of

the East, makes an apology for his flight from his diocese at

the time when war was being waged between the Byzantines

and Greeks. “The apology,” as the editor remarks, “is

verbose and full of vague explanations, which, however, fail

to convince the reader or an3’thing except that the Bishop

fled from his see just at the time when he was most needed.

When we consider that Isho-yahbh was a man of considerable
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wealth this is not to be wondered at, for both the pagan

Persians, who were his fellow-countrymen, and the Greeks,

their enemies, would regard the Usestorian Bishop as a

lawful prey.”

This volume is confined to the Syriac text only, but the

editor has prepared a careful abstract in English of each

letter which will suffice to give the ordinary reader

•d tolerably clear idea of Isho-yahbh’s character and views.

We may add that the Sj-riac is far from easv, and one is

rather tempted to suspect that in many cases the present

text by no means represents what was written down in the

original autographs of the Bishop. It inay be added that

the attempt to identify the Babylonian measure (jUf with

the Syriac cjtrUve (p. li) does not commend itself. The
Syriac term is doubtless identical with ijvnbhd, taken by
some to be I'lir, and it is the latter term, mentioned in

the same context, which has been plausibly derived from
the Babylonian.

S. A. C.

CoJiPExnious Syriac GRAvniAK. By Theoook NfinnEKE.
Tianslated fiorn the second and improved German
edition by Ja.me.s A. Crichton, D.D, rWilliams &
Aorgate, 1904.)

Among all the Aramaic dialects which have flourished from
the earliest known inscriptions of the ix-viii century b.c.
down to the Neo-Syriac spoken by the scanty communities
of the present day, classical Syriac, the language of Edessa
and its neighbourhood, occupies the most promin°ent position
Although Aramaic was once the Ungua /ranca over a large
portion of the Nearer East, it is only in those districts where
it was used for literary purposes that it has left its mark
and were it not for the fact that Syriac nlavs ar, ’w, * 1

part m the literary history of Christianity, we may doubt
whether it would have succeeded iu attaining anv eminence
whatever.
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S5"riac literature as a whole does not excite one’s

enthusiasm. There is little originality or freshness in the

greater part of it. “ lYhat we have in Syriac,” remarks

a Syriac scholar, “ is practicallj' nothing more than the

contents of a very tine monastic lihrar}’.” ^ There are, of

course, some A erj' notable exceptions, and it is far from oui

intention to minimise the importance of the language from

either a literary or philological point of view. Thus, to

mention only one feature, for its versions of the Bible—and

the Syriac has been styled ‘‘ the Queen of Versions ”—the

language has paiticular claims to the attention of the

theological student, and every serious theologian should he

equipped with a knowledge of it, however slight.

Beginners, who are confined to English, have been

restricted to Nestle’s introductory work (2nd ed., 1889),

which in several respects is the most convenient of grammars.

It is undoubtedly best adapted for elementary studj',

whilst Brockelmaiin’s somewhat more elaborate handbook,

distinguished for its extremely full and useful chrestomathy

(1899), is as yet published only in German. There was

no critical or complete work for students until Professor

Noldeke published his Kurzoefassfe Si/risc/ie Grammati]; in

188U, and it at once took the first place in this particular

department of Semitic study. As every student has found,

it is indispensable, and we know of at least one w ho acquired

German in order to be able to use it. Its place in S\’riac

studies is as pre-eminent as AVright’s Grammar revised hr-

Robertson Smith and Be Goeje in the realm of Arabic, and

it is with particular pleasure that we welcome the familiar

work in an English dress at last. Obviously it is a distinct

advantage to have the work in Engli.sh for English eyes,

and one is indebted both to the translator for the care he

has taken in the preparation of the translation, and to

the publishers for their spiritedness in undertaking the

publication of a work which, in spite of its lasting value,

can never have a ver}’ extensive sale.

F. C. Burkitt, Eurhi Ea-f/’-'n Ch

.

p. l-iG.
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The English translation, it must he emphasized at the

outset, is not from the old edition. The votenm Orientalist

modestly tells us that although he did not reckon upon the

necessity for a new edition arising dining his lifetime, he

had noted down many additions and improvements in hi.s

own copy. A good deal of this material has been used iji

the new edition, and a comparison with the old shows that

numerous iraprovement.s in points of detail have been

advantageously introduced. Dr. Crichton, too, has been at

pains to render the mass of material more readily accessible

than it was in the past. The very full table of contents has

been supplemented by the insertion of its items throurrhout

the book in the form of rubrics to the ‘several sections.

Further, Dr. Crichton has drawn up a complete index of the

passages cited in the course of the work, an addition for

A hich those ^\ho use the book regularly will be .sincerelv

grateful. On the other hand, it has not been thought
necessary to append an index of word.s or forms, such as is

to be found in the companion work, the Hebrew Grammar
of Gesenius, be Ivautzsch

; but most students are already
aware that in many cases the necessary reference can be
found by turning up the word in Brockelmann’s Lexicon.'
The present edition, in the German, is dedicated to

Professor Guidi, through whose communications, bv the
way, the section on the Tone -36) has been consid^ably
developed. In Part II (The Morphology) more notice has
been taken of Assyriolog}^ a new and significant feature to
which the author himself calls attention in his preface
(p. xiv). Many Syriac words now prove to be loan-words
from the Assyrian,^ but in the case of some alleged examples
we are warned that “it is perhaps a matter of doubt whet^r
the supposed borrower may not be the lender, or whether
the words concerned may not be part of a common stock

”

^ One would have been glad aUo ol a s

to such details as Hebraisms, differences

punctuation, etc., etc.

ubject index, e.-^.

between Eastern’
tor references

and Western

2 E.g., ieladda, ‘ corpse,’ from the Ass.
very doubtlully derived Irom crKeXtTov.

sulamttt (p. .)§)
; gjj-jjgj. g^yon
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The first alternative, however, is beset with peculiar difficulty,

inasmuch as our knowledge of Aramaic previous to the

period of the Zenjirli inscriptions is practically nil.

The extremely full treatment of Syriac syntax has always

constituted pei-haps the most valuable feature of the whole

work, and in the present edition this part has been enlarged

by the addition of many fresh examples. In accordance

with the original plan, the examples are drawn from the

oldest specimens of Syriac (e.g., the Peshitta version of the

Bible, Aphraates, etc.), since at an early' date Sywiae style was

much influenced by Greek models. But even in the case of

this older literature a certain amount of criticism is requisite.

“ The Sy'riac Old Testament,” writes Professor Noldeke

(Preface, p. xiii), “frequently' approximates the original

Hebrew text too closely
;

and precisely because of the

intimate relationship of the languages, we sometimes find

ourselves at a loss as to whether the veibal reproduction is

still in conformity with the true Syriac idiom, or is really

a Hebraism.” Further, considerable use has been made

of the Syriac versions of the Synoptic Gospels, and one

extremely' important novelty is the careful collation of the

ordinary' Peshitta text with its more ancient form as

preserved in the Curetonian and Sinaitic MSS., whose text

in some cases shows fewer marks of dependence upon Greek

style.'

In conclusion, we may' note that the fine table of

alphabets by Julius Euting has been increased by the

addition of three new columns reproducing the old Aramaic

forms upon the Zenjirli, Teima, the Nabataean, and the

Palmyrene inscriptions. The value of these inscriptions

for comparative Aramaic grammar is recognised by every-

one, but Professor Noldeke has adhered to his original plan,

and has refrained almost entirely from touching upon this

intricate subject. His own (Mandaean Grammar (18(6) is

still the most accessible and valuable book for tbe purpose,

but numerous Aramaic texts and inscriptions have been

* E.g-., contrast the use of au in imitation of the Greek Ij -n-ith the purely

Sjriac idiom uuii dc- (p. 196, n. !)•
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published during the last thirU' years, and it is known that

the author has modified some of his earlier views. Ever\

branch of Semitic studj- has been indebted at one time or

another to Professor Xoldcke, and the welcome apj^earance

of a revision of his Syriac Grammar inspires the hope tliat

comparative Aramaic grammar may yet receive the stimulus

it requires by at least a new edition of the handbook
referred to.

S. A. Cook.

ChINESISche AnsKHTEN UBEK PnONZKTHo.MMEI.X. Yoi!

Fiuedkich IIiRTH. (Leipzig, 1904.)

A magnificent work was published at Leipzig in 1902
under the title of “ Alte Metalltrommeln uus Siidost-Asien,”

by Franz Heger, of Vienna, with an atlas of forty-five plates,

in which the author gives tlie results of eigliteen rears’

researches on the bronze drums which are found in the
islands of the East Indian Archipelago, as well as on the
mainland in the Indo-Chinese countries and within the
southern and western borders of China proper. The various
types of these drums are figured in the atlas, and the motives
of their decoration, which are often of a curiously primitivi-
character, are carefully analyzed and described in the text.
The larger museums of Europe were visited for the purpose,
among others the British IMuseum and the Victoria and
Albert Museum at South Kensington, in each of which two
of these drums are exhibited

; while fourteen of the plates
are copied from the Hsi CWlmj Ku Chint, the sumptuous
catalogue of the palace collection at Peking which was
printed in the reign of the Emperor Ch’ien-lun”o-.

Drs. A. B. Meyer and W. Foy had already published
a work on the subject under the title of “Bronz^pauken aus
Sudost-Asien,” with thirteen plates, at Dresden in 1897 •

and Professor J. J. M. de Groot an article in the Proceedings
of the Eoyal Academy of Sciences at Amsterdam in 1898
entitled “De antieke Keteltrommen in den Oost-indischen
Archipel en op het vasteland van Zuidoost-Azie ” Professor
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Hirth had previously written an interesting letter to Herr

Heger in 1894, when he was stationed at Chungking in

Western China, which was subsequently printed by the

writer at Berlin in 1896 in the “Bastian Festschrift.” This

letter has been criticised by Professor de Groot, who complains

of the obscurity of some of the Chinese references, and the

work under review is mainly an amplification of the said

letter in the form of a running commentary, accompanied

by a series of quotations of original Chinese texts.

One of the most important problems for solution is whether

the peculiar decoration of these drums was independently

evolved by the Shan, Karen, Miao-tzu, and other aboriginal

tribes who still use them, or whether it was derived from

Chinese or Indian sources. The terrain happens to be, by

the way, precisely that to which some prehistoric authorities

ascribe the invention of bronze, but there is no time for

the discussion of such recondite questions here. Professor

Hirth, in the course of his literary rambles, unearths from

an old Chinese book the remarkable views of Feng-hu-tzn,

a Chinese philosopher of the fifth century before Christ,

which might be compared with certain well-known passages

of Hesiod and Lucretius on the sequence of stone, bronze,

and iron in the history of human civilization. His views

of Chinese culture are stated in the following abstract :

—

(1) The Stone or Primeval Age, extending from the

earliest rulers down to Huang Ti, the “ Yellow Emperor.

(2) The Jade (Nephrite) Age, from the “Yellow Emperor”

(b.c. 2491-2389) to Yii the Great (b.c. 1989-1982).

(3) The Bronze Age, extending from the time of Yii

to that of Feng-hu-tzu, i.e. from the twentieth century to

about 500 B.c.

(4) The Iron Age, or “ our own time.”

The sequence is identical with that of the palaeolithic,

neolithic, bronze, and iron periods of European culture, and

Professor Hirth hazards the suggestion that the dates may

also, perhaps, be taken as more or less approximate.

J.R.A.S. 1903.
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The drums are not all ancient. They are still made in

the present day in Canton and decorated there with spraj’s

of flowers of the four seasons, fishes and dragons, varied

emblems of happiness and longevity, and other well-worn

motives of modern Chinese art. One such drum figured

in Heger’s album on pi. xxix, and now in the museum at

Vienna, is dated the twelfth year of the reign of Tao-kuang

(a.d. 1832), although the inscription is strangely passed as

undecipherable. A sketch of the modern process of manu-

facture by the cire perdne process is quoted from a letter

written by the late Mr. J. Anderson, Director of the Indian

Museum in Calcutta, in which he savs :
—“ The larse kettle

drum of bronze, of which you have sent me a sketch, i-s

a Karen gong, made by the Karen hill tribes, who inhabit

the mountains of Burma. Drums have been made there

for generations, and one of them is still provided as part of

the dowry of a Karen girl of good family. The frogs on

the top and all the ornamentation are cast in one piece.

A clay core is first made of the size of the inside of the

gong, and on this wax is placed and correctl}’ modelled

to the exact shape, and covered with the appropriate

ornamentation. When the wax model is finished, fire-clay

and water are dashed on to the face of the wax with

a brush—the clay and water being thrown with great force

penetrate into all the small hollows and angles of the

wax. iXore coarse clay is laid on outside to give strength.

The wax is then melted and the mould made nearly red

hot. The metal is then poured in.”

S. W. B.

CaTALOGUS DER MuXTEN EN AmvlETTEN VAX Chixa, Japax,
Corea, ex Anxam. Door H. N. Stuart, Ambtenaar
voor Chineesche Zaken, Secretaris van bet Bataviaasch
Genootschap van Kiinsten en Wetenschappen. (Batavia,
1904.)

The numismatic collection of the Academy of Arts and
Sciences at Batavia has lately been enriched by the addition
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of two extensive private gatherings of Far Eastern coins,

and it has been found necessarj’- to publish the special

catalogue which is now before us, which is devoted entirely

to the coins and medals of China, Japan, Korea, and Annam.

In the pre-\dous catalogue by Sir. J. A. van der Chijs,

published in 1896, these countries were included in the

general series, and were represented by 491, 124, 19, and

69 numbers respectively. The present catalogue has 1735,

159, 749, and 240 number.s, so that the collection has been

more than quadrupled in the interval.

The catalogue opens with an ingenious arrangement of

diagrams and combination figures, fourteen pages long,

explanatory of a complicated sj’stem of lettering and

ciphering which has been adopted in Batavia, to classify

the number of the dots, crescents, and straight lines that

are often found on the field of Chinese coins, and their

various positions in relation to the square hole in the centre.

The signification of these marks is not known, but they

serve to multiply varieties for some collectors. The coins

with the inscription E'ai yuan t’ung pao, for example,

attributed to Kao Tsu of the T’ang dynasty (a.d. 618-627),

are increased in this way to no less than 112 varieties, in

addition to nine further varieties depending on slight

differences in the pencilling of the Chinese characters.

The infinite pains of a Dutch mind are required to register

all such minutiiE, which hardly appeal to ordinary mortals.

A few of the rarer coins numbered in the catalogue are

represented only by an “ Afdruk in Papier, which may

be taken to be, I suppose, a rubbing on paper made in

Chinese fashion. A short bibliography is attached, which

includes one Japanese book on coins, but not a single

Chinese numismatic work. Original research, in fact, is

not a special feature of the volume, although the author

is careful to refer to any article in which the coin described

by him has been previously figured, and thus supplies the

absence of plates in his own catalogue.

The Chinese coins are supplemented by a representative

series of the silver dollars and subsidiary coins issued towards
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the end of the nineteenth centur}' in the provincial capitals

of Kwangtung, Hupeh, Fukien, Kiangnan, Anhwei, and

Kirin
;
and in the Peiyang and Fengt’ien arsenals. These

have scarcely been noticed before in numismatic hooks.

The smallest silver coins issued by these mints are, however,

20 cents, 10 cents, and 5 cents, being equivalent to T, -p'^,

and of the corresponding dollar. This is proved by their

inscriptions, which are 1 mace 4'4 candarins, 7 "2 candarins,

and o'6 candarins respectively, while the dollar is inscribed

7 mace 2 candarins. Here they have all been catalogued,

by a little slip, as j, and y~ of the dollar.

There is no space left to refer to the many excellent points

of the hook, which is fairly well printed, and is altogether

an acceptable addition to the numismatic literature of the

Far East.

S. AV. B.

The Voyages of Pedro Fernandez de Quiros, 159o

TO 1606. Translated and Edited by Sir Clements

Markham, K.O.B., P.R.G.S., President of the Hakluyt

Society. Two vols. (Hakluyt Society, 1904.)

Pedro Fernandez de Quiros was by birth a Portuguese,

but became, while still a lad, a Spanish subject, through

the union of Spain and Portugal under Philip II in 1580.

Of his earlj' life nothing is known ;
but at 30 years of age

he was already a skilled pilot, and when Alvaro de Mendana.

who had received a commission to colonize the Solomon

Islands, which he had discovered in 1565, sailed from Peru

in 1595, Quiros went with him as chief pilot and captain

of the San Jeronimo, which was accompanied by three

other ships. As Mendana’s wife and her two brothers

formed part of the expedition, besides a camp master

who was a fire-eater, the chief pilot’s position was in the

last degree unpleasant. At Santa Cruz, a new discovery,

the enterprise culminated in the murder of the camp
master, the deaths of Mendana and his brother-in-law

Don Lorenzo, and the succession of the widow. Dona Isabel,
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to the command (for whicli she was quite unfitted)

;

followed hy a disastrous voyage to Manila. It was while

on this expedition that Quiros conceived his grand project

of adding to the dominions of Spain the vast southern

continent which he was convinced existed, extending as far

as the South Pole. Through the good offices of the Pope,

Quiros obtained from Philip III (who had succeeded his

father in 1598) a royal order to the viceroy of Peru to fit

out two ships for the projected expedition
;
and after much

disappointment and delay he left Callao in December, 1605,

in command of two ships and a launch to seek for his new
continent. His second in command was the able sailor and

pilot Luis Vaez de Torres, and he had in the ships other

faithful friends and supporters, hut also several enemies,

who stirred up mutiny and disaffection, and to whom was

largely due the failure of the expedition. On 26th January,

1606, Quiros was in 26° S. ; and had he continued on his

course he would have discovered New Zealand
;

but he

changed his course northwards, and his chance was gone for

ever. After discovering a number of small islands, at the

beginning of May, 1606, the largest island of the New
Hebrides group was reached, and Quiros thought that he

had found his continent. Having anchored in the port of

Vera Cruz, in the great bay of St. PhUip and St. James, the

discoverer, with much pomp and ceremony, took possession

in the names of the Church, the Pope, and the King, of
“

all this region of the south as far as the Pole, which from

this time shall be called Austrialia del Espiritu Santo, with

all its dependencies for ever and so long as right exists.”

(The name “ Austrialia,” Quiros explains in one of his many
memorials to the King, was bestowed to commemorate the

connection of Austria with Spain. Probably he wished to

give it a name of his own creation, “ Terra Australis ”

having figured on maps since 1570.) On the 8th of June
the fleet left the port to complete the discovery

;
but a storm

arose, the ships got separated, and Quiros returned to Peru,
to learn later that his lieutenant Torres had reached Manila,
alter discovering a large part of the southern coast of New
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Guinea, having also passed through the strait that now bears

his name and seen Australia, though he did not know it.

The rest of Quiros’s life was one series of bitter disappoint-

ments, and “ he died at the age of fifty, quite worn out and

driven to his grave by Councils and Committees, with their

futile talk, needless delays, and endless obstruction.”

In these two volumes Sir Clements Markham has ofiveno
translations of the narratives of the two expeditions in

which Quiros took part, and various connected documents,

the whole forming a record of much interest. Quiros was

fortunate in having as his companion and amanuensis the

young poet Belmonte Bermudez; and his journal of the

two voyages, which occupies the whole of the first volume,

is most graphic in its details. Space will not allow of

quotation; hut I may mention that on p. 28 there is a

description of the breadfruit—one of the earliest probably

;

and on p. 196 the process of distilling fresh water from

salt is described— also an early instance. Sir Clements

Markham’s introduction is excellent, the comparative list

of maps and bibliography by Mr. Basil Soulshy are mo^t

useful, and the maps contained in a pocket in the cover are

very helpful, the facsimiles of the old Spanish ones being

especially interesting.

I wish I could accord unqualified praise to these volumes
;

but I think it only right to point out some of their defects.

In the first place, the different narratives here translated are

not as fully connected as they ought to he, bv means of

cross-references in footnotes ; and in the case of Torquemada’s

account of the voyage of Quiros we have in the footnotes

passages quoted from the other narratives here given, hut

with no references to pages, and the translations being

entirely different. This lack of cross-reference to parallel

passages has led to some very strange blunders, as I shall

show below. Another fault is that there is no attempt to

identify or explain the various native words recorded by
the diarists. For instance, we have a word denotin o-

some title of honour for a chief spelt jaurlqui (pp. 41^ 92.

143), jalique (p. 225), telique (p. 358), and taliquen (p. 434),
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all being apparently variants of one and tbe same Polynesian

word, but all entered separately in the index, as well as

tauriqui, which form, a footnote on p. 92 tells us, occurs in

Mendana’s first voyage. On pp. 251, 485, and 503, we are

told of the hoisting b}' Quiros over his new-found island of

the Spanish flag bearing the ro3’al arms, with the two

columns (of Hercules) and the (motto) “Plus ultra”
;
but all

three passages are so printed, with no explanation, not even

the words I have put in parentheses, that one wonders if the

translator understood what was meant
;

at anj' rate, in the

index is the marvellous entry “ Plus ultra, continent ”
! In

the description of the breadfruit on p. 28, ‘ pineapple ’ should

be ‘pine cone,’ and ‘white food’ should be ‘blancmange’ (see

New Eng. Diet., s.v.). On p. 29 we read:—“They found many

caves full of a kind of sour dough, which the Chief Pilot tasted.

There is another fruit,” etc. The parallel passage on p. 269

says, “in the pots and in cavities were found certain sour

fruits,” which shows that masa cannot here mean ‘dough.’

It must mean ‘ mass ’ or ‘ mace,’ or it may be the Portuguese

uiagd,
‘

apple.’ Again, on p. 50 we read :
“ There are large

and red amaranths, greens, and a sort of calabash,” etc. The

parallel passage on p. 269 sa3's: “As regards vegetables,

I only knew of amaranth, purslaite, and calabashes ”
;
auu

a further one on p. 481 reads :
“ The vegetables that were

seen were calabashes, great hledas, much jmtrslane.” In all

three passages verdolago should have been rendered ‘ purslane.

But what are we to say of amaranth as a vegetable ! In the

third passage, it will be seen, ‘ hledas ’ takes the place or

‘ amaranths.’ This should be hledos, a word which occurs,

untranslated, on p. 86 ,
and the English equivalent of which

is ‘blites’ (see N.E.D., s.v.). On p. 431 we read of the

soldiers “arriving at the ships tired, worn-out, with their

feet bruised b3
' the jiggers on the beach between the water

and the rocks.” One wonders how jiggers came to be in

such a place, and how they could ‘ bruise ’ men’s feet

;

but the m3’stery is explained 63' a passage on p. 215,

where we are told of these same men that “ the sea

urchins on the beach hurt their feet.” In both cases
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the original has erizos. On p. 307 ‘jiggers ’ occurs again,

as the translation of rodadores (lit. ‘ rotators,’ which

the jiggers are not, I believe) ; and finally on p. 485,

and this time correctly, as the equivalent of niguas.

The passage on this last page is by itself a proof that

the erizos of p. 431 could not be jiggers, for in it Quiros,

expatiating on the advantages of his ‘ Austrialia,’ says

:

“ I have not seen .... the ants that are ver}’

hai’mful in houses and to fruits, nor jiggers, nor ticks,

nor mosquitos.” (In the translation the words ‘and to

fruits ’ and ‘ nor ticks ’ are omitted — bv an oversight,

apparently.) On p. 267 we read :
“ The cocoa-nuts, when

green, serve as cardos and for cream ”
;
and to the word

rurdos is the footnote “ Thistles ; teazel.” This explanation

is erroneous, as shown bj'^ the parallel passage on p. 480,

which says of the coconuts : “ When they are green

they serve instead of artichokes, and the pulp is like

cream.” (I here enter a protest against the ridiculous

spelling ‘ cocoa-nut,’ which occurs almost throughout the

work.) On p. 51 we find the statement: “There are

aloe trees, much denmjagua, from which they make their

cords and nets,” etc. A footnote to demajagua says that

it is “ not a Spanish word.” Though so printed in

Zaragoza, it should be ‘ de majagna,’ the first word being

the Spanish preposition, and the second being evidently

identical with magdgua, which Minsheu, in his Vocabularium

Hispanico- Latinum et Anglicum (1617), vaguely explains

as “ Fructiis quidani in India.” Another instance of the

translator’s having been misled by the original occurs on

p. 505, where Quiros is made to tell the King of Spain

that “ The Indies form a grain of land more than 8,000
leagues in circuit,” etc. It is true that Zaragoza has
“ UH gram de tierra,” and the translation is accurate,

but the statement is an absurdity. I suspect a copyist’s

error, and that Quiros really wrote “ unn gran tierra ”

(“a great territory”). In one case the translator seems
to have gone out of his way to blunder, viz., on p. 51,

where we read: “They make great use of a root which
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is also used in the East Indies, called betel, and in the

Philippines huMo. It is a cordate-shaped leaf” etc. The

word rendered ‘root’ is comida, ‘food.’ Another example

of erroneous literal translation, like the ‘ white food
’

mentioned above, is that of ‘black swords’ (p. 223),

which a footnote suggests were “probably wooden swords

for teaching the drill.” As a matter of fact, enpada negra

is a foil, e&pada hlanca being a real sword. It is funny

to read (as on pp. -34, 57, 247) of common soldiers being

addressed by their superiors as “ 3'our worship,” “ your

mercies ”
: of course, mem merced must, in such cases, be

rendered simply by ‘ you.’ Here and there we find words

left in the original Spanish, for no apparent reason, such

as con cajas (‘with beat of drum’), p. 350; camarones

(‘prawns’), p. 187; cdbaricoqim (‘apricots’), p. 269; and

several of the names of fishes on p. 481, and the place-

names on pp. 471-474. On the other hand, some words

are translated where the original would have been better

left: such as ‘indigo’ on p. 51 ior Jiguikte and anil, and

‘ crocodile ’ on p. 145 for caiman. I have noticed a few

misprints, such as Hiliascns for Hibiscus, and Nepliilium

for Nephelium (p. 274), ‘currants’ for ‘currents’ (p. 223).

The statement on p. 469 that “All the maps,” of which

facsimiles are given, “are signed by Diego de Prado y
Tobar, who thus claims to be their author,” is incorrect,

onl}^ one bearing his signature, and also (as should have

been mentioned) the date 13th December, 1606. These maps

were sent to Spain in 1613, according to the Introduction,

but in 1614 according to p. 469. Diego de Tobar himself,

in his letters printed on pp. 511-513, states that he sent

them by the late viceroy of India, Ruy Lourenco de

Tavora, who, we learn from Portuguese authorities, left

India in the N.S. do Cabo in January, 1613, but did not

reach Portugal until September, 1614. I may point out

that the story about the elephant and the crocodile on

p. 145 is very similar to that told by Pedro Teixeira

(see p. 225 of the Hakluyt Soc. translation). Yet one

writer places the occurrence in 1596, the other in 1600

!
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Neither, however, professes to have been an eye-witness of

the event.

Donald Ferguson.

Manuel d’Assyriologie, Fouilles, Ecriture, Langut,-,

Litterature, Geographie, Histoire, Religion, Institutions,

Art, par Charles Fossey. (Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1904.)

This work, which contains 470 pages, three plans, and

a map by J. Lesquier, promises to be one of the most

thorough which has ever been presented to the public. The

volume now issued is devoted to “Explorations et Fouilles,

Dechiffrement des Cuneiformes, Origine et Histoire de

TEcriture.” Beginning (after a short chapter upon the

general aspect of the ruins) with Benjamin of Tudela, the

author recounts the successes of each explorer in turn,

ending with Lehmann and Belck, De Morgan, Peters,

Hilprecht, and Haynes. Other names will have to be

added to these when accounts of their labours are pub-

lished, but it may be noted that Botta, Place, Layard,

Oppert, Rassam, G. Smith, Loftus, and all the brilliant

army of explorers have their place, and their labours are

all enumerated with wonderful conciseness.

After the excavators, the names of the decipherers claim

attention. The author naturally cites Pietro della Valle,

and reproduces the five characters which he copied, placing,

however, Herbert, “who was, perhaps, the first (1634) to

put forward an opinion concerning the cuneiform characters,’'"

before him. Pietro della Valle’s letter referring to the

Persian cuneiform script was written in 1621, but not

published until 16o8.

Grotefend, the father of Assyriology (as the study is

not altogether correctly called), occupies the first place,

and after him are cited, among others to whom allusion

cannot be made here, Saint-Martin, Rask, Lassen, Hincks.

Rawlinson, Oppert, and "Wall. It is gratifying to notice

the fair way in which Rawlinson’s claim to have worked out

the decipherment of the Persian cuneiform independently

is treated.
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But the stud}' of the old Persian, which paved the way

for the decipherment of the other two scripts, is hut the

preliminary to the chapters upon the work done in other

branches of the domain of Assyriology, in which, among the

brilliant band of pioneers and students such as Grotefend,

Rawlinson, Hincks, Norris, Oppert, Sayce, Weissbach, and

others, the name of "VVestergaard (1844) looms largest. He,

however, was greatly indebted to Sir Henry Rawlinson’s

squeezes, published and studied by Norris.

In the decipherment of tlie third language, Semitic

Babylonian, it is interesting to note that here, too,

Grotefend came first
;

and though he sometimes went otf

on the wrong track, he nevertheless was able, at times,

to gain the right road. He recognized (1819) the nature

of the Babylonian tablets since called ‘contracts,’ and

distinguished the names of the witnesses. Merit is due to

him on account of his comparison of the difiereiit styles

of Babylonian writing then known to scholars (though the}'

differ from each other considerably), and to this study Botta

and Longperier also contributed. It was the Irishman

Hincks, however, who made the most progress therein, and

notwithstanding many unavoidable errors, his work is such

as to command the highest admiration. Rawlinson, Oppert,

Fox Talbot, Menant, Schrader, and others finish this chapter.

It seems to me, however, that M. Fossey somewhat minimizes

the value of the Greek transcriptions of Babylonian tablets

published in 1902 by Professor Sayce and the writer of the

present notice. Surely it is something to know for certain

that besides t and p the Assyro-Bab} lonians had also the

sounds of th and ph (or/'). But for the defective nature of

the Greek alphabet, these transcriptions would also have

furnished information upon the pronunciation of the sibilants,

which is badly needed.

Such are the contents of the first two books. The thiid

deals with the orio’in and history of the cuneiform character,

the ideographic nature of which, at first denied, was estab-

lished by Oppert. Here we come forth from the domain of

the first tentative efforts to find the values of the characters
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and the meanings of the words into the researches of to-day,

and we realize that, whilst satisfactory progress has been

made in deciding the modern equivalents of words in Semitic

Babylonian, and also, to a certain extent, in Sumero-

Akkadian, we are far from possessing the material necessary

to write a complete history of the script. M. Fossey rejects

the attempt made by Professor Delitzsch in 1897-8 to

analyse the cuneiform writing. For him, of the 500

characters of which the cuneiform script consists, not forty

are simple characters, the remaining 460 being made up

from these by composition and b}' the use of ‘ motives
’

and numbers. There is no doubt that Delitzsch is to

a great extent right in his explanations—indeed, his are in

a measure the principles which have guided Assyriologists

in explaining the origin of their sign-list
;
but there is no

doubt that, in many cases, other explanations than those

which he has proposed will have to be sought. A very

interesting examination of the question is given by the

author of the book now being noticed.

The remaining chapters, three in number, are devoted to

a consideration of the Sumerian origin of the Babylonian

writing, in which the theory' of Halevy that the Sumero-

Akkadian language was nothing but an ‘ allography ’ is

fully discussed, with the only result possible, namely', its

rejection. M. Fossey contributes some interesting arguments

in favour of the view generally held that the non-Semitic texts

undoubtedly show a real language, not the least important

being those Greek transcriptions of Baby'lonian inscriptions

already referred to. The final chapter of this volume treats

of the Babylonian origin of the Siisian and the Persian

sty'les of writing. With regard to the former this has

never been in question, but the connection of Old Persian

cuneiform with that of Babylonia is doubtful.

In conclusion, it may be said that this is one of the most
intelligent compilations concerning cuneiform research that

has ever been penned, and the whole series of volumes
will doubtless become a general book of reference. There
is a most excellent bibliography' of o4 pages and a good
“dex. T. G. PixcHES.
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The Babylonian Expedition of the University of

Pennsylvania, edited by H. V. Hilprecht. Yol. X

:

Business - documents of Murasu Sons of Xippur

(Darius II). B}" the Eev. A. T. Clay, Ph.D.

(Philadelphia, 1904.)

This new instalment of the discoveries of the American

Expedition at NifFur (as Nippur was most likely pronounced)

consists of no less than 1-32 tablets, for the most part rather

closely written, and therefore of some length. Twelve

selected texts are translated, and it is clear from these

that the whole is an exceedingly important and varied

collection, the leasing of the fish-ponds by Bel-nadin-sum

to Ribat, the hire of small cattle by Bel-supe-muhur to

Ahu-sunu, and the release for trespass granted by Baga’-

data’ to Bel-nadin-sum being especially interesting.

It is not possible to go through this important collection

in anything like detail, but there are many things which are

worthy of notice—linguistic, geographical, sociological, and

legal. Of special interest are the personal names, some of

which are accompanied by Aramaic transcriptions, in the

dockets with which several of the tablets are inscribed. As

these have considerable importance and attract attention,

both the editor of the texts and of the series of volumes in

whicli they are included discuss briefly their nature and

bearing.

In the population inhabiting the district from which

these tablets came, Professor Hilprecht recognizes Baby-

lonians, Cassites, Persians, Medians, and even Indians.’

The mountainous tribes of Asia Minor— among them

Tibarenians and Hittites— are also referred to, together

with Ammonites, Moabites, Jews, Edomites, Egyptians,

and other nationalities.

The Aramaic dockets which are found on several of

the tablets sometimes furnish, like numerous others from

Babylonia and Assyria, valuable information concerning the

^ In the preceding (ninth) volume. Thh, word is there gi^cn dl^Kutdau^
‘ settlement of Indians ’ (Hilprecht).
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readings of Babylonian and other names, and are in many
cases useful in checking the readings and transcriptions

of those and other words in general. One of the most

interesting examples of the value of these dockets is that

which transcribes the group V' tj-, D.P. KUR-GxkL.
Unfortunately the absence of vocalization in the Aramaic
form “llX makes it impossible to say at present whether

the 1 is a vowel or a consonant—whether the name in
A

question is to be read Uni or Aiiurni {— Amurni), though

Professor Clay gives a quotation w’hich seems to make the

latter more probable.

The Aramaic transcription which has attracted most

attention is that representing the important group

which enters into the composition of so many
noteworthy names, including those of several Assyrian

kings. The Aramaic transcription of this is apparently

a riddle only slightly less dark than that of the

Assyro-Babylonian form itself. Professor Sayce {E./jwsitori/

Times for December, 1904, p. 141) regards it as being

equivalent to the Assyrian In-aristi, the Sumerian Nin-Uras,

‘the lord of the mitre.’ Professor Johns, who had already

suggested Urastu in his review of the work under con-

sideration, now suggests (ibid., p. 144) Arastu or Arasit,

reading instead of Professor Clay proposes

provisionally Something is naturally to be said in

favour of all these transcriptions. The reading of En-resvth ^

etc., for Ninij) or Adar (the old transcriptions) is undoubtedly

a gain—the uncertainty as to its true form is due to the
defects of two systems of writing having united in the
same word.

Another group upon which light is thrown is >](- ^
(the plural of -»f, ihi, ‘god’), which is proved to have
been at the time of these tablets Hi, and not ildni. Valuable

* This (it the word be correctly read by Protestor
Babylonian form £nii rMtu, ‘the primscTal lord.

’

Hilprecht) sugge.sts a
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comments upon this point are made by Professor Hilprecht,

who also expresses the opinion that ilu was never pronounced

before and together with the name of a deity. This opinion

is expressed in connection with the use of al for il, followed

by the name of a god, quoted by Professor Johns in his

Ansyrian Doomsday Book, p. 15. Concerning this I publish,

on pp. 143-150, copies and transcriptions of tablets in the

British Museum which may serve to elucidate the question.

To both Professor Hilprecht and the Rev. A. T. Clay the

thanks of all scholars are due for the splendid publication

briefly noticed here. It is a valuable addition to Bab3
'lonian

sociological and legal literature, and does great credit to

the University’ which thus encourages the study generally

called Assyriology.

T. G. Pinches.
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Js^OTES OF THE QUARTER.

(October, November, December, 1904.)

Gtexeral Meeting'^ of the Eoyai. Asiatic Society.

November Qth, 1904.— Sir Charles Lyall, Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. Edmund Marsden,

Mr. E. M. Cooke,

Mr. E. Crawshay-Williams,

Mr. K. P. Dewhurst,

Captain Luard,

Mr. L. D. Barnett,

Mr. John Grey Downing,

Mr. Purshottam If. Manjee,

Babu Harendra Krishna Mukherji,

Mr. E. L. Bevir,

Mr. Justin C. W. Alvarez,

Mr. Amir-uddin Ashraf,

Maulvi Abu Musa Ahmad al Haq,

Syed Amir Ali,

Mr. K. C. Sen,

Mr. M. R. Apat Krishna Paduval,

Mr. Irach Sorabji,

Herr Said Ruete,

Signore Alessandro Costa,

Mr. Maung Ba Thein,

Mr. Moung Ba Hla Oung, and

Mr. Hira Lai

were elected members of the Society.

J.R.A.S. 190.5. 14
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Professor Rhys Davids read a paper oa “India and the

West” (what ideas has the West borrowed from India).

A discussion followed, in which Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Thomas,

and Mr. Frazer took part.

Becemher IWi, 1904.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

Mr. Maung Tun Lwin and

M. Theodore Ferrieu

were elected members of the Society.

The President, in opening the proceedings, said : I have

to refer to the great loss the Society has sustained by
the death of Lord Northbrook. It was fortunate that so

distinguished a statesman should be willing, after retirement

from the high and important posts he had so admirably

filled in the administration of the Empire, to give the

benefit of his wide experience to the work of this Society.

He continued, as I know very well from personal com-
munications with him, to take a very keen and earnest

interest in Indian affairs and in the peoples of India. And
without claiming to be a scholar himself, he recognized

the fact that scholarship establishes links of sympathy
and of mutual appreciation between Europeans and the

natives of India. During Lord Northbrook’s Presidency

he displayed in the comparatively humble sphere of our

work the assiduity in business, the tact, and the sagacity

which had been so conspicuous in a larger sphere. He
greatly encouraged the scheme for a revival of the Oriental

Translation Fund. This was brought about durino- his

term of office. It has gone on ever since, and one volume
a year has been regularly published. It was also durino-

his Presidency that the Society made an attempt to interest

a larger circle in its work by starting a series of evening
popular lectures, followed by an informal conversazione
Professor Max MiiUer and Sir M. E. Grant-Duff delivered
two lectures under this scheme

; and though the expenses
were so great that the scheme had to be abandoned it

was a step in the right .direction. It was also under Lord
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Northbrook that a Catalogue of our printed hooks was at

last drawn up and published. It is strange that a Society

such as ours should have delayed so necessary an adjunct to

our Library and our work. It was in Lord Northbrook’s

time that the financial difficulties were surmounted, and the

need was supplied. The membership of the Society had
risen, its income had increased, and this publication became
at last possible.

During Lord Northbrook’s Presidency there was much
anxious thought as to whether, on the expiry of the lease

of our rooms during his term, we should vacate them. It

was finally resolved to stay where we are. Lord Northbrook,

in this matter, endeavoured to assist us b}’^ trying to obtain

some such support from the Government as it gives to other

learned societies. But his efforts failed. There was no room

at Burlington House where some learned societies are housed

rent free; and the Government would not give a grant, in

lieu of rent, as they give to one or two others.

In these and other matters, among which I may
mention the Oriental Congress held in London in 1892,

Lord Northbrook was of the greatest possible service to the

Society and to the cause we have at heart. In him we
have lost a real friend and a powerful support. The loss

of England and of India is also our own loss. I beg to move

that the respectful condolences of the Society be conveyed

to his family at the great bereavement they have sustained.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

The President then said : I regret also to have to

announce another serious loss to the Society. We have lost

Professor Edmund Hardy, the great Pali scholar. Born at

Hainz in 1852, and for many years Professor at the Catholic

University of Freiburg in Baden, he had afterwards been

Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Religion at Freiburg
in Switzerland. This post he resigned in 1898, and devoted

himself entirely to Pali studies. When he died he was
certainly among the foremost, if not the foremost, Pali

scholars in Europe, and his sudden and premature death is

a great blow to all those branches of historical enquiry to
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which a knowledge of Pali is so great an aid. Especially

will his co-operation be missed in the work of the new Pali

Dictionary, which we hope soon to see completed. The
details of the work of the deceased scholar will be found in

the obituary contained in our next issue. His name will

be always honoured amongst us. I beg to move that an

expression of our sympathy at the great loss they have

sustained should be conveyed to his family.

The proposition was accepted unanimously.

The Dastur Sahib Rustamji Peshotan Sanjana read a

paper entitled “ Is Zoroastrianism Dualistic ? ” A discussion

followed, in which Professor Browne, Professor Rhys Davids,

Dr. Bhabha, and Mr. Hagopian took part.
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PllOFESSOlt EDMUND HAEDY.

Proft:<sor Edmuxd Hardy, D.H., Ph.D., was born on the

9th of July, 18o2, at Mainz, where his famil}’ had long been

settled, and was highly esteemed. His father was a chemist.

Young Hardy, after passing through the Gymnasium at

IMainz, entered the College for Catholic priests there ; and

on the lOth January, 1875, was consecrated priest. For eight

years he was chaplain at the parish church at Heppenheira,

and then studied at the Universities of Heidelberg and

Berlin. In 1885 he was made Professor of Philosophy at

the University of Freiburg in Baden. He resigned that

post in 1893, and entered the Benedictine Monastery at

Beuron. Shortly afterwards ho was offered a combined

Professor.ship of Indian Languages and Literature and of

the Comparative History of Religions at the University of

Freiburg in Switzerland. This he accepted
;
but in 1898

considerations of health compelled him to resign that post

also, and he lived from that time in retirement, first at

Wurzburg and afterwards at Bonn -Pappelsdorf, devoted

to study. It was at the latter place that his sudden and

premature death took place on the 10th October last, in the

fifty-second vear of his age. He died, as he had lived,

a sincere and devoted Catholic.

Professor Hardy had throughout his career taken great

mterest in the comparative study of religious beliefs, and
contributed a series of papers on the general question of

those studies to the fourth r-olume (1901) of the Archir fur
Aiehrj(on%u-ifiscmchriff

.

But his more particular interest lay

with the history of beliefs in India—a history which runs
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a course, in many respects, parallel with the historj^ of similar

beliefs in the "West; which we can judge with impartial

eyes ; and which, being independent, is in so many ways

both interesting and suggestive. To facilitate the study of

this history he published two short manuals, admirable both

in scholarship and in judgment, the “Buddhismus” in 1890

and the “ Yedisch-brahmanische Religion ” in 1893. His

valuable monograph on Asoka appeared in 1902.

He had long been a member of the Pali Text Society

;

and felt more and more drawn to the study of that branch

of religious histoiy in India, and from 1893 onwards he

practical!}' devoted himself entirely to PaH studies. In 1894

he published the Pali text of tlie commentary on the Peta

Yatthu, and undertook the completion of the Pali Text

Society’s edition of the Anguttara, which bad been left

unfinished at the lamented death of Dr. Morris. This edition

he completed in 1900 ; and then edited the commentary on

the Yimana Yatthu in 1901, and the Ketti Pakarana in

1902. He was engaged at his death on a new edition of the

Mahavagsa and on an edition of the Anguttara commentary,

both for the same Society. During these years he probahl}-

worked harder at Pali than anyone else, and rapidly raised

himself to a foremost position among living scholars.

When the Pali Text Society contemplated a new Pali

Dictionary to take the place of Childers’s Dictionary, now
antiquated and out of print, he welcomed the scheme with

eagerness, undertook the work of sub-editor, and threw

himself into the work with characteristic ardour. He had

already noted up, as he read, many rare forms, and new
words and meanings, in his copy of Childers. lie now set

to work to search the literature in a systematic way for

lexicographical material. As the carrying out of the scheme
was kept hack through the delay of an institution to which
the Society had applied for the necessary funds, his materials

accumulated from day to day ; when, in the midst of this

important work, he was suddenly taken from us.

The loss to PaH scholarship, and to all the historical

philosophical, and philological studies that Pali scholarship
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implies, is simply irreparable. Professor Dr. Edmund Hardy
had devoted himself to this work with a devotion and

a singleness of aim that are beyond praise. His accurac}'

and care in small matters of detail was only equalled by his

grasp of the larger questions involved. His long experience

as a teacher of philosophy facilitated both his comprehension

of Buddhist arguments and his power of interpreting them

to others. And there were combined in him many of the

best points of that sound German training to which historical

and philological studies owe so much.

I cannot close these few words on the work of Professor

Hardy without alluding to his personal charm. He was as

modest and simple as he was intellectually alert and earnest.

He seemed quite incapable of any littleness or jealousy.

In our frequent intercourse and correspondence in the work

of the Pali Text Society, I found him always helpful, always

willing to put first, not any interests of his own, but the

public advantage, the progress of knowledge. He was a man

who always raised in me a feeling of affectionate reverence.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

DR. EMIL SCHLAGI^'TMEIT.

The death of Dr. Emil Schlagintweit removes one of the

few Europeans interested in the study of the Tibetan

language. The travels and explorations of his three

brothers, Hermann, Adolph, and Robert von Schlagintweit,

during the j^ears 1854-8, are recorded in their well-known

work, published by the first of them in the years 1869-80,

Eeisen in Indien iind Mochasien (four vols.
;
Jena). The rich

collections which resulted from these journeys included

a large number of manuscripts, block-prints, and objects

illustrating the culture and Buddhism of Tibet. Emil

Schlagintweit, who was born in 1835, did not accompany

his brothers to the East. But having conceived an interest

in Oriental learning, though originally devoted to the stiidj'

of law at Berlin, he undertook the task of arranging the
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collections and utilizing them for philological purposes.

Most of the manuscripts passed into the Bodleian Library

at Oxford, where a catalogue is at present in preparation.

But some few remained apparently in the possession of the

family.

In 1863 appeared Dr. Emil Schlagintweit’s most important

work, entitled “Buddhism in Tibet, illustrated by literary

“ documents and objects of religious worship, with an

“ account of the Buddhist systems preceding it in India.

“ With a folio atlas of twenty-one plates and twenty tables

“of native print in the text” (Leipzig and London, 1863).

It was written in English and dedicated to King M^illiam I

of Wiirttemberg. The value of the work resided largely

in the fact that it was the first account of Tibetan Buddhism

to be accompanied by descriptions and representations of the

actual objects and implements used in worship. In this

respect its utility, especially that of the atlas, is still,

after the appearance of Major Waddell’s treatise, not quite

exhausted.

A second work, of a somewhat more popular character,

appeared in 1880-1 under the title Indien in IVort inid

Bild. Fine Schilderung des iadischen Kaiserreiches (Leipzig),

two large illustrated folio volumes, containing a description

of modern India, based in part upon information contained

in official compilations, and in tone favourable to the British

Administration.

The remainder of Dr. Schlagintweit’s literaiy activity is

represented by a number of papers published chiefly in the

Transactions of the Munich Academy, of which he was

a corresponding member. In 1866 appeared under the

title Die Konige von Tibet von der Euidelinnij koniglicJiev

Macht in Yurlunrj bis zum EiToscheu in Lndah („iitfe des

1 Jahvh. vov Chr. Geh. bis 1834 Hack Ckr. Gel.), the text

and translation of a work mentioned by Csoma Korosi and
Schiefner

;
its Tibetan name, Rgynl . rabs, corresponds in

Sanskrit to Rajavaima, “Line of Kings.” To the same
year belongs an address delivered before the Academy on

the subject of Indian Ordeals {Die Gottesuvtheile der
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Lidier). We have, further, a sixteenth century work on

the Chronology of Buddhism, entitled Die Berecknung cler

Lehre. Bine Streit^chrift zitr Berichtigung der Buddhistischen

Chronologie verfasst ini Jalire 1591 von Surecamatihluidra.

Alls dem Tihetischen iibersetzt mit einer Textheilage (Munich,

1896), and a life of the religious reformer Padma-sambhava,

Die Lehensheschveihung von Padmn Samhhnva dem Begvunder

des Lamnismus. I Teil : Die Vorgcschkhte, enthaltend die

Herlautft iind Fnmilie des Bnddhn Cuhijnmnni. Ans dem

Tihetischen uhevsetzt mit einer Textheilnge. II Teil : Wirhen

>ind Erlehnisse in Indien (Munich, 1899 and 1903).

Three of these were based upon manuscripts belonging

to the collections of his brothers. He further published

catalogues of the small collections of Tibetan manuscripts and

blockprints in the State Libraries at IMunieh and .Stuttgart

(Die Tihetischen Handsehriften der Jconigl. Hof- iind Sfaafs-

hihliotheh zn Hunchen, Munich, 1876, and Verzetchniss der

tihetischen IDindsehritten der ionigtichen Wiirttenibergischen

Landeshihliotheh zn Stuttgart, Munich, 1904), and, under

the title of “ East Indian Caste in Modern Times ”

[Ostindische Tvastc in der Gegenicarf, Z.D.M.Gr. xxxiii

(1879), pp. -549-607), a summary of the teachings of the

first Indian censuses on that subject. IVe may mention

also an article on the range of the Indian vernaculars

(/4/f geographische Yerhreitung der Volhssprachen Ostindiens,

Munich, 1875), and an article communicated to Pctermann’s

Ilitteilungen for 3[ay, 1901. At the time of his death,

which took place on October 20th last, he had just published

(Bericht iiler vine Adrcsse an den Dalai Lama in Lhasa (1902)

zur Brlangung con Biieherverzeichnissen ans den dortigen

haddhistischen Hlostern) an account of an attempt to obtain,

through the German and American embassies in Peking,

catalogues of the literary contents of the Tibetan monasteries.

A letter was composed and despatched to the Dalai Lama,

but in a communication of January, 1904, 5Ir. llockhill

expressed an apprehension that the British Expedition

would delay for some years, it not indefinitely prevent,

a reply.
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Dr. Schlagintweit was a doctor in Law and Philosoph}',

a Member of the Bavarian Academy, Foreign Member
of the Academy of Lisbon, Member of the Royal Asiatic

Society, Corresponding Member of the Societe d’Anthropologie

and the Societe d’Ethnographie in Paris, etc., etc. But for

his occupation in the Bavarian Civil Service, in which he

received the title of Regierungsrath, his literary activit}-

might no doubt have been more extensive. In Tibetan he

was well versed, and in Sanskrit moderatel}'. Towards his

fellow-scholars he was well disposed, and his work will

retain a claim to their recognition.

F. W. Thomas.
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presented hij the Senate of the Calcutta Unicersitij.

Peacock (F.). Law relating to Easements in British India.

(Tagore Law Lectures, 1899.) 8vo. Calcutta, 1904.

Presented hj the Smithsonian Institute.

TsybikofF (G. Ts.). Lhasa and Central Tibet. 8vo.

Washington, 1904.

Presented l»j the Maricar Darhar.

Mirardan (Eabiraja). Jaswant Jaso Bushan. 4to. 1901,

Presented hij the Amsterdam Royal Academy of Sciences.

De Groot (J. J. M.). Sectarianism and Eeligious Perse-

cution in China. Vol. ii. Eoy. 8vo.

Presented hy the Authors.

Ball (J. Dj'er). Things Chinese. 4th ed. 8vo.

Hongliong, 1903.

Ayles (Eev. H. H. B.). A Critical Commentary on

Genesis ii, 4 ; iii, 25. 8vo. London, 1904.

Grierson (G. A.). The Languages of India. Fol.

Calcutta, 1903.

Hoernle (A. F. E.) & Stark (H. A.). History of India.

8vo. Cuttack, 1904.

Parkinson (J.). Lays of Love and War. 8yo. Ardrossan.

Varma (K. C. S.). Kshatriyas and Would-be Kshatriyas.

8vo. Allahabad, 1904,

Vaux (M. le Baron Carra de). Etrusca : i— ii, iii. Pamphs.

8vo. Paris, 1904.

Heger (F.). Alte Metall Trommeln aus Siid-Ost Asien.

4to. Leipzig, 1902.
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Yahuda (A. S.). Prolegomena zu einer erstmaligen

Herausgabe des Kitab al-Hidaja ’ila fara 'id al Qulub

von Bacbja ibn Paquda. 8vo. Danistadt, 1904.

Caldecott (Rev. W. Shaw). The Tabernacle, its History

and Structure
;
with a Preface by the Rev. A. H. Sayce.

8vo. London, 1904.

Wollaston (A. N.). The Religion of the Koran. 8vo.

London, 1904.

Presented by the Publishers.

Walleser (M.). Die philosophische Grundlage des alteren

Buddhismus. 8vo. Heidelberg, 1904.

Caetani (L.). Annali dell’ Islam. Vol. i. 4to.

Milano, 1905.

Fossey (C.). Hanuel d’Assyriologie. Tome i. 8vo.

Paris, 1904.

Smith (V. A.). The Early History of India from 600 b.c.

to the Muhammadan Conquest. 8vo. Oxford, 1904.

King (L. White). Records of the Reign of Tukilti-Ninib I.

8vo. London, 1904.

Reuter (J. N.). The Srauta-Siitra of Driihyayana, with

the Commentary of Dhanvin. Part i. 4to.

London, 1904.

Holdich (Col. Sir Thomas). India. 8vo. London, 1904.

Fritz (G.). Chamorro-Worterbuch. 8vo. Berlin, 1904.
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ST. THOMAS AND GONDOPHEENES.

By J. F. fleet, I.C.S. (Eetd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

^TTJDENTS of early history are greatly indebted to

^ Mr. Philipps for the clear and compendious form in

which, in his article entitled “The Connection of St. Thomas

the Apostle with India,” published in the Indian Antiquary,

Tol. 32, 1903, pp. 1 ff., 145 ff., he has brought together

from so many works, some of them not easily accessible,

even if they were known, to general readers, so much

matter of importance about the Christian tradition which

connects St. Thomas the Apostle with India.

Mr. Philipps has dealt with the western sources of in-

formation. It seems useful to here sum up his results,

and to supplement his work by an examination of an item

obtained from eastern sources in the way of corroboration

of the western tradition.

First, however, it must be stated that, whereas the

Christian tradition represents St. Thomas the Apostle as

the missionary to India and Parthia, by the term “ India
”
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we are not necessarily to understand simply the country

which we now call India. As used by ancient writers, the

term denoted the whole of the south-eastern part of Asia,

on the south of the Himalaj’-a Mountains, and on the east

of a line running from about the centre of the Hindu Kush

down along or close on the west of the Sulaiman Range

to strike the coast of the Arabian Sea on the west of the

mouths of the Indus. It thus included our India, with

Burmah, Siam, Cochin China, the Malay Peninsula, and

the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and with also that

portion of Afghanistan which lies between Kabul and

Peshawar. And the “India” which is first mentioned in the

fuller tradition (given in abstract below), may easily have

been a territory of which the principal components lay in

Afghanistan and Baluchistan, and which embraced in our

India only the Panjab strictly so-called and the western

parts of Sindh.

Mr. Philipps has given us an exposition of the western

traditional statements up to the sixth century A.n. And
one decidedly important feature of his results is that they

make it quite clear, even to those who have not specially

studied the matter, that we are not in any way dependent

upon apocr}q)hal writings; or upon so late a work as the

Legenda Aurea of Jacobus a Voragine, of the thirteenth

century A.D., which, moreover,— we now know,— does not

assert that St. Thomas was put to death by a king named

Gundoferus, though it has been quoted to that effect; or

upon the Anglo-Saxon Life of St. Thomas written by Elfric

or Aelfiic in the tenth century a.d.
;
or upon any information

obtained in the last quarter of the ninth century, when, it

is said, Alfred the Great sent Suithelme and Aethelstan to

India with alms which he had vowed to St. Thomas and to

St. Bartholomew
;
or even upon a Latin work, compiled in

probably the sixth century, which purports to be a translation

from the Hebrew of one Abdias.

The tradition goes back to much more ancient times than

those indicated just above, and is based on far better

authority. And, citing only some of the most ancient
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•statements, we find that, in its earliest traceable form, it

runs thus :

—

According to the Syriac work entitled The Doctrine of

the Apostles, which was written in perhaps the second

century A.D., St. Thomas evangelised “India.” St. Ephraem

the Syrian (born about a.d. 300, died about 378), who
spent most of his life at Edessa, in Mesopotamia, states

that the Apostle was martyred in “ India,” and that

his rehcs were taken thence to Edessa. That St. Thomas

•evangehsed the Parthians, is stated by Origen (born a.d. 185

or 186, died about 251-254). Eusebius (bishop of Caesarea

Palaestinae from a.d. 315 to about 340) saj^s the same.

And the same statement is made by the Clementine

Recognitions, the original of which may have been written

about -A.D. 210.

A fidler tradition is foimd in The Acts of St. Thomas,

which exist in Syriac, Greek, Latin, Armenian, Ethiopia,

and Arabic, and in a fragmentary form in Coptic. And
this work connects with St. Thomas two eastern kings,

whose names appear in the Syriac version as Gudnaphar,

Gundaphar, and Mazdai ;
in the Greek version as Gounda-

phoros, Goundiaphoros, Gountaphoros, and Misdaios, Misdeos
;

in the Latin verson as Gimdaforus, Gundoforus, and Misdeus,

Mesdeus, Migdeus
;
and in the remaining versions in various

forms, of the same kind, which need not be particularised

here.

The Sjriac version of The Acts may be regarded as the

original one, and as more likely than the others to present

fragments of genuine history. According to Dr. Wright,

it dates back to not later than the fourth century ;
while

Mr. Burkitt would place the composition of it before the

middle of the third century, and Lipsius would seem to have

placed it in or about a.d. 232 . And the substance of it is

as follows :

—

On the occasion when the twelve Apostles diAuded the

countries of the world among themselves by lot, “ India
”

fell to St. Thomas. He did not wish to go there. But
a merchant named Habban had been sent into “ the southern
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country” by Gudnapbar, “king of India,” to procure for bim

a skilful carpenter. Our Lord appeared to Habban, and sold

St. Tbomas to bim for twenty pieces of silver. St. Thomas

and Habban started next day. Travelling by ship, they

came to a place named Sandaruk. There they landed, and

attended the marriage-feast of the king’s daughter. Thence

they proceeded into “India,” and presented themselves before

king Gudnapbar. And there St. Thomas preached in the

cities and villages, and converted the king himself and his

brother and many other people. After that, while St. Thomas

was preaching “ throughout all India,” he went to the city

of king Mazdai. There, as the result of his converting

Mazdai’s wife Tertia and a noble lady named Mygdonia, he

was condemned to death. He was slain with spears by four

soldiers on a mountain outside the citj^. And he was buried

in the sepulchre in which the ancient kings were buried.

But subsequently, while king Mazdai was still living, the

bones of the Apostle were secretly removed by one of the

brethren, and were taken away to “the West.”

The Greek, Latin, and other versions give sundry additional

details, besides presenting variants of the names of the persons

and places ; and notabl}’, instead of Sandaruk, we have

Andrapolis in the Greek and Andranopolis in the Latin

version, and one recension of the Latin version names the

city of king Gundaforus as Elioforum, Hienoforum, or

Hyroforum, and speaks of a mountain called Gazus. Also,

while the Syriac version styles its king Gudnapbar “king

of India,” the Latin version describes him both as “kino-

of India” and as “king of the Indians,” and the Greek

version mentions him only as “ king of the Indians.”

Certain statements, which, however, cannot be carried

back to before the seventh century, if indeed to even so

early a period as that, assert that the place at which
St. Thomas was martyred was named Kalamene, Karamcne
Kalamina or Kalamita.

And the Christians of the Malabar Coast place the scene

of the martyrdom at Mjdapore near Madras, and, in addition

to following the accepted date of the 21st December, are
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represented as placing the event in the year a.d. 68 by some

means the nature of which cannot just now he ascertained.

With those matters, however, we are not here concerned,

beyond noting the point that there is no evidence at all that

the place where St. Thomas was martjTed was anywhere in

Southern India. Any statement to that effect cannot be

traced back beyond the middle ages. And all the real

indications point in quite another direction.

The important point for us is that a Christian tradition,

current in Syria, Palestine, Eg}q)t, Asia Minor, and all those

parts as far as Italy, and connecting St. Thomas with

Parthia and “ India,” and with two “ Indian ” kings whom
it specifically names, is traceable back to at any rate the

third or fourth century of the Christian era, and perhaps

to the second quarter of the third century.

Now, in the Christian tradition there are details which

tend to prevent us from placing implicit reliance upon it.

And, as regards its external bearings, it would hardly

suflBce, standing alone, to allow us to introduce into the early

history, as a proved fact, the existence, at some time between

about A.D. 33 and 68, of two kings of our India or of parts

thereof, whose names should be formd in the Gudnaphar,

Gundaphar, Goundaphoros, or Gundaforus, and the Mazdai,

3Iisdaios, or 3Iesdeus, of the tradition. In short, from any

point of ^dew it was a desideratum to obtain corroboration

•of the tradition, of some kind or another, from extraneous

sources.

The required corroboration was first foimd in coins which,

from 1834 onwards, have been obtained from Beghram in

the vicinity of Kabul, from Pathankot in the Gurdaspur

district of the Panjab on the north-east of Amritsar, from

Kandahar, and from various places in Sindh and Seistan.

Of these coins, one, of Parthian type, which has a Greek

legend only, presents the name Undopheres
;
^ using plainly

a nominative case, though the remainder of the legend is

in the genitive construction.

' Gardner’s Catalogue of Coins of the Greet .and Scythic Kings of India, p. 174.
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The other coins, which are of Indian types, bear legends

in Greek on the obverse, and in an Indian dialect written

in Kharoshthi characters on the reverse. Here, the Greek

legends present genitives of which the nominatives might

be taken either as Undopherres or as Hndopherros, with

a double rr^ and, with a single r, as Gondophares or Gondo-

pharos,^ and as Gondaphares or Gondapharos
;
^ from which

forms we select those ending in es, on the analogy of the

coin, mentioned just above, which presents the form Undo-

pheres with the single r. And the Kharoshthi legends

present genitives of which the nominatives are either

Gudaphara and Gudapharna,^ or qxiite possibly Gundaphara

and Gundapharna.

On the basis of these coins, it has been the habit to take

Gondophares as the standard Greek form of the name.

But the second Kharoshthi variant, which gives the ending

rna, recalls at once those Iranian names which appear in

Greek in the forms of Intaphernes, Artaphernes, Phrata-

phemes, Tissaphernes, HolophemtFs or Horophernes, and

Sitaphernes, with sometimes a transposition of the e and

the r of the third syllable, so as to present the forms

Intaphrenes, etc.
;

and, by the way, the last two of these

names occur in the Indianised forms Harapharana and

Setapharana in an early inscription, in characters of the

Brahml class, at Karle (ASWI, 4, 113, No. 21). It thus

seems to present the closest approach, as yet obtained, to

the true form of the second component of the Iranian name,

and to indicate very plainly that the most accurate Greek

form, as pronounced and used for all practical purposes, was,

in the nominative, Goudophemes or Gondaphernes
;

in

which direction, I think, points also the use of the double

* For instance, op. eit., p. 103, Nos. I, 4 ; p. 104, No. 8 ; p. 10-5, Nos. 13, 21.
- For instance, op. cit., p. 104, No. 10.

3 For instance, op. cit., p. 105, No. 22.

1 For instance, op. cit., p. 103, Nos. 1, 4 : p. 104, Nos. 8, 10
;
p. 105, No. 22.

5 Op. cit., p. 105, Nos. 13, 21 ; and for another verj- clear specimen, in con-
nection with which the second component, pharna, ^rith rn (not simply r) in the
last syllable, has been read rightly, see Cunningham’s Coins of the Sakas, plate 10
No. 4, and p. 58.
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rr in some of tlie Greek legends on tke coins, namely tkose

of the TJndopherres class. And I therefore decide upon

usiag the form Gondophemes for all general purposes

;

citing any of the other forms only when literal quotation

is necessary.

The similarity of the name on the coins with that in the

tradition was recognised from as early a time as 1848.^

With that, there was recognised the possihihty of identifying

the king who issued the coins, with the first king connected

by the tradition with St. Thomas. And the numismatists

have decided,^ on eAudently quite satisfactory grounds,

that the palseography of the Greek legends on the coins of

both the types, and the use of the title avTOKpdrcop on the

coin of the Parthian t\q)e, justify our placing the coins

between about a.d. 8 and 50.

The coins, however, are not dated; at any rate, no date

seems to have been as yet recognised on them, though one

of the coins of the Indian tj’pe ® presents on the reverse two

KharoshthI characters, of which one, on the right of the

symbol, is distinctly the syllable sa or sam, which according

to a frequent custom may stand for samvatsara, ‘year,’ and

the other, on the left of the symbol, may well be a form

of the sign for ‘ twenty.’ But that would give, we now
know, only a regnal date. And there was wanted an

epigraphic record which should present a date in some era,

capable of being recognised as a date of Gondopharnes, and

adaptable to the tradition.

The desideratum was at length supplied by the discovery,

in or about 1857, of the Takht-i-Bahi inscription, which,

like the Indian legends on the coins, is in an Indian dialect

written in Kliardshthi characters. Of this record, we have

three published treatments, with plates; by Professor Dowson
(JBAS, 1875, 376 If.), by General Sir Alexander Cunningham

' It was pointed out in that year, apparently for the first time, by M. Eeinaud,
in his Memoire Giographique, Histonque, et Seientifique sur VInde, p. 94 f.

* See, for instance, Gardner’s Catalosme. Introd., p. 44 f., and Eapson’s
Indian Coins, p. 15, § 62.

3 Gardner’s Catalogue, plate 22, No. 12.
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(ASI, 5, 1875, 58 ff.), and by M. Senart (JA, 1890, i, 113 ff.).

The meaning of part of it is not yet certain
;
we can only

say that that portion records some religious act done by

some person in honour of his father and mother.^ But the

important part of it is clear and unmistakable. It is dated

in the twenty-sixth year of a king Guduphara, and, further,

in the year 103 of an era not specified by name, and in the

month Vaisakha, which, in the early centuries of the Christian

era, began sometimes in March and sometimes in April.

There has never been any hesitation about identifjdng the

king Guduphara of the inscription with the Gudaphara,

Gudapharna, Gimdaphara, or Gundapharna of the Kharoshthl

legends on those coins the Greek legends on which give the

name of the same king as TJndopherres, Gondophares, and

Gondaphares, for, I hold, Gondophernes. And there are,

indeed, no grounds for entertaining any doubts on that point.

But there have been differences of opinion regarding the

application of the date in the year 103.

Somewhat recently, the opinion has been advanced by
Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar that the date is a date in the Saka

era of a.d. 78, and is equivalent to a.d. 181 (JBBRAS, 20,

382). Any such result as that, however, is altogether in-

admissible. There are no real grounds for thinking that the

Sakas ever figured as invaders of any part of Northern India,

above Kathiawad and the western and southern parts of the

territory now known as Malwa (see JRAS, 1904, 706 ff.,

and page 155 above). Indeed, we may now say definitely

that they never did so
;

and, to what I have said there

regarding the occurrence of the word Saka in one of the

early Jain inscriptions at Mathura, I may add that it

is now certain that the word used there means simply
Buddhists, mentioned as Sakas by a form, which in the
language or speUing of that period was the customary form,
of the tribal name of their foimder Sakamuni-Buddha.
And, in accordance with the conclusions thus arrived at

' The meaning of this part of the record has perhaps been now elucidated by
M. Boyer, in an examination of it (JA, 1904, i, 457 ff.) which came to my notice
after the above remarks were written. •’
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regarding the Sakas, we have the fact, which is an instructive

one, that the Saka era is, even in late times, almost entirely

foreign to H^orthern India. Its use there is limited to quite

a few sporadic instances, of which the earliest one that can

possibly he adduced is more than six centuries later than

even a.d. 181. ^ And no indications have been obtained that

it ever penetrated to the territory from which we have the

Takht-i-Bahi record.

On the other hand, Professor Dowson (he. cit., 382) and

Sir A. Cunningham [loc. cit., 60) referred the year 103 to

that reckoning, commencing b.c. 58, which is now known

as the Vikrama era, but is more appropriately to be styled,

for at least its first eight or nine centuries, the reckoning

of the Malavas or the jMalava era
;
and so they placed the

record in a.d. 46. M. Senart {loc. cit., 127) has assumed

for the reckoning used in the record a starting-point between

B.c. 90 and 80, which would place the record itself between

A.D. 13 and 23. M. Sylvain Levi (JA, 1897, i, 36 ff., and

see lA, 1904, 13 £E.), placing the record about the middle

of the first century a.d., has assumed for the reckoning used

in it a starting-point quite close to the commencement, which

he would place about b.c. 50, of the reckoning used by

Kanishka and his successors. And Mr. Vincent Smith

(JEAS, 1903, 41), finding independent reasons for placing

the accession of Gondophernes somewhere about a.d. 25, has

similarly assmned for the reckoning used in the inscription

a starting-point about b.c. 50, but, to avoid the supposition

of the existence of yet another amongst various unknown eras,

has “ provisionally ” treated the reckoning as the Malava or

Vikrama era
; and so he, also, has placed the record in

A.D. 46.

The last three views, however, involve recourse to an

expedient which, in any circumstances, is to be avoided

whenever practicable
;
namely, the assumption of an era

for the existence of which there is no actual evidence at all.

' See lA, 26, 148, and El, 5, Appendix, 50, Jio. 351, referred doubtfully

to A.D. 804-805, but more probably two centuries later. The next known Saka
date, the earliest certain one, in Northern India, is No. 352, of a.d. 862.
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And it is especially difficult to understand wliy such an

expedient should be adopted, when it only gives us a new
era commencing quite close to an era which is already well

established and is exactly suited to the conditions of anj'

particular case.

In the present case, we have such an era, already well

established, in the Miilava or Vikrama era, commencing

B.c. 58, which is emphatically the historical era of Northern

India (see lA, 20, 402 ff.). And a few special remarks may
conveniently be made about this era here

;
for it is really

extraordinary that scholars should fight shy of just that era

which gives the true solution of the early chronology, and

should seek to devise any expedient rather than have

recourse to it : it is difficult to know to what to attribute

their objection to it, except perhaps, in a great measure,

to some still lingering influence of Mr. Fergusson’s unlucky

theory, exploded long ago, that the era was simply a late

invention of the tenth or eleventh century a.d.

That this era has its initial point in b.c. 58, is distinctly

proved by numerous dates, from Northern India, ranging

from A.D. 842 onwards (El, 5, Appendix, 4, No. 12 ff.),

which are recorded in it by name, and have been tested and

found correct by calculation. There are other dates, again

from Northern India, ranging back to A.D. 372 {ibid. 2,

No. 1), which are unmistakably recorded in it, though in

consequence of not presenting sufficient details they cannot

be actually tested, and though they do not all include

a mention of it by name. It is not an astronomical era like

the reckoning of the Kaliyuga, which was devised by the

astronomers some three thousand three hundred years after

a more or less fictitious astronomical initial point, to which
it was referred back by calculation for purposes of com-
putation

;
and it was not even adopted for astronomical

purposes, as the historical Saka era of Western and Southern

India was adopted. There are not any groimds for believing

otherwise than that it was in current use from its very first

year. And, whatever may be urged to the contrary, it was
certainly founded, though the fact cannot perhaps be actually
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proved at present— (and our knowledge of the early history

of India will never be correct, until numismatic and palseo-

graphic theories, and views about art, are re-examined and

brought into line with the fact that it was so founded),

—

by Kanishka, whose northern capital, it may be remarked

in passing, was Takshasda, Takkasda, Taxda, close to the

locality to which the Takht-i-Bahi record belongs.

The Malava or Vikrama era was founded by Kanishka,

m the sense that the opening years of it were the years

of his reign. It was actually set going as an era by his

successor, who, instead of breaking the reckoning, so started,

by introducing another according to his own regnal years,

continued that same reckoning. It was accepted and

perpetuated as an era by the Malava people, whose territory,

with its capital then at ‘jSTagar’ or ‘ Karkota-Kagar ’ near
‘ Tonk,’ was in the immediate vicinity of Mathura, the

southern capital of Kanishka and his direct successors, and

who were plainly subjects at that time of the kings of

Mathura. It thus derived from the Malavas its earliest

known formal appellation; namely, Malava-gayiasthiti, “the

reckoning of the Malavas,” as explained by Professor

Kielhom (lA, 19, 57). And eventually, in or about the

ninth century a.d., it came to be known as the Vikrama
era, in circumstances which have been elsewhere indicated

by the same scholar (lA, 20, 407 fE.).

And to these remarks there may be added the following,

in view of a recent proposal ^ to revive the idea that the

Seleucidan era was at one time used in north-western India,

and to refer to that reckoning some of the dates which are

in reality dates of the Malava or Vikrama era.

There are now two leading: varieties of the Malava-Vikrama
era. According to one, called conveniently Chaitradi, the

years commence with the first day of the month Chaitra,

falling in early times in February or March. According
to the other, conveniently called Karttikadi, the years

^ Annual Report of the Archsological Survey, Panjah and United Provinces,
for the year 1903-1904, p. 65.
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commence with the first day of the month Karttika, falling

in early times in September or October. And Professor

Kielhorn’s researches have led to the conclusion that the

Karttikadi year was from the beginning intimately connected

with the era (lA, 20, 399).

There cannot, in my opinion, be any doubt that, while

the opening years of the era were regnal years, of Kanishka,

very likely commencing at some point near to the first day

of Karttika, at an early period in the history of the era

those regnal years were, for some purpose of greater con-

venience, superseded by the Karttikadi calendar years, of

which the first day is the day following that new-moon

conjtmction which occurs next after the autumn equinox.

And that feature of the era was probably borrowed from the

Seleucidan calendar, along with an occasional use of the

Macedonian names of the months. But there are no grounds

whatsoever for thinking that the Seleucidan era itself was

ever used by any kings or peoples of India.

So much, as regards the origin and early use of the Malava

or Vikrama era, commencing k.c. 58. Apart from this era,

there is not any known era, and there are not any real

grounds for believing in the existence of any era, to which,

having regard to the locality from which the Takht-i-Bahi

record comes and its period as marked by the characters

in which it was written, the date presented in it can be

referred. The reference of the date to this era, commencing

u.c. 58, places the record in a.d. 46, definitely and without

any provisional treatment, and determines the commencement

of the reign of the king Gruduphara in a.d. 20 or 21. This

result exactly suits the palseographic and other requirements,

as determined by the niunismatists, of the coins which
mention the same king by other Indian variants of his

name and by Greek representations of it. And we need
no longer hesitate about deciding that this result is the only
possible one and is the correct one.

This result, placing the commencement of the reign of

Guduphara-Gondophernes in a.d. 20 or 21, and establishing

the fact that in a.d. 46 his dominions included, in India
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itself, at any rate the territory round about Peshawar, is

reached from the Takht-i-Bahi inscription and the coins,,

without any help from the Christian tradition. As regards

the tradition, the position is now this.

The above result gives us, in just the period for the death

of St. Thomas, a king, Guduphara-Gondophernes, whose

name can be satisfactorily identified with that of the Gudna-^

phar, Gundaphar, Goundapharos, and Gundaforus of the

tradition, and who would be quite properly mentioned as

a king of India or of the Indians. To this we must add,

though the point is not a matter of the same certaintj’, that

a not unreasonable proposal has been made by M. Sylvain

Levi (JA, 1897, i, 37 ff., and see lA, 1904, 14 f.) to take

the name Mazdai,— characterised by Mr. Burkitt as a good

Old-Persian name,— as a transformation of a Hindu name,

made on Iranian soil and under Mazdean influences, and

arrived at through the forms Bazodeo, Bazdeo, or Bazodeo,

Bazdeo, which occur in Greek legends on coins, and to

identify the person with the king Vasudeva of Mathura,

a successor of Kanishka. And we must further remark

that, for this king Vasudeva, we have inscriptional dates

which, taken in the same way with the date in the Takht-i-

Bahi inscription as dates in the Malava or Vikrama era,

—

in which way only, in fact, thej' can be properly taken,

—

are equivalent to a.d. 22 and 40, and shew that he was

a contemporary of Guduphara-Gondophernos.

Kow, we could easily account for the tradition, and, even

irrespectively of any anachronisms, we could at once dismiss

it as a fable, if it had connected with St. Thomas any long-

familiar roval names that have lived in story and tradition,

such as those of Chandragupta, Asoka, Kanishka, Satavahana,

and Vikramadit3’a. But the names put forward in connection

with St. Thomas are distinctlj' not such as have lived in

Indian story and tradition. And, whatever conclusion might

be formed in respect of the name 3Iazdai, either by means

of Persian history or legend or in any other way, the case

is quite different as regards the name Gudnaphar, Gunda-

phar, Goundaphoros, or Gundaforus. No name, save that
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of Gruduphara-Gondophernes, in any way resembling it,

is met with in any period of Indian history, save in that

of the Takht-i-Bahi inscription of a.d. 46 ;
nor, it may be

added, any royal name, save that of Vasudeva of Mathura,

in any way resembling that of Mazdai. So, also, as far

as we know or have any reason to suppose, no name like

that of Guduphara-Gondophernes is to be found anywhere

outside India, save in the tradition about St. Thomas.

From the wide range of the localities from which his coins

have been freely obtained, it is manifest that Guduphara-

Gondophernes was the powerful ruler of an extensive

territory, which included, as a part of it, much more of

India than simply a portion of the Peshawar district. Yet

his memory perished in India, so that he has become known

there in simply recent times, and only from the inscription

and the coins. Outside India, any such name as his seems

to have survived only in the tradition about St. Thomas.

And the very fact that such a name has been put forward

in the tradition, which in respect of synchronistic re-

quirements it exactly suits, is at least strongly suggestive

that there is an actual basis for the tradition in historical

reality, and that St. Thomas did proceed to the east, and

visited the courts of two kings reigning there, of whom
one was the Guduphara-Gondophernes of the Takht-i-Bahi

inscription and the coins, and the other was very possibly

Vasudeva of Mathura.
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VIII.

A JAPANESE THOEEAN OF THE TWELFTH CENTUEY.

By MIXAK.iTA KOIAGUSU i a>-d F. YICTOE DICKIXS.

XOTES FEOH A JO-SailARE HITT.^

Chapter I.

the flowing river the flood ever changeth, on the still

pool the foam gathering, vanishing, stayeth not.

Such too is the lot of men and of the dwellings of men in

this world of ours. Within City-E.oyal, paved as it were

with precious stones, the mansions and houses of high and

low, rivalling, in length of beam and height of tiled roof,

seem builded to last for ever, yet if you search few indeed

are those that can boast of their antiquity. One year a house

is burnt down, the next it is rebuilded, a lordly mansion

falls into ruin, and a mere cottage replaces it. The fate of

the occupants is like that of their abodes. Where they

lived folk are still numerous, but out of any twenty or

thirty you may have known scarce two or three survive.

Death in the morning, birth in the evening. Such is

man’s life— a fleck of foam on the surface of the pool.

* My friend Mr. Minakata is the most erudite Japanese I have met irith—
equally learned in the science and literature of the East and of the West. He
has frequently contributed to Kature and Xutes and Queries. He now lives near
the town of Wakayama in Kishiu. In the second volume of the Life of Sir Harry
Parkes, by Mr. S. Lane-Poole and mvself (p. 160), will be found an interesting

account by Lady Parkes of her husband’s visit to the last Daimyo of Wakayama
in March, 1870. The narrative ends w'ith the sentence ‘‘It was like being in

fa^’land.” The translation has been entirely remade by myself upon the basis

of that of Mr. Minakata. The notes, save where otherwise indicated, are his,

somewhat remodelled by myself.
® A 10 feet square hut

; the name is explained later on.
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Man is born and dieth
;
whence cometh he, whither goeth

he? For whose sake do we endure, whence do we draw

pleasure ? Dweller and dwelling are rivals in impermanence,

both are fleeting as the dewdrop that hangs on the petals

of the morning-glorj'. If the dew vanish the flower may
stay, but only to wither under the day’s sun

;
the petal

may fade while the dew delayeth, but only to perish ere

evening.

Chapter II.

Now since first I had conscious knowledge of the world

about me have some forty Springs and Summers gone by,

and of many strange events have I had experience.

On the 28th day of the 4th month of 3 Angen [May 28th,

1177], while a violent storm was raging about the hour of

the dog [7-8 p.m.], a fire broke out in the dragon [south-

east] quarter of the city and extended to the dog and hog

[north-west] quarter as far as the Shuzaku * Gate, the

Daigoku^ Hall, the Daigaku ryo,^ and the Mimbusho^

—

in the course of that one night the whole was reduced to

ashes. Folk say the fire began in a cottage used as

a temporary hospital situated in the lane known as Higuchi-

tomi. Favoured by the wind the conflagration spread

fanwise. Distant houses were smothered in the smoke,

the nearer spaces were enveloped in coils of flame. The
air was filled with clouds of dust, which reflected the

blaze, so that the whole neighbourhood was steeped in

a glow of fire amid which tongues of flame darted over

the adjoiniag streets. Amid such horrors who could retain

a steady mind? Some, choked by the smoke, fell to the

ground ; others in their bewilderment ran straight into

the flames trying to save their property, and were burnt

I Gate of the Red Sparrow—in the middle ot the south tace ot the Palace
at Kyoto.

- Or Hachisho In, Hall of the Eight Boards of Government,
s The University of Chinese Learning, etc.

4 One of the Eight Boards—answering nearly to the Home Office,
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to death
;

great stores of wealth were utterly destroyed

—

in very truth the loss was incalculable. Sixteen mansions

of liugyo were consumed, and innumerable smaller houses.

A full third of the city was destroyed. Thousands of

persons perished, horses and cattle beyond count. How
foolish are all the purposes of men—tliey build their houses,

spending their treasure and wasting their energies, in a city

exposed to such perils !

Chapter III.

Again, on the 29th of the hare [4th] month of 4 Jijb

[May 25th, 1180] a hurricane devastated the city from

the Ifakamikado Ky(5goku ’ quarter as far as Eokujo.^

Not a single house was left standing within the circuit

of several wards. Some were levelled with the groimd,

some were left with beams and uprights alone standing,

the cross-jjieces of the gatewaj’s were blown off in some

cases and carried three or four chb [one cho = 360 yards]

away, fences were blown down, and neighbouring com-

pounds thus thrown into one. Needless to say, the contents

of houses were scattered in all directions, while the shingles

filled the air like leaves in Winter, and clouds of dust

like smoke obscured the sky and blinded one’s eyes. The

roar of the wind was fearful, one could not hear a word

spoken, the storm seemed a true hell-blast. Not only were

houses destroyed, but the numbers of those who were injured

or maimed in their attempts to save their dwellings wa.s

incalculable. The wind finally veered towards the goat

and ape quarter [south-west] and did much harm in that

region. It was a whirlwind, but what a one ! An extra-

ordinary hurricane ! People doubted not it portended some

evil of like dimensions.

’ In the northern part of the capital.

- In the southern part of the capital.

J.K.A.S. lOO.*). 16
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Chapter IV.

Again, in the same year in the \raterless [6th] month

a change of capital was suddenly made, against all expecta-

tion. Kyoto had already been the capital for some centuries

since its choice by the Mikado Saga [a.d. 810-823].'

As there was no sufficient reason for this removal the

people were discontented beyond words. Their complaints,

however, were of no avail, and the Mikado and his Court

betook themselves to Naniwa in Settsu. Who, then, if

he regarded the ways of the world, would care to remain

in the deserted city? But those who hankered after place

and rank and courted great men’s favour strove their utmost

to forestall their fellows in remo\'ing, if only by a single

day. Others whose home was lost, whose hopes were

frustrated, and whom the world neglected, remained sorrow-

fully behind. The mansions of those who had vied with

each other in the height of their roofs [i.e. in wealth and

show] fell into ruin, houses were demolished, and the parts

floated down the Yodo to the new city, gardens were turned

visibly into mere fields. Even men’s dispositions changed,

only horses and harness were thought of, and there were

none to use ox-drawn carriages. Lands in the south and

west rose in demand, and property in the north and eastern

provinces fell in value.

Chapter V.

At this juncture I had occasion to visit the new capital,

and found it too confined for the due la3fing out of streets

and avenues. To the north lay the slopes of a chain of

hills, on the south it was washed by the sea. The roar of the

waves sounded everlastingly in one’s ears, the brinj^ gales

1 Kyoto was really founded by Kwammu in 784, but the next Mikado, Heizei
resided for three years at the former capital, Kara (hence he is often known as
the Nara Mikado), so that the founding of Kyoto is ascribed to his successor
Saga. The removal was decreed at the instance of the famous Taira no Kyomori’.
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Uew everlastingly in one’s face, the Palace right among

the hills reminded one of the Pound Timber Palace,* though

it was not without design and elegance.

Daily were dwellings taken to pieces and sent down the

river to be rebuilt in the new City-Royal, yet many were

the open spaces and few the completed mansions, and while

the old capital was desolate the new town was unfinished,

and men seemed to themselves to be drifting with the clouds.

The old inhabitants were unhappy because their property

was lost, and the newcomers had to live amid the unpleasant

bustle of construction. As one scanned the ways one saw

carriage - folk on horseback and vestments of state and

elegance replaced by common tunics. The grace of manners

of the former capital all at once vanished, and country

fashions reigned. Such were clear signs of public dis-

turbance; every day grew the agitation, and the minds of

folk became unsettled, ^for was this confusion without

cause, and when the Winter came the people could not

be restrained from returning to Kyoto. But what became

of the houses that had been pulled down and removed?

We know not, but this we know, that the old state of the

city was not restored. According to dim tradition, in

the wise days of old the sovrans^ ruled compassionately,

their palaces had but thatched roofs, nor were the eaves

adjusted to them [no verandahs— a luxury?]. When

' The Empress Saimei died in a.d. 661 at Asakura in Tosa, -n-here she was at

the head of an army assembled to assist the Koreans against China. Her son
Tenji lived in the same place, mourning for her, and ordered his Palace to be
constructed of kuroki (timber with the bark on), which later mikados imitated
on ascending the throne as a symbol of frugality and humility (a Chinese, not
a pure Japanese idea). He made (or caused some court poet to make) the
following Terse on the occasion :

—

Asakura ya
ki no marudono ni

ware worebct

naiiori wo shitsntsu

yuku ha taga ko lo ! (Mannyoshiu).
[In a rude palace, at Asakura, of round unbarked timber, dwell I, and as men
pass shouting their names, I ask whose sons they be.] The meaning of this
cjmntain is not apparent.

* The Mikado Kintoku (.t.d. 313-399) is more particularly referred to.
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no smoke was seen ascending from tke hearths the taxes-

were remitted. One knows only too well how ill these

modern daj's compare with the days of yore.

Chapter VI.

Once more—it would be in Yowa [a.d. 1181], but so-

long ago is it one cannot be sure—for two whole years

a famine raged in the land, a very miserable time. Either

there were droughts in Spring and Summer, or flood.s

and storms in Autumn and Winter. So the evil went

on, and of the five grains * no crops were reaped. To
till the land in Spring was vain, in Summer to plant was

foolishness, in Autumn there was no reaping, in Winter

nothiug to store. So that many people in the different

provinces deserted the land and crossed the frontiers [of

their proper districts?], or fled from their homes to pick

up a living among the wild hiUs. Many prayers of various

kinds were offered up, and unusual rites were practised,

but without avail. The town, of course, depends upon the

coimtry, but nothing came from the country, and so it was

that the city lost, so to speak, its countenance.^ While
folk begged for aid they offered their goods recklessly for

sale, but caught never a purchaser. Gold was held cheap

and grain dear. Beggars whined in misery by the roadsides,

dinning one’s ears with their cries, and so in misery came

to an end the first of those two years.

Chapter VII.

The following year it was hoped matters would mend,
but instead a plague was added to the famine, and more
and more vain the prayers offered up appeared to be. It

seemed as if the whole population would starve to death

like the fish in the proverbial pool [none of which simvive

1 Bice, wheat, awa(Setaria, Italian millet), kiU (So-njlixm, Panicum mUiaeei(m)
and liiye {P. frioneutaeeum). '

'

3 Misao tsukuru.
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on its drying up]. At last even men who wore hats and

whose feet were covered and who were well dressed began

to go around begging from house to house. Such poor

wretches would often fall to the ground from weakness as

one looked at them wondering how they could stand on

their feet. The number of those who perished of hunger

is incalculable, they lay dead under walls and by roadsides,

-and as there were none to carry away the bodies the air

was filled with the stink of their corruption, and sorry

indeed were the sights that met one’s eyes. Of course,

the hanks of the river * were impassable for horses and

vehicles [because they were crowded with corpses]. Even

the poor woodcutters lost their vigour, and faggots became

scarce, so that men in their helplessness destroyed their

own dwellings and took the wood to market, but the value

of a man’s load was not enough to buy a single day’s food.

A strange thing was that among these faggots were to he

seen pieces of wood painted with red lead or showing

patches of gold and silver foil. On inquiry it was dis-

oovered that destitute wretches had plimdered the temples

of images of Buddha and broken sacred vessels and

ornaments for mere firewood. That one should be born

into such a world of dross and evil as to witness so sinful

a deed, which I, alas, did

!

Chapter IX.

Pitiful scenes there were. There was a sort of rivalry

in death among those men or women who could not hear

to he separated. What food one of such a pair procured

by begging would be reserved to keep the other alive,

while the first one was content to die. Both sexes displayed

this tender self-sacrifice. With parents and children it was

-almost the rule for the parent to die first. .And there were

cases in which infants were found lying by the corpses of

their dead parents and trying to suck the mother’s breast.

* The dry parts of the bed of the river are meant—foreshores, a sort of no
man’s land. The river, ot course, is the Ramogawa.
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Chapter X.

In the great temple of Ninwa [Benevolence and Peace]

was a chief priest of the Jison [Compassion and Respect]

temple named Okurakyo RyugyS, who, moved by com-

miseration for the countless numbers who died, made

arrangements, with the help of other saintly men, to write

on the foreheads of the dead the holy character a

[Sanskrit ^] as a seal to Buddha. He kept count of

the bodies marked during the fourth and fifth months,

and foimd in the portion of the capital bound by Ichijd

on the north and Kujo on the south, Kyogoku on the

east and Sujaku on the west, altogether about 42,300

corpses. To these must be added many others in different

quarters of the city and in the suburbs to give a correct

idea of the vast numbers of deaths that took place at this

time. Lastly, must be counted in the numbers of those

who perished in the provinces. Not very long before, under

the Mikado Sutoku, in the period Chosho [a.d. 1132-4],

a like catastrophe occurred, but the details are unknown

to me— what I saw with my own eyes was strange and

terrible enough.

Again, in 2 Genryaku [a.d. 1185
1] a great earthquake

occurred. It was not an ordinary one. Hills were shattered

and dammed up the rivers, the sea toppled over and flooded

the shore-lands, the earth gaped and water roared up

through the rents, cliffs were cleft and the fragments roUed

down into the valleys, boats scuUed along the beach were

tossed upon the bore, horses on the roads lost the ground

beneath their hoofs; all round the capital, it is hardly

necessary to add, in various places not a single building

was left entire; house or temple, tower or chapel,^ some

were rent and cracked, others were thrown down
; the dust

rose into the air like volumes of smoke. The roar of the

quaking earth mingled with the crash of falling buildings

1 Bramsen gives Genryakn one year only: 1 Bunji is probably intended, the
nengo were sometimes changed in the course of the year.

2 Tomb-chapels or mortuary shrines.
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was like thunder. To remain within doors was to run the

risk of being crushed; to rush out of doors was to he

swallowed up in some gaping fissure, unless you had wings

to fly up into the air, or could ride on the clouds like

a dragon. In the midst of all these horrors one felt that

of all dreadful things an earthquake is the most dreadful.

Amid all this ruin I will mention a piteous case. The

son of a samurai, six or seven years of age only, had

built himself a Kttle play-hut under a shed against a wall,

in which he was amusing himself, when suddenly the wall

collapsed and buried him flat and shapeless under its ruins,

his eyes protruding an inch from their orbits. It was sad

beyond words to see his parents embracing his dead body

and hear their unrestrained cries of distress. Piteous indeed

it was to see even a samurai, stricken down with grief for

his son thus miserably perished, forgetting his dignity in

the extremity of his grief.

Such violent shocks did not last long, but the after-

shocks continued and twenty or thirty times a day were

repeated with a force that under ordinary circumstances

would have been felt as most alarming. This went on

for some weeks, the shocks diminishing in frequency from

four or five to two or three in a day, or even one only, with

intervals of quiet days, but for three months the disturbance

continued. The other three of the four great calamities,

flood, fire, and storm, leave the great earth almost unchanged

—not so earthquakes.

Long ago in the period Saiko [a.d. 854-6] it is said there

was a great earthquake which did vast damage, and amongst

other calamities threw down the august head of the great

Buddha of the temple of Todai. But that earthquake was
far from being as disastrous as the one described, and people

accordingly for some time talked of nothing but the misery

of this world and the foulness and frivolity of the human
heart. Days and months, however, summed up and years

passed, and after a time no one so much as spoke a word
about the great earthquake of Genryaku.
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Chapter XI.

What is so hateful in this life of ours is its vanity

and triviality, both with regard to ourselves and our

dwellings, as we have just seen. According to oiu- position

so are our troubles, countless in any case. A low man under

high protection may have his moments of delight, but not

an abiding happiness. For he must restrain his tears when

in distress, his natural emotions must be kept down, he is

always uneasy as to promotion or disgrace, standing or

sitting [constantly] subject to alarms, he is like a sparrow

that finds itself close to a hawk’s nest. If a poor man hves

next door to a rich one he is oppressed with shame at his

shabby appearance, and tempted to flatter and cringe before

his neighbour. He is never quite at ease
;
as he looks upon

his wife and children and servants he envies his wealthy

neighbour of whose contempt for him he gets wind. Should

he live in a crowded quarter he can scarcely escape if a fire

break out
;

is his house situate in a remote district, it is hard

to get at and the ways are infested by thieves. The great

man grows avaricious, the solitary man is disliked by the

world. Wealth, too, brings cares from which the poor man
is free. To depend on the protection of another man is to

be his slave, to protect other folk is to be the slave of your

own emotions. To follow the world is a hardship to oneself,

to disregard it is to be counted a madman. Where or how
shall we find peace even for a moment, and afford our heart

refreshment even for a single second ?

'

Chapter XII.

For many years I lived in the house of my paternal

grandmother. When that relation was interrupted [death

of grandmother] my health suffered, and I could no longer

remain there. Just over 30, I built myself a house to

suit my own ideas, one-tenth of the size of my former home.

* The characters seem to mean “while a pearl (or gem) tinkles” (as part of
a beadlace or chain).
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It contained one room, in fact it was hardly a house at

all. It had a kind of wall, but a gate I could not afford.

The uprights were bamboos, the construction was like a shed

for vehicles. When the snow fell or the wind blew it was

scarcely safe. It was close to the river-bed, in the way of

floods and handy for thieves.' There I passed my time

reflecting on this world of nothingness. Thirty years and

more thus slipped by, during which I surveyed the vicissi-

tudes of my wretched life in relation to events around me.

Attaining my uOth Spring, I left my house and turned my
back on the world. As I had never wife or child there

was nothing to hinder me. I was no official, I had no

emoluments
;

what interest had I in the world ? And so

I lay idly five more Springs and Autumns amid the clouds

of Mount Ohara.

IVhen the 60th year of my life, now vanishing as

a dewdrop, approached, anew I made me an abode, a sort

of last leaf as it were, just as a traveller might run himself

up a shelter for a single night, or a decrepit silkworm weave
its last cocoon. This compared with the dwelling I had in

my middle period was less than one-hundredth of its size

;

as I wax in years my lodging Avanes in space. It is not an

ordinary sort of hut I live in. It measures only 10 feet

square, and is under 7 feet in height. As I had no fancy

for any particular place I did not fasten it to the ground.

I prepared a foundation, and on it raised a framework which
I roofed over with thatch, cramping the parts with crooks

so that I might remoA’e it easily if ever the whim took me
to dislike the locality. The labour of removing, how slight

it would be !—a couple of carts ivould suffice to carry the

whole of the materials, and the expense of their hire would
be that of the whole building.

* Lit. ‘white-wave [fellows],’ from a place so named in ancient China much
haunted by robbers. So we might say ‘ Hounslow Heath fellows.’
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Chapter XIII.

Now since I hid me in the recesses of Moimt Hino the

manner of my abode is this. To the south juts out

a movable sun-screen [a sort of pent-roof ?] with a matting

of split bamboos, bound together parallel-wise. Westwards

a small shrine with a Buddhist shelf and a picture of

Amida so placed that the space between the eyebrows shines

in the rays of the setting sun. Before the curtain-doors

of the shrine are fixed the figures of Fugen and Fud5.*

Above the paper-paned sliding doors of the north side runs

a small shelf, on which stand three or four black leather

boxes containing collections of Japanese poetry, books on

music, and such works as the Wojoyo shiu [book on

Buddhist Paradise]. Besides these is a so [sort of koto or

flat harp with thirteen strings] on one side and a biwa [lute]

on the other side—what are known as bent harp and jointed

lute. Along the east side are spread large bundles of

bracken fern, which with bimdles of straw make me a couch.

There is a window opening in the east wall with a writing-

desk. Near the head of the couch is a brazier to burn

faggots in. North of the hut is a small garden surrounded

by a low hedge of wattled branches. Here I grow some
medicinal herbs. Such is the fashion of my temporary cabin.

Chapter XIV.

To describe the situation I must teU you that to the south

is a bamboo pipe and a reservoir made of piled up stones.

A copse stands close by the eaves, so that firewood is not far

to fetch. The name of the place is Toyama. All traces of

man are hidden by the coils of niasaki \Euonymus japonica,

Thbg., var. raclicans']. The valley is thickly wooded, but
open to the west, so that the place is not unfitted for

philosophic meditation. In the Spring I can gaze upon the

1 This description of the interior is not very clear. I have done my best with it.
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festoons of the wistaria, fine to see as purple clouds. When
the west wind grows fragrant with its scent the note of the

hototogisu is heard as if to guide me towards the Shide ^ hill

;

in Autumn the shriU song of the cicada fills my ears,

soimding like a regret for his cast-off moult or may be

a complaint of this mortal world in Winter I watch the

snow-drifts pile and vanish, and am led to reflect upon the

ever waxing and waning volume of the world’s sinfulness.

When I get tired of reciting prayers or of reading the

scriptures I can rest at will
;
no one is by to prevent me,

no friend to reproach me. I have made no vow of silence,

but my lonely life stops my lips’ play. I do not need to

trouble myself about the strict observance of the command-

ments, for living as I do in complete solitude how should

I be tempted to break them ? Wlien I bend my steps

towards the white waves of the stream I watch the morning

boats cleaving the flood in their passage to and fro across

the river, and recall to mind the beautiful verse of the

acolyte Mansei
;
^ at eventide, when I hear the rustle of the

laurel leaves * under the breeze, my fancy carries my thoughts

to the waters of Jinyo,® and I touch my lute in the manner

of Gentotoku.® When my spirits are exuberant and my
imagination active, I liken the music the wind makes among
the pine groves to the melody known as the Winds of

Autumn, or the murmur of running waters to the air of the

Flowing Fount. I have no skill in the arts of song or

' A hill in Hades crossed by souls on their way to Paradise or Hell. The
hototogisu is the Cticulus pohocephalus.

^ A pun on utsttsomij which means ‘ mortal,’ and also an insect’s empty moult.

^ Or Mausami, the religious name of Kasa no Ason JIaro, a poet of the eighth

century.—M. K.
The allusion is to some verses of his

—

Asaborake
kogi-yuku fune no

shiranami,
“ the white waves left in the track of the boat sculled forth at daybreak.”

^ Katsura—Cercidephyllum japonicttm.
® A place in China mentioned in a poem by the celebrated Hakurakuten on

a girl famed for her skill on the lute.

6 Minamoto no Tsunenohu, the founder of the Eatsura school of lutists.—M. K.
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music, but I do not strive to please other men’s ears, ’t is but

to nourish my own mind that in my solitude I play and sing.

At the bottom of my hill stands another cabin, made of

wattled bush-work. There the hill-ward dwells. He has

a son, a youth who sometimes comes to see me, and we
ramble about together. He is 16 and I am 60, yet we
enjoy each other’s company despite the difference in years.

Sometimes we gather tmhana * shoots, or the berries of the

hvanashi,- the bud-like bulbs of the yam,® or the leaves

of the seri.^ Sometimes we roam among the tanks for the

paddy-fields that lie around the foot of the hill to pick up

fallen rice-tufts to make hogiimi ® of. On sunshiny days we
chmb the peak of my hiU, and I gaze upon the distant skies

that loom over my old home, over Kowada’s hill, Fushimi’s

town, over Toba and Hatsukashi. No owner claims any

rights here, so I am in full possession of my pleasure.

When the fancy takes me to look further afield I need

not undergo the labour of walking. I follow the line of

hill-tops, cross Sumiyama and Kasatori, and pray at Iwana’s ®

shrine or bow before that of Ishima, or force my way amid

the jungles of Awazu, not forgetting to do honour to the

monuments of the old sage Semimaru '— without moving

' Imperatu arnndinacea, C\t., var. KuitugU, Hack., a sort ot grass, the vouno-
shoots of which are edible.—M. K.

- Lit. ‘ rock-pear’

—

Up'xgca antatiea, Max.—31. K.
^ Jiioscorra japonica.—M. K.

* (Enanthe itolonifera, D.C., Max.—31. K.
s A kind of coarse matting.

® Here is a shrine of Kwannon.
" A celebrated recluse and minstrel, totally blind, who flourished in the tenth

century. A courtier named Hakuga no Sammi invited him to leave his retreat
and live in the capital. Semimaru sent a quintain by way of answer

To no naka wa
totomo kakutomo
sugushiten

miija mo waraya mo
hateshi nakenha.

“ In this world of ours, palace or straw-roofed hut, what matters it wherever
we dwell will there be yet something unattained.” Now the blind poet was the
only man who knew the secret modes of the Evvisen (Flowin"- Fount manner)
and the Takuboku (Woodpecker manner), and the nobleman for'three years spent
every night, fair or foul, in the neighbourhood ot the hut in the hope of hea^
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a step. Or I cross Tanokami’s stream and seek out the

tomb of Sarumaru
;

on the home, according to the

year’s time, we gather cherry spi*ays in full blossom, or

ruddy-leaved autumn maple, or collect fern fronds, or pick

up fallen nuts
;
and some of these treasures I humbly present

to Amida, and some I keep for presents.

On tranquil nights I gaze upon the moon’s orb shining

in through my window, and think of the great figures of the

men of old, or am moved to tears that drench my sleeves by

the mournful cries of the monkeys in the neighbouring-

thickets. I note the fireflies in the jmigle, and seem to see

the flares of far-off Makijima,* while the patter of rain at

daybreak reminds me of the rattle of a storm amid the leaves

of the woods. The horohoro of the ijamadori'^ makes me

wonder whether ’tis my father or my mother that crieth,

and the tameness of the deer that roam under the peak tells

me how far removed I am from the world of men.

these. One lull-iiioon nig-ht in the eig-hth month he was there, and the blind

minstrel, thinking himself alone, sang the following verses:

—

AusaJia uo

seki no (irashi no

hafiexhiki >n

nhiite zo itafH

yo u'o tiiiffO!>H totf.

“ Notwithstanding the gales that roar down the pass ot .Vusaka I still do pas-

here the davs ot this present lite of mine (i.e. the middle ot the three existences

—

past, present, and future).”
On hearing the chant Hakuga beg.an to weep. The singer meanwhile solilo-

quised, “How I should love to converse with anyone who should nsit me on so

fair a night as this !
” Then Hakuga went in and told his stoiy, whereupon

the old man was delio-hted and instructed him in all the lore of the lute.

(a m ^p, Kodansho. eleventh century, in Hanawa’s ^ ^ ^ ^ ,

Gunsho ruishiu, ed. 1902, vol. xvii, pp. 592-3.)—JI. K.

' Of the fishing-boats by the island of Maki.
^ The copper pheasant. The Buddhist saint Gyogi, ^ ,

has a ver.'<

upon this

—

YumaSor'i no

harohoro to nakn
koe kikeba

chichi ka to zo oinon

haha ka to zo onion.

“When the copper pheasant uttereth its cry ‘horohoro,’ I listen and wonder
whether ’tis my father who crieth or whether ’tis my mother who crieth.”

—

M. K. [The allusion is, of course, to the doctrine of transmigration.]
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On cold nights I often stir up the ashes of my brazier to

renew the embers, the comfort of an old man just waking

from a nap. My wild hill is no dreadful place, hut the

melancholy bootings of the owls give it one of the

characteristics of hilly tracts, whereof the aspects are so

various, giving rise to many reflexions in the minds of

learned and thoughtful men.

Chapter XV.

When I flrst came to this place I did not intend to stay

long, hut now I have dwelt here these five years. My cabin

has weathered ndth the course of time, the eaves are loaded

with dead leaves, the ground it stands on is green with moss.

From time to time news of what takes place in City-Royal

reaches me in my solitude, and I hear continually of the

deaths of persons of importance ; of smaller men who dis-

appear the roll is endless. I hear, too, of houses burnt down

in numbers, but my humble cabin remains a safe shelter for

me. ’T is cramped, indeed, but it has a bed for me to sleep

on at night, and a mat to sit on during the day, so I have no

reason to be discontented. The hermit-crab is satisfied with

a narrow shell for its home, which shows that it knows its

own nature
;

the osprey dwells on high crags because it

fears man. So is it with me. A man who knows himself

and also the world he lives in has nothing to ask for, no

society to long for
;
he aims only at a quiet life, and makes

his happiness in freedom from annoyance. But those who
live in the world, what do they do ? They build mansions,

but not for their own pleasure; 'tis for their wives and

families, for their relatives and friends, for their masters or

teachers, or to store their propertj^, or to house cattle and
horses. Xow I have built my cabin for myself, not for any
other man. And why have I done so ? As the world now
goes I find no congenial minds in it, not even a servant to

trust to. What profit, then, were a larger house to me ?

whom should I invite to it ? whom could I take into it to

serve me? One usually seeks the friendship of rich men.
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and thinks most of public personages
;
men of good hearts

and honest souls are not sought after. More wisely, I make

friends of lutes and flutes. One who serves another is apt

to be always thinking of rewards and punishments, he

hankers after favours, and is not content with mere good

treatment and kindness and the peace that ensueth. To me,

then, it seems better to be one’s own master and one’s own
servant. If there is something to be done I prefer to use

my own body to do it. This may be bothersome, but easier

than to see that other folk do it for you. If I have to walk,

I walk
;

it means some toil, but less than that of looking

after horses or carriages. In one body I possess two servants

:

my hands do what I want, and my feet bear me where

I would go—both serve me just as I desire them. Again,

my mind knows e.xactly what the body has to endure, so it

lets it rest when tired, and does not task it save when fresh

and vigorous. And when it does use the body it does not

abuse it, nor would the mind be put out by the body being

sometimes in a dull mood. And besides, plenty of exercise

and plenty of work are good for the body; too much idleness

is bad for the body. In addition, to impose a burden upon

another man, to constrain his wiU, is a sinful thing—we have

no right to take possession of another’s powers.

Chapter XVI.

About my clothing and food I have something to say.

Wistaria cloth and hempen fabrics are enough to hide my
nakedness, sprouts of Imperata grass and nuts picked up on

the hills sufiice to sustain my body. As I don’t live in the

world I need not care about my appearance ;
in the absence

of luxuries even coarse fare is sweet. I do not address these

observations to wealthy folk, I merely compare my former

way of life with my present one. Since I got'qmt of society

and forsook the world I know nothing of envy or fear.

I commit my life to the care of Heaven, without regret and

without anxiety. I liken my body to a cloud in the sky

;

I neither put my trust in it nor despise it. All the joy of
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my existence is concentrated around the pillow which giveth

me nightly rest, all the hope of my days I find in the-

beauties of nature that ever please my eyes.

Chapter XVII.

Now the three realms of existence—past, present, and
future—depend on the soul only. If the soul is ill at ease,

of what profit are cattle and horses and the seven treasures f

Palaces and mansions and stately towers give no pleasure.

On the other hand, in this solitar^-^ cabin I know the fullest

joy. When I chance to go to City-Royal I may feel some
shame on account of mj' beggarl}' appearance, yet when
I come hack to my hut I feel nothing but pity for the men
who squirm amid the dusts of the common world. If

anyone doubt me, I beg him to consider how birds and
fishes do pass their lives. Do fish ever tire of the simple

water they dwell in ? As we are not fish we caimot say.

Dp not the birds always long for their woods and copses f

Again, as we are not birds we cannot tell. So it is with

those who choose the life of a recluse—only those who do
choose it can know its joys.

To resume. My life is now like the declining moon
approaching the edge of the hill which is to hide it. Ere
long I must face the three realms of darkness. AVhat deeds

in the past shall I have to plead for there h What the

Buddha has taught to men is this—Thou shalt not cleave

to any of the things of this world. So ’tis a sin even to

grow fond of this straw-thatched cabin, and to find happiness

in this life of peace is a hindrance to salvation. Why, then,

should I let the days be filled with the vanity of exultation

in an empty joy ?

In the peace of daybreak I once meditated upon this

doctrine, and this is the question I asked myself—“ You
have fled from the world to live the life of a recluse amid
the wild woods and hiUs, thus to bring peace to your soul
and walk in the way of the Buddha. You have the
appearance of a saint, but your soul is full of turbidities.
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Your cabin is a slur on the memory of the habitation of

Jomyo Koji in virtue you are below even Shuri Handoku.^

Is juur degradation the result of your poverty and mean
condition, your inheritance from a previous existence, or

have your trains of thought destroyed your mind ? ” What
answer could my soul give ? None. I could but move my
tongue as it were mechanically, and twice or thrice repeat

involuntarily the Buddha’s holy name. I could do no more.

Written on the last day of the yayoi month of 2 Kenryaku

[May 1st, 1185] by the Somon Ben-in in his cabin on

Toyama.

Alas ! the moonlight

Behind the hill is hidden

In gloom and darkness.

Oh, would her radiance ever

My longing eyes rejoiced

!

' Koji, g parishiouer, the ‘ bourgeois ’ of Hindoo society (Eitel).

Jomyo is Yimalakirtti, a fabulous person (?), said to have lived contemporaneously
with the Buddha in the city of Viyari. lie excused himself from attendance on
the Buddha on the ground of sickness. 3Iany holv men are sent to inquire into
the case, but Jomyo eludes them all. At last llaSdjusri appears and engages
the pretended sick man in a subtle discourse. Upon this Jomyo perlonns
a miracle—in his one room he manages to find seats for all the 3,000 saints and
oOO ^sciples of the Buddha. In addition, at the request of some of those present,
he divides in half the remote universe of Mud5 (akchobkya, ‘ motionless ’

—

containing denizens represented by a number consisting of unity followed by
seventeen ciphers), and brings them, too, into the room, with the Buddha himsel't

preaching to them. In the fourth century a Chinese traveller in India saw this
very room, and found it measured 10 feet square (hojo). Chomei borrowed
the name for his own hut ; but it is not the hut, after aU, that makes the
saint.—M. K.

® Shuri Handoku was the most foolish of all the disciples of Buddha. He
forgot not only his family name, but even hi.s own pei-soual name. Popular
r^our credited him with carrying a tablet hung round his neck with his name
thereon. After his death a kind of ginger (Zingiber mgoga, Rose.) grew on his
grave, which makes those who eat it forget everything. This storj’ is based
upon the name the charactei-s of which mean ‘ name -hearing/
i.e. carrying away the name. Sttri or s/iuri, it may be mentioned, means
‘small’; handoktif ^

Some additional remarks by the Eev. S. Takaluji, a well-known doctor of the
system :

—“The mother of Handoku was the wife of a wealthy man,
with one of whose slaves she eloped, and in the course of time gave birth to two
sons. Her parents left all them wealth to the boys, after which the elder one
became a disciple of the Buddha and attained the rank of arliat, transferring his
share inheritance to the younger one, Handoku. The latter refused the
gift, and desired to be instructed in the law, but as he was found unable to
remember a single clause of tbe sutra he was set to study he Avas expelled. On
tins he wept and was pitied by the Buddha, who gave him instruction on the
doctrine of iSirvana, whereupon he became also an arhat.”

J.ii.A.s. 1905. 17
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[In Dr. Aston’s “ History of Japanese Literature ” a

translation of part of these “Hotes” will be found. Another

version—to my mind very imperfect—has been published,

I find, in the Trans, of the As. Soc. of Japan of 1892.]

THE LIFE OF KAMOXO CHOMEI.'

In youth he was known as Kiku Dajni [Master Chrysanth],

also as Minami Dayu (the south [quarter] Master). For

generations his family had furnished wardens to the shrine of

Kamo in Yamashiro. In the period Oho he was promoted

to the junior lower fifth rank. In the next reign [of

Takakura] he asked for but was refused the Kamo warden-

ship. Annoyed at this failure he shaved his head, and

took the religious name of Een-in. In the reign of the

second Toha, when the Chamber of Poesy was instituted, he

was offered a seat, which he accepted, but after a short time

resigned. At a later period he went to visit the Shogun
Sanetomo at Kamakura, hut nothing came of the visit

and he returned to Kyoto, whence he betook himself to

retirement among the neighbouring hills. There he dwelt

contentedly enough and attained the age of 63. He was

a good musician, a student of Buddhism, and a follower

of the philosophy of Ch'wangtzu. He wrote the Hojoki,

the charm of which is still as much felt and admired as it

was hundreds of years ago.

NOTES ON CHOMEI BY MINAKATA KFMAGFSTJ.

The god of Kamo is said to have been the offspring of

a thunder-god and a woman. When Kyoto was founded
the shrine became an important one.

• Not Kamo Chomei ; the «o is as necessarj- as any voti or de. Nor must
Chomei be readjaponxee—Nagaakira.
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On renouncing the world in consequence of his failure

to obtain the wardenship of the shrine he sent the following

verse to a certain recluse ;

—

Iztiku yori

hito tea iriketnu

Makmu Kara

akikazefukishi

michi yori zo koshi.

“From wherever he may have made his way [to the real

realm—the way of Buddha, a religious life], he hath come,

't is certain, by a path o’erblown by autumn winds across the

waste o’ergrown with ktizu [PuerariaJ.” The point of this

verse is this. The leaves of the bush are easily ruffled by
tlie wind so as to show their nra mi [imder surfaces]. I^ow

urami means weariness [with the world], and thus the

object of Chomei’s message to the recluse was to explain

his own desire to lead a hermit life. Akikaze, autumnal

winds, again involves the meaning of satiety or disgust

]jtkf\—he is blown hillward by a blast of disgust with the

world.

The portable hut described in the “ Notes ” reminds one

of the story related in Ramusio’s “ Viaggi e Navigazioni
”

of

a noble Armenian who behaved in just the same way as

Chomei and constructed for himself a similar hut.

On the Emperor requesting him to resume his membership
of the Chamber of Poesy, Chomei sent the following stanza :

—

Shizumi niki

imasara Waka no

nranami ni

yosebaya yoran

ama no mte-fiine.^

“ ’T is sunk to the bottom the fisher’s deserted bark one

would fain bring agaiu to the wave-beaten strand of Waka.”
Here the main quibble is on Waka = JC«A-a [Japanese verse],

' Of the stanzas in this essay, gathered from various sources and very
characteristic of old Japan, the text seems worth presenting in English italics.
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and tlie meaning is that the writer lost in seclusion cannot

enter \_yose~\ the Chamber of Poetry.

Chomei was well acquainted with Chinese hterature.

The last sentence of the Hdjoki is an imitation of one in

the Monzen [Elegant Extracts] of Prince Shomei, TO ^
[a.u. 501-531] :

“ As the water passeth by that maketh the

river, so pass by the men whose lives make the age [reign].” ^

Of all the works of Japanese recluses perhaps the

Tsurezuregusa by Yoshida Kenko [a.d. 1283-1350] is

the best known.^ The Hdjoki, however, is thought by

many critics to he superior to these “ Fugitive Notes.”

A httle earlier than Chomei flourished the renowned

Saigyo H5shi, whose image is so common an object in

Japanese curio shops. He was a samurai of rank who
resigned his order and, despising the pomps and vanities

of the world, spent his life in pilgrimages to places

consecrated by saintly tradition or associated with historic

personages or celebrated for the beauty of their scenery,

on which he has left descriptive or eulogistic stanzas. The
explanation of the multitude of recluse -writers in the

twelfth centurj’- is to be found in the great political, social,

and domestic changes that then took place—the long peace

that began with the settlement of the capital at Kyoto in

784 ha\’ing ended in the civil disorders inaugurated by the

rivalries of the Minamoto [Gen] and Taira [Hei] houses.

Of this revolution, for such it was, as important as that

of the seventh centuiy which flooded the country with

the civihzation of China and that which is being accom-

phshed under our own eyes, I venture to add a brief account

from the writings of the most famous of the Tokugawa
statesmen, Arai Hakusekii.^

The ancient emperors took as their principal consorts

princesses of their own families—just as was the custom

' So in a well-known h^Tnn with
“ Time, like an ever rolling s-tream.

Bears all its sons away.”
2 There exists a translation into English by the Rev. W. Ebv and an excellent

account will be found in Dr. Aston's “ History of Japanese Literature.”
s See Dr. Knox’s fine translation of his most interestino- and characteristi,.

autobiography in vol. xxx, Tr. Jks. Soc. Japan.
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in Egypt and Peru—down to the reign of the Emperor

Shomu [a.d. 724-794], who married a daughter of the

Fujihara house, Aheko, better known as the Empress

Kwomyo [Her Shining Majesty], She was the Catherine

of Japan, dissolute and unprincipled, but showed great

favour to Buddhism, by whose followers her memory is

still revered. Many stories are told anything but creditable

to her, and an ancestor of mine, Fujihara no Sanekata

[a poet of the tenth century], is said to have suffered

death because he failed to render her an impossible homage.

From that time the mikados continued to take their

consorts from the Fujihara family [this, of course, from

the beginning was the work of the Fujiwara clan, not the

mere choice of the Mikado ;
his freedom in this respect,

so far as he had any, was employed in the selection of

his concubines. The earliest (?) of the Fujiwara was

a Naidaijiu, he flourished in the middle of the seventh

century, was Crown Prince and a younger brother of the

Mikado Tenchi or Tenji. Nihongi, sub ann. .4.d. 669].

On the death of the Mikado Montoku [.4.D. 851-9] Fujiwara

no Yoshifusa got himself appointed Sessho [|^ i|5[] or

Hegent, the heir-apparent being a minor, afterwards the

Mikado Seiwa [.a.d. 860-876]. The next Mikado, Yozei,

was a madman and consequently deposed by Fujiwara no

Mototsune, younger brother of Yoshigusa, who raised the

Mikado Kwoko to the throne [a.d. 885-7], whose son and

suceessor, TJda [a.d. 888-897], made Mototsime Kwambaku
or Prime Minister.

From that time the mikados were the puppets of

the Kwambaku of the Fujiwara clan. But history is

continually repeating itself. The Fujiwara clan was an

extensive one, containing many principal and sub-families,

who lost no time in quarrelling over the Kwambakuship
and the honours and emolmnents of the Court. Fighting

men were hired nominally as guards to the Mikado, really

to defend the interests of the Fujiwara. Thus for some

three centuries the Fujiwara were virtually rulers of the

state. Revolts were frequent, but on the whole were
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successfully dealt with. Towards the close of the eleventh

century an outbreak occurred in the north-western province

of Dewa which was put down with great difficulty by
Minamoto no Yoshiiye, who, considering himself insufficiently

rewarded by the Fujiwara, is said to have prophesied that

his own descendants would in time supplant them. This,

in fact, was so, for the Shogunate was established in the

person of Minamoto no Yoritomo. In a.d. 1156 the so-called

War of Hogen [a.d. 1156-9] began in the capital. Fifteen

years earlier the Mikado Sutoku had been compelled to

abdicate. Sutoku— or Shutoku— had desired that his

younger son should succeed Kon-e [a.d. 1142-55], but

Shirakawa II was made Mikado instead. The Fujiwara

clan at the same time found themselves in the same

predicament as the Imperial family were in, for the retired

Kwambaku Tadasane was opposed to the actual Minister

Tadamichi, his elder son, and wished to replace him by

his younger son Yorinaga, who allied himself with the

Mikado Shutoku and hired a number of fighting men to

support his cause. Among these were the old Minamoto

no Tameyoshi with his numerous sons, except the eldest

Yoshitorao, who took the part of the new Mikado [Shira-

kawa II]. A member of the powerfrd Taira clan, the

famous Taira no Kyomori, also joined the new Mikado’s

party, while his uncle Tadamasa opposed him. A battle

took place at night just after the funeral of the father of

the rival Mikado—Toba [a.d. 1108-23]. Many of the

Court nobles who opposed the Shirakawa party were
beheaded—the first instance of capital punishment being

inflicted upon the nobles since the year 810. Shirakawa

also sent his rival [and brother] into exile. Kyomori
beheaded his uncle Tadamasa, and Yoshitomo beheaded
his own father, Tameyoshi. Yorinaga, the cause of all

this bloodshed, was killed in the fight. He was Sadaijin,

left great minister, at the time of his death.

Some three years later, in the twelfth month of the year
1159, began the so-called War of Heiji [a.d. 1159-60]
between the Minamoto [Gen] and Taira [Hei] factions.
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originating in the jealousy of Yoshitomo and Kiyomori.

The Gien were defeated, and a month later Yoshitomo

himself was slain. The victorious Kyomori spared the

son of Yoshitomo—the famous Yoritomo—but sent him

into exile. The power of the Fujiwara was completely

broken, and Kyomori caused himself to be made Prime

Minister under a new title, Daijodaijin ^ g],
and divided half the realm among his kinsmen and followers.

More than once he put the ex-Mikado himself—Shirakawa

— in prison, and finally caused the Mikado Takakura

[a.d. 1169-80] to abdicate in favoiir of his son by

Kyomori’s daughter. Crowds of nobles were banished or

beheaded, and the whole land seethed with resentment.

A rebellion broke out in Idzu under the leadership of

Yoritomo, during which Kyomori died. The Taira party

were utterly defeated in the great sea-fight of Dan-no-ura

[near Shimonoseki], and almost exterminated by the ferocious

policy of the victor. Yoritomo, who was a statesman, saw

the unwisdom of the system followed by the Fujiwara and

Kyomori of allowing the provincial nobles to depend upon

the Court rather than upon themselves, and inaugurated

the Kamakura Shogunate [a.d. 1185], under which the local

governors were converted into ke-nin [retainers] of his

own family. In 1221 the ex-Mikado Toba II got together

an army and tried to overthrow the Kamakura power. He
was unsuccessful, and was banished to the island of Oki,

where he died. This Toba II [commonly known as Go
Toba no In, the retired Emperor Toba II] was the only

Mikado, from the seventh century at least, to the restoration

of 1867—8, w'ho showed any independence. He was an able

soldier, and equa% versed in the arts of making sword-

blades and poetry. It was he who made the author of the

Hojoki a member of the Chamber of Poesy.

Such was the history of the twelfth century, in the latter

half of which and beyond the author of the Hojoki lived.

One can easily rmderstand his desire to withdraw himself

from such scenes of confusion and bloodshed as were almost

daily enacted in his time. It was out of no feeling of
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loyalty that men like Chomei, Saigy5, or Toshida Kenko

retired from the world : it was mainly out of disgust at the

turbulence of the age, and disappointment rmder the loss

of office, rank, and emoluments with the changing fortunes

of the factions that strove for mastery. Indeed, the much
vaimted chiugi of mediaeval Japan is largely a myth.

It was prized as a rare virtue. We have seen that nephews

beheaded uncles, sons fathers, brothers banished brothers,

and nobles rebelled against the emperors, sent them into

exile, deposed them, and with the help of mercenary bands

kept the land in a continuous welter of civil war. The

foundation of the Kamakura Shogunate did not end this

unhappy condition of the State, which endured, indeed, with

occasional intervals of peace, until lyeyasu affirmed his

supremacy by the second storming of the castle at Ozaka.

Saigyo, who, unlike Chomei, was a family father, lets the

truth escape from him in the following stanza :

—

Shiba no iho ni

mi wo la kokoro no

iaaoi-kite

kokoro wa mi ni mo

towanu narikeri.

To the wattle hut

my soul hath

enticed my body

;

alas ! my body

there beareth not my soul.

Of the details of Chomei’s life not much is known
;

it was

probably tmeventful after his retirement. The following

stanzas will give some idea of his poetic power and cast of

thought. They are taken from a book called Kamo no

Ch5mei shiu, ^ ^—The Poems of Chdmei—which

has his signature appended with the date 1 Shogen (a.d. 1207).

MOOX

Kuma mo naki

kagami to miyete

iumu tsuki wo

momotahi migaku

okitsu shiranami.

AND SEA.

The orb undimmed
that shineth like a mirror *

the clear moon !

the white waves of ocean
do burnish it innumerously

!

* Of polished white metal. The restless waves are even polishin» the reflected
image of the moon.

“
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THE MURMUR OF THE CICADAS AT THE DEPARTURE OF
AUTUMN.

Ahi sJiitau

mushi no hoe hoso

yowani nare

tomaranu mono to

tare ha oshieshi.

Of Autumn loving

cicadas now the murmur

more feeble groweth

;

this empty world how fleeting

who taught these [tiny]

creatures ?

THE EARLIEST SOFT RAINS OF WINTER.

Oto suru mo

sabishihi mono to

mahi no ita ni

oinoi shiraseru

hatm shigure hana.

WINTER MOONSHINE

Itmwari wo

wahite togamuru

ehime no uehi ni

hiru to na ntie zo

fuya no yo no tsuhi.

Those pattering drops !

like sound of fulling-hoard ‘

they wake in me

a sense of solitude

—

those first Winter showers.

ON SHRINE AND TEMPLE.

Through sacred fringe

from holy shrine that wardeth

every falsehood,

dare not, 0 moon of Winter,

to counterfeit day’s gloiy.

THE WEARINESS OF LIFE.

Sumi walinu

tza sawa hoyemu

Shide no yama
sate dani oya no

ato wo fumulehu.

Fatigued with living,

my spirit fain would cross

the hill of Shide -

;

e’en thus I should

my father’s footsteps follow.

The above was probably composed upon the failure to

obtain bis father’s post of warden of the Kamo shrine.

A friend, one Sukemitsu, sent him the following sensible

quintain in reply :

—

* The sound of beating cloth on a hoard to make it supple—a frequent motive
in old Japanese poetry.

^ The hill in Hades all souls must cross.
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Sumi wdhite

isogi na Icoe zo

Shide no yama

kono yo ni oya no

ato wo koso fume.

A CLOUD OF BLOSSOMS IN
(JODO

Taezu chirii

Jiana no arikeri

furusato no

ume mo sakura mo

ushi ya hito toki.

Scorn not to live,

nor haste to climb the hill

of fatal Shide
;

hut in this 'world of men
thy father’s footsteps follow.

A PICTUEE OF THE PURE LAND
= PARADISE).

Ah
!
yonder blossoms

fill the happy scene for ever
;

alas ! my -village

the spray of plum and cherrj-

hut seeth to see them wither.

OBLIVION OP THE GLORY OF THE WESTi; THE BEAUTY OF
MOONRISE.

Asa yuu ni

nishi wo somtikaji

to omoedomo

tsuki matsu hodo wa

e koso mukawane.

In either twilight,

upon the west my back

ne’er would I turn
;

yet when the moon is rising

I cannot westwards look !

So delightedly does he contemplate the rising moon that

he forgets he is turning his back on the quarter -where

Paradise lies.

‘ Paradise is in the west, the moon rises in the east.
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IX.

THE MAHAVULU-SANDESAYA.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION.

By LIONEL D. BARNETT, M.A., D. Litt., M.E.A.S.

rilHE Mana\Ailu - sandesaya, or in Pali Maliauagakula -

sandesa, which to-day first reaches the Western reader,

is a little Pali poem of somewhat singular character. It is

in the form of a poetical epistle, in the style of high liCirya.

It is dated from Mahanagakula (Manavuju), a city of Ceylon.

Alter long and occasionally complicated panegyrics upon

this city, a local Buddhist monastery, and the mahaihern

Nagasena residing in the latter, it proceeds to describe in

similar strains the city of Arimaddanapura (Pugama, the

modern Pagan), the emperor Siri-Dhammaraja who beai's

rule therein, a monastery built by the latter near his capital,

and a distinguished mahathera named Kassapa - Sangha -

rakkhita who dwells there. Then follows an address from

lYagasena to Kassapa, in which Ifagasena mentions that he

has received a letter from Kassapa through a minister Kana,

apparently containing a request. The poem here practically

comes to an end. Five verses foUow, containing greetings

to a certain Sariputta and an exhortation to reform the

Church in Pagan as it had been reformed in Ceylon by

Parakrama-bahu
; but as these verses are in part grossly

corrupt, as they are singularly feeble and debased in style,

and as they are ignored by the Sinhalese translator of the

rest of the poem, we are justified in regarding them with

suspicion. Either they are altogether spurious, or they are

a rough draft which the poet never worked out. The poem

is thus a mere fragment.
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The author obviously is not T^agasena himself, but is

probably a monk of his school. The whole significance of

the work lies in its topical character
; it bears upon the

historical events of the middle of the thirteenth century, and

can only be the work of a contemporary.

At that time Pagan, still the leading state in Bui-ma, was
in close contact with the metropolitan church of Ceylon.

Details of these relations are given in the inscription of

Dhammacheti,' and it suffices here to point out that in

1250 .\.D. there existed in Pagan two great divisions, the

Pitrima or old Church and the Slhalu or Sinhalese Church,

which had been recently introduced from Ceylon. Ananda
Thera, a leader of the latter party, died at Pagan in 1245.

Towards the end of the thirteenth century, however, the

Church in Pagan declined in importance as the empire of

Pagan hastened to its fall. No poet in the fourteenth

century or later could describe Pagan in the language of

our author.

Our author calls the king of Pagan Siri-Dhammardja.

This is an abbreviated form of Siri-trihliuvanaditya-pavara-

pandita-clhammamja, the regular title of the Pagan kings.

The king who bore it from 1211 to 1234 -4.D. was Tlzana,

who was son of Narapati - sithu, and is also known as

Jeyasihga (Zeya-theinka), Nan-daung-myo, and Tilo-min-lo.

His successor was Kya-swa (1234-1250), followed by another

Uzana. Any one of these three may be the king glorified

by our poet
;
the facts which we shall next review suggest

that it is the first or the second of these monarchs to whom
he refers.

Kassapa Mahathera is an interesting figure whom I restore

Avith much pleasure to literature from the ruins of his home.
At Siri-paccaya (Thiri-pitsaya), hard by Pagan, among the
ruined masses of monastic buildings there is a group that

still bears the name of Shin-katthaha, the Reverend Kassapa.
This was the monastery of Maha-kassapa, who in the middle
of the thirteenth century was one of the leaders of the

' See also Mahdvaynsa, Ixxs, 6 f.
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Churcli in Pagan. An inscription found here ^ states that

in Nadaw 606 Sak. (a.d. 1244) Min Hla built a large

monastery for the residence of the Reverend Mahii-kassapa^

and gave an estate for the maintenance of the establishment.

This apparently “was an addition to the previous establish-

ment
;

for the latter, according to our poet, was originally

founded by the king, and the same inscription records other

gifts to the monastery of Mahii-kassapa, of which the first

is dated Pyatho 599 Sak. (a.d. 1237-8). Two other in-

scriptions, dated 604 Sak. (a.d. 1242), mention a similar

gift of land to his monaster}'
;
* while another document

records the foundation of another monastery in 599 Sak.

(a.d. 1237) and the dedication of slaves for its service in the

presence of Mahii-kassapa and Dhammasiri-subhiiti.® To

bear witness to such dedications was a function that even

kings and great nobles did not despise.

Even the minister Nana mentioned in our poem seems to

have left his name upon the monuments of this period
;
for

an inscription dated 599 Sak. (a.d. 1237) records the con-

struction of a grotto and monastery by a minister named

Nana Pi-si and the dedication of slaves and land for its

maintenance.'*

We cannot lay any stress upon the dubious verses 57-62
;

but it may be remarked that about this time there was a

distingiushed friar in Pagan, Sariputta surnamed Dhamma-
\’ilasa, who may be the Sariputta of v. 59.^ Parakrama-

bahu’s reformation of the Church, to which v. 62 alludes,

is a commonplace, and suggests no conclusions.

In this period the town of Miinavulu or Mahanagakula
was also important. It had been the seat of Kittisiri Megha,
and Parakrama-bahu I made it the capital of the surroimding

province.® Subsequently it lapsed into insignificance, and

> Inscriptions of lagan, Fimja, and Ara (Eangoon, IS92), x, Xo. 15, p. 243.

Inscriptions of Fagan, etc., iv, No. 3, p. 117, and vii, No. 16, p. 184.
^ Inscriptions of Fagan, etc., iii, No. 6, p. 101.

)
Inscriptions of Fagan, etc., vii, No. 14, p. 181 .

“ See Forchlianiiaer, Tlte Jardine Frize, pp. 29 ff.

s Mahavamsa, Ixi, 23 ; Lvxii, 118 ff.
;
Ixxv, 21.
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it exists no longer. The fame of Kagasena likewise seems

to have been short-lived ; his memory indeed is apparently

preserved only in this little poem.

In editing the text I have used four Sinhalese palm-leaf

MSS., which were formerly in the collection of the late

Mr. Hugh Hevill. They are

—

A. Text with a fairly old and scholarly mnnaya (i.e. text

analysed and interpreted in Sinhalese)
;

written in

a Low Country hand by a clumsy and somewhat

illiterate scribe, about 1800. 15 folios.

B. Text with same mnnaya, fairly correctly written in

a neat small hand of the early nineteenth century.

11 folios.

C. Text with same mnnaya, copied recently from A or

a near ancestor of A. 14 folios.

D. Text only
;
carelessly and ignorantly wTitten

; repre-

sents the same tradition as B, and hence is of no

independent value. 5 folios.

As A, B, and 0 give the text of each stanza twice, firstly

by itself (««;«/; iVd-text) and secondly with its interpretation

in the mnnaya (^arfo-text), I denote the readings of the

former by A*, B'*, and C*, and those of the latter as A'’, B**,

and C’’. The pada-te^t often varies from the mnihitd-\Q^i,

and is usually more correct. Italics denote conjectural

alterations or additions.

The critical notes are by no means exhaustive, for in such

a small work it is needless to register all the confusions of

similar letters which teem in Sinhalese MSS., and signify

nothing. Hence I have usually ignored cases where an
obvious blunder in the mmhita is tacitly corrected in the
^jfldfl-text, or tice versa, and generally I have recorded only
salient divergences of the MSS. or irregularities of some
slight significance. In the matter of spelling I have usually
followed the tradition of B, D.
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MAXAVULir - SANDESAYA.

Ramma mahanagakuloditamha pura mahanagakulakulainlia

iidiccasampannakulacitamlia ^ samiddliisamyogavibhusitainha. (1)

lankitthivadaiie vibhutisadane sataccasammanane

A^asmim sajjitatorane satarune sadbuna’ sadbarane

dbammaramakule vilopavikale paccattbiduggacale

itramo abu ramaniyj-avibbavo dattbabbasilro varo. (2)

yasmim vibare yatipumgavanam gimatibbarubbabanatureva

mabT samimnamitatoranogbabahabbir arocayate ^-isadam. (3)

suddbaduddbapahilam va valukapattam attabasitam ra bbumiya

bbati yattba niuniTlrailIrajf?ppattbatorugunarenusaniiibbam.^ (4)

ambare aTilambantil dbariisannibita tbira

pasada ’bbi\drocanti saradii va payodbara. (5)

dipa jbayanti iirame saddhim sambuddbasunubbi ®

andbakara vigacchanti saddhim cittamalehi pi. (G)

indindiranandanamafijarika mandiinilandolitapallavagga ^

samuggirantiva gbananuragam anokaha samyatisangaladdham. (7)

mandamandapavanaggakampita biilasalavalaya vibangame

varayaatir iva tungakujite® jbananandanavibadbana bbaya. (8)

iisarabbave kadallvaiiavall ® cirassa nindaparipllita yabim

vidbaya cbaya yamipuragavaiiuga subhesinl nuna’ tapovan’

ajjbaga.
^ ^

(9)

^
yasmim sammasananubaddbahadaye atapine samjmte

j
bieke samyamipumgave giinaganariime thirarambbine '

§
sevante vanavabinisueipayorarige tarangiikule

ranganta mudumaruta kalaruta sakuntasankujita. (10)

evamvidbe carutare vibare visuddhasaddbammaniketaramme

rananjayabaddbamanoratbo bu tbero® mabanagacamu panito (11)

* AP, B'’, C'> -acitamha
;
A“, B», C=*, D -ocitamha.

* A*, B», C», D -nlrajapa-
;

A*’, B*", C>> -nxmjapa-.

^ A, C simibhi.

^ A"*, C* -ddol-
; B^, D -andol- ; A**, B**, C*’ -diidol-.

® A, C hidj-
;
B, D kiij-.

* C kadalavindvali.
’ A, C, D -dramhhUe.
® After then A adds naro, C naro.
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iiissango danadliarasurablii gunaganadboranarohanad^o

sikkbakaruuiiapuuuassavanavisaranagbunitagbanxirenu

yo bii A’anikarenu ranaranakamabaA'aranoddaranaya

panfiatinnorudanto sainanamani mabagandhamatanganago. (12)

sankbindukundabarabaramunalanala- ^

bbaglratbisalilanimmalakittipure

yasmim vasantakulite ^ paA'ijambbamane

sampbullalakkbifl; upayanti tapovaniini. (l;^)

natati sirasi renu biiddbapildaravinde ®

natati sugataA’ann’anini kantbaraiige

natati badayarange bbiivananatakittbT

natati caranaraiigc lokamollnain all. (14)

niuttagunatte pi gunii mabaggba na digbasutta na sarandbavuttii

nibarabbanu na pi somabbavc na sulapani na kapaladbarl. (1;;)

janappasada A’iya yassa siira sudbabbisitta viya candabbaso^

sarorubaliva sakesaravall gunanuragena guna vibbusita. • (IG)

na candakantupalaA'antinijjbara na candapada na ca candanaddava ’’

na ceva barabbarana na niyare samantato yassa yatba gunavali. (17)

lankay’ abbarano gunogbasarano dbammakare torano

kummaggavarano ® visuddhacarano so ’yam asadbarano

tanbakulavidarano ranaranavyaparanodarano

dbammappltisurapagavibarano eravano varano. (18)

tejoguna civaralakkbanena parissajantiva ^ tanum samanta

durasado yena yamissaro so sasenamarena pi duddamena. (10)

iisa yato patutaram niunikomudani

nibarabbanulasitena biladayano

so nagasenayamipo yasaramsipuro

asavisalaTalayam dbavallkaroti.
(20)

sanagaseno® pi biladaye'’ janam gbananurago pi pajasu nimmamo
yamabbiramo pi durasado sada virulbamulo pi ca aggasammato. (21)

^ A®, -nciJam.

^ So B, D, A^,
;
A^, ~ttilite (or ~tuUne).

3 Should we read -dd 't

‘ A, B, C -bhavo (D -hhunavo)

;

but the Sinh., which explains “ like the moon‘<
rays” {candra-maricln menda), confirms our emendation.

“ A, B, C, D candanandavd.

® Should we read duoi- ?

A», pa,-isaijan-
; A>>, C,'> pa, issaymi- ; the latter may be rin-ht.

8 Sonci- A“ (originally, but corrected), C“, D.
' °

® Hiladayo A (originally, but corrected), C, D.
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pa^io sadhammissarasasanassa nibaddhakaccho kalisasanassa

;
niketabhuto tapasadbanassa sirldbaro sissapasadbanassa. (22)

j jambuddipavare nirapadakare nissesakosakare

I
velaveUitasagarorulaharlpakaragopayite

dbammadissarabodbiiaangalaghare ^ vijjapagasagare

I sadhudarasarorubakaravare bbukaminisekbare (23)

dosarimaddanasamunnatanaraadbej'yo ^

sampannakosaparivaramahakuladcpio

sabbupabhogaparipunnagahabhiramo

; dhammabbiramajanavissamanassamo bu. (24)

f| jinavaratanu^a^ giinabbui'ubabbii parabitanirata sabitavabita

sucaritacaritopasamabbarana sacaranasaraslrubamandanato (2-3)

j kamalakaratam upanenti bi yam satatam sukbita subudba vibudba

$ amara viva nandanamajjbagatii mudita ’bbiramanti bi yattba

I
gata. (26)

I
dese tasmim viraalakamaladevimuladbivase

I
pariivaropanatavividbodaramuttadisare

addbe* nanajanadbanabbara bbumibbedabbisaiike

M sampannanga sujanabbaranii rajadbani abosi. (27)

siirodaggavisalasalavalayo yassam sudbamandito

lakkbisangamamangalavutasitappalambapattavall

pindibbuya padakkbinabitatanu kittippabandbo yatba

bbupalassa virajate patidisam gantva disoguntbitam.® (28)

pasado bimaselakiitadbavalo bbupalamulalayo
i kutagaraparamparacitasirorangappasangakulo

devindassa vinindati® ppatidinam palambabemavall

devanandananandanabbiramane eravanam varanam. (2&)

toranesu ca baddbakinkinljalajataranitena bariniw^

rangakelicaturo va maruto gayate va nagaripatiyasam. (30)

* A* -adhi-, corrected to -adi - ; A'>, B, D -idi- ; C -ddhi-.

* Dosdra- A, C (in A“ orig. dosari -) ;
soddri- D.

® A, B, C, D -tanuyd.
^ A, B, C addho , . . hhumiWiedahhisavko (D addho ... -sanke)

;

the emendation is confirmed by the Sinh.
® I.e. in Sanskrit dig-magnntkitdm. C*’ has -ta, -to altered to -tarn, D -to.

® B, D nindita.

’ A, B, C, D harinl or ->ti ; but the Sinh. treats the word as epithet of -yasam,
which must be a feminine, as apparently in v. 49-

J.K.A.S. 1905. 18
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danambudliaraparipanapmita mattadvipanam ghanadanapankile

gandatthale baddhapada^ sillmukba nibaddbajhankararavena

fiayare. (31)

tarangama kinkinijalabaddba janghalavegena ^ijambhamana

saddaj^amana va nabbecaranam sabassabbanussa turangamanam. (32)

madbukaranikaranam panagararavinda ®

tatarubatarusakbiiaujalipeyatoya

Yividbavibagakilagayanakeliranga

sisiramadburanlra pokkbaranfio ramenti. (33)

kokilalikulamanjusifijita manjarljarajapufijaranjita *

rucirakamaratidutaciitaka rafijayanti jTivino va kanane. (34)

evamvidhe v-ividharammavibhutisare

tattharimaddanapure paraduppasaybe

samantamolbnanira fi
j
itapadapTtbo *

dbammena sasati bbuvam siridbammaraja. (35)

yen’ indriyani sakalani vasikatani

sampannafianakarunagunabhavanena

dbamme pi so ’bbiramate nijamandire va

molim yatbavabati sangbapadaravinde. (36)

kbaggayattbi ranakelidobala yassa panisarasTrube tbita

Teravirabbatacittakotara 'VTittbita* va gbanadbumasantati. (37)

kim cittam yadi sindbuvarijatbare dbavam bhujangalayam

jhatva/iaribhatatavi ® na samito^ dubbaratejonalo®

cittam na ppalayuggadidbitimahamattandacandattana

yam® tenarivilasinijalanidbim naseti nissesato. (38)

yasappabandba saradabbhasubbba ’® dasa disa “ ’bbippasaranti yassa

kavina’ vacayatavatavega picuppabandba viya vippakinna. (39)

* A, B, C, D -pads,.

2 Only A'*, -da
;
D -de.

® B -ranja-.

^ A, C -plthe.

® B*, D dutth-.

* A, B, C, D jhatvdmdri-, dividing jhatvdma ari- ; the Sinh. also suo'gests
jhatvana.

°°

’ A (P),’B, C*, D samino

;

O'* samito.

® C, D duddkara-
;
but A, B, and the Sinh. confirm our readino'.

® A», 0“ aantenari-
; B», D pan tenapi-.

'0 B ambha-
; the Sinh. translates “ mass of clouds.”

Should we read disa. dasuhhippmaranH ?
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Tajindiramangaladappanena * tivaggalalddilratiniandirena

“ naradhirajena manobhiramo akari aramavaro ularo. (40)

I
pakaramandalaparikkhitagebapali *

^ ramma sudbiidhavalita valita jutlhi

I kbirambiirasiparimantbanavegajata *

? pbenavaliva nibida^ lahariviniddba. (41)

f
yoganuyogadigunoditena vikampita samyaminam ganena

ubbandhita piipabhata va j’attha dhaja ca fm’ accunnatatoranesu.^(42)

,, pabbatakale himabindusandani vibangamodiritanadanadita

'f - tapodbananam tapatejatajjita rudanti maiifie pavana vanalayo. (43)

(I kamalini c’ ® alinllasaroruba sarasasarasasarasamandana

,;l avirasa virasa^fl'patapaba ‘ tapavanopavanodarabarinl.® (44)

|r tabim vibare vibaram yasassi taponiketo gunasannivaso

§ so sangharakkbitam itiritanaraadheyyo thero mabii sakalalokaki-

rltapado. (45)

kundavadiita kavikanthahara disambai-adambaravippakinna

yasappabandhii sanaramaro pi te giiyi loko katakannapuro.® (46)

yadi ppavalarabudhikhlrasagara samam careyyum bbuvane samantato

tato ’nukubbanti disasu vitthata yasappabandba tapatejavellita. (47)

pavalagangabi \'ilobbitajjutI \drajate pattbatatejasantati

pakasitum kunkumapankilepanam disanganapinapayodbaropari. (48)

yo yasamantasekena nibbapeti jagattayam

dhanmiaramsabhisekena abbisandeti manavam. (49)

vasanti yasmim karunadayo gunii sirlnikete viya rajaraandire

I asaiigacarl tu yasoparampara caranti loke kutiyam va pindita. (50)

J gunanam anto ca na dissate me sarasvati sidati mandabbaga

na manjaribbarapalambasakbe vaso ’ttbi pangussa bi salaraje. (51)

' A, B, C, D -indard-. In the next line onlr B'> has akari. A, C, D akdsi,

which may possibly be right, supposing the poet’s grammar to he vitiated by the

vernacular (the Siuh. has'here keleyi, both active and passive).

“ B, O'* -parikkhitta-, and so apparently the Sinh.

^ A -p<irimanthana~
; C -paramantkana- ; B, D ~pm'ipanthana^

,

^ A, B, C, D nikhi(^.

® Corrupt. A, Bti, C, D agree in reading mace- (B“ mand-), and the Sinh.

construes it as if it were acc- (i?e. aty-)

!

* A, B, C, D m
; the Sinh. suggests c’.

’ A, B, C virasapatapaha (D -tapavabM) ;
the Sinh. has “ allaying unpleasant

heat.”

® B» tapanopacanod-.^ B*> tapacanod-, D taparanopavaddra-.

® B, D -kannu-
; A, C -kannu-.

A^*, 0“ yasa-
; A®, C*> yasa-

;
B, D yasa-.
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tain kassapamaliatheram bruvlti' gunasekliaro

nagasenamakathero asimsanapurassaram.

dubbaranangaTatahatataralatara gaiUiaragudbanira

haradharabhirama manigbinivalayaveladibbajTidhali ^

vijjuccbayasanatbii sanakbarakaraka mararajambudall

nalam yamcittakekim pacalitukarane ® patu tuj^bam sa dbiro.

lasati tuhinaramsi punnaramsi nisayam

lasati divasabbage bbanuma ’nantabhanu

basati kamalasandain pattagimhanakale

jayati yativaro ’yam sabbada merudbTro.

niccam sirlramanamangalamandirena

pinami te caranapallavasekbarena

dittappabbapatalapallayitodarena

devasuroragasiromanibhassarena.

bbadantapada ^rtbitam^ hi pannam aniya dattam gimarukkba-

(
52

)

(53)

(54)

(55)

pannam

nariabbidbanena padbanina yam samaggffsamaggiraso^ va tarn me. (56)
disvana pamam tava bhuripannam sutvana sandesam ularapiti

jato ’mbi sammananabbajananam ayacana pitivaslkaroti. (-57)

[pavarana® boti'^ yadattbikena yen’attbi attbo pabinanti pannam
sampadayissama® yathabalam tam thiraya siimaggi na bhedanlya.(58)

sariputtassa pucchama kusalam kusalesino

punnam parinayissama ® sasanatthitikamino.
(
59

^

tvaniramayatvam dadami'®

api jitam sangame pariccajjam idam kusalabbatam

patija jmtamiiyam dbammaratam hi dullabbam.^i
(
00)

‘ C h'ii-, D bra-.

* C -ghina-,

“ -harano
; A% 0“ -Izarano.

* A, B, C, D -paddmiliitam (B=* twice hitam).

^ A, B, C, D sainaggi- ; the Sinh. sigalit, “ all.”

6 Verses 58-62 are for the most part incorrigibly corrupt, and probably spurious
1 A (?), C bheti.

^ ^

® A, B, C, D sammad-.

® B paring-; Bparinay-; A, C pari'mmay-.
1» B tvanirSmayattlui, C tvarmmyatva, A dddiiini. D omits all
»> So apparently A, C ; A, however, has sammqame (=1 and f d u

fivitani mmsajjam idam lcu° sulabham, D jh-itam soyaqamena
'

‘ 7^j*^**

patlrajatijn-itammagam. * a a na . . , Mlabham
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bhadantapadana’ samlpacari ye' buddhabhikldiu panamitvaneham

*

na ceva ® puccham hi (na datudeyyam) * dadami punnani virauji-

tani. (61)

saddhim parakkamabhujena mahibhujena

sahgho visodhayi yatha jinasasan’ettha

tumhe pi tattha siridhammanaradhiriijam

adaya sasanavaram suvisodhayiitha. (62)]

Traxslation.

(1) [Sent] from the pleasant city called IMahanagakula,

which is thronged with crowds of mighty elephants, formed

by the gathering of families of exalted estate, and adorned

by the presence of fortune.

(2) In this, which is as it were the face of the Lady

Lanka,® a seat of splendour, a place of constant entertainment

possessing ornamented archways, with youthful folk, where

righteous men form a general population delighting in the

Law, free from raids, a mount unsurmoimtahle by foemen,

there is a noble Pleasance of delightful splendour and notable

richness.

(3) In this Close the Earth, being as it were faint from

supporting the exceeding weight of the virtues of the noble

ascetics, displays her weariness by throwing up crowds of

archways as her arms.®

(4) Here a strip of sand gleams like a mass of pure milk,

like the Earth’s smile, in semblance as pollen from the broad

and far-spread pistils of lotuses, which are the virtues of

valiant sages.'

' A, B, Cyeye-, It ijo yc.
^ D teham.

3 A, C nameva
; D tarn eva.

^ These Tvords are found only in D.
® Sinhalese poets are fond of comparing a city to the jewelled face of the Earth

or of Lanka ; so in the Aniiradhapiira-vistaraya—
Anuradhapuram rammam ^i laiikamahitale

hhumikaniiniya sadhu manditam vadanam
® Cf. Buddhacarita, viiij 37.

Guna = ‘ pistil ’ and ‘ virtue.’ The point is strengthened by nlraja, which

suggests nis-rajas.
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(5) Its temple-buildings shew like autumnal clouds 'wbicb^

instead of dalljdng in the sky, have fixed themselves firmly

in the earthd

(6) In this Pleasance lamps are burned while the sons

of the Enlightened One meditate
;
^ and darkness is

dissipated, together with the defilements of the mind.

(7) Its trees, whose blossoms delight the bees,^ and whose

twig-tips are fluttered by gentle breezes, breathe forth as

it were an intense devotion^ gotten from attachment to the

ascetics.

(8) Stirred by the edge of the gentle wind, the young-

trees’ circles as it were keep off the shrilly piping birds in

fear lest they should disturb the delights of meditation.

(9) Here, affording shade, stands a plantain-grove, which

is as though, after long repining at the reproach of its

saplessness,® it had at length attached itself to the noble

ascetics and come to the hermitage in desire of good works.

(10) Soft winds, tender -voiced, full of birds’ songs,

dancing on the wave-thronged stage of the forest-rivers’

pure waters, do service ® here to many noble ascetics, whose

hearts are fixed upon contemplation, who are zealous,' self-

disciplined, delighting in all the virtues, resolute in their

undertakings.

(11) Such is the charming Close, pleasant as being the

abode of the pure Good Law, where dwells the famous elder,

the great Hagasena, whose desires are fixed upon conquest

in the Strife.®

' The same metaphor as in AUana-galu-vamia, i, 7.

- The point lies in the double meaning of jhai/anti, signifyin"- both ‘ aie
burnt ’ and ‘ meditate.’

5 The words are chosen to suggest Indra and Xandana.

^ Ghanammga both ‘ intense devotion ’ and ‘thick reddening’ (of red
pollen floating in the air). In its ethical sense anuruga is a phase of sc7nga.

5 As so often, the plantain {Musa sapieiitum) is taken as tjpical of the vanitv
of life from its apparent lack of sap.

s The winds are compared to dancing and singing girls
; their stao-e is the

river, their audience the hermits. ”

’ Aiapiue is glossed as ielasagan tavannavu vlrya ati, ‘
having- valour con-

suming the hiUsas.'
°

> So the sannaya ; the strife is with the iilesas.
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(12) He is without attachment (without fixed place),

fragrant with the streams of charity (with streams of ichor),

blest by being ruled (ridden) by guides (elephant-masters)

in various virtues (reins), fearing not the atomic dust of

sin (stirring up no atomic dust in the sky) because of the

abundance of his mercifulness and righteous obedience

(proper docility) from training, having the Goddess of

Speech as his bride (having pleasant-voiced elephant-cows),

possessing sharp and great tusks of knowledge in order to

pierce the mightj’ elephants that war for Sin (that roar

in battle), a jewel of ascetics (strong-voiced and jewelled),

^

a great Elephant-Bull.

(13) When this flood of glory, spotless as the conch, the

jasmine, Hara’s necklace, the lotus’ root, or the waters of

Ganges, swells forth bestirred by Spring, the hermitage-

forests assume a 'S'erdant splendour.'^

(14) On his head sports the dust from the lotus-feet of

the Buddha
; in his throat as stage sports the Blessed One’s

word as songstress
;

in his heart as stage sports the dancer

meditation
;

about his feet as stage sports the line of the

world’s diadems.

(15) Even as threads of pearl-necklaces (as indeed void

of imworth), his \irtues (threads) are precious, allowing

not of sloth (being not loosely strung) and being practised

without fault (rounded without gaps)
;

though he be of

nature like the moon, he is not harsh of hand (though

he shine as the moon, his beams are not frosty) ; he carries

no trident in his hand (his hand deals not pain), he bears no
skull (he is no foe of the bowl-bearers).^

* This is interestinj? .as presenting one of the roots which Western Orientalists

in their wisdom call ‘ artilicial,’ but in tact had a real, if obscure, life outside
the Dhatupathas. In its secondary sense samana is analysed by our poet as
s«-)na«a, ‘with noise.’

^ Eagasma, haying been in y. 12 compared by a pun upon his name to an
elephant, is now likened to a “flood of glory.” The yerse means that the
hermitages in which at the end of the Spring he spends the vassa or rainy season
(July-August) are blessed by his presence.

3 Eagasena is contrasted with Siva. The Sinh. explains sTdapSnl as secondarily
meaning ‘torturing the body.’ Eapaladharl is to be analysed secondarily as
kapdladha-ari.
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(16) As wealth through the favour of the public, as the

moon’s rays in being bedewed with ambrosia, as rows of

lotuses with their lines of pistils, his virtues are enhanced

by devotion to virtue.

(17) Neither the streams oozing from the candrahanta

jewel, nor moonbeams, nor sandal-paste, nor necklaces can

be applied [with such effect] as the series of his virtues.

(18) An ornament of Lanka, a shelter of throngs of

virtues, an archway in the home of the Law, restraining

men from evil paths, pure in his ways is this extraordinary

man, cleaving the banks of Desire, shattering the efforts of

him that roars in the strife,* sporting in the celestial river

of delight in the Law like the elephant Airavata.

(19) Under the guise of the monk’s robe brilliant qualities

encompass as it were his body, whereby this prince of

ascetics is proof against the assaults of Mara, though he

be accompanied by his host and hard to subdue.

(20) Brightly gladdening with dalliance as of the cool-

rayed [moon] saintly men as lotuses wherever he be

awaited,^ this Nagasena, prince of ascetics, is a flood of

the radiance of glory making white the spacious vault of

the sky.

(21) Even with hosts of elephants,® he will delight the

people
;
though intensely attached to the folk (to offspring),

he is unselfish ;
though charming by reason of his disciphne

(though attractive to the Death-God), he is invincible

;

though of spreading root, he is highly esteemed.

(22) He is the life-breath to the empire of the Lord of

his Law; his robes are girded up to chastise sin; he is

a home of methods for mortification, and is resplendent

with the ornament consisting of his disciples.

(23) In the excellent Jambudvipa, which wards off

calamity and is a mine of all treasures, guarded by its

bulwark of wide waves of the strand-encompassed ocean,

1 Namely Kama.
2 The Sinh. translates asS, yato by « e dikU yamheyekin, taking as disd.
3 I.e. even coming as an enemy. Secondarily to be analysed as sa ndgaaeno

“this Nagasena.”
‘ ’
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-a festal house for the Enlightenment of the first Lord of

the Law, an ocean to the rivers of knowledge, an excellent

home of lotuses consisting of good and noble men, a croum

of the Lady Earth,

(24) there is an abode giving repose to folk who delight

in the Law
;

it has the exalted name “ Crushing the Foe

that is sin ” (Arimaddana)
; it is rich in the presence of

treasures, courts, and great families, and is delightful as

fully providing for all enjoyments.

(25) Sons of the excellent Conqueror, seats of the trees

of \drtue, imresting for the welfare of others, heedful of

their oum weal, adorning righteous conduct and patience

by the embellishment of the lotuses of their oum feet

(26) dwell in this spot, everlastingly happy, wise, and

enlightened, and render it a home of Fortune, even as the

immortals sport blissfully in the midst of ]!7andana.

(27) In this region, which is the chief seat of the pure

goddess Eortime, and in which are produced from the ocean

a prime treasure of various noble pearls, wealthy, and

suggesting a mine from its fostering manifold sorts of folk

and wealth, there is a royal city which possesses the [seven]

members ^ and nurtures worthy inhabitants.

(28) In this [city] there shines a circle of firm, lofty, and

spacious bulwarks skilfully adorned, which is like the mass

(panegyric) of the monarch’s glory, as it forms in every

direction a veil for the quarters of the sky, displays a series

of drooping white flags (contains brilliant and long

pedigrees) strung out on account of the festival of his

union with Fortune, and in its sum turns its form south-

ward (presents its form in an attitude of reverence).

(29) The monarch’s chief abode, a palace white as the

peak of a snowy mountain, crowded by the presence of

balconies accumulated by the succession of storeys, and
displaying long lines of gold, cries shame every day upon

The seTen angas are enumerated in the satmaija as svSmg amatxjas suhrt koso
rmtradurgahalani ca, which shghtly diverges from the text of JIanu ix, 291,
and Yajuavalkya i, 352.
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Devendra’s elephant Airavata for sporting in the hlandana-

park that delights the gods.

(30) With the tinkling that arises from the throngs of

bells fixed on the archways the wind, like one skilled in

the sports of the stage, sings as it were the charming glory

of the city’s lord.

(31) The bees, delighted with drinking streams of ichorous

fluid (streams of the waters of largesse), and ha\ing their

feet sticking on the hot elephants’ cheeks muddied witli

thick ichor, may be known by the noise of the humming
which they make.

(32) The horses, having crowds of bells attached to them

and moving about with rapid spring, clamour as it were

against the Sun’s steeds faring through the sky.

(33) Delightful are its lotus-pools, whose flowers are as

taverns to swarms of bees, whose water is drunk up as in

their hollowed hands by the branches of the trees growing

on the banks, which are as stages for various birds’ play of

sport and song, and possess cool sweet waters.

(34) Sweetly sounding with swarms of cuckoos and bees,

ruddied with masses of pollen arising from their blossoms,

the mango- trees, messengers of delightful love -dalliance,

inspire love like damsels in its grove.

(35) Such is the city Arimaddana, essence of various

delightful glories, invincible to foes, in which the blest

Dharmaraja, whose footstool is ruddied by the jewels in the

diadems of his barons, rules the earth with righteousness.

(36) He has subdued all his sense-organs bj^ present

practice of wisdom, mercy, and [other] qualities
; he delights

also in the Law as though it were his own palace, and wears

the lotus-feet of the Church like a diadem.

(37) His sword-blade, longing for war’s play, stands in

his lotus-hand like a column of thick smoke arising from the

hollow which is the heart of hostile warriors.

(38) What wonder, if his flame of irrepressible splendour,

burning up forests of hostile warriors, rushes through the

bowels of the rivers’ waters to the home of the Hagas, and
is not quenched ? The wonder is that by this fire, which
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is in its nature fierce as a miglity sun gleaming grimly on

a Day of Wrath, he does not utterly consume the ocean

(store of tears) of his foes’ brides.

(39) The panegyrics of his glory, lustrous as autmnnal

clouds, go forth to the ten quarters of the sky, and at the

long wind-sweep of bards’ song are scattered abroad like

masses of cotton.

(40) This emperor, who is a festival mirror for imperial

Fortune and a home of dalliance for prosperit}" in the three

orders,^ has made a stately, agreeable, excellent Pleasance.

(41) Delightfnl, white as ambrosia (whitened with skilful

craft), encompassed with lustre, is its row of buildings girt

by the circle of bulwarks, Like a serried billow-crowded line

of foam arising from the force of the churning of the

Milk-Ocean.

(42) Here on the exceedingly lofty archways banners are

strung up and made to flutter, like the warriors of Sin

(made to tremble and scattered), by the band of ascetics,

which is exalted in qualities such as the practice of spiritual

discipline.

(43) At time of dawn the rows of the woods, dripping

with drops of rime and noisy with cries uttered by birds,

moan in the wind,^ as though threatened, I trow, by the

fires of the ascetics’ mortifications.

(44) The lotus-pool has blossoms black with bees, and is

adorned with piping water-fowl and sweet blossoms ;
® it is

pleasant of taste, allaying the arid sun’s heat, and gladdening

the recesses of the hermitage-park.

(45) In this Close dwells the famous Elder Friar, an

abode of mortifications and home of excellences, hight by
name Sahgharakkhita, whose feet are a diadem to the

whole world.

(46) The masses (panegyrics) of his glory, pure as

jasmine, like the pearls round poets’ throats, spread abroad

* Hamel}' dharma, artha, and kdma.
^ I take pavand as ablative ; the Sinh. regards it as adjective, meaning

htunannavu pavan Uti, ‘ having uniform wind.’
^ Sarasa as referring to the birds is ‘noisy,’ as referring to the flowers ‘ sweet.’
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with the pomp of the Sky-quarters’ robes
;
the world, gods

and men alike, sing them and make of them ear-jewels.

(47) If a sea of coral and an ocean of milk were to go

together roimd about the world, then the masses of his glory

encompassed by fires of mortification which are spread out

in the sky-quarters would rival them.

(48) The far-spread column of his splendour, having

a radiance allured to it from streams of coral, shines so as

to reveal the smearing of saffron-paste upon the full bosoms

of the Ladies of the Sky-quarters.

(49) He bedews the three worlds w’ith the enchanted

waters of his glory, and causes an anointment of the radiance

of the Law to stream upon mankind.

(50) In him, as in a king’s palace wherein fortune dwells,

reside compassion and the other qualities
;
but the series of

his glories, going about in the world without fixed abode,

are crowded together in it as though in a hut.

(51) I behold not the bound of his excellences
; my

hapless Muse faints. A lame man has no control over the

mighty tree, though its branches droop with the load of its

blossoms.

(52) To this Elder Friar Kassapa, the Elder Friar

Nagasena, who is crowned with excellences, thus speaks

with salutation.

(53) May you be protected by that stout one, the peacock

of whose mind could not be stirred by the line of King
Mara’s clouds, which were all quivering with the strokes of

irrepressible Love’s blasts and bore deep passion for their

waters, which were charming with necklaces as showers and
had as encompassing rainbows circles of jewel-rays, which
possessed the radiance of lightning and had in their own
nails gleams of fire.^

(54) At night sports the full-rayed luminary of chilly

ray ;
by day sports the beaming [luminary] of endless rays

;

» Eeferring to the temptation of the Buddha by the daughters of Mara who
are compared to clouds, the influence of which upon the peacock is a commonplace
Ea-kara is ‘ fire-ray ’ {aggimhi ro, sap Saddhammakitti in his Mkakkhara-kom '

a Sanskrit Ekaksharl-koia says ras ea rame 'nile vnhuau bhtimdv api dhane ca)
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in winter’s season smiles the lotus-bed ; but ever triumphant

is this excellent ascetic, firm as Meru.

(55) Ever do I rejoice in the crown of the fiower-huds of

your feet, a festive abode for the dalliance of Fortune, whose

hollows are budding with masses of brilliant radiance, and

which is illumined by the crest-jewels of gods, Asuras,

and Nagas.

(56) The missive-leaf sent from your Reverence’s feet,

a leaf from the tree of virtue, which has been brought to

me by the minister Niina, is to me as the essence of all

completeness.

(57) Seeing j’our most precious missive and hearing your

message, I became exceedingly overjoyed
;

the requests of

esteemed persons induce delight.
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X.

PISACA =

'

Bv G. A. GEIERSOX, C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt.

A S a contribution towards solving tbe question of the

origin of the inhabitants of the North-Western

Frontier of British India, i.e., of Gilgit, Chitral, and

Fafiristan, I would draw attention to the fact that several

legends as to the early customs of these tribes point to

cannibalism having once prevailed there. The interpretation

of the word PisCtca as meaning ‘ an eater of raw flesh,’

'njxo^d'yQs, is well known. Some of the legends have been

printed, and of these I do not propose to give more than

a brief sketch, with references to the authorities. Others,

hitherto unpublished, I shall give at greater length.

Amongst the Shins of Gilgit the festival of the Winter

solstice occupies an important place. On the second day

the Talent or torch festival is celebrated.' It is in com-

memoration of the death of the tyrant Shiribadatt. The

legend regarding him is given at length by Leitner,^ and,

for our present purposes, its outline is as follows :

—

Shiribadatt was a descendant of the Yaksas, and ruled

over Gilgit. He was a powerful magician, and terribly

oppressed his subjects. One day his cook brought him
some mutton broth of superlative excellence. On enquiry

it turned out that it was made from the flesh of a sheep

that had been suckled in its lambhood by a woman, and was

therefore to aU intents and purposes the flesh of a human
beiug. The taste for this tmnatural food was awakened in

Shiribadatt, and he ordered that his kitchen should be

regularly provided with children of tender age, whose flesh,

' Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, pp. 101 and 109.

* Leitner, Hardistan in 1866-1886 and 1893, pp. 9 ff.
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when converted into broth, would now alone appease his

appetite. At first he was proAnded with the children and

orphans of neighbouring tribes, but when this supply failed

he compelled the inhabitants of Giilgit itself to give up their

own children for slaughter.

Relief came at the hand of a fairy who had become

a hmnan being by eating the kidneys and liver of a calf.

He arrived at Giilgit, where the tyrant’s daughter fell in love

with him. He persuaded her to ask her father the secret of

the abiding-place of his soul, and she finallj’ wrested from

the latter the information that his soul was in the snows, and

that he could only perish by fire. The fairy prince called

the inhabitants of the country to surround the castle with

lighted torches [talSn). Overcome by the heat, the monster

leaped o^er the wall of his fortress, only to fall into a pit

which had been dug for him. The villagers ran up, threw

their torches into the pit, and thus destroyed Shiribadatt^

The fairy prince was then proclaimed king, celebrated his

nuptials with the princess, and, as a sole tribute, exacted the

offering of one sheep, instead of that of a human child,

annually from each of his subjects. The torch festival is in

celebration of this deliverance. According to Leitner' the

Hards of Gilgit had a reputation amongst the KasmTrls for

cannibalism so late as the year 1866, and one Hard tribe will

accuse another of the practice. They themselves confess to

the custom of drinking the blood of a slain enemy.

-

Biddulph ® gives an amusing story of a female demon who
used to eat up the Gilgit people. A saint turned her into

stone, and on going away warned the people to bury him

when he died at the foot of the image, otherwise the statue

> L.c.

2 The storj- of Shiribadatt has striking points of resemblance with the
Maha-sutasmna Jataha, for a version of which I am indebted to the kindness
ot Mr. Francis. In this the hero Brahma Datta (the ‘Datta’ is a curious
coincidence) had been a Yaksa in a former birth. By an accident of the
cook-room he also reacquired the taste for human flesh and became a cannibal.

He first ate up the prisoners in the jail. When that supply was exhausted he
ate his subjects. He was then expelled from his kingdom! I have to thank
Professor Ehys Davids tor first drawing my attention to this Jataka.

3 p. 112,
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would come to life again. The practical!}' minded Grilgit

people, to save themselves the trouble of looking for the

corpse of the wandering ascetic, promptly chopped off his

head, and buried him there and then. The statne (really

an image of the Buddha) is still there to bear witness to the

truth of the legend.

Turning to the west of the Pisiica coimtry, we find similar

traces of ancient cannibalism in Kafiristan. In the country

of the Bashgal Kafirs ^ there was an enormous snake which

used to eat travellers. The god Imra remonstrated with

him, hut in vain. Imra then deeajiitated the snake.

The Wai Kafirs liave an interesting legend of their origin

and of why they worship their deity Trasken. Here it is,

hterally translated from the version as given to me in their

own language :

—

“ Formerly the AVai people dwelt iu Jalrdubad. Thence they

migrated to Narang. They tied from there and dwelt in Caciansarai.

Then they dwelt iu Shakurik. which is near the Shigal country.

Then they dwelt in Kumaritun and Samalam. Thence they came

and dwelt in the "Wai valley.

“ In the Wai valley there was a devil. Each year he took

tribute from the Wai people. They counted houses, and turn and

turn about a man was given him (to eat). In one house there

were a boy and a girl, orphans. Their turn arrived. First the

boy went, then the girl went, but the devil said, ‘ They are very

small. I will not take them.’ On this account the Wai people

rebelled against the devil, and went about searching for the god

Trasken. Thev found Trasken on Bimberi hill. He went with

the Wai people, and killed the devil. Since then the Wai people

have made their offerings to (i.e. have worshipped) Trasken.”

In the south of the Kafir country, round about Laghman,
are the Pashai Kafirs.- They have a remarkable story about

a cannibal princess wdiieh runs as follows. I translate

literally :

—

“ There was a king. He had one son and one daughter. Thi‘

daughter was a cannibal (udamMpr). The brother fled from the

1 Robinson, Kajirs of the Hindu Kiihh, p. 3SS.

- Dr. Hoemle has suggested to me a connexion between P.ishai ’ and
‘ Pisaca.' The connexion is phonetieallv quite possible.

J.K.A.S. 190.'). 19
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sister and lived with a woman in another country. He kept two

dogs. Much time passed. He returned to his father’s city. There

was no one there except his sister. (Apparently the lady had

exhausted the entire available supply of her favourite food.) The
sister prepared to eat him. She ate up his horse. The brother

began to fear for his life. Then the sister said, ‘ I will eat you.’

The brother said, ‘ Good. Take a sieve. Bring it full of water

from the river. Come back when you have made your teeth

sharp.’ The sister went (with a sieve) to the river, but put

a drum by him. She said, ‘ Keep beating the drum.’ He caught

a rat, and put it on the top of the drum. The rat jumped about,

and so beat the drum. Then the boy ran away. "When his sister

came back, her brother was not there. She ran after him. When
she got near him, he dropped a needle. The needle became

a mountain. With much trouble she climbed it. Then he threw

down salt. The salt became a mountain. With much trouble she

climbed it. Then the brother threw down soap (subun). The

soap became a mountain. She climbed to the top of it also. Her
brother climbed a tree. She arrived beneath the tree. Just as she

was about to eat her brother, his dogs came. He said to the dogs,

‘ Eat her in such a way that not one drop of blood fall on the

ground.’ ‘ In that instant the dogs tore her into little pieces.”

From the above it appears that legends connected with

cannibalism are very widely spread over the modern Pisaca

country, and that in some instances they are intimately

connected with basal traditions regarding national origin

and national religion. This is thoroughly in agreement with

the root-meaning of the word Pisaca, and supports other

arguments based on linguistic considerations which have

been elsewhere adduced to show that the Pisacas of Sanskrit

literature belonged to this part of India.

^ Cf. Frazer, Golden liongh, i, 355.
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XI.

EPIGRAPHIC RESEARCHES IN MYSORE.

By .J. F. fleet, I.C.S. (Eetd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

OOME seventeen years ago, the Government of Mysore

inaugurated a new departure in archajology, the results

of which have been greatly appreciated by those who are

interested in exploring the ancient historj' of India. They
appointed Mr. B. Lewis Rice, then their Secretary and

previously their Director of Public Instruction, to be

Director of Archteological Researches. And they made
provision for the collection and publication by him, in

a series of volumes entitled Epigraphia Carnatica, of the

texts, with abstract translations and historical introductions,

of all the inscriptional records of their territory.

An idea shall be given further on, of the heav}" nature of

the task on which !Mr. Rice is still engaged, and of the great

value of the records which he has been bringing to notice.

Meanwhile, we have to congratulate him upon another sub-

stantial advance towards the end of his work by the issue

of volume viii,' received quite lately, which disposes of the

records, 1038 in number, of the Sorab, Sugar, IMagar, and

Tlrthahalli talukas or subdivisions of the Shimoga district.

And I propose to glance at some of the chief features of

interest in this latest addition to our materials for work.*****
The earliest records laid before us in this volume are,

another copper-plate charter, from Hire-Sakima (Sb. 33),^

^ Epigraphia Carxatica, by B. Lewis Rice, C.I.E., Director ol

Arcb®ological Researche.s in Mysore. Vol. VIII ;
Inscriptions in the Shimoga

Disti'ict, Part ii. Bangalore; Mysore Government Central Press ; 1904.
- According to a convenient system of abbreviation, laid out for the whole

series, “ Sb. 33” means inscription Xo. 33 of the Sorab taluka. The records
best referred to in this manner, as is done by Mr- Rice himself in his

introductions, except when an actual citation of page and line is necessary.
But it is a drawback that the abbreviations have not been placed along the tops
of the pages of the texts and translations.
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of the Kadamba king Mrige&vannan of YaijayantI,

Banawasi in the North Kanara district, Bombay Presidency,,

and a fragmentary stone inscription at Kavadi (Sh. 523)

which mentions him and his son Ravivarman.

On page 2 of his Introduction to the volume, Mr. Rice

has offered a revised genealogical tabic of the Kadambas, to-

take the place of that given by him in vol. vi, introd., p. 4.

Unfortunately, even setting aside a few points in respect of

which there may fairly be a difference of opinion, thi.s

revised table is still not correct. Aiid, for the best table

as yet issued of the Kadambas, we have to turn to that given

by Professor Kielhorn (El, 8, 30), in the introduction to his

edition of the Talgund inscription which recite.s the origin

and advancement of the family.

To the same authority we have also to turn for the best

opinion as to the period of these Kadamba kings. ]Mr. Rice

would place them in the fourth and fifth centuries (introd., 2).

But no help ui this matter is really deri^cd from the

statements made in certain spurious records of the Ganga

series, upon which he relies. And Professor Kielhorn’s

opinion, based upon grounds fully set out by him, that the

Talgund inscription, which is of the time of Kakusthavarman

of the fourth generation, may be assigned to about the first

half of the sixth century a.d., is to be preferred. This would

place the last generation, the eighth, a century or .so later,

say about .\.d. 625-650. And this result fits in exactlv with

all the local history of that period, and e.specially ^vith the

following item. The Anaji inscription, referred by Mr. Rice

to “? about 450 a.d. ” (EC, 11, Dg. 161, translations, 81),

mentions the ruin of the surrounding country (the Chitaldroog

district and its neighbourhood), and the shattering of the

arm}’ of a king Krishnavarman, in “a tmnultuous battle”

between him and a Pallava king. And the event can hardlv

have occurred except at the time when the Pallavas invaded

Western India at the end of the reign of the Western
Chalukya king Pulakesin II. of Badami in the Bijapur
district, Bombay

;
that is, at some time between about

A.D. 642 and 655 : see my Dyyiasties of the Kanarese Districts,
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in the Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency, vol. i, part ii,

pp. 322 f., 328 f., 358 f. The palaeography of the Anaji

record exactly suits that period. And there can he little

<loubt, if any, that the KrishnaTarman mentioned in it is

the Kadamha king Krishnavarman II., the last of the line

according to Professor Kielhorn’s table.

It must be observed that there is no basis for the remark

the 5th king,” which has been attached by Mr. Rice to

the name of the first Krishnavarman, placed in the sixth

generation, of his table. It is based upon a curious mis-

understanding of the description, not even of that Krishna-

vannan, but of the second one, as Kadambdnam punchamo

lokapdlah in the Bennur plates (EC, 5, Bl. 245, and see

translations, 27b, and introd., 3). But the expression

panchamd lokapdlah does not mean “ a fifth (successive)

king.” It means “ a fifth Lokapala,” a Lokapala over and

above, in addition to, the four Lokapalas or regents of the

four cardinal points of the compass. And the words applied

to Kiishnavarman II. have exactly the same purport as if

we were to saj’, in accordance with western ideas, that he

was “ a Kadamba eighth wonder of the world.” The

•expression is one of constant occurrence, along with others

of a similar nature. We have panchamd ld\Jcapd']luh in the

Pahladpur pillar inscription (F.GI, 250)

;

and we have the

full unmistakable wording Idkapdldndni patichamamja Idka-

pdlamja in a PaUava record (lA, 5, 51, Hne 8). So, again,

while the LSkapiilas are counted as four for only the cardinal

points, they are also counted as eight for those and the

intermediate points. And the same idea is used with also

the latter enumeration. Thus, verse 96 of chapter 3 of the

Kavirajamarga of Kavisvara,* in illustration of “praise,”

enumerates the eight Lfikapalas, and then says ;
—“ 0 ex-

cellent one ! thou art indeed a ninth Lokapala among
them !

” For a case in which this kind of idea is carried

out through a whole series of comparisons, see the Sindigere

inscription of a.d. 1103 (EC, 6, Cm. 160, texts, 137,

• Regarding the author of this wort, and the circumetances in which he wrote

it, see my article in lA, 1904, 258 fi.
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line 18 ff.), in which the Hoysala prince Ereyahga is said

to hare been a third Maruti, a fourth (sacred) fire, a fifth

ocean, a sixth flower-arrow (of Kamadeva), a seventh king

of the whole world, an eighth mountam-range (of the seven

divisions of the earth), a ninth elephant (of the eight points

of the compass), and a tenth treasure (of Kubera).

It must also he observed that, in shewing Krishnavarman I.

as a son, instead of as the younger brother, of Santivarman,

Mr. Rice has acted again upon his misunderstanding of the

expression /yesAi'/ia-pifi-i in the Birur plates (EC, 6, Kd. 162).

As has been fully explained by Professor Kielhorn (El, 8,

30, note 3),^ jyeslitha-pitri means, not ‘ a grandfather,’ hut

‘ a father’s elder brother.’*****
The present volume contains four records of the Western

Chalukyas of Badami in the Bijapur district, Bombay. One

is an inscription of Vinayaditya at Koclakani (Sb. 15), of

the period a.d. 680-696. Another is that contained on the

Sorab copper-plates of the same king (Sh. 571), fully dated

on a day of which the English equivalent is Saturday,

22nd June, a.d. 692. The third is an inscription of

Vijayaditya at Hire-Maga^ (Sb. 411), of the period

A.D. 696 to 733-34. And the fourth is a fragmentarA*

inscription at Gulehalli (Sa. 79), which presents the name
of Vikramaditya.

Mr. Bice has attributed this last record to YikramaditA'a I.,

and has placed it “? about 680 a.d.” (translations, 106).

But, from all that we know about the historv of the

period, it is much more likely to be a record of the second

Vikramaditya, of the period a.d. 733-34 to 746-47.

The Sorab plates have been known for many years. And
the record on them has been edited by me in 1890 (lA, 19,

149 fE.). A special point of interest in it, is, that it presents,

in the details of the date, the earliest but one known instance

of the mention of a week-day in a record of Southern TufUa.

The other instance from Southern India, earlier than this

And, earlier, in Gittinger Nachrichten, 1903, p. 303 t.
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one, is contained in tlie grant that was issued in the second

year of the Eastern Chalukya king Vishnuvardhana II.,

edited hy me in lA, 7, 186 fF., and referred by me to

A.D. 664 (lA, 20, 8, 98), for which, however, I have since

then foimd reasons for being inclined to prefer a.d. 674.

In this record, and in others of the same series, there is an

expression, trairajya-Pallam (line 14), instead of which we
sometimes have trairdjya - Kdnchipati {e.g., lA, 9, 127,

line 16), the meaning of which is still misunderstood in

some quarters.

Whether I myself started the wrong interpretation, or

whether I took it over from someone else, I cannot just

now say; and it does not much matter. But, up to as

late a date as that of my edition of this Sorab record,

I translated the expression bj' “ the Pallavas, whose

kingdom consisted of three component dominions” (IA,

19, 152). Mr. Eice, in his translation of this record, has

similarly given “Trairajya Pallava (or PallaA'a who ruled

over three kingdoms).” And Mr. Vincent Smith, quoting

my similar rendering of the expression on an earlier

occasion, has located three seats of Pallava sovereignty, at

Vehgl and Kanchl in the eastern parts of Southern India,

and at Palghaut, Piilghat (Palakkiitu, Palakkadu) in the

Malabar district, in the Western Ghauts
;

see his Early

History of India, 248 f., 347 If., and 348, note 2.

I corrected the mistake, but perhaps not with sufficient

prominence, in 1896 (F.DKD, 362, note 6). The word

trairdjya is from tri + rdjan
; not from tri + rdjya. It

means ‘ a collection or group of three kings
;

’
not ‘ having

three kingdoms or sovereignties.’ It is explained hy the

words Chdla-Pdndya-Eerala-dharanidhara-traya,
“ the three

kings of Chola, Panclya, and Kerala,” in Line 12 of the

record.! And the expressions trairdJya-Pallava and trairdjya-

Kdnchlpati mean “the three kings and the Pallava,” “the

three kings and the lord of KanchT.”

^ The word dharanldhara

,

meaning ‘king’ and ‘mountain.’ was used for the

sake of a play upon words which runs through the whole compound ot which this

expression forms a part.
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Whether any seat of the Pallava power may be located at

Palghat,— where it would clash with the Pandya and Kerala

dominions,— or indeed, in early times, anywhere at all in

Western India, is a question which must be decided without

any regard to the expression trairajya-Pallava. And too

much weight must not be attached to any real or supposed

similarity between the name Palakkatu, Palakkiidu, and the

name of a place which is mentioned as Palakkada or

Palakkada in an early Pallava record (lA, D, 51, line 1).

Also, there is nothing to mark as a Pallava either the

Hastivarman of Vengl, or the Ugrasena of Palakka or

Palakka, of the Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta

(F.GrI, 13). And we reallj" cannot accept the proposed but

quite unsupported identification of Palakka, Palakka, with

Palghat; the vernacular name of Palghat is plainly from

the Malayalam jiala + kdtu, kdc/ii,
“ the forest or jungle

of milk-plants,” as stated in the Madras 3Ianual of the

Administration, vol. iii, p. 646.

* ^ ^

Next in point of time, this volume gives us twenty-nine

new records of the Eashtrakutas of Malkhecl in the Nizam’s

Dominions, ranging onwards from the time of Govinda III.,

for whom we have elsewhere dates in a.u. 794 and 813.

About twenty of them mention governors of the Banavasi

province ;
and in that and other respects they add some very

useful new items of historical and geographical importance.

Particularly interesting are those of them which give the

names of some members of the as yet but little known
31atura family. Amongst the others, an inscription at

Hunavalli (Sb. 531) gives us the curious name of Garbindara,

who in A.D. 967 was governing a division (or ? the division)

of the Banavasi province, xmder Khottiga. An inscription

(not yet published) at Devl-Hosiir in the Karajgi taluka

of the Dharwar district, Bombay, mentions him as

Garvindara, and gives a date for him in a.d. 961
; he was

then governing the Banavasi province under Khottiga’s

predecessor, Krishna III.
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111 the Humcha inscription of a.d. 1077 (?Ir. 35), we have

the mythical pedigree of the Santara or Santara princes of

Patti-Pomhurchapura (Humcha), which represents them as

descended from Paha, of the Ugravamsa, lord of TJttara-

Madhura {i.e., Mathura in Northern India), who, the record

says, fought and conquered in Kurukshetra in (the) Bharata

(land or war). And hy way of an appendix to it, in order

to establish an equally high descent for a lady of Gahga
birth, Kaiichaladev! otherwise named Ylramahadcvl, who
became one of the wi’^'es of the Santara prince Viradeva, the

record presents another recital of the alleged origin and

pedigree of the Gahga princes of the Gahgavadi country in

^Mysore, of which various versions have been given to us

in some inscriptions of the same period published in vol. vti.

The quasi-historical part of the fictitious Gahga pedigree

starts with two brothers Rama and Lakshmana, alias Da(Rga

and Madhava, who are asserted to have been the first Gahga
kings of Gahgavadi.

The Humcha inscription and the inscription at Tattekere

(EC, 7, Sh. 10) represent these two brothers as sons of

Harischandra, who was a son of Hhanaiiijaya king of

Kanyakubja.

On the other hand, the Kallurgudda and Purale in-

scriptions (EC, 7, Sh. 4, 64) represent them as sons of

Padmanabha, king of Vijayapura-Ahichchhattra.^ They
trace back the descent of Padmanabha to Harischandra of

the Ikshvakuvaihsa (that is, of the Solar Race), king of

Ayodhyii, who, they say, was reigning there in the time

of the Jain Tirthamkara Vrishabha
;

that is to say, at

a fabulous and perhaps inexpressible early date which is to

be placed (see SBE, 22, 285) at approximately a kbfi of kbtis

’ There is something; to he cleared up here, it it is ever worth while. The
published treatment represents the god Indra as giving the name Yijayapura to
Ahichchhattra in the time of Priyabandhu, a predecessor of Padmanabha (EC, 7,
translations, 5, and introd., 15) ; and this might be accepted as intelligible. But
both the published te.xts, Kallurgudda, line 19, and Purale, line 42 (Kanarese
tests, 11, 66, and romanised texts, 9, 46), say exactly the reverse; and that
reading can in fact be recognised in the lithograph of the Kallurgudda record
given with its romanised text. There is, however, no preceding mention in these
records of a Vij^y^pura to which the name Ahichchhattra could he given

;

whereas a previous part of the story is placed at Ahichchhattra.
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of sagaropamas of years, less by 42,000 years, before b.c. 527

as tbe traditional date of tbe death of Mahavira. I must

confess, in respect of this, that I do not kno^, and do not

care to pause in order to try to find out, exactly what

a sdgaropnma is. But it would seem to be a period of time

so vast that each year of it is like a drop of water in the

ocean. Anj'how, a koti is a crore, ten millions. And that

may suffice to give some kind of an idea of the remote

period to which these extraordinary records would trace

back the ancestry of the Ganga princes of Mysore
;

but,

not unnaturally, with an occasional hiatus here and there.

The Kallurgudda and Purale records of course duly

account for the derivation of the family-name, and for the

possession by the Gangas of the elephant-crest, the banner

of a peacock’s tail, and the Jain religion. They explain

the circumstances in which Padmaniibha changed the names

of his sons from Eama and Lakshmana to Da^ga and

Madhava
;

namely, when, attacked by king Mahipala of

TJjjajnni, he sent them into Southern India, in order to

secure the safety of them and of five celestial ornaments

which the god Indra had presented to one of his ancestors..

And they recite how they obtained the sovereignty of

Gahgavadi with the help of the Jain Acharya Simhanandin.

As regards, however, the value of the whole story, in

addition to the fabulous antiquity and the contradictorv

assertions as to the parentage of Rama and Lakshmana,

alias Dadiga and Madhava, there are the following points.

These records are not in agreement with each other even as

to the asserted details of the pedigree onwards from Da(Rga

and Madhava. Nor do the details presented in any one of

them agree with the details of the pedigree set up by the

spurious copper-plate charters of the Ganga series
; see my

tables in El, 3, 161, 177. And still less do they agree with
the real pedigree established by the genuine records

;
see my

table in El, 6,
59.i And further, Mr. Rice has made

> In this table there should now be inserted the name of Yijayaditya as another
son of ^Ipurusha-Muttarasa, on the authority of the published readino- of the
inscription at Asandi in the Kadur district, EC, 6, Kd. 145 see my remarks i»
El, 8, 55.
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available to us, from Mysore, an appreciably large number
of genuine records of the Gaiigas of Giangavadi themselves,

who rose to power about a.d. 750 and passed away about

A.D. 1000
;
but neither in any of those records, nor in any

other such record known to me from other parts, is there the

slightest allusion to, or hint of, the fictitious pedigrees which
are set up by the spurious grants and by the Humcha and
other inscriptions of the eleventh and tweHth centuries.

In these circumstances, we can hardl}- agree with Mr. Rice
that these inscriptions give us “a full and credible outline

of the history of the Gangas, who played so important

a part in the Mysore country and beyond during the first

millennium of the Christian era” (EC, 8, introd., G). And
it must be observed that, in omitting, in his general review

of the contents of the Kallurgudda and Purale inscriptions

(EC, 7, introd., 14 fE., and see 15, note 1), not only certain
“
supernatural details,” but also the mention of Yrishabha

in connection with Harischandra and of Isemi and Parsva

in connection with two subsequent names, those of Yishnu-

gupta of Ahichchhattra and Priyabandhu of Yijayapura-

Ahichchhattra, he has deprived general readers, who might
peruse that abstract but would not study the texts themselves

or even the translations of them, of some rather significant

indications of the nature of the entire account.

The whole story is, of course, nothing but a thoroughly

good instance of the kind of stuff that was invented in late

times, in order to enable the great families of Southern India

to set up claims to descent from the Lunar and the Solar

Races
; see for the present, on the general subject of the

invention of Puranic and quasi-historical pedigrees, niy

remarks in El, 6, 82 f.

The same remark applies to the introductory portion,

anterior to the mention of Yiki'ama-Santara, of the asserted

origin and pedigree of the Santaras or Santaras. But it is

not quite so preposterous in its details, and it does not aim
at such minute completeness. It asserts that, when various

(unnamed) rulers had reigned and passed away after the

Raha who has been mentioned on page 295 above, there was
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a certain Sahakara, who practised cannibalism^ His son

was Jinadatta, who, disgusted at his father’s behaviour,

migrated to the South. By slaying a demon named Siihha-

ratha, he pleased (the goddess) Jakkiyabbe, and obtained

from her the lion-crest. He slew a demon named Andha-

kasura, and founded (a city named) Andhasura. He then

came to Kanakapura, and there slew another demon named
Kanakasura. Fighting and putting to flight Kara (vie) and

Karadiishana {sic) who were in the fort named Kundadakote,

he pleased the goddess Padmavatl ; and she, establishing

herself in the Mdi-tree of Pomburcha which had come to

be called Kanakapura,^ and assuming the second name of

Lokkij’abbe, founded for him Pomburcha, as his royal city.

There,' Jinadatta and others (unnamed) ruled and passed

away. Then there were Srlkesi and Jayakesi. tSrIkesi’s son

was Ranakesi. After him, others (unnamed) ruled. Then

there was Yikrama-Santara,® otherwise called Kandukacharya

and Diinavindda, who, among.st other achievements, gave th('

great gift named Hiranyagarbha,^ and fixed the boundaries

of the Santalige thousand province. He married Lakshml-

devi, daughter of Kiimadeva, king of Banavasi. And to

him was born Chagi-Siintara ; and so on.

Jinadatta, ‘‘the founder of the line in the South,” has

been placed by Mr. Bice in the eighth century (EC, 8,

introd., 8). Another version of the story, contained in

another inscriiJtion at Humcha (Kr. 48), ignores both him
.and Sahakara, and assigns to Haha the exploits attributed

above to Jinadatta, and allots the cannibalism to an unnamed
younger brother of Baha. 3Ioreover, if we follow the

Kanarese instead of the romanised text, it presents the name
as Bala, instead of Baha. However, as Mr. Bice has

’ There is another relerence to this propensity in connection with the fictitious
hist<jry of the Kalachurya' of Kalyani

;
see F.DKD, 468.

- Kanakapura, ‘ "old-town,’ is meant to he the Sanskritised name of Pom-
burcha, J'ombulcha (Xr. 60), in which j/om = j>on, ‘

gold.’

^ This seems intended to be the VikramadiG'a-Santara who was "-ovemins in
A.i). 902-903 under Krishna II. ;

see EC, 7, Sk. 284.
°

* The translation eri-oneously treats the Hiranyagarbha as a name of Vikrama-
bantara. It seems to be that one of the or ^ sixteen great
gifts,’ which was sometimes called Brahmanda

; see, e.g., JBERAS 12 374 392
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remarked, those little discrepancies, as also the derivation

of the family-name from an exclamation of Eiila (Raha),

sd ahtinoJ, “here she is at last !,” '— evoked, it is presumed,

by the extraordinary appearance of the goddess Padmiivatl

jierched “ on the top of the M7.’/-tree,”— “ need not he

taken seriously” {loc. cit.).

It only remains to add a remark in connection with the

story about the Gaiigas. The Jain teacher Simhanandin

may be accepted as an actual historical personage. And it is

very probable that he did help Sivamilra I
,
the real founder

of this Gahga family, about a.d. 755,^— who, by the way, is

not mentioned in the Kulliirgudda, etc., inscriptions, though

he does duly figure in the spurious copper-plate charters,

—

to establish his authority. But, whereas the chronological

requirements of the fictitious narrative would compel us to

place Simhanandin, with Riima and Lakshmana, alias Dadiga

and Madhava, not later than a.d. 200, we can, even irre-

•spective of the date of Sivamara I., place him witli confidence

in the period .a.d. 7o0-800. And it is practically certain

that it is his epitaph which we have in an inscription at

Sravana-Belgola (EC, 2, ISB, No. 19).

According to the fictitious narrative, the brothers Rama
and Lakshmana, alias Dadiga and Iladliava, met with

Simhanandin at a place which is mentioned as Perur and

Ganga-Heriir
; for instance, in lines 2-5, 26, respectively,

of the Kallurgudda inscription. Perur and Heriir are one

and the same name
;

the Old-Kanarese has constantly

changed into h. But there arc no substantial reasons for

identifying Periir, Gahga - Heriir, as has been done by
Mr. Rice {e.g., Mgsore, reAused edition, 1, -310, 311, and
EC, 8, introd., 16), with a small place in the Cuddapah
(Kadapa) district, Madras, Avhieh is shewn as ‘ Gangaperur ’

* 1 have iollowed J[r. Rice's reudeiing, ‘‘she at last" (translatum-, p. 151).
But, it s« Ls the Sanskrit word sii,

• she,’— (and, stranse a- the combination is, it

is difficult to find any other explanation ot it),— the words mean, rather, ‘
‘ she in

the total,” “she in' this manner.’’ And the exclamation was really uttered by
Eala (Raha) in anger {tniihdu ) ; which point is overlooked in the translation.

The text really says ;— “The familv came to be called Santiira in the tollowing
way : Raja was .angi-y, and said sii autinol ; and trom that time torth the tamily
was established as being called Santara.”' •
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in the Indian Atlas sheet l^o. 77,
Jf-W. (1899), fonrteen

miles east-by-south from Cuddapah, and five miles towards

the east - south - east from Sidhaut (Siddhavattam). The

entries of this place as ‘ Gungapairoor ’ in the Atlas sheet

Jfo. 77 of 1842, and as ‘ Gungaperore ’ in the 31adras

Manual of the Administration, vol. iii, p. 838, point to the

prefix,— which distinguishes it from another small ATllage

known as Penna-Perur, “ the larger or original Perur,”

immediately on the north of it,— being the word Gahga,

rather than Ganga. And, anyhow, the village is quite small

and insignificant, and far distant from any of the early

possessions of the Gaiigas of Gahgavadi. Xor need we
think of even a larger and somewhat nearer place, Perur

in the Anantapur district, Madras, which is shewn as

‘Pairoor’ in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 59 (1828), twenty-

five miles towards the west-by-south from Dharmavaram.

It can hardly be doubted that the place intended is the

better known Perur in the Coimbatore district, Madras, only

some sixty miles from the southern frontier of Mysore,

which is shewn as ‘ Payrur ’ in the Atlas sheet No. 61

(1833), between two and three miles M'est-south-west from

Coimbatore ;
according to the Madras Manual of the

Administration, vol. iii, p. 679, its Sanskrit name is Adipurl,

‘ the primeval town,’ and, so far as Saivism is concerned, it

is famous for containing one of the seven great Sivalayas

of the ancient Koiigu country, the land on the south of

Gaiigava^.*****
Amongst the remaining records in this new volume now

before us, one of special interest is an inscription at Mukti-

hariharapura in the TlrthahaHi taluka (Tl. 129), which

gives the date and locality of the death of Harihara II.

of Vijayanagara.

The equivalent English date has been announced by
Mr. Rice as Sunday, 31st August, a.d. 1404; see intro-

duction, p. 12, and translations, p. 188. Rut that is the

result of an unfortunate confusion of Samavara, ‘ Saturday,’

with Suryavara, ‘ Sunday.’
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The real day, as far as we can fix it finally from the

materials presented to us, was Saturday, 30th August.

And the case may be exhibited in full, because, in any

circumstances, it gives a typical instance, and in connection

with an important date the details of which would, we
should think, have been recorded with extreme attention

and accuracy, of the carelessness which was often displayed

in such matters by the ancient Hindus.

The record says, in verse, that Harihara II. attained

nirmna in the year Tarana, in the rainy season, in the

month Aabhasya (Bhadrapada), on the tenth iitlii or lunar

day, on Sanravara (Saturday), when the moon was in the

asterism of the Pitris. At least, that is what it says

according to the romanised text (page 388, and introd., 12,

note 1), which is quite complete and grammatical and scans

correctly, and according to the translation (page 188), except

for the mistake there of “Sunday” instead of “Saturday.”

But the case is different with the Kanarese text, which is

given thus :— Tarana-varshe varshe masi Habhasye ekadas-

imdu - subha - vare nirvvanam prapa Harihar-

adhlsah. This latter version represents as illegible that line

of the verse which in the romanised text runs rare Saure

pitribhe, “ on Saturday, in the asterism of the Pitris
;

” and

for the tithcm ddsamijam cha, “and on the tenth tithi,” of

the romanised text, it savs, in words which do not scan,

“on the eleventh tithi, the auspicious day of the moon

(Monday).”

Our bases, therefore, are somewhat dubious. However, as

will be seen, the eleventh tithi was certainly not a Monday

;

nor was the moon in Magha on that tithi. And working

with the romanised text, which at least gives an agreement

of the week-day and the tithi, and which we assmne to be

a revised reading based on other materials than those used

for the Kanarese text, we have the following residts :

—

From the prose part of the record, as well as in other

ways, we know that the year Tarana in question was the

Saka year 1326 expired, = a.d. 1404-1405. The fortnight of

the month Bhadrapada is not specified. But, that it should
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be taken to be the dark fortnight, is to be inferred from the

mention of the asterism of the Pitris, i.e. Magha, in which

the moon can never stand on any day in the bright fortnight

of Bhadrapada. And the civil day of the tenth tithi of

the dark fortnight of Bhadrapada in the given year was-

Saturday, 30th August, a.d. 1404, on which day the tithi

ended at 8hrs. 47 min. after mean sunrise (for Pjjain).

The moon, however, did not enter Magha until, at the

earliest, 1 hr. 58 min. after mean simrise on Monday^
1st September, the ci^-il da3^ of the twelfth tithi, which ended

thereon at 11 hrs. 8 min., having begun, when the eleventh

tithi ended, at 9 hrs. 55 min. on Sunda}-, 31st August. And
in respect of this item the date is, thus, unsatisfactor3'

;
it

is an irregular date, or one which was recorded inaccuratel}".

Here, however, as in other instances, we raa}-, no doubt,

accept without further question, against the nahahatra or

asterism, the tithi and the week-dav and the result which

is determined b}' them. And we thus arrive at Saturda}-,,

30th August, A.D. 1404, as the date of the death of

Harihara II.

There is another record of the date of the death of

Harihara II., which would appear to be not exactli" in

accordance with the present one, and to have been in-

accuratety expressed in another direction. It has been

published in Mr. Bice’s Inscrqjtiom at Sravenia-Betgola, EC,

2, No. 126. And, judged bA' the reading of it ghen there,

it runs thus:— Tarana - sariiAmtsarada Bhadrapada -bahula-

dasamhm Somavaradal[u] Hariharara3’anu SA’ahsthan = adanu.

This record specifies the tenth tithi of the dark fortnight.

It apparently names the week-daA' as Monday’. And Professor

Kielhorn, who has already examined this SraAana-Belgola

date, but at a time when it was not known whether it was
intended to appl}" to the first or to the second king Harihara,
has marked it as irregular both for the Saka year 1266 and
for the year 1326 ;

adding that, for the latter 3-ear, the result

(for the tithi) would be Saturda3", 30th August, a.d. 1404,

the day at which we have arrived aboA-e : see El, 7, Appendix,
Inscriptions of Southern India, 81, note 7.
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In view, however, of the close similarity of the Old-

Elanarese superscript o, o, and au, and of the frequent

occurrence of a form of m which very closely resembles >•,

it is not impossible that the Somavara of the Sravana-Belgola

inscription is a misreading of Satiratara, and that that record

may he thus reconciled with the Mnktihariharapura record.

There are two passages further on in the Muktihari-

harapura inscription, which run thus ;
line 27 ;— srl-vlra-

Hariharamaharayaru muktar^adalli Muktihariharapurav:agi

bitta agrahara ; and lines 79, 80 ;— Hariharamaharaj^ara

hesara Muktihariharapurada agrahara. These two passages,

with the contexts of the first of them, tell us, not only that

an agrahara or grant to Brahmans was constituted, and was

assigned as such, by the minister Viththanna-Yodej'a, and

was named Muktihariharapura, in commemoration of the

death of Harihara II., but also that Harihara died in that

neighbourhood. The words muJdar-ddalli mean, not “on
his becoming ntukta (or released from existence),” i.e. “at

the time when he died,” but “ at the place where he died.”

And we must understand that he died either at Tlrthahalli,

which town seems to have been a great place of pilgrimage,^

or else at a camp, in the vicinity of that town, somewhere

on the site which was made into an agrahara.

From line 28 of the record, we gather that the agrahara

was formed of lands which were a portion of a village named
Belur or Belur, in the Maduvahka ndd of the Araga lentheija.

Araga is the ‘ Arga ’ of the Indian Atlas sheet No. 42, S.E.

(1894), five miles towards the north-wcst-by-north from
‘ Tirathalli,’ which is in lat. 13° 41', long. 7-j° 18', on the left

bank of the Tuiiga. Muktihariharapura is not shewn in that

map, or in the maps given in Mr. Eice’s Mysore, revised edition,

1897, vol. ii. But it is duly shewn in the Mysore Topo-

graphical Survey sheet No. 20 (1887), as a small place about

four and a half miles north-west-by-west from Tlrthahalli,

one mile and a half on the south-west of Araga, and about

the same distance towards the north-by-east from ‘ Belur.’*****
* See Mysore, revised edition, vol. ii, p. 485.

J.K.A.S. 190.). 20
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So much as regards the most noticeable special features of

interest in the new volume now before us. Some idea of the

magnitude of the task on which Mr. Rice has been engaged

may now be given, by the statement that the published

volumes of his series, including the present one, have

presented to us no fewer than five thousand eight hundred

records, ranging from the third century b.c. to a.d. 1885.

The earliest of these records are the Siddapura, Brahma-

giri, and Jatinga-Ramesvara versions (vol. 11, Mk. 14, 21,

34) of that edict of Asoka of which we have versions in

ISTorthern India at Sahasram, Bupnath, and Bairat. The

edict was issued 38 years after the ab/iis/wfia or anointment

of Asoka to the sovereignty, and (see JRAS, 1904, 1 ff.)

256 years after the death of Buddha, which event it thus

places in a year lying between b.c. 487 and 477 according

to the exact year, still to be determined, of the ahlmheka of

As5ka. Particular interest attaches to the Mysore versions

of the edict because the Brahmagiri text discloses the fact

that it was framed on the anniversary of AsSka’s abdication,

and when he was living in religious retirement on the hiB

Suvarnagiri, still known as Songir, which was one of the

hills surrounding the ancient city Girivraja, in Magadha

(loc. cit., 355).

JMext comes the Prakrit inscription on a pillar at Malavalli

(vol. 7, Sk. 263), of Haritiputta-Satakanni, of the Manavya
gotm and the Yinhukaddachutu family, king of Yaijayantl,

that is Banawasi in the North Kanara district, Bombav,

who may be referred to any time in or about the first or

second century a.d. It records that he granted a group of

villages named Sahaliitavl, to be enjoyed on behalf of the

god Mattapatti, to Kondamana, a [Harijtiputta of the

Kondinya gbtra. From Banawasi itself we have a Prakrit

record of apparently the same king (lA, 14, 333), which is

dated in his twelfth regnal year, and on the anniversary of

either his accession or his coronation. In this latter record,

the word rasa-sataga evidently represents, not vam-mttaijah

as has been supposed, but varsha-sattaydh. It means ‘ of the

year-existence ;

’ that is
“ of the continuance for one year
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more.” And the record thus marks the specified day of the

act registered in it, the first day of the seventh fortnight of

dhe season Hemanta, as the accession-day or the coronation-

day of Haritiputa - Satakanni. Similarly, by the same

expression, the inscription from China in the Kistna district,

Madras (El, 1, 9G), marks the fifth day of the fourth

fortnight of Hemanta as either the accession-day or the

coronation-day of Siri-Yana-Satakani.

Next comes a Prakrit inscription (vol. 7, Sk. 264), on

the same pillar and below the above-mentioned record,

of apparently a Kadamba king of Vaijayanti named
Siva[khada]vamma, that is Siva-Skandavarman.i It indicates

that some necessity had arisen— (quite possibl}^ a change

of dynasty, with an investigation into the titles to existing

alienations)— for confirming or renewing the grant registered

in the previous record. For, it recites that, “having heard

that they had been formerly granted by the Haritiputta,

of the [Manavya] gotra, the lord of Vaijayanti,”- the

present king granted, with a very glad mind, for the second

time, to Siri-Niigadatta— (perhaps described as a maternal

imcle of the king)— of the Kondinya gotra, a Kosikiputta,

“ an ornament of the Kondamana family,” Sahala and twelve

other villages, all specified by name, again for enjoyment on

behalf of the god, “ the great refuge,” Mattapatti.

Next come the Sanskrit records of the Kadambas of

Vaijayanti (Banawasi), ranging about a.d. 450-650 (see

page 290 above), who were first brought to notice, and have

been known for many years, from their records obtained in

the Bombay Presidency (see lA, 6, 22 ff., and 7, 33 f£.).

Of their records obtained in Mj’^sore, the earliest is the

Talgund piUar inscription (vol. 7, Sk. 176), which recites

* This part of the record is not legible in the lithograph.

“ The meaning of this clause has been misunderstood by the author of the
published translation. And the point is worth noticing, because the result is that
there is nothing to shew that the Kadambas— (if this is really a Kadamba
record)— had at this time assumed the appellation Haritiputra and set up a claim
to be of the Manavya gotra.
A short way further on, the published texts give paiityakthena by mistake for

jiaritutihena.
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the foundation of the familj' by Mayurasarman, about

A.D. 450-475
;

it has recently been critically edited b}^

Professor Kielhorn in El, 8, 24 £P. The latest is the Anaji

inscription of the time of Erisbnavarman II. (toI. 11,

Dg. 161), which has been mentioned on page 290 above.

Then come a few records of some of the later members

of the dynasty of the Western Chalukya kings of Yatapi,

i.e. Badami in the Bijapur district, Bombay,— (about a.d.

550-757) ;
and, in larger numbers, some records of the

Rashtrakuta kings of Malkhed in the Nizam’s Dominions,

—

(about A.D. 750-973). These two dynasties, however, are

much better known from their records obtained in the

Bombay Presidencj'. In Mysore, their power was mostly

limited to the more northern parts. But, in the time of

Go'vdnda III. (a.d. 794 and 813), the Rashtrakuta supremacy

extended at any rate as far as Sravana-Belgola in the Hassan

district, in the very heart of the pro\’ince.

Concurrently with these, come the records of the Gahga

family of the Gahgavadi territory, in the southern and

eastern parts of Mysore, ranging about a.d. 750-1000. And
from some time about the beginning of this period we have

the inscription at Sravana - Belgola (vol. 2, ISB, No. 1

;

edited by me in El, 4, 22 ff.), which, written in order to

record the death of a Jain Achiirya named Prabhiichandra

who seems to be the well known Digambara writer of that

name, recites, for earlier times, the migration of the Jain

community from Ujjain to the South, and its arrival at

Sravana-Belgola, which events it would apparently place in

the time of the pontiff Bhadrabahu II.

After these, we have, in greater or less abundance

according to the extent to which the djmasties and familie.s

belonged exclusively or not so to Mysore, records of the

Western Chalukyas of Kalyani, the Hoysalas of Dora-
samudra, the Kalachuryas of Kalyani, the Yadavas of

Devagiri, the Nolamba - Pallavas of the Nolambavadi
country, the later Kadambas of Hangal, the Santaras or

^Tntaras of Humcha, the local Pandyas of Uchchahgi, the
kings of Vijayanagara, and the later Rajas of Mysore up
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to almost the present day, and various other families of

more or less importance. Here again, however, what we

know about the Chalukj’^as, Kalachurj’^as, and Yadavas, is

derived chiefly from the records of the Bombay Presidency

and the Yizam’s Dominions.

Among the late records, a noticeable one is the Sravana-

Belgola inscription Yo. 141, of a.d. 1830, which presents

the only known instance of the expression of the date of an

epigraphic record according to the number of years elapsed

since the death of the Jain Tirthamkara Vlra-Mahavira-

Vardhamana. And it states that number wrongly ! It

gives a date in the Saka year 1752 (expired), of which

the equivalent is Monday, 9th August, a.d. 1830
;

see the

result given by Professor Kielhom in lA, 25, 346, and

El, 7, Appendix, Inscriptions of Southern India, 161,

Yo. 1013. lYith the specification of the Saka year, it

couples the year 1888 of the Vikrama era, which itself

is of extremely exceptional use in Southern India, and an

assertion that 2493 years had elapsed since the death of

Vardhamana. And thus it would place that event b.c. 663

;

whereas the Svetambaras and the Digambaras both agree

in placing it b.c. 527 (or more absolutely 528),— the

former putting it 470 years before the Yikrama era; and

the latter, 605 years before the Saka era. As indicated by

Professor Kielhorn (Ixi, 25, 346), the explanation is that

the figures 2493 were obtained by mistakenly adding 605

years to the Vikrama instead of the Saka year. And no

genuine varying tradition is represented by the statement

in the present record.

With this curiosity of South-Indian epigraphy, we may
compare, from Yorthern India, the Gaya inscription of

apparently a.d. 1176 (see El, 7, Appendix, 79, Yo. 575),

which purports to have been written 1813 years after the

death of Buddha, and so would place that event b.c. 638,

—

ninety-five years before the traditional date of b.c. 543,

which, set up in Ceylon at some time about a.d. 1200, spread

thence in various directions, and is the only specific date

really asserted by Buddhist tradition. The explanation of
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this latter ctrriosity, the apparent date in b.c. 638, has not

yet been arrived at.*****
As will readily be understood, the volumes of the

Epigraphia Camatica contain an enormous amount of most

varied information about political history, geography,

religion, literature, administrative and fiscal arrangements,

social customs, and other subjects of inquiry. But so great

has the mass of materials become, that it is now very difficult

to handle the records chronologically, and to follow up

conveniently any particular line of research, even with the

help of the introductions and classified lists of the separate

volumes.

It is to be hoped that, when the volumes of texts and

translations have all been completed, there will be taken in

hand an additional volume which shall assume the form of

an index to the others
;
giving us at least a general arrange-

ment of all the records according to the consecutive order

of their recorded or deducible dates, and a second arrange-

ment of them according to the dynasties and families to

which they belong, and an index of at any rate all proper

names and names of territories and places, on lines similar

to those of Professor Kielhorn’s List of the Inscriptions of

Southern India, El, 7, Appendix.*****
And there is another point which requires attention.

Manj-- of the earlier records, in particular, deserve more
careful and critical treatment than they have received, and

than can be given to them from the published readings of

them, which, we learn from the preface to vol. iii, have been
largely prepared from copies made by Mimshis and School

Inspectors and Teachers. Even the published texts, romanised

and in Kanarese characters, sometimes differ from each other.

The cases in which reproductions of the original records have
been given, are very limited in number. And, unfortimately,

the instances in which the reproductions are of a reliable

and utilisable nature, as purely mechanical presentments
prepared without any touching up by hand of the materials
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wMcli are the bases of them or of proofs from those materials,

are still fewer.

In the present volume, which deals with 1038 records, we
have only thirteen reproductions.

Amongst these, we may class as reliable facsimiles,

prepared from satisfactory ink-impressions, little if at all

touched up by hand in any stage of the process, and giving

good results as far as the originals are capable of jnelding

such, the Kadamba inscription at Kavadi (Sb. 523), the

record on the vlrgal or monumental tablet of a local hero
at Hunavalli (Sb. 531), and the extracts from the Kuppatiir,

Govardhanagiri, and Humcha inscriptions (Sb. 263 ; Sa. 55 ;

Nr. 35).

And commendation may be bestowed, though not to quite

the same extent, on the reproductions of the record on the

lirgal at Mavali and the Kumsi inscription (Sb. 10, 85).

The same, however, cannot exactly be said of the repro-

ductions of the Kadamba copper-plate charter from Hire-

Sakuna (Sb. 33) and the Bhimankatte - Matha spurious

plates (Tl. 157). For a faithful reproduction of the last-

mentioned record, we have stiU to turn to Colonel Dixon’s

photograph. No. 10 in his collection published in 1865,

reproduced as No. 30 in my Puli, Sanskrit, and Old -

Canarese Inscriptions issued in 1878.

The reproductions of two other tirgah at Mavali (Sb. 1, 9)

may, to a certain extent, represent siifficiently well the

sculptures on the stones. But the treatments of the

inscriptions on them are useless for any critical purposes.

The reproduction of the Bardavalli nrgal (Sa. 45) fails to

render legible any part at aU of the inscription on it.

And the nature of the reproduction of the charter

contained on the Sorab plates (Sb. 571) is such as to fairly

give that record the crude appearance of a rather badly done

spurious document. Fortunately, however, we can form

a better opinion of it from Colonel Dixon’s photograph

No. 5, reproduced in my PSOCI, No. 16.

The time has long gone by for the publication of repro-

ductions of epigraphic records such as those mentioned in at
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any rate the last four paragraphs. They are of no use for

critical work.

For such work, the best materials, of course, when the

originals themselves are not accessible, are carefully made
ink-impressions and inked or uninked estampages, the latter

of which, if properly beaten in, will shew the letters in

reverse on the back. And, in fact, in many cases such

materials are better than even the originals.

But we can hardly expect such materials for study as

those to be obtained and distributed to anyone who may ask

for them. And we naturally look more to materials which

can be multiplied to any desirable extent, in the shape of

thoroughly reliable reduced facsimiles, prepared mechanically

from impressions and estampages by collotype or photo-

lithographic processes, without any touching up by hand at

any stage of the proceedings. Without one or the other of

such bases for work, we are helpless
;
except in so far as we

may happen to arrive by chance at any sound results through

the process, generally unsatisfactory and always to be avoided

if possible, of conjectural speculation.

The enlightened and liberal Government of Mysore have

done much to make us acquainted with the ancient records

of their province. Is it too much to hope that they will

crown their work, by giving us eventually a final volume

which shall be devoted to actual facsimile reproductions of

all the more important records anterior to, say, a.d. 1000,

with a selection from the later ones ? That such facsimiles

can be prepared in Mysore, is shewn by the instances which

I have quoted from the volume which now chiefly is under

notice, and by a conspicuous instance in an earlier volume

;

namely, the reproduction of the Talgund Kadamba inscription

(vol. 7, Sk. 176), which compares favourably with even the
reproduction of the same record recently given from other
materials in El, 8, 32.

* * * * ^

We are looking forward with considerable interest to the
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appearance of the remaining three volumes of the Epigraphia

'Carnatica, which are to contain the records of the Bangalore,

Kolar, and Tumkur districts. In them, if anywhere, there

should be found information which may help to settle some

of the questions regarding the Gahgas of Gahgavadi in

respect of which Mr. Rice and I have been at issue. Mean-

while, the following observation may he made.

On the authority of the spurious records,— which he, of

course, maintains to he genuine,— Mr. Rice would place the

Gaiiga prince Sripurusha-Muttarasa in the period a.d. 72T-

776. On the other hand, working with the undeniably

genuine records, I have, on palmographic and historical

grounds, placed him in the period a.u. 765-805, with an

intimation of opinion that he may be placed even ten years

later (El, 6, 59, 64). And I have been inclined {ibid., 65)

to find in him the Gahga prince who was for a second

time dethroned and taken into captivity by the Riishtrakuta

king Govinda III., for whom we have dates in a.d. 794

and 813.

The son of Govinda III. was Amoghavarsha I., who

reigned from a.d. 814 or 815 to about .a.d. 877-78. And
of the time of this king we have in the present volume the

Kumsi inscription (Sb. 85), dated a.d. 869-70, which

mentions, as the seller of the land the assignment of which

is registered by that record, a certain Deviiti, i.e. Dcvaditya,

son of Siripurusha, i.e. SrTpurusha.

It would be rash, to assume off-hand that this Sripurusha

is the Gahga prince of that name. But the appellation is

extremely rare, if not actually unique. And there is nothing

impossible in the supposition that Sripurusha-Muttarasa,

living in captivity in the Rashtrakuta territory, there begat

a son who was alive in a.d. 869—70. In illustration,— in

fact, in exaggerated illustration,— of this possibility, let me
quote a case which has come to my knowledge after writing

the above remarks. It is that of Signor Manuel Garcia, the

famous teacher of operatic singers, now in his hundredth

year
;
and I am indebted for it to the Strand Magazine,

March, 1905. He was “born in Madrid in the year 1805,
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when George III. was on the throne of England” (p. 2576).

His “father, the elder Manuel Garcia, was born at Seville

in 1775, a hundred and thirty years ago” (p, 2596r). And
his “ singing master, Giovanni Anzani, was born some

hundred and fifty years ago, when Bach was still alive and

Handel but a short time dead” (p. 257a).
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XII.

NASIR-I-KHUSRAW,

POET, TRAVELLER, AND PROPAGANDIST.

By EDWARD G. BROWXE, M.A.. M.R.A.S., F.B.A.

J^VEEY Persian scholar must, I suppose, have meditated

at some time or other on the extraordinary disproportion

between the vast number of Persian poets whose names are

familiar to him, and whose lives are enshrined in the

Biographies of ‘Awfi, Dawlatshah, Taqiyyu’d-Din Kashi,

Lutf ‘All Beg, and other tad/ilira-wiitevs, and the small

number whose works are read, even in the East, save by the

very curious or diligent student. So far as the West is

concerned, it may be said, I think, that of only four,

Firdawsi, Sa'di, ‘Umar Khayyam, and Hafidh, does any

clear and definite idea exist amongst educated Europeans

not specially interested in Oriental literature. Of these four,

thanks primarily to Edward FitzGerald, ‘Umar Khajyam
is certainly the most popular in the WYst, especially in

Europe and America ;
though ‘Awfi, writing exactly

a century after his death, totally ignores him, and Dawlat-

shah only mentions him incidentally in the course of another

biography
; while even his personal friend and admirer,

Ni^ami-i-‘Arudi of Samarqand, places him in his C/icilidr

Maqdia not in the section which he devotes to poets, but in

that which deals with astronomers. Hafidh, accessible to

non-Orientalists in England in at least three good metrical

translations, those of Hermann Bicknell, Miss Gertrude Bell,

and Mr. Walter Leaf, and in Germany in the complete

versified translation of Rosenzweig-Schwannau, certainly

comes next in point of popularity. Sa‘di, whose Giilistdn

was probably the first Persian classic edited and translated

in Europe (since a fine edition with Latin rendering was.
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published in Holland in the seventeenth century), probably

comes next, thongh of his poetry little beyond the Bustdn

is read by the ordinary Persian student outside the confines

of Persia, where his fame rests rather on his lyrical verse.

Firdawsi, in spite of his immense reputation, is in reality

little known to the average European man of letters, save

through one or two episodes of his Book of Kings—notably

that of Rustam and Suhrab—which have afforded material

for distinguished Western poets. To these four poets

we might perhaps add Jami, whose Salaman and Absal

FitzGerald attempted, but failed, to render popular
;
and

iN^idhami of Ganja, whose name at least is tolerably familiar,

but of whose “ Five Treasures ” or “ Quintet ” onH one, the

Iskandar-ndma, has, I think, been translated into English,

and that in a form which can hardly be described as

attractive to the general reader.

There are, however, other Persian poets who rank far

higher in the estimation of their countrymen than ‘XTmar

Khayyam, yet whose very names are hardly known in

Europe, save to such as make a special study of Persian,

almost all of whom must be familiar with the two following

pieces of doggerel criticism :

—

j-._as

“ The Sphere Poetic has its prophets three

{This is a dogma on which all agree),

Firdawsi first, Sa‘di, and Anicari,

Thongh Ahmad said, ‘ No Prophet after me !
’ ”

And again :

“ Steal the Diwdn of Bhahir of Fdrgdh, even if you find it in

the Ka‘ba.”

Here, then, are two poets, Anwari and ^ahir, whose
eminent merits are proverbial amongst their countrymen.
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yet whose works are not much more familiar in the East

than are their names in the West. Naturally one wishes to

know why this is the case, and whether, given another

FitzGerald, these poets might, like ‘Umar Khayyam (whom
neither of them would, in all prohabihty, have reckoned as

a fellow-artist at all), become household names throughout

Europe and America. Curiosity on this point has led me so

far as to read through the greater part of Anwari’s poems,

and the whole of those of Dhahir of Faryab
;
and I am

bound to admit that, especially in the case of the latter, the

time spent in so doing might have been both more pleasantly

and more profitably employed. Both are masters of their

craft, but their craft is not what we understand bj' poetry.

Poetr}^, as understood in Western Asia, is to a large

extent a question of forms rather than of ideas. The

common definition lays down three qualifications which it

must possess, viz., metre, rlijune, and intention on the part

of the composer to produce verse. The last clause of this

definition must be regarded as inspired by theological

influences
;

for prose may be simple, metrical, or rhymed,

and rhymed prose (of which, to a large extent, the Qur’an

consists) may easily fall, here and there, into metre, as in

verses 78-79 of the second siira of the Qur’an :

—

i

i\
\

which falls into the metre called ar-Ramal al-musaddmu’l~

mahdhkf, or the “ apocopated hexameter Ramal.” Now the

Prophet’s enemies were wont to describe him as a “ mad
poet,” and in refutation of this assertion was revealed

verse 69 of sura xxxvi :
—“And We have not taught him

(i.e. the Prophet) poetry, neither is it necessary for him ::

this is naught else than a Reminder, and a perspicuous

Qur’an” (or Lection). Therefore since, on DiQne authority,

the Qur’an is not poetry, the definition of poetrj' must be so

framed as to exclude the Qur’an or any part thereof
;
hence

the addition, at first sight strange enough, of the final clause

concerning ‘ intention.’
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But Ibn Khaldun, that greatest philosophical historian

of Islam (born in Tunis, a.d. 1332, died in Cairo, March,

A.D. 1406), goes much further than this in his definition

of Arabic poetry (for he expressly says that he does not

enter into the question as to whether there exists in other

languages anything which can properly be called poetry, or

not). Having criticised the current definition of poetry,

and declared a new one to be necessar}', he says ^
:
“ Poetry

is eloquent discourse based on metaphor and description,

articulated into portions agreeing in metre and rime, each

portion being independent, in respect to its object and

purpose, of what precedes and follows it, and being cast in

the moidds of the Arabs.” On this last point he is very

decisive :
poetry, according to his view, can only be produced

by one who has committed to memory an enormous quantity

of classical Arabian verses, until the ‘ moulds ’ or ‘ models
’

{asdlib, pi. of usUib) which underlie them become firmly

fixed in his mind, and he is able to cast his thoughts in

these moulds. Hor does he shrink from the obvious

deduction from these premises, namely, that originality,

especially as regards form, is a defect. “ Such discourse as

is versified,” he says, “but not according to these models,

is not poetry
;
and in view of this many of our masters in

this branch of letters whom we have met consider that the

verse of al-Mutanabbi and al-Ma‘arri is not poetry in any

sense of the word . . . Yet these two, who flourished

respectively in the tenth and eleventh centuries of our era,

are imquestionably amongst the greatest, if not the greatest,

of the post-classical Arabic poets. To this day al-Mutanabbi

remains the most popular poet in literary circles in Egypt

and Western Asia, while von Kremer, perhaps the greatest

European authority on the Arabian civilisation in all its

aspects, regards al-Ma‘arri as one of the greatest and most

original literary geniuses whom the world has produced.

As regards Persian poetry the matter is not so clearly

stated by any authority whom I have consulted, but that

* Eeyrout (vocalized) edition of a.d. 1900, p. 573.
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tliis idea of conformity to fixed standards is present is shown,

not only by actual observation, but by the existence of

such works as Sharafu’d-Din Eami’s Anmi’l-‘Ushslidq, or

“Lovers’ Companion,” ^ wherein the comparisons permitted

to the writer of amatory verse are enumerated and classified

with the utmost detail, and he is informed, for example,

that he may compare the curving eyebrows of his mistress

(1) to the crescent moon, (2) to a bow, (3) to the rainbow,

(4) to a vaulted arch, (5) to the mihrdb or niche in a mosque,

(6) to the letter nun (^), (7) to a polo-stick, (8) to the

tughm, or royal monogram, imprinted on imperial rescripts

and,/ff>'y««y;.s-, and so forth. All this apparatus of simile and

metaphor was taken over bodily by the Turks, who have

never -shown much originality in literary matters, but who,

alone amongst 3Iuhamniaclan nations, broke away some half-

century ago from the old tradition, and, turning their backs

on Persia, became the devoted disciples of the French. Yet

these same similes, hackneyed as they now are, were once

fresh and original. 3Iany of them I have met vith for the

first time in the verses of Mu'izzi, the Poet-Laureate of

iSanjar (died a.d. 1147), and it is for this reason, probably,

that ‘Awfi (vol. ii, p. 69 of my edition) remarks that “with

him the child of Rhetoric reached maturity.” In judging

the work of these early poets we must bear in mind, if we
are tempted to consider that they were overrated by their

contemporaries, that though to us, who read our Sa'di and

our Hafi^ before ever we glanced at their verses, they

may seem devoid of novelty, “ the merit,” as the Arabs say,

“belongs to the pioneer” ".A ! JIaIjI), and that what

appears stale enough now was once fresh and striking.

Often, however, the later and more celebrated poet gets the

credit. We are all famihar with ‘Umar Khayyam’s lines :

—

“ I often wonder what the vintners buy

One half so precious as the stuff they sell ” ;

Translated by M. Cl. Hoart, Paris, 1875.
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but few, even amongst Persian scholars, are aware that

a century earlier Kisa’i had expressed nearlj' the same idea

in the following verse :

—

c: Jo

r- ^ J-i? S

“ A heaven-sent gift and blessing is the rose,

Its grace inspireth aspirations high.

0 floicer-girl, why the rose for silver sell,

For what more precious with its price can’st hug?'”

We must not, however, at present pursue further these

general considerations on the Art of Poetry as cultivated

in the Nearer East, but must, before proceeding to speak

of Nasir-i-Khusraw, make a few observations on the qas'ida,

which is that form of verse which he, like Anwari and

Dhahir of Faryab, cultivated almost exclusively. I do

not propose to discuss here the classical qaskla of the

Arabs, which was closely imitated by some of the earlier

Persian poets, notably Minuchihri, but the qasida in the

forms which it quickly assumed in the hands of the Persians.

It is always, as its name implies, a poem with a purpose;

and according as its purpose is to praise an actual or

prospective patron, to revile an enemy or rival, or one who,

having been praised, did not respond with a liberahty

proportionate to the poet’s expectations, or to enunciate the

ethical, theological, or philosophical views of the writer, it

is further classified as panegyric {niadh), satire {liajw),.

doxology {na't), devotional {miindjdi), admonition (nasihat),

philosophical {hikamiyya), and so forth; while its panegyric

forms are further subdivided, according to the nature of

the tashbib, or introductory portion, into ‘ vernal ’ (when
they open with a description of the beauties of Spring),
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‘ autumnal ’ (when they describe the Autumn season), and

so forth. We have also the autobiographical qaskla, or

tarjuma-i-hul, under which must be classed the various

habsiyydt, or poems written in prison by poets who had

been unfortimate enough to incur the wrath of their patrons

(an event of pretty frequent occurrence), or, still worse, of

those who had smarted under the shafts of their satire.

Here I must call attention to one rather curious fact,

namely, that it is extremelj’ rare for a Persian poet to excel

in more than one form of verse. Thus, the three poets

whom we have just mentioned, Anwari, Dhahir of Faryab,

and Nasir-i-Khiisraw were jMr excellence qasida-writers, and

the few (jhazah or odes produced by the first and second

(for the last-named poet seems entirely to have avoided the

ode) are of very mediocre quality. Firdawsi and Mdhami,
again, are essentiall}' mathmu'i poets, though the former,

choosing the pure epic as his special province, is the more
entirely objective in his treatment of his material. Many
others besides ‘Umar Khayyam wrote nothing but quatrains ;

while the reputation of Hafi^ rests exclusively on his

odes, though his Diwdn contains also a few quatrains, qasklas,

and mathnemis. Of the great Persian poets Jami alone,

perhaps, can be said to have really excelled in more than
one variety of verse, his allegorical mathnmi'h being as

conspicuous for beauty as his lyrical poetry.

To return to the writers. For practical purposes

these may be divided into two classes, the Court-poets, who
were alternately panegyrists and satirists, and the Thought-
poets, who were either religious enthusiasts, ethical teachers,

or philosophers after their kind, or a combination in different

proportions of all these things. These two great classes

are utterly distinct, save when a disgusted and disappointed

panegyrist renounced the pomps and vanities of courts, and
retired in later life to the recluse’s cell.

Let \is first consider brieflj^ the Court-poets, of whom
Anwari and Dhahir of Faryab may be regarded as typical.

A careful study of their works is required to enable us to

understand their craft (for it may be more properly described

j.R.A.s. 1905. 21
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as a craft than an art), and the light in which they

themselves regarded it. These poets, in their occasional

moments of frankness (which generally supervened on some

rehuif or disappointment sustained at the hands of their

patrons) are almost incredibly cjmical as to their profession.

Anwari, it is said,i when a poor student at the Mansuriyjm

College of Tus, was first led to devote his attention to poetry

by seeiag a gorgeously apparelled personage, mounted on

a fine horse, pass by the gate of his college. Ha’ving

enquired who this splendid creature might be, and being

informed that he was one of the poets attached to Sanjar’s

Court, “ What !
” he exclaimed, “ am I so poor when

learning ranks so high, and is he so rich when the Art of

Poetry is so base ? By Heaven, from this day forth I will

devote myself to Poetry, which is the least and lowest of my
accomplishments !

” Nor did his opinion of the poet’s

vocation improve as time went on, and he himself took

rank as the first qasida-ymiiev of his time. Thus he says

(ed. Lucknow, .v.d. 1880, p. 730) :

—

‘ <uL' J ‘ u/jp'

“ 0 Amcari, dost thou know ivhat poetry and covetousness are?

Theformer is the child and the latter the nurse.”

And again, in another outburst of disgust at the life of

flattery and insincerity which his profession involved, he

says (ed. Lucknow, p. 711) :

—

' j
'

“ It is not fitting, in order to conform to the courtier's code.

Again to expose my heart and soul to vexation ;

^ DawlatsMli, pp. 83-86 of my edition.
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To wag my tongue in prose or verse.

And bring forth virgin fanciesfrom my mind ;

For the ichole business of courtiers comes to this—
To take blows and give abuse.”

He is equally frank as to tke motives which prompt him to

praise this one or satirize that one. Thus he says (p. 629) :

—

Z'J

J ..J
^

^
\y*

^ ^ A
I
^

\ y .ih

y ^

MV AmV< y 1
^ ^

AJ li*^ I*y^

^

^yA^vit yJ yl.^A

/SiVice consideration can be increased by panegyric and ode,

Why should I waste my soul in the fire of thought ?

I have thrown away twenty years in 'perhaps’ and ‘it may be’

;

God hath not granted me the life of Noah !

Henceforth I tcill rein in my natural disposition,

IfI see the door of acceptance and success open before me ;

And if they vouchsafe me no gift, I tcill, after essaying praise.

Crush with icords of satire the head of such a patron !
”

Dhahir is, if possible, more outspoken ;
for in one of his

poems, after declaring, like Anwari, that his poetic talent

is his least claim to distinction, and that the ode, though

a nobler form of verse than the qasida which he affects, “ is

not a stock-in-trade from which much gain can be hoped,” ^

^ uV fi
^

1
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concludes thus :

—

aL'
r^V" u' J

^ u- cr«-’

^
^jJ*^ >

ifJAJ AA

h^.^) AAAiT c^_iLj

* c—'Uii-
i..*^

“Be content tcith this much, and say naught concerning the

nature ofgmnegyric,

For I cannot describe the heartburnings to ^ohich it gives rise t

The finest floicer which it yields to me is this.

That I call myself a 'slave ’ and the cypress-tree 'free ’

;

Now I describe as a Hottri of Paradise some fractious negro,.

And note style ‘ noble ’ some miserable drunhard /
”

And again, addressing a patron who had disappointed his

expectations, he says ;
—

cT* ^

^ **~**^^*'*^

'

C3-^ ^l**^ c/*^' j-l i-f-

‘ j-t yJ ^ jj\

j*— jj
,

wii
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Be not misled if, in consequence ofmy virtues,

I remain philosophically calm, silent, and good-tempered.

When I mount my Pegasus, intent on the production_of verse,

My colleagues are proud to carry my horse-cloths on their hachs.

In praise, like all the rest of them, on occasions of complaint

or thanksgiving,

I shine like the sun or rage like the sea.

IfI should recite to a certain person a verse or two of satire

on thee,

lie would place in my embrace the whole expanse of earth.

Since, then, they are ready to buy satire of mefor red gold.

Is it right that I should not sell at the best market price ?
”

And, to conclude this topic, while Anwari declares (p. 41)

that “ begging is the poet’s law,” Dhahir exclaims :

—

Poetry is not bad in itself; my complaint is of the vileness

of my colleagues !
”

In a word, the Persian panegyrists, who constitute the

bulk of the writers, if not of the whole Parnassus of

Persian poets, were deliberately and consciously insincere,

and never pretended to be anything else, taking, as it were,

as their motto the cynical Arabic proverb :
“ The best poetry

is that which contains most lies.” They manufactured their

poetry, as carpets or jewelry are manufactured, according

to the most popuhr and fashionable patterns, in order to

sell it in the be.‘ market at the highest price, and they

cared no more wl o the buyer might be than does the carpet-

maker or the jeweller. So Farrukhi aptly compares the

laudatory poems which he composed in praise of the Am ir

Abu’l-Mudhaffar of Chaghaniyan before he set out to visit

his eourt to “ fabrics spun within the brain and woven in

the heart ” ^—

* See my translation of the Chahar Masala, pp. 59-60 of the tirage-a-part.
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.

^ j Ij ^l‘

****ii>*<3^ AAgfc- ^

while Dhahir says ;

—

A-i»l-* Ai Ai Aj

jj • jt ^^**'*i^ Aj

“ I am not a landowner nor a merchant, that I should have

Granaries full of corn or purses filled with gold and silver.”

Now all this is remote from our conception of poetry
;
for

I suppose we should aU agree that, presupposing a certain

dignity and elegance of form, and some conformity to the
laws of metre and rime, the essential qualit}' of good poetry

is sincerity. 'Whether the poet reflects our own views is

a minor consideration; and we may equally admire the
Anarchism of Shelley, the Cjmicism of Bjwon, the Mysticism
of Wordsworth, the Nationalism of Thomas Moore, or the

Imperialism of Kipling, because all these sang as they
believed, primarily to satisfy their own aspirations, and only
in a secondary degree to please their audience. And because
Anwari, Dhahir of Faryab, and the whole class of Persian
poets whom they represent, down to Qa’ani in our own age,

are utterlj^ and deliberately insincere, and never pretend
to be anything else, it is, in my opinion, inconceivable that

any translator, no matter how skilful, could ever render
their poems (with a few such briUiant exceptions as Anwari’s
“ Tears of Khurasan ”) even tolerable to the European
reader, seeing that their whole beauty lies in a technical

skfll and verbal artifice which it requires long study to
appreciate, and which it is hardly possible to reproduce in
a translation.

It has been my fortune (or misfortune) to edit two laro-e

Tadhkiras or Biographies of Persian poets, one, that of ‘Awf

i

the most ancient, and another, that of Dawlatshah, the most
popular, which have come down to our time. I have
transcribed and collated these from end to end, read through
in proof each portion time after time, and consulted, for
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critical purposes, a mass of cognate literature
;

so that I may
claim to have a fair general knowledge of the character of

the work produced hy most of the more notable Persian

poets
; and though here and there, in the work of many of

them, gems of beauty may be found (for not even a Court-

poet can be always consistently insincere), I am bomid to

admit that there are comparativelj^ few, beyond the fiye or

six mentioned in the beginning of this paper, whose poems,

saye in exceptional instances, could be rendered popular in

Europe, eyen b)’ the most skilful translator. One of these

few, as I belieye, is the poet of whom I am now about to

speak.

Nasir-i-Khusraw, the poet in question, presents himself

to us under three different aspects : as a trayeller, who has

left us a most valuable account of his extensiye journeys

through Persia, Asia Minor, SjTia, Eg}-pt, Arabia, and

Bahrayn
;

as one of the most actiye and deyoted

propagandists or missionaries of the Ismahli sect
;
and as

a poet equally remarkable for sincerity, power, and eloquence.

Ignored by most historians and biographers on account

of his heretical doctrines, and credited with all manner of

magical powers and strange adventures by a fearful and

credulous posterity, a mass of legend has grown up around

him, and obscured a personality of extraordinary interest

and originality, which only his own works, to wit, his Safar-

iidma, or Book of Travel, and his Diicdn of poems and other

poetical works, really reveal. Alreadj' in al - Qazwini’s

Athufii’l - Bildd, or “Monuments of the Lands” (ed.

AViistenfeld, pp. 338-9), composed in the first half of the

thirteenth century, only about a hundred and fifty years after

Kasir-i-Khusraw’s death, he is represented as a Eing of

Balkh, driven by his rebellious subjects to take refuge in the

strongly fortified town of Yumgan (the place where, as

repeated allusions in his own poems show, he actually spent

in rehgious retirement the latter days of his life), and there

surrounding himself with marvellous buildings, strange

automata which it was dangerous to look on for fear of

losing one’s reason, and all manner of awful talismans and
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masical contrivances. Two or three centuries later, so far

as can be judged, was produced the still more wonderful

pseudo-autobiography, which in the East still passes current

as the most authentic account of Nasir-i-Khusraw. This

pseudo-autobiographj% which has been analysed and criticised

by Schefer, Ethe, and other eminent Persian scholars, occurs

in at least three dilferent recensions of varying length and

wealth of detail, one of which is prefixed to the Tabriz

edition of the Blwdn, while the greater part of it is given

in a French translation in M. Schefer’s Introduction

(pp. vui-x^di) to his edition of the Safar-ndma. In it,

besides the wildest anachronisms and confusion of persons, we
find yet more extraordinarj^ legends, in which astrology and

demonology play a large part ;
and the pseudo-autobiography

does not even stop at Nasir’s death, but describes how his

funeral obsequies are conducted by the jimm. Some of the

incidents narrated are evidently garbled accounts, greatly

embellished by legends and fairj'-tales, of events which

really happened to other persons, with whom, on account of

a similarity in names, or for some other reason, Nasir-i-

Khusraw has been confused. One episode, for instance,

describes how he was detained by the “King of the Heretics”

in Mazandaran on account of his reputation as a philosopher

and man of learning ;
how, utterly against his will, he was

compelled to write a Commentary on the Qur’an, explaining

it in a sense favourable to the opinions of the ‘ Heretics ’

;

and how this Commentary, penetratiug to other parts of

Persia, was the source of much further trouble to him, after

he had effected his escape from the unwelcome hospitality

of the ‘Heretics’ by thaumaturgical means, involving the

destruction of their army. I have no doubt that this legend

is a distorted recollection of what really happened to the

philosopher and astronomer Hasiru’d-Din Tusi, who was
actually detained as an unwilling guest by the ‘Heretics’

or Assassins,! and who actually dedicated to their last Grand

' The term Maldhida (‘Heretics’) is, so far as I know, only employed to
denote the Assassins, not the parent sect of the Isma'llis from which they were
evolved by the genius of Hasan-i-Sabbah, who was the Bd'Vd-Bu^dt, or Chief
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Master, Euknu’d-Din Khvirshali (subsequently betrayed by
bim to the Mongols), his celebrated Treatise on Ethics,

the Akhldq-i-Ndsiri
;
a fact for which he apologizes in the

later edition. It would even be possible, I think, with some

trouble, to trace out the origins of most of the garbled

narratives which, jumbled together, make up the Pseudo-

Autobiography.

Though historically worthless, the Pseudo-Avitobiography

has a certain literary merit which has secured and maintained

its popularity, and has rendered the imaginary Kasir-i-

Khusraw a much more familiar figure than the real one.

Some of its incidents are delightful, even fraught with

a certain grim humour. Amongst others, it is narrated

that Nasir-i-Khusraw and his brother, after escaping from

Mazandaran as described above, came in the course of their

further travels to isishapur, on arriving at which city they

sent a young disciple who accompanied them to buy

provisions in the market, while they went to a cobbler’s

shop to get their shoes repaired. While they were waiting

there, a loud clamour and outcry arose from a neighbouring

quarter, and the cobbler, still holding his awl in his hand,

ran off to see what was the cause of the disturbance. After

a while he returned, carrying on the point of his awl a piece

of flesh. “ What,” enquired ?fasir-i-Khusraw, who was

still patiently waiting for his shoes, “ was the cause of the

disturbance, and what is that piece of flesh?” “Well,”

replied the cobbler, “ it appears that one of the disciples of

that arch-heretic Aasir-i-Khusraw appeared in this city, and

fell into discussion on matters of religion with certain of our

doctors. 'When they brought against him verses of the

Qur’an, traditions of the Prophet, and sayings of godly

divines, he opposed them with the infidel opinions and

blasphemous poems of his master, until, perceiving his

obstinacy to be incurable, the people tore him limb from

limb, and I too, for the sake of earning merit, tore from his

of tie Propao-anda, iu Xorth and Xorth-East Persia, next but one after Nasir-i-

Khusraw To connect the older Isina‘ilis, to whom Nhsir-i-Khusraw belonged,

with the Maldhida properly so called, is, therefore, an auaehromsm.
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body this piece of flesh which you see on my awl.” Then

Nasir-i-Khusraw rose up and said,
“ Give me my shoes as

they are, for it is not good to tarry, even for an hour, in a

city where even the name of Nasir-i-Khusraw is mentioned !

”

Now the collected poems of Nasir-i-Khusraw are remarkable

not only for their sincerity but for their devoutness, though

their devoutness is that of a heretical Ismaflli, not of an

orthodox Simni Muhammadan. Yet these poems are little

read, and nine out of ten more or less well-read Persians,

if asked to repeat some of his verses, will cite one or other

of three scraps of poetry, all more or less blasphemous, in

that they scoff at the Resurrection of the Body in the

coarsest fashion, and reproach the Creator with ha\Tng

exposed man to temptations without giving him the power

to resist them, and having created a De’snl without any

sufficient reason. These three poems are absent from the

only edition of Nasir-i-Khusraw’s poetical works which

I possess, and, though I have foimd them in one of the

British Museum manuscripts, their authenticity must, I think,

be regarded as doubtful. At any rate, if genuine, we must

suppose that they were composed before the poet’s conversion,

that is, during the first forty years of his life, while aU the

poems contained in the lithographed edition of the Diwan

appear to have been written after his return from Egj'pt,

that is, after his fiftieth year.

So much for the legendarj' Nasir-i-Khusraw : now for the

real one. The first authentic mention I find of him by anv

Persian historian of repute occurs in the Jdnii‘u’t-Tawdrikh

of Rashidu’d-Din Fadlu’llah (British Museum MS. Add.

7628, ff. 286a and 290^), composed about the beginning of

the fourteenth century.

“Nasir-i-Khusraw,” says this great historian of the

Mongols, “attracted by the fame of al-Mustansir, came
from Khurasan to Egj'pt, where he abode seven years,

performing the Pilgrimage and returning to Egypt each

year. Eventually, after performing his [final] pilgrunage,

he came to Basra, and so returned to Khurasan, where he
carried on a Propaganda for the ‘Alawi (or Eatimid) Caliphs
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of Eg3rpt in Balkli. His enemies attempted to destroy him,

and he became a fugitive in the highlands of Simingan,

where he remained for twenty years, content to subsist on

water and herbs.” And immediately afterwards the historian

proceeds to speak of the notorious Hasan-i-Sahbaly who also

visited the Anti-Caliph al-Mustansir in Cairo at a somewhat

later date.

In another passage in the same work, Hasan-i-Sabbah,

according to a statement with which he himself is credited,

was converted from the Sect of tlie Twelve,” or ordinary'

Shi'ite doctrine, to the “Sect of the Seven,” or ‘Esoteric’

doctrine of the Isma'ilis, through the influence of an Isma'ili

propagandist named Amir Darrab, “and before him,” adds

the historian, “ Nadr-i-Khiisraw, ‘the Proof’ [Hujjat) of

Khurasan.”

At this point I must allude briefly to a theory maintained

by several \'ery eminent Orientalists, notably b}' my most

learned predecessor, the late Professor Rieu, that there were

two Nasir-i-Khusraws, having the same name and the same

kuni/a or cognomen, Abii Hn'in, and wliose fathers were also

homonjTnous
;

of whom one was the poet, philosopher, and

magician, and the other the traveller. This view, quite

disproved, as I think, by Schefer and Ethe, Avas maintained

by Pertsch and Fagiuui, but is most forcibly and clearly

enunciated by Professor Rieu in the following words :—

-

“A few facts,” says this great scholar,^ “will show that

we huA^e to do Avith two distinct per.sons. Hakim Nasir, as

the poet is generally called, was born in Isfahan, traced his

pedigree to the great Imam ‘Ali b. Musa ar-Rida, and was
known as a jAoet before the composition of the present Avork

[i.e. the Sook of Trace/ or Safar-ndina] ;
his poem, the

Jtairs/iand’i - iidina, is dated .\.h. 420 (

—

a.d. 1029
;

see

Pertsch, Gotha Catatoij tie, p. lo
;

the dute a.h. 343 — a.d.

954-5, assigned to the same work in the Leyden copy.

Catalogue, a^oI. ii, p. 108, is probably erroneous). Our author,

on the contrary, designates himself by two nisba>i which

Catalof/ne of the Persian MSS, vt the British Maseani, pp. 379-3bl.
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point to Qubadiyan, a town near Balkb, and to Merv, as

the places of his hirth and of his usual residence, and lays

no claim either to nohle extraction or to any fame but that

•of a skilled accountant. Hakim J^asir was born, according

to the Habibu’s-sij/a)’ (Bombay ed., vol. ii, juz’ 4, p. 67), in

A.H. 658 (= A.i). 969), or, as stated in the Dabistim (vol. ii,

p. 419), in A.H. 359 (= a.d. 970), while our author appears,

from his own statement, to have been forty years old in

A.H. 437 ( = A.D. 1045-6).”

Other difficulties have heen raised as to the identification

of the poet and traveller, but nearly all of them arise

from the inaccuracies of late writers, and are speedily

resolved hy an attentive perusal of the Safar-ndma and

the Diu'dn side by side. Thus the traveller, as well as

the poet, seems to have heen entitled Hakim (‘the sage’),

for the voice from the unseen which reproaches him in

his dream for his hitherto heedless and luigodly life

(Safar-ndma, p. 3) says to him, when he defends his in-

dulgence in wine, “ Insensibility and intoxication are not

refreshment
;

one cannot call him ‘ the sage ’ (Hakim)

who encourages men to lose their senses.” Bawlatshah,^

who is notoriously inaccurate, is responsible for the

statement that the poet was a native of Isfahan (one

of Professor Rieu’s points of differentiation), but this

statement is conclusively disproved by the poet’s own
words (Ditcun, ed. Tabriz, a.h. 1280, p. 241) :

—

< ^ ,
.1

, L » '

• > >'* ' ' >

‘ Jj--; ‘LLs-.

Although I am originalh/ a natice of Khurasan, after

[enjof/ing'] spiritual leadership, authority, and supremacy,

Lore for the Family and House of the Prophet have made me
a dweller in Tumgdn and Mdzandardn.”

p. 61, 1. 6 of my etUtioJi.
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And lastly, as regards the date of the poet’s birth, we
have, against the assertions of late works like the Hahihit’s-

aiyar and the fantastic Dabistdu, the poet’s own explicit

statement (to which Dr. Ethe, I think, first directed attention)

that he was born in a.h. 394 = a.d. 1003-4 {D'ncdn, p. 110) :

—

V >

,

K-.

while, four lines lower down, he says that he was 42 years

of age (given in a round number as 40 in the Book of

Travel) when his conversion took place, or, as he puts it,

“ when his reasonable soul began to seek after wisdom ” ;

—

« 1

;r-

O >•

^ • I

t J . . >U 4 :

The agreement, in short, between the data deri\ed from

the Diicdn and those given in the Book of Travel is absolute

;

only the various wrong dates occurring in some manuscrijits

of the Rau'hlianu’i-iidma, which Dr. Ethe has most carefully

examined, criticised, and explained, raise any further

difficulty, and the identity of Nasir-i-Khusraw the poet,

Nasir-i-Khusraw the Isma'ili missionary, and Nasir-i-

Khusraw the traveller mav be roq-arded as established with as

much certainty as any fact in Persian history of that period.

Briefly, his life may be said to fall quite clearly into

three periods. Of the first, the period of forty years which

preceded his travels, we know little, save that, as already

mentioned, he was born in a.h. 394 (= a.d. 1003-4) at

QubMiyan by the Oxus, and that in a.h. 437
(
= a.d. 104o),

being then in the service of the recently established Seljuq

government as a secretary and auditor of some considerable

repute, and aged about 42 or 43 years, he was moved by

1 Evidently i« here n'-ed a' the equivalent oi the Arabic
,

i.e. ‘ lo^acal.’
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a somewhat startling and vivid dream to resign his post, and

set off on the seven years’ wanderings which he describes

in his Book of Travel. The chief result of this journey

was his conversion to the Isma'ili doctrine at Cairo, where

al-Mustansir, the spiritual and temporal Pontiff of the

‘ Esoterics,’ or “ Sect of the Seven,” was then ruling with

a justice, mildness, and benevolence which filled our poet

with such admiration and devotion as never left him during

the remainder of his long life (in two of his poems, Diwdn,

pp. 166, 171, he alludes to his age as being 62 at the time of

writing), and served to inspire much of the finest of his verse.

The second period of the poet’s life, that of his travels,

lasted seven years, viz., from December 19, a.d. 1045, until

October 23, a.d. 1052 (6 Jumada II, a.h. 437, until

26 Jumada II, a.h. 444). The greater part of this time was

spent in Egypt, but inasmuch as his journey thither and

his return thence were both leisurely and circuitous, the

above-mentioned assertion in the Jdmi'u’t-Tawdrikh, that

he actually spent seven years in that coimtry, and performed

the pilgrimage to Mecca thence every year, is incorrect. As

a matter of fact, in his Safar-ndma he only describes five

pilgrimages, the first on his way to Egypt from Syria in the

Spring of A.D. 1047, and the fifth on his homeward journey

•in A.D. 1052. He therefore remained in Egj'pt only for the

inside of this period of four years.

Time does not permit me to describe this journey of

our poet, and it is unnecessary to do so, since the late

M. Sehefer’s French translation of the Book of Travel is

Teadily accessible to all. He was an intelligent and observant

traveller, and the value of his Travels, not merely from the

geographical point of view, but also as throwing light on

many interesting persons and customs of that time, has long

been recognized. At Ma'arratu’n - liTu’man, in Syria, for

example, he visited the great poet-pessimist-philosopher of

the Arabs, Abu’l-‘Ala al-Ma‘arri, of whom he has left us

a well - considered eulogy. At Tabriz, again, somewhat

earlier in his journey, he made the acquaintance of the

Persian poet Qatran, of whose knowledge of the older
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Persian literature he apparently thought somewhat meanly.

At Samnan he attended one of the lectures on Mathematics

and Natural Science of a certain Ilstad ‘Ali Nasa’i, who
aroused his contempt by the manner in which he strove to

mask the exiguity of his attainments by repeated references

to the fact that he had once been a pupil of the great

Avicenna. And lastly we owe to him one of the most

sympathetic and appreciative notices of the just and tolerant

rule of the Fatimids in Eg3'j)t which has been preserved to

us. He was especially impressed by the discipline of the

army, some 215,000 strong, which comprised troops from all

parts of North Africa, Bedouins from the Hijaz, Turks,

Persians, a slave-regiment, and a mercenary Foreign Legion.

The wealth of the bazars filled him with astonishment, still

more the high degree of public security, which, he saj's, was

such that the merchants and tradesmen did not deem it

necessary to lock up their .shops and warehouses. “ All feel

secure in the justice of the King,” he says (p. 53 of the

text), “ neither have they any fear of myrmidons or spies,

by reason of their confidence that he will oppress no one

and covet no one’s wealth ”
;
and from an anecdote which

follows this observation, it appears that Christians had equal

confidence with JIuslims in the justice of the Fatimid

Government.

It was, of course, during his stay in Egypt that Nasir-i-

Khusraw was initiated into the esoteric doctrines of the

Isma'ilis (so graphically described by de Sacy in the

Introduction to his Exjfose de la Religion des Brazes, and so

well illustrated by Stanislas Guyard in his Fragments relatifs

d la Boctrine des Ismaelis), and that he was commissioned,

rmder the title of “ the Proof of Khurasan ” {Hujjat-i-

Khurdsdn), to carry on their propaganda in Persia. It is

by this title, Hujjat, that he commonlj’' refers to himself in

his poems, but it is not a mere takhalliis or nom de guerre,

since it denotes a real and definite rank, comparable to that

of a bishop, in the Isma'ili hierarchy.

Nasir-i-Khusraw’s works were numerous, as he himself

jsays in his Biicdn :

—
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iUliw'Jut
> j j • / >

‘
lr‘7-; .* ‘^-r (^' >*>Vi

\j^^ ii!y^

'r* /' AjijT \ir~)

‘ ^'\j >A»

“ Mt/ mind with its meditations is a fair and fruitful tree.

Which yieldeth itsfruit and blossom of knowledge and chastit;/^

Would'st thou see me complete and whole 1 Then look, as-

beseems the wise.

At mg essence and not mg seeming, with keen and discerning

eges.

This feebleframe regard not ; remember rather that I
Am the author of works which outnumber anti outshine the

stars in the sky.”

Uf these wrks, besides the Safar-ndma and the Diwdn, the

Baicshand’i- ndma, or “Book of Light,” has been edited

in the original Persian and translated into German by

Dr. Ethe {Z.D.M.G., 1879-1880, vol. xxxiii, pp. 643-665,

and vol. xxxiv, pp. 428-468 and 617-642), while the Sa‘ddat~

ndma, or “ Book of Felicity,” has been edited with a French

translation by 31. Fagnan {Z.D.M.G.,\o\. xxxiii, pp. 643-674),

and the Zudu’ l-Miisdfirin, or “Pilgrims’ Pro\ision,” exists in

manuscript in the Bibliotheque IMationale. These five books,,

so far as I know, are all of our poet’s works which have

survived to our days. To the Biwan I have devoted the

most careful attention, having read it attentively from cover

to cover ;
and I append to this article verse-translations

of a hundred couplets, selected from the first five qasidas

(i.e. the first ten pages of the Tabriz edition), which, however
much they may fall short of the original, will, I think,

suflSce to convince anyone who is at all familiar with Persian

poetry, and especially Persian qasidas, how unique is Nasir-i-
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Khusraw in iiis sincerity, his directness, his boldness, his

simplicity of language, his freedom from the verbal conceits

so dear to most Persian poets, his contempt for flattery and

time-serving, and his complete devotion to the Esoteric

Doctrines which he had embraced with such fervour. These

doctrines are apparent everywhere, and are whoUy and

typieally Isma'ilian, especially as regards the exaltation of

the practice of allegorical interpretation of Scripture {ta’icil)

which is so characteristic of the Bdtini or Esoteric sect.

Without this, says Nasir-i-Khusraw, the letter of scripture

is bitter as brine (p. 8 of the Tabriz edition) and misleading as

water running under straw. Heaven, Hell, the Resurrection

,

the Torment of the Tomb, the Rising of the Sun from the

West; and the appearance of Antichrist are all allegorieall}'

explained, and such explanation is declared to be of the verj'

essence of true spiritual religion (p. 38), but the key to it

has been committed by Grod only to His chosen representative,

the Imam of the Prophet’s Family (pp. 12, 30, 60, 64, 124,

142), who is its sole custodian (p. 4), and the only channel

whereby access can be obtained to this hidden science.

Revelation is necessary (p. 29), but the nobility of the Arabic

language is solel}^ due to the fact that it was the medium of

this Revelation (p. 249) ;
and mere parrot-like reading of

the Qur’an is useless (p. 214). Piety, without knowledge
and understanding, avails nothing (p. 37), but Knowledge,
great as is its honour, is but the handmaid of Religion

(pp. 150, 235), which is the fragrance of the world (p. 188).

There exists naught but God (p. 193), who can neither be
described as Eternal nor Temporal (p. 166), since He is above

aU description. Phenomena are but an illusory reflection of

Him (p. 106), yet are full of significance (p. 197), because

the Fniversal Intelligence is immanent in them (p. 14),

while Man is the Microcosm (p. 232). Space and Time are

infinite and unbounded, and the Heavens will not perish

(p. 4), yet is the World not eternal (pp. 12, 39, 40).

The Doctrine of Free-Will is strongly enunciated bj'

Kasir-i- Khusraw. Thus he says, amongst many similar

passages (p. 56) :

—

J.R.A.S. 1905. 22
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j

“ Though God creates the mother, and the breast, and the milk,

The children must drawfor themselves the mother's milk."

And again (p. 149) :

—

^
j*5j f. ^ \jj

‘ jii *5
‘

“ 7%^/ ® iooA’, thy deeds are like the writing : write not

on thy soul aught else but afair inscription :

Write what is wholly good in the book, 0 brother, for the pen

is in thine own hand !
"

The Fatimid Caliphs, or Anti-Caliphs of Cairo, are

throughout regarded as the only legitimate rulers, and the

keepers of the Garden of God, hut a gate {Bab) to the Imam
is to be found in every coimtry. Allusions to the mystic

number Seven are frequent, and also to the characteristic

Isma'ili doctrine of the Asds.

Lastly, we may notice Nasir - i - Khusraw’s profound

contempt for courts .(p. 6), courtiers (pp. 151, 230),

panegyrists (pp. 7, 11, 80, 141, 144), elegant writers and

literary triflers (p. 228), and writers of ghazals and erotic

poetry (pp. 108, 141, 145, 171).
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Text axd Verse Traxseation of a Hundred Couplets

TAKEN FROM THE FIIiST FIVE POEMS OF

NaSIR-I-KhUSRAAV’s DilVAN.

(I)

‘ B j.ljJ cu;jL_; ^

^J—

Wj pp J j-i-^

‘ A-S'

^

jl i

*
^.3^ j LjIa-j ,J_jjl_j

l^lxi A^ J_^ y; jl

^ ^ w-^iW

1?W J^

L) JuufaJ
^

L.^ A,>fJ^ L**--—
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‘ A_jL^ <t_^

A—J j 4_j Jj

‘

cuL-sLC* j;_J £^ iUJs ix^}^ jtj

‘ IjW<^^ JjI_c j*a
5

j*JUj j,J^

‘ cr^ li)' j J^ (J

'
ir®!j j

<?%' liT-*— i:r^ ^
1^—llu J j»l-»*-

"
-.* i-N—J>A—

’

(r)

^ L.^

‘ Jf^
‘ buV'-y cH' y> j^.

j*Lj
^

j*l_j

‘ ^ it}

v/C*..' ^l—scT

lipi

C/»^ ‘^.^r ^ ^
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hci'jH ' } iJ^sj ^ ^
« *

i

* ^

.si j) ^
J jjl*

j j
r •

‘ J'jj^ liTi' t^//'

bii*!/
^_5
—<

<fj
Ulw* b

< t .
* ^ —

^ *

^ —
' j

<-—’1 Jj—.i

bii)^ j^

^

(r)

j^W*v~^ ''*

Ir* J'^-i W *1-^ <3)1 3iif^^l

»-.^L*j JL»_J ^y^jl ii ijltj\j
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M
-jy } J3

) jl_) b
<2: ^ “

^

ik—) l—j

Ir^yr" 3 u^. j

* * * * :S

lr*vrf j ^ j5j'

^L»j “l—
^

^

Ir*^ u)^'^ u}^

‘ ^;;ksr= jj <l_Lilj j^' L_Jwt«0

* *** ^ si« :ff

‘

tA:^ i:ri‘''j (*^ .tS" Jf

(S—^ C>^<A—>^—£>- (i)l^S>- Jk\_jl

V~

^

'^j~^

ly”’ jjku^U ^1

]j~^jH 3p^ ^ 4_jl_*k»_4ufc

jlkX:-sjk>

‘ \j^j—i *_J JjS\jj\) Jyfj j—^
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j ^<s—M y ^J
—* j—^.

^^
III

• j t1 iiyttj ^ ^^

''

s J—*^—= y \i
—

^

‘

Ir* >=~' 3

*
‘ j'^ y ^

\y*jA y s^-— i'^j^j—!r^

‘

1-^' —

'

jj^ } ‘-y^y^

\y*jy^j
‘

J
‘^“'' ‘v^ u/y

^

^ C>jC1} d.^1

I/**
».V—j

^
• C-?!^ 4_J ^Lij L-:^!

Ij
^ ^/**^

jIL-r>-

\r^j^ )\jO
<<—f-y-^

A-* ‘^

—

yf^ '-^jSj

‘
j LiJ A_j^^ ^
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1*1-^ ^ L.*i3-5

'

^r*jy*'^ J^.. J^ uh'

OjrJ. ,_g^Cl -s-**’ jj*kftj J (_)ic <t5
^

|'AJ • I—*^-3 ^
I cl

'jij^ c*-^ J;-!; J)J

Ir* 5 4_i>^ ‘‘i 1;-^ lA—

C

r-T

‘ ^J^\

*
\j/* j^Sf* j I—i—5^ iJ t_jUijl

‘
\j^ jlS- jLj Ji^

—"• ti.^^ J li?^

liT^ JjW

3^ CT^^ U^!^

1^0^'€j^'^ i£—iauJjI jjik—jjrl.

^

^ 4^fc Ait j^LJ <L-^^
ji A— Aa^
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^ _/» A jji—’A.’ A3«i AisT

‘ Aua< jU X'\ al£ 1^ 1
*• •• •• > ^ W J X •

^ .' ')
11)4^

<

1-^

'

^ a_'j1j^ .-aj

1
,L>-*—

* e/- ‘v?"^ ua'V

..V i.r.-g ,?'

|^_5^ L«Ja

liji ^jJ^AA-J Aua9 iy ii
_j^

;••.- La Jet

‘ iU-^ caJIIa^^ ^ Oy* J\

A.;A 4_$’

^^Wj^jJO

* Text but ‘UtbS speaks of Jdzjan as more particularly the

appanage of these kings, and I imagine that we have here the Persian form of

this name.
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‘ .L< AiS J.’V z^-
i—i

A^t AiS ^jy
^

bii)^—^ j) ^jj-^ j

4 ^Llu^^a ^ *l **. ! ^<4

‘ A-i
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No. 1 (pp. 2-4 of Tabriz ed.).

1. God’s gracious Word iu truth is an Ocean of Words, I ween,

Teeming with gems and jewels and pearls of luminous sheen

;

Bitter to outward seeming, like the sea, is the Scripture’s page,

But precious as pearls of price is the Inward Sense to the sage.

Down in the depths of the Ocean are gems and pearls galore

;

Seek, then, a skilful diver, and bid farewell to the shore.

Wherefore hath God bestowed in the depths of the Ocean’s brine

All these pearls of price and jewels so rare and fine ?

5. Wherefore if not for the Prophet, who made the Inward Sense

The portion of Wisdom’s children, but the Letter a Rock of Otfence '?

A handful of salt-stained clay hath the diver offered to thee

Because in thy heart he beheld but envy and enmity.

Strive from the Outward Form to the Inward Sense to win

Like a man, nor rest content like an ass with a senseless din.

a? as « « -x-

Darius, for all his thousands of servants and thanes, alone

Had to depart and abandon the chattels he deemed his own.

For the World is a thievish game, from which no man may save

Himself, be he Sultan or subject, his goods, bo he master or slave.

10. That is the day when all men the guerdon they ’ve earned shall win

;

The just the fruits of his justice, the tyrant his wage of sin.

In the sight of the holy martp’s, in the midst of that fierce dismay.

Will I grasp the garment of Zahra' on that fearful Judgment Day,

And God, the Judge Almighty, shall avenge to the full the woes

I have srrffered so long at the hands of the House of the Prophet’s foe

No. 2 (pp. 4-5).

How can the Heavens rest on thee bestow

When they themselves nor pause nor rest can know '

This world ’s the ladder to that world, O friend
;

To mount, thou needs must climb it to the end.

15. In these two roofs, one whirling and one still.

Behold that Secret-knowing Power and Skill

;

How, unconstrained, in one harmonious whole

He blended Matter gross and subtle Soul

;

’ “ The Most Bright One," i.e. Fhtima, the daughter of the Prophet, wife ot
‘All and mother of the Imams.
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How He did poise this dark stupendous sphere

In Heaven’s hoUow dome of emerald clear.

"What say’st thou ? “ Endlessly recurring day

And month at last shall wear that dome away !
”

l^ay, for He hath exempted from such wear

The circling sky, the water and the air.

:2(). The Canvass of His Art is Time and Place
;

Hence Time is infinite, and bonndless Space.

Should’st thou ohject, “I^ot thus the Scriptures tell,”

I answer that thou hast not conned them well.

And o’er the Scriptures is a Guardian set

From whom both men anAjinn must knowledge get.

God and His Prophet thus decreed : but no !

You “much prefer the views of So-and-so.”

Thy meat in man hegetteth human power

;

To dog-flesh turns the meat that dogs devour.

No. 3 (pp. 5-7).

,25. "Were the turns of the "W’lieel of Fortune proportioned to worth alone,

O’er theVault of the Lunar Heaven would have been my abode and throne

.

But no! For the worth of "Wisdom is lightly esteemed, in sooth.

By fickle Fate and Fortune, us my father warned me in youth.

Yet knowledge is more than farms, and estates, and rank and gold

;

Thus my dauntless spirit whispering me consoled :

“ With a heart more brightly illumined than ever the Moon can be

"What were a throne of glory o’er the sphere of the Moon to thee ?
”

’Gainst the foeman’s gleaming falchion and Fate’s close-serried field'

Enough for me are Wisdom and Faith as defence and shield.

* * * ^ n.

oO. My mind with its meditations is a fair and fruitful tree,

"Which yieldeth its fruit and blossom of knowledge and chastity.

Would’st thou see me complete and whole ? Then look, as beseems
the wise.

At my essence and not my seeming, with keen and discerning eyes.

This feeble frame regard not
;
remember rather that I

Am the author of works which outnumber and outshine the stars in

the sky.

God, to whose Hame be Glory ! me hath exempt and freed

In this troubled life of transit from the things that most men need.

I thank the Lord Almighty, who plainly for me did trace

The way to Faith and Wisdom, and opened the Door of Grace,
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35. And who in His limitless Mercy in this world hath made me one

Whose love for the Holy Household is clear as the noonday sun

!

^

0 dark and ignoble body, never on earth have I seen

A fellow-lodger so hurtful as thee, or a mate so mean

!

Once on a time my lover and friend I accounted thee,

And thou wert my chosen comrade in travel by land and sea.

But fellest of foes I found thee, spreading thy deadly snare

To entrap me, whilst I of thy scheming was heedless and unaware,

Till, finding me all unguarded, and free from all fear of guile.

You strove to take me captive by treachery base and vile.

40. And surely but for the Mercy of God, and His Gracious Will,

Thy rascally schemes had wrought me a great and enduring ill.

But not the sweetest nectar could tempt me now, for I know
What to expect at the hands of so fierce and deadly a foe.

Sleep, 0 senseless body, and food are thy only care.

But to mo than these is Wisdom better beyond compare !

’Tis the life of a brute, say the sages, to dream but of water and grass,

.4nd shall I, who am dowered with reason, live the life of a soulless ass ?

1 will not dwell, 0 Body, with thee in this world of sense

;

To another abode God calls me, and bids me arise from hence.

45. There are talent and virtue esteemed, not food and sleep
;

Then enjoy thy food and slumber, and let me my virtue keep !

Ere me from their earthly ca.sings uncounted spirits have fled.

And I, though long I linger, may be counted already dead.

Through the lofty vault of Ether with the wings of obedience I

One day shall soar to the heavens as the skylark soars to the sky.

Eearful of God’s Fore-knowledge, quaking at God’s Decree,

Is the mass of my fellow-creatures, yet these are as guides to me :

“ Speak of the first as ‘ Reason,’ call the latter ‘ the Word’ ”

—

Such was the explanation that I from a wise man heard.

-50. So being myself in essence a rational, logical Soul,

Why should I fear myself ? Shall the Part be in fear of the WTiole ?

0 man who dost rest contented to claim the Determinist’s view.

Though you lack a brute’s discernment must I lack discernment too ?

The words of God’s Apostle resemble a fruitful tree :

Mine be its fruits of wisdom, and its leaves for cows like thee !

Thou art not a cow, thou sayest ? Then wherefore. Eater of Leaves,

Dost thou utter taimts and revilings whereat my spirit grieves ?

0 Thou for whose Holy Doctrine my life I freely gave.

Me from this herd of asses, I pray thee, redeem and save !
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No. 4 (pp. 7-8).

55. Bear from me to Khurasan, Zephyr, a kindly 'n'ord.

To its scholars and men of learning, not to the witless herd,

And having faithfully carried the message I bid thee bear,

Bring me news of their doings, and tell me how they fare.

I, who was once as the cypress, now upon Fortune’s wheel

Am broken and bent, you may tell them : for thus doth Fortune deal-

Let not her specious promise you to destruction lure

:

Ke’er was her covenant faithful
;
ne’er was her pact secure.

-if

Look at Khurasan onlj- : she is crushed and trodden still

By this one, and then by that one, as corn is crushed in the miU.

60. You boast of your Turkish rulei's ' : remember the power and sway

Of the Zawuli Sultan Mahmud ^ were greater far in their day.

The Roj’al House of Farighun ’ before his might did bow.

And abandon the land of Juzjan *
; but where is Mahmud now ?

’Heath the hoofs of his Turkish squadrons the glory of India lay.

While his elephants proudly trampled the deserts of far Cathay.

AS *- Af if »

And ye, deceived and deluded, before liis throne did sing

:

“ More than a thousand summers be the life of our lord the King

!

“ Who, on his might relying, an anvil of steel attacks,

“ Findeth the anvil crumble under his teeth like wax !

”

65. The goal of the best was Zawul, as it seems, but yesterday.

Whither they turned, as the faithful turn to Mecca to pray.

Where is the power and empire of that King who had deemed it meet

If the heavenly Sign of Cancer had served as a stool for his feet ?

* I.e. the Seljuqs.

2 I.e. Sultan Mahmud ot Zabuli^tau, or Zaflulistan, generally called “ot
Ghazna.” He reigned a.d. 998-1030.

3 I.e. the first dynasty of Khwarazmshahs. “ Farighun,” says Eida-quii Khan
in his Persian lexicon entitled Farhang-i-anjitman-did-yi-Ndm i, “rhvinino' with
Fariddn, was the name of a man who attained to the rule ot Khwarazmi and'u-hose
children and grandchildren are called ‘ the House of Farighun ’ or ‘ Afriohun ’

These were the absolute rulers of Khwarazm, such as ‘Ali b. Ma’mun Fari^huni
who was the contemporary ot Sulthn Mabmdd of Ghazna (to whom he was related
by marriage), and who was murdered by his own slaves. Sultan MahmOd came to
Khwhrazm and put the murderers to death.” See also voj. ii, pp. 101-105 ot
the Cairo ed. (a.h. 1286) of al-'Utbi’s monograph on Sultan Mahmud, entitled
at-Td^riklnCl-Yamim.

4 The text has Gurgdnan (or Kurkdndn) : the emendation is based on al-‘Ftbi
(loc. cit.). Compare n. 1 on p. 343 supra.
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Alas
!
grim Death did sharpen against him tooth and clavr,

And his talons are fallen from him, and his teeth devour no more !

•Sf # * # #

Be ever fearful of trouble when aU seems fair and clear,

For the easy is soon made grievous by the swift-transforming sphere.

Forth will it drive, remorseless, when it deemeth the time at hand,

The king from his court and castle, the lord from his house and land.

70. Ne’er was exemption granted, since the spheres began to run,

From the shadow of dark eclipses to the radiant Moon and Sun.

Whate’er seems cheap and humble and low of the things of earth

Beckon it dear and precious, for Time shall lend it worth.

Seek for the mean in all things, nor strive to fulfil your gain.

For the Moon when the full it reacheth already about to wane.
^ if-

Though the heady wine of success should all men drug and deceive.

Pass thou by and leave them, as the sober the drunkards leave.

For the sake of the gaudy plumage which the flying peacocks wear,

See how their death is compassed by many a springe and snare !

75. Thy body to thee is a fetter, and the world a prison-cell

;

To reckon as home this prison and chains do you deem it well ?

Thy soul is weak in wisdom, and naked of works beside :

Seek for the strength of wisdom
;
thy nakedness strive to hide.

^ ^
Thy words are the seed

;
thy soul is the farmer

;
the world thy field :

Let the farmer look to the sowing, that the soil may abundance yield.

^
-a.- iv- iC’

Tet dost thou not endeavour, now that the Spring is here,

To gamer a little leaflet for the Winter which creepeth near.

* * # #
The only use and profit which life for me doth hold

Is to weave a metrical chaplet of coral and pearls and gold

!

iVo. 5 (pp. 8-10).

80. Though the courts of earthly rulers have shut their doors in my face,

Shall I grieve, when I stiU have access to the Court of the Lord of Grace
In truth I desire no longer to deal with the mighty and proud,

Beneath whose burden of favour my back would he bent and bowed.
^

-i? if if

To con the Holy Scriptures, to renounce, to strive, to know

—

These are the Four Companions who ever beside me go.

•J.E.A.S. 190.). 2o
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The Eye, the Heart, and the Ear through the long night-watches speak.

And with their counsels strengthen my body so frail and weak.

“ Guard me well, 1 pray thee, and prison me close,” saith the Eye,

“ From gazing on things forbidden, and the lust that comes thereby.”

85. “ Close the road against me, and close it well,” saith the Ear,

‘‘ To every lying slander, to gossip and spiteful sneer.”

"What saith the Heart within me ? “ From Passion’s curse and ban

“ Keep me pure and unspotted, as befits an upright man.”

Then crieth the voice of Eeason, “To me was the watch and ward

“ Over thy soul and body given by God the Lord.

“ Hold thou nor speech nor commerce with the armies of Hate and Lust,

“For I am there to confront them, and to fight them if fight they must.”

Against the commands of Eeason can I rebel and revolt,

When I am preferred through Eeason alone to the veriest dolt ?

90. For the Fiend had caught and constrained me to walk in his captives’

train.

And ’t was Eeason who came and saved me, and gave me freedom again.

’T was Eeason who seized my halter and forced me out of the road

Whereby the Fiend would have led me at last to his own abode.

Though this Cave of the World is truly a tenement dark and clii’e.

If my “Friend of the Cave ” be Eeason what more can my heart desire?

Deem not the world, 0 my son, a thing but to hate and to flee,

For a hundred thousand blessings it hath yielded even to me.

Therein is my walk and achievement, my tongue and my gift of speech

;

It yields me a ground of action, and offers me scope for each :

95. And ever it cries in warning, “ I am hastening fast away,

“ So clasp me close to your bosom, and cherish me while you may.”
* # * * #

Eeason was ever my leader, leading me on by the hand.

Tin it made me famed for Wisdom through the length and breadth of

the land.

Eeason it was which gave me the Crown of Faith, I say,

And Faith hath given me Virtue, and strength to endure and obey.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Since Faith at the Last Great Judgment can make my reckoning light,

Shall I fear, if Faith require it, to lose my life outright ?

So the world is now my quarry, and the hunter who hunts am I,

Though I was once the quarry in the days that are now gone by.

100. Though others it hunt and capture, I stand from its dangers clear :

My soul is higher than Fortune : then why should I Fortune fear ?
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iy[ISCELLAIs"EOUS COMMUJs^ICATTOXS.

Samskrta.

Twenty years ago, when I was engaged in a disquisition

on the risarga updcarita, I was led to the same hj^pothesis

regarding the etymology of samskrta as has been expressed

by Mr. Thomas (J.R.A.S. 1904, p. 748), and I suppose the

coincidence will prore of some value. I came to the opinion

that At meant originally ‘to cook,’ and samskr ‘to cook

well, to do enough,’ in French euire d point. Indeed, the

German word gar, which has the same meaning, has been

identified by Bopp (“Glossarium comparativum,” p. 73) with

At, and he as well as Noreen (Abriss d. urgerm. Lautlehre,

Strassburg, 1894, p. 132, note 3) compares, moreover, the

Icelandic ger-, to which corresponds the Anglo-Saxon gearo,

with that Skr. root. There is a number of Sanskrit nouns

which might very conveniently be derived from skr having

the sense of ‘cooking,’ but for the interference of the root

At ‘ to scatter,’ which eventually shows likewise an initial s.

Thus avaskara, ‘
dirt, sweepings, dunghill,’ is derived by the

kasika on Panini vi, 1, 148, from kf, but the collateral form

araskdra, found in Siiyana’s commentary of the Ait, Brahmana,
iii, 26, 3, is drawn by the Rktantra-vyakarana, Sutra 193
(ed. Burnell, 3Iangalore, 1879), from kr, and the same
disagreement may be observed with respect to upaskdra :

cf. Rkt. S. 192, Pan. vi, 1, 140, and the Petersburg Dictionary.

Should we perhaps acknowledge two words amskara, the

one connected with kr and meaning ‘remains of cooking,’

the other connected with At and meaning ‘rubbish’? Be
that as it may, samskdra seems, at all events, to come from
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the root kr, and, therefore, if our explanation holds good,

must hare had originally nearly the same meaning as

pakayajlia, inasmuch as food destined for a sacrifice is always

‘well cooked.’ In fact, the fifth meaning given by Apte

in his larger Sanskrit-English Dictionary to this word is

‘cooking, dressing (as of food, etc.),’ whereas this sense is

left out by the authors of the Petersburg Dictionary.

Unfortunately I am unable to quote a passage in which

this meaning is the onl}' suitable one, but perhaps some

other scholar may know better.

J. Kirste.

Ceylon Epigraphy'.

In his interesting review of the Epigraphia Zeylanica,

vol. i, part 1, which appeared in the January number of the

E.A.S. Journal, Professor E. Muller has offered some

suggestions as to the reading and meaning of the following

words in the Vessagiri Slab Inscription (Ep. Zeyl., i, p. 23).

He says mehemna ought to be read mehesun, and should

mean ‘queen.’ The former reading, I am assured, is quite

clear on the stone. It is certainly so on the ink-estampage

before me of a similarly worded inscription near the Stone

Canopy at Anuradhapura, which I have prepared for the

second number of the Epigraphia Zeylanica. Besides, if

we read it as mehesun, the phrase Lak-div-polp-mehesitn-

parapuren himi, “lord by hereditary succession of Queens

of the soil of the Island of Lanka,” would hardly give sense.

Rdjana {rdjna, rdjn'd, or rddna), Skt. rajhi, is the title

borne by the wives of a king other than the anointed queen.

We see this clearly from Kassapa’s inscription at the Stone

Canopy referred to above. According to it Siri Saiigbov

Abahay’s hisev-rdjnd (anointed queen) was Sang Banclaj-.

And we already know from the Vessagiri slab that one of

his sub-queens was Deva-rajna. (See Ep. Zeyl., p. 23.) The
head queen is always referred to as hisev in inscriptions.

I have derived sanahay from Skt. ^Jsnih, see ibid., p. 27,

note 1. But in the verse

—
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“davatukii ki pera

mmhd gihi-suvanda hiira

mal dum gena pavara

puda teruvan namauda batikara
”

in Sri Rahula Sthavira’s Kavyasekhara (ix, 57), the same

word mnalid clearly has the meaning of Skt. sndtca,
‘ having

bathed.’ Whether the former has any connection with the

intensive or frequentative stem of snd or not, I cannot at

present say. Jayatilaka in his “ Elu Akaradiya ” gives

sdnaJmm, sdna&lma as synonyms of siidna
;

and sanaha,

mnahas, sand as those of sneha. Compare also Geiger s

“ Etymologie des Singhalesischen,” No. 681, ndnavd (the

preterite, by the way, should be ndcd, not ndcvd), and

No. 1450, sanaha.

The identification of Siri Sahgbo Abha ilihindu mentioned

in the second slab with Mahinda IV is correct according to

Wijesesinha’s list. Tumour’s table which Dr. Goldschmidt

has followed makes him Mahinda III.

M. DE WlC'KKEMASIXGHE.

Indian Institute, Oxford.

January 30///, 1905.

VlNDIiyAVASIN.

Our hearty thanks are due to Dr. Takakusu for his lucid

article on Vasubandhu, and I am specially grateful for the

light which he has also thrown on the hitherto extremely

shadowy personage Vindhyavasin. The identification of

him with Isvarakrisna, the author of the SdnJchyakdrikd, is

extremely interesting, and seems highly probable.

In his supplementary note on page 162, Dr. Takakusu

quotes a passage from the Slokavdrtika, in which mention

is made of Vindhyavasin. To this I would add an earlier

one on page 393 of the same work, namely :

“ Sandihyamanasadbhavavastubodhat pramanata
|

Visesadristam etac ca likhitam Vindhyavasina ” II
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Also the following from Sydclvddamanjarl, page 119 (in

Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series) :
— “ YindhyavasI tTevam

bhogam acaste
|

Puruso ’vikritatmaiva svanirbhasam acetanam
|

Manah karoti sannidhyad upadhih sphatikam yatha”
||

Another writer, of whom we know very little, is Yarsaganya.

Dr. Takakusu conjecturally identifies him with Yrsagana,

the guru of Yindhyavasin. Would it be too much to suggest

that the latter, as the follower of Yrsagana, is himself

ganya ? I have met with the following additional references

to this worthy. In Yyasa’s bhasya on Yogasutra iv, 13, we

find the verse

—

“ Gunanam paramain rupain na dristipatham ricchati
|

Yat tu dristipatham praptam tan mayaiva sutucchakam ”
||

No clue to its author is given us there, but in Bhdmnti,

2. 1. 3, where the verse is again quoted, it is ascribed to

Bhagavan Yarsaganya. In Nydyavdrtika, i, 4, in the

discussion on pratyaksa, the author rejects as incorrect

certain definitions of it given by other writers
; and in

Tdtparyntlkd, page 103, line 10, Yacaspatimisra tells us

that the words “ Tathd srotrddicrittir iti,” on page 45,

line 14, of the Yartika, have reference to the definition of

Yarsaganya.

G. A. Jacob.

Feh. 1st, 1905.

“Throwing the Stone.”

In the E.A.S. Journal for January I notice on page 170

a paragraph entitled “Throwing the Stone.” If anyone
wishes for a further and more detailed account of this and
other forms of oaths in use among the Western Somali tribes

I would refer them to an article published by me in the

Folk-lore Journal for 1887, p. 322. The particulars there

given were furnished to me by certain reliable ‘Aquils of
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the ‘Isa and GadabursI tribes, who showed me exactly how
the oaths are administered, and I noted the information on

the spot.

J. Stuart King (Major)

(Formerly British Agent and Vice-Consul, Zayla).

15, Clarendon Road, Southsea.

February 2nd, 1905.

Vasashka; Vasushka.

In this Journal, 1903, p. 325 ff., I have read as the year

28, = B.c. 31-30, the date of the Sauchi ii^ription (El, 2,

369 f.) which mentions a king Vas[a]shka, and have placed

that king between Kanishka and Huvishka.

Mr. Vincent Smith has recently suggested that the real

date of the record may he the year 68 ;
see his Early

History of India, p. 238.

The date is, at any rate, certainly not 78. . But it is not

at all impossible that it is 68, = a.d. 10-11. And that

reading would fit in exactly with Professor Liiders’ conclusion

that the name Vasushka, and not Vasudeva, must be found

in the record of the year 74 at Mathura (lA, 1904, 106,

No. 20), and with Dr. Fuhrer’s statement (Progress Beport,

1895-96, para. 1) that at Mathura there is also an inscription

of Vasushka of the year 76.

Also, it would account at once, and in the easiest way,

on the following lines, for the eventual succession of Vasu-

deva, for whom we have dates ranging onwards from the

year 80 (El, 1, 392, No. 24). Vasushka succeeded Huvishka.

He was kept out of Mathura by Bajula-Ilajuvula and his

son Sudasa-Sodasa, for the latter of whoih we have a date

in the year 72 in an inscription at Mathura itself (El, 2,

199, No. 2, and see 4, 55, and note 2) ;
these two persons

were governors at Mathura under a power which had
conquered and annexed the north-west, and which for a time
held also some of the southern territories of Kanishka and
Huvishka. But he retained the sovereignty in Central

India. He recovered Mathura between the years 72 and
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74 ;
but he did not recover the north-west. And, so far as

Mathura with its territories was concerned, he handed on the

succession, which thus remained unbroken, to Vasudeva.

The difficulty is that, if anything in the shape of a

straight-edge is held above the bottom line of the writing

of the Mathura inscription of the year 28 (lA, 6, 218, plate,

No. 1), the mark which precedes the shka of shkasya resembles

so pointedly the lower part of an s ; from which I deduced

the name Yas[a]shka here also. We should have to under-

stand that the breakage of the stone has by pure chance

resulted in that suggestive appearance.

Against my recognition of Vasashka-Vasushka as a separate

king, Mr. Vincent Smith has laid much stress upon the fact

that no coins struck by him have been found and recognised

{loc. cit., note). Irrespective of the question of the exact

date of the Sanchi record, that position has to be faced
; it

is not practicable to believe that Vasushka was Vasudeva, and

that he changed his name from its foreign to a Hindu form.

By way of a start towards tracing out some of his coins,

a closer examination might be made, if the original is

available, of the coin figured by Sir Alexander Cunningham
in his Mahabodhi, plate 22, No. 17. It resembles the later

coins much more than it does those of Huvishka.

J v'PT

February mh, 1905.

A Comment on “Some Problems of Ancient Indian

History.”

It would be impossible, without writing at very great

length, to criticise the views, and the details advanced in

support of them, which Dr. Hoernle has presented to us

in his articles entitled “Some Problems of Ancient Indian
History.” I confine myself to indicating that in his last

instalment, on pages 1 to 32 above, he has, in some respects

at least, started with bases which he ought to have ignored.

In passing indeed, it must be observed, in respect of a mistake

in detail which ought not to figure in such writings, that
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the name of a well known country, mentioned prominently

in various passages, is Lata, with the long a
;
not Lata, with

ihe short a. But it is not to incidental mistakes of this kind,

that I desire to draw attention.

A suggestion, quoted from me on page 13, that the

Chalukyas may have been originally feudatories of the

Gurjaras, but, in the person of Pulake.sin I., threw off that

yoke, and, migrating to the south, established an independent

sovereignty of their own, was put forward by me twenty-

eight years ago, at a time when we were often advancing

speculations about the earl}' history which could hardly even

occur now to anyone taking a practical part in the actual

editing of the epigraphic records. Moreover, that particular

speculation was largely based on views of the dates of the

records of the Gurjara princes, now known to be quite

wrong, which antedated them by at least a century and a half.

It is of no value now. And it seems to me to have been

quite plainly, though only tacitly, cancelled by the remarks

about Jayasimha I., Ranaraga, and Pulakesin I., in my
Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, in the Gazetteer of the

Bombay Presidency, vol. i, part ii, 1896, p. 343.

Of just as little value is a statement, quoted from me on

page 12, that “ it is an undoubted fact that the Chalukyas

did come originally from the north.” This observation was

first made by me on the same occasion, in 1876 (lA, 7, 246)

;

and it was repeated even as late as 1885 {id. 14, 49). But
it, with anything that might be based upon it, seems to

me to have been with equal plainness, though only tacitly,

cancelled in 1896 by the remarks in my Dynasties to which
I have just referred.

With regard to certain legendary statements about the

Chalukyas, which are cited on pages 26, 27, and are there

quoted partly from my same writings of 1876, I would point

out that they, and the gradual evolution of them, have been
fully set out in my Dynasties, pages 338 to 342. And I have
there stamped the whole story as what it really is

;
namely,

‘ a mere farrago, of vague legend and Puranic myths, of

no authority.” It was simply concocted in a late period
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when, probably in imitation of an example set by the

Pallavas in the seventh century a.d., all the great families

of Southern India began to apply themselves to devising

pedigrees with a view to estabKshing claims to descent from

the Lunar and Solar Races of Northern India. For further

remarks on this last point, see, for the present, what I have

said in the Ejngraphia Indica, vol. vi, p. 82, and compare

page 296 f. above.

A suggestion made by me in 1888, and mentioned on

page 4, that the Maitrakas were the particular family or

clan, among the Hunas, to which Toramana and Mihirakuhi

belonged, was based on an erroneous interpretation, which

I had adopted against my own judgment, of a passage in

the Valabhl records. As originally and correctly treated

by me in 1879 (lA, 8, 303), the passage shews that the

Maitrakas were the Senapati Bhatarka and his ancestors and

descendants. I have not had occasion to edit a Valabhl

record since 1888. But Professor Hultzsch has, in 1895

(El, 3, 319 f., 322), formally reinvested the passage witli

its proper meaning on that point; and, by establishing the

correct reading mpatna instead of smlqxmna, he has removed

the detail which, as much as anything else, had led to the

abandonment of it.

There is probably no line of research, in which the advance

towards correct knowledge has been more marked and rapid

than in our acquaintance, as extended during the last ten

years or so, with the contents, meaning, and bearing, of the

epigraphic records of India. But we who have been working

at the exploration of the records and the editing of some of

them, have not had leisure to write up all the improved

results, and to cancel explicitly, if it is necessary to do so,

early errors. Till we can do that, we can only suggest an

use of our later writings, in preference to the early ones,

as furnishing the starting-points for those who are seekino-

to utilise the materials that we have placed before them.

And I would submit that, in citing from anyone such anti-

quated assertions as some of my own which I have indicated

above, it is hardly safe to take them as representing present
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Tiews
;
and it is scarcely doing justice to the authors of

them, to exhibit them in that light by such expressions as

“he holds," “his theory is" (page 12).

In another direction,— we certainly may fairly use genuine

tradition, when it is forthcoming, to explain and supplement

the epigraphic records in matters in which it is not opposed

to them. But we must do even that with great caution.

And, surely, the time has quite gone by, for taking as

reliable sources of detailed early history, local legends

(whether plainly stamped as such or whether dignified

by the name of tradition), late chronicles and poems, and
the songs of bards. As regards the last-mentioned, we have

before us the notorious case of the bards of Kathiawad

:

their story about the rise of Valabhl was brought forward

and accepted as “ an old-world tale,” which had a historical

basis, though it might not be altogether accurate
;

but it

was subsequently made known that the story only sprang
into existence in or about 1870 to 1888, and owed its

origin simply to certain speculations, advanced by Pandit

Bhagwanlal Indraji, which found their way to the bards

through an educational treatise (see F.GI, Introd., 49 f.).

J. F. Fleet.
February 1905.

Note on the Authorship of Ny.Iyabindu.

In 1889 Professor P. Peterson brought out an edition of
this long-lost Buddhist work on Logic, together with

Dharmottara’s commentary on the same. The authorship
of the former was unknown, but the Professor suggested
the possibility of its having been written by Buddha himself.

In an excellent paper read before the Bombay Branch of
our Society in November, 1894, however, Mr. K. B. Pathak
proved conclusively that that view was untenable, and, at

the same time, gave satisfactory reasons for attributing the
authorship to Dharmakirti, whom he regarded as the
composer of the vartika on Dignaga’s treatise on the same
subject. This is borne out, I am told, by Thibetan MSS. of
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the Nydyabindu. I have just noticed a passage in Vacaspati-

inisra’s Nyayakanikd (a commentary on Suresvara’s Vidhiviveka,

together with which it is now being edited for the first

time in the Pandit) which farther confirms it. On p. 192,

1. 8 from bottom, we read thus :
—“ Na khalu ‘ Pratyaksam

ialpanapodham anyanirdista-laksanam ’ iti pranayato Dih-

nagasyaiva kalpanapodhamatram pratyaksalaksanam, api tu

tadevabhrantatvasahitam pratyaksalaksanam iti manyate sma

Kirtih. Yathaha, ‘ Pratyaksam kalpanapodham abhrantam ’

iti.” Klrti is a common abbreviation of Dharmakirti, and

the definition of jara/yaA-sa with which this passage concludes

is that which we find in the Nyayahindu.

On p. 102 (1. 10 from bottom) of the Tatparyatikd, also,

Kirti and Dignaga are mentioned together in connection

with this same definition.

G. A. Jacob.

February 22nd, 1905.

The Temple of Muzazir in Armenia.

In 714 B.c. the famous Sargon, King of Assyria, raided

Armenia and captured both the town and temple of Muzazir.

His feat of arms was pourtrayed on a bas-relief which once

adorned Sargon’s palace at Khorsabad, and now lies in the

bed of the Tigris. The bas-relief, however, had fortunately

been copied by Botta (pi. 141), and a woodcut of it is

g;iven in Bonomi’s “ Nineveh ” (sec. iv, ch. 1, fig. 68).

The temple is represented in the bas-relief as having

a triangular gable roof and a portico supported by six

piers; the slope of the roof, which must have been either

of wood or stone, is slight, and soldiers are shown walking

on it. This has - relief has suggested to Mr. K. J.

Basmadjian, editor of the “ Banasir,” and a member of the
Societe Asiatique, the idea that the Armenians supplied the
Greeks with this prototype of their temples. In a note
addressed to the Society he says: “My strongest argument is

the similarity of the pediment of both the Parthenon and that

of the temple of Muzazir. In both cases exactly the same
triangle is preserved. The oldest monument in the world
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Laving this triangular pediment is the temple of Muzazir.

Neither Assyria nor Bab3’lonia, the two great powers which

have alwaj's been in touch with the Urardhians, have ever

had this triangular form. From Urardhu it was evidently

transmitted to Phrygia and Lydia, and through these

countries it was introduced to Athens, and afterwards back

to Persia.” He adds that the temple at Muzazir “ was

probably constructed during the reign of Ishbuinish, king-

of Urardhu (828-784 b.c.), for this was the first king who

marched upon Muzazir and conquered it.” Mr. Basmadjian

is right in sajdng that sloping roofs were unknown in

Mesopotamia and Babylonia, timber being scarce in these

districts. But he is mistaken if he thinks that sloping roofs

were unknown from the earliest times in Asia Minor and

Greece. It is true that the earliest existing remains of

Greek temples do not go back beyond the seventh century

B.C., but some of them, like the Herteum at Olympia, are

restorations of buildings which had existed for centuries,

and the restorations probably followed the older forms.

Greek architecture was developed—as was the architecture

of Asia Minor—from wooden originals, and sloping roofs

are the most natural in such a style, and are suggested bj'

the climate. The Phrygian rock facade, known as the

monument of Midas, a work usuallj' attributed to the eighth

century b.c., has exactly the same triangular gable, and it is

also preserved in various Lvcian tombs, the date of which,

however, is uncertain. Traces of sloping roofs have been

found at Cnossus, so that such roofs must have been common
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries b.c. As to the

portico, that, of course, was usual in Mj’censean and Homeric

times. What the temple of Muzazir does show is that

Armenian architecture in the eighth century b r. had
affinities with the architecture of Asia Minor and of Greece

—a notable fact, since Armenia was entirely subject at

a later date to Mesopotamian influence. Nor is the temple

at Muzazir the solitary instance in point, since another bas-

relief of Sargon’s shows the existence of something like

Ionic pillars in an Armenian kiosk (Botta, pi. 114).
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Sati.

As it may escape the notice of Indianists, I desire

to call attention to a valuable and comprehensive essays on

widow-burning by Professor Theodor Zacbariae of Halle,

which has appeared in Parts 2, 3, and 4 for 1904 and

Part 1 for 1905 of the Zeitschrift des Vereins fur Volkskitnde

in Berlin. The great strength of the paper lies in its copious

references to books of European travel. The symbolical use

of a lemon or other fruit, held in the widow’s hand, is

forcibly brought out.

Wm. Irvine.

February 22nd, 1905.

Description of Persia and Mesopotamia in the Ye.ar

1340 A.D.

Mr. Guy Le Strange, the author of the Monograph

entitled “Description of Persia and Mesopotamia in the year

1340 A.D., from the Nuzhat-al-Kulub of Hamd-Allah

Mustawfi,” is engaged in a large work on the same subject,

which will shortly he published by the Trustees of the

“E. J. TV. Gibb Memorial.” The forthcoming volume will

contain the Persian text, with an English translation.

Jaunpuk Inscriptions.

Major Vost, in his very interesting paper on Jaunpur and
Zafarabad inscriptions in the January number of the Journal,

observes, p. 134, that none of the Musalman historians

mentions that ^aham Beg was buried at Jaunpur. I beg
leave to point out that Abul Fazl states (Akbarniima, Bib.

Ind., 2nd ed., 84, five lines from foot) that ‘Ali Quli brought
Shaham Beg’s body to Jaunpur, and had it buried on the

bank of a tank, and put up a lofty monument over it.

There can, therefore, be no doubt that the inscription given

by Major Vost belongs to the ^aham Beg who was once

a favourite of Humayun.
H. Beveridge.
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KTote on an Illuminated Persian Manuscript.

I should like to draw the attention of members to a re-

markable series of illustrations to the Akbarnama in the

Oriental section of the Victoria and Albert Museum, South

Kensington. They belong to a manuscript which was

brought from India b)'’ Major-General John Clarke, formerly

a Commissioner in Oudh. They were purchased by the

authorities of the Museum from Mrs. Frances R. Clarke,

the general’s widow, in 1896. Mrs. Clarke stated in her

letter olfering the illustrations for sale that the collection

was believed to be unique, and it seems to me that this is

the case. The illustrations are about 110 in number,

and they were all executed in Akbar’s lifetime. In every

case almost, the artist’s name is at the foot of the picture,

and in very many the names of two and even three

artists are given. The general formula is tarh TulsI (or

other name), 'amal Banwiill (or other name), as if one artist

drew the design and another executed the details. When
Akbar’s or other distinguished person’s portrait appears,

there is generally a third artist named as having executed

it, e.g. chnhra ndmi Madhu.

Abul Fazl mentions in the A‘In Akbarl, Blochmann’s

translation, p. 108, that among the famous artists at Akbar’s

Court were Kesii, Lai, Mukund, Mushkln, FarrulA, Madhu,
Jagan, Mohesh, Khemkaran, Tara, Sanwalah, Harlbans, and

Ram. Every one of these, except Harlbans, is represented

in the Clarke manuscript. In the same place Abul Fazl

mentions with special praise the name of Basawan, saying

that “ in back-grounding (?) (tard/jt), drawing of features,

distribution of colours, and several other branches, he is

most excellent.” Many of the illustrations in the Clarke

manuscript bear his name. In my opinion the book must
be the very one which Abul Fazl mentions on the same page
as having been illustrated under Akbar’s orders. A fly-leaf

1o the MS. has the inscription in Jahangir’s handwriting

that the book was placed in his library—“ Entered on 5 Azar
of the first year in the Library of this suppliant of the
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Divine throne, jSTiiru-din Jahangir bin Akbar Badshah.’'

Akbar died early in the previous month, Ahan, and so

Jahangir must have written this in less than a month after

his accession. The MS. bears the seal of a former owner,

‘All Ahmad Khan, with the date 1208, and there is entered

in Persian the statement that the price of the MS. was
Rs. 7,000. The illustrations are very beautiful, and have
been well preserved. Nowhere have I seen another MS.
with so many and so good illustrations. The British Museum
possesses a fine copy of the Babarnama, the illustrations to

which are in some instances by the same artists as those

of the Clarke MS., but they are inferior, I think, in

execution. Only one of these bears the name of Basawan.

Unfortunately, the Clarke MS. is only a fragment. The
illustrations begin with the fifth year and end with the

twenty-second year of the reign. The first of these is

numbered 32, and represents the catching in pits of chitcu,

or hunting leopards. Among the most interesting are

pictures of the death of Bairam ]^an, and of his widow
and infant son being conveyed to Ahmadabad, of Akbar’s

causing Adham ^iin to be flung down the steps of his

palace, of the births of Jahangir (Selim) and Murad, of

Akbar’s pilgrimage on foot to Ajmere, and a remarkable

one of Akbar sitting exhausted and speechless from thirst.

He had gone ofif hunting wild asses, and became separated

from his attendants. I have made a catalogue of the
illustrations and hope to publish it some day.

H. Beveridge.
March 1st, 1905.

INSCRIPTION IN THE AtaLA MoSQrE.

The explanation given by Major Yost, in his paper on the
Jaunpur and Zafarabad inscriptions in the Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society for Januarj^ 1905 (pp. 138-139), of
the reading of the third hemistich of the Persian inscription

in the Atala Mosque, seems to be entirely erroneous. The
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metre (Ramal Octameter Catalectic) shows clearly that the

words which lie on the left margin are a part of the third

hemistich. Secondly, Bingari is not a Persian or Arabic

name, nor is it an actual or conceivable Indian name.

Thirdly, the name of the composer of an inscription is never

given at the side of it in the manner suggested. It is

rarely given at all, but, if occurring, would be found either

in the actual body of the inscription or in a colophon at

the end. Finally, it seems probable that the words are

really (‘ if you reflect,’ or ‘ if you observe ’) if

Major Vost is right in reading the first word as beginning

with an alif, though on metrical grounds ^ would be

preferable, the sense remaining unchanged.

R. P. Dewhuest, I.C.S.

J.R.A.s. 1905. 24
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3Ianasa-pattrika. A montlily paper edited by Maha-

JIAHOPADHYAYA SuDHAKARA DvIVEDI and SaHITYO-

PADHYAY'A Paydtt Sorya Prasada Misra. Price, each

part (including postage), six annas. (Benares, Candra-

prabha Press.)

This promises to be quite the most important work dealing

with the famous Rdma-canta-mdmsa, commonly called the

Ramdyana, of TulasI Dasa, which has appeared for many

years. The editors are both well known as first-rate

authorities on Old Eastern Hindi literature, and have already

produced several excellent books dealing with the subject.

I myself have been closely associated with Professor Sudha-

kara DvivedI in more than one literary undertaking, and

can add the testimony of my personal experience as to his

ripe learning and accurate scholarship.

The Ramdyana of Tulasi Dasa is generally written in

a flowing, simple style, which, once the grammatical system

of Old Eastern Hindi has been mastered, can be read with

pleasure by any student of Indo-Aryan languages ;
but, as

in every great work, there are difficult passages, whether

owing to a corrupt text or to obscure allusions. The poem

has attracted numerous commentators, some of whose pro-

ductions are of huge prolixity, though few of them are

satisfactory. There is most chance of getting help from

the most profuse of these writers, but each grain of wheat

has to be sought for with wearisome diligence through

bushels of chaff.

In the Mdnasa-pattrikd this is all remedied. Each line

of the epic is taken and is first translated into Sanskrit by
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Sudhakara Dvivedl. Next come notes on the meaning of

unusual words, and a translation of the verse into ordinary'

literary Hindi. We then have the most valuable part of

the edition, an abstract of the opinions of each of the best-

known commentators, wound up, in the case of differences,

by the opinion of Sudhakara Dvivedl on the conflicting

views which have been advanced. It is this last summing
up which is the special feature of the work. There have

been two or three editions of the Rdmdyana published with

the views of several commentators brought together in their

own words, but the mass of unarranged, undigested matter

repelled anyone who was not prepared to spend twenty-three

hours out of the twenty-four in looking for help which he

was not certain of finding.

The system of the double translation into Sanskrit and into

literary Hindi which is adopted in the Mdnam-pattrikd has

the advantage of prohibiting the slurring over of difficulties.

Every difficulty has to be attacked, and some solution has

to be proposed. Readers of other Indian commentaries are

painfully aware how often this duty is evaded in native

explanations. Passages which are perfectly easy are dealt

with at great length, while really hard knots are ignored

and left to the reader to untie. So far as it has been

published, the Mdnasa-pattrikd shows no signs of this.

Up to the date of writing, three numbers of the work
have been published, and I can cordially recommend every

student of Hindi poetry to subscribe to it.

Camberley. G. A. Grierson.

Jan. 1th, 1905.

A History of Indi.y. By Dr. A. F. Redolf Hoernle,
C.I.E., and H. A. Stark, Inspector of Schools, Orissa,

pp. 210. (Cuttack : Orissa Mission Press, 1904.
Oxford : Blackwell & Co., Broad Street.)

The general aspect of this little illustrated school history

of India suggests that it was designed by Mr. Stark as

a rival to Mr. E. Marsden’s “History of India for Junior
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Classes
”

(Macmillan), of which the first edition was

published in 1900. As a school-book Mr. Marsden’s

compilation has been a great success, and has attained,

I understand, a circulation of more than 30,000 copies. It

is beautifully printed and illustrated, and in these respects

is naturally much superior to its competitor issued at

a Mission Press.

The “History of India” under consideration consists of

two distinct parts. The second part, comprising the history

from the reign of Babar to the present day, has been

compiled by Mr. Stark from the ordinary authorities, and

differs little from other similar books. The first part,

contributed by Dr. Hoernle, is of a very distinct kind, and

is an original work of much merit and considerable im-O
portance. I gladly take this opportunity of acknowledging

publicly that Dr. Hoernle is entitled to the credit of having

produced the first history of ancient India in continuous

narrative form, his chapters having been published at

Cuttack some months before my “ Early History ” appeared

in London. But I did not see them until they were sent

to me recently for review. It is a pity that the learned

author should have hidden his light by printing the results

of his independent researches in a school-book which cannot

be expected to reach a very large or appreciative public.

I fear that Dr. Hoernle will prove to be a little too learned

for Indian boys and schoolmasters, but that probability does

not affect the value of his work to serious students, and in

these pages it claims notice only as an original contribution

to the task of reconstructing the long-lost history of ancient

India.

I feel honoured by the fact that my views on many points,

such as Kushan chronology, the site of Kapilavastu, and

other matters, have won Dr. Hoernle’s approval
;

and, if

in this review stress is laid rather upon topics concerning

which we differ in opinion, I trust that a desire for fault-

finding will not be imputed to me.

I cannot agree that Sangala, the Kathcean capital de-

stroyed by Alexander, was “ probably not far from Amritsai-.”
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It must have been situated much farther north, and pre-

sumably in the Gurdaspur District. The fortified capital

of the Malloi quite certainly was not “ the modern Multan.”

According to the Mahdvaihsa, Asoka sent missionaries

to Suvannabhumi, that is to say, the Pegu territory on the

shores of the Gulf of Martaban; and in my book “Asoka”
I accepted the statement as true. But there are weighty

reasons for regarding it as fiction, which will be explained at

length in the Indian Antiquary, and I note that Dr. Hoernle

omits Pegu from the list of foreign kingdoms evangelized

by Asoka’s emissaries.

King Kharavela, of Orissa, is rightly described as “a
devoted adherent of the Jains,” but when the author adds

that “ this may have induced him, as we know from a rock-

inscription of his, to go with a large army to the assistance

of Satakarni,” it is impossible to agree. On the contrary,

the Satakarni, or Andhra, king {abhitayita Sufakani qnicinia-

disam) went with a force of all arms to aid Kharavela.

On p. 41, the mention of “ Shodasa, the Satrap of Multan,”

is, of course, due merely to a slip of the pen. Sodiisa was,

as Dr. Hoernle well knows, satrap of Mathura. By a similar

slip (p. 74) Somnath has been located in Kacch instead of

Kathiawar.

The proposition that, “ as to mere geographical limits, the

Gupta Empire exceeded that of the Mauryas in extent ”

cannot be accepted. Dr. Hoernle bases this statement on
an account of Samudragupta’s conquests. But the southern

countries to which the raid of that brilliant monarch
extended were never at any time incorporated in the Gupta
empire, which was bounded by the Harmada. The allusion

to the “Lichhavis of Hepal” (p. 52) rests upon an erroneous
theory corrected by Biihler, who also proved that the
inscription of Samudragupta on the Allahabad pillar is not
posthumous. The pillar is, of course, one of Asoka’s
monuments, and the statement that Samudragupta’s son
“Chandra Gupta II., set up a pillar, now standing in
Allahabad, on which he engraved a record of his father’s
conquests,” is therefore not quite accurate.
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Dr. Hoernle has rightly incorporated in his narrative the

results of Mr. Bhandarkar’s researches on the Gurjara

kingdom, which open up a new chapter in the history of

India, and are inadequately noticed in my volume. The

investigation has been carried further by Dr. Hoernle’s

recent articles in this Journal, which there has not been

time to digest. I have not seen Mr. A. M. T. Jackson’s earlier

papers on the subject, mentioned in our last number (p. 163).

As a general criticism, I venture to think that Dr. Hoernle

lays too much stress on “the assumption of the imperial

titles.” The title used by an ancient Raja was determined

more by his vanity than by anything else, and Mr. Bhandarkar

is fully justified in the remark that “ the high-sounding titles

borne by kings are often found empty.”

Dr. Hoernle has succeeded in compressing a wonderful

amount of matter into his ninety-two small pages, and any-

body who masters them will attain a satisfactory knowledge

in outline of the early history of India, subject to correction

in certain details, and the amount of uncertainty which is

inseparable from results based upon evidence often of a very

fragmentary nature.

Vincent A. Smith.

The Early History of India from 600 b.c. to the

Muhammadan Conquest, including the Invasion

OF Alexander the Great. By Vincent A. Smith.

pp. vi, 389 ;
with 9 Plates and 6 Maps. (Oxford,

1904.)

The first scholar who attempted to compile a history of

ancient India from original documents was Christian Lassen.

Thirty years have now passed since the publication of the

unfinished second edition of his learned work. During this

period a number of antiquarians have added considerably

to the materials which were available to Lassen, and

Mr. Smith deserves warm thanks for carrying out his self-

imposed task to draw up an up-to-date account of Hindu

history. He has patiently sifted a vast mass of evidence,

scattered in different monographs and periodicals, and has
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condensed it into a connected summary of moderate

dimensions, referring to footnotes and appendices whatever

is not of immediate interest to the general reader. His

style is lucid and elegant. His intimate acquaintance with

modern India gives a special zest and an authoritative value

to his statements and conclusions.

The only absolutely safe dates in the ancient history of

India are Alexander’s conquest and the reigns of the

Hauryas, the Guptas, and King Harsha. These four

periods are treated hy Mr. Smith most fully and in a very

fascinating manner. Before and between them the other

early dynasties have to be accommodated, and every

individual date, as Mr. Smith repeatedly reminds his

readers, is more or less conjectural or dependent on other

hypothetical dates. We can only hope that hy some lucky

discovery the initial point of the eras of Kanishka and of

the Western Kshatrapas will be settled as definitely as that

of the Gupta era.

Every critic of a new book is bound and entitled to find

fault with some portion of it, though he may not be able

himself to turn out a better version. As regards Mr. Smith’s

three last chapters, on mediaeval history, I would recommend

that in a fresh edition he will expand them considerably.

Thus his account of the important Chalukya and Rashtra-

kuta dynasties and of their relations to and wars with

other powers is far too meagre and sketchy. Of this period

so many epigraphical records have been preserved and

published that a detailed political history can he written,

which will command general interest.

In the transliteration of Oriental words Mr. Smith follows

the system hitherto used in India, and everybody will agree

with his view that the use of c for ch would only puzzle

the English and Indian reader, and, I may add, the

Continental reader as well, unless he happens to be an
Italian and the c is followed by an e or i. The book is

illustrated by photographs of typical moniunents, a plate

of Indian coins, and several useful maps and plans.

Salle. E. Hultzsch.
February 11th, 1905.
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5Iateriaox pour un Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum,

premiere partie Bgypte
:

par Max van Berchem.
Memoires de la Mission Archeologique Francaise an

Caire, tome xix, fascicule iv. (Paris : E. Leroux, 1903.)

With this fasciculus M. van Berchem brings the first

part of his great work on Arabic inscriptions to a close.

This volume (of 900 and odd pages 4to) treats of the

epigraphy of Cairo, and the latter portion of the fasciculus

is devoted to an Index General, which makes all the treasures

of this laborious work easily and quickly available to the

historical student. To the French Government, indeed, is

due no stinted thanks for bearing the expense entailed by
this publication, with its numerous photographic plates in

facsimile of the inscriptions
;

but M. van Berchem, on the

other hand, has worked hard to justify the patronage given

to his book by the Ministre de TInstruction Publique—545

inscriptions, in the present volume, having been copied,

translated, and annotated, with full reference to the chronicles

or other printed sources. These inscriptions, engraved on

stone or the like, come from mosques, tombs, private houses,

and other edifices
;

engraved on wood or metal they are

found on divers articles of furniture, domestic or from the

mosques
; they deal with every conceivable subject known in

Islam, and refer to all sorts and conditions of men. Further,

being as a rule contemporary with the persons and events

alluded to, the names are not liable to the clerical errors

which abound in manuscripts.

To summarise the contents of the present great quarto is

impossible in the space at command. But to deal with one

point only, M. van Berchem tells us that he has spent

a couple of years making his index. We can easily believe

it. It is also almost an encyclopaedic dictionary. Besides

registering every proper name, surname, and title of office

occurring in the inscriptions, all the laudatory and maledictory

formulae are given in order, and every Arabic word of

historical or archaeological importance is cited with full

references. The system adopted in the index is lucidly
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explained by M. van Bercbem in his prefatory remarks, and

the student will do well to glance through pages 777 to 785,

which deal with this matter. In conclusion, it is sincerely

to be hoped that M. van Berchem maj"^ continue his labours

in a field in which he has no rivals
;

further, that the

beneficent patronage of the French Government in the

matter of printing this great work may in no wise be

checked
;
though we in England must continue to deplore

the almost complete indiflterence which our Government

invariably shows in the works of English Oriental scholars.

G. Le Strange.

India. By Colonel Sir Thomas Huxgerford Holdich,

K.C.M.G., K.G.I.E., C.B., R.E. (London, no date.)

The editor of this series, “ The Begions of the World,”

is to be congratulated on having secured for the volume

on India a writer who has spent the best part of a lifetime

in the study of Indian geography.

The work is divided into twelve chapters. The first six

deal with (1) Early India, (2) the geography of Baluchistan,

(3) of Afghanistan. (4) of Kashmir and the Himalayas,

(5) of Peninsular India, (6) of Assam, Burma, and Ceylon.

We then come to (7) the People of India, (8) Political

Geography, (9) Agriculture and Revenue, (10) Railways,

(11) Minerals, (12) Climate. We are given eight coloured

maps and 106 other maps and diagrams.

Fortunately, thirty years of official reporting and letter-

writing have not quenched Colonel Holdich’s natural gift of

an easy and flowing style; while his descriptive passages,

for instance that on pp. 82, 83, demonstrate that he

possesses the keen eye of the artist. He is at his best,

I think, in the more purely geographical chapters, above all

in those on Baluchistan and Afghanistan, where his personal

knowledge places him beyond the reach of any rival. The
strongest point in the book is, perhaps, the large number of

admirable maps and diagrams, a series far in advance of

anything hitherto provided in works on India. The onlv

criticism I can make is that in some cases the scale is so
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small as to make it hard to disentangle the details
;
at any

rate, to a reader who cannot, by means of some previous

knowledge, read into the diagram more than is altogether

clear by mere inspection. The map I more particularly refer

to is that on p. 281, devoted to the railway system.

The author tells us his editor warned him against detailsO
and statistics. I admit the Anglo-Indian failing

;
we are too

prone to drown our writings in technical details, to the

bewilderment and despair of the non-expert reader. But,

to make a personal confession, fed as I have been for forty

years on tabular statements, I should have learnt more
and remembered more from the stern simplicity of figured

statements and percentages than I have from the most

brilliant of Sir Thomas Holdich’s paragraphs. But the

editor, Mr. Mackinder, I have no doubt knows his business

thoroughly well, and is right in thinking statistics “ caviare

to the general.” Internal evidence shows that some at least

of the book was written so long ago as 1898, and occasionally

some revision of the text would have been advisable.

Probably want of the necessary leisure is the reason; for,

as we all know, the author has in the interval been busily

engaged in serving his country elsewhere, leaving him no
time to think of India and its affairs.

Some trifling points here and there have been noted by me
in my progress through the book. These I will submit

seriatim for the author’s consideration. According to the

best authorities the conqueror of Sind (pp. 16, 48) was
not M. Qasim, but Muhammad-i-Qasim, that is, Muhammad
the son of Qasim. In the Baluchistan chapter there is

much interesting and original matter
;

but in the biblio-

graphy (p, 55) I see no mention of IMr. Longworth Dames’
most valuable and enlightening essay on the Biluch races.

I would commend it to Colonel Holdich’s notice
;

it is

published by our Society. As for the late Dr. Bellew, on
whom much reliance is placed (p. 99 and elsewhere), he is, of

course, a great authority
;

but not one to be unreservedly

accepted. Both his ethnology and his philology have been

subjected to much damaging criticism.
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Oa p. 234 I notice a curious use of tlie term “ Regulation

Provinces,” where it is made to include the Panjab and

Burma, both of which, as I was taught, are emphatically

“ Non - regulation.” Again, at the top of p. 235 the

provincial secretariats seem to be ignored, the staff of

a Lieutenant-Governor being restricted to a [private ?]

secretary and an A.D.O. Another slip in nomenclature is

also found on the same page; the heads of the Government in

Assam and the Central Provinces are styled Commissioners,

instead of “ Chief” Commissioners.

Having had a good deal of ofibcial connection with the

country at the head of the Ganges Canal, I hesitate over the

statement on p. 262, that “ twenty miles below Hardwar,

where the Ganges has again developed into a river, it is

again diverted into a second great canal.” If this refers

to the Fathgarh branch, that canal is taken out of the main

canal, and not out of the Ganges itself
;
while, if it refers

to the head-works farther down the Diiabah in the ‘Aligarh

district, they are probably 120 rather than 20 miles from

Hardwar.

The author must excuse the expression, but his history

of Bombay on p. 308 can only be adequately described as

‘ shaky.’ His words are :
“ The Portuguese have not been

there since the early part of the eighteenth century, when
they were ejected by the Mahrattas.” This must be a slip,

for Sir Thomas Holdich must know quite well that England

acquired Bombay in the seventeenth century (1661), as part

of the dowry given with Catherine of Braganza, queen of

Charles II. It was transferred to the East India Company
in 1669. So far as I know, it was never held by the

Mahrattas, or even submitted itself to them in any way.

On p. 327, when speaking of the Customs hedge across

India, there is a phrase beginning thus :
“ There was a time

(Lord Lytton’s time) . - . .” This interjection of

Lord Lytton’s name in this connection is at least quaint,

seeing that this system of inland dues and salt taxation,

and the consequent barrier, had existed time out of mind,

certainly from long before Lord Lytton was born. This
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salt duty, levied in transit, was the last relic of the almost

universal customs duties and road taxes of the Mogul period.

Some of the small points that I have noticed seem worthy

of attention ; and might possibly be worth amending if

a second edition is called for.

"William Irvine.

February Ytth, 1905.

Annali dell’ Islam, compilati da Leone Caetani,

Principe di Teano. Vol. I : Introduzione dell’ anno

1 al 6 H. 4to
;
pp. xvi and 740. (Milano : Hoepli.

1905.)

This book represents the first instalment of a Thesaurus

of Moslim tradition and history from the earliest beginnings

of Arab culture to the year 922 h. (1516). The whole

work is to consist of twelve volumes, of which the last three

will contain the indices. Since Hammer v. Purgstall’s

large work on Arab literature nothing so gigantic has been

planned by one European scholar, but the comparison ends

here, because to judge from the first volume Prince Caetani’s

work promises to be much more reliable than the other.

He has studied and utilised not only the original sources,

but also taken account of every important monograph

bearing on the subject. His work is, therefore, a critical

summary of the best labours of modern European scholarship.

Whilst those interested in Arab history will read it with

pleasure and advantage, it will specially appeal to students

of universal history, who will find in it not only material,

but also the critical apparatus for dealing with the same.

Nearly half of the first volume is filled with the intro-

duction. It comprises the era immediately preceding Islam,

the origin and history of the latter up till the Hijra.

Needless to say, this is the most obscure epoch on account

of the scantiness and unreliableness of the sources. The

author’s criticism of the nature of Arab tradition does not,

indeed, contain much that is new, yet it forms so intrinsic

a part of his work that its omission would have been seriously
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felt. His treatment of the matter gives the reader a clear

insight into the inner working of Moslim tradition, and the

way it is to be dealt with for the purposes of historiography.

He explains the intricacies of the Isnad, and shows how by

its help one is able to distinguish trustworthy authorities

from spurious ones. This is fitly illustrated by the traditional

genealogy of Mohammed, the single links of which, up till

Adnan, are elaborately discussed, and accompanied by

genealogical tables. Now the oldest form of Mohammed’s

pedigree, viz. that handed down by Ibn Ishaq, gives hardly

any clue as to its original compilation, but we derive some

assistance in this from a fragment of the T.-S. collection

at Cambridge (published in J.Q.R., Jan., 1903), which is

not only older than Ibn Ishaq’s, but is a reproduction of

the compiler’s original drafts. This is made clear by the

following list of variations between the two. The name

Murra (between Ka‘b and Kilab) is not in the fragment,

but a later addition probably made in order to count ten

generations from Mohammed to Lo’ayy (see Sprenger, iii,

p. cxlvi). ^^Hzaima is spelt in the fragment Khuzdma.

As for the biblical names from Ishmael upwards, their

correct spelling stands in such glaring contrast to that used

by Ibn Ishaq that the first compiler of the genealogy must

undoubtedly have been one of the early Jewish converts

to Islam. It was Sprenger (iii, p. cxxxii) who discovered

several South Arabian names in the list, and we may there-

fore credit Ka‘b b. Al-Ahbar with the authorship of the

same, which he put together under the patronage of Omar.

Prince Caetani seems to take too severe a view of what

nearly all previous critics of the Qoran regard as the

“first revelation.” Disbelief in all statements of Moslim

traditionists on this subject does not mean that one cannot

arrive at the same result merely from internal evidence.

This is the case with Qor. xcvi, 1-5. No matter whether
Mohammed recited this little speech to his family circle and
a few intimate friends, privately or in the open street, we
must look upon it as his first official utterance in favour of

-monotheism. We must not overlook the fact how difficult
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it was for him to find a convenient form for this utterance.

He probably searched for one for many months. At this

juncture he was made acquainted with a verse of the Old

Testament, from which he gathered how his model Abraham

had acted under similar circumstances, and which only

required a slight modification to serve his own purposes.

As far as my suggestion is concerned. Prince Oaetani labours

under a misunderstanding in supposing that I accepted

materially the statements of Moslim tradition concerning

a “first revelation.” In the table of contents, as well as

in the superscription of ch. ii of my “ Researches,” and

in the Appendix at the end of the book, I purposely used

the term proclamation (rendition of iqra’), which is something

quite different. I fully agree with Prince Caetani on the

following points:—(1) That one cannot speak of a “first

Sura”; (2) that the first prophetic utterance was preceded by

a period of preparation. I cannot, however, agree with him

that Mohammed employed this period in composing religious

tracts, which were subsequently lost. If Mohammed’s

literary faculties had heen developed to such an extent the

Qoran would have had a different appearance, and would

not almost everywhere betray its author’s inability to survey

the whole. I am strongly inclined to believe that he was

not an entire stranger to the art of writing, but there is

a wide difference between the ability of scrawling letters

and the deliberate composition of theological writings.

Mohammed was obviously so well versed in the style of

his country’s poetry that his speeches involuntarily assumed

the same style. The almost dramatic and rhymed sentences

of the earlier speeches are the result of his struggle to free

himself from this form of composition. For this reason

I believe that the verses 2-5 of Sura xc\d cost him scarcely

any mental labour, and v. 1 even less, as he had received

it ready for use from the Old Testament (Gen. iv, 8).

A more prosaic solution of the whole problem of the first

proclamation could scarcely be offered, and I am therefore

at a loss to understand how Prince Caetani can fancy that

I accept the Moslim tradition on the matter.
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Modern criticism in dealing witli Moslim tradition rejects

legends of miraculous character or theological tendency..

None of these has any bearing on a question of mere

chronology, and if the group of verses in question is stripped

of all legendary ornamentation there is no reason to go

further and rob it of its first place, which has been accepted

by all modern scholars with the exception of Sir W. Muir.

Prince Caetani’s real task begins with the Hijra, the

events of each year being collected in a special chapter.

Each chapter is introduced by comparative chronological

tables, giving the dates of the Mohammedan and Christian

eras, and the days of the week. The completeness of the

work leaves nothing to be desired, both as regards subject-

matter and review of sources and modern researches.

Of special interest is the retrospect which concludes the

volume, summing up the history of the first five years. In

this the author is guided on the whole by sound judgment,

although he is inclined to look at this early stage of Islam

through somewhat rose-coloured glasses. It appears that most

modern historians overestimate the upheaval caused in North

Arabia prior to Mohammed’s conquest of Mecca. Evidence

of this may be found in the small numbers of combatants

at the battles of Badr and Uhud. Both were in reality

nothing but insignificant skirmishes. The victory of Badr was
important because it raised Mohammed’s personal influence

in Medina and its surroundings, but if the Meccans had

understood how to follow up their victory of Uhud matters

might have taken a quite different course. The great

diflBculty in dealing with the subject is to be found in the

complete lack of other than Moslim sources, a circumstance

which renders it well-nigh impossible to elucidate the real

facts. Not even the greatest historical genius is able to

advance suggestions without a flaw under such conditions.

Now the history of Medina prior to Islam can only be re-

constructed from records of Mohammedan origin of not ver}’

early date. Prince Caetani, who is otherwise so distrustful

of such records, seems inclined to follow them with regard

to the affairs in Medina before and immediately after the
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Hijra. His view of the power and wealth of the Jews of

this town is evidently exaggerated. It is true that the

Medinian poet, Hassan b. Thabit, to whom we owe a con-

temporaneous notice on their station, speaks of their walled

castles, palm-groves, and camels (Divan, p. 87), but this

does not mean very much. Their alleged large numbers

also included the numerous converted Arabs whose Judaism

was probably very superficial. There is, however, more

direct evidence that their political power had been consider-

ably reduced during the fifth century, and was a negligible

quantity at the time of the Hijra. In fact, their life in

Medina was hardly better than anywhere else in the exile,

otherwise they would scarcely have nourished Messianic hopes

such as are expressed in the words :
‘‘ The time is near when

a prophet shall arise, whom we shall follow and with whose

aid we shall conquer you” (I. Hisham, pp. 286 and 974;

see also R.E.J. x, p. 191). These words cannot be referred

to Mohammed, because no Jew would have expected the

Messiah to come from Arabia, The spiritual superioritj'

of the Jews was quite sufficient for Mohammed to desire

their friendship and to fear their opposition, less because

it made him despair of winning them over than for the

discouraging effect it had on their pagan or wavering

countrymen. In order to arrive at a just appreciation of

the relation between Mohammed and the Medinian Jews one

must place oneself in their position and see him as they

did. It is here where Prince Caetani fails. It was not

an error on their part that they did not accept the hand

outstretched to them. His early endeavours to inoculate

Islam with Jewish regulations betrayed so superficial a

knowledge of their Jewish law that they could not but look

askance at his doings. To quote an instance, the fast of the

‘Ashura and the Qibla towards Jerusalem rest on regulations

of widely different scope and gravity, but were treated on

a par by Mohammed. It was therefore quite natural that

their attitude was sceptical and retiring. The more they

watched his conduct the less could they agree with him.

All compromise was out of the question. Nothing could

j.n.A.s. 190-7. 2.'>
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save tliem but unconditional surrender and adoption of

Islam. The conclusion at which Prince Caetani arrives,

that they initiated a policy of calumnies and intrigues, is

quite unjustified, and it is rather surprising that on this

point he adopts the Moslim traditions without questioning.

The expulsion of one Jewish tribe after another and the

slaughter of the Banu Koreiza tell a different tale. To
elucidate the truth in a subject concerning which one must

rely solely on records strongly influenced by national spirit

and theological zeal is a little short of impossible. Prince

Caetani’s work marks quite an epoch in the research on

early Islam, and the volumes to follow will he awaited by
historians of all classes with the keenest interest.

H. Hieschfeld.

Die BhagavadgTtX, aus dem Sanskrit iibersetzt, mit einer

Einleitung fiber ihre ursprfingliche Grestalt, ihre Lehren

und ihr Alter, von Richard Garbe. (Leipzig :

H. Haessel, 1905.)

Not only the author’s name but also the contents of this

little volume -will excite fresh interest in the great religious

New Testament of the Hindus. Sanskrit scholars will study

the fresh interpretation herein offered, and students of religion

will be attracted anew by the question whether India has

given Christianity its emphasis on “ loving faith,” or whether

the work that first sets forth this Hindu doctrine is later than

the Christian era. If it cannot be expected that Professor

Garbe has answered definitely some of the most perplexing

questions in the province of literary historical criticism, it

may at least be assumed that he has not touched upon them
without throwing light upon the darkness, and such will

be found to be the case. But in order to understand the
author’s chief contention, it is necessary to formulate the
usual view in regard to the age and origin of the Bhagavad-
gita, and above all in regard to its original character.

Apart from that native view which is shared by no
European scholar of repute, and which teaches that the Gita
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is of an antiquity reaching far back of the Christian era,

to be measured only by many centuries, current opinion may
be said to regard this tract as one of the older parts of the

mediaeval Indian epic, and its motif as the inculcation of the

divinity, as All-godhead, of Krishna, who is in the epic at

one time a man and at another time a god, but who in this

part of the epic is identified with Brahman. Further, the

Oita, in thus identifying Krishna with God, changed, in

the course of time, its original pantheistic Brahmanism to

a personal theism.

Professor Garbe enters the lists against this popular

conception. His claim, as here set forth, may be stated in

brief in the following words. The Gita is not originally

a pantheistic poem, but a theistic ethical tract, rather pedantic

than poetical. The identification of Krishna with the All-

soul belongs to a late period, and is due to syncretizing

tendencies. The poem is not, therefore, Vedantic in origin,

but in its philosophy it is originally an exponent of the

Saihkhya-Yoga, and all the Vedantic portions, sometimes

single stanzas, sometimes long passages, are to be excised

if the pure primitive Gita is to be found. The theistic, or

rather monotheistic, religion inculcated in this primitive

Gita arose in this way. About two centuries before Buddha,

the warrior chief of the Yadava clan, who was also a religious

teacher, but not of the Brahmanic schools, founded a moral

religion of monotheism, God being in his system called

simply Bhagavat. This religiously-minded chieftain was

the ‘son of Devaki,’ and his religion was at first confined

to his own clan. But as time went on, the teaching of

Krishna extended beyond tribal limits, and at the same time

the founder of the religion was himself identified with the

God he taught, so that the ‘ son of Vasudeva ’ became God
by virtue of the same euhemerism that changed Buddha into

God. This was the form of the Vasudeva religion recognized

in the fourth century b.c. by Panini, and the doctrine of

lhakti belonged to it as early as this time. But for a century

or more after this Krishnaism still lay outside the pale of

Brahmanism. During this period, till c. 300 b.c., the reKgion
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of Krishna was united with Samkhya -Yoga philosophy.

After this, in the second period, from 300 b.c. till the

Christian era, Krishna was identified with Vishnu, as the

religion became Brahmanized, and in this same period arose

the original Gita. The third and fourth periods are reckoned

as extending from the end of the second period to c. 1200,

and from that term onwards, respectively. They are

characterized by the identification of Krishna-Vishnu with

Brahman (the All-soul) and the ‘ working-over ’ of the old

Gita into its present shape, as marks of the third period,

and the adoption of this religion by Ramanuja, as mark of

the fourth. The first Gita belongs, in still closer reckoning,

to the first half of the second century b.c. The “^working-

over ’ may be referred to the second century a.d.

As to the dates assumed, they coincide closely enough with

the results given in the reviewer’s recent discussion of the

date of the epic, which the author regards as “ fiir mich in

der Hauptsache ganz uberzeugend ”
;

but in the inter-

pretation of the character of the primitive Gitit, as opposed

to that of the ‘ worked-over’ poem. Professor Garbe opposes

the view generally held by Sanskrit scholars. As an advocate

of the Samkhya-Yoga’s priority to the Vedanta he may
perhaps be prejudiced in his effort to show that the Vedanta
portions of the Gita are all posterior to the early form of

the work ;
but since he does not argue from any such point

of view the critic will be concerned only with the arguments
advanced by him as cogent.

When these are carefully weighed, it will be seen that the

whole history of the Krishna religion, as distinguished from

the literary product embodying that religion as now extant,

the Gita, derives its greatest probability from the assumption
that the Vedanta portions of the Gita are late additions.

It is only by excluding these that we can reconstruct an
original monotheistic religion baaed on Krishna as God and
not yet a pantheistic All-soul. Krishna has often enough
been hesitatingly referred to ‘Devakl’s son Krishna,’ and
this and the reference to Panini can be explained without
the assumption of a great moral monotheistic teacher. But
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these, at best vague references, are incapable of supporting

the thesis that there was for three or four hundred years

before the Gltii was first composed an essentially ethical

religion rivalling Buddhism in its own locality. The note

of Megasthenes does nothing to support this claim, for it

indicates only that there was a local Krishna worship,

of what character we can guess only by comparing the

Greek parallel. If, on the other hand, we are obliged by

the character of the primitive Gita to assume that there

was an ethical monotheistic religion e. 700-400 b.c. as

a background to that Gita, then what is said of Vasudeva

and Krishna may be expanded into the historical sketch

here presented without great violence to inherent probability.

In a word, Professor Garbe’s case rests on his being able to

prove that the Vedantic portions of the Gita are extraneous

to the primitive poem. Without this proof, the remaining

arguments have, in the reviewer’s opinion, only questionable

weight. At the same time, no one can demand that proof

as here used should be more than the strong probability

which must constitute all the proof in similar cases.

The notes to the (excellent) translation are to furnish this

proof. The author lays especially stress on four passages

which seem to him to demonstrate his theory. The passages,

iii. 9-18, vi. 27-32, vii. 7-11, viii. 20 -ix. 6, if omitted,

leave the connection unbroken, and therewith show that they

have been interpolated. Such, for example, seems truly to

be the case in the first example, though in the second the

interruption may as reasonably be regarded as an extension

;

but in the third example, what reason is there for excluding

vii. 7-11 except the reason that the verses set forth Vedantic

opinions ? That they ‘ interrupt ’ an exposition of Samkhya
with a non-Samkhya view can be shown only when it is

shown that this ‘ Vedantic interpolation
’

is not compatible

(to a Hindu) with the former. But if one were to treat

other parts of the epic thus? Is not a great part of epic

philosophy a combination of incompatible views, which

interrupt each other continually ? Also, in the last example,

viii. 20-ix. 6, the only objection, apart from the Vedanta
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character, to the originality of the passage seems to be its

extent and minuteness, though the author claims that ix. 7

resumes the thought of viii. 18—19. The thought thus taken,

up is that of the day and night of Brahman, which is

‘ resumed ’ in the statement that all things are loosed in

Prakrti at the end of a Yuga, and are let out again by

Krishna without cessation. But although there is here

a verbal resumption (of hhutagrdma)

,

and though the metre

of viii. 20 may well suggest an interpolation as beginning

here, yet the sarvahhutuni of ix. 7 seems as naturally to be

connected with sartani hliutdni in 0, and this, with its

matsthani, to be yoked to the matsthuni bhutdni and matsthdui

sarvabhutdni in 5 and 4, respectively (which latter Vediintic

verses are rejected by Garbe).

But these are only four examples, the most striking,

selected out of over twenty by the author to establish his

contention. Several other cases, such as ii. 72, iv. 35, v. G,

7, 10, 16-22, 24-26, are rejected simply because they are

Vedantic, without any attempt to show that they are other-

wise interpolations, save as their presence interrupts the

author’s scheme of the primitive work.

It cannot be denied that a division of the Gita into different

philosophical entities produces the effect of clarifying the

work, and if that work had been produced anywhere else

than in India at the date assumed, the conclusion drawn by
Professor Garbe in this case would appeal strongly to every

reasonable person. Perhaps even in this case the author’s

clear argumentation will have the effect of convincing some

scholars. Alluring the thesis certainly is, and could one

believe that the logical clearness of the religious authors

of the Gita was ever as great as Professor Garbe’s, one
would no longer hesitate to adopt his view. But the

reviewer has worried over the philosophical inconsistencies

of the Hindu epic for many years without coming to this

conclusion. To him it seems as if, after all, the Gita were
hut a part of the epic, alike in philosophical contradictions,

and as indivisible as incongruous, except where other criteria

than logical continuity can be applied. That the Gita was
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not at first what it is now, may safely be stated
;

that

a prevailingly Vedantic interpretation of life has left marks

upon it, may well be the case; hut that it was originally

throughout theistic, and was afterwards remodelled by means

of intruded Yedantic stanzas, does not seem to be capable

of proof, not through any fault of Professor Garbe, but

because the Hindu tolerated inconsistencies in popular

presentations even more than in strictly philosophical works,

where (in the TJpanishads, for example) the same hetero-

geneous views may be found, though in less striking form,

and where, above all, the same tendency appears to

monotheize (if the word may be allowed) the colder belief

which pleases only the philosopher, but is incapable of

afiecting the heart. Such a belief, though not pantheistic,

was the older Yoga, which both in philosophical and in popular

circles demanded ere long a personal God. Buddhism, too,

invents a god little dreamed of in the philosophy of Buddha.

There is, then, nothing improbable in the current opinion

that a pantheistic tract has been made theistic, thus being

supplied with that personal object of devotion which no

Hindu religious system can afford to disdain if it is to live

in the hearts of the people.

E. Washburn Hopkins.

The Sun and the Serpent : A contribution to the history

of Serpent-worship. By C. F. Oldhah. 8vo; pp. 20/,

with 33 illustrations. Price 10s. 6(/. (London : Constable,

1905.)

This work, based upon papers contributed to this Journal

in 1891, was intended at first, according to the preface, to

refer only to Indian serpent-worship. But it was found

that this cult was, in fact, a branch of the combined worship

of the sun and the serpent, which was once well-nigh

universal. The author has therefore set himself to collect

evidence of serpent-worship also in other countries. The
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book is mainly occupied, however, with the Indian evidence;

and the author endeavours to establish, by its means, three

main propositions.

These are— (1) that the serpents mentioned in the Rig-Veda

refer, not to atmospheric or storm deities, but to the leaders

and chiefs of the tribes with whom the Aryans were brought

into contact, and by whom their progress was opposed
; (2) that

the peoples of the districts mentioned in the Yeda have not

only maintained, from that time down to the present, many
of their ancient characteristics, but, by intermarriage and

colonisation, have deeply influenced other parts of India

throughout the whole of its history
; (3) that the present

inhabitants of South India, the so-called Dravidians, are

direct descendants of the old serpent-worshipping tribes of

the north-west frontier.

The author does not pretend to an.y training in historical

criticism, and constantly quotes mediseval authors as good

evidence of what occurred in early times.' But he has

certainly succeeded in bringing together a very considerable

body of evidence which historical students would do well

to consult; and we think he has quite made out his case

for the existence in India, all through the centuries, of

Naga-worshipping tribes. The descriptions and illustrations

of modern Naga-worship are very interesting, and throw
light, not only upon the Naga types represented on the

monuments, but also upon the passages quoted from ancient

authors, so considerable in number that it is a real contribution

to science to have brought them all together. This is so

much the case that it is a great pity that the book is not
provided with any index. But there is a very elaborate

table of contents, occupying twenty pages of print, which
will go far to make up for this deficiency.

1 For instance, the Visnu Purina and Tuan Chwang, on p. 180 as evidence
tor 500 B.c.

’
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DIpavamsa und Mahavamsa, und die Geschichtliche

IJberlieferung in Ceylon, von Wilhelm Geiger.

pp. viii and 146. (Leipzig : Bolinie, 1905.)

In this monograph Professor Geiger of Erlangen gives us

a further and enlarged discussion of certain points raised

in his previous paper, “DIpavamsa und Mahavamsa,” and

also of other points of importance in the evolution of

historical writing in Ceylon.

He discusses first the outward form of the DIpavamsa, its

repetitions, omissions, and general fragmentary character;

and the meaning, for the history of the chronicle, of the

memorial verses it contains. No stress is laid on the fact

that this work has no author. It is the outcome of a fairly

large number of previous works, no one of which had any

author. And it is the last of the literary works in Ceylon

which can be placed in the period during which no hooks

had authors. Every ancient coimtry, at the beginning of

its literary activity, has such a period. When that period

has once been passed, the custom is for the authorship of

each work to be stated; though, of course, occasionally, as

now in Europe, a work may be purposely anonymous, or its

authorship may be forgotten. It is important for each

country to determine the close of this period of universal

anonymity. It is especially important in the literary history

of India, where the period closed, I think, in the time of

Asoka.^ In Ceylon the period closed with the DIpavamsa.

Before that date no book was assigned to any particular

author. It was the outcome of the industry of a school.

After that date books, as a rule, were written by one man, and

the fact that they were so written was openly acknowledged.

The point is of considerable interest and suggestiveness.

Professor Geiger then discusses the form of the Mahavamsa,

which is a complete epic poem (with an author)
;
and

compares throughout the differences between it and the

DIpavamsa. As to the author, the Tika tells us that his

^ “ Buddhist India,” pp. 179, 180.
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name was Mahanama, and that he lived at the Dighasanda

Vihara, so called after the name of the nobleman who
built it. Mahanama had been the name of the Buddha’s

cousin, one of his first disciples and principal followers.

Like John or Peter among Christians, it had naturally

become a common name among the Buddhists. We hear,

about the time when the Mahavamsa must have been written,

of two Mahanamas resident at this particular Vihara.

Tumour confuses the two. Geiger very rightly distinguishes

them, pointing out that, if they V'ere the same, the one

Mahanama must certainly have lived nearly a huudred vears,

and perhaps more. The two, he thinks, were therefore

different, and the author of the poem was probably the later

of the two, who must have flourished in the last quarter of

the fifth century. The difficulties of Tumour’s hypothesis

have often been pointed out,' but Professor Geiger is the

first, so far as I know, to have suggested what seems (now

that he has suggested it) the obvious solution. Professor

Geiger’s conclusion will now, no doubt, be accepted bv
everybody.

The next question is the date of the commentary, the

VamsatthappakasinI (which the author of this monograph
assigns to the period 1000-1250), and the information it

gives as to the sources from which Mahanama drew. After

setting out the admitted facts about the lost commentaries

in Sinhalese handed down in Ceylon, the author concludes

that Mahanama drew, not so much from them as from

a separate historical compilation, the lost Mahavamsa in

Sinhalese, which had gradually grown up in the schools

there. This will also be probably adopted as right
; and it

would be a great advantage if the author had also considered

the relation of this lost Sinhalese commentary, the Miila-

or Maha-Atthakatha, to the Andha-Atthakatha, the Mahii
Paccari, and the Kurunda and Sankhepa Atthakathas. These
are not referred to. But the question will not be completelv

1 See especially Snyder, “ Der Commentar nnd die TextuberlieferuiKr rip,

Mahavamsa,” Berlin, 1891. “
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solTed until we know whether Mahanama did not also make
use of one or other of such of these works as were previous

to his time.

The later historical works composed in Ceylon are then

discussed. On the Mahahodhivamsa the author puts forward

a new combination. The late Professor Strong, who edited

the work for the Pali Text Society, was of opinion that

it was of nearly the same date as Buddhaghosa, because

a very late treatise says it was written at the instigation

of one Dathanaga, and this man could he identified with

the Dattha who is said (in the same treatise) to have
instigated Buddhaghosa to write the Sumangala Yilasinl.

Geiger identifies him with the Dathanaga of the ilahavamsa

(chap. 54, line 36), who lived in the tenth century. In
this latter identification the names tally better. But the

late treatise referred to, the Gandhavainsa, may be mistaken.

And there may have been yet other Dathiinagas. So the

argument is not conclusive. There is, however, it seems to

me, a very strong support to it.

For does not Upatissa, in the Mahahodhivamsa, sometimes

use Pali words in their Sanskrit sense? Does he not some-

times use Sanskrit words not found elsewhere at all in the

old Pali literature, and possibly derived from an acquaintance

with Sanskrit kavyas ? Does not the whole tone and

manner of his work betray such an acquaintance, so much
so that he may be said to use a Sanskritised Pali ? If these

questions be answered in the aflttrmative—and I think they

must be—the further question arises : when, and in what

degree, the knowledge of Sanskrit began thus to influence

literary usage in Ceylon ? We find few, if any, traces of

it in the Mahavamsa, or even in Buddhaghosa. It would

follow that the Mahahodhivamsa must be later, and probably

at least as late as the Dathanaga whom Geiger has discovered

in the later part of the Mahavamsa.

Another point on which we should be very glad of

Professor Geiger’s further opinion. He devotes also a most

mteresting and careful discussion to the extant historical

hooks written in Ceylon, not in Pali, but in Sinhalese; showing
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their dates, the degree in which they followed the previous

authorities and the degree in which they are independent,

and the sources they used. It would be interesting to know

the relation between these books and the Narendracaritawa-

lokanapradipikawa, the 66th chapter of which was translated

into English in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Societg

for 1872. Is this title merely the title of a portion of one

of the Sinhalese books here discussed by the author, or is it

a separate work? The MS. from which I made the trans-

lation would seem, if the work be independent, to be either

unique or nearly so.

Throughout his monograph the author emphasizes the

distinction between the ‘ church tradition ’ as he calls it

— that is, tradition handed down in the Order— and the

‘ popular tradition ’ or ‘ worldly tradition,’ as handed

down among the people. Some of the most important and

suggestive passages in his essay are those in wliich he shows

how some one or other of the numerous works he discusses

has added to, or varied from, the statements in some previous

work by incorporating or using such popular material.

He supposes that the use of such material was certainly

a distinguishing feature of the Pali Mahavamsa, and probably

also of the lost Sinhalese Mahavamsa. It is one of the

points in which the latter will have differed from the lost

commentary in Sinhalese (p. 72). The suggestion is distinctly

good. At the same time, it may be a question whether the

gap between the two traditions was, at any time, very broad.

The worthy members of the Order, not only in Ceylon but

also in India, were themselves very partial indeed to these

popular tales. Tales, anecdotes, riddles, legends, et hoc genus

omne, play a great part in the Sacred Books themselves,

and even in the very Suttantas, and that at the precise

points where they are also most in earnest.' Who was it

who preserved for us that immense collection of folklore

of all sorts, the Jatakas ? The people knew the stories no
doubt, but that we kno^v them is a debt we owe to the

1 See, for instance, “Dialogues of the Buddha,” toI. i, pp. 160-164.
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members of the Order. The Jatakas are at one and the

same time both ‘ popular tradition ’ and ‘ church tradition ’

;

and the present essay affords abundant proof that a similar

state of things existed all through the literary history of

Ceylon. There were some hermits among the members of

the Order, and a good manj’' industrious scholars. But as

a rule, to which the scholars at least formed no exception,

the Bhikkhus enjoyed a good joke, or a good stoyy, as much
as the laymen did. And they neither formed a separate

caste, nor were they shut out of the world, nor out of the

hearing of such political traditions and popular lore as were

current among the people. I do not suggest that Professor

Geiger saj's, or thinks, they were. On the contrary, he

claims not only for Mahaniiraa, but for the other Bhikkhus

who composed the later works, a distinct leaning to such

things. But the expressions he uses might sometimes be

interpreted that way.

Perhaps what is here written may be open to a similar

objection. I have naturally selected those points on which

I have a little, something, perhaps, of value, to add to what

the reader will find in Professor Geiger’s book. This should

not be interpreted to mean anything derogatory to its great

and permanent value as the most complete work we have

on the many important subjects it treats with scholarshijr

so thorough (often, indeed, unique) and with judgment so

sober and sound.

T. W. Ehys Davids.

Die buddhistische Philosophie in iheer geschichtlichen

Entwicklung. Ekster Teil : Die philosophische

Grundlage des alteren Budduismus. Von Max
Walleser. pp. 148. (Heidelberg : Carl Winter’s

tTniversitiitsbuchhandlung, 1904.)

We have here an attempt, at once courageous and wise,

of a young writer on philosophy to apply an excellent

philosophical training to the solution of historical problems

from which too many of his colleagues shrink, pretending
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that there is nothing worth the labour involved. Leaving

the discussion of modern definitions of the Ego {Bas Problem

lies Ich; Heidelberg, 1903), which was his maiden effort in

independent criticism, he has boldly and yet, we might say,

by logical sequence, struck into the jungle of Indian

literature, where lie the earliest beginnings in the evolution

of /cA-concepts, and sought to know how far, in respect of

this or other ultimate generalizations, Buddhism can be said

to amount to a ‘ systematic ’ philosophy.

Whether he concludes, or not, that anything so relatively

modern of import as a philosophic system may be vindicated

for the Buddhist Dhamma, is not the most significant feature

in his work—at least in this stage of it. Philosophic critics

may possibly come to find some principle in that doctrine

not unworthy to rank with Plato’s theory of ideas or

Aristotle’s theory of immanence. For that matter the

service to truth and knowledge rendered by these thinkers

does not rest on these famous speculations, nor (fortunately)

do all their scientific judgments and wise utterances flow

logically from them. But it is of interest and significance

that German philosophic training, followed by a brief period

of Oxford Indian studies, should no longer deter a student

from being straightway bitten by the interesting problems
afforded by Buddhist literature.

It will be noted that the present brief volume is the first

instalment of a work which of necessity waits on the further

labours of original research. The marvel is that, himself

taking no direct part herein and engaged otherwise in

academic routine, the author should already have found time

and energy to acquire the remarkable erudition he displays

in Indian and Indological literature. He is keenly alive

to the immense importance of historical perspective in

discussing the genesis and evolution of a great movement
of thought. More than a third of the volume is devoted to

the problem of the history of the Buddhist books. And
even in the remainder, he spends himself so generously on
discussions of literary history that, sometimes, to pervert

a phrase, the trees are less evident than the jungle. But
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it follows also, from this fine historical flair, that his con-

clusions evince grasp and sanity and disinterestedness.

I should have added, sympathetic insight throughout, had

it not been for a few lines which may be intended as

a concession to more orthodox Western and Brahmanic

traditions. I refer to the passage (p. 136) where Buddhism

is said to have failed to soar out of individualistic pessimism

and ‘ miserabilismus ’ to the higher standpoints of a teleo-

logical world-plan. With its
“ acute analysis of the empirical

ego it had actually attained the point whence the transition

to a transcendental interpretation of the psychically im-

manent was easy.” For it needs but a slight degree of

logical susceptibility to be “ instinctively compelled to

hypostatize at least a bearer, a subject of our conscious

processes.”

We seem to hear Hegel and his compeers saying to the

founder of Buddhism :
“ Thou shouldst have been one of us !

”

Or is it the voice of Schopenhauer and von Hartmann,

systematizers, world - planners, and yet pessimists and
^ miserabilists ’ ? And as we ponder, there sound from far

away other voices—“ Serene, pure, radiant lookest thou,

Sariputta, whence comest thou
? ” “I have been alone,

Ananda, in rapture of thought . . . till I rose above

perception of the world without into an infinite sphere of

cognition, and this again melted into nothing . . .

Insight came, and I discerned with the celestial vision the

way of the world, the tendencies of men and their coming

to be, past, present, and yet to come. And all this arose

in me and passed without one thought of Ego-making or

of Mine-making.”

It may be questioned whether any ancient teaching

amounted to anything more systematic than the series of
* standpoints ’ implied and expressed in this glimpse of the

meditations of a great Buddhist. Dr. Walleser himself

judges that the border-line between systematic and un-

systematic philosophy must be drawn only at a later epoch.

By systematic philosophy he imderstands such a com-

prehensive explanation of the world as gives a rational
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harmonious connection between particular facts. In other

words, where our generalizations about facts touch the

confines of what we know, we must go on to hypotheses,

whether verifiable or not.

Now for the orthodox Buddhist, as revealed in the Pitakas

— and the author accepts these as original and genuine

expositions of early Buddhism—the Buddha, even where

he withheld information, knew all about everj'thing :

—

“ He hath discerned all this life o’ the world, the How
and Thus in all

;

Himself detached from all, by all unsw’ay’d.” ‘

And the Dhamma was, for that orthodox Buddhist, a

rounded-off body of doctrine, adequate to explain and to

guide “in this present life.”' The modern critic, seeking

to synthesize the widest generalizations in that doctrine,

finds, in the first place, the adoption of certain data of

current thought and belief, e.g., hosts of intelligent but

non-human beings, karma, sansara, nirviina, the skandhas :

in the next place, two negative generalizations respecting

these things, viz., (1) the non-existence among those beings

of anyone free from sansara, capable of being a First Cause

or a Final Cause
;
and (2) the human being is skandhas, but

nothing more, nothing of a permanent nature : and finally,

some four main positive theories, to wit, (1) becoming and
impermanence is the law of existence

; (2) existence, taken

quantitatively, en bloc, makes for sorrow
; sorrow is evil

;

sorrow may be overcome; (3) cause and effect is a universal

law
; (4) the perfectibility on this present plane of existence

of the human individual.®

To the metaphysical mind the Buddha is no doubt in-

corrigible as to his anti-ego standpoint. Dr. Walleser,

I am glad to see, makes no attempt to help him out of

‘ A., Tol. ii, p. 24 ; Itv., p. 122.

- Sanditthiko.

3 Cf. my reTOw of the Majjhima Nikaya, P.T.S, edition, iu thi.-, Joui-nal,
April, 1902
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it by compromisiug interpretations. But I doubt if the

opposite standpoint is soundly defended, at least for a

mind awake to historical considerations, by ‘ instinctive
’

logic being called in to vindicate it. And with regard to

the other general statements, it ma}% I think, be claimed

that they amount to a Weltaimhauung fit to rank, for

comprehensiveness, intelligibleness, and moral breadth, with

any other put forward by ancient philosophy. In the fact

that it stopped short where it did, that, I’elatively speaking,

it was inductive, that it analyzed the phenomena of life and

consciousness into ultimate data and into universal, eternal

and natural causation, and then dared to stop short and build

its morals and ideals on this positive, inductive basis—in this

fact lies precisely its extraordinary, its unique interest and

value for the history of human ideas. The author himself

expresses precisely this opinion when dealing with the

doctrine of karma (p. 86).

In respect of morals and ideals. Dr. Walleser is disposed

to grudge the term ‘ ethical ’ as descriptive of the Dhamma,

and to substitute ‘ practical,’ in that the Buddha did not

seriously consider “ that velnttoms of ethic.s,

the relation of a man to other men.” This definition may

be true of modern ethics since Kant, but it hardly holds of

the doctrines of such Greek teachers as are generally included

in histories of ethical philosophy. The nature of good and

hedonistic values were for them far more ‘ fundamental,’ nor

did they stay over the question of ‘seeking ojie’s own and

others’ good ’
' more or less than did Gotama.

And affain, when we note that the author commences

his inquiry into the Buddhist view of objective reality, as

“ the ground-problem of all philosophy,” the question may

suggest itself, whether this is a just estimate of aiiciint

thought. Were not thinkers of olden time more occupied

with first and final causes, with the One and the Many, with

life and death as such ?

1 “ Ubhinnaiii attliaiii carati, attano ea p.irassa ca ” (saiiiyutta X, i, l(i2 unir

< Isewhere)

.

j.u.t.'. 190'). 2 (>
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Professor 0. Franke’s able and Interesting contribution

to tbe Kant Centenary Album, “Kant und die altindiscbe

Philosophie,” ^ however, takes the distinction between

phenomena and essence as the one great bond between

Indian thought and the sage of Kdnigsberg, showing thereby

how we may have to recast our perspective in the history

of philosophy, now that we can no longer postpone to take

into account the other half of early human thought west

of the ^gean. And in any case, the attempt to trace how

Buddhism took its turn in groping after a distinction

between an external world as existing independently of the

perceiver, and as, ultimately, the mental construction of the

perceiver, is not only perfectly justifiable, but one of great

interest.

The inquiry opens with a courageous plunge into that

deep, dark, ancient water,^ the Paticca-samuppada, the

swimmer, on first coming up, exclaiming at the unique

wealth of unintelligibles massed into so small a space !

Persisting, he gives us an interesting discussion on ndma-

rupa as representing, to early Indian thought in general,

not the living individual, but “phenomenal existence {Sein)

in its totality,” “ the world as perceptible by sense,” or,

better still, “being {Sein) spread out in the objective sphere.”

As such, it fits into the Nidana-chain well, being object

and content of consciousness [vinndiia), and the source,

through sense {saldyatana), of contact {pkassu). This view

should prove suggestive of discussion by critics more com-

petent than myself, who here will only add a brief comment.

The passages quoted from the earlier Upanisads either make

rather for the view that namarupa refers to a perceptible,

distinguishable individual (person or thing), than for any

more general notion, or are very ambiguous.® Then, in the

Pali canon—there was no need to go, as our author does,

to the commentator for it

—

ndma, in the Suttanta, is defined

^ Zur Erinnerting an Immanuel Kanty No. v
; Halle, 1904.

' ^2 Buddhaghosa ap, Maha Nid. S.—“ black as with exudations of rotten

leaves.’’

2 E.g. nirvahitu (ch, vhi, 14), rendered by anseinauder dehnen in Deussen.
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as tedana, san»a, cefand, phasso, manasikdro,^ and, in the

Abhidhamma, as vedand, mnnd, sahkhdrd, and tinndna, except

where the last is distinguished as a separate niddna? Now
Dr. Walleser, in a brief footnote only, holds that this

definition bears out his view. I am not sure that I follow

bis meaning, so clearly does the Pitaka definition point to

‘ an individual ’ as the import of ndmarupa. Again, the

picture -similes to which he refers in the well-known

Wheel-of-Life drawings—that of a boat (? or raft) crossing

a stream ^—is as applicable to an individual on a stream as

to the stream itself. I agree with the late Lafcadio Hearn

that to understand Buddhist philosophy we need to put away

our inveterate habit of referring to a personality, an ego, in

our interpretations. And the only wa3', indeed, in which it

seems possible to make ndmarupa mean, not an individual,

but the whole phenomenal world, corporeal and mental, is to

conceive the urupino khandhd, as well as riipa, existing as

potential force, with matter, in the universe, in some millions

of cases aggregated into living organisms, but for the most

part scattered, potential, till the resultant force of the acts of

organisms—their karma—effects new aggregates. Probably

the i'inndnadhdtu, now and then ranked as a sixth dhoiu with

the other elements, may have been conceived as this potential

force. Has the author some such explanation as this in his

mind ? If so, it is in line with that mechanical or atomistic,

if he will, but quasi-scientific view of things with which

Buddhism was virtually in sympathy. And if this be

granted, it opens the way to discussing Buddhism with

the least possible use of such terms as ‘ transcendental,’

^ immanence of consciousness,’ or hybrids like ‘ an Absolute

* Majjh. Y. i, 53.

- Dh. S., § 1309; Vibh. 136 ; ci. Bdbgh. Sammoha-vinodani ap. loe.cit. He
.explains the discrepancy bv pointing out that in the former case the sankharak-

khandha is resolved into' cetana, phasso, mana-ikaro. The four incorporeal

skandhas, by the way, are often termed, e.g. in the Patthana and in Buddhaghosa,
ariipino, but never rupim, i.e. having ropa, which would be a contradiction in

terms. The author, I venture to suggest, should have read catvdro ‘’rupinah

skandhdh.

* The ape as representing vihnana refers to the makkata simile (Sathy. N. ii, 95).

The boat and raft similes in this and the Majjh. Nikaya do not help him out.
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becoming accidentally and peripherally conscious ’—terms of

that metaphysical lore which once was Regent for the babe

Science.

But there is, in the Sariiyutta Nika}^ (ii, 22) one passage

that does, on the face of it, seem to support Dr. Walleser’s

theory, and to which I would draw his attention. A human

being is said, through ignorance and craving, to have arrived

at a ‘ kdt/o
’

(body or aggregate). And “ this bodj^ aj/t/'

ttdmarupa mthout {bahuldhd ca ndmnrujmm) are twain, and

because of them twain there is contact and the modes of

sense.” Bahiddhd is usually contrasted with njjhnttai'u

(personal, of the self), the ajjhattam ndmariipam being here

presumably represented by kayo, though the usage is very

unusual. I have just now no opportunity of consulting the

Commentar)' on the passage.

There is no lack of other interesting points ' raised in this

suggestive little work, itself far too slight in compass to

treat adequately, and with full mastery of the contents of the

canonical books, of so rich a theme. The book contains,

properly speaking, a number of prolegomena only to a full

analysis of early Buddhist philosophy, some cardinal tenets

of which it leaves untouched. More than this the author, iu

so brief an interval, could not possibly have achieved. But

he has done much, and we look with grateful expectancv

for more.

Caroline Rhys Davids.

PuBI.IC.YTIONS OF AN AMERICAN ArCH^OLOGICAL EXPEDITION

TO Syria in 1899 - 1900. Part II : ARCHiTEcrifRH

and OTHER Arts. By Howard Crosby Butler, A.M.
4to

;
pp. 433, with 600 illustrations. (Issued bv

“ The Century ” Company, New York City.)

The volume in question is undoubtedly a valuable con-

tribution to the very limited literature of a subject interesting,

not only for the wealth and variety of its examples, but for

I See Prufe.'-or TakakubuV note in tlu.-- Joumal, I'JO.i.
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the very strangeness of their existence, their loneliness, and
the many problems which they raise.

It deals with the architectural remains of a comparatively

small region, described b\’ the author as “ Northern Central

Syria and the Djebel Hauran”—districts lying away to the

north and to the east of the Anti-Lebanon range, and now,

to a great extent, incapable of any extensive cultivation.

Yet here, far from any of the world’s great highways,

away from any navigable stream, with scant water supply,

and a rock}'' soil, are thickly scattered the remains of well-

built towns, temples, churches, villas, tombs, in astonishing

profusion—remains often remarkably complete.

Any book dealing with this subject must be regarded as

supplementary to M. de Vogiie’s admirable work “La Syrie

Gentrale.” In at least one important particular the volume

before us is a valuable supplement to that work. It is

illustrated by photography
;
and no archaeological work

can now be accepted as satisfactory without the aid of

photography. The sun-pictures in Mr. Butler’s book are

the proper complement to the measured drawings of the

Marquis de Vogiie’s; but a reader cannot always have both

books at hand, and Mr. Butler’s photographs would have

had far more value had he, in every case, placed a clearly

marked scale rule against some feature of the building

photographed, or the sculpture represented, to indicate size.

Moreover, the want of a map to this volume is much felt,

for few of the place-names are familiar. It is no excuse

to point to the maps in another volume (even if that be

published yet), for it is too much to assume that one should

have at least two such volumes open at once. Moreovei',

any real student will almost certainly require to have vol. iii,

with the Greek and Latin inscriptions, within reach.

The author divides his subject first into three districts,

namely, Northern Central Syria, Djebel il-Hass, and tlie

Djebel Hauran
;
and in these, again, the architecture is

divided into epochs somewhat differently grouped in each

district. He deals first with the few archaic structures as

to which no definite date can be assigned, and the few, again.
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wWch can be attributed to tbe beginning of our era
;
but^

as was to be expected, it is from the time of Trajan and

Hadrian that the examples become numerous. It was during

the reign of the latter that his pact with the Parthians

must have made all the country between the Euphrates and

the Mediterranean more peaceful and secure than it had been

for centuries
;
and from this time until the opening years

of the seventh century building still went on. That during

the latter half of this period the inhabitants were largely

Christian, the buildings themselves afford ample evidence.

But whence came the wealth to raise these solid and costly

structures, and why, in a region now so devoid of the very

necessaries of existence, there should have been a large and

well-to-do population, are questions yet to be answered.

Mr. Butler points out, in his opening chapter, that the

surface must formerly have been covered with a soil of some

fertility, and shows that the earlier buildings indicate that

timber was once plentiful, and he reasonably attributes the

denudation of the land to the destruction of the timber,

which he infers, from changes in the methods of building,

was gradually becoming scarce. But there is a sad significance

in the dates of the later buildings. The latest seems to be

A.D. 609. In 611 the vast armies of the ruthless destroyer,

Khosroes II, swept across the land, to be followed at no

great interval, by the fanatical Arab followers of Mahomet.
It would seem as if from that time, shattered too h}' earth-

quakes, these ruins remained the startling evidence of past

prosperity and power, standing almost unknown, neglected,

forlorn, desolate.

The value of photographic illustration is well shown in

one kind by the remarkable view (p. 58) of part of a Roman
road

; in another by the picture of a sculptured tomb in

which the inscribed names of the personages can easily

be read. Mr. Butler here mentions the curious fact that

Pococke copied the inscriptions on this tomb, yet makes no
allusion to the sculptures.

Among the tombs occur some of the pyramidal form
familiar to travellers in the so-called ‘Tomb of Zacharias,’
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in the Kedron Valley. Several are dated late in the fourth

century.

The hook has full and complete indexes to both text and

illustrations. Mr. Butler’s descriptions in the text are clear

and careful, nor does he fail to give ample references to the

works of his predecessors. His work is well done. To the

English eye, however, such spellings as ‘ traveler,’ ‘ defense,’

‘ ashler,’
‘
miter,’ and even ‘ meager,’ form a distinct literary

blemish. Indeed, it would be interesting to know on what

model an American writer can found his treatment of the

last three words.

The work is well got up, well printed in good type, and

perhaps its one defect is the high gloss and the enormous

weight of its paper
;

for this quarto volume weighs no less

than ten pounds !

J. D. Grace.

Eecords of the Reign of Tukulti-Vinib I., King of

Assyria about b.c. 1275. By L. W. King, M.A.,

F.S.A. (Loudon ; Luzac, 1904.)

The nation is to be congratulated on the acquisition of

a most important document referring to early Assyrian

history, which has been excellently—-even elaborately^—
published by Mr. King. It is described as a tablet of lime-

stone, 15|- inches high by 1 to 11|- in breadth and 1^ inches

thick. The obverse has 37 and the reverse 30 lines of

exceedingly clear Assyrian writing, such as rejoices the

heart of a translator, whilst all students of such a text

naturally feel indebted to the skilful stone-carver whose

work has placed them in a position to read with ease an

important record.

The occasion of the inscribing of this tablet is regarded

by the author as bavins: been the construction of the wall

' The text is given three times—once iu facsimile (in sections) half-tone blocks,

once in Messrs. Harrison’s larger cuneiform type, and again by means of line

blocks from the author’s copy. The obverse is also given as a plate to show the

appearance of the slab a whole.
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of the city of Kar-Tukulti-Ninib/ beneath which, he

concludes, it was buried in a recess or cavity, or beneath

the foundations. This is probably correct, as inscriptions

on the surface are almost sure to suffer considerably from

weathering, and the destructive tendencies of passers-by in

time of peace, to say nothing of the depredations of enemies.

According to the inscription, the city called Kar-Tukulti-

Xinib was built by the command of Bel “bej’ond my city

of the god Ashur,” by which the old capital of Assyria

(Assur) is evidently intended. Whether there be, in this,

evidence of an attempt to supersede the old capital of Assyria

and its temple is uncertain, but not improbable. It was to

be “the seat of my royalty,” and he built therein “a temple

of Ashur, Hadad, Samas, Nin-ib,- Nusku, Nergal, Iminabi,

and Istar, the great gods, my lords.” Ashur, or Assur,

was therefore to he the chief divinity of the new city also.

Canals were made leading direct to the shrines of the gods,

whereby the regular offerings might be confirmed to them

tma Claris, ‘ for ever.’

But the principal points of interest are naturally those

historical statements which refer to the king’s foreign

relations. Besides the usual titles “king of the world, king

of Assyria, king of the four regions,” he states also that

he was “ king of Kardunias, king of the land of Sumer and

Akkad, king of the upper and lower sea, king of the high-

lands and the broad plains, king of Subaru, Qutu, and king

of all the lands of Na’iri.” This naturally testifies in

a remarkable manner to the extent of the conquests of

Assyria in those early days of her history, and is emphasized

when Tukulti-Ninib goes into details. At the beginning

of his reign he conquered the land of Qutu, the land of

Uqumanu, the land of Elhunia, and the land of Sarnida

—

' In this notice the old reading- Tukulti-Xinib is retained, that being the for7u

used bj Mr. King. In reality, however, the name seems to have been Tukulti-
Enu-restu, or something similar (see the Journal of the E.A.S. for lanuarj,

p. 206). He was son of Shalmaneser I, grandson of Adad-nirari, and great-

grandson of Arik-den-ili, as Delitzsch has shown that Pudi-ilu is to be read.

* Bnu-restu (?).
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the land of Mehru4 After referring to the tribute he
I'eceived, he goes on to say that at that time he burned in

the fire the lands of Qurtu, Kummuhu, Pussu, Mummu,
Alzu, Madanu, Nihanu, Alaya, Tearzu or Teubzu, Purukuzzu,
and the whole of the broad land of Subaru, all of these being

districts in the neighbourhood of North Syria. Traversing

places hitherto untrodden by kings, he defeated forty kings

of the lands of Na’iri, placing tax and tribute upon them
tor all time to come. Finally, he states that, with the help

of Ashur, Bel, and Samal, his gods, and Istar, princess of

heaven and earth, he joined battle with Bibeasu, king of

Kar-Dunias, defeating his army, capturing the Kassite king

himself, and trampling with his feet “on the neck of his

lordship like dirt.” This enabled him to extend the frontiers

of his land as far as the “lower sea of the rising of the sun,”

i.e. the Persian Gulf. It is noteworthy that Bibeasu, at

first called king of Kar-Dunias (Babylonia), is afterwards

designated “ king of Kassu,” which, from his name, was

evidently his native place. Hilprecht has already pointed

out, that this is the Bibe of the Babylonian canon of kings,

which, it may be noted, makes no mention of Tukulti-Ninib’s

rule in Babylonia, which, however, is mentioned in the

Babylonian Chronicle.

All the historical points and diflSculties are well discussed,

and many inscriptions in connection with this new record are

published, including portions of the Assyrian “ Synchronous

History” and the Babylonian Chronicle, the text of whicli

was published in the Journal of the Bojml Asiatic Society in

October, 1894, pp. 807-833. At that time I regarded the

Tukulti-Ninib and his son Assur-nasir-apli, mentioned in

that inscription, col. iv, as being the second rulers bearing

^ Thus (without the punctuation) in the original. The author points out that

the land of Mehru was so called from the >«M/M-trees which grew there. Are Me
to understand from this passage that Qutu, ITqunianu, Elhunia, and Sarnida were
also habitats of the same tree, or is it only the last-named ? It is difficult to

imagine that the copula ‘ and ' has been placed betore Samidu instead of Mehru,
though this is possible. Mr. King translates ; “ the Kuti and the Ukumani and
the lands of Elkhunia and Shamida and Mekhri.”
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those names. Mr. King, however, gives another translation

of the first line of the fourth column, which he reads

[. . I?] ^ T « • a]-bi-ik-ti

D.P. Bi-be-[ia-su], ‘the defeat of Biheiasu,’ the king

mentioned in the 33rd line of the obverse of the new record

of which he treats. Judging from the traces shown in the

facsimile published on p. 51, this reading is correct, but one

would prefer to express an opinion upon the passage with

a really well-executed photo-lithograph before one, instead

of a process-block, for upon such reproductions of texts no

conclusion with regard to doubtful points can possibly be

formed. Mr. King also confirms Professor Hilprecht’s

statement that the name of f ^ [>-<] D.P. Bi-be-a-su,

king of Kar-Dunias (Babylonia), occurs in the first line of

the corresponding paragraph of the Synchronous History.^

On the whole, this is an excellent and most useful mono-

graph, gi'ing much new material® and correcting errors

inseparable from first publications, the author being in an

enviably advantageous position, of which he has made the

fullest use. Scholars will look forward to the other volumes

of the series, of which this is the first, with considerable

interest.

T. G. Pinches.

* This is all the moie necessary in that the obtaining of a sight of an exhilnted

tablet at the British Museum (to say nothing of a careful examination such a»

this passage would need) is quite an affair of state.

2 Another improved rendering has been obtained by Mr. King by detaching tin

name “Bel” from Tukulti-Assur (J.E.A.S. for October, 1894, pp. 814, S'i'i,

1. 12, and 826). The passage then reads “ For 6 years, until (the time ol;

Tukulti-Assm-, Bel was residing in Assyria—he went ^Jack) to Babylon in tin-

time of Tukulti-Assur.” He suggests that Tukulti-Assur- was the successor

of Tukulti-Kiuib, in which case ^sur-uasir-apli, the son who revolted against

him, did not succeed him.

^ His reading of the name ol king Sagarakti-Surias on Sennacherib’s tablet,

referring to the recovery of his seal is especially noteworthy. (I came acros-

the form Sa-ga-ra-nl:-ti-h(r-yi>-as sometime ago.)
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Choix de Textes relatifs a la Divination assvro-

BABTLONiENNE, par ALFRED BoissiER, Di". Phil. (Geneve

:

Henry Kiindig, 1905.)

In this little volume of 275 pages and 4 plates, we have

a mass of material well-arranged and excellently discussed,

dealing with some of the most difficult documents in the

domain of Assyro- Babylonian literature. Though similar

inscriptions have been known to Assyriologists since 1870,

when the third volume of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of

Western Asia, published by Sir Henry Rawlinson and George

Smith, was issued, very little progress has hitherto been

made in translating the tablets of which it consists, and the

work which is the subject of this notice will be welcomed,

not only by all who take an interest in the history of the

belief in omens, forecasts, auguries, and similar methods of

attempting to penetrate the future, but also by students of

the Bab}'lonian language and sign-list, on account of the

words used therein, as well as their arrangement and

connection.

Beffinninff with forecasts from animals, the author gives

passages from inscriptions of which the subjects are serpents,

creatures called katnunti and katarni, scorpions, sheep,

dogs, etc., sometimes giving the original text, sometimes

translating his Documents assyriens relatifs aiijs Presages. This

portion of the work one would have liked to see extended,

as it is much more comprehensible than the tablets referring

to augury. From it the reader learns that it was generally

an unfortunate thing to meet a serpent, especially in Nisan

and lyyar, though omens for all the months of the year

are given in the original. To lessen the threatened evil, the

man had to perform certain rites. When a serpent fell

(probably = darted) in a downward direction before a man,

and this took place towards the right, it w^as a bad sign, but

if towards the left, he realized his desire. From one of

these omens we learn that the word for ‘to hiss’ is ramamu,

the root of the name of the god Rimmon, ‘ the thunderer,’

from which may be surmised that it originally meant ‘to
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make a threatening noise,’ and probably obtained the

meaning ‘ to roar
’ on account of its being used frequently

in connection with the god of the atmosphere and storms.

The text quoted in the portion treating of omens from

scorpions has some important words referring to the members

of the bodj' from the thighs downwards, but more material

is needed before they will all be satisfactorily rendered.

The following will give an idea of these portents :

—

If a scorpion sting his right as/^u (? ankle), misfortune

will seize him.

If a scorpion sting his left mitu, he will see success.

More interesting, however, in the present state of our

knowledge, is the sliort description of the scorpion given

by the text in the incantation after the omens :

—

“ Recite the incantation in the presence of the scorpion’s

sting, and the man . . .
.”

“ Incantation : Mmnimu urii nisi ahus Her

'the scorpion’s) horns are set like (those of) a mountain-bull,

her tail is curved like (that of) a mighty lion. The god

Bel has built a house—may the little finger of Bel bring

a tile (?) ' at its roofing, a brick of lapis -lazuli at its

traversing.- Thou bast been oversated with water—may
he accept (?) the libation, and may his great hand fall upon

the man. Incantation ended.” ^

The forecasts derived from dogs are such as would be

expected in an Eastern city where they are numerous, and

several of their habits are referred to. Besides an unlikely

impropriety or two, the following improbable omen occurs :

—

“If a dog destroy the kindled fire in the house of a man,

in that house there wilt be a command.” ^

It is difiicult to pass in review the large portion devoted

to auguries, interesting as they are, the ti’anslations being

’ My copy has amnra (the character tor ra doubtful).

- Siibalkitti. This probably refers to the first orossiu" ot the threshold after
tile house’s completion.

3 Dr. Boissier’s translation differs from the above.

* Omens from inanimate objects—the waggon or chariot, the date-palm, the
bow {kaStu or tilpdnu)—also exist, but these the author will probably treat
ot later.
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in most cases merely provisional, and preparations for the

clearer renderings which, it is hoped, may soon be obtained.

If we only knew what the HA, the SI, the GIR, the SU-SI

(generally ' finger the 3 GIS - KU (generally = kakku^
‘ weapon ’), and numerous other expressions really were, these

texts would have a much greater value. As it is, the thanks

of all are due to Dr. Boissier for the most courageous and

intelligent way in which he has attacked the dreaded riddles

which this class of literature presents in such exhaustless

quantity. As a specimen of the more intelligible of these

auguries the following may be quoted ;

—

“ Si dans I’interieur du sommet du >ia le U est pose, le

maitre non puissant (litter, grand) mourra, chute du pretre,

le sacrificateur au commencement de I’annee mourra, ou le

fils de I’homme mourra, si sa partie anterieure au cote il

saisit, dans le combat chute de celui qui raarche en fete de

inon armee.
“ L’ombre (la protection) du dieu Usan au roi bonne

;
si

un mehru dans le comblement du fleuve du TF est place,

n y aura — ? . . . .” (P.65,11.11-13.)

The following, which refer to dreams, seem to give the

archaic Babylonian expressions for ‘ yes ’ and ‘ no ’ {anni ^

and ula)

:

—
“If a god answer a dreamer once ‘ Yes,’ he will have

realization of his desire.” If the answer was repeated twice,

it was consent (?) ;
thrice, a decided yes or a decided grace

or favour; four or five times, a burning’ (assent).

“ If a god answer a dreamer once ‘ No,’ rejection of his

desire.” If the answer were repeated twice he had his desire

(the negative being expected, probablj'). Thrice, on the

other hand, was a decided negative [iillu kinu)

;

four or five

times, a burning (dissent).

The book concludes with a fragment of a “ Liber de

Prodigiis ”— a tablet containing prodigies “collected by

* Or aan>ti. As the words tor • decided yes ' or favour ' are aitiin kinu, it i--

clear that popular opinion regarded them as coming from the same root. This

is also the case with ulu and uUu, which mav really be connected.

- Niphu.
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a Babylonian Julius Obsequens.” Tbis refers to such things

as a cut-off head covered with sweat (?), a mare which had

a horn on the left side of her head, a sheep with four horns,

a bearded woman, etc., etc. Such things as these were

recorded in Babylonia until a very late date, like the goat

which brought forth fifteen young at one time.' The tablet

translated by M. Boi.ssier is exceedingly mutilated, and no

tiustworthy rendering of it can be given until the text is

completed. It seems to have contained nothing but the

bare statements that the things referred to had been seen

—

may it not be a list of titles of works ?

The book of Dr. Boissier is a noteworthy production, and

Assyriologists will look forward to the “ Sketch of Assyro-

Babylonian Divination ” and “ Glossary of Assjffian words

in language of Augurj',” which he is now preparing for

publication.

The plates give the model of an ox’s hoof inscribed with

auguries found by Mr. Eassam at Kouyunjik, and the large

fragment with diagrams numbered K. 2086, etc. Both are

reproduced by means of the unsatisfactory half-tone process,

and the photographs of the hoof are accompanied by

drawings.

T. G. Pinches.

On Yu.\n-Chwang’s Travels in Indi.a (629-645 a.d.).

Vol. I. By the late Thomas Watters, M.E.A.S.

Edited by Professor T. W. Ehys Davids, F.B.A.,

and Dr. S. W. Bushell, M.D., C.M.G. (London :

Oriental Translation Fund, n.s., vol. xiv. Royal Asiatic

Society.)

The Oriental Translation Fund has done us once a»ain

a great service by issuing a work of the greatest importance

for the study of the history and geography of India. It

was very fortunate that a scholar like Mr. Watters, who

' See “ The Old Testament in the Light of Records of Assyria and Babyloma ”

tS.P.C.K., 1904), p. 484.
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was admirably qualified for the subject, should have taken

up the study, and that the publication should have been

carried out under the able editorship of Professor Rhys

Davids and Dr. Bushell.

Mr. Watters modestly called his work “Notes on Yuan-

Chwang’s Travels in India.” It is, however, practicallj'

a new translation of the whole text, so far as we can judge

from the volume just published, the portions omitted being

of little or no value for practical purposes. The first volume

includes a note on the life of Thomas Watters (1840-1901)

by Dr. Bushell, and another on the name “ Yuan-Chwang ”

b}^ Professor Rhys Davids; also a special chapter by the

author on the Title and Text of the Hsi-yii-chi, and a note

on the much discussed Introduction of the original text itself.

As regards the actual text of the Travels, it brings us across

the Chinese frontier down to the sacred Jetavana of Siavastl.

The work in almost every page is marked by wonderful

clearness and convincing accuracy, especially as to the

identification of Indian names and places. The author

corrects several improbable and often impossible theories

advanced by his predecessors, Julien, St. Martin, Cunningham,

Beal, etc., and clears up once for all many obscure passages

which had been previously unintelligible owing to the limited

knowledge of the subject then available. His work practically

embodies all the results of the researches made by previous

scholars and explorers, as well as those of the minute

investigations conducted by himself. When we examine the

names of the books to which he refers in his notes, we are

surprised to discover how well versed he was in all the

important Buddhist texts, not only those contained in the

Chinese pitaka collection, but also several works never

included in it
;
and we are still more surprised to see how

well he knew where to look for information on diverse

subjects among the vast number of Chinese books, both

sacred and secular, many of them existing only in some

isolated libraries in Japan. He probably spent some time

in preparatory study with a view to understanding Yuan-

Chwang more completely.
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In view of his great success in the execution of the work

a few slips of the pen in regard to minor points are scarcely

Avorth mentioning here. But I shall refer to one or two

which, if left unnoticed, might mislead some interested

readers.

When he corrects Julien, in translation especially, he is

generally right, and is supported by proofs from other

sources. But when he is speaking of the Sanskrit names of

the ‘ Five Sciences ’ given Julien he represents (p. 157)

the French savant as restoring the names entirel}- from hia

own conjecture, and in one case even goes so far as to say

that Julien discovered his error afterwards. But the ‘ Five

Sciences ’ (paucavidyasthana), unknown as they are tu

brahmin literature, were preserved and studied as useful

knowledge among the Buddhists. The nomenclature may be

entirely Buddhistic, yet it is not Julien’s at all, because

the names are found in the JMahavyutpatti, 76, 1-5, as

(1) Sabdavidya (Grammar); (2) Hetuvidyii (Logic);

(3) Adhyatmavidyii (Subjective Science)
; (4) Cikitsilvidyii

(Medicine)
; (5) Silpakarmasthanavidya (Arts and Crafts)

—thus perfectly justifying Julien’s restorations. If Julien

recognized his mistake in ‘ Hetuvidyii ’ and thought it ought

to have been ‘ J7yaya,’ the explanation may be that he had

forgotten the source from which he originally drew his

information.

In his notes on the Buddhist Council said to have been

held under King Kaniska (pp. 270-278) Mr. Watters clears

up several doubtful points important for the history of

Buddhism. That the supposed Council of Kaniska was not

to settle the canonical texts, but to draw up commentaries,

is no longer open to question. Whether, however, such

a Council drew up the existing commentaries is still disputed,

and Mr. Watters maintains the negative, for the simple

reason that one of the official commentaries (Mahavibhasa)

relates a miracle which it says occurred /o/v«er/>/ in the reign

of that king.

Vasumitra, moreover, who is reputed to have been the

Head of the Council of Compilation, is mentioned and quoted
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in the book just referred to. These seem to be strong

grounds of argument, but, as Watters himself points out,

there appear to have been several Vibhasas and several

Vasumitras (seven or eight) ; and this makes any conclusion

hazardous which is based upon any one of them singly.

Besides, the Mahavibhasa is not a commentary, properly

speaking. The work seems to me to be a record or collection

of notes taken orall}’^ from the learned referees present at the

Council, as well as of quotations from ancient authors of

various schools. In this case the frequent occurrence, in the

text, of Vasumitra, Parsva, etc., who are said to have been

the elders at the Council, will he quite natural, and

consequently’ quotations from their opinions are not from

their books but from their utterances. At any rate, the

opinions recorded of the Kashmir and Gandhiira schools of

the Abhidharmika teachers, which are referred to as

contemporaneously existing, are certainly not quotations

from books.

The Council, whether held under Kaniska or soon after

him, drew up very' likely only the Vibhasii on the Abhi-

dharma as represented by Katyiiyanlputra’s Jnanaprasthana

belonging to the Sarvastivadins. But the compilation of the

Upadesa on the Sutras and of the Vibhiisa on the Yinaya

may be a fiction altogether. Again, there is no evidence that

any other schools than the Sarvastivadins took part at all in

this Council of Compilation.

The whole aflfair was therefore Hlnayanist, and had

nothing to do with the Mahayana system. All arguments

about the Council and its works will be valueless until the

Mahavibhasa—an encyclopaedia of Buddhist philosophy ^—
is translated into one of the European languages.

Mr. Watters represents (p. 278) Asvaghosa, the vice-

president of the Council according to one account, as writing

his composition of the Vibhasa on stone. But unfortunately

he is never represented so in the Life of Vasubandhu, which

is Mr. Watters’s authority, as can be seen from my trans-

lation {Ton(j-pao, July’, 1904). Perhaps the mistake arose

' Compaie Watters, p. 278.

UI0.3. 27
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in confusing the edict forbidding the Vihhasa being taken

out of the country (which was published on stone) with the

Vibhasa itself.

The name of one of the Indian alphabets, Kharostha

(Kharosthi), he says (p. 153), is translated in Chinese by
‘ Ass-ear.’ This is evidently a slip of the pen, for the

Chinese translation is ‘ Ass-lip ’ correctly.

A Chinese annotator, he says (p. 328), has suggested

that ‘ stupa ’ here is a mistake for
‘
place.’ This is quite

a misunderstanding on the part of Mr. Watters. The

annotator simply says that the particle (which follows

the word) ‘stupa,’ ought to be corrected to ‘place.’

As to the ‘ Three ways of transmigration ’ (p. 371), he

introduces a curious explanation, i.e. the “ ways of pain, of

perplexity, and of moral action.” This, however, refers to

the three gatis, the worst half of the six gatis, namely, the

hells (naraka), brute creation (tiryagyoni), and departed

(hungry) spirits (preta).

The name of Vasubandhu’s mother, ‘ Bilindi,’ and that of

his younger brother, ‘ Bilindi-bhava,’ given by Mr. M^atters

(p. 210), ought to be respectively ‘Virinci’ and ‘ Virinci-

vatsa,’ as I have represented them in my translation of the

Life of Vasubandhu {Tong-pao, l.c.).

The ‘ Yidyamatrasiddhi
’ (t^ f^), a well-known work

of Vasubandhu, and a textbook of the Yogacarya system

(p. 370), ought to be restored to the ‘ Yijfiana-matra-siddhi.’

The origin of this mistake, which is not Mr. Watters’s at all,

arose from the Tibeto-Chinese Catalogue compiled in the

Council of Kubilai Khan (1280—1294) in China, which

transcribes the first part of the name with Ch.

‘ wei-ti-ya ’ (vidya), which M. Julien and Dr. Nanjio

followed.

Kuei-chi (died 682), however, a disciple of Yuan-
Chwang, says in his commentary on the text that the name
is ft S ® PS SO ^ ‘ Pi-zo-ti-ma-ta-la-ta

hsi-ti,’ which will be something like ‘ Yijnati-matra-ta-

siddhi.’ A Tibetan work, too, by Eatnasambhava seems to

have something like ‘ Yijnavati-matra-ta-siddhi.’
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These clearly show that this original had some w'ord

derived from ‘ vijiia,’ but not ‘ vidya,’ and this is fully borne

out b}' the evidence that can be adduced from other sources,

such as ‘ Yijnanasti-tva-matra-vadinah ’ (Sahkaracarya’s

bhasya on the Vedanta siitras)
;

‘ Vijnanamatram atroktam

yogacaryena dhimata’ (Sarvasiddhanta saihgraha)
;

‘ Vijilana-

matrika ’ (Lahkavatara)
;
and ‘ Vijiianavadinah ’ of other

texts. Thus we are perfectly justified in using ‘ Vijilana-

matra ’ for the hitherto accepted ‘ Vidyamatra.’

The use of Sanskrit and Pali forms side by side was

intentional, as the author himself would have us understand

(p. vi)
;
but a want of uniformitt' in spelling is unfortunately

noticeable throughout the book, such as Fang-chih, Fang-

chieh
; t‘u-shih, t‘eu-shih; sammatijm, sammitiya; Traya-

strimsa, Tayastimsa
;

uttpalavarnl, utpalavarna
;

Sravasti,

Sravasti
;
Asafiga, Asanga

;
sarahitii, sanhitii

;
etc. We meet

some of these frequently.

The regrettable point of the work is that it contains

a comparatively great number of mistakes in Chinese

•characters. To those who read Chinese, and intend to

study Mr. Watters’s arguments, these mistakes are rather

misleading.

This is, let it be remarked in conclusion, an important

and indispensable work by one of the ablest of scholars, and

attractive to students of Indian history and geography,

as w’ell as to those of Chinese Buddhism. It will form

a valuable and permanent memorial of its much lamented

author.

J. Takakusu.

RECENT ARABIC PEBLICATIONS IN THE EAST.

The Iliad of Homer, translated into Arabic verse, with

Introduction, Notes, Glossary, and Indices. By Sulaiman
al-Bistani. (Cairo : Hilal Press, 1904.)

This work was received with enthusiasm by the Cairene

Press, and for the first time probably in the literary history

of the East a banquet was given in honour of the talented
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author. Shepheard’s Hotel was decorated and illuminated,

and a company of a hundred, including the most eminent

Egyptian writers, both Christian and Mohammedan, sat down

to celebrate the publication of the work to which Sulaiman

Bistani had devoted the best years of his life. The Muktataf

for last July contains a full report of the speeches delivered

there by Sarruf, the Sayyid Rashid, and others, as well as

the author’s reply.

This enthusiasm seems to have been well merited. There

is no doubt that the Arabic language is undergoing

a renaissance, and there is every likelihood of its again

becoming a great literary vehicle. This renaissance will

be greatly aided by the reproduction in it of the great

European classics, which still retain their place as the basis

of the higher education and as models of taste and style.

And, unlike those old translators from the Greek via Syriac,

whose methods are justly characterized by Abu Sa'Id

al-SirafI in the dialogue published in the January number,

Mr. Bistani has done his best to reproduce a work of art

artistically. If Homer has had to wait till 1904 to appear

in an Arabic dress, he has at least found a translator who
has done his utmost to render him worthil}'.

That there was no earlier translation of the Iliad into Arabic

seems certain, though Homer’s name is not unfrequentlv

mentioned by Moslem authors. The reasons for this lie

partly in the great difficulty of rendering a Greek epic into

a language which had not even the beginnings of epic

poetry ;
but doubtless far more in the hostile attitude which

Islam assumed towards everything that savoured of idolatry

or polytheism. Only Christian scholars could have even

attempted the task in the time of the Caliphate; and thev

would have exposed themselves to the suspicion of hankering

after or even harbouring the old idolatry.

In one of the introductory chapters the translator gives

a history of his undertaking. As early as 1887 he began
rendering portions at random from an English translation

compared with one in French. These specimens were
exhibited by him to various friends, wlio expressed their
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approval and encouraged him to continue. He started

afresh at the beginning of the Iliad, but was bewildered

by the differences which he observed between the translations

which he had been employing, and so determined to learn

the language of the original before continuing. He was

fortunate in obtaining the help of one of the Jesuit

missionaries, who put him in the way of acquiring the

necessary familiarity with the Greek tongue. He was then

compelled to travel for some years in Persia and India,

during which time he had to put the Iliad aside, except for

occasional hours which he could devote to it “on mountain

tops, on the deck of a steamer, or in a railway carriage.”

In Constantinople, where he resided for many years, he

had the advantage of the society of some learned Greeks,

who were devoted to Homer, and wnlling to give their

opinion on difficult passages.

When he had finished his translation he felt that the

work would be unintelligible to the Arabic reader without

a commentary, and he started compiling one on a new plan.

This was to illustrate the Homeric ideas from Arabian

antiquity, which does indeed furnish appropriate parallels

to many of them. For this purpose he read through some

two hundred Arabic poets, besides a great quantity of

non-Arabic literature. Although then the translation had

been finished by 1895 this additional labour took him till

1902. The work finally, which occupies over 1,200 large

octavo pages, with the verses fully vocalized, had to be

printed at the author’s expense.

The Preface further gives an ' account of the internal

difficulties which the author had to face, and how he

surmounted them. One of these was the transliteration or

representation of proper names ;
the author has tried to

render their appearance in Arabic dress tolerable, but many
of them cannot fail to look barbarous.

A much more serious difficulty was that of metre, for,

though rich in metres, the Arabic language possesses no

epic metre—unless indeed the rejez couplet bear some

analogy to the metre employed by the classical languages
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for didactic poetry
;
but it would not be sufficiently dignified

for a version of the Iliad. The translator’s solution of this

problem has been to divide the books of the Iliad into

paragraphs, which he has versified in ten different metres,

according to the nature of the subject. He has endeavoured

to make some observations on the motives which induce

the Arabic poets to select one or other metre for a particular

poem, and based his procedure on them.

At times he has substituted for the simple metre of the

original a highly elaborate form of stanza. In this he has

the countenance of some English translators who ha\e

rendered parts of Homer in the Spenserian stanza, the terzn

rirna, and ballad metres.

A few specimens of the translation may be quoted, and

first one of simple narrative, for which the Tawil metre

has been employed (Iliad, i, 187)

:

IL— ...i i 1 1

1 Jj It *

tS

^
Jo H

!_?-

'A

The simplicity and solemnity of the rhythm seems to

correspond with that of the original better than would

have been deemed possible considering the difference of

the metrical systems. Had it not been for the rhyme, which

could scarcely have been preserved through a whole book,

the author would probably have adopted this measure for

the whole work. Here are the renderings of two famous

passages, in which rather complicated and elaborate metres

have been employed.

Iliad, ix, 502 : /cat yap re Xiral eiVt zito? Kovpoi p,eydXoio.

‘S !1
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^ ^ d-^3 ^ uV nt 1 I— ^ 1

1*1—»- l^^_*_->_AJi_J I'Uyi ^^ji\ L-^Aj

^ \ AmJ

^

A !!» ^ A' \ Lj

1a_^ ijr^. u-^ A—«9 ,_^-A_lJ J,_j^Jl L^Ji

\^] IlUj —“—"* ‘^— ^^<l-la-A-j

‘Prayers ’ (Xirai) are rendered by mlawat and ‘Ate’ by zallah,

literally ‘a slip of tbe foot.’ Perhaps it is difficult to suggest

anything better
;
but Ate seems too vigorous a person to be

adequately represented by ‘ a slip.’

Iliad, vi, 459 ; koll iroTe tl<; ei'n-rjat, from the scene between

Hector and Andromache

:

•^*^1 ^_5—

i

^ AJ AA!1

A_jJk_s^l ^^A_J (*—

^

4—A ^ lij ...'? J

liT-^ Ij^ :

y..j—^ 'T-^' cA ij-^.

M ^j'i\ U j)] lLO-

Ia—a ^^yc*,aALA

The excellence of the versification is apparent. In the

matter of language the translator has followed the example

of the best classical poets, whose diction is choice, but not

obscure. He has indeed provided the book with a glossary

of the harder terms, but the educated reader will not often

have occasion to use it.

On the other hand, the above specimens will show that the

rendering is somewhat freer than from the translator’s

statements in his preface would have been expected. In

some cases his alterations of the text appear quite
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unintelligible. Tbus at the beginning of the poem the Muse

is asked which of the gods stirred up enmity between

Agamemnon and Achilles, and replies “Phoebus.” The

translator makes the question “ which god decided ? ” and

the answer “ Phoebus and Zeus.”

The introduction—200 pages long—contains a quantity of

interesting matter, and shows that the translator has made

himself acquainted with a considerable portion of the

literature on the Homeric question, which since the time

of F. A. "Wolf has rolled onward like a flood. It is natural

that Mr. Bistani should sympathize with the ultra

-

conservatives on this question, even to the extent of quoting
“ Herodotus’s Life of Homer ” as a serious authority, and

declaring the Wolfian hypothesis quite exploded. Some
valuable chapters are occupied with the drawing of parallels

between the Arabian JahiUyyah, or pre-Islamic period, and

(ireek heroic antiquity; some others with the history of

Arabic poetry, and an endeavour to define the characteristics

of the diflerent periods and their chief representatives. The

work is illustrated with a fair number of engravings, being

reproductions of ancient monuments.

It may be hoped that this work will have a large

circulation in Arabic-speaking countries, and the perusal

of it may be heartily recommended to those here who are

proceeding to the study of Arabic after pursuing a course

of classical philology. The translator’s command of the

“ perspicuous Arabic language ” is so thorough that the

learner could have no better guide
;
and acquaintance with

the Arabic Iliad would facilitate the- understanding of that

Arabic poetry which many accomplished scholars find

diflicult and unattractive. The European scholar will by
no means be deterred by the price, £1, which for so

splendid a volume seems exceedingly moderate
;

but will

it not be somewhat prohibitive in the East ? Perhaps,

however, the translator will see his way to producing a more
modest edition which will bring the Iliad within the reach

of the youth of the East. It will then be seen whether the

educational value of old Homer’s verse, which is stiU so
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•highly appreciated in Europe, will be found to hold good in

Egypt, Syria, and the less advanced countries where Arabic

is spoken and read.

D. S. Margoliouth.

The Htjnting-grotind of the Forager and the Fountain

OF THE Thirsty {Nuj‘at nl-rd'U n-ashir‘af al-icarid).

By the Sheikh Ibr.ahTm ai.-A'.azajT. Vol. I. (Cairo:

Ma'arif Press, 1904.)

This work is an Arabic Synonymik, or collection of phrases

of similar import, but all of classical authority, arranged

according to subjects. The first volume begins with the

human form, proceeds to the senses, the moral qualities, the

bodily and mental affections, and ends with social distinctions.

It is intended for the use of Arabic stylists, and the author,

the son and literar}' heir of the celebrated Nasif al-Yiizaji,

is himself so highly esteemed as a writer of Arabic that

it would be presumptuous to criticise his pmcepta styli

Arahici. He has, of course, some famous predecessors in

this line : the classical works of Ibn al-SikkIt (the Tahdhib)

and Tha'alibI (Fikh al-lughah) are similar both in arrange-

ment and contents to the one before us. The Sheikh’s lists

of synonyms are, however, more copious than those to be

found in older works, and he elucidates all difficulties in

brief notes. Philologists would doubtless like to be told

something of the origin of the phrases, where they first

occur, and how the Arabs come to have so many expressions

for the same idea. All such considerations—ivhich, indeed,

would lead to lengthy dissertations—are excluded by the

practical character of the book. We hope the remaining

volumes may soon appear.

The Book of Sovereignty and Government {Kitdb al-

imdmali ical-siyasah). By Ibn Kutaibah (ob. 270 a.h.).

Edited by Muhammad Mahmud .al-RafiT. Two
volumes. (Cairo ; Nile Press, 1904.)

For this work only moderate gratitude is due to the
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editor, since it has long been known in Europe to be

spurious (see Brockelmann, i, 122), and even a cursory

perusal shows it to be a historical romance. The author’s

object is the glorification of ‘ All and his sons, for which

purpose he invents the most improbable anecdotes, or

misrepresents the best attested facts of history. He revels

in letters and speeches, reports lengthy debates, and produces

correspondence between all the persons who played important

parts in the wars of succession that followed on the murder

of Othman ;
one can only regret that it is all the product of

the faucy, often resembling very closely the matter embodied

in Nahj al-balaghah. Probably the most felicitous of the

author’s inventions is the romantic story of Mu'awiyah and

Yazid, and their unsuccessful attempt to obtain for the

latter Urainib, wife of ‘Abd al-Salam, and the most beautiful,

accomplished, and wealthy woman of the time. ‘Abdallah

Ibn Salam is induced to divorce bis wife in the idea that he

will get the Caliph’s daughter
;

but the messenger who
is sent by Mu'awiyah to demand her hand for Tazid

discovers that Husain, son of ‘All, is also a suitor, and

advises IJrainib to give Husain the preference. ‘Abdallah,

son of Salam, loses his whole fortune except a treasure-chest

which he had deposited with his former wife, and begs

Husain to induce his wife to restore it. Husain assents, but

stipulates that ‘Abdallah must ask for it in person ; and this

leads to a romantic meeting between ‘Abdallah and Hrainib,

aflfected by which the magnanimous Husain abandons his

claim to TJrainib, who is reunited to her former husband.

Probably the author’s fancy is more brilliant than that of

the pseudo-Wakidr ; but there is always a danger of such

works being mistaken for real history, and the editor ought

not to have published the book without giving some warning

concerning its character. The printing is excellent, and

there appear to be very few errors.
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Deliverance after Stress [Al-Faraj ba‘d al-shiddah), by

Abu ‘AlI al-Muhassin al-TanukhT (ob. 384 a.h.).

Edited by Muhammad al-ZuhrT al-Gthasirawi at the

cost of Mahmud Efendi Riyad. Two volumes. (Cairo :

Hilal Press, 1903—4.)

Of this book it ma}'^ with justice be said that au edition

has long been a desideratum. It enjo3'ed so much popularitj'

when it was first composed that a Rabbi thought proper to

produce a similar book for the benefit of his compatriots

;

and it is familiar to all Arabic scholars from the allusion

to it in Hariri’s Makamas. Much of the matter which it

contains is highly entertaining, and might be popular in an

English translation.

As the name of the book implies, all the stories are

cases of deliverance from some danger or misfortune that

seemed hopeless, and in most of these cases either the Koran

or the Prophet plaj’s a part. A fair number must be

regarded as either historical or at least founded on fact.

Such is the tale of a bedridden woman, who, after years of

paralysis, begged that she might be either cured or killed.

The Prophet appeared to her in a dream, took her hand,

and helped her to rise
;

presently she woke, and found

herself able to walk without assistance. The author, who
gives this story from two sources, also declares that he

was personally acquainted with the woman, whose name
and Baghdad address he commimicates, and about whose

history he gives other minute details. One anecdote that is

worthy of Elammarion’s Inconnu is of a citizen of Baghdad
who had squandered his fortune, and in distress took to

fervent prayer. In a dream he was told to go to Egypt,

where he would prosper. He goes thither, but can find

no employment, and is about to take to begging when he

is arrested by a policeman as a vagrant. To this policeman

he tells his story. “ Fool you must be !
” replied the

policeman :
“ I had a similar dream myself, telling me

I should find 30,000 dinars buried under a tree in the

garden of a house in Baghdad
;

but I was not so mad as
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to go ofE to Baghdad to look for them.” The house

mentioned by the policeman is, however, the house of the

man to whom he is talking, who returns to his home, digs

up the treasure, and lives happily ever after. In some

other cases the Prophet appears to two persons simultaneously

in dreams ; and it is fortunate that, according to a well-

authenticated tradition, it is not in Satan’s power to personate

the Prophet in a vision of the night.

For those who care to investigate the origin of the Arabian

Nights, this book will provide some materials. The well-

known adventure of Sindbad, in which he is landed in

a country where husband is buried with wife and wife with

husband, is told by TanukhI, i, 144, 5. The scene is laid

in Rukhan (Arrakan ?) ;
the hero is a Byzantine patricius,

who has fallen into captivity in the Rukhan country
;
and

the authority for the story is Najid, scribe of Ibrahim Ibn

al-Uahdl, who was told by Ibrahim, who was told by

JIukhallad of Tabaristan, chief scribe of al-Mahdl (Calipb

775-785 .A..D.), who got it from Kubath Ibn Razin al-Lakhml,

who heard it from the kero. The story was told to the

Caliph ‘Abd al-Malik (685-705 a.d.) by Kubath, immediately

after his release from captivity. If these statements are

accurate, some good clues are furnished for tracing this

element in the Sindbad legend.

Like most books published in the East, this edition has

no index and no information about the MSS. which have

been followed. In parts the number of misprints is rather

serious. An Arabic scholar might make worse use of his

time than in providing an edition of TanukhI suited to

the requirements of European scholars and English readers.

Concordance to the Koran (Miftah kunuz al-Kur’an).

The copy which has been sent the present writer is without

title-page, but from the dialect of the preface appears to have

been printed at Kazan. The name of the author is Kazim

Bey. It is certainly a great improvement on previous

concordances. That of Flugel gives references without
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citation of passages
;
and an Indian concordance that is in

preparation appears to follow the same principle, and to be

no improvement on Fliigel—unless perhaps it corrects the

few errors and omissions which can be found in his work.

The present work gives the texts in full, and is arranged in

the strictest alphabetical order ; only the European will not

find it quite easy to use, since the Surahs are cited by name
instead of by number, and the verses are not cited by

number, but (apparently) by page. A really useful con-

cordance could be made by a combination of Fliigel with

the Miftah.

D. S. Margoliouth.

Cantonese Love - Songs. Translated with Introduction

and Notes by Cecil Clementi, M.A., late Demy of

Magdalen College, Oxford
;
Member of the Land Court

for the New Territory, Hongkong. Two volumes.

Vol. I contains the Chinese text with a glossary
; Vol. II

the translation into English, with an introduction and

full explanatory notes. (Oxford : at the Clarendon

Press, 1904.)

The accomplished translator of these Cantonese songs,

in a scholarly introduction, gives a full account of

their scope and authorship. The author of the songs, which

were published probably in 1828 a.d., was Chiu Tsz-yung,

tS a prefect of Tsheng-chau, ^ His aim is

stated in his preface, which is short enough to be quoted

in full ;

—

“ Since scholars, who tread the path of virtue, take eager

pleasure in hearing of the faithful devotion described by the love-

songs of Canton, my hope is that this little volume may serve to

rescue all such as are sunk in this world among the spells of the

ocean of desire. Written in the ‘Azure Sky ’ book-shop in the

ninth month of the sixth year of To Kwong” (1828 a.d.).

The ‘ sixth ’ should surely be the ‘ eighth ’ j^ear according

to the cyclical date employed, but the translator is

occasionally careless in his dates. He is sometimes not quite
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exact, too, in his natural history ; as, for instance, in the

second preface, “ when tlie cicalas chirped at the door,”

where crickets, are really alluded to
;
and in his

chance identification of the Dryandra cordata, a beautiful

Chinese tree with wide - spreading leaves, with the more

familiar elm. It seems ungracious, however, to insist on

this, as the translator disclaims literar}- accurac}’ in his own
preface, where he sa3’s:— “My purpose will have been

served if I succeed in directing attention to a side of the

Chinese character which tends often to be overlooked. No
one can hope to appreciate the extreme sentimentality of

the Cantonese, unless he has delighted in scenes such

as those which the preface of ‘ Shek the Taoist ’ describes

so beautifully
;

hut, the more fulN this sentimentality is

understood, the more clearl}'' will it be seen to tinge the

temperament even of the coldest husiness-man or the most

uncouth coolie.”

There are no less than twelve original prefaces to the book,

the last of which gives an outline of the peculiar notation

of Chinese guitar music. This is cleverly elaborated by the

translator in the introduction with the a.ssistance of a picture

of the four-stringed the usual instrument with which

the songs are sung. The songs are written in verse, which

rimes, but is unfettered by metre, having lines long or short

at hazard, with certain restrictions
;
and they are evidently

intended for singing rather than for reading or reciting.

Mr. Clementi has no mean opinion of the high value of the

poetry. After comparing the themes not unfavourably in

some points to The Pilgrim’s Progress and to Ruskin, to

Ovid and to Virgil, he comes to the interesting conclusion

that

—

“ The Cantonese Love-songs resemble Hebraic rather than

Hellenic love - poetry. In the Song of Solomon, amid great

divergenee of treatment, there is apparent the same desire to find

ever new expression for humanity in a non-human world. The
lover is to his lady as a bundle of myrrh, a cluster of camphire, an
apple-tree, a roe or a young hart; his loved one is as a rose of

Sharon, a lily of the valleys, a dove, a garden enclosed, a fountain
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of gardens, a company of horses in Pharaoh’s chariots. One
metaphor comes especially close to Chinese thought :

‘ How fair !

’

cries the lover, ‘ how pleasant art thou, 0 love, for delights ! This

thy stature is like to a palm-tree. ... I said, I will go up to

the palm-tree, I will take hold of the boughs thereof !
’ Again

and again, in the Cantonese songs, a girl is spoken of as a tree

whose branches men lay hold upon and snap. But even here there

is a wide difference. The Hebrew poet rarely ventures beyond
a comparison of man and nature. ‘ Who is this that cometh out of

the wilderness like pillars of smoke.’ ‘ Be thou like to a roe or to

a young hart upon the mountain of spices.’ ‘ As the lily among
thorns, so is my love among the daughters.’ ‘ Who is she that

looketh forth as the morning, fair as the moon, clear as the sun,

and terrible as an army with banners ? ’ But this does not satisfy

the Chinese poet, who proclaims, not comparison, but identity of

essence in man and nature. The maiden is not compared to, she

actually is, the royal flower in the Cinnamon Garden : she is the

willow-tree, the peach-blossom, the perfume, the vapour, the

jewel, the phoenix, the toy of rouge and powder. Similarly her

lover is the peacock, the bee, the butterfly. The thought-

expressions of united love are the swallows flying side by side, the

brace of teal, the web of silk. But it is striking that nowhere in

these Cantonese songs do we hear of happy and united love. It is

always the transience of the vapour, the fading of the flower, the

mateless phoenix, the perfume rifled by bees, of which the Chinese

maiden sings. We miss alike the buoyant joyousness of Greek

love-lyrics and the voluptuous descriptions of Hebrew poetry.

Doom darkens the thoughts of the Chinese lover. Sadness envelops

her like a shroud with an unvarying melancholy, of which the

explanation may partly be found in religion, but is, without doubt,

chiefly dictated by the environment in which her love is set.”

The poetic imagery of the above extract prepares one

for the appreciative version of the songs which follows.

The lines are translated with great exactness, even if the

general tone of sentiment be somewhat idealized. The notes

are copious and useful in their explanations of alien men
and strange things, while the mixture of Sanskrit script

with the Chinese ideograms gives an additional air of

erudition to the whole. Too much learning sometimes,

perhaps, may lead one astray, as when the translator charges
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the Chinese author with a mistake in speaking (p. 131) of

‘ three souls/ a common Taoist conception, because he knows

of no such subdivision of the personaKty in statistical

Buddhism
;

adding that the author has probably confused

the Buddhist trihaya, or threefold embodiment, \.ith the

trividya, or three conceptions, viz., of impermanence, misery,

and the unreality of existence. This is a higher plane of

thought than could well be expected of the girl who is

singing.

The first volume, with the text and glossary, was printed

in Hongkong, and it displays blotchy pages and inferior

paper when compared with the second volume, which, like

all the productions of the Clarendon Press, is a model of

technical finish in every respect. The former volume shows

signs, too, of imperfect revision, as we see in one column

of the glossary (p. 147) the ‘ Peal ’ (for Pearl) River beside

the sea of ‘ biturners ’ (bitterness). Both volumes are

attractively bound in oak - coloured boards boldly and

efifectively pencilled in black, on the front cover, with

a picturesque Chinese title.

S. W. B.

Tsze Teen Piao Muh, ^ A ^ g. (A Guide to the

Dictionary.) An Essay exhibiting the 214 Radicals

of the Chinese written Language, arranged according

to the Mnemonic System of Mr. William Stokes. To
which are added remarks on the History, Geography,

and Arithmetic of the Chinese. Composed and privately

printed by Thomas Jenxee. (Rochester, 1904.)

The inception of this somewhat strange - looking litho-

graphed volume, stamped with the Chinese seal of the

author, is charged in the preface to a meeting of the Royal

Asiatic Society on July 6th, 1868, when, “after listening

to my oral address on the Mnemonic acquisition of the

Chinese written Language, followed by the criticisms of

the members then present ;
Lord Strangford, the President,

concluded his remarks from the chair by expressing the
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hope that the subject which had been so brought before

the Society, would some day appear in the form of an

essay.” The long delay is stated to be owing to copyright

difficulties, now generously removed by Mr. Stokes, “Teacher

of Memory,” a letter from whom is pasted in. The author

“begs to submit his pages to the candid scrutiny of the

teachers, and, at their direction, esoterically to the service

of the learners
;

indulging the hope that amongst the

former will he found some to give them as cordial a reception

as did the late Professor Legge, D.D., of Oxford
;

and

amongst the latter, some to acknowledge their assistance,

after the manner of the late Rev. James Gilmour of

Mongolia.”

One more quotation to introduce the system to those

to whom, like m3’self, it is new :
“ I pleasantly recall an

illustration of the application of Mnemonics to foreign

languages. In a.u. 1862 the late Canon McClatchie furnished

me with mj' first three Chinese words
: ^ Lae-

tsew-ngo, ‘ Come unto me.’ On showing them to a young-

friend, I received this rejoinder :
‘ I shall remember that

:

the Saviour says “ Come unto me,” and Satan leU tjoit go

{Lae~iseic-)igo)’
”

In the subsequent pages of the book there are worse

calemhours than this, and many better, but it must be

confessed that the punning process does not appeal to one

either as an intellectual exercise or as a memoria technica.

It does not seem, moreover, to be peculiarly appropriate to

Chinese, although the weight of authority cited above

involves a certain diffidence. Sinologists who are impelled

to investigate it further will find it most industriously and

ingeniously worked out in the well got up volume which

has been presented to the library by the author, and maybe
assimilate the host of historical and geographical data which

is here placed at his disposal.

S. W. B.

2SJ.R..4..S. 190.5,
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(.January, February, March, 1905.)

General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Fehruanj lAth, 1905.—Sir Charles Lyall, Vice-President,

in the Chair.

It was announced that

ilr. Henry Proctor,

Mr. Arthur Hetherington,

Mr. Muhammad Yunus,

Mr. Yusuf Mulla,

Mr. James Thirtle,

Mr. Gauhar Ali

had been elected members of the Society.

The Chairman referred to the great loss sulfered by science

through the death of Dr. E. W. West, the second Gold

Medallist of the Society, and moved that the sympathy of

the Society should be conveyed to Mrs. West.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

Professor E. G. Browne read a paper on “ Nasir-i-Khusraw,

Poet, Traveller, and Propagandist.” A discussion followed,

in which Mr. Beveridge, Syed Amir Ali, and the Chairman
took part.

March IWi, 1905.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

It was announced that

Mr. F. G. Petersen,

Mr. Y. Chattopadyaya,
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i\Ir. F. Hardymaii Parker,

Mr. Jain Vaidya,

iMr. G. F. A. Stevens,

Dr. D. Anderson-Berry

had been elected members of the Society.

Loed Beat said : I am sure the members of the Society

will hear with great regret that our Secretary, who has^

sensed the Society so well for eighteen years, has tendered

his resignation. Professor Rhys Davids has for many years

been the mainspring of all the varied interests of the Society,

and to him is largelj" due the reputation the Society enjoys

among Orientalists throughout the world, more especiallv

through the Journal, which he has edited with so much,

care. During his Secretaryship the financial position of the

Society has continually improved, and we have been able to

carry out, therefore, various schemes for the advancement

of research. I am sure it is the wish of you all that some

permanent record should be made of the value we attach

to the services rendered to the Society, through so many
years, by its Secretary, and I beg to move that the cordial

thanks of the Society be offered to Professor Rhys Davids

for the ability and zeal he has devoted since 1887 to his

duties as Secretary to the Society.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

The President announced that Miss Hughes, at present

Assistant Secretary, had been appointed Secretary in succession

to Professor Rhys Davids.

The Rev. J. Esthn Carpenter read a paper on “ The
Development of Mahiiyana Teaching and of Early Buddhism.”

A discussion followed, in which the Secretarj', Professor

Bendall, Mrs. Rhys Davids, Professor Takakusu, and
Mr. F. W. Thomas took part.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Presented hj the Author.

Jacob (Col. G. A.). A Third Handful of Popular Maxinii?.

8vo. Bombay, 1904.

Vaid}’a (C. V.). The Mahabharata: a Criticism. 8vo.

Bombay, 1905.

Jenner (T.). Tsze Teen Piao Muh (A Guide to the

Dictionary). 4to. Rochester, 1904.

Kunakasabhai (V.). The Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years

Ago. 8vo. Madras, 1904.

Presented by the Delegates of the Oxford Press.

Pope (G. 17.). Key to the Tamil Handbook. 8vo.

Oxford, 1904.

Presented by the St. Petersburg Academy.

Shtcberbutskoi (F.). Bibliotheca Buddhica, viii: Nyaya-

bindu, Nyayabindutika. 8vo. St. Petersburg, 1904.

Presented by Lord Reay.

Azourj^ (Negib). Le Reveil de la Nation Arabe dans

I’Asie Turque. 8vo. Paris.

Presented by Professor Rhys Davids.

Walleser (M.). Das Problem des Ich. Pamphlet. 8yo.

Karlsruhe, 1902.

Presented by the India Office.

Hakluyt Societj’. Earl}^ Dutch and English Voyages to

Spitsbergen in the Seventeenth Century, including

Hersel Gerritsz’ “ Histoire du pays nomme Spitsberghe,”'

1613, trans. by B. Soulsby.
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^Presented by the Publishers.

Buck (E. J.). Simla, Past and Present. 8vo.

Calcutta, 1904.

Flemming (J.) and Lietzmann (H.). Apollinaristische

Schriften Syrisch, mit den Griechisclien Texten und
einem Syrisck-Griechischen Wortregister. 4to.

Berlin, 1904.

Sugiura (Sadajiro). Hindu Logic as preserved in China
and Japan. 8vo. Philadelphia, 1900.

Willmore (J. S.). The Spoken Arabic of Egypt: Grammar,
Exercises, Vocabularies. Second enlarged edition. 8vo.

London, 1905.

Oldham (C. F.). The Sun and the Serpent. 8vo,

London, 1905.

Purchased.

Winternitz (M.). Geschichte der Indischen Litteratur.

Halhband i. 8vo. Leipzig, 1904.
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SAKETA, SHA-CHI, OR PI-SO-KIA.

Bv MAJOR W. YOST, I.M.S.

^HE exact position of Saketa, a town somewhere to the

north of the Ganges between Kanauj and Patali-putra,

now Patna, for long has exercised the minds of the many
who take an interest in the ancient civilization of India.

It was a noted place from the days of Gautama Buddha
down to about 400 a.d. SeAcral places have been suggested,

but no one is supported by very convincing proof, and when
closely examined in the light of the discovery of the site of

Kapilavastu more than one of the proposed identifications

are manifestly wide of the mark.

I purpose to weigh the arguments for and against the

various suggestions which have at times been brought

forward, giving each as much support as I am able, and
to state what I conceive to be fatal to their acceptance.

I conclude by giving it as my opinion that Tusaran Bihar

is the site of Saketa, the capital of Sha-chi and Pi-so-kia.

From Ka&pura, probably JhusI, Yuan Chwang gives 170

or 180 li, 22’5 or 23’8 miles, to the ‘north’ to reach the
‘ kingdom ’ of Pi-so-kia. The southern border of this

J.R.A.S. 1905. 29
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country, in the bearing and at the distance noted by Yuan
Chwang, comes very near to the present southern limit of

the ProTiace of Oudh, due north of Allahabad.

The distance and bearing from the Pi-so-kia border to

the capital is not stated by Yuan Chwang, nor does he

mention the name of the town, but from the Buddhist

books we infer that it was called Saketa. Gautama stayed

for protracted periods at SravastI city and at Saketa only,

namely, for nine years at Sravasti and for sixteen years at

Saketa
;
or for nineteen years at Sravasti and for six years

at Saketa.^

From what is stated by the Chinese pilgrims and early

Indian writers it would appear that there were two quite

distinct cities of the name of Saketa
;

one, the Saketa of

the Buddhist accounts ;
the other, the present town of

Ayodhya.

Kalidasa refers to Saketa in the RaghuvaMa^ and

Mallinatha {circcL 1280 a.d.), in his commentary on this

passage, identifies Saketa with Ayodhya, on the authority

of the Yadavah (a dictionary), and gives Kosala and Nandinl

as other names of Saketa.

The Buddhist town Saketa, like Ayodhya, was situated

in the country of Ko.sala.* The Ramayana,^ probably

referring to an earlier date when Kosala was less extensive,

locates the realm of Kosala along the Sarayu, now repre-

sented in part of its course by the Ghaghara (Gogra) River.

Yuan Chwang’s measurement from Kasapura to the

border of Pi-so-kia takes us northwards along a road

which apparently led from AJlahabad, or Prayaga, in the

direction of Ayodhya on the south bank of the Sarayu,

but it would be wTong to conclude hastily from this that

Saketa of the Buddhists must necessarily be the city of

Ayodhya, or one of its suburbs. I have not noticed an

authority earlier than Mallinatha giving Ayodhya the

^ See Cunningliain, Ancient Geography of India, p. 404, for references.

2 Chap. V, si. 31.

^ Buddhist India, p. 39.

* Griffith’s transl., book i, canto v.
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additional name of Saketa, and it is possible that the

Yadavah errs in making the two places identical.

For reasons with all of which it is difficult to agree

Cunningham ^ attempted to prove that Ayodhya, and the

towns Saketa of the Brahmanical and Buddhist books, and

the capital of the ‘ great coimtry of Sha-chi ’ visited by
Fa-hian, and the capital of Pi-so-kia, were one. But
a little reflection belies this opinion, accepted by many
without due consideration. We ma}”^, nevertheless, concur

with Cimningham, though he does not exactly say so in

as many words, that the kingdoms of Ayodhya, Pi-so-kia,

and Sha-chi were almost identical in geographical position,

and that they lay between the Ghaghara and Ganges Rivers.

The extent, however, of each one of these countries must

necessarily have varied, if their names relate, as seems

likely, to widely separate historical periods.

Fa-hian’s description of the capital of Sha-chi is not

so full as Yuan Chwang’s of the capital of Pi-so-kia, but

the perfect correspondence in their narratives of the origin,

height, and exuberance of the tooth-brush tree of Buddha,

and of the spot where it was planted to the left, or east,

side of the road leaving the south gate of the capital, and

the enmity of the Brahmans to it: all these points of

agreement are of some moment, as indicating that the

two towns are probably identical. And as Yuan Chwang
tells us that Gautama Buddha liv^ed six years in what was
known to the pilgrim as the Pi-so-kia capital, and as this

number of years exactly tallies with the Burmese^ accomit

of the duration of Gautama’s stay at Saketa, it is tempting-

to assmne as very probable that the Pi-so-kia and Sha-chi

capitals must be the same place as Saketa of the Pali writers.

The inference that the Pi-so-kia capital, Saketa of the

Buddhists, and the Sha-chi capital are one becomes still

stronger if in addition it can be shown that Fa-hian’s

and Yuan Chwang’s bearings direct us to the same

neighbourhood, and it can scarcely, with our present

‘ Anc. Geog., p. 405.
- Bigandet : Life of Gaudama, p. 142, quoted Anc. Geog., p. 404.
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knowledge, be disputed, if a suitable Buddhist site can be

found close by to answer to the pUgrims’ description of the

capital town. Could we also be certain of sohdng correctly

the meaning of the names Saketa, Sha-chi, and Pi-so-kia

further evidence no doubt would be forthcoming, which

might well make the identification of the site I propose

absolutely sure, or the reverse.

There is not the least doubt the Buddhist city Saketa

was not Ayodhya. Saketa and Ayodhya are mentioned

separately in the Buddha’s time, and the former appears

to have been the more important.^ No Buddhist remains

have been found at Ayodh3'a, but this is not conclusive,

as thej' may have disappeared or lie concealed. There are

other reasons that tell against their identity, which to my
thinking are of equal importance.

Yuan Chwang lets us know that on going from the

capital of Pi-so-kia 500 U or so north-east we reach the

‘ kingdom ’ or border of SravastI
;

and in the preceding

sentence in the Si-yu-ki, after noticing the Buddha’s

walk, and a hair and nail stupa, remarks that sacred

buildings here follow one another in succession
;

the woods

and lakes reflecting their shadows are seen everywhere.

From Beal’s translation it appears that these topographical

features existed in the immediate vicinity of the capital

of Pi-so-kia, that is of Saketa. I do not know if the

Chinese text can be construed in the sense that woods,

and lakes, and sacred biuldings were also to be seen along

the route from the capital to the SravastI border, and

perhaps beyond it on the way to SravastI citjq but if it can

this interpretation would be supported by Csoma Korosi

in his Analysis of the Dulva,^ for he observes:—“Several

religious persons, after having passed the three months of

summer at Saketana,® go to Shravasti .... Thej’

went thither much tired on account of the jancjal, morasses,

and great heat on their road, and were covered with dust.”

^ Buddhist Indio, p. 39.

- AsiaticJc Researches, 1836, voL xx, p. 72.

Certainly Saketa.
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These particulars in the Chinese and Tibetan accounts are

not consistent with the present topographical features of

the country surrounding Ayodhya, though they are with

the road from Ayodhya to SravastI city, which stood on

the Eapatl River, probably just north of the first range of

hills.* A straight line drawn from SravastI city to Ayodhya
is fmmd almost to cross the border of the Bahralc and Grondii

Districts at Sahet Mahep There are traces of an ancient

road, with \eTy early Buddhist sites along it, which

apparently led from Siihet Mahet to Ayodhya. Between

these two places there are a few small lakes, whilst the

country close up to the south side of Sahet Miihet is

notoriously marshy,^ and might well be the morass of the

Dulva recoi-d.

If Yuan Chwang’s description be taken to apply merely

to the environs of the Pi-so-kia capital, there are no lakes

to be seen everywhere at Ayodhya. And as Fa-hian calls

the realm of SravastI by the name of Kosala, which in the

jRdmdi/ana is a term applied, as has been noted, to the countr}’

adjoining the Grhaghara River, it would appear that Yuan
Chwang’s 500 U north-east from the town Siiketa to the

SravastI border, perhaps to the border of Kosala, does not

* I suppose to the >wrt!i of the range for these reasons. Setavya lay on the

road from Sravasti to Kapilavastu (S.B.E., vol. x, p. 18S ;
SiudUilit India,

p. 103). Therefore it might be supposed that Setavya lay to the south-east ot

Sravasti city, as Kapilavastu city lay in this direction from Sravasti {J.E.A.S.,

1903, p. 98). But Setavya really stood to the West or north-nvst of Sravasti

city (J.E.A.S., 1903, p. 513). To reconcile the seeming discrepancy in the Pali

and Chinese accounts of the bearing from Sravasti city to Setavya, I believe that

the former city will be discovered within the hiUs, and that to avoid crossing the

southernmost range when travelling to Kapilavastu it was found easier going,

and perhaps in other ways more convenient, to follow the Eapati River westward

from Sravasti as far as Setavya, and so reach level country. I should expect to

find the ruins ot Sravasti city at approximately lat. 28° 3' and long. 82°. The
supposed site of Sravasti visited by Mr. Vincent Smith and myself (J.E.A.S.,

1898, p. 527) I am now inclined to think may have been that of Setavya, the

Too-wei ot Fa-hiau, which lay 60 H, or just short of 8 miles (J.R.A.S., 1903,

pp. 98, 102), to the westward of Sravasti city. The distance between the cities

of Kapilavastu and Sravasti was 740 U (800— 60 h) or 97'8 miles. The site we
visited is apparently too far to the north-west of the ruins ot Kapilavastu to

correspond to Sravasti city.

- J.R.A.S., 1900, p. 15.
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take us to a point north of this riTer, but more probably to

a spot south of Ayodhya or Kosala. Ayodhya perhaps

belonged to the kingdom of Kosala or SravastI in

Fa-hian’s and Yuan Chwang’s time. The western border

of Kapdavastu territory lay 240 /i,' 31‘7 miles, from the

ruins of Kapilavastu. If we reckon the 500 li north-east

from Ayodhya we find we are within the Kapilavastu

border, which cannot be right. Even if we suppose that

the 500 li are reckoned almost north from Ayodhya it seems

unhkely that Yuan Chwang’s distance to the Sravasti

kingdom is meant to bo calculated to the boundary - line

which separates Sravasti from Kapilavastu. Yuan Chwaiig’s

yojana is not of such a value that the 500 U north-east from

Ayodhya, as Saketa, can be meant to indicate that the

Sravasti border was represented by the southern edge of

the Himalayas, and that the kingdom of Sravasti lay whollv

within the hills, say between the upper reaches of the ESpatl

and the Great Gandaka Hivers. lYhen we recollect that

Fa-hian’s kingdom of Kosala probably included Aj'odhya,

we are enabled to suppose that this is not likely to be

Yuan Chwang’s meaning.

The probability is that Ayodhya is not the site of the

Buddhist toum Saketa, which must be sought for in some

position to the west or south of Ayodhya in a localitv

from which the distance of 500 li to the north-east will

more reasonably apply. Lucknow has been proposed as

likely by Fergusson,^ KursI by Mr. Vincent Smith,^ Pasaka

by Dr. W. Hoey,^ and Sancankot or Sujankot in Monumental

Antiquities,^ JN’.W.P. and Oudh. Let us examine each of

these suggestions.

Fergusson placed Saketa at Lucknow under the mistaken

impression that it was distant 170-180 li north of the town
of Kasapura. Yorth, the bearing, and 170-180 li, the

' J.E.A.S., 1903, p. 98.

^ Arehaology in India^ p. 110.

3 J.E.A.S., 1898, p. 524.

* J.A.S.B., 1900, p. 75. Pasha is a misprint. There is another place named
Pasaka, 14 miles from Jaunpur, on the road to Azamo-adh.

= p. 274.
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distance, are to a point on the border of Pi-so-kia, but

Yuan Chwang does not say that the capital was north of

this point, or of Kasapura. We know neither the distance

nor the bearing to Saketa from the Pi-so-kia boundary.

Mr. Yincent Smith commits the same error when he places

the Pi-so-kia capital at or near KursT, and again when he

asserts that the Pi-so-kia capital was distant 500 li from

Sravastl city. The misreading by both writers of ‘ city
’

for ‘kingdom’ unnecessarilj’ binds down the inquirer in

the search for Saketa more or less to a direct route

connecting the cities of Sravastl and Kasapura. Pasaka,

in the south of the Gauda (Gonda) District, approximately

26° 56' N. and 81° 47' E., is a village at the junction of

the SarjQ stream with the Ghaghara Kiver. It lies about

twenty-five miles to the west and a little north of Ayodhya.

The present Rani of Pasaka to my certain knowledge signed

her name Pasaka in 1889, so that there is a plausible

resemblance to Pi-so-kia of the form Pasaka, which is

probably an earlier way of writing Pasaka. The same

objections, however, can be urged against the identification

of Pasaka with Pi-so-kia as in the case of Ayodhya
;
there

is also no sufficient reason to suppose that ‘ country ’ is

a mistake for ‘ city ’
;
and there is no proof that the village

of Pasaka or Pasaka was a Buddhist site, or was known
as Saketa. As regards Saucankot or Sujiinkot in the Enao
District, there is much to support its selection as the site

of Saketa, but the identification is assuredly a mistaken one.

The name is somewhat like ‘ Sha-chi ’ or ‘ Sa-chi ’
;
the fort

is nearly half a mile square, which would agree fairly well

with Yuan Chwang’s about 16 li, or nearly 2^ miles, the

circuit of the Pi-so-kia capital
;
the site is certainly very old,

as Hindu coins of the most early tyqjes and Buddhist figures

have been found there
;

it lay on a route from the Ganges to

Sravastl city
;

the fort has a suburb to the north-west,

and another to the south-east—the second might be supposed

to be the samghardma south-east of the Pi-so-kia capital and

of the Sha-chi capital : remains of stupas found might be

those mentioned in the pilgrims’ accoimts ; the topographical
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features 1 along the road to SravastI city via ^flmkhar,

Sitapur, Laharpur, across the Ghaghara at Katarl Ghat,

then through Seopur, and the ruined site of Dugam, near

Nanpara, and thence to the Tfepalese frontier near the

terminus of the Bengal and iJ^orth - Western Railway,

certainly suit the description of the road from Saketa to

SravastI, as given in the Dulva. Between Saficankot and

Sandlla, Sandlla and Thana, Thana and Misrikh, Laharpur

and Candl, and on either side of the Ghaghara, the country

is difficult for wheeled traffic, or is liable to submersion in

the rains, while Dugam ^ is surrounded by three large jhils.^

Lastly, Saficankot most likely lay in Saketa territory as

located by Garga, who tells us something of a Yona
invasion of India, perhaps the same which is mentioned in

PatafijaU’s Mahdbhdsya, when Saketa was besieged about

154 B.c. “Speaking of Salisuka (whom we know to be

the fourth in succession from Asoka the Great) Garga

says, ‘Then the viciously valiant Greeks, after reducing

Saketa (Oude), Panchala country and 3Iathura, will reach

Kusumadvaja (Patna)
;
Pushpapura (Patna) being taken,

all provinces will undoubtedly be in disorder.’ ”
^ The

* Eoute Book, 1900.

’ J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 71.

3 A1 Blriini (Sachau : India, p. 201) gives the distance from Bari in tlie

Sitapur District through Dugam, which he calls Dugum, to what I think wa'-

Sravasti, ‘the city of Bhut,’ that is the city to which Bhuttiva traders came

from Tibet (Bod) and Jfepal. SravastI appears slightly disguised as -
-j ^

Sarrast (Elliot : History of India, vol. i, p, 57, and note 2), an error, I suppose,

for ,
Sarvast, or SravastI. He gives the distance from Bari to Dugum

as 45 farsaichs, an error, I believe, for 45 Arabian miles, that is, 45 x 2148
English yards, or 54'92 English miles, which distance must be about right but

is perhaps a little, not more than a mile or two, in excess of the actual distance

to Dugam. From Dugum to Sarrast was 22 farsalchs ,—again I read Arabian
miles,—or 26-85 English miles. From the east side of the Dugam ruins to

Jfanpara is about 4 miles
;
Ifanpara to Baki by road is 17 miles (Eoute Book),

leaving 5-S5 English miles onwards to the city of Sarrast, which must have been
situated nearly in the position chosen by Mr. Vincent Smith for SravastI if

A1 Blrunl’s informants’ figures are reliable, and my interpretation of the real

distances is correct.

* Dutt : -A. History of Civilization in Ancient India, vol. iii, p. 206 The
Sanskrit passage, with an English translation, from Dr. Kern’s B%at Samhitd,
will be found in Growse’s Mathura (1874 ed.), p. 73,
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position of Mathura needs no comment; Pancala, or rather

Southern Pancala, lay around Kampilya and Kanauj
;
Saketa

must have been situated to the east of the Granges, and

perhaps extended to the south-east from Kanauj, along-

the road to Pataliputra, in the direction of Prayaga, if the

name had not even a wider significance and comprised the

whole of Southern Oudh, but possibly at this time excluding

Kosala or Ayodhya, as defined in the Rdmatjana. In the

Va}Ti Puriina, Saketa is placed next to Pravaga, about

320 A.D., in connection with the Imperial Gupta family.

It is said “ The [kings] of the race of Gupta will possess

Prayaga on the Ganges, Saketam, and the Magadhar all

these countries.” ‘

Notwithstanding all that has been advanced in support

of the identification of Saucankot with Saketa it is impossible

that Saucankot can be the Sha-chi capital. The distance

from Kanauj in a direct line almost due east to Saucankot

is about 25 miles. As Fa-hiau crossed the Ganges from

Kanauj and journeyed 3 ijojanm to reach Ho-li, which was

the site undoubtedly of the monuments to the east side of

the place called Navadcvakula bj' Yuan Chwang, and then

proceeded another 10 ijojanm ^ to arrive at the Sha-chi

border, it is impossible that 13 i/o/ams, about Ol^- miles,

can be made to tally with 25 miles, of course more by road,

even by the most roundabout way. Fa-hian, too, did not go

east, but south and then south-east from Kanauj, that is,

he followed the Ganges to reach the Sha-chi border, but he

does not tell us how much more he had to travel to reach

the capital. When the existing road from Navadevakula

or Neval is followed through Bagarmau and Ilnao, that is,

^ Wilson (Hall) : Vishfue Piirdna.vol.iv, r). ;
Quotedin Indian Antiquaru,

1902, p. 258, note 7.

® Legg-e has 3 yojanas instead of 10 yojanas ;
but I learned from Mr. Thomas

Watters that 10 yojanas is the correct distance, and that 3 yojanas is a blunder.

Even if we allow that 6 yojanas (3 + 3) is the distance to the city ot Saketa from
Kanauj, and that Saketa is represented by Sancankot, the distance of 42*3 miles

(6 yojanas x 7'05 miles) cannot be made to agree, as Sancankot is 9’7o miles by

road from Bagarmau, and exactly 30 miles from Kanauj via Sarai Mhan and

Kanamaii-ghat {Route Book, Nos. 266, 418^, and 154ff}.
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in the direction indicated by the pilgrim, for 10 yojanas or

70^ miles south-east from Neral, this distance and bearing

take a trareller to a point 74 miles to the east side of Bihar,

or Patan Bihar as it is usually called to distinguish it from

Bihar, or Tusaran Bihar, which lies 26^ miles by road to

the north-west of Allahabad.

In ancient times the two Bihars probably lay on this

the main road from Neval
'
proceeding to the south-east.

Not unlikely the road continued through Pratisthana, or

Kasapura, now JhusI, 3 miles to the east of Allahabad,

towards Pataliputra, and gave off a branch road, when

nearing YaranasI or Benares. The Yona army probably

took this road to Pataliputra in the second century b.c.,

conquering Saketa on the way, and not improbably this was

part of the road which Megasthenes tells us was marked

at every 10 stadia from Takshsila to the Magadha capital.

We know that the road passed through or close to Prayaga,

as iMegasthenes gives one of his measurements from the

confluence of the Ganges and Jamunii, and we know that

the town Siiketa lay on this route most likehq as Jivaka,

the Buddhist physician, who was educated at Takshsila,

made a short halt at the city of Saketa (Saketu) to treat

professionally a wealthy lady of the town when on his

homeward journey from Takshsila to Rajagrha.-

If it is still discoverable we ought to find Saketa some-

where on this road between Patan Bihar and Jhusi or to

the north of the road between these two positions. After

considering Jaisa, Aror, now Pratapgadh, Jagatpur, Dalamau,

Rangi or Rahkl,^ and other places of lesser note, it seems

to me that Tusaran Bihar has by far the most substantial

claim to be considered the site of Saketa, as well as the

capital of Pi-so-kia and of the Sha-chi country.

The disposition of the remains at Tusaran Bihar is similar

to Saucankot, as there is a mound to the north-west and

* Neval, not Naval, is the correct spelling.

* Hardy : Manual, p. 247.

^ See Mon. Antiq. for these places.
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another to the south-east of the extensive ruins of an ancient

city between the two bearings.

The large central mound at Tusaran Bihar contains many
brick buildings, and extends about half a mile in length

from east to west and about 800 feet in breadth from

north to south. Excavations were made at two places by
Cxinningham, who found at the north-west corner of the

mound some large bricks with rounded faces like the bars

of a Buddhist railing, which belonged to a temple, and again

at a point on the south side of the city, where walls of

houses of uncertain age were uncovered.*

The detached mound a short way from the south-east

corner of the central city mound is called Tusaran or Susaran,

and Cimningham states that there is no doubt whatever

that this was the site of an old Buddhist establishment,

although no excavations appear to have been made by him
to prove his statement.

About 1,700 feet to the north-west of the central mound,

but separated from it by a lake, stands the town of Bihar

on a mound 20 feet high in places. Here to the south

side of the to^vn, outside an old temple, two small stupas

once existed, which were known to the people as Buddha
and BuddhI. One of the stupas was seen by Cunningham
in 1876 in the Fyzabad Museum. The temple contains

a curious group of figures in dark red sandstone which

perhaps dates from the Kusana period.

The mounds at Tusaran Bihar stand on the northern

edge of an old bed of the Ganges down which flood-waters

find their way in the rains.- This bed begins near Nanamaii

Ghat, 12^ miles below Kanauj, and runs on the whole way
to Allahabad, at a distance which varies from 6 to 20 miles

north of the present channel.® I think it must have been

between the new and old bed of the Ganges that the city

of Prayaga stood as described by Yuan Chwang, for the

' A.S.R., vol. xi, p. 64, and pi. six.

“ A.S.E., vol. xi, p. 63.

^ A.S.E., vol. xi, p. 48.
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pilgrim states that the capital of Prayaga rvas situated

“betrveen two branches of the river,’' and that these joined

together to the east side of the cit3'4 The Ganges had

evidentl}' deserted to some extent the channel at Tusaran

Bihar when Saketa was A'isited bj’ Yuan Chwang. He
mentions certain sacred buildings at the Pi-so-kia capital

reflecting their shadows in the lakes seen everj-wherc, which

I haA'e no doubt were accumulations of water in the deep

bends of the old river bed. The “ pure lakes ” at

Yavadevakula - were also most likeh’ windings of the same

deserted course of the Ganges, now known at Ycval as the

Kah’anI Xadl.

If Tusaran Bihilr corrc.^ponds to Saketa, the Tusiiran

mound mat’ be tlie site of the large monasterj- (known in

the Pali books as the Pubhilramo), which was built b\' the

Ladv Visakha for Gautama Buddha, and most probabh’ that

referred to bv Fa-hian and Yuan Chwang as situated to

the south side of the cit\'. Bj' the side of tlie monastery

Yuan Chwang saw a diqja 200 feet high. There were the

usual small memorials.

Yuan Chwang makes the circuit of the Pi-so-kia capital

about 16 U, or nearh* 11,168 English feet. The circuit

of the large central mound, with the addition of the circuit

of the Tu.saran mound, is about 10,350 feet, and needless to

say the total area is a good deal more if we include Bihar

as well. I am not at all certain if Yuan Chwang included

the last in the circuit of the capital.

In the Pi-so-kia country- there were 20 iaiitrjhardmax

and 50 Deva temples. The Purovarilma to the south-east

of the citj' doubtless was the most important. It is possible

that Jaina remains maj’’ be found, as Yrisabha, the first Jaina

tirthamkara, was a son of Yilbhi and 5Icru Devi, king and
queen of Saketanagara.^

* Beal, Hi-yu-ki, vol. i, p. 230, .and Lif<

.

p. 00. I -tate, J.R.A.S., 1904,
p. 249, that the Jamunii and Gansfes were intended by “twn branches nt the
river,” but I now see that this was a mistake.

* Beal, vol. i, p. 224.

^ Wilson : iincktnzie Collection, p. 176.
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Julien gives Vaisaka,' Vaisaka,^ and Vaisakha ^ as

restorations of Pi-so-kia.'^ Beal has Yisakha. The correct

restoration of Pi-so-kia is thus doubtful. The name as

restored does not occur in any of the four forms, so far as

I have observed, in the geographical accounts of Madhyadesa.

Pi-so-kia is perhaps a sanskritization on the part of Yuan

Chwang of the vernacular name current in his time.

Sha-chi perhaps is Sake(ta), the final part of Saketa

having become dropped by mistake, possibly when printing

Fa-hian’s text.

* Memoins, vol. i, p. 290.

- Op. cit., vol. ii, p. o22.

Mithoch, No. 1410.

* X'di in Vai&dkha noteil (Method/

,

No. 1410) as occurring also in t aisya

and Vaisravana, Irora ivhich it i< seen that « may he a or a. So in Pi-so-kia

may represent td, so, syn, <>r ava {Methodic Nos. 1597-1603), but Julien

gives no example ot’ io eipial to sa or .s'd, although he has restored the name to

Vaisakha. Kia mav he long as in Kasyapa, or short as in Sajaiika {Memoins,

vol. ii, p. .509, and J/tt/iO'fc, No. -582).
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XIV.

THE PAHLAVI TEXTS OF THE SROSH YASHT WITH
ITS INTRODUCTIONS, BEING YASNA LV-LVI

(IN S.B.E. xxxi LVI-LVII),

FOR THE FIRST TIME CRITICALLY TRANSLATED.

^

By professor LAWRENCE MILLS.

YASNA LV (LVI).

IXTRODITCTION.

The lesser Sros YaU.

The Hearing of Ahnra^ is here invoked.

* TTEEE be
’

^ (or ‘ here is ’) this hearing (or ‘ this

listening to ’) the sacrifice of Anharmazd [that is

to say, let him, Sros (this listening personified), come on

' The texts trom which these translatieus are made will probably be published
in the Zeitschrift ot the German Oriental Society, as edited with the collation

of all the MSS. during the course of 190o. Translations into Sanskrit, Parsi-

Persian, and Gujrati, upon texts without collation of MSS. and otherwise
ot an uncritical character, have alone preceded this. The texts of A’asna I,

X-XVI, XIX-XXII, and XXXV-XLIII have appeared in the Zeitschrift

D.M.G.
;

T'. IX, 1-18. appeared in J.R.A.S., and Y. IX, 49-103, in

J.A.O.S. The entire Pahlavi text of the Yasna is practically ready for

publication. These items are noted for an obvious reason. A mere literary'

translation of this subject-matter (which itself consists of translations and
commentaries), with all the explanatory matter relegated to the notes, would not
be critically effective, since it would tlx attention upon these translations ot

translations as a continuous literary production. On the contrary, so tar as

possible, all explauations are kept in the body of the text to avoid this effect of

mere literary reproduction.
It may be proper to add here that it now seems to be universally conceded that

no lurther laboui- upon the Avesta of an exhaustive nature can be at all attempted
until all the Pahlavi texts have been treated somewhat m the present manner.
For this reason the writer presses on to afford his expositions as the basis for
further labour. He therefore hopes to continue with this procedure till he
has completed all the Pahlavi commentaries. He nught mention that he has the
MSS. ot the Parsi-Persian translation of the Y'asna (see the Munich Collection,

Haug 12fl, b) transcribed with notes and practically ready for press. The glosses

are here enclosed within brackets
[ ], my explanations within parenthetical

curves
( ). Out of all the Pahl. At. see Y. IX, reproduced before my ink was dry.

^ The one supreme difficulty as to the exegesis of the Yasna meets us here at

once. It is the ever present question as to which of possible senses we are to

[For continuation of note 2, also note 3, see next page.'\
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to this (our Sacrifice)], a sacrifice to the One wishful *

for our benefit (sic) (hardly ‘ of the One supplicated ^ for

our prosperity ’), to the sacrifice of Auharmazd, the Holy,

who is desirous of our (prosperity) as at the first
;

[the

meaning (is) (so I would here translate ‘ menesnTg ’)
^ ;

—

the meaning is :
‘ as I have now stood at the first thus

within this sacrificial (precinct, so here he the hearing

of the sacrifice now)], and at the last [so meaning,

-

‘I would so complete its end’]. A person here attending

is therefore this ’ (meaning that every sincere attendant

upon the sacrifice should assume the attitude herein above

indicated).

apply to our leading term',. Is Srao.'U the ‘Hearing ot Ahura,’ ‘His listening

to the prayers of His Faithful,’ or the ‘Hearing ot the disciple’ ? and it the

latter, is this hearing of the disciple a mere acquisition trom without (having no
moral element), a fortunate He.aring ot the revealed AVord of God a.s expressed

in the Liturgy, which brings a blessing in its train, but as it were mechanically t

Or is it rather ‘ acquiescence,’ an ‘obedient hearing,’ having a moral element? All

three ideas are doubtless present at different passage-^. In A’. 28, 5,
‘ Obedient

hearing ’ on the part ot the disciple is evidently held in view, a« inhering in the

word Sraosem. If a hearing on the part of Ahura is there at all borne in mind,

it is a hearing on his part acquired for the saint by his own previous obedient

acquiescence. The term ‘ agutta ’ in A’. XXXI cannot be critically explained

as other than ‘unheeded,’ .so possessing an adverse moral element, rather than

merely ‘unheard.’ Here, however, SraoJa (Srot) evidently means ‘a hearing

on the part of .\hura to the intoned -acritice.’ If ‘ the listening of the Congre-

aation ’ is also borne in mind, it was an added, of course, though a closely

1 oirelated, idea. This Introduction was intended mo.st certainly to arouse

attention on the part ot the Congregation, as well ns upon the part ot Ahura.
question, however, occurs just at the last as to whether Xiybkieiu may not

after aU he here meant to express a ‘ resounding ot the Liturgy when celebrated ’

;

of. the meaning of Pahl. srutan.

® I do not hesitate alternatively to attiibute the imperative sense of the original

astu, and of Xer.’s form, to ait' here, just as we are obliged to follow the same
course with regard to 7ehvunih (.see below). .And with regard to petakunih,

A'. IX, 94, etc. ; see it obviously so explained in the gloss.

* Such forms as the Xew Persian girittar in the sense ot ‘ captured ’ might
suggest a question here. In either case the translation is an error, the termination

-istahya being regarded as immediately a form of is = ‘ to wish.’

^ Inexperienced searchers would at once suggest ‘ mentally ’ as the first most
uatural meaning ot ‘ menesnig ’

:
‘ a.s at first, mentally (that is to say, ‘ with

my thoughts all fresh and intent’), as I have thus stood within this sacrificial

(precinct), so also at the last [{so again ‘mentally’ and in this fresh frame of

mind, as at first) I would perform it to the end.’ ‘ (A person) here (attending)

is (i.e. ‘ he should be
’)

therefore this ’ (that is to say, ‘this is a pattern for the

.fate of mind ot an attendant upon the Holy sacrifice ’)].

A more probable secondary or alternative attempt would be to take the

word ‘ menesnig ’ as meaning ‘ figuratively ’
: ‘As at the first I have stood

" figuratively ” ivithin this Sacrifice . . . ,’ an expression conveving the idea

that these sentences should be weighed by those who read or hear them upon some
informal occasion, and not alone in the assembly of the Congregation.
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[ (As the text of LV (LIV), 1, in B. (D, Pt. 4) wiU

be given apart (see Z.D.M.G.), a separate translation of that

transliteration of it is here subjoined,)

Sraosa as the ‘Ear of God.’

Be ' this hearing, or ‘ listening,’ here (effective) to

Auharmazd’s Sacrifice [that is to say, let the Sacrifice be

such as may take Auharmazd’s ear ^j, the ear of the

prospering One (the beneficent One), of the Holy One
who is desirous of our prosperity, as at the first, so at the

last. [As, for this first,^ at the beginning of it, I have

stood within it (the sacrificial precinct), so at the last ^

I would here complete it to the end] (therefore here be

the Hearing). ‘In this manner’ (meaning here ‘merely’)

from its beginning to its end, I ask the Hearing.]

(2) Here be this (or ‘here is this’) hearing of Auharmazd’s

Sacrifice, of that of the prospering One (the beneficent),

the holy, who is desirous of our [prosperity]

.

The Good Waters and the Frarasis are recalled ; a hearing

is incokedfor their Sacrifice.

(3) Here be (or ‘ here is ’) this hearing (or ‘ this listening

to ’) the sacrifice of the good waters and to the sacrifice

to the Fravasis® of the Saint(s) who are supplicators for us

(hardly ‘ the desired ® by us ’) for the benefit of (our) souls,

as at the first so at the last.' [As I enter upon (i.e.

‘ I stand ’ within) the sacrificial precincts (or meaning

more probably simply ‘ as I enter (upon the ceremony) ’),

' Alt', as throughout, is indicative for imperative.

- This proves that niyokJesn here was, at this occurrence at least, a hearing on
the part ot Ahura

; and not (in the sense of this text) ‘ attention on the part of
the Congregation,’ as opposed to this idea of the hearing of Ahura.

* Xotice that there is no menesnig = ‘ mentally ’ (?) in this text of B. (D., Pt. 4).
* Xer. has karomi.
=> Possibly the Aban and Fravardin Tasts were recited in this connection ; they

are certainly recalled.

® See note 1, p. 452.

^ Subsection 3 is only reported in B. (D., Pt. 4), in C., and in Xer.

J.R.A.s. 1905. 30
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so at the last (I would complete its termination,' i.e.

‘ complete it to the end ’).]

(4) Here be (or ‘ here is ’) the hearing (or ‘ let the

listening he here ’) for the benefit ^ of the good waters

[as at the first of it so at the last, I would complete it

to its termination], (the hearing) of the sacrifice of the

Fravasis of the Saints, which are desirous for [the benefit]

of our souls.

To the Waters and the Immortals ; a listening is invoked.

(5) Therefore here be (or ‘ here is ’) this hearing (or

‘ listening to ’) the sacrifice of the good waters, and

a hearing which is (good, rahhus) for the sake of him

(i.e. of each one) of that one who is a good male ' and female

(among those) who are the Amesaspentas, the well ruling

and the beneficent who are favourable (good), and for the

sacrifice toward the good venerating compensation (so asois),

who would effect a benefit for us, who are producer(s)

of the complete compensation for us who are the saints.

(The Ahunaver, etc., follows; [but the MS. B. (D., Pt. 4)

2
)roeeeds) : And (here be a hearing for the sacrifice of

which we are the celebrants of sacrifice
;

that is to say,

to us may it be possible to complete it and with regard

to the compensation ' (or ‘ with veneration ’ ? receiving its

i-eward), since we do complete it thoroughly and with

holiness or ritual (and therefore with exactness), and we

^ Xer. adds the luller interior abstract meaning as in section 1. He insert;-

inanasa, ‘ mentally,’ ‘ with interior attention and intention.’

- Was this nevakih in a .sense sugge-sted by a.stu, which is of course otherwise
lully rendered ?

'•* These terms ‘ male and female ’ are not properly gloss, for thev refer to the
genders ot the words vohunam- and rannhyaosua. ‘ The males ' alludes to the
non-teminine names ot some of them, Asa, Vohumauah, and K'afira, while ‘ the
females ’ alludes to feminine words, Axamaiti, Haurvatat, and Ameretatat.

‘ One of the constant puzzles of exegesis here and in other similar places is to
know in which sense to take such terms as tarsakasih = ah. Was ‘ reverential
veneration,’ which is the literal meaning of ‘tarsakasih,’ reallv meant, or was
• its consequence ’ in the ‘ reward ’ the thought held uppcnnost Y We must not
torget that Asi Vanguhi seems to be persistently used in the sense of ‘reward,’
or even of ‘ wealth,’ in parts of the Avesta texts (see also the gloss here).
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become therefore correctly deserving of the reward]
; (6) so

this be the hearing of the sacrifice to the good waters and

done with a good compensation (or ‘ reverence ’)4

YASNA LVI (LVII).

[(The kindling of the Fire here takes place. The

beginning of the greater- Den of Sros.)]®

iSraosa as ‘ t/ie embodied Word,’ and as ‘Knight of the

Dreadful Spear.’

I propitiate Sros, the Holy, [the venerating (or ‘the

compensating’) One], the stalwart One, who is the embodied

Command (i.e. the embodied Word), [that is to say, he

keeps his body under the command of the A^azats], to him

of the dreadful weapon [that is to say, his weapon is

a dreadful, or ‘terrible’ arm^ (the sword of the spirit)
;

and I propitiate him as the (well-)eommanding One over

Arezahih and Savahih]
;

I propitiate him with the praise

and propitiation and pronoimced blessings of the sacrifice.

[(Insertions)— the Zot (Zaotar) speaks: ‘As (or ‘how’)

is the Ahu’s will and as is Auharmazd’s will, thou Avho

art (?) the Zot (i.e. ‘ as if a Zot ’) declare to me.’

The Easvig, i.e. the Eatu, responds :
‘ As (or ‘ how ’) is

the desire of Auharmazd, thou who art the Zot speak

forth to me.’

The Zot rejoins :
‘ So in accordance with the ritual, so

ill accordance with a Destoor’s authority, which is in

every way accordant with Asa for (or ‘ to ’) the Saints

(i.e. ‘for’ or ‘to’ the Congregation here present), forth

^ Subsections 7 and 8 are almost mere repetitions, as is the formula.

’ So Y. LV was ‘ the lesser ’ Yast of Sros.
^ Further introductor)’ passages here intervene.
^ Bardi^ro taez'em . . . fra»usaite, in B. (D., Pt. 4) is a citation from

the Pahlavi commentary upon Yendidad, ivnij 33.
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I speak with knowledge ’ (that is to say, ‘ my recital, as

now pronounced, is thoroughly correct in accordance with

every rule of procedure ’).]

I.

THE YAST PROPER.

First Barsom-layer and first Chief Priest.

(1) I sacrifice to Sr5s, the Holy, [the veneratiag (or ‘the

compensating) One ’], the Stately and Victorious, the

Promoter of the settlements, the Holy Chief of Asa
(Ahura’s earliest worshipper), (2) by whom first among the

creatures of Auharmazd, (3) Auharmazd was worshipped

with the spreading out of the barsom (with a Yast *).

Me Worships the Immortals and with them Mithra.

(3) Also the Amesaspentas were (first) worshipped by

him (with a Yast^), (4) and [also Mithra], the Producer

of Protection, the Creator of the prosperity of all the

creatures, was first worshipped by him (with a Yast®).

The Refrain for the Entire Piece.

(5) For his splendour and his glory [those of Sros]

(this gloss is merely added to fix the allusion), (6) with

his might and victorious action, (7) even with a Yast

offering toward those I will worship him with a sacrifice

which gains a hearing [(as offered) by the Dastobar (the

Priest) (8) him, Sros the Holy with the Zaothra, and
(with him) his companion Aharisvang (Asi Yahguhi, the

* Possibly referring to an original of the Hbrmuzd’s Yast. Or are these
e.rpressions ‘ rvith a YaJt ’ mere auxiliaries to the word rendered ‘ sacrificed ’ ?

2 Possibly referring to an original of the Haptan Yast.

3 So, better than ‘mat'.’ This may be an allusion to Mihr Yast, or to its

original.

* That is to say. as he now uses this Yast.
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good) and tlie lofty, and witli Neryosang, tie stately
;

(9)

and may lie also come to us to help us, and in idctory,

he, Sros the Good, the Holyd

(10) I sacrifice to Sros the Holy, and to the lofty Chief

who is Auharmazd,

(11) to Him, Auharmazd, who is the most exalted above

(so ? ;
hardly ‘ from ’) Asa, [that is to say, of the Yazats

whose body is Asa*--], he is that great One (this should

refer to Ahura, cf. Y. I), [and to Sros], who is more (?)

closely approaching ® than (lit. ‘ the most fully arrived

from ’ (?) )
Asa [that is to say, that business which it is

necessary to do with wisdom (i.e. astutely) is done before

(that is to say, beforehand, or ‘first of all ’), by him].

To the Boll/ Lore of ichich Sraosa is the Body.

(12)

And I sacrifice to all the oral lore (to the utterances)

of Zartust, [to the Avesta and the Zand], and to all the

practice of good works do I sacrifice, to that which has

been done till now and to that also which is being done

from now on forth [(the Yen'hya hatam follows as already

written *)]

.

' This refrain recurs at the end of eveiT -section ; 11 and 12 may belong to it.

^ The terms are used in Y. I of Ahura, and they are taken from there to this

Tetraiu. They may, ht»wever, have been merely patched in here, as the mention
ot Auharmazd is hardly ori,2:inal. The groupincrs are, of course, at times
iiTational, and they seem to he here. Whv '>houhl Auharmazd he thus spoken
ot in this place ^ One would hardly suppose 10 and 11 to belong to the retrain,

but they are added throughout.

This can hardly apply to Ahma here, although Y. I, -5, '-eems to refer the
expression there to Ahura!

^ This piece is cited at the ends throughout, and rubrics, etc., are often

interspersed. They will not need to be reproiduced in the translation'..
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II.

THE SECOND SECTION OF THE YAST.

The Heaped-xip Barsotn.

To Sraosa as the Advancer and {again) as Priest.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Yictorioiis, the Promoter of the settlements, the Holy Chief

of Asa, (2) who first spread forth the Barsom (for the

Praise of the Immortals) (3) three-fold, and five-fold, and

seven-fold, and nine-fold, (4) as high as the knee and

the middle of the thigh [with separate layers (or selections,

keeping the himdles apart), which when so it was arranged

was just what it was when (fit)], for the sacrifice and praise,

propitiation and glorification (i.e. ‘pronounced celebration’)

of the August Immortals.

(5) For his splendour and his glory . . .

III.

THE THIRD SECTION OF THE YAST.

As First Chanter of the GdQas.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Yictorious, the Furtherer of the settlements, the holy

Chief of Asa (as the ritual law), as first Chanter of the

Ga^as,

(2) by whom first the Ga^as were chanted, which are the

Five of Spitama Zarathustra [the Holy], (3) together with
the metric Ga^a ^ (text = afsmanivan

;
cf. Y. XLYI), with

their (strophe) sections, with their explanations and inter-

pretations, with their reiterated (or ‘ counter ’) questions -

(i.e. conferences used elsewhere) [in Nirang],^

* This seems quite plain.

- Eefening- especially to Y. XLIV.
' Doubtless used later in ritual of every description

, recall Yt Kam
Zam, . . etc.

' ’
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(4) in the sacrifice of the Amesaspentas, and in their

praise, propitiation, and continued celebration.

(5) For his splendour and glory . . . ,
etc.

IV.

THE FOURTH SECTION OF THE VAST.

As First Builder of Asylumsfor the Poor.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Victorious . . . ,
etc., (2) who constructed an abode for

poor men and ^vomen * [among (those men and women -) as

(or ‘for’) their invigoration,^ that is to say, for them (the

Ijoor) he established it (hardly ‘for the Amesas’)],^

As the Ffight-Guard against the Fury of the Raid.

(3) to Sros, who, after sun-setting, smites Aesma with

levelled snaithis (halbert) and with bloody wound, and
who also so continuously on wounds his head with blows

[that is to say, within^ also he destroys him], as the strong

destroys the subjected (literally, ‘ the product of the

subjectors ’).®

(4) For the splendour of his glory . .
. ,

etc.

* Men and women ’ is not gloss, but points to the gender of the Aresta
text words.

' C., the Parsi-Pers., corrects the false reading AmeJaspendan. wliich is

senseless
; see also XCr.

* Amavandl translates aniavat.
‘ The sequence of the false text would more natunally suggest ‘ within the abode

of the Amesaspentas ’
;
but ‘constructed’ needs ‘the abode’ as its object; see

the original. Perhaps a second man’ might be understood :
‘ an abode within the

abode of the Amesas.’

This certainly looks like the addition ol an interior idea. Is liyahhayeiti (so)

to be explained as hu + ah (ahh), ‘ to shoot well
’

‘f

® The expressions are taken from Y. XXXIV, 8. There has been a tendency
to apologise for recurrences of transliteration, that is to say, tor imitations of the
original m the Pahlavi

; but the closer the reproductions are, the better for our
immediate object, which is here exegesis. As readings we have a possible
uihadesn, ‘ the laying down,’ which has some meaning in Pahlavi, and we might
venture to suggest an irregular nihadyan (see the original), both of the same cast
of meaning. But the first thing to be thought of should be always a welcomed,
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V.

THE FIFTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

To Sraola as the Returning Conqueror.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Vietorious . . . ,
etc. (as above), (2) who is the stalwart,

the swift, the strong, the terrible, the elever, and the

tall, (3) who from all business* (?, hardlj: ‘from all

sagacious enterprises ’=;(;ratik ; so, however, C. ; theParsi-

Pers. =;p^radl), and from all the deeidings of battle will

return (4) on [(toward Thee,^ O Auharmazd)], on toward

the assembly of the Immortals. (5) For his splendour and

his glory . .

VI.

THE SIXTH SECTION OF THE VAST.

As the Youthful Hero.

(1) I sacrifice to Srds, the Holy, the Stately, the

Victorious, (2) who is by far the strongest of the youths,

the most stalwart of the youths, the most energetic of the

youths, the swiftest of the youths, the most far-seeing,

anticipative ^ (hardly ‘the most prepossessing’) of the

youths.

Appeal to the Worshippers for Zeal in the Holy Tast.

(3) He zealous (lit. ‘ searchingly desirous,’ ‘ ardent ’), ye

who are 3Iazdayasnians, pious as to the praise of Sros
;

though only attempted, reproduction of the original, as a naidvan. I still refer

the original word to Indian nad, ‘ to take refuge,’ ‘ to be in need of help ’
:

‘ a-

the strong him who is of the depression-giving ’
; that is, ‘ him of the subj ecting.

’

See Xer.’s ad'o d'riyate (-yante). Spiegel’s reading nihan' = ‘ concealed ’ is not
so manageable.

* ‘ Aretig,’ not ‘;^ratrg,’ in view of areza. We are even tempted to read the
‘ z ’ for the ‘ t, ’ coining an ‘ arezig ’

;
Xer. shows no sign of ‘ xi'at.

’

2 So B. (D., Pt. 4).

2 A blunder, seeing (paro . . . )-dars- as the root present. Cf. T. IX,
21, and S.B.E. xxxi, p. 301, where I explain the origin of the form as kat-

tars- . . . : ct. Ind. katpayam.
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Immunities derived from Sraosa, the House and Land witii

Sraosa’s Blessing.

(4) since far from that house, from that hamlet, from

that Zautu (district), from that Province, evil wasting and

hindrance shall depart (5) where (=ae7)
within that house

Sros the Holy, the Victorious, has influence (literally ‘ is

successful’)
;

and where they will receive him, and also

where the householder (literally ‘ the man ’) is advanced

in good thoughts, good words, and deeds. (6) For his

splendour and his glory .

VII.

THE SEVENTH SECTION OF THE VAST.

Sraosa as Conqueror of the Demon Druj and of her Servants.

(1) I sacrifice to Srds, the Holy, the Stately, and

Victorious . . . , (2) who is the conqueror of Kayadhas

(so) [men and women], who smites the Demons and the very

powerful Druj, the murderer of the world.

The Sleepless Sentinel.

(3) who as a chief (is a) watchman (more literally ‘an

overseer’) over all things, continuously (so (?) for fravois) for

the worlds, (4) who with sleepless vigilance and well-armed

(literally ‘ with weaponed state ’) guards the creatures of

Auharmazd, who without sleep and weapon-armed will

rule over the creatures of Auharmazd, (5) who will protect

all the bodily world with halbert poised [that is to say,

with this upraised] after setting of the sun, (6) who did

not sleep in comfort from of old, thereafter or before,^

while the Spirits made the "World [(to which is added the

1 I can only make a fabe gloss of ‘peb’ snd ‘ vad,’ which with a preceding
‘axar’ must mean 'since,’ or possibly ‘before they bad finished making the
world. ’
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correcting gloss) even not once since the Spirits made the'

creatures], the August Spirit and the Evil Oned

Against Mazen(l{a)m and its Demons.

(7) (I sacrifice to Sr5s), the Chieftain of the Settlements

of Asa, (8) who all the day long and the night battles

vehemently with the demons of Mazandaran
;
^ (9) and he

does not bend forward in (his) fear, [that is to say, he is

not stupefied from fear] of the Demons, rather the Demons

[are so stupefied, and by him].

Before Him they fly in Panic.

(10) Forth on from him [since he is not stupefied] all

the Demons bend in terror against their will without A’olition

(so meaning rather than ‘ in misery ’
;

literally ‘ without

content ’)
;
and in fright to darkness do they rush. (11)

For his splendour and his glory . . .

VIII.

THE EIGHTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

Sraosa and the Haoma.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Victorious, (2) by whom Haoma was worshipped (so,

erroneously, ‘ man'as . . .
’ must mean

;
and so Her.

understood. It should be ‘ whom Haoma worshipped ’),

Horn, the advancer, the healer, the beatified (so better than

the ‘ good ’ ? ;
see sriro and even cub'am), the kingly,® the

golden-eyed [that is to say, his eye is young (either in

colour like the fresh flower, or early leaf, or perhaps

meaning ‘bright ’)],

(3) away upon the highest point of the high, upon

* Xotice how strong the Doctrinal Dualism still maintains itself to this later

<late since the Gaffia period.

- Or ‘the Jlazamin (so) Demons.’ Xer. preserves the ‘r,’ ‘ majandaran’ (so).

^ See the original.
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Alburz, (4) the well-speaking one ^ [that is to say, he says

what is straightforward], the one who utters guarding

words® [that is, what he says, his guarding protection is

from this (he gives forewarning)], which is (or ‘who

speaks ’) a word directly upon the occasion (i.e. opportune

upon the time) [meaning (literally ‘ which is ’) that he

utters the Ga0as, which it is indispensahlj’ necessary for

him to recite],

(5) the ruler [with (political) intelligence®] over® the

all-adorned [which is given on; that is to say, ‘jewelled

treasure’ freely given (or ‘oUered in the sacrifice’)], who

is generally informed [(literally ‘ full of knowledge ’ in

regard to other duties or affairs)], and who is pre-eminent

in the Manthra^ (and having command over it). [Even

thus intelligent is this Horn (meaning that the foregoing

expressions refer to Horn rather than to Sraosa in this

Sros-Yast).] (6) For his splendour and his glory . . .

IX.

THE XIXTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

Kis Palace.

(1) I sacrifice to Srds, the Holy, the Stately, and

Victorious . . . , (2) whose house, victorious and of

thousand columns, stands forth distinguished (or ‘ con-

structed’) (3) on the highest of the high, on the Height

of Alburz, (4) which is of itself alight from the inner side,

and star - encrusted on the side beyond [that is to say,

^ This should he Haom.i ; .-.ee the Hum Ya-t.

^ This should be Sraosa (rj.

‘ Mastim ’ can hardly be tendered by bara yehabuut. It is elsewhere rendered

by t'arzanakih.

One might even suppose that the termination " irano ’ in ‘ paithinmo ’ suggested
‘ mano.’ I notice that this was also Spiegel’- keen suggestion : see hi- Comm.
From it we might seem to have the pavan tarzanakiU = ‘ with learning ’

;
but

see mastim.

^ So, if the original, where the cases change to the acciis,, is to guide us,

‘ruling over’ should he understood ;
otheruise, of course, ‘ (SrOJ), the Euler

[endowed with] learning which is all-adomed,’ etc.
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from this side and on that side/ on every side, it stands

as if adorned with jewels]
;

His Weapons are the Ahuna, the Haptanghaiti, and the Fsusa.

(5) (To Sr5s I sacrifice) by whom the Ahunaver was

accepted as his snaithis (i.e. as his halbert), the victorious

(Ahima)
;
and the Yast Haptanghaiti (the Yast of the Seven

Chapters), (6) and the Fsusa manthra, the victorious, have

been also accepted® by him, and also every Yasna sectional

division. (7) For his splendour and his glory •.

X.

THE TENTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

The Immortals receive his Aid.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Victorious . . . , (2) through whose might and victory,

and amenity ® and sagacity [(these characteristics are those)

of Sros^], the Amesaspends come^ (or ‘go’?) on to the

Earth of Seven Karshvars (He leads them on as the listening

Vanguard) for the Den-manifestations to the Den-devoted
ones [Hushedar, Hushedar-mah, and Sosyans]. (3) (With
no hindrance to their wiU), using power as they wish, they ^

go forth (or ‘ come forth ’) to the bodily worlds, whose Den
Auharmazd the Holy has diffused' [that is to say, the

Den has been made current by Him. (The meaning is),

that the Den of Sros is the maintenance of the Destoor .

[(And Mihr (Mithra) also has diffused and made it current,

' Perhaps literally ‘ trora side and side of it ’
; B. om. ‘ of it.’

^ Have ^ye -and (B. (D., Pt. 4) )
= -und as past participial term f

^ HaozaSvaca.

Xote to point the meaning as here referring to Sro; .and not to the AraeJas.
“ So s.ituntan', again, is better rendered by • come ’ than by ‘ sro ’

; so ot ‘ oar.’
® Mistake or freedom ot plural for singular

;
the original reters to Srof.

' Xot impossibly correct, ‘ var ’ taking on a cau,ative sense, in accordance with
analogies.

“ A naive item, but hardly to be relieved by the reading ;
‘ Sraosa has held

forth the Den as Destoor.' Midra is not in the original.
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Mithra not belied)], (4) and Vah'man ^ and Asavabist and

Khsatraver and Spendarmat and Haurvadat and Amerdat
;

^

and the questions asked of Auharmazd [are diffused by

these] and Auharmazd’s lore [both the original diction'^

(literally ‘ the fore-tale ^ of it ’) and the tradition,^ the ‘ after-

tale.’ ^ These all have been diffused by them].

(5) Forth then, that is to say, continuously on 'srithin the

two worlds do Thou, O® Sraosa, save us, the Holy, the

Stately, within this world the bodily, and within that

which is the spirits [and this also within the fifty - seven

years ^]. (6) Save us from the death (dealt by, lit. ‘ of ’) the

wicked,^ from the furj’ of the faithless, from the wicked’s

[hostile] host, (7) who would bear aloft ^ their ® banners,

[(save us) in foreguard against Aesma], and although those,

the banner - bearers, Aesma, the ill - judging ' one will

maintain,® and with them Yidhat, Demon-made.

After Defence, then Favoum.

(8) And so do thou, 0 Sros, the Holy, the Stately, grant

strong-swiftness to (our) trained- (horses) and health-con-

tinuance to our body, (9) and abundant guard against our

assailants, and the on-smiting of our foes, (10) with sudden

victory of opponents, the hateful, the oppressors. For his

splendour and his glor}- . . .

' All are in the nominative in the original ; see also Nei

.

^ The ‘ indictment ’ and the ‘ defence ’ in the full legal sense could hardly have
been meant.

^ Xotice ae = ae^ apparently in the sense of the interjection ; literally ‘ this

Sr6s ’ or ‘ thus SrOs ’ = ‘ 0 Srot.’
* Xote that it took ‘ lifty-seveu ’ years to raise the dead, as it took ‘ fifty

’

years to beget the first living human beings, who were ‘ seven ’ pairs in number,
from the two first Masva and Masvoi, the Iranian Adam and Eve. These
numbers ‘ fifty ’ and ‘ seven ’ may well have suggested the later figures for the
duration of the process of resurrection.

’ Xot, of course, meaning immediately ‘ the death of the wicked ’ in any
modern sense, though these ideas are themselves at once suggested. Hardly
‘ from wicked death.’

® X'^hrem is not translated
, does the apparent -ya or -ih ot the reading lailya

or lalih contain the remnant of an old translation ?

' ‘ Wise concerning evil ’ is too advanced an idea ;
‘ stupid ’ is rather the

thought.

® Have we here a rendering for draomebyd ? If so, ‘ maintain ’ shows the error.
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XI.

THE ELEYEXTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

The Four-span Team of Sros.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Yictorious . . . , (2) whom four racers convey, white ^

and shining, splendid, imposing and sagacious, with shadow

bodies (sic
;
their bodies cast no shadow),^ bear (Sros) on to

the place ^ (sic) of the spirits.

(3) Horny are their hoofs, hut gold is wrought on them

[that is to say, gold has been fitted on them. (They are)

gold-over-shoed,* gold-shod].

(4) Swifter than the horses [of the world, (than any

natural horses are they)], swifter than the wind (or) the

rains . . . ,
or than the clouds, swifter than the fljdng

birds, or swifter than the well - bodied “ (sic? or ‘well-

stretched
’
^ (?) )

arrow as it starts (or ‘leaves’ the string),

those all verily he (Sros) overtakes [from behind (? hardly

‘ from his devotion ’ = ‘ min ba^tarih,’ or ‘ in part ’)],®

(o) which (that is, ‘the team,’ or ‘one horse as representing

the four,’ which) starts after one, and verily itself is not

' Why did Xfr. render aruJa atma? Could the lorm of the original in the

Tahlaid signs have suggested <*' Xer.’s coutinuator t

- Seeing ‘ sayak ’ (sir) in ‘ aeaya.’

* Dividing the original manyava-asanho (sir) ; Xer. tollows, a« does C. (the

Parsi-Pers.). The original is ‘ luainyava-sanho ’ = " Spirit’ or ‘ ilind ’-speech ;

thev (the steeds) understood mentally the words of direction; see S.B.E. xxxi

at the place.

* Consider zar^aya (B. (D., Pt. 4)) = gold-hodied (?), or zariiiuft = ‘gold-
wattered-over

’ {?), or zar-dakya-5az(i)t (?)= ‘gold-adequately-prepared’ (r), etc.

’ Probably meaning hu-tan', so irrationally in view ot hu + ast = hvast-.

® Or ‘ with his party ’
;
notice Xer.’s naranam.

’ ‘ Bat ’
; I refer to Av. bat, Indian bat, but it occurs to me to ask whether

• the East ’ may not have been meant by baxtar. ‘ From the East they start.’

Baxt = ‘ fate ’ gives no sense.

The reading min bat axaras, ‘tmly from atter him,’ possibly means ‘steadily

trom after him. ’ This is all awkward as to form
; but so is the fii it reading of

B. (D., Pt. 4), here baxtarih, as he has no ‘min,’ whereas the second axarih
is needed in 5. ‘Min b.ixtarih’ here wonld have nothing to correspond to it in

the original, and it would be gloss.
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overtaken from behind, which avoids (so) the halberts, both

of them (the halberts), as it bears on good Sroi, the Holy,

(Or, reading ‘ min ha;^tarlh,’ we might have here in (o)

‘ not even in part.’ We, however, hardly have ‘ on account

of its devotion,’ or ‘ on account of his sacredness.’ So

I translate as above in other respects, in \-iew of the original,

which should always control, so far as possible, our first

suggested renderings. Aside from the original, however,

we might naturally construe :
‘ he who starts after him

does not indeed ‘ from after him catch up
;
from whom that

snais (snai^is, or those) both of them, go off . . .’)

(6) who takes up (his flight) with the Hindoos on the

East, and who also does not^ (.vc) strike upon (meaning

‘light upon’) the West (so, mistaking ‘ ni ’ in ‘ni7ne’ for

a na-- from this,- the mistake of ‘not.’ A correcting gloss

i.s therefore added) [and who does oven strike, i.e. light

upon (it, the West)
;
that is, he even comes to it].

(7) For his splendour and his glory, etc. . . .

XII.

THE TWELFTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

H/'s Threefold ViTit.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, the

Victorious . . . , (2) who, tall in [stature (lit. ‘in body ’)],

high-girded [and stalwart as to action and the religious

opinion], has settled among Auharmazd’s creatures, (3) who

as much as three times in every day and every night

drives on to this Kesvar (that is, to this Earth’s Seventh)

Hvanlra^a {sic), the shining, (4) with halbert held in hand,

the keen cutting, the sharp, and the well laid-on, upon the

demon’s heads.

^ See note 7 on previous page.

* The ‘ a priv. ’ was hardly seen in ageurvayeite (-yate). It was the ‘ni* in

ni7ne.
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He lays about him.

(5) for the axeing Angra Mainjn, the evil [his (that is to

say, Sros’s) ‘cleaving’ is (caused) from this (that is to say,

‘ this is one chief reason for his use of the snaithis.’ Some-

thing like this he must have meant by the very indefinite

words)],—for the axeing down of Aesma (the Raid Fury),

him of the bloody spear, his (Sraosa’s is the cleaving) from

this cause. For the axeing the Mazenian Demons [so also

his, from this (motive)] is the cleaving of all the Demons

(that is to say, of their skulls). For his splendour and his

glory . . .

XIII.

THE THIRTEENTH SECTION OF THE YAST.

As the embodied Manthra.

(1) I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stately, and

Victorious . . . , (2) who is both here and beyond

[and in (many) another place
']

in aU the earth and in aU
[time ^] ;

yea, I sacrifice to Sros, the Holy, the Stalwart,

whose body is the Word,

(3) (To Sros again) the doughty one of hmnan® sjunpathies

{sic, for this error
;

or with the other texts ‘ who is the

desired (?) of the related, or ‘ of every (?)
’ chief ’), the strong

of arm, the charioteer [that is to say, the (disciplined and)

finished one], head-smiter of the Demons.

1 Possibly not gloss.

- Error, of course
; the translator’s conjecture.

5 So if ham (m)art' arzuk' is tenable. This looks as il -var- (-varait-) of the
vesta had stood in the Pahl. character, and was read ‘ -nar,’ suggestino-

• man,’ while -raiti- suggested • rat,’ and ‘ -vato ’ pointed to ‘ van ’ in the sense
ot ‘desire.’ ‘ Yar-’ so read may also have contributed to this idea of ‘ desire,’

even if it had been already read ‘ -nar- ’ and rendered as ‘ nar,’ ‘mart.’ This
of course, took place only in the case of successive expositors.
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As Conqueror (again).

(4) Yea, to Sros the Conqueror do I sacrifice, to him who
is the Holy Conqueror, the Conqueror with full victory,

and to his victoriousness which proceeds with its imbroken

advance, to him and to it do I sacrifice (‘ with a procedure

not interrupted ’

?) (so possibly), (5) yea, I sacrifice to (that

leading quahty) of Sros, the Holy, and to (that ^ of) the

Yazat Arsti.

(6) And to all the houses by Sros protected do I sacrifice,

[which for the sake of ^ their advantage (so better than ‘ from

their goodness ’) would afford Sraosa refuge],

(7) (even) where they would receive Sros, the Holy, as

a friend and favoured (that is to say, ‘ as one helped on in

his endeavours ’), and where also the person (i.e. the house-

holder who welcomes him) is far advanced in religious

thoughts and religious words and deeds.

(8) For his splendoui- and his glory . . .

Aside from the original one naturally renders :
‘ I sacritice to him who is

Sros and to him who is Arstat, the Yazat.’

^ Rai looks more like ‘ for the s.ike of ’ here.

J.K.A.S. 1905. 31
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XV.

DN A DIRHAM OF KHDSRU SHAH OF 361 a.h., Etc.

By H. F. AMEDROZ.

/V the uncertain Arabic coins in the British Museum
are two dirhams of the years 361 and 363 a.h., which

are described by Professor Stanley Lane -Poole (J.R.A.S.,

1876, p. 295) as bearing the name of the Caliph al-Muti‘lillah

and of the sovereign ^ iLi The mint place

on one of the coins is illegible
;
that on the coin of 361 a.h.

was identified by Dr. 0. Codrington as “ Rudhbar,” and his

collection contains a similar but more perfect specimen
;

there is also one at Paris, in the Cabinet des Medailles,

struck at Rudhbar
;
and one was published by Tornberg in

the Rev. Jlum. Beige, 5th series, ii, 243. He read the mint

Rudhbar, and the name of Khusru Shah’s ancestor as

adding that there was a dinar of the same tj-pe and mint

in the collection of Baron Chaudoir, and that MiUies possessed

a dirham which he surmised to belong to the Dailamite

dynasty of Wahsudan.

No Khusru Shah seems to be recorded in Oriental history

as reigning at this date, but his existence is disclosed in

the life of a physician in the Tarll^ al-Hukama of al-Qifti

(ed. Lippert, Leipsig, 1903, p. 149). The physician, Jibril

b. ‘Ubaid Allah b. Bakhtlshu', having succeeded in curing

of an illness the vizier at al-Rayy, the Sahib Ibn ‘Abbad,

was, at his request, sent from Baghdad by 'Adud al-Daula

at some date not earlier than 360 a.h. to attend on “ Khusru
>^ah Malik al-Dailam,” who had applied to the Sahib to

procure him a competent physician. Jibril attended him
with success and returned to Baghdad. Later, at the

invitation of the Marwanid ruler Mumahhid al-Daula (reigned
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386-401 A.H.), he removed to Mayyafariqin, and died there

in 396 A.H. In the interval he was again summoned to

attend Khusru Shah, but was dissuaded from going.

A life of Jibril is also given by Ibn abi TJsaibi'a (ed.

Muller, Cairo, 1882, i, 144), a contemporary of al - Qifti,.

dying twenty -two years after him, in 668 a.h. By his

accoimt Jibril did not go to Maj'yafariqln until after 392 a.h.,

for he says that after serving the Oqailid ruler of Mosul

he returned to Baghdad, where he gained the favour of

“al-‘AmId,” who is presumably ‘Amid al-Juyush al-Hasan

b. Ustadh Hurmuz, who was appointed governor of ‘Iraq

by Baha al-Daula in 392 a.h. (Ibn al-AAir, ix, 121). From
this it would appear that Khusru ^ah was Hving as late as

some date between 392 and 396 a.h.

Ibn abi Usaibi'a terms Khusru Shah “Mahk al-Dailam”

and j-V* ,
this spelling being confirmed by two MSS.

of the work in the British Museum (Add. 7,340, fol. 59a,

1. 10, and Add. 25,376, fol. 42a, 1. ult.). It does not accord,

however, with the inscription on the coins, one alif being

wanting, and I believe it to be incorrect
;

for one of the

volumes of the valuable British Museum MS. of the

“Turjuman al-‘Ibar” of Ibn Khaldun (Add. 23,272), where

the marginal notes are autograph of the author, contains on

fol. 2545 an account of the Ziyarid djuiasty of Jurjan,

headed

—

and continues

;

aaja* Jl

Jja! 1 j'lcbJ

By reason of the well-timed omission of the scribe, the

words within brackets are in the handwriting of Ibn l^aldun.
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the name jJUU* being fully pointed. It seems reasonably

clear that this is the name of the ancestor on the coins,

for it will be observed that the tribe to which the Manadhir

family belonged is stated to have been kin to the Dailamites

over whom Khusru ^ah ruled
;
that the family is said to

have long been of princely rank
;
and that their residence

was Rudhbar. This place is called by Yaqiit, in the ilu'jam

al-Buldan, ii, 831, , and his authority is

a historian of Rudhbar who was living at this period,

Abu Sa‘d Mansur b. al-Husain al-Abi, Auzier at al-Rajy

under Majd al-Daula, died 421 a.h. (Brockelmann, Gresch.

Arab. Lit., i, 351).

Millies’ attribution of the dirham of I^usru Shiih to the

Dailamite dynasty of Wahsiidan may well be correct. This

d}musty’s rise is noticed in an extract pubbshed by Dorn

(Muh. Quellen, iv, 474) from the MS. of an abridged history,

the TarllA al-Salihi, in the Asiatic Library at St. Petersburg

(Cat. Rosen, No. 163, p. 99), where, after an account of the

Dailamite revolt in 315 .a.h., when Isfar b. S^Irwaih seized

al-Raj^y and defeated the troops sent against him by Muqtadir

(see ‘Arib Tab. Cont., 137), it is stated that, according to

some authorities, the first Dailamite sovereign was Wahsudan
b. al-Marzubiin, whose capital was Shahrastan, and that he

was followed by three sons in succession, Justan, ‘Ali, and

Khusru Firuz, the two latter being killed by Muhammad
b. Musiifir, who also ousted Khusru’s son and successor, Mahdi.

A certain Nuh b. Wahsudan was in possession of

Bamiran in 379 a.h. (AMq., iii, 148), where, it appears from

a letter of the SaMb Ibn ‘Abbad, that Wahsudan, during

a reign of fortj^ years, had seen his power decrease before

that of the ‘Kunkar’ family. Samiran was acquired from

Nuh by Fakhr al - Daula, their respective fathers having

quarreUed over the possession of Tarm, another Dailamite

stronghold (Yaq., iii, 533), and it is possible that Khusru

Shah’s independent position at Rudhbar was due to the

friendship of the Sahib Ibn ‘Abbad. But I am unable to

connect him with the Wahsudan family.
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The name “ Mumahhid al-Daula ” suggests noting what

seems to he an erroneous attribution of a coin in the British

Museum to this ruler (see Cat. Or., hi, p. 25, No. 50). The

date is illegible, but the reverse bears the name of 'Adud

al-Daula ;
it must consequently have been struck before his

death in 372 a.h. This date attracted the notice of M. van

Berchem, now engaged on the inscriptions of Mayyiifariqln

and its neighbourhood, as too early, having regard to the

dates of Mumahhid al-Daula’s reign given in the history of

Mayyiifariqln by Ibn al-Azraq al-Fiiriqi (see J.R.A.S., 1903,

p. 126). On the obverse of the coin the “ Abii Mansur ”

in the second line is clear, but above it “ Mumahhid ” should,

more probably, be read “ Mu’ayyid,” for although the word

is much effaced, the second letter has the semblance of a j

.

It would then belong to the coinage of the Buwayhid

^lu’ayyid al-Daula, not otherwise represented in the collection,

who reigned at Isfahan 368-373 a.h. Ho also was Abu

^lansur, and is known to have placed on his coinage the

name of his brother ‘Adud al-Daula. A coin of his so

inscribed was published by S. Lane-Poole in the “Fasti

Arabici,” viii (Num. Chron., 1892, 3rd series, vol. xii, p. 170).^

> Some 01 the coins ot the Marwanid dniasty published by Tornberg (Xum.

Cut. B. X. Holm., chi^s six) seem to admit of emendation. No. S, straek at

Basra in 397 a.h., is attributed to Mumahhid al-Daula Abu-l-Hasan, rrherea-.

he vas Abu Mansur. It may be that the name should be read rJ.Al! . -'A^,

who was Abu-l-Hasan (‘Ali b. Nasr) and ruled eireH 376-409 a.h. orer the

B.itiba, the swampy district between Wasit and Basra, which latter place wa-

an unlikely Marwanid mint. He had succeeded his uncle, the Hajib Muzaffai

b. ‘.\li, who had ousted the issue of ‘Imran b. ^ahln, the outlaw who had

asseited his independence against Mu'izz al-Daula, and it was at his court that

al-Uadir hail found a refuge against his predecessor, al-Tii'i." The second name

on the coin, the Amir Euku al-Daida b. Da’ud ('r), I cannot recognize. A coin

very similar to the above is, I think, contained in the Paris Cabinet des Mcdaille-,

and tw'o have been published by S. Lane-Poole in the “ Fasti Arabici,’’ vi and

vii (Num. Chron., 1887, p. 337, and 1892, p. 165). The mint of the tormei,

read Sinnabra(?), may well be Basra, as is that of the latter, which also bears

a second name, the Amir “ Batar al-Daula Abu Kida,” unexplained.

Again, No. 11, which is read y 1, would seem to belong

to the first Oqailid niler ot Mosul, and to read r -7...

A

t ^ .

lie was still ruling in 381 a.h., the date of the accession of the Caliph al-Qadir,
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If Mu’ayyid al-Daula’s coin be of a proper standard, it

contrasts favourably with the gold pieces of his father and

predecessor Eukn al-Daula, which in 420 .a.h. were in bad

repute at Baghdad. Ibn al-Jauzi, relating in the “ Muntazim”

(Berlin, Ho. 9,436, fol. 178ff) how in that r^ear an inundation

had stopped the mills from working, saj^s that the price of

grinding a kara measure of grain rose to three of Rukn
al-Daula’s dinars, and that these were the equivalent of one

dinar, for thej’ were half copper and eventually were

composed entirely of this metal.

That base money was struck neither covertly nor under

stress of necessity is shown by an mcident which occurred

at Damascus late in 530 a.h., recorded m the historj’ of

Abu Ya‘li Hamza b. Asad al-Qalanisi (Bodl. Hunt., 125,

fol. 141«). A certain al-Asma‘i attended on the Diwan,

and asked leave to strike dinars to consist, as to one-half,

one-fourth, and one-eighth respectively, of gold, and as to

the rest, of copper The request was pressed until

it was granted, and it was decided that the dinars should

bear the names of the Caliph al-Riishid billah, of the Saljuq

Sultan HasTid, and of the ruler of Damascus, ^ihiib al-Din

Mahmud b. Tiij al-Muluk Buri b. Atabeg Tughtigin. The

issue must have been a limited one, for the short Caliphate

of al-Rashid was nearing its close. There is but a single

coin bearing his name in the British iMuseum collection

(Cat. Or., Suppt., vol. ix, p. 280, No. 86*'), struck at Baghdad
by the Sultan Mas'ud.

The above-mentioned vizier, al-Abi, lived to see the

deposition of Majd al-Daula and the seizure of his

dominions by Mahmud b. Subuktigin in 420 a.h., but he

\\ho&e name appears thereon. No coin of this ruler seems to be elsewhere

recorded.

And No. 12, struck at Nasibin, bears the name of the Caliph al-Muti‘
;

it

must therefore be prior to 363 a.h., and anterior to the Marwanid dynasty.

The name <d;l ^ should perhaps be read

<11 alii (J-As ,
and the coin thus belong to the Hamdanid dynasty.

A very similar coin ot Abu Taghlib is described, B.M. Or. iii, No. 18 ;
and

the next, No. 19, was struck at Nasibin.
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was not then in office. Ibn al-AthIr’s narrative (ix, 261)

is brief, and makes no mention of a vizier. But a fuller

account is given in the MS. Munich Arab., 378c, fol. 79i

—

a historical fragment of uncertain authorship covering the

years 402-436 a.h., and drawing largely on the contemporary

history of Hilal al - Sabi.* It is there stated that the

mutinous conduct of the Dailamite troops, which led Majd
al-Daula to appeal to Mahmud, was caused by the refusal

of the vizier, Abu-l-‘Ala b. Kulail, to meet their claims from

the treasure left by FaWir al-Daula, except to the extent

of the proceeds of fines (culjjL:.*). Mahmud was offered

the overlordship and control of the government. He was

then at jN’Isabiir dealing with revolting Turkish soldiery.

From Jurjan, where Minuchihr b. Qiibus b. 'VVaffimaghlr had

* The Munich MS. Arab. 378r was obligingly sent by Dr. Leidinger, head
ot the Munich MSS. Department, to the India Office Library for my use.

Each yeaits narrative comprises political occurrences and a necrology. The
author says under the year 434 i.H. (fol. 13.54) that down to this date he had
perused and made extracts from the history of Hilal b. al-Muhassin al-Siibi

trom the copy in the Waq^f of the late Malik al-Ashraf (reigned, at Damascus,
626-635 A.H.), but that rt failed him from this point, and down to the year

449 A.K., inasmuch as Ghars al-Hi‘ma, his son, had recorded under 448 a.h.
that his father’,? history extended to that date.

[The IVaot in question seems to be that described in a previous passage in

the MS. (tol. 664), where, after recording a death in 417 a.h., the author says

that a son of the deceased possessed a shoe said to have belonged to the Prophet,
which passed into the possession of the late sovereign al-Ashraf Musa b. Abu
Bakr b. Ayyub, who bought a house in Damascus, constituted it a AVaqf, placed

the shoe therein, and conveyed there a number of books, on which he settled an
endowment.]
He says also in the notice of the ^arif al-Eadi (tol. 28«) that he had been

told an anecdote relating to him by the vizier of the Caliph al-Musta‘sim at

Baghdad in 644 a.h. [The anecdote is told by Ibn Khallikan, in his lite

of al-EadI (De SI. Eng., iii, 120), as derived from a certain compilation.] And
in the notice of the ^arif .al-Murtada (fol. 1 38«) ,

after mentioning some strange
tenets he held, .and his reflections on the orthodoxy of the Sahaba, he proceeds

:

iJ] Jlji

The ‘ grandfather ’ must be Ibn al-Jauzi, for Haji Khalifa savs (iii, 287,
Ho. 5484) that Ibn al-Jauzi had given mischievous extracts of this character
from the Sharif’s writings. The Munich MS. is thus the work of the Sibt Ibn
al-Jauzi, and a part of his “Mirat al-Zaman.” It is, however, to be noticed
that two quotations, at least, of the “Muntazim” ot Ibn al-Jauzi which occur
in the B.M. AIS. of the Mirat al-Zaman—Or. 4,619—are not to be found in

the corresponding passages in the Munich MS., whilst the “Kitab al-Maudu‘at”
(Brockebnann, i, 503, Ho. 26) is mentioned therein on fol. 604 as the" work,
merely, of “the ^aikh Ibn al-Jauzi,” and not of “my grandfather.” The
Munich MS. is far fuUer than B.M. Or. 4,619; it must, therefore, be a later
recension ot the work.
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•avoided awaiting his arrival, but had left, with excuses,

ample supplies for his use, he sent to Majd al-Daula friendly

assurances pro\dded his advice were acted on. Majd al-Daula

promising this, he sent off a force to al-Ra^y under Ahu-1-

Hasan ‘Ali h. Khashawand, and Majd al-Daula came out,

as agreed, to his camp with a Dailamite escort. Hesitating

to dismount, he was reassured, and afterwards arrested with

his son, the escort dispersing. Soon arrived Ma]^ud in

person
; and a letter written from outside Qarmisain by

Husam al-Daula Ibn Abi-l-Sbawarib to the Hajib Abu-1-

Muzalfar annoimced his arrival accompanied by his son

Mas'ud and with a force of 50,000 horse, 200 elephants,

and 40,000 donkeys carrying munitions and treasure, and that

his intention was to advance on Baghdad. He forthwith

repressed the Dailamites severelj^ banished and ill-treated

the people, and, after torturing Majd al-Daula to extort

treasure from him, sent him with his son to a prison in

Khurasan under the escort of an Indian prince. And it was

he, and not MahmOd, as stated by Ibn al-AthIr, who cited

to the prisoner the game of chess as a warning against one

sovereign trusting himself to another. The vizier Abu-1-

‘Ala, under pressure of a money demand which he could not

satisfy, killed himself, and Mahmud, who that same day

had stayed the proceedings and ordered him marks of honour,

cursed the rash act as a reflection on his own conduct.

Then follows his letter to the Caliph (fols. 81ff, 83a), of

which Ibn al-AlKlr gives one passage. Its purport, less

rigorously condensed, is that he has found al-Rayy to be

a mere stronghold of the Batinijwa and other heretics, owing

to the favour of Majd al-Daula and his predecessors, who

had tolerated all their excesses, such as setting up an idol,

and seeking to know their allotted fate by means of divining

arrows (prohibited by Qur. V, 4). Majd al-Daula had

come out to the camp, he said, unconditionally,

. As to the Dailamites, Batiniyya, and other heretics,

their guilt was established by a legal decision which he had

procured, and had acted on, to the efiect that

—
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jIaL*
|» v

‘^

^

He then stated the domestic irregularities of Majd al-Daula,

mentioned by Ibn al-AthIr, and his defence, which was as

follows ;

—

iA_» lA aAL*..'

ti L» 4aa1
1

^X4
jj

1A2)
C.'.

And he concluded by sajdng that he had burnt fifty loads

of philosophical, heretical, and astrological works, thus

dispelling the clouds which obscured the true Faith.-

To return to the \'izier al-Abi. He was the author of

a work which has come down to us—a collection of anecdotes

entitled “ Nathr al-Durar fi-l-Muhadarat.”

Haji Khalifa, Ko. 13,581 (vol. v, 300), describes it as

divided into four parts, and gives the headings of the five

chapters of the first part. There is a MS. of the entire

work in the Khedivial Library at Cairo (Cat. iv, 336),

others of the first part and of a portion of the fourth part

at Berlin (Ahlwardt, Hos. 8,329 and 8,331), and another

’ See Shahrastani, ect. Cureton, i, 192-3.

^ Mahmud held firmly to his attitude as upholder ot orthodoxy and ot it.s

Caliph (A'aminl, Delhi ed., pp. 383-9). In -108 .x.h. he imitated, exceeded

rather, the Caliph’s efforts to discourage heresy. See Ibn al-Aftir, ix, 216,
and, more fully, Munich MS., fol. 354:

—

J iS, (ibn al-Athir has

^ —LL!1

^ ‘ \„s^

For the “ Jahmiyya ” sect, see Shalirastani, i, 60-1.
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recently acquired by the British Museum, a thirteenth,

century Baghdad MS. (Or. 5,769), containing fragments of

the third and fourth parts. Its publication being probably

remote in view of the difficulty of deciphering much of the

text, and of the added difficulty of publishing some of that

when deciphered, I append a few anecdotes from the third

part of the work which bear on Moslem coinage.

The first extract. A, relates the genesis of a dirham.
“ My father’s residence,” says the narrator, “ was outside

the city and adjoined a cucumber plot. I was then a big

boy with comrades of my own age, and I asked my father

for a dirham to buy some cucumber for them. He answered

me thus :
‘ Are you aware of what a dirham was and is ?

—how hidden in the depth of some hill it is attacked with

pickaxes and extracted, ground up, put into the pot, washed,

mixed with quicksilver, then passed through the furnace,

coming out as bullion, when it is inscribed on the one face

with the Unity of Allah and on the other with the name
of his Prophet

;
how it then becomes the property of the

Caliph, who has it placed in the treasury in charge of the

fair-haired crooked- capped guards (viz. alien mercenary

soldiers), and eventually bestows it on some beauteous

maiden (and you are uglier than a monkey), or, it may be,

on some man of valour (and your valour is below that of

a mouse—in the Arabic ‘nightingale’). "WTiat claim have

you to finger a dirham except it be in remuneration for

services rendered?’”

The smallest tangible fraction of a dirham was the
‘ Habba,’ or its equivalent, ‘ Sha‘Ira,’ viz. a grain of barley,

forty-eight of which constituted the weight of the silver

coin. A coin containing two Habba was called Tassitj, that

doubled a ‘ Qlrat,’ and that again doubled a ‘ Diiniq,’ six

of these last making up the ‘ Dirham.’ And they were com-

prehensively designated as ‘Fals,’ ‘Fidus.’ (See Sauvaire

on “ Moslem Coinage, Weights and Measures,” in the

Journal Asiatique, 7th series, vols. 3, 4, and 5, and

8th series, vols. 14, 15, 18, and 19.) All these will now
appear before us.
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In extract B we have an instance of remiineration by

commission at the rate, and strictly calculated, of -j-oW

per cent. The poet Marwan b. abi Hafsa was of a verj^

niggardly disposition. He told an Arab woman that if the

Caliph gave him 100,000 dirhams he would give her one

dirham. He did get 70,000, and he gave the woman four

daniq. This story occurs also in the life of the poet in the

“ Kitab al-Aghani” (ix, p. 40, 1. 11), and it is told by

al-KhatIb al-Baghdadi, who was contemporary with al-Abi,

in his “Kitab al-Bukhala (B.M. Or. 3,139, fol. 19i). In

the former version the poet had been the recipient of the

woman’s hospitality, so that the promised dirham was

a remuneration rather than a guerdon, not merely on

Costard’s distinction of the terms, but on their strict

interpretation
;
and in both versions the sum received by

the poet is 60,000 only, in which case the four daniq did

indeed suffice to discharge the liability or promise. On
Abi’s figure the woman was underpaid to the extent of

one-thirtieth part of a dirham.

In extract C we have an instance of owelty of exchange,

reckoned on an imexpected basis. A tradesman was asked

to exchange one habba-worth of bread for its equivalent in

cheese. He did so, saying, “ You are indebted to me in the

smn of one Tassuj,” viz., two habba, one, presumably, for

the surrendered bread and the other for the substituted

cheese.

In extract D is recorded a loan transaction, but not

one savouring of prohibited usury, rather the reverse.

A money - changer borrowed of a neighbour two dirhams

and one Qlrat. After some months’ interval he repaid bim

with two dirhams and three Habba, i.e. one Habba short of

the amount lent. On the lender protesting against such

conduct from a rich towards a poor man, he replied : “I did

not imagine your calculating powers to be so small. You
lent me in Summer-time two dirhams plus four grains

(^a'lra), which were then dry, as befitted the season. I am
repaying you three of them in Winter-time, when they are

swollen by moisture, and I make no doubt that you are
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a gainer by the transaction.” The borrower’s remark was

hnmorous, turning on the literal sense of ‘ Habba,’ for he

must have been tendering some small copper pieces, but it

had a serious basis in fact. For Sauvaire (8th series, vol. 3,

p. 411) quotes a learned authority for the statement that the

number of Habba going to make up the weight of a dirham

varied according to the size of the grain, and by reason

of difference of coimtry, sod, or season, rainy or otherwise,

and that there was often a discrepancy between the Summer
and AVinter weight owing to damp. Apart from etjunology,

the Enghsh term ‘ groat ’ might have occasioned a similar

play of fancy.

Extract E is a case of defacing the Caliph’s coinage,

which should have been illegal. Al-Kindi, on seeing a man
splitting a dirham in two, said :

“ Do not separate Allah

and his Prophet ”—the names occurring on two consecutive

lines of the inscription on the coinage. To interpret

‘ splitting ’ here in the sense in which it was used by

Mr. Jingle when he deprecated splitting a guinea for the-

ball tickets, and suggested tossing a sovereign instead,

although it would, appropriately enough, be discouraging

the spending of a part even of the dirham, would also result

in depriving al-Kindi’s remark of its point.

The two following extracts, F and G, are numismatic

only as instances of lofty thoughts prompted by the sight or

touch of a coin.

In extract F an Arab, finding a dirham in a Kufa
refuse heap, said :

“ Rejoice, O dirham, and take wing.

Times enough, for your sake, have men plimged into depths-

of water, crossed expanses of laud, and undergone danger of

fire.” 1

^ In connection Avith the words Professor D. S. Margoliouth

refers me to the passage in Hariri Maqamat iii (de Sacy, 2nd ed., i, 37)

—

iL

J .'ll ^1^ -JU 1 Jl IM

and the gloss thereon (ib. ii, 83) by al-K^i, i.e. ^ams al-Din Abu Bakr
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In extract Gr a miser, when fingering a dirham, was

wont to address it and commune with it as though with

a long-expected guest, saying: “ What journeyings you must

haye known ! What pockets have helped to wear ! How
some you must have exalted and others brought low ! With

me you shall know neither nakedness nor heat
”

(an allusion

to Qur. XX, 116, 117). Then, placing it in his purse, he said :

“Your resting-place henceforth will he a settled and an

abiding one.”

The last extract, H, is in a lighter vein. It occurs

in the next preceding chapter of part iii, that headed

“Lunatics.” One of these, asked why a dinar was more

valuable than a dirham, and that, again, than a Fals, rephed

that the values depended on the number of letters the words

contained, ‘Fals’ consisting of only three letters, whereas

‘ dirham ’ contained four, and ‘ dinar ’ five. The last,

therefore, was the chief. His questioner woiild have pro-

duced an explanation doubtless more profound, hut perhaps

not much more satisfying.

A.

iLijA-Jl (Jli

‘LiJ

A '5 JUii

• ^ ^
• y' ^ •

A>-l A ^ wil

“
<l1J! iJij

“
a1!1 id )!

” auiLi

Muhammad b. Abi Bakr (Haji &allfa, Xo. 733) ; see ib. i, Introd., p. vii

—
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*'ljuwfc^ ^^Lsl ^ (JL-uJ! A

^ t^=r' (j^

(Fol. 685.) c-?yj ^J1 J^* J

itr*^ *>» J^'' l_^-^' J-=S^' (.Lii^ ^i)

<__2J^ AjL» j^\ ^ '^-r^i o>^ (^5^ •

lxjj\ UlLili lISl jlkili . t_j3 *j^A

(Fol. 645.)

C.

“^is- sUails Jlftj UA Si ij^l ' As-

«_5C^
^

^
^
^^I-JL..!^ 4I . li..>- \.^.J

^
^ ^ \pil^

(Fol. 625.) _JL1,

D.

li.'rr'^^''^
“Ol.' ^i-c- iJ^ ‘L^Lv.all U=* iJ..u.~..»4

A*.': Jlijl JUi <^,
<L)L« 1 Jd; (jlj L^j l::^! ^sfuJ

^—^•S v..s.-v*jS^ (.^
;
jjljii , jSi/i!’ iiki Axj

(_j idJl i_5^ljij! ^^;2.gl_!! (_jLj*Jl_' L ^:i (tX* ^ .(

eJj
I iLuj\_* c:a1

y-

^Loili

1\ <dJl

^U
1

1 3^.-u! Ij 1 AiJ A-.’yXS Cl.

(Fol. 64fl.)

1y-Jt-i
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E.

JjUJ' : JUJ J^'

(Fol. oOa.)

F.

* aijjJI
: Jl_Lj ^yl!l ^

,La-; 1'! u_Cj LkJf.^U4. Xi l_^ JUii }i;

(Fol. 654 .) jl^lj ^y

G.

i'juJ, il^Ut d-tUr iA.' ,, i,a!1 ,\ L'l ‘ILsnJ'V' u^’

<*ijl j*— i}y^ ‘fciiij j_' . ij wi/^'

(Fol. 66fl.)
"! <^3}~'

'

H.

(if* lrr^^ ^U.;a!1^U UJ : uW^

uJ^l AAJJ
; Jl_j ?

(Fol. 544.) uJ^^l jIajaH^
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XVI,

THE NAGARAKEETAGAMA LIST OF COUNTRIES ON

THE INDO-CHINESE MAINLAND

{circa 1380 a.d.).

By COLOJsEL G. E. GERIXI, M.R.A.IS.

a^AGARAKRETAGAMA” is the title of a Javanese

poem composed by a native bard named Prapaiica, in

honour of his sovereign Hayam 'Wuruk (1350-1389), the

greatest ruler of Majapahit. It has recently been edited

with his customary scholarship by Dr. Brandes,^ and its

contents were shortly afterwards analyzed by Dr. Kern.^

Its date, in so far as can be made out from internal evidence,

must be put down to about 1380. At this period the

Majapahit empire® had reached the zenith of its power, and

embraced, besides most of the archipelago, several, though

httle better than nominal, dependencies on the southern

part of the Malay Peninsula. Furthermore, friendly and

trading relations had been established with a number of

States on the Indo-Chinese mainland. In the course of his

psan of praise for his great sovereign, the poet gives

a long enumeration of all such coxmtries. This is whei'e

the interest of the production chiefly Kes, for though it be

merely a question of a list of bare toponjuns, yet the simple

fact of some of them being mentioned at such a date gives

rise to issues, as we shall see directly, of high importance for

the elucidation of the historical geography, as well as of

^ J. Brandes, “Nagara Kretagama” (Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch
Genootschap van Kunsten en tVetenschappen, deel liv, Batavia, 1902).

- “ En Oud - Javaansch geschiedkundig gedicht nit het bloeitijdperk van
Madjapahit,” in Indische 6ids, March, 1903, pp. 341-360.

^ Majapahit was founded some time between 1278 and 1292, probably nearer

the latter date.

J.R.A.S. 1905. 32
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several obscure points in the early history of the countries

concerned.

I propose to deal here only with the toponyms relating to

the Indo-Chinese mainland. Some of these are quite obvious,

but some others are not so easily recognizable
;

W’hile a few

require a certain amount of investigation ere their identity

can be satisfactorily established.

In so far as I am aware, none of the second and third class

toponyms just alluded to have been identified, though I have

noticed one or two attempts in that direction which, I regret

to say, have proved abortive. Not having access either to

Dr. Brandes’ edition of the poem or to Dr. Kern’s anal}'tical

summary’, I can only’ deal with such place-names as I have

met with iu other publications referring to them
;

^ hence it

is somewhat doubtful whether the subjoined list is anything

like a complete one. It is to the following effect :

—

I. Friendly St.ytes.

1 . Syangka.

2. Ayodhyapura.

3. Dharmanagara,

4. Marutma.

5. Rajapura.

6. Singhanagara.

7. Campa.

8. Kamboja.

9. Yavana.

II. Derendexcie^

(on Malay Peninsula).

10. Tringgano.

11. Pahang.

12. Ealanten.

13. Lengka-suka.

14. Tumasik.

Nos. 7, 8, 10, 11, are perfectly obvious and need no

comment.

Yavana (No. 9) refers to Annam and Tonkin, whose people

have long been known to the Chiims, Khmers, and Siamese,

as Yiton or Yuan? The same designation is applied to the

* Dr. Brandes’ speech in the compte rendu of the “ Premier Concres Inter-

national des Etudes d’EstrOme Orient, Hanoi, 1902,” Hanoi, 1903. Also,

Bulletin de VBoole Bran<;aife cBExtreme Orient, t. iv, pp. .344, 345, 475.

^ This name makes its appearance in Ch5m inscriptions in a.d. 1159 hut
occurs nearly two centuries eiirlier on the Khniiir inscription ol p-huni Mien
(province of thhong Khmum, eastern Kamboja), which, under a date corresponding
to A.D. 987, mentions Tvan (Then or Yavan) .settlers, trading, amon" other thino-s'^

in slaves. It might, in this instance, be a question of Arabs or Moorish merchants
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'Western Lau (principality of C'lileng Mai), wlio appear in

their own chronicles as the Yuan or Yona (the Pali form of

Yavana), and their countrj' as Yona-rattha or Yonahri-desa
;

^

but, of course, it cannot be a question of them here.

Dhanna-nagara (No. 3) is Sri Dharma-ruja Nayara, the

Xagor Sri Dharmardj of Siamese official documents, vulgo

LaJc/wn
;
and the Ligor of Malays. It appears under the

name of Sri Dhannaraja in the oldest extant Siamese

inscription, discovered at Sukhothai and dating from about

1300 A.n., as a dependencj' of the kingdom which then had

its capital there. I have besides found earlier mentions of

the same city in the form Sri Dharmanagara or Siri Dliamma-

nngara, in several old chronicles discovered by me in Northern

Siam.- Hence the statement of Pallegoix, copied in many
.subsequent publications,® to the effect that Ligor was founded

by the kings of Ayudhya “about 4-50 years ago”^ (in

1854, which yields 1400 circa), is utterly devoid of historic

foundation.

(uf. Mahavam«i, ch. 76, v. 26S, (late about 1160), thouab this is made somewhat
(loubttul trom the tact that .Vnnam, in A.n. 968, had regained independence,
which event naturally led to a revival of trade with toreigu countries. IVe are

told, in fact, that not long attenvards, in 1140, she opened her ports to ships
ot all nations.

' Thi.s designation dates back from at least the thirteenth ceutiu'v, and applies

then more particularly to the territory of C'hieng Sen further to the north.

- “ CamadevI-van'Ha,” by Bodhiramsi-Mahathera, composed about the end of

the fifteenth century, ch. xii, under date corresponding to a.d. 924 :
‘‘ Tada eko

Sujito naraa raja 'Siridhammana'jare karetva,” etc. The “Jinakala MalinI,”
composed in Pali at C'hieng Mai in 1.516, bv Katauapannanana Thera, alludes to

the same circumstances. The older form of the citv’.s name thus appears to be

.SVl Dharmanagara.

Among wliich the too often unreliable Balfour’s “ Cyclopa'dia of India,”
•Ird ed., vol. ii, p. ~li ; Professot Keane’s *• Geography of the Malay Peninsula,’’
etc., 2nd ed., London, 1892, p. 17 ; and so forth.

t “ Description du Eovaume Thai on Siam,” Paris, 1854, t. i, pp. 26, 27. If

I am led to go into .such particulars in order to refute an obviously ab,surd

'tatemeut, it is because error dies hard, as experience has taught me in my turn.

I have, for instance, years ago pointed out, among other matters, that the

term Sgdm (Siam) has existed as the name ot a country and people tor at least

nineteen centuries, and that Cham inscriptions of the first halt of the eleventh

Century testifj- to the presence in Indo-China of such a country and people at that

date. Yet I have seen in recent publications by writers whom one would expect

to know better, the absurd and worn-out statement repeated, that the term
Siam was invented by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century !
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AyodliyapTura (No. 2). It would be unnecessary to waste

words upon this toponym, obviously equivalent to AyudJiya,

the capital of Siam from a.u. 1-350 to 1767, but for the

theory recently set up by M. Aymonier that Ayudhya was

not founded until 1460 or so.' This mention of Ayudhya
in the “ Nagarakretagama ” shortly after the middle of the

fourteenth century, is by itself alone enough to disprove that

theory. Refraining, therefore, from any further notice of it

here,^ I deem it useful to point out that the relations existing

at the period between Siam and Java according to the author

of the “Nagarakretagama,” are confirmed from Chinese

sources. The annals of the Ming dynasty do state, in fact,

that in 1397 China incited Siam to use her influence with

Chao-ica (Java, i.e. specifically Majapahit), to induce

the latter to keep her vassal San-fo-ch‘i (Sri Bhoja = Palem-

bang) quiet, as this State had become a real enfant terrible

^

and had carried its offences against China so far as to

murder the imperial envoys.®

Bajapora (No. 5) is undoubtedly Rdja-puri, viilgo Raj-buri,

in south-eastern Siam, already mentioned in the SukhSthai

inscription of about 1300, referred to above, as then a

dependency of that capital. At the period we are concerned

with it was, of course, subject to Ayudhya, and probably

still formed, as of old, a petty' State ruled by vassal princes.

Singhanagara (No. 6) cannot be Singapore (see No. 14)

;

nor, I should think, a town on the Campa coast appearing as

Simhapiira in the Sanskrit inscriptions of that country at the

beginning of the thirteenth century'. I am therefore inclined

to identify it with Shhha-puri, spelt at times Siiiga-puri (for

‘ Journal Aaiatique, 1903, pp. 228 et seqq.
; and “ Le Cambodn-o ” t. iii

Paris, 1904, pp. 659 and 724-733.
" ' ’

2 I have, a few days since writing the above, confuted it in full, bv simply
availing myself of such documents as are in print, and therefore accessible tii

everyone (though ignored by M. Aymonier), at a meeting of the Siam Societv
Bangkok, on the Lst March, 1905. (See Bangkok Ttmes of March 2nd for
a summary, and forthcoming number ot the Journal of the Siam Society for
a fuller account.)

5 Cf. Groeneveldt, in “ Miscellaueott, Papers relating to Indo-China ”
•2nd

series, vol. i, London, 1887, pp. 194, 19.5.
' ’
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Srnga-puri),* known to us from a Siamese law of the period

(the Kafn Mandirapdla) as being one of the provinces, or

vassal principalities, given in appanage to sons of the

Ayudhya sovereigns. The site of old Simha-purl is still

marked by ruins in about lat. 15^ 3' N. and long. 100^ 17' E.,

near the western bank of a branch of the river Me-Xam now
almost silted up.

Syangka (No. 1) is one of the most puzzling toponjuns of

the list under examination. After due consideration of the

five or six names of important places on the Indo-Chinese

peninsula at the period, that might lay claim to identification

with it, I have come to the conclusion that the most eligible

is Sahkhahurl (Sarga-puri),^ a sister town of the preceding

one (Xo. 6), and like it given in appanage to princes of the

Ayudhya royal family. On or soon after 1403 the then

reigning sovereign bestowed it, as the annals inform us,

upon his second son Chau Yi, who in about 1415-16 fell in

single combat on elephants with his elder brother, the prince

of Sup'han (Surarna-piD-i). The ruins of Sahkhaburl are

still extant at about fourteen miles further up-stream from

her sister town of Simha-purl (Xo. 6).

Philip Baldacus mentions, about the middle of the seven-

teenth century, a seaport of Sencaza, on the west coast of the

Malay Peninsula
;

^ but as his work is chiefly an ‘ armchair
’

So {Stngapuri) in the Kata Mandirapala, auJ in the law on the ^tatu< ot

1

1

'ovincial governors of eircu 1454 : see Laws of Siam, vol. ii, p. 93. and vol. i,

p. 203 (Siamese ed.).

* It is met at times in old records with the spelling Sicaitkhahui i iSvurga-pnri),

which is incorrect.

^ See Anderson’s “ English Intercour.-e with Siam,” p. 41, according to which
Ka!d;eU3 says: “betwixt Tanassery [Tenasserim] and Occedix (Quedah), triwards

Malatea^ are the harbours of Tanxitigar, Sencaza, and Perach, opposite to

Achem.” In order to clear Balda-us of blame, it would be nece-sary to demonstrate
that Pex-aeh is a misprint, or lapsue calami, trrr Perlvy, in which ca-e Sniiaza
would have to be looked for between I’erlis and Trang. There is a little stream
named Kacha (Khlong Kacha) debouching on that tract ot coast through the
Lawang estuary (70° 9' N. lat.). This may have ot old borne the name Sunyri
Kucha, of which Sunyi-kaiha, Sencaza, would be po-sible contraitions. In
default, there is nothing lelt but the Kesang River below Malacca and immediately
above the Muiir, which appears in old European accounts as the Gaza, Jygn,
Knji-ant, and Knmiant (Dutch), Cafau ^Portuguese), etc. Nieuhoil was
wrong in thinking it to be the Muar, .and Dennys in not rectilying that blunder

in his "Descriptive Dictionary of British Malaya,” London, 1894, p. 208.

But whichever of the two here proposed be the correct location ot Stncaza, this

.evidently cannot be the Syangka of the Nagarakretagama.
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compilation from the -wTitings of his predecessors, where no

such name occurs, the term in question is very probably

a slip for either Langkawl, Simgei Gaza (Kesang Eiver),

or the like. At all events, as he enumerates it between

Tanangar (Trang) and Perach (Perak), which latter he

wrongly places before Kedah in coming from the north,

it must on this account alone be discarded, for most of the

southern part of the Malay Peninsula (Kedah included) was,

as we shall see directl}', claimed as a dependencj' by the

Majapahit rulers.

The only place on the Malay Peninsula which might

aspire to identification with Syangka is Soiigkliid or Sungklilu

(Singora)
;
but I cannot help excluding it on account of the

too marked difference in spelling between the two names.

Sartnkhttlok (Svarga-loka), Sicdhkha-luri (Svauga-purl), and

Nakhon Swan (Nagara Svarga, Svarga-nagara), in Central

Siam, though bearing similar names, must be discarded as

forming at the period part of the last nucleus of the

Sukhothai State then in course of absorption bj- the new
power that had sprung up at Ayudhya. Owing to the war

that raged between the two rival States during the second

half of the fourteenth centurj', the cities above referred to

were, as a matter of course, cut off from direct commimication

with countries beyond the sea ; hence all possibility of an

intercourse with Java at the time being must be excluded,

while for an earlier period it can with the greatest difficulty

be admitted, since it was only through its expansion by the

conquest of the neighbouring islands that Majapahit came

into contact with the nations on the Indo-Chinese Peninsula,

and that event appears not to have taken place until a.d. 1377

or thereabouts.

Marutma (Ko. 4). The original is apparently corrupt

here
;

for it should read either Miittama or Martama
(Muh-t‘m6h) = IMartaban ;

or Mrt, Marit, Mrittika = Mergui.

The chances appear to be in favour of Martaban, though

since 1354 a rebel province of the Pegu kingdom that had

just had its first nucleus there; for when Martaban was

finally reduced by the warlike Peguan king Siharaja in 1388,
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its governor, Brah Tabah, fled by sea with his two brothers,

the governors of Maulmain and Xagar P‘hen, to the Malaj-

Straits,' mayhap those very ones who acknowledged the

suzerainty of Alajapahit. It seems, therefore, that we should

read Martma or Murtuma, Martuma, instead of Manitma.

In concluding these brief remarks on the States with

which Majapahit Lad established friendly relations, we
cannot help drawing attention to the significant fact that

no less than five are mentioned in Siam, of which three

(to wit : Syangka, Rajapura, and Singhanagara) were in

the immediate neighbourliood of A^rndhya (Ayodhyapura).-

We must infer that a fairly active intercourse doubtless

existed at the tiiue between Siam and Ja\a, although we
should remember that the author of the Niigarakretagama

has by no means refrained from availing himself of the

license granted by common consent to poets in order to

insert a good many toponjuns through mere hearsay. It is

surprising, in fact, that side by side with the names of the

above States those of Sup‘han and Lawo {Lava-jjan), which

ranked then as second and third in importance respectively,

immediately after the suzerain one of Ayudhyii, should not

appear. However, it is perhaps wise to withhold criticism

on this point until the full topographic list of the Nagara-

kretagama lies before us.

The same reservation cannot, on the other hand, be made
with regard to the dependencies claimed on the Malay

Peninsula for his empire by the imaginative Prapanca
;

for

aU that territory then belonged unquestionably to Siam, and

' So the annals of Pegu, Siam, transl., p. 203.

^ In locating these States in Siam, I am ot course an are of the existence ot

several similarly named cities in India, e.g. ^yodhtjO = Oude, still alluded to as

Ayujjha in about a.d. 1052 in ilahavaihsa, ch. 56 ; Sihapmti of both Dipavaiiisa

and ilahavaihsa
;
Eajapuri = Rajauri ot the Eajatarahgini (viii, 617, -V.d. HIS)

;

Raipur vti the Central Provinces, and so forth. But it will be evident to everyone
that, owing- partly to the great distance and partly to the non-existence of some
ot such cities at the period we ai-e concerned with, they are entirely out ot (question.

Invasions of Malays (called Javaht in the Sinhalese chronicles) occui-red, it is

tme, on the coasts of Ceylon and Southern India in 1251 (ct. Mahavamsa, ch. 84)

and earlier
;

but these freebooters came, I think, from Sumatra, and as the

range of their exploits did not extend beyond the Coromandel coast, it is unlikely

that relations could be established by them with the States further to the north.
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continued to do so until the advent of the Portuguese ut

3Ialacca. Although adventurers from India, and still more

frequently from Sumatra or from the neighbouring archi-

pelago, succeeded in founding settlements on various points

of its coasts, their interference was always resented by Siam,

who invariably either drove them out or compelled them to

acknowledge her supremacy. From as early as 1279-80 wo

hear of the famous Sukhdthai king Euang (the second of

that nickname) starting himself at the head of an e.Kpeditiou

to repel one of such invasions of his southern provinces on

the Malay Peninsula.' Shortly after that the adventurers

who settled on the island of Singapore, founding there the

settlement of that name, and on the shores of the Old

Strait, causing the whole southernmost portion of the Malay

Peninsula, known as the Malaya or Malaya country (Tanah

Malajm), to rebel, were duly dealt with ; and towards 129d

the State of Ma-li-yu-erh, M ? (Maliiyur), as the

historians of the Yiian djmasty term it, had to renew the

acknowledgment of its allegiance to Sukhdthai.- But the

encroachments from Sumatra’s side, upon the southern coasts

of the Malay Peninsula, continued from time to time
;
and

it doubtless was in order to punish some raid perpetrated by
the newly-founded pettj’- State of Pasei, that in or about

1320 the king of Siam despatched a naval expedition to

seize its ruler Maliku’l - Zaher and bring him to Siam,

where he was kept a prisoner for twenty years.^ This is the

same jolly old fellow who, after having been duly released

Annals of Pegu, Siam, transl. (“ Eajadhiraj ”), p. 10.

2 It goes without saving that this is the State of Ma -h - yii . irh which
Sinologists have placed on the territory of Palembang, east coast of Sumatra

:

as well as the hitherto vainly sought for Mabur or Mulavir of Marco Polo!
I cannot go here into the long discussion that the subject would entail, especially
as I have fully made it elsewhere in a work now being passed through the pres.-.

Suffice to point out, as some of my witnesses, the river MalSyu (Sungei .UaUlyu),
still so called, and the village Bentan (probably connected with Marco Polo'.-
Bentam), both lying there (ignored by all my learned predecessors), on the
northern shore of the Old Singapore Strait.

3 “Sejarah JIalayu,” Leyden’s transl., p. 73; and Marre’s “ Histoire des
Eois de Pasey,” Paris, 1874, pp. 48-50, which, however, takes a far more rosv
view of the matter.
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from Siam, was Ibn Batata’s host both in 1345 and 13464

Snch does not appear, however, to have been the only

instance in which Siam made the northern coast of Sumatra

feel her strong hand, for even as late as 1406, when AAndhya
had long been the Siamese capital, Su-men-fa-la (Samudra)

still had grievances to air against her before the Chinese

' Court.

But to return to the Malay Peninsula. The “Kata

Mandirapala ” informs us that on the southern part of it,

Ujomj Tdnah (afterwards named Johor), Maldhd (Malacca),

and JIahii/u, among others, were States tributary to Ajuidhya

during the latter half of the fourteenth century. Here we
again meet with our old acquaintance ilnlCti/K, alias Maldi/ur,

2IaHur, or Malavir, on the northern shore of the Old

Singapore Strait, which, duly brought to book by Sukhothai

in 1295, had continued to be kept obedient, and when

the balance of power became transferred to Ayudhya,

acknowledged, or was compelled to acknowledge, its new
masters. It merged, later on, into the kingdom of Johore,

therefore also known to the early Portuguese writers as the

kingdom of Malaio.

The statements of the “KaUi iJandirapiila ” are confirmed

as regards Malacca, I may point out, by all Chinese accounts

of the period, which declare that the country, even before the

foundation of the emporium just referred to, belonged to

Siam, to which its chiefs “ had to pay a tribute of 40 taels

of gold, and if they failed to do this they were attacked for

it.”- The 40 taels of gold referred to here were, of course,

offered in the shape of the usual ‘ golden trees ’ of tribute,

as is yet the custom to this day for the States on the Malay
Peninsula still owing their allegiance to the Siamese Crown.

Further, as regards Pahang we find, again from Chinese

sources, that towards 1406 some Champa ships having drifted

there, the Siamese had detained and molested them, evidently

^ Defremery & Sanfminetti’s “Tovanes d’lbn Batoiitab,” t. iv, Paris, 1858,
pp. 230 and 306.

* Groeneveldt. in “ Miscellaneous Papers relating to ludo- China,” 2nd series,

Tol. i, pp. 243, 245, 248, etc., etc.
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because of their being part of a mission then despatched br

Champa to H^ii-wen-td-na (Samudra)d

It would be outside the scope of the present paper to carry

on the inquiiy to a later period. The above remnie will

suffice to give a clear idea of the political situation on the

southern part of the Malay Peninsula at the time we are

concerned with, and to throw a few sidelights from some

sources hitherto not put under contribution, on a .subject

of considerable importance.

If it is possible, najq fairly probable, that from the end of

the seventh to the end of the twelfth century the southern half

or so of the Malay Peninsula, with the neighbouring islands,

were part of the empire having then its centre at SrI-Bhoja

or Palembang on the eastern coast of Sumatra, as evidenced

by the writings of I-tsing and Chao Ju-kua respectively, the

same cannot hold good, as we have seen, for the centuries

following. Hence, it would not be sufficient even to admit

that the alleged conquest of those territories by Miljapahit

in A.u. 1377 or thereabouts was merely an ephemeral one.

It is necessary to ascribe to that exploit a far more restricted

range, limited simply to a few islets and sundry tracts on

the southernmost borders of the Malay Peninsula. If some

chiefs of the petty States in that neighbourhood considered

it a good policy for themselves to coquet with IMajapahit,

as with China and other powers then to the fore in the

Archipelago, making a semblance of acknowledging its

suzerainty, that was merely one of the preparatory rehearsals

to the game of plapng off one State against another m
which they became so admirably proficient in after times.

But of real subjection to the insular empire there had

been none.

The Pasei chronicle, it should be pointed out, in its list of

coimtries on or about the Malay Peninsula conquered by
Majapahit at the period in question, merely enumerates

tijong Tanah, Tula Tinggi, PemangUan, and Tyuman? which

' Cf. China Sevieiv, vol. xsiii, p. 256 ; and Asiatic Quarterly Revieic for

January, 1900, p. 135, where 1436 is doubtless a misprint for 1406.

2 Cf. JIarre, op. cit., p. 97.
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correspond to the later kingdom of Johore with its adjacent

islands of Tinggi, Pemangd, and Tyuman. This statement

quite suffices to exclude a priori Tringgano (No. 10), Pahang

(No. 11), and Kalanten (=Kalantan, No. 12) from the

number of the conquests ascribed to Majapahit in the Nagara-

kretagama, while confirming our preceding arguments that

the sway of that empire was scarcely enforced, except

ephemerally, be}’ond the very southern borders of the Malay

Peninsula and neighbouring islands (including at most the

above-named, with the addition of those of Singapore and

of the Phio-Lingga archipelago).

Ha\dng thus cleared the ground, we may now proceed to

examine the two last topon}Tus in our list, still awaiting

identification.

Lengka-suka (No. 13). I have not the slightest doubt

that this is Lancjlia-mka, the name of the earliest royal

residence and capital of Kedah according to the chronicle of

that State, the “ Marong Mahavarasa,” translated by Captain

(afterwards Colonel) Low in the Journal of the Indian

Archipelago, vol. iii. Its site was, to the writer’s belief,

near the present village of Kuboh Balei, some four or five

miles eastwards of Kedah Peak. The territory was then an

island termed Julo Srai, which was just on the point of

becoming attached to the mainland. The term survives

in a more correct form in the name of Kedah Peak, known
to this day as Gunong Jerai. But this is merely the Malay,

as Srai is the Siamese, corruption of Chrai {Crai), the

Mon-Khmer word for the banyan-tree. ‘

It will readily be seen that our identification of Lengka-suka

with the original capital of Kedah is of some importance for

the determination of the hitherto unknown date of the

foundation of that State. For, according to the chronicle

above referred to, it was only imder the reign of Baja

Bodhisat, the son of the founder, that the name of the

country {Chrai, Jerai, or Srai) was changed into Eiddah,

' Now pronounced ehrei by the Khmers, and sroa, or soa, by the Moil',.

Kedah is down to the present day called Srm {Jluang Srai
) ;

officially, Sai-lno I

(Srai-pt/rtj by the Siamese.
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now more usually spelled l^edah — ‘ curral/ or elephant

stockade (Hind. Kheda), presumably upon the introduction

into the country of Islamism from India. This event,

however, is said in the annals of Achin not to have taken

place until a.d. 1501.

Again, always according to the same chronicle, it was

Raja Sri Mahavamsa, the youngest son and successor of

Raja Bodhisat, who left the old capital Langkasuka and

built a new one further south at Srokam.

How, the “ Nagarakretagama ” proves the existence of

Langkasuka as capital of the State in about a.d. 1380

;

while a Chinese map of about 1399-1400, reproduced by

Phillips from the “ Wu-pei-pi-shu,” marks Kedah, or at any

rate its river (the Sungei Merbuk or 3Ierbau), in the form of

* ^ Clii-ta Cliiang {Kit-ta Kiang)} It seems, then,

legitimate to infer that the change of the name of the State

into Kkldah or Kedah must have taken place immediately

after 1380 ;
whereas the transference of the capital from

Langkasuka to Srokam maj’ be put down roughly at 1400,

and the foundation of the State at the very earliest to 1300.

This, naturally, always provided, and the more so as regards

the last inference, that the Kedah chronicle is correct, and

has integrally recorded the series of its early rulers. As we
.shall see, such a view is not entirely beyond objection.

In fact, M. Pelliot, a j’oimg and promising Sinologist, in

a learned and bulky, though not very conclusive monograph,

recently published on the subject of a number of place-names

mentioned by Chinese writers in Further India,^ connects the

Lengha-suka of the “ Nagarakretagama ” with the ^
Ling-ya-»8u, of Chau Ju-kua {circa 1200-1240), the correct

form of which, he says, is ^ ^ /JH, Ling-ya-ssh-ka. On
the authority of Professors Hirth ^ and Schlegel,’* who both

read it Ling-ya-sz, I had some time ago felt inclined to

identify it with either Tanjxmg Ranggn, the north point of

^ See Journal of the China Branch B.A.S., vol. map, and p. 38, Xo. 7.

- Bulletin de VBcole Fran^aise d'Extreme Orient^ t. iv, pp. 328, 345, etc.

^ Journal B.A.S., 1896, p. 478.

* 'Boung-Baoj 1901, p. 129.
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entrance to the Indragiri Eiver, east coast of Sumatra, the

Langsa or Langk^a (Langkasa ?) River further up that coast,

or Langat, on the south-western shore of the Malay Peninsula

above Port Dickson. But M. Pelliot, while not attempting

to locate it, assures us that Ling-ya-sz appears twice in

Chao Ju-kua’s work under the more complete form Limj-yn-

nm-ka, whence its very probable identity with the Lengka-

mka of the “ Nagarakretagama ” and, it should be added

after our location of the latter, with Kedah.

Chao Ju-kua enumerates Ling-ya-sz or Ling -ya-ssk- ka

among the vassal States of San-fo-ch‘i (Palembang), in circa

1200, but this may refer to an older period
;
and names as

its neighbours Fo-lo-un, and Tan-ma-ling, H ,||

with which, he adds, there was communication both by land

and sea. He furthermore gives us the sailing distances from

Tan-ma-ling to Clien-lah (Kamboja), and from Fo-Io-an to

San-fo-ch‘i (Palembang), as follows :

—

1. C/iin-lah to Tan-ma-ling, 10 days;

2. Tan-ma-ling to Ling-ya-^z or Ling-ya-ssii-ka, 0 days

(distance by land not stated)

;

3. Ling-ya-sz or Ling- ya-snA-ka to Fo-lo-an, 4 days

(distance by land not stated)

;

4. Fo-lo-an to 8an-fo-ch‘i, 4 da3's.

Then he mentions as neighbours of Fo-lo-an the three

States of :

—

1. Teng-ya-neng, {ft

;

2. Peng-feng, ^ ^

;

3. Chia-chi-lan-tan or Ka-ki-lan-tan, ^ W '

I have before this come to two possible solutions of this

intricate geographical puzzle, answering to the double

alternative which arises according to whether we place the

intercommunicating States of Tan-ma-ling, Ling-ya-sz (or

Ling-ya-ssk-ka), and Fo-lo-an (with its three neighbours

on the same strip of territorj", or separated bj' the sea, as

T‘ou)ig-Tao, 1901, pp. 125-134
,
and 1898 (toI. ix), pp. 402-406.
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the case may be) on Sumatra or on the Malay Peninsula.

For the sake of brevity I shall merely confine myself here

to the results I have reached on the basis of the second

alternative, and on the new hypothesis that Ling-ya-ss is

not Langat hut Ling-ya-nsii-ka = Langkasuka, i.e. the original

capital of Kedah. They may be tabulated as follows ;

—

1. Tan- ma- ling — T!emi\ia.g or Tembeling, the name of

a cape and a hill near the mouth of the Kwantan River,

Pahang, on the east coast of the Malay Peninsula.

Probably it is the old designation borne b^' the present

Kwantan district, and should not be confounded with

Tembeling or Tembclang, the name of an inland

district on one of the tributaries of the Pahano-

River. M. Pelliot has just fallen into this error

(p. 828, n. 6).

2. Langkasuka= original capital of Kedah
near Kedah Peak (Gunong Jerai), on the west coast

of the JIalay Peninsula.

3. Fo-lo-aii = Beranang on the Langat River, west coast

of Malay Peninsula. Though this district lies rather

inland, it may have of old stretched down to the

coast towards the mouth of the Langat River. At all

events, it is a remarkable fact that the Chinese settled

there, and now write its name Fu-lu-ngan.

The distances suit tolerably well in so far as those given in

Chinese itineraries go, and there is overland communication

between the three districts. Remembering furthermore the

leisurely manner in which Chinese authors have compiled

their accounts of foreign countries, it is not necessary to

assume that the three neighbours of Fo-lo-an must be

situated on the Malay Peninsula, should this State eventuaUy
prove to have stood there. M. Pelliot says Ka-ld-lan-tan

is a faulty spelling for Ki-lun-tan — Kelantan, and we may
admit that. But when we come to Thig-ya-neng and Peng-
feng, which he would fain have us believe are, respectively,

Trengganu and Pahang, we feel somewhat sceptical. For
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Ting - i/a - ning looks more like Trieng - gading, on tlie

north coast of Sumatra, a little to the west of Samalangan,

and Peng-fing may represent some other place-name in that

neighbourhood, where is also a Beruan or Baruan, which

may claim historical descent from Fo-lo-an. So likewise may
the ruins of Kota Benuwang on the Rokan River, and

Belawan (river and cape), near Deli, on the east coast of

Sumatra^ It will thus he seen that, owing to the abundance

of toponyms similar to the above, both on Sumatra and

the southern half of the Malay Peninsula, the question

becomes a very intricate one
;
and althoitgh the solution we

have proposed above seems, and not very improbably is,

correct enough, it may yet have to undergo substantial

modifications ere it can be accepted as definite. Should

we adopt it in its present form, we must put back the

date for the foundation of Langkasuka to at least the end

of the twelfth century, and interpolate another half-dozen

reigns of unknown petty rulers between that date and the

advent of Raja Bodhisat, under whom the country changed

its old name into Kiddak or Kedah.

jM. PeUiot suggests that we may have an allusion to this

name in the Ki-t‘o, country mentioned by Chao

Ju-kua early in the thirteenth century, among the eighteen

States tributary to P'iati (Lower Burmii)
;
but this, it may

now be seen, is next to impossible.- He does not, however.

' Ah regard- TiDi-mn-Uny, there i- a river Tarrrhtlaug <in the east coast of

Sumatra in 2° S. lat. From the position described for Fu-h-nn in relation to

neighbouring countries (T'oiiny-Poo, ix, p. 404), it would appear that Beruan,

on the north coast ot Sumatra, is the mo-t likely place, and the -ailing di-tance

from it to Sun-fu-cle

t

may he merely meant to the northern borders of this State.

^ Equally impossible is the rapprochement made by both M. Pelliot and

M. Huber, in the same number of the BuUeUtt (pp. 407 and 475), ot Liny-ya-

ssti-ka with Lany-ya-hsiu, ^ ^ Itr the Asiatic Quarterly Eeview

tor Jairuary, 1901, pp. 157, 15S, 1 have conclusively shown that the latter stood

on the east coa.st of the Malay Peitiusula and on the territory ot the present

C‘hump‘h5n (about 10“ 30' N. lat.), where the name survives to this day in the

two islets of Lanyhnchiu, nearly in front of C‘hump‘h6n Bay. These, I have

now no doubt, are the very ‘mountains’
( llj )

ot Lnng-yn-hsiu sighted iir

A.D. 607 by the Chinese embassy to Cli‘ih-t‘ii (= Sukda, Sukhada, later on
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stop short here, for the Chie-t‘o = Kadu ?),

State referred to in analogous circumstances by the same

author, causes his thoughts to again fly to Kedah (p. 352).

So does I-tsing’s seaport of ^ Chio-ch‘ii {K‘it-ch‘a or

Ka-ck'a)
;
and why not? the port of ^ Ko-lo, of T'ang

historj^; the Kalah of the early Arab na\dgators; and so forth.

In all this, however, M. Pelliot but follows his predecessors,

to whom we owe tlie almost hopelessl}' muddled state of the

historical geography of Further India in the ‘light’ of Chinese

and Arab sources. With no other name beginning with

K or Q printed on the Malaj^ Peninsula in their Hand
Atlases except Kedah or Quedah, what could be done but

identify with this place every toponjmi beginning with the

same initials met with in the time - worn texts ? Thus

Kedah grew to become, under the fostering hatching of

the K, alias Q, theory, a sort of hub of the universe—of the

Far Ea.st at any rate. As a matter of fact, there is absolutely

no shadow of proof that this name ever came into existence

before the end of the fourteenth century
;
and the evidence

we have adduced conclusively shows, on the other hand,

that, prior to that period, the country as well as its capital

were known by quite different names. Nowadays the

name Kedah is spelled ff, Ki-ta, Kit-ta, by the Chinese

living in the Straits.^

Tumasik (No. 14). This toponym, which has, according

to M. Pelliot (p. 345, n. 4), puzzled three well - known

Oriental scholars, presents no difSculty whatever. It is,

with but trifling variation, the old name of Singapore

Island, Tamasak, as testified to by the “Sejarah Malayu.”-

Several years ago I identified it with those of the Tamus,

or Tamaras, Promonforium of Strabo and Pomponius Mela

;

Sakhodaya, in Central Siam) ;
while C‘hump‘hon harbour and district is I-tsing’s

^ M as well as the ^ Zanif-tja-Iisiu ol Liang

history. It is amusing to .see Sinologists go on suggesting imaginary locations

t.ir place-names which hare alreiidy been identified with absolute certainty and

.-liown to correspond to aettiaUy existing places.

' Journal Sir. Sr. R.A.S., Ho. 42, p. 200.

- Cf. Leyden’s “Malay Annals,” London, 1821, pp. 42-44.
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with the Be -Tuniah, (Bi-Tuma, i.e. Tuma River),

seaport of the Arab navigators in the ninth century, and

with the ^ ^ Tan-ma-hsi or T'am-ma-sek Hill, marked

on the Chinese map of circa 1399-1400 published by Phillips,

and already referred to above.” ' This hill, I may add,

is Bukit Timah, Aw' (=‘Tin Hill’), the most

conspicuous elevation (530 feet, and 667 to tops of trees)

on Singapore Island, as is, apart from other indications,

shown from the fact of the character Jisi, which means
‘ tin,’ being employed in the above quoted transcript.

There seems thus to be no doubt that the original name
of the island, which I assume to have been derived from

the Mon t'moh (=‘rock’), owing to the Singapore River

being formerly noted for a large rock standing at its

entrance, which might have caused it to be called Bi-T‘m6h,

i.e. ‘River of the Rock’ (whence Be-Tumah^), must have

* See Journal R. Asiatic Society tor July, 1897, table s, at foot and on the

right-hand side. Ther T .

- ’ ' 7’ g-gi-tiok of the Chinese as

a probable equivalent, . . , who (op. cit., pp. 258-9)
identified it with Singaj • I

.• !• 'I began to feel out the way
for myself, I at once recognized Tamasak in the Tan-ma-hsi above referred to,

and corrected the mistake in a new monograph still in the press. M. PeUiot, who,
I am glad to notice, proceeds far more cautiously and with more critical acumen
than his predecessors in his new inquiries on these subjects, recently suggested, in

his turn (op. cit., p. 345, n. 4), the probable identity of the tumasik of the
" Nagarakretagama ” with the Tan-ma-hsi of the Chinese map published by
PhiUips, from which latter he argued its location to be about the site of the

present Johore. He may now see, however, that it is more precisely Singapore
Island, the hill represented on that map being unquestionably Bukit Timah.
The Old Singapore Strait is not shown there, as scarcely any longer used by
Chinese junks at that time. It appears that the Chinese discovered the new
passage on or about the end of the fifteenth century, and therefore at least two
centuries before the Hispano-Portuguese. The new channel is, in fact, duly

marked in the map in question, the date assigned to which by Phillips I see no
reason to dispute.

* In Khmer a rock is also called t-nii or thuw ; but we cannot explain the
name by the Khmer language except by admitting a form Ba-T‘m6, meaning
‘excellent rock,’ ‘sacred rock,’ which may have been the name applied to the
great mass of unhewn coarse red silicious sandstone above alluded to. I do not
positively assert that Bl-Thmoh was the mime of Singapore River, or, for that
matter, of the KaUang or Eochor streams flowing close by. It is a mere
conjecture, though, as may be seen, not altogether unfounded. I do not, in fact,

say that Bi-Thmoh cannot have been used as the name of the Old Strait; for
hi in Mon is a rather elastic term, it being used to denote, besides a large river,

an arm of the sea, and the sea itself (termed = great river). The
Khmer name for ‘ tin ’ is samno

;

also pahang, whence the name of Pahang may
haje been derived (do those who talk about Panggang tribes in those parts know
thisf), though the reverse may, after all, be the case. But I do not think that

J.E.A.s. 1905. 33
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been Sanskritized by the early Indian navigators into Tamara

(=‘Tin’). For, while we may easily enough account for

the forms Tuma, Tama, Tamu, Tirnah, as corruptions of the

former, we cannot explain a good many others except by
admitting an original base Tamara. We have, in fact,

besides the Tamaras Promontorium alluded to above,^ Tumeran

samnd is the protot\-pe of either Tuma or Tamai-a. 'Many toponvms on the west
coast 01 the Malay Peninsula, and even on North Sumatra, are unmistakably
Mon-derived : hence my conjectural etymolosry for Be-Tiimah = Bl-T-moh.
This is further supported by the fact that the ancient pronunciation <ii Bl seems
to have been Be, tor Ptolemy spelP -nith Bi; all the toponims on tin west coast
of the Malay Peninsula of which the Mon Bl forms the’ initial svllable ; even
to-day the sound of f in Bi somewhat inclines toward- a closed i. It is not
improbable that the old Btj or BS still survives in the Straits and ueicthbouring
islands under the somewhat modified term JFe (meanius ‘water,’ and perhaps
‘rivulet’), which occurs in several toponiTus, e.g. Pulo fFuy, etc.

* Or Tamrirum, see Strabo, lib. .xi, 7. It is the Frumontormm So nara of the
planisphere of the lourteenth century in Hereford Cathedral, which bears at this
point the explanation: “ India quie iinem facit.” Santarem has notieeJ (“ Essai
sur I’histoire de la Cosniographie,” etc., t. ii, p. 343) that the change in
nomenclature Irom Tamos, Tamm, or Tamufum into fiamara took place on
medieval maps in the fifth century.

In this connection it is interes'tiug to observe that, according to the Chinese
annals ot the Liang dynasty, during tho first quarter nt the third century a.d.
Fu-nan (Kamboja) conquered a number of places on and about the southern part
of the Malay Peninsula Among such were :

(1) ^ Ko-ying, which I take to be Kr'ian in Perak, nowadays denoted

by the Chinese in the Straits as ^ jg, Kau-ijen or Ko-yin Nee Journal

Sir. Br. B.A.S., No. 42, p. 187) : and

(2) or Tieu-sun or Tun-sun, a State situated

at over 3,000 U (circa .500-600 miles) from the southern border- of Fu-nan,
and which therefore Sinologists have identified with Tena-.-erim 1 If not

in name connected with Tamsak or Twnasik, this State, the territorv of which
i.s said to be only 1,000 U (say, 180-200 miles) in extent, and to project in

a curviform direction into the sea, cannot have been far from it on the Malay
peninsula. The chief city is said to have stood at 10 h (about two miles) from
the sea, and to have been a great emporium—a gathering-place, in fact, for
traders from east and west, just as Singapore is described afterwards bv De Barros.
The name recalls the Malay term Busun, meaning an ‘orchard.’ but also
a ‘village,’ or the ‘country’ as distinguished from the town, and i, common
to several place- on the Malay Peninsula, besides being applied to certain
tribes in North Borneo calling themselves Kadasan.
Now, in view of the conquests of Fu-nan in the south ot the Malay Peninsula,

it is not altogether impossible that the name Tamara
(

— ‘tin’) oi Singapore
Island was changed into Samnd, the corresponding Khmer word, whence the
Samara of European cartographers was aftenvards derived (in the fifth century or
earlier). Of course, this is a mere suggestion; the change, if it ever occurred,
did not last a long time locally, for the Arab navigators of the ninth century
again employ the form Tuma. But among our geographers the variant Samara
would naturally persist longer ; and to this circum-tance is perhaps due the fact
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as a name to this day of the Old Strait (sometimes corrupted

into Tehran), and of a stream debouching in the same from
the mainland on the north. There is furthermore a Negritic

tribe named Tumior, dwelling at present far up the peninsula

about the Pahang and Kelantan borders, which maj^ have
originally occupied Singapore Island, and been driven many
centuries ago, as more recent^ the KaUang and Selitar

tribes, thence to the mainland. Is it possible that the

Tumiors got their name from Singapore Island, or else have

we to assume that this was named after them, always

supposing a connection to have existed between the two ?

I should think the former alternative the more probable, in

view of the fact that most tribes on the Malay Peninsula

derived their present designations from the names of the

places, generally streams, on which they were originally

settled. At all events, it seems to me more easy to admit

the derivation of the terms Tiima, Tama, Timah, Tiimerao,

etc., from an original base T'mdJi, or something to that

that Marco Polo, 'when speaking of the petty State of Sa),indm on the north
coast of Sumatra, spells the name Samara.

The Sanskrit inscription on the Ban That (Dhatu) stele near Bassao (Campasak,
Upper Kamboja), erected by the warlike king Suryavarman II (a.d. 1112-1152
circa), and published by Professor Kern (Annales de VExtrci/ie Orient, t. iii,

pp. 65-76), mentions aii expedition undertaken by that famous potentate to the
“ Land of Elephants and Copper,” Dvipatamra-di'sa, by which ‘‘he eclipsed the
gloiy of rictorious Eaghava (Rama) ” :

—

“ So’ yam prayuya Dvipatuinradc\iam']

JRagtiun jayantain layhayancakara” (v. 35).

Professor Kern thinks the island of Ceylon is meant, which is not altogether

unlikely in view of the allusion to Rama’s exploit in the above lines, and also of

the fact that a few years afterwards (circa 1170-80) the Ceylon king Parakkama
Bahu sent a princess as a gilt (or tribute?) to the ruler of Kamboja, the son
or other successor of Sui'viivarman II (cf. “ Mahavamsa,” ch. 76, v. 35).

I would point out, nevertheless, that it is not impossible that Singapore
Island be meant, in which case Tdmra should be taken as a lapsus, whether
intentional or not, for Tamara. Singapore Island is much neai’er to Kamboja
than Ceylon, and has doubtless been at some time or other under Kambojan sway;
whereas, in respect to Ceylon, no such expedition is recorded in local chronicles,

and no such name as Bvipatdmra, the nearest one to it being Tdmra-pami or
Tamha-panni, unless we take the term Sagadvlpa, applied to one portion of that
island, to mean ‘Elephant Isle’ (or District; Ptolemy mentions, by the way,
feeding-grounds for elephants on its territory).

l am, not-withstandiug this, under the impression that the Evipatdmra-deia of
the inscription above cited may, after all, mean Lan-c'hang (‘ Elephant plains ’),

i.e. Eastern Laos, which, besides being the traditional land of elephants, is also

that of copper.
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effect, througli its Sanskritized form Tamara, than to accept

both this latter and Timah as the original designations

applied to the island, for no tin ore has ever been known
to exist either on it or on the mainland in its neighbourhood.

The variant Tehran, although somewhat resembling Trapu

and Tipu, the Sanskrit and PaH names for tin that have

drifted into Siamese under the form Dihuk, can more easily

he traced, it will be seen, to Tumerau and Tamara. An ri

when one compares for a moment the spelling {Tumah),

employed by Abu Zaid in his relation, with the Malay
{Timah) occurring in the name of Bukit Timah, he can

readily understand how easily the transformation may have
taken place, whether in writing upon the introduction of

Islamism into the island, or, what is yet more probable,

in speech long before that.

At all events, the forms Tama and Tima must have

survived until the fourteenth century, as evidenced bv
the Tamasak of the “ ^jarah Malayu,” the Tumasik of the
“ Nagarakretagama,” and still more conclusively by the

Chinese map above referred to, which bears Tan-ma-ksi
{Tamasik) marked on the very hill of Bukit Timah. The
mixed character of this transcript—doubtless a combination

of the old designation Tama with the new one Timah
(represented by hsi or sik = ‘ tin ’), with the view of

reproducing the then current designation Tamasak or

Tumasik—well demonstrates how either of the forms Tama
and Timah was then also in use.^

I cannot say as regards the variant Tamasak—which mav
have originated not much earlier than the thirteenth century,

and must in any case be far later in date than Tama and
Tamara (for the Arab navigators in the ninth centurv still

‘ The “ Tung-hsi-yang-k‘ao ” (publ. 1618) still mentions, as M. Pelliot

obsems (op. cit., p. 345, n. 4), the Strait of Tan-ma-hsi, ^ ^ ^
{Tan-ma-hsi Men), as being passed by junks at that time. If this information
is taken from old records, the Old Strait may be the one meant ; but if o-leaned
from contemporary sources or accounts not earlier than the fourteenth century
the new passage would be intended, in which case the existence of the term
Tamasak or Tumasik might be traceable to a yet more recent date than could be
argued from the evidence we have examined above.
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use the short form Tumah)—^whether its last syllable sak

should be taken in the sense of saka, sraka = ‘ land,’

' coimtry ’ (in Khmer srok), or whether it owes its existence

to the fact of Sekah or Sika tribes from the neighbouring

archipelago having settled on the island side by side with

the aboriginal Tumiors, whom they may have driven off in

due coiirse to the mainland. It may have been instead

Sakais from that very mainland who came and settled on the

island, but this seems less likely. I do not think anyhow
that the suffix sak is in any way connected with the ,g, or g
{Hsi, Sik, or Sit) occurring in the present designation

Pft, or ® Pjj (Hsi-li, Sik-lek, or Sit-lat), applied

by the Chinese to Singapore Island, for this appears to be

simply a transcript of the Malay term Selat = a strait of the

sea, the Straits in general.^

Another question arises from the fact of Singapore Island

being stiU mentioned in about 1380 and 1400, respectively,

by the “ Nagarakretagama ” and the Chinese map alluded

to above, under the old denomination of Tumasik or Tamasak

;

while there is no notice in either as to the city of Singapore.

The question is : Did not Singapore exist as yet at that

period ?

If we are to believe the “ Sejarah Malajni,” it did, having

been founded some ninety-three years before its conquest

by the Javanese from Majapahit, which we know from
Chinese sources to have occurred in or about 1377. Despite

the fact that the chronicle of Pasei does not include

* It is in the Journal of the Straits Branch B.A.S., No. 42, p. 153, that I have

noticed for the first time the use of the character ^ instead of the one

that has so far obtained in Chinese publications.

In his study of an itinerary through the Straits recorded by Chia Tan
in circa A.D. 785-805, M. Pelliot (op. cit., p. 231), foUotving Chavannes,

takes the Strait of ^ ,
Chih (or Chot, Chit), mentioned therein, to he the Strait

of Malacca
; but it appears to me that either the new Singapore passage or

the Old Strait are more likely meant, in which case we would have in ^
a pretty old prototype of the present and ^ ;

if not, possibly an evidence

as to the existence, at such an early period, of the suffix sih or sak attached

to the name of Singapore Island.
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Singapore in its list of countries conquered by Majapiibit,

and that the “ Nagarakretagama ” merely mentions, in its

far more extensive enumeration of such conquests, Singapore

Island under its name of Tiimasik, which is at the same time,

with but little variation, the designation appearing shortly

afterwards on the Chinese map already referred to, I think

we might admit on the whole the trustworthiness of the

time - honoured tradition handed down in the “ Sejarah

Malajm ” as to the existence on the island of some settlement

—^perhaps a mere hamlet—bearing the pompous classical

name of Simha-pura.^ The ruins of an ancient temple

—

Buddhist or Brahmanic (maj’^hap Saivite) — noticed by

Crawfurd on the hill behind the town on which now
stands Fort Channing, argue the early presence on the

island of immigrants from a country—whether the Malaj'^

Peninsula, Sumatra, or Java— that had received Indu

civilization
;
and that temple may have been the pura or

puri that received the name of Simha (‘ lion ’) and caused

the neighbouring village to be called therefrom Suh/iapiira.^

Such a designation was doubtless adopted either with a view

to enhance the prestige of the foundation by naming it after

an old city of India, or to perpetuate, as often occurred in

many parts of Indo-China, the name of the founder, which

may just have been Simha.

The account given in the “ Sejarah Maliiyu ” is, of course,,

far more ornate and glowing, quite in the style that suits

native fancy
;

but when shorn of its embellishments it

presents nothing that would appear to conflict with historical

truth. It may be summarized as follows.

* Or, as some Malay scholars would have it, the Malay name of Singgali-pma,

meaning ‘a place of call,’ from singgah, ‘to visit,’ ‘to call in.’ But

this term is certainly not Malay : cf. singhataka = a market-place, in
‘

Questions

of King MUinda,” Sacred Books of the East, xxxv, pp. 2, 53, and xxxvi, p. 279,
n. 1. I should think, moreover, that Sirhha-pura is the really correct term of

the toponym. The derivation given in “ Hobson-Jobson ” (2nd ed., p. 839),
from singah + pora-pora, is inadmissible.

* Eemains of an earthen wall and other relics were also discovered, includino-
an inscription in characters resembling those of ancient Java, on a rock since
blown to pieces.
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Nila TJttama, the son of a chief from Palembang who
became afterwards the ruler of Menang - kahau State in

Central Sumatra, came to the island of Bintang near the

eastern entrance to the Singapore Strait, where a queen was

reigning—probably at some village on Bintang Bay, north-

ward of the present Rhio (Blau), on the south-western part

of the island. This queen had some time before been visited

by his father—when her husband was absent, ha\ing gone

to Siam and left her to govern in his stead. ^ It was

evidently on account of the frieudh' relations thus established

between the queen and the father of Nila Uttama that the

latter called in at the island, his visit resulting shortly after-

wards in his marriage with the queen’s daughter.

From Bintang, Nila Uttama went to Tanjong Bemban,

which I have identified with Tanjung Bemban, Bumban,

or Bombang, forming the north-eastern end of the neigh-

bouring island of Batang. There, chasing a deer, he reached

a rock of great height and size, which he climbed and

obtained a view of the opposite shore (i.e. the south-eastern

coast of Singapore Island) with its sands white as cotton.

Inquiring what land that was, he was informed that those

were the sands of the extensive country of Tamamk.

Longing to visit them, Nila Uttama crossed thereto on

his ship, and went to disport himself on a plain near the

mouth of the river Tamasak (Singapore River). Here he

saw a lion (!) ;
hence he named the country Tamasak-

Sihghapura (Siriiha-pura), and settled there, receiving the

title of Sri-Tribhuvana.

If the last statement is correct, it would explain the reason

why the foreign records alluded to above merely referred

to Singapore, after the foundation of the settlement, as

Tamasak or Tumasik. This was a shortened form of Tamasak-

Svnihapura, while being at the same time the traditional

name of the island, which would, as a matter of course,

^ This I take to be a veOed hint to the fact that the king of Bintang had
probably been taken prisoner to Siam, whence he appears never to have
returned. At all events, he must hare gone to Siam in order to pay homage,
or to arrange matters that the interference of that country had made somewhat
critical for him.
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linger for a long while in the memory of neighbouring

nations before these condescended to recognize the novel

denomination Simhapura and eventually adopt it as the

only name of the island.

As regards the date at which the events siunmarized above

occurred, we can obtain it roughly by deducting the 93

years believed by native chroniclers to have elapsed between

the foundation of Singapore city and the conquest of the

island by the armies from Majapahit. As we positively

know this to have taken place in or about 1377, we obtain

1377-93 = 1284.

Now, remembering that the Sukhothai expeditions against

foreign invaders in the south of the Malay Peninsula began

in 1279-80
;
that by 1295 the State of Malayu, corresponding

roughly to the territory of the present Johore, had been

reduced; and that the punitive expedition against Pasei,

which probably included also a settlement of outstanding

differences with Bintang, took place some time between 1300

and 1320, we see no reason for seriously disputing the above

date. It is apparently correct within, at the utmost, forty

years, in the event of our deciding to place the foundation

of the city after the Siamese expedition against Pasei. But
it is not improbable that the settlement had been founded

by the time matters were squared up with Malajui on the

neighbouring mainland, or was established shortly afterwards

imder the aegis and with the connivance of that State.

Marco Polo, who went through the Old Strait in 1292,

does not mention Singapore
; neither does Friar Odoric, who

travelled the same way in 1317 or thereabouts. Of course,

neither had reason to tarrj' at that harbour, which was
somewhat out of the way for ships at that period. But
both mention the island called Pentam and Paten, or Panthen
respectively, as being part of the kingdom of Malaiiir

(Malayu) .1 Although, as I have remarked before, there

‘ Friar Odoric has Malamaami in Banmsio (“ Karigationi et Via<»gi ” vol ii

1583, fol. 247 verao), which may he compared to the Malanir, Malavir, and
similar varim lectiones in the texts of Marco Polo.
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•exists to this day a village Bentam on the mainland side

of Singapore Strait/ it is not likely that both travellers

mistook the coast of the Malay Peninsula for an island.

This island of Pentam. Paten, or Panteni must therefore be

the Be-Tumah (Island) of the Arab navigators, the Tamasak

Island of the Malays
; and, in short, the Singapore Island

of our day. If the commentators of Marco Polo and Friar

Odoric have signally failed to discover this, it is not certainly

the fault of their texts, which are tolerably clear, and, it

is hoped, may now appear the more so, in the light of our

explanations, to everyone.^

Singapura, both as a city and the name of a channel

through which all the shipping of those parts passed, is, it

should be noted, mentioned since the second decade of the

* Eight opposite the mouth of the Sungei Selitar, on the northern shore of

Singapore Island.

* Colonel Yule’s genius, which has elucidated so much of Marco Polo’s text,

seems to have grown dim in the course of his treatment of the Venetian trayeller’s

route in the southern seas (especially for the portion comprised between the south
borders of China and the north coast of Sumatra, which I consider the least

satisfactory portion of that monumental work). Nor has Cordier, who, in my
opinion, tnisunderstood that part also of Friar Odoric’s itinerar}'. succeeded in

throwing any further light ou the subject in his recent edition of Yule’s “ Marco
Polo.” Both scholars have been misled by De Barros’ and Valentijn’s mention
of a river Malayu in the interior of Palemhang, which these WTiters believed
to have been the cradle of the Malay race ; as well as by those Sinologists
who located I-tsing’s Ma-lo-yti (hung, according to this author, at fiftem
days' sail from Palembang) in the valley of that very stream Malayu m the
interior of the country, or else in all sorts of other impossible places which have
naturaUy been adopted also as the site for the Ma-li-yii-erh of later Chinese
historians.

I have neither space nor leisure to go here into Marco Polo’s and Friar
Odoric’s itineraries in the Southern Seas, and must accordingly defer the treatment
of them to another occasion. All I can add for the present is this :

—

1. Marco Polo’s channel, where “there is but four paces’ depth of water,” so
that great ships, in passing it, “have to lift their rudders” (Yule’s “Marco
Polo,” 3rd ed., vol. ii, p. 280), is unmistakably the Old Sixg.vpore Strait.
There is no channel so shallow throughout all those parts except among reefs.

2. The island oiFentam cannot be either Batang or Bitang, the latter of which
is likewise mentioned by Marco Polo under the same name of Fentam, but
60 + 30 = 90 miles before reaching the former. Batang, girt all roimd by
dangerous reefs, is inaccessible except to small boats. So is Bintang, with the
exception of its south-western side, where is now Eiau, and where, a little

further towar^ the north, was the settlement, as we have seen, at which the
chief of the island resided in the fourteenth century. There was no reason
for Marco Polo’s junk to take that roundabout way in order to call at such,
doubtlessly insignificant place. And the channel (i.e. Ehio Strait) has far more
than four paces’ depth of water, whereas there are no more than two fathoms
at the western entrance to the Old Singapore Strait.
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sixteenth century in D’Alboquerque’s “ Commentarios ”
;

and shortly afterwards in De Barros’ “ Decadas.” Cingapura

is said to have been a celebrated settlement, to which

“ flocked together all the navigators of the Seas of India

from "West and East.” If, in 1819, Sir Stamford Baffles

and his party, on landing upon the island, found it covered

with primeval forest, with the exception of a single village

of poor and predatory Malay fishermen, and that only

formed in 1811, this is not sufficient reason for denjdng

that the island had seen better days. For the same fate

has befallen far more important places in Further India

;

and in a region where cities have been, until comparatively

modern times, mere agglomerations of wooden (mostly

bamboo) and thatch-covered shanties, with the exception of

some substantial buddings devoted to worship or to princely

residence, one cannot expect to find many remains after

their disappearance from the scene of the world’s history.

To sum up, the inferences that can be drawn from the

data discussed above are

—

(1) That the ancient name of Singapore Island was very

probably T‘indh, afterwards Sanskritized into Tamara.

(2) That both these forms can be traced as far back as

the dawn of the Christian Era in the name of the Tamos

or Tamarum Promontoriian, corresponding to the Ponta de

Cincapura of the early Portuguese navigators. ‘

(3) That the island or its river—if not the Old Strait

between it and the mainland—is recorded as Be-Tumah in

the accounts of the Arab navigators of the ninth century.

(4) That the name of the island (and of its Old Strait)

was some time afterwards modified into Tamasak or Tumasik,.

in which form it can be traced from the second half of the

thirteenth to the end of the sixteenth century
;
while it

survives to this day in Bukit Timah, the most conspicuous

hiU extant on the island near its centre.

^ See also “ Cingaporla, che e il capo,” as M'ell as a city, in Pigafetta 1522
(Ramusio, op. cit., toI. i, ed. 1563, f. 369 recto). *
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(5) That the island belonged during the thirteenth and

foUowing centuries to the State of Maldyii on the opposite

mainland at first, and then to its historical continuations

Malacca {circd, 1380-1511) and Johore (1511-1819).

(6) That under the aegis and with the connivance of the

chiefs of JIaldyu and probably also the ultimate sanction

of Siam, immigrants from Sumatra founded on the island

the settlement of Siinhaplira at some time between 1280 and

1320 ;
the date 1284 resulting from local traditions being

not altogether to be rejected as incorrect.

(7) That the settlement in question, if already existing

in Marco Polo’s and Friar Odoric’s time (1292 and 1317

circa), was not mentioned by them, owing no doubt to its as

yet trifling importance, and to their having passed through

the Old Strait somewhat out of the way of it, where their

attention was instead attracted by the capital of the State

of Malayu (of which the island was a dependency at that

period), at which both travellers called.

(8) That nevertheless the island has been duly noticed

and mentioned by both of them under the names, respectively,

of Pentam and Paten (or Panthen), which appear to be

survivals of the ancient Be-Tamah.

These are, in brief, the considerations suggested to me by
the few toponjTus examined above from the “ Nagarakreta-

gama.” lYhen the fuU topographic list of that poem
lies before me, it may give occasion for further comments.

Meanwhile I trust I have made clear in these pages the

importance of that work for the historical geography of

Further India
; and cannot more fitly conclude than by

heartily joining in expressing the hope that its editor.

Dr. Brandes, may consent to carry out the suggestion already

made from various quarters, of giving us a translation of the

poem, supplemented by whatever subsidiary information can

be drawn from Javanese epigraphy and other records of that

island, not so easily accessible to students in other countries.
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XVII.

LIST OF THE AEABIC MANUSCRIPTS IN THE BAILLIE

COLLECTION

IN THE LIBRARY OF EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY.

By RICHARD BELL.

rflHIS collection of Arabic and Persian manuscripts was

handed over in 1875 by Mr. J. B. Baillie, of Leys,

Inverness, to the Universitj' of Edinburgh for preservation

in the Library. Colonel John BaiUie (v. Dictionary of

National Biography, s.v.), to whom the collection originally

belonged, was a distinguished servant of the East India

Company. In 1801 he was appointed professor of the

Arabic and Persian languages and of Muhammadan Law
in the College of Fort William, then newly founded by
Viscount Wellesley. This collection of manuscripts, formed

while he was in the East, shows the impress of the

grammatical and legal studies which he pursued
;

but it

contains also some of the standard works of Arabic literature.

No catalogue of the manuscripts has as yet been drawn up.

The following list may serve to indicate to scholars what the

collection contains. The works have not been arranged in

any order of subject. The majority of the volumes have
a number attached to the back, and I have simply taken

them in the order of the numbers. The Persian works, of

which there are quite a number, have been omitted in this

list—they may perhaps be treated in a future article—and
these will account for some of the omitted numbers. A good
few of the numbers are, however, wanting altogether, but

what this indicates, or when the numbers were attached to

the volumes, I cannot say. (Cf. Note at end of article.)

The references are to Brockelmann’s “ Greschichte der

Arabischen Litteratur,” where information as to other MSS.
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and references to catalogues whicli give descriptions of the

works are given. Occasionally I have given a reference

to the British Museum Catalogue of Arabic MSS. (Brit.

Mus.), to the Catalogue of the Arabic MSS. in the Library

of the India Office (Ind. Off.), or to Ahlwardt’s “Verzeichniss

der Arahischen Hss. der koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin”

(Ahlwardt).

No. 4. The Zoological Dictionary entitled Haijat al-Mayawan
al-Kubra, by Karml ad-]yin ad-Bamiri (v. Brockelmann,

ii, p. 138) ;
complete in one volume; clearly written in

a small hand. Dated Sha‘ban 805 a.h.

No. 5. Commentary on the Nahj al-Balagha (No. 13), by 'Ahd

ul-Hamid ibn AbiH-Hadld al-Mada'inl (v. Brockelmann,

i, p. 405 ;
Brit. Mus., 1675). Date of copy, 1193 a.h.

No. 6. Kitab Wafiyat al-A^yun wa ’Anbd’ ’Abna’ az-Zanian,

i.e. Ibn Khallihdn's Biographical Dictionary. Towards the

end the leaves are much damaged, and some have been lost

entirely, for it breaks off in the middle of the life of Yunus
ibn Habib (De Slane’s transl., iv, p. 586). No date. The
front page has an ornamental title and the names of several

possessors. The second of these gives the date of his

acquisition of it as 1028 a.h.

No. 7. The Maqamat of al-Hariri
;

clearly written and well-

preserved, with notes written between the lines and on
margin. The volume contains also (fols. 123'>-125*) al-

Harlri’s ar-Risala as-Simya and ar-Risdla ash-Shmiya
(v. Brockelmann, i, p. 277). Not dated, but probably

not old.

[No. 8.] Another copy of Ibn Khallikan’s Biographical Dictionary

(No. 6), written in a more modem Eastern hand
; complete,

but injured by damp; ends with life of AbuT-Fadl Yunus
(ihn Mana) of De Slane’s transl., iv, pp. 597-8. No date.

No. 9. Title ; Mughnl al-Labib An Kutub al-AArib (fol. 3'>).

Grammar by Jamal ad-Din Yusuf ibn HisMm al-Ansarl
al-Hanbali (v. Brockelmann, ii, p. 23 ; Ahlwardt, 6725)
A clearlywritten copywith copious marginal notes, especially

at the beginning. No date. (Cf. No. 26.)

No. 10. The Sahih of al-BuMari. Complete in one volume of
ff. 528 ;

writing small but clear. Date 1109 a.h.
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No. 12. Digests of sections of Muhammadan Law; not all in the

same handwriting, and not arranged in proper order. Some

of them are the same as parts of No. 36.

No. 13. NaJij al-BalCgha
;

a collection of sayings of ‘All. The

author is not named
;

the work is usually attributed to

Zain al-'-Ahidni (v. Brockelmann, i, p. 405).

No. 14. Title: Al-Manhal as-Safl to'al-Mustaufl ba‘d al-Wdfl.

A biographical dictionary by Yusuf al-Taahri-hardi (v.

Brockelmann, ii, p. 42). MS. is in good preservation,

though binding is defective ;
writing clear and apparently

old
;
no date. This is only the first volume of the work,

ending with the life of Talha al-Maghribi
;

the second

volume is unfortunately not contained in the collection.

No. 18. Shark Mafdtlh ash- ^ard'i‘. Vol. i. AvAhov . Muhammad
ihn Muhammad ibti al-Murtadu JBddiiui. Date of composition

is given as 1090 .\.n.
;

that of copying as 1175 a.h. The

Mafatlh a.sh-Shara’i* appears from the preface to be a book

composed by the uncle (?) of the author, Muhammad ibn

al-Murtada Muhsin (cf. Brockelmann, ii, p. 406, where,

however, no such work is ascribed to him).

No. 19. Yol. ii of same work
;
same handwriting and date.

No. 20. Commentary on the Lunuyat al-^Ajam of Toghra’i by

Salah ad-Din as-Safadl (v. Brockelmann, i, p. 247). Date

979 A.H. (?).

No. 21. Title : Ta’riJfi Tabari. It is an abridgment of Tabari’s

Chronicles, extending from the Creation to the faU of the

Omayyad dynasty (133 a.h.). Part of this MS., beginning

on fol. 126’=, seems to agree with Ahlwardt, No. 9424; the

last heading quoted by Ahlwardt is found on fol. 209’’.

The author is not named. MS. is dated 876 a.h.

No. 24. A collection of poems composed b)- ^ihdb ad-Bln al-

Musawi. On the poet’s death in 1087 a.h. his patron

Maula Abu’l-Husain as-Sayyad ‘Ali ;^an encouraged his

son to collect and arrange the poems which form this

volume. MS. dated 1139 a.h.

[No. 25.] Al-Mufassal
;

the well-known work on grammar by

az-ZamaMsharl
;
frequent marginal annotations. No date.

No. 26. Muahrii al-Labib, by Jamal ad-Din
;
same as No. 9

;

dated 27th of Rabi‘ al-Awwal, but year not given.

No. 27. A short anonymous commentary on the Maqamat of al-

Harlrl ; no date, but modem.
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No. 28. Title: Al-Wafiya fl shark al-Kajiya (fol. 1^); a com-

mentary on the Kaflya of Ibn al-Hajib by Enkn ad-Din

al-Astarabadi (v. Ahlwardt, 6565 ; Brockelmann, i, p. 304).

MS. is badly written and is in rather a tattered condition.

No. 32. Title : Al-Mustatraf fl hull farm Mustazraf by Mu-
hammad {ibn Ahmad) al-ETiatlb al-AbsMhl (v. Brockelmann,

ii, p. 56 ;
Ahlwardt, 8387 ff. ;

beginning and end agree

with Ahlwardt, 8388, No. 3). Dated Basra, Sha'ban 1073.

No. 33. Title : Muhhtalaf ash-^l‘a, by al-Hilll (v. No. 49,

where fuller form of title and author’s name is given). This

is the second half of the work, containing divisions 4-6.

Date of copying ; Div. 4, 1084 ;
divs. 5 and 6, 1087 a.h.

[No. 34.] “ Ul-Camoos” the well-known Arabic Lexicon. MS.

dated 1030 a.h.

No. 35. Al-Qdmus

;

same work as preceding
;
not dated.

No. 36. Fiqh Imamlya. A digest of Muhammadan Law. Neither

author nor date is mentioned, but its contents agree to

a large extent with those of No. 37, and it would appear

to be a revision and rearrangement of part of the material

of the latter, with some sections added.

No. 37. Bears on flyleaf the following note: “A digest of

Muhammedan Law according to the sect of the Twelve

Imams, by Sirajuddin Ali, by the direction of Sir "'iV'illiam

Jones.” It appears to have been drawn up in 1789-90;
the different parts bear the date at which they were
received. At beginning and end are notes in Captain

Baillie’s handwriting indicating that he made a translation

of it between 16th March, 1798, and 20th February, 1799.

No. 41. Commentary on the Kufiya of Ibn al-HdJib, founded on
that of Daulatabadl

;
author is not named (v. Ind. Off., 937).

MS. dated 1223 a.h.

No. 42. Title : Ad-Durr an-Nathir
;

an abridgment of Ibn al-

Athir’s Nihaya fi GharTb al-Hadith, by as-Suyuti (v.

Brockelmann, i, 357).

No. 43. Title : Kitdb Anwar ar-Rabi"- fl Anwu‘ al-DadV, by
'All Sadr ad-Dln al-Madanl (v. Brockelmann, ii, p. 421).
Date 1113 a.h.

No. 45 (lithograph). A Muhammadan anti-Christian treatise

entitled al-Barahln as- Siihdtiya
; lithographed in Calcutta

1814 A.D. = 1229 A.H.
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Ho. 46. Title
: ^urar al-Hikam wa-Durar al-Kalim

;
a collection

of sayings of ‘All arranged in alphabetical order by ^AM
al- Wahid al-Amidi (v. Brocbelmann, i, p. 44).

Ho. 47. Title : Eanz al-Daqa'iq
; a treatise on Law by Alu al-

Barahdt ‘Ald-Alldh ibn Ahmad ibn Mahmud an-Nasafi

(v. Brocbelmann, ii, p. 1961. Copy not dated, but probably

modern.

[Ho. 48.] Title : Kitab al-AMah ioa'n-Nazu!ir
;
a work on Law

(Hanafite) by Zain {al ‘Abidin) ibn Najim (sic) (r. Brockel-

mann, ii, p. 310). Date of composition given as 969 a.h.

No. 49. Title, Kiiiib MuJMalaf ash-Shi‘a fl 'Ahkdm ash-^an‘a,

and author’s name, Jamal al-Haqq w’ad-lJ»i al-Sasan ibn

al-Mutahhar al-IIilli (ef. Brockelmann, ii, p. 164, where,

however, this work ia not mentioned), are given in a beading

in the middle of the volume introducing division 4 of the

work. This volume, though marked would

appear rather to be the second, and contains divisions 3

and 4 of the work, the latter agreeing with the first part

contained in Ho. 33. The rest of the work is unfortunately

not in the collection.

No. 51. Title: ^arh ash-Miufiya

;

commentary on the ^afiya

of Ibn al-Hajib; by Radi ad-Bin al-Astardbddi (v. Brockel-

mann, i, p. 305). Dated 2nd of Jximada al-’Ula, but year

not given.

Ho. 52. Title : Shark ^aicuhid at-Tafslrain
;

an anonjunous

commentary on the proof-verses cited by Zamattshari and

al-Baidawi in their commentaries on the Qur‘an. Vol. i.

Dated 1192 a.h. (For vol. ii v. Ho. 69.)

Ho. 53. Title: Miftah al-Hisab, i.e. “the Key of Beckoning,”

by Jamsjnd ibn Mas‘ud ibn Mahmud at-Tayyib al-Kusln al-

(^iydth (v. Brockelmann, ii, p. 211). ATS. dated 1092 a.h.

Ho. 54. Title: Al-Mukhtasar fl ‘Ilm al-Ma‘unl ;
“ the abridged ”

commentary of Mas'ud ibn ‘Omar, Sa‘d at - Taftazani

(Brockelmann, ii, p. 215), on the Talkhls al-iMiftah, which

is a work on Ehetoric founded on the Miftah al-‘Ilium of

as-Sakkaki (v. Ahlwardt, 7206). There are many marginal

annotations. Copy dated 1109 a.h.

No. 55. Title: Suldfat al-‘Asr fi Mahdsin 'A‘ydn al-‘Asr •

biographical notices of the poets of the eleventh century

by ‘All Sadr ad-Bin al-Madam (v. Brockelmann, ii, p. 421).

Date of composition given as 1082 a.h. A clearly written

and well-preserved copy
;
not dated.

J.K.A.S. 1905. 34
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No. 56. Title pasted on. back of cover ; Maqamat Badi\ i.e. the

Maqdmdt of Badt'' ca-Zamdn al-Hamadanl (v. Brockelmann ,

i, p. 93). MS. contains forty Maqamat
;

is not dated, but

appears comparatively modem.

No. 57. Title ; Mawdrid al-Kalim Salk Burar al-Hihn. The

author’s name is apparently not mentioned. Probably

it is the same work as that mentioned by Brockelmann

(ii, p. 417) under the title Mawdrid al-Kaldm by Faid

Allah Aiu’l Fadl ihn al-Muhdrak al-Hindi Faidl
;

but

I have not been able to consult a catalogue description of

that work. MS. is small in size and clearly written.

No. 58. Title seems to be: Kitdl 'Usui al-Handasa u-a’l-Hisdb

al-Mansub 'ild Aqlidis. Recension of Euclid’s Geometry

by JVdsir ad-Bln at-Tusi (v. Brockelmann, i, p. 508
;

Ahlwardt, 5918). Date 982 a.h.

No. 59. An Arabic recension of Apollonius' Conic Sections.

Neither author nor date is mentioned. On flyleaf is

written

—

No. 60. Qasidat al-Burda, by Muhammad ihn Sa'id al-Buslri

(v. Brockelmann, i, p. 264), with an interlinear Persian

translation. Dated 962 a.h. It is followed by a Persian

commentary on the poem by Fadl Allah ihn Boz Bahan
Isfahanx. Date of composition, 887 a.h.

No. 61. Title; Al-KaMul \ an anthology containing both Arabic

and Persian, by Baha ad-Bin al-‘Amill (v. Brockelmann,

ii, p. 414 f.; Ind. Off., 834). It consists of five parts,

aU. contained in this volume of 529 folios. Date of copy

given at end of part 4, fol. 432“, 1085 a.h.

No. 63. Title : ‘Ahdh al-Luhdh fl Tawdih Batd’iq al-Brdh (v.

Brockelmann, i, p. 297) ;
a commentary on the Lubab

al-I‘rab of Taj ad-Din al-Isfara’ini. Author’s name
apparently not mentioned. MS. in rather a tawdry
condition. Date 843 a.h.

No. 64. An anonymous treatise on Punishments (
In the preface the author states that he undertook it under
arrangement with Mr. Henry Colebrooke and Mr. John
Herbert Harrington, afterwards consulting Captain John
Baillie.
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No. 65. A grammar entitled Nadir al-Baydn, by Ahmad ihn

Mas^ud al-Sxisaini al-HarMmi al-Kadiya, with an inter-

woven commentary by himself entitled Bdhir al-Burhan.

Date of composition, 1150 a.h. Volume contains also at

end thirty folios in Persian dealing with “the qualities

of numbers.”

No. 66. Title : Anwar at-Tansll, i.e. Baidawi’s commentary on

the Qur'an. Not dated.

No. 69. Vol. ii of the ^arh ^aicdhid at-Tafsiram (No. 52),

or as the title appears in a concluding poem, 'Is‘‘df Shawahid

al-Qddi ma‘ al-Kashskdf.

No. 94. Title : Kitdh at-Tujain
;

contains (I) Td/ al- Asdmi
;

apparently a dictionary of Arabic nouns with Persian

explanations
;
begins

—

. . . . aJJ

Author’s name is not given.

(II) Tdj al-Masddir; a dictionary of Arabic infinitives

with Persian equivalents by Ahmad ihn 'Ali al-Baihaqi

(v. Brockelmann, i, p. 293). Date 842 a.h.

No. 104. Title: MuntaMih a Persian dictionary of

Arabic words
;
author’s name appears to be ‘Aid ar-RasMd

Tatawi (?).

No. 126. Neither author, title, nor date is given. It is the tale

of Majnun bani ‘Amir (v. Brockelmann, i, p. 48) with his

poems included. It begins

—

aJJL5 ^ ;•

cr*

No. 132. Title (fol. 3): Kashf az-Zimun 'Ala ’Asdml al-Kmtub

wdH-Funun
;
the bibliographical dictionary of Saji Khalfa,

or rather an abridgment of it, for there are many extensive

and unaccountable omissions. The MS. itself gives no

indication of date or object of the recension.
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No. . Thin unbound volume
;
contains (1) an extract -written

in clear Naskhi from Tabarsi (Brockelmann, i, p. 405),

gi-vLug a Qasida by Di‘bil (Brockelmann, i, p. 78) and the

circumstances of its recitation. The Qasida begins

—

(2) In a different hand, a Persian ethico-religious pamphlet.

No. . Apparently a scrapbook containing extracts both in

Arabic and in Persian, from various sources and in various

hands.

The same case contains two copies of the Qur'an illuminated

with gold, one from the library of Tippoo Sahib, the other

a memento of the expedition to Magdala; but these do not

belong to the Baillie Collection.

Note .—Since this article was -written the cataloguing of

the Oriental books and manuscripts in the University Library

has been undertaken, and the catalogue -will shortly be ready

for printing. I am indebted to Mr. Musharraf al-Huk, who

has been engaged in this work, for the information that

a few volumes belonging to the Baillie Collection have been

preserved in other parts of the Library. Besides a copy

of the first twenty treatises of the Ikhican as-Safd, printed

at Calcutta a.h. 1228, and a beautifully printed copy of the

Alf Laila ica-Laila, these include a MS. of part 8.

Al-Jami‘ li-Qiicu al-'AAwiya w-al-lAghAiyu, a dictionary of

simple medicaments by Ziyu ad-Dln Ahl Muhammad ihn

Ahmad, al-Mdlikl Ihn al-Bitdr (cf. Brit. Mus., p. 691a,

Ablwardt, 2001). The MS. begins at letter ^ and ends

at : it has been much injured by damp.
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XVIII.

OMAR KHAYYAM.

By H. BEVERIDGE.

A S is well known, the authors of the earlier Persian
^ anthologies do not give specimens of Omar Khayyam’s

poetry. In fact, they did not regard him as a poet, hut as

a hahtm, or philosopher, who occasionally wrote verses, and

perhaps this view is more correct than the ordinary European

one, and the estimate which Omar himself would have made.

Poetry with him was the amusement of his leisure hours,

and we might style his quatrains, in the words used by

Palgrave about Bacon’s stanzas, as “ a fine example of

a peculiar class of poetry—that written by thoughtful men
who practised this Art but little.” Such intermittent

springs of poetry are not much appreciated by Orientals,

who like quantity as well as quality. In speaking of a poet,

they are generally careful to tell us how many thousand

couplets he wrote. They admire Firdusi perhaps more for

his having written 50,000 couplets—exclusive of his Joseph

and Zulaika—than for his- really fine passages, though it

must be admitted that they seldom read him through, and

practically only know him in extracts. As Professor Cowell

has remarked in his excellent notice of Omar, which well

deserves reprinting, “ Every other poet of Persia has written

too much—even her noblest sons of genius weary with their

prolixity. The language has a fatal facility of rhyme,

which makes it easier to write in verse than in prose, and

every author heaps volumes on volumes, until he buries

himself and his reader beneath their weight. Our mathe-

matician is the one solitary exception. He has left fewer

lines than Gray.”
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Daulat Shah. (Professor Browne’s ed., p. 137) mentions

Omar, hut only as an astronomer, and as the ancestor of

a poet named Shahfur Ashhari, who seems to be quite

unknown at the present day. There is, however, a com-

paratively early writer who gives specimens of Omar’s

quatrains, and also a qifa of sixteen lines which appears

to have escaped the notice of biographers. This is Saiyid

‘All b. Ma^ud al HusainI, who lived in the time of Akbar,

and who wrote his Tazkirah entitled the Bazmarai, or

“Ornament of the Banquet,” in 1000 a.h., or 1592 a.d.

A manuscript of this work is in the Sydney Churchill

collection in the British Museum, Or. 3,389, and is described

in Eieu’s Supplement to his Catalogue of Persian MSS.,

p. 73, No. 106. The account of Omar is under the word
Khayyam, and begins at p. 77'’. It begins with a high-

flown panegyric, in which Omar is described as “the Pole

of the heaven of vision, and the Pearl of the ocean of

wisdom. All the wise men of Persia were but his slaves,

and the wise men of Arabia confessed their inferiority to

him. In the solving of difficulties Euclid was surpassed

by him, and Aristotle was his packman. In order to whet
his intellect and to test his powers Omar would write verses,

and among them is a It is curious as showing how
Saiyid ‘Ali regarded Omar’s verse-making as only a sub-

sidiary accomplishment, that we find him using the samf

phrase of whetting the intellect, etc., at p. 159, in describing

the poetry of the Emperor Akbar, of whose compositions

several specimens are given.

The qit‘a consists of a satirical dialogue between Omar
and Reason. Omar puts several questions, and Reason gives

mocking replies. The text is as follows :

—
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Omar Khayyam’s Verses.
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Tr.anslation.

Yesterday I jested with Reason.

My heart wanted some explanations.

I said :
“ 0 fulness of all knowledge,

I desire to ask you some questions.

What is this life in the world ?
”

He said :
“ A sleep or some dreams.”

I said ;
“ Wliat is the result of it ?

”

He said :
“ Headache and some griefs.”

I said to him :

“ WTiat is marriage ? ” He said

:

“ Pleasure for an hour and irritation for years.”

I said :
“ What is the troop of oppressors ?

”

He said: “Wolves, dogs, and some jackals.”

I said : “ WKat will tame this sensual soul ?
”

He said :
“ When it has got some buffets.”

I said to him :
“ What are Khayyam’s writings ?

”

He said : “ Wrong calculations and some frenzies.”
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After the qit‘a there come nmnerous extracts from the

quatrains. Probably Omar was a favourite at Akbar’s free-

thinking Court, and Saiyid ‘All, who had for his patron

‘Abdu-r-rahim the Khan-khanan and son of the great

Bairam, may have been induced on this account to quote

him so largely. We know that Akbar admired Omar, for

he said that his quatrains should be taken as a relish to

the wine of Hafiz’s odes, and we find even the orthodox

Badayunl quoting from him.

Another notice of Omar occurs in the Tazkirah HusainI,

a work described in Eieu’s Catalogue, I, 372“, and in

Sprenger’s Catalogue of the Oude MSS., p. 134. This

Tazkirah was written by Mir Husain Dost SambhalT, and

consists of short biographies of Imams, saints, and poets,

arranged in alphabetical order. Its date is much later than

that of the Bazmaral, it having been written at Delhi about

1750, or nearly at the same time as the Eiyazu-sh-shu‘ara,

quoted by Mr. Denison Eoss. Omar’s name appears in it

under the letter ^a. After mentioning, as in other

biographies, that Omar was in high favour with Sultan

Sanjar and used to sit beside him, it goes on to say that

at last Omar opened the door of self-reproach for his

drinking propensities, broke his flagon {ahriq) and spilled

the wine upon the groimd, and then recited a quatrain

(quoted in the MS.), telling how he had closed against

himself the door of enjojunent. We are also told that

Omar’s countenance had become black, but that on his

expressing contrition and prajing to Grod for pardon his

complexion was restored to him. The Tazkirah then tells

the story about Omar’s mother praying that he might be

forgiven, and quotes the quatrains numbered 185, 398, 411,
and 488 in Whinfield’s edition, but with variations in the

case of No. 185. With reference to quatrain 488, which
is the one Omar is said to have quoted to his mother in

a dream, it is singular that in the Ducknow IMS., described

in Sprenger’s Catalogue, p. 464, this quatrain began the
series. This might imply that it was written by some
posthumous defender of the poet. It may also be noted
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here that the author of the Bazmaral adds after Omar’s

name the words “ May God have mercy upon him,” as

if Omar had been a good Musalman. Both the Biyazu-sh-

shu'ara and the Tazkirah HusainI describe Omar as having

begun by being very pious and ascetic.

With reference to Mr. Denison Ross’s life of Omar, p. 55,

I may point out that the story of the three friends is older

than 1310. As far as is known, it is first mentioned in the

Jami‘-ut-tawarikh, which was completed in that year, but it

is given there as taken from a book called the “ Adventures

of Hasan Sabah,” which was found at the taking of Alamfit

in 1256. See the Calcutta Renew for October, 1904.

In his notice of Omar, Dr. Sprenger refers to Khiishgo

and the Atishkada for particulars. The Atishkada has been

lithographed, and the notice occurs at p. 139, but the first

volume of Khiishgo seems not to be in any English library,

though it is in the Berlin library, Pertsch, p. 619, K’o. 652.

It has been supposed by Fitzgerald that there is an

allusion in the last line of quatrain 353 (Whinfield’s edition)

to the alleged dying exclamation of Nizamu-l-Mulk, but the

expression “We come from earth and to the winds we go”

seems to be a commonplace with Persian poets, and occurs

under another form in the Shahnama. When Sohrab is

dying, he says (p. 367 of Turner Macan), Chii baraq aimdam

rqftani ihiitn chu bad, “Like lightning I came, like wind

now I go.”

The new life of Omar by J. K. M. Shirazi does not,

I regret to say, add anything to our knowledge of Omar.

The author speaks of having had access to some extremely

rare MSS., but, if so, he has brought nothing back. He
mentions a tazkirah of the thirteenth century, but does not

give its name, or tell us any more of its contents than that

it says Omar lived to be more than a hundred !

It would seem that Hyde was the first European to call

attention to Omar and to quote one of his quatrains. For

this reference I am indebted to my friend Mr. Whinfield,

who quotes Hyde, Specimen, p. 499. The next person after

iim, perhaps, who wrote about Omar was Mountstuart
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Elphiiistone, who, in speaking of an Afghan sect bearing

the name of Moolah Zukkee, says :
“ Their tenets appear

to be very ancient, and are precisely those of the old Persian

poet Kheioom, whose works exhibit such specimens of

impiety as probably never were equalled in any other

language. Kheioom dwells particularly on the existence

of evil, and taxes the Supreme Being with the introduction

of it, in terms which can scarcely be beheved. The Sufis

have unaccountably pressed this writer into their ser%ice

;

they explain away some of his blasphemies by forced inter-

pretations, and others they represent as iimocent freedoms

and reproaches, such as a lover may pour out against his

beloved” (Account of Gaubul, ed. 1842, i, 274).
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XLX.

HELLENISM AND MUHAMMADANISM.

By E. H. WHITFIELD, M.A., late of the Bengal Civil Service.

T BELIEVE I shall be doing good service to students of

Moslem literature if I venture to call their attention

to a recently published book, which at first sight may seem

quite foreign to their special subject. Dr. Caird’s recent

GrifEord Lectures on the “ Evolution of Theology in the

Greek Philosophers ” throw a flood of light on the genesis

and growth of those Hellenic ideas which have so profoundly

modified Christian and some parts of Moslem theology. The

scholastic and the mystical theology of Christendom and

Islam ran in courses parallel to one another, and the influence

of the Hellenic factor is equally operative in both. Each

may be regarded as the offspring of a cross between Hebraic

and Hellenic ideas. It has, of course, long been recognised

that Moslem scholastic theology (Al Kalam) has been built

up, like its Christian coimterpart, from Aristotelian concepts,

and, moreover, that the Christian schoolmen drew much of

their knowledge of Aristotle from Arabic authorities. The

great commentary of Averroes, for instance, is mentioned

by Dante, who censures his doctrine of the Universal

Soul, afterwards condemned by the Lateran Council of

1512. Long ago, Jourdain made a careful study of the

translations of Aristotle used by the schoolmen, and showed

how many of them had come through Arabic. Schmolders

proved that Moslem scholasticism is Aristotle with a Neo-

Platonic colouring. The so-called “ Theology of Aristotle,”

for instance, is merely a summary of the Enneads of Plotinus,

“the Shaikh of the Greeks.” Kenan, Dieterici, and others

have left little more to be said on the subject of Moslem

scholasticism.
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The Sufi mystical theology or Gnosis has been built up

out of Hellenic conceptions quite as much as the scholastic

theology of the Mutakallamin. This is expressly stated by

Hajji Eihalfa in his article on Sufism, by the author of the

Dabistan, and others. Tholuck demonstrated the dependence

of Sufi theology on Neo-Platonism about eighty years ago,

and this view has been accepted by most of those who have

studied the subject. I need only mention Professor E. G.

Browne and Mr. Nicholson. The very clear accmmts of

Neo-Platonism given by Dr. Caird, and by Dr. Harnack in

his “ History of Dogma,” seem to leave no room for further

doubt as to the real genesis of Sufi theology.

The problem before Moslem divines was, how to frame

a reasoned theology out of the unreasoned spontaneous

religious ‘ experiences ’ of devout enthusiasts. The Sufi

enthusiasts claimed intuitions of God, whereby they appre-

hended His presence within them, just as they perceived

outward objects by the ordinary senses. They also claimed

direct spiritual communion and even identification with God.

These claims had to be reckoned with because they seemed

to be vouched for to some extent by their visible fruits of

devout conduct, and they also seemed to draw some support

from texts like “ God is nearer to you than your neck-vein,”

and from a few traditions. But the immanent God of the

Sufis hardly squared with the supramimdane Allah of the

Koran, who dwells above the Empyrean and rules men with

the “ reins of hope and fear.” Of course the Sufi enthusiasts

held that “ the spiritual man can be judged by none,” but

sober divines cannot admit this plea. They are compelled

to “try the spirits,” because, as Wesley said, “Satan has

been known to mimic the work of grace.”

The instrument whereby Moslem divines framed a rationale

of the rough materials given by Sufi ‘ experiences ’ was the

same as that used by Christian mj'stical theologians, viz.

the theosophic gnosis of Plotinus. Ghazzali and others

familiarized Moslems with his doctrines, just as Origen,

Augustine, and the pseudo-Dionysius conveyed them to

Christendom.
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As Dr. Caird points out, the main principle of Greek

philosophy from Anaxagoras onwards was Dualism, that

is, the severance of the One from the Many, of God from

the world. They reached a quasi-concept of the One by
the ‘ negative way,’ the ladder of dialectical abstraction,

and, as Dr. Caird says, pulling the ladder up behind them
reached a pure abstraction, void of all positive contents.

Thus Plato described the Ideal Good as ‘ beyond existence,’

and therefore as beyond thought. Plotinus begins with

a dualism as pronounced as that of Plato. He sets his

‘One,’ the unknowable ultimate Being, in opposition to

‘Not-being’ {To me on). But he then goes on to bridge

the gulf between them. Through its inherent exuberant

energy, the One radiates forth an image of itself into

Reason {Nous) which comprehends both thought and real

existence. Reason is thus the channel through which is

conveyed to the visible world what little reality it has.

By a second emanation Soul proceeds from Reason, and

this Soul is in turn poured forth into particular souls of men,

and in ever decreasing degrees of reality into the lower

animal and plant souls. 31an is thus midway down the

descent, “ created half to rise and half to fall.” The spark

of real being within him tends upwards to its divine source,

while his affinity to unreal matter drags him down. The
‘ return ’ to the divine source is to be effected not by moral

conduct alone nor b}' human understanding, for the ‘One’

transcends both. It can be attained only by retracing the

downward course, whereby man has come into contact with

unreal matter. Man must abstract or strip off the material

and sensuous accretions which clog and veil his real essence.

He must mortify all earthly affections and lusts and self-wiU,

and then annul all exercise of his intellect and even all

consciousness. In this state of ecstasy in complete passivity

he may obtain exaltation above his individual self, and

become united as to his noblest part with the ‘ One.’ This

doctrine has been made familiar by Augustine, e.g. his

discourse with his mother at Ostia, and reappears in Eckart

and even in the Apology of the Quaker Barclay, who foimd

it in a Sufi romance translated by Ockley.
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Tlie parallel between the above system and Sufi theosophy

is very close.^ The Sufi God, ‘ The Truth ’ {Al Haqq), is the

One of Plotinus. In the Sufi Universal Reason (^Aql ul

Kull) and Universal Soul {Nafs ul Kull) we have the other

two hypostases of the Plotinian Trinity. LahijI says

Muhammad was identified with Universal Reason, and thus

the Logos doctrine tended to play the same part in Moslem
theology that it has in Christendom. But the stern mono-

theism of the Koran prevented this. The Sufis, however,

did adopt the Plotinian doctrine that it was through the

channel of Universal Reason that the real being of the ‘ One ’

was conveyed to the contiugent being of men and the world.

And they pictured this process by the Plotinian metaphor

of reflected rays. According to the Gulshan i Raz, “Man
is the reflected eye and God the light of the eye. In that

eye God sees His own eye ; He is at once the seer and

thing seen.” This seems to come near the Hegelian Monist

doctrine that God realizes Himself in the universe. The
Sufi doctrine that God is the ‘One Real Agent’ (Pd’il i

Haqlqi), and that to believe in free-will is Magian dualism,

supports this view. But theologians seldom let regard for

consistency stand in the way of edification. Like Plotinus,

the Sufis reverted to dualism directly monism became un-

edifying. The Gulshan i Raz says, “Everything comes
from the ‘ Truth,’ yet if there be evil in anything, that

evil comes from ‘ Other,’ ” i.e. from Hot-being {’Adm)?
Just so Augustine calls evil a negation, a departure from
real being. But the Sufis could not quite ignore the

unpleasant fact that disease and suffering and bad passions

are something more than mere negative and negligible

quantities. As Dante remarked, “Brute matter is essentially

It has been asserted recently that Neo-Platonism never penetrated the east
of the empire, hut in point of fact Aricena, Ghazzali, Shahrastani, and Jami
were all natives of Khorasan, and AI Farabi of Turkistan.

’

- Dugald Stewart says of Pope’s lines

—

“ All are but parts of one stupendous whole
"WTiose body Nature is and God the soul

that they do not maintain pantheism. The seeming pantheism or panpsrchism
is thus softened into a form of dualism.

h p .
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an intractable something wbicb does not respond to the

design of the divine Artist.” So the Sufis, like all mystics,

got out of the difficulty by falling back on emotion. In

practice they came to identif}’' their abstract God, ‘ The

Truth,’ exalted (as Jam! says) above all predicates, with the

very personal Allah of the Koran, endued with the attributes

of love and wrath (Jamal and Jalal). On such a God
emotion could freely fasten. Jaliiluddln Kumi says a true

lover prides himself on trusting his beloved in spite of her

cruelty, and thus love puts the cavils of dry reason to silence.

He regards suffering as having a beneficent purpose, and

divine ‘compulsion’ as compatible with human freedom.

This doctrine of love has, of course, its roots in Sufi

‘ experiences,’ but it was developed by the theologians with

the aid of the conceptions of the Phtedrus and Sjunposium.

“Beauty stands on the threshold of the mystical world,”

and beautiful earthly objects raise the thoughts to their

divine Archetj'pe, as Spenser teUs in his “ Hymn of Heavenly

Beauty.” Aristotle had said that God, Himself immoved,

moves men as an object of love, and it is precisely this love

which the Sufis postulate as the force drawing men up to

‘ The Truth.’

By the method of allegorical interpretation, used by all

Hellenizing theologians from Philo onwards, the text “ To

Him shall we return ” was twisted into the meaning of

the Neo-Platonic ^ Epistrophe’ (Ma’dd). That is to say, it

was conceived as a process analogous to logical abstraction

(Tajrid), the stripping off of all sensuous material accretions

which veil man’s real essence. As with Plotinus, this

‘ return ’ had three stages—^the Law {Shari’at), the Path

{Tarlqaf), and the ‘Truth’ {Haqiqat). The first stage,

which was within the capacity of all men, comprised moral

conduct and the external righteousness of the law. The

Path comprised asceticism and contemplation {Murdqabat)

,

the two ideals of the monastic life, and could be accomplished

by spiritual men only. The Prophet had said, “ There is no

monkery in Islam,” and propitiation by sacrifices is no part

of the official Moslem creed. The worship of the Mosque
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is that of the Synagogue, not that of the Temple. The idea

that perfection is to be gained through suffering and self-

sacrifice seems almost universal, and is expressed by the

Indian Jogis no less than by writers like Goethe, Carlyle,

and Matthew Arnold. The Sufis perhaps got it from the

Encratite sects in Syria, where the fibrst Sufi convents were

established. The Neo-Platonic doctrine of the need for

stripping off all sensuous accretions supplied a logical rationale

for Sufi ascetic practices. Contemplation is equivalent to

the Greek Thebria, the concentration of thought on the

divine spark in the soul. It is the ‘ Intromum ascen-sio’ of

Christian mystics. The final goal is the annihilation of all

thought and consciousness (Fand), corresponding to the

Ecstasy of Plotinus. In this state the distinction of subject

and real object becomes transparent and is transcended,

and man is united as to his real essence with the divine

Being who comprehends all. Lahiji says it is actual unity

{
Wahdat) which is thus realized, not mere union of two

entities {Ittihdcl). Ghazzall says, “ In that state man is

effaced from self so that he is conscious neither of his body,

nor of outward objects, nor of inward feelings. He is rapt

above all these, journeying first to his Lord, then m his

Lord.” He says he attained it three times, while Plotinus

is said to have attained it four times.

The saintly mystic Abu SaTd bin Abi-1 Khair once

discussed Sufism with the philosopher Avicena, and when
Avicena propounded the Neo-Platonic theology Abu Sa’id

cut him short with the remark, “All that you knoic I seeF
In other words, “ All the conclusions which you have
wrought out by intellect are revealed to me directly by the

inner light. I am in touch with the Deity, and feel His
motions in my soul and see and commune with Him.”
Avicena may not improbably have replied that men who lack
such inner Hght or intuitive reason can attain knowledge
of the Deity only through ordinary senses and understanding.

What they want is a rational account of the matter intelligible

to all, and such a rationale was supplied by the Neo-Platonic
reasoned gnosis.
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This story is an apt illustration of the main thesis of this

paper. By what he claimed to have ‘ seen ’ Abu Sa’id meant

his ‘ experiences,’ the ‘ experimental mysticism ’ which is

merely an extreme form of the religious feelings of devout

men in all countries. These were certainly not borrowed

by the Sufis from Greek or any other sources. What
Avicena claimed to know was the reasoned theology of

Plotinus. Avicena was not a Sufi, but I think it clear that

the Sufi divines borrowed the same theology to explain

and justify Sufi ‘ experiences.’ Dieterici’s summary of the

Ikhwanu-s Safa in his “ Die Welt Seele ” and Haarbrucker’s

translation of ShahrastanI’s “ Book of Sects ” prove that the

main Neo-Platonic ideas and terminology were familiar to

Moslem philosophers, and Palmer’s “ Oriental Mysticism,”

which is a summary of the Sufi “ Maqsadu-1 Aqsa,” proves

that this Neo-Platonic gnosis was carried into the domain of

Sufism. The Neo-Platonic watchwords appear in Sufi poems

from that of Hakim Sanai (sixth century a.h.) onwards.

And in the Gulshan i Raz (eighth century a.h.), translated

by me, we find stiU further development of Neo-Platonic

doctrine.

There is an ancient quarrel between poetry and philosophy,

emotion and reason, and naturally (as before remarked)

pious Sufis did not like this intrusion of reason into their

province. They thought this reasoned theology raised more

difficulties than it solved, and tended rather to weaken than

to fortify simple faith. That, however, is too large a question

to be discussed in this paper.

J.R.A.S. 1905. 35
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XX.

BHAMAHA THE RHETORICIAN.

Bv M. T. NARASIMHIEXGAR, B.A.

[This paper on Bhiimaha is based upon a transcript kindly

lent to me by my friend PancBt Anandalvar, of the Mysore

Archaeological Office, from whom I learn that the original

palm-leaf manuscript was found by, and is now in the

possession of, Professor M. Rangacharyar, M.A., of the

Madras Presidency College.—M. T. N.]

TT is a matter of great importance that Bhamaha’s work

on Rhetoric has been discovered, and we are now able

to judge of his position among Sanskrit authors. A careful

and critical study of the work will amply repay the trouble

of the reader
; but from a cursory reading I have been able

to gather the following particulars of the author and his

work, which I trust may be of general interest to the

Sanskritists of the present day.

Bhamaha’s Religion and Descent.

Bhamaha seems to have been a Buddhist in religion, for

the introductory verse ' contains a salutation to Sarva, which

is a name of Buddha. Bhamaha himself derives later on in

the work the two forms Sdrra and Sarviya, as follows :

—

^ The reading here ought to be , since the ending ( = T^)
does not, according to PSniiii, change the first vowel ot the word into its rriddhi.
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This deriTation * is qtute in accordance with the doctrine of

universal love characteristic of the Buddhists. Hemachandra,

however, mentions the word Sarva among the names of Jina

in his Ahhidhana-chintamani (I, 1. 25) ;
and his follower

Jinadevamunisvara, at the beginning of his lexicon called

Ahhidhdna-chintdmani-silonchha (which is a supplement of

Hemachandra’s work), gives the additional form Sarviya as

a name of Jina. But we learn from the closing stanza of

Bhamaha’s work that the author was the son of Hakrila-

gomiii
;
and this term Gomin is a Buddhistic title,^ as it is

one of the names of the Buddhist disciples according to

Purushottama’s Trikandasesha (I, 1. 25). Also the form

Rakrilci, from its termination, reminds us of the well-known

Buddhistic names Rahula, Ramila, Somila, Potala, Jambhala,

etc. Further, the word SarvajTia, in the introductory verse

above referred to, is, according to the Amarakosa, a name

of Buddha. These circumstances lead us to suppose that

the word Sdrva in the introductory verse refers to Buddha

alone, and that Hemachandra’s interpretation of the term

may be probably due to the fact that before his time several

Buddhistic names * had been adopted by the Jains and had

found their way into Jain literature.

His Age.

In his introduction to Kaviraja-marga (p. 16) Mr. Pathak

says that Bhamaha is prior to Dandin
;
but I believe we

have conclusive evidence now to prove that the reverse is

the case. A close comparison of the works of Dandin and
Bhamaha has enabled me to coUect the following cumulative

' Cf. Siddhanta-Kaumudi (p. 150) under Taddhita :

—

V. 10). (TT)-

* Cf. Chandragamin, identical with Chandra the grammarian (see Peterson’s
Introduction to Suhhashitavali).

3 Cf. the following names of Buddha found in the Amarakosa and Trikdnda-
s'esha referred to Jina by Hemachandra :—(1) Jina, (2) Sarrajna, (3) BhagaVkn,
(4) Sarradarsi, (5) Arhan, (6) Vitaraga, etc.
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evidence in favour of my contention that Bhamaha should

he placed after Dandin.

Bhamaha’s work is full of criticisms against the views of

his predecessors, and most of them are immistakahly aimed

at Dandin. Though Dandin is not expressly mentioned by

Bhamaha, still the school of Dan(^ is often referred to

by such expressions as '?l%, , and is

sometimes (I, 32) jeeringly spoken of as (fools),

and once introduced by the ironical expression

(II, 37). Again, Bhamaha follows Dan^n in many respects,

and approvingly quotes at times the very words of the

Kavj’adarsa. In one place we find nearly a half-verse of

the Kavyadarsa quoted and criticized by Bhamaha, which

is sufficient by itself to prove the priority of Dandin.

Let us first enumerate some of the points wherein Bhamaha

criticizes DancBn :

—

(1) Dan^, following his predecessors, treats of the

alahkdras as separate from the hdvyasarira (the main body
of the kdvya), (see I, 9-10) ; and Bhamaha takes objection

to this procedure in his work (I, 14).

(2) Dan^ does not treat of anuprdsn and yamaka in the

chapter on alahkdras, but deals with them imder a separate

head along with sabdachitra, considering them as of minor
importance (see Kavyadarsa, I, 60-61) ;

whereas Bhamaha
gives them precedence in his chapter on alahkdras, and
expressly admits that both the kinds of alahkdras—sdhda

and drtha—are welcome to himself (I, 14-15). Moreover,

Bhamaha refutes, in strong terms, Danclin’s criticism of the

Gaudlya views on the point.

(3) Bhamaha’s verses (I, 22-23)

—

^ ^ II

’I ^ II
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totally reject the statement of Dandhn (I, 22) that a pre*

liminary description of the enemy’s virtues in order to

glorify the hero is also praiseworthy. He argues (in I, 23)

that, if that nayaka (the enemy) is not the hero of the poem

and is not to come off victorious in the end, it is utterly

useless to describe his virtues at the beginning.

(4) Dandin holds (in I, 28) that the two kinds of prose-

writing called kaiha and akhydyikd, though defined differently,

are ia reality only two different names for one and the same

thing
;
whereas Bhamaha regards them as entirely different.

Further, Dandin says (in I, 25) that the hero of a kaflid may
be described either by himself or by others

;
and Bhamaha

argues that a high-born hero will never praise himself, and

his merits are to be extolled only by others (I, 29).

(5) Dandin recognizes (in I, 40) the two kinds of style

—

the mklarhhi and the gaudl—^as entirely different, and prefers

the former, the characteristics of which he treats at length

(I, 43-105) ; but Bhamaha totally rejects this distinction,

and abuses the school of Dandin in the following verses :

—

I

(I, 31-32.)

(6) Dan^n regards Svabhdvdkti as an important alaiikara,

and gives it the first place in his chapter on alahkaras
; but

Bhamaha seems to attach no importance to it, and only

remarks at the end of the second chapter that some regard

it as an alahkara. On the other hand, Bhamaha regards

Vakrbkti as the essence of every alahkara, and says there

can be no alahkara without it (II, 85).

(7) Dan^ recognizes more than thirty varieties of

Upamdlahkdra, but Bhamaha rejects most of them, and
thinks that such a detailed classification is useless. For
example, the three kinds of Uparnii called Nindbpamd,
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Prasamsopama, and Anubhayopamd are rejected on the

ground that they may be classed imder Samdndpama
;
and

the other varieties such as Mdlopamd are regarded as merely

superfluous (Bhamaha, I, 37—38).

Many more points of a like nature may be quoted, wherein

Bhamaha aims his criticisms against Dandin, but these,

I think, are sufficient to prove my contention.

Next let us consider a few of the points wherein Bhamaha
closely follows Dandin or quotes his very words :

—

(I) Bhamaha’s definition of a mahd-kdvija is in many
respects similar to that of Dandin. Compare with Dandin

(I, 14-19)

^ I

(Bhamaha, I, 19-21.)

(2)

Bhamaha enumerates the various faults in composition

as follows :

—

ft^rftl M II

«* I'sitwi^^lftftftl M I

(IV, 1-2.)

The first three lines of this quotation are exactly identical

with Danin’s verses III, 125—6.

(3)

Bhamaha’s verse (lY, 8)

closely resembles Danin’s III, 128.
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Such a close agreement of expressions cannot be merely

accidental. Obviously one of the authors must be quoting

from the other
;
and for the reasons already set forth it is

clearly Bhamaha that quotes from Dandin.

Lastly, there is a point which, as I have already remarked,

is hy itself sufficient to conclusively prove the posteriority

of Bhamaha. In one place he quotes nearly a half-verse

from Dan(^’s Kavyadarfe, and condemns it by treating it

as an example of one of the six faults ' in composition

enumerated by himself in I, 37. The full verse ^ of Dandhn

runs as follows :

—

(III, 120.)

According to Dan^ this verse is a perfectly good example

of that kind of Prahelikd (riddle) which he calls Parihdrika

and defines thus :

—

(III, 104)

;

that is, Pariharika is that kind of riddle in which the

idea intended can be understood only by linking together

in regular succession the several words of the passage.

Bhamaha quotes from the latter half of the above verse and

condemns it as an example of avdchaka in the following

‘ r;ai I I

(Bhamaha, I, 37.)

® The authorship of this verse is indubitable. Sarhgadhara, who is always
very careful in tracing stanzas to their original sources, specijically ascribes this
verse to Dandin and explains it as follows :

—

“

II

a
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stanza, because the words employed do not directly signifj"

the idea intended :

—

I

(I, 41.)

These points, I think, clearly establish my contention that

Bhamaha should be placed after Dandin.

Besides these, I have found also some important references

in Bhamaha’s Rhetoric to authors and works, which, I hope,

will, if traced out, establish the dates of some famous Sanskrit

writers. He mentions the names of three authors

—

Jtledhdvin,

Ramasarman, and Sakhavardhana. Of these Medhavin was

a rhetorician, whose views Bhamaha often refers to (II, 40,

88, etc.)
;

Ramasarman is the author of a work {kdri/a)

called Achjiutdttara, from which Bhamaha quotes stanzas of

the npajdfi metre as instances of iqmmdlahkdra
;
and Sdkhd-

vardhaiia seems to be the author of a weU-known work, by name

Rdjamitra, from which also Bhamaha quotes occasionally.^

There are many more quotations in the work, which are not

traced by the author to their sources. He mentions also

the name of a poem called Asmaka-vamsa,^ which appears

to have been written in the vaidarblti style. If more light

be forthcoming about these and other important references

in the work, many a doubtful question of chronology in the

domain of Sanskrit literature could be solved.

About Medhavin, however, I have found some references

m Namisddhu’

s

commentary on Rudrata’s Kdvydlahkdra.

The following passage is characteristic, as giving the

names of some leading rhetoricians in chronological order :

—

* Most of these quotations are also to be found in Naniisadhu's commentary on
Eudrata’s Kavyalankara, XI, 24, etc.

^ We know of a Pauranik king called Aimaka, of the Solar race (55th in
descent Jlrom Ikshvdku), son of Sauddm and Madayanti : see Vishnu Purana,
It, 4. 72. We also how that the Asniakas are a tribe mentioned in the
Andhra Inscriptions as being ruled by Gautamiputra. The ministers of an
Asmaka king are mentioned in an inscription at Ajanta published m the
Archtsoloyieal Survey of Western India, vol. iv.
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II (Namisadhu’s Comm., I, 2.)

Here the commentator purposely mentions most of the

noteworthy rhetoricians preceding Rudrata, and we may
naturally infer that they are named in the order of time.

This inference is further supported by the fact that both

Danchn and Medhavin are, as we have already proved, prior

to Bhamaha. Hence we maj'^ conclude that Medhavin and

Rudra have to be placed between Handin and Bhamaha in

point of time. Some' would, however, take Medhavinidra as-

one name, being perhaps led away by the title Medlidrudra^-

which applies to Kalidasa
;
but Kamisadhu’s clear mention

of the form Medhavin by itself under XI, 24, goes to show

that Medhavin and Rudra are separate names according to

the commentator. This is also borne out by Bhamaha’s

allusion to the former by the form ‘ Medhavin
’

only, in more

than one place (see above). Thus we have irrefutable

evidence to assert that there was a famous rhetorician Mtidirt,

long before Rudrata. Can this Rudra be identical with the

author of Srihgamtilaka ? ^

* Vide'p. 2, Eudrata’s Kavyalaiikara (Kavyamala Series).

2 Tri-kanda-sesha, Brahma-varga, verse 26.

^ Several, scholars assume, without sufficient evidence, that Eudra(-bhana), the
author of Sringaratilaka, and Eudrata, the author of Kavydlankara, are one
and the same. The story about the mortgage of the letter bha bv one Eudra-
bhatta referred to in the Kannada inscription of the time of the hatta king of
Saundatti (Saka 1151), cannot, I think, be taken as applicable to Eudrata of

the Kavyalahkara, for the following reasons :

—

(1) The poet of the inscription was a native of Kuntala-desa (X. Cannara,
Bellary, etc.j, belonged to Atri-ybtra, was a ruler of eighteen villages, and
seems to have been a Kannadiga, as may be judged from the names of his

descendants cited in the inscription; whereas the author of Kdvydlankdra was
a,Kashmiriau (see Encyc. Blit., vol. vxi, p. 29i, 9th ed.), was also known as
Satdnantki, and was the son of Jihatla- Vdmuka—names peculiar to X. India.
Unless these apparently diverging facts could be reconciled, no credence can be
attached to the above theory.

(2) All the later rhetoricians and commentators unanimously call the author
of Kavyalahkara by the name Eudrata, and there is not a single case where he
is called Eudra(-bhatta). Even Namisddhu (whose commentary is so very
elaborate) calls him Eudrata, and does not refer to this story at all, though he
lived not very long after Eudrata.

(3) Even if the story be taken as applicable to this Rudrata, we will have still

to identify one Eudra, a well-known rhetorician, before Eudrata (see above).
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So far we have been discussing the earlier limits of

Bhamaha’s age. Let us next consider the later limits of the

same. We know from the reference

found in Pratiharenduraja’s commentary on

IJdhhata’s Alahkarasarasangraha, ch. i, that Bhattodbhata

wrote a commentary (called Bhamaha-vivarana) on Bhamaha’s

work. Now, this BhattSdbhata was the sabhdpati of King
Jayapida (779-813 a.d.). Hence we may conclude that

Bhamaha should he placed not later than the first half of the

eighth century a.d.

If we accept the date now usually assigned to Danchn
(end of the sixth century a.d.), then, leaving some margin

for the intermediate authors Med/iadn and Undra, Bhamaha’s
age may be more approximately stated as the latter half of

the seventh century a.d.

His Rhetoric.

Lastly, we shall briefly describe the nature and scope of

the work itself, and aUude to the author’s views on some

interesting points.

The work is called Kavyalahkara, as stated by the author

himself in the introductory verse already quoted (see note,

p. 1); and consists of 400 verses mostly of the Anushtubh
metre. It is divided into six chapters or parichchhedas,

treating of (1) sarira or the body of kavya, (2) and (3)

alahkdras or figures, (4) dosha or defects, (5) nycuja or the

logic of kavya, and (6) sahda - suddhi or grammatical

accuracy. The work is, on the whole, a thoroughly critical

review of several scientific theories that prevailed in the

author’s time. Bhamaha spares not even his own teachers

as far as criticism is concerned. Having on several occasions

given free vent to this critical spirit, he withdraws himself

majestically in the following stanza ;

—

(IV, 7.)
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He is full of originality and intelligence, and takes pride

in not slavishly following his predecessors, as may be

indirectly inferred from these stanzas ;

—

(1) i

^ ^<af^ tqra*TRtT: u

(I, 5.)

(2) i

(1,32.)

HPFJIST ^TT II

(Closing stanza, VI, 65.)

According to him the best style of composition, whether

gmdiya or vaidarhha, is that which is figurative, cultured,

sententious, well-reasoned, and faultless ; and it may be said

that his own work fairly satisfies all these conditions. He
is a man thoroughly imbued with practical common-sense,

and denounces in strong terms the admixture of fantastic

and superhuman events in novel-writing
;
for an illustration

of which the reader is referred to his series of trenchant

remarks on the stor}" of Vatsaraja, culminating in the

following stanza :

—

II

(IV, 52.)

His learned attack of the advocates of the Bphbta theory in

the last chapter of the work is very edifying, and goes to

prove that Bhamaha had a philosophic turn of mind. The
under-mentioned stanzas are very suggestive of his line of

argument in this connection :

—

This word most probably refers to Gunadbya, the author of the

Paisachi Brihatkatha. If not, we should infer from this allusion the existence

before Bhamaha of some Sanskrit work based on Gunadhya’s Brihatkatha.
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nrfiiw htr: ifrT: ii

^ siT^T^g I

TTTT’nf^^rR: ii

(VI, 12-14.)

To conclude, I may remark there are many more interesting

points in this work, which I refrain from mentioning as they

are out of place in this brief sketch.
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XXI.

FURTHEK NOTE ON MITSALMAN COINS COLLECTED
BY MR. G. P. TATE IN SEISTAN.

By 0. CODEIXGTOX, M.D., F.S.A.

OINCE the note on these coins was published in the

^ Society’s Journal last year, p. 681, Mr. A. G. Ellis

has been so good as to prepare the following list of the

Sijistan or Nimruz Maliks from about a.h. 460 to 885,

taken from the Ihya al-Muluk, by Shah Husain b. Ghiyath

al-Din :

—

KINGS OF NIMRUZ.

Restoeation of the SaffIei Lixe aftee the Death of Khaiaf

B. Ahmad (a h. 399) and the Ghaznavi Occupation.

a.h.

Tahir b. Muhammad b. Tahir b. Khaiaf . . c. 460-480

Amir Shahinshah . . . . . . . . . . 480
Baha al-Daulah Tahir b. Nasr b. Ahmad . . 480(?)-481
Taj al-Din Abu al-Fadl Nasr b. Tahir b. Muhammad 483-559

Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Taj al-Din.

Tzz al-Muluk (Muhammad) b. Taj al-Din.

Taj al-Din Harb b. ‘Izz al-Muluk . . . . -612

Shams al-Din (Tamin al-Daulah) Bahram Shah
b. Nasir al-Din b. Taj al-Din .. . . 612—618

Nusrat al-Din b. Bahram Shah . . . . .
. (618)

Rukn al-Din b. Bahram Shah . . . . .
.

(618)
Shihab al-Din Mahmud b. Nasir al-Din .

.
(619-622)

[Taj al-Din Niyaltigin] [622-627]
Shams al-Din ‘Ali b. Mas'ud b. ^alaf b. Mihrban

b. Tahir b. Nasr b. Ahmad . . . . . . 630-652
Nasr al-Din b. Abi al-Fath b. Mas‘ud . . . . 652-728
Shah Nusrat b. Nasr al-Din 728-731
Qutb al-Din Muhammad b. Rukn al-Din Mahmud

b. Nasr al-Din . . 731-747
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A.H.

Taj al-Din b. Qutb al-Din .. .. .. 747-751

Sultan Mahmud b. Shah ‘All b. Nasr al-BIn . . 751-753

‘Izz al-Din b. Eukn al-DIn Mahmud . . . , 753-784

Qutb al-DTn b. ‘Izz al-Dm . . . . . . 784-788

Shah Shahan Taj al-Din b. Qutb al-Din b. ‘Izz al-Din 788-805

Qutb al-DIn b. Shah ‘Ali b. Shahzadah . . . . 806—822

Shah Shahan Shams al-Din ‘All b. Qutb al-Din 822-842 (852 ?)

Mzam al-Dln Yahya b. Shams al-Din . . . . 842 (852 ?)-885

Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Nizam al-Din . . 885-

Sultan Mahmud . . . . . . . . . .
-

From this it will he seen that there was a King of

Nlmruz reigning from a.h. 731 to 747 named Qutb al-Din

Muhammad. The coin bearing the name Qutb al-Din,

dated 74x, described on p. 681, may therefore be attributed

to him and not to Qutb al-Dln b. ‘Izz al-Din, who was

deposed and executed by Timur.

Mr. Ellis has also sent me a translation of the accotmt of

this king’s reign given in the Ihya al-Muluk, from which

the following is an extract :

—

“Malik Qutb al-Din b. Shah Eukn succeeded his uncle Shah

Nusrat on the throne of Sistan in a.h. 731, having been duly

elected by the votes of the princes of the royal house and great

men of the State. His investiture with the sovereignty of Nimruz

took place on Monday, EabT‘ I, S., on which occasion much largess

was judiciously distributed. Qutb al-Din was an excellent ruler,

firm, politic, just, liberal, brave, devout, a patron of learning,

genius, and piety, an enemy of vice and profligacy. He was wont

to encourage worth by conferring of stipends, and every day there

used to issue from his kitchens thirty ass-loads of bread and

ten of meat, with other necessaries in proportion, which were

distributed to strangers and the poor. All Sistan acknowledged

Ids sway. When he had completed the organisation of his

Idngdom, certain traitorous persons incited Malik Husain Ghuri,

ruler of Harat, to invade Sistan, who in consequence in a.h. 734

led an army more numerous than ants or locusts against the king.

When the news of this invasion reached Malik Qutb al-Din he

gathered a force of 80,000 veteran troops, foot and horse, together

with elephants, and set out from the city of Sistan to meet the

army of Khurasan. When the troops of Sistan had reached

jji the army of Khurasan being encamped by the stream
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of Panj Dih, Amir Iqbal Sabiq, one of the trusted adherents of

Shaik ‘Ala al-Daulah SistanI, came to Malik Qutb al-DIn and

besought him to halt his army that he might go to the King of

Harat and dissuade him from this enterprise, attacking Moslems

without just quarrel. The king said, ‘ Go, and tell him that

I have no fear or dread of him, but that I am loth to shed the

blood of Moslems. If he will not relinquish this enterprise our

dispute must be settled on the field of battle.’ Mir Iqbal

delivered this message to Malik Husain, and showed him the

overwhelming superiority of the army of Sistan. Malik Husain

accepted his advice, and at once returned to Harat by double

marches. Thus the two kings returned home without fighting.”

This is interesting, and bears on the subject of this

collection in that coins of Malik Husain of Harat (a.h. 732-

771) are included in it, as mentioned in my former note,

p. 682.

Mr. Tate has lately sent another small collection which

he has made in Seistan, containing some Musalman coins

requiring notice, viz. :

—

SAMANID. Mansur b. Nuh.

Two copper fals of BulAara dated a.h. 357, of the pattern of

No. 405, B.M. Cat., vol. iii, of the year 354.

GOVEENOKS OF SIJISTAN.

1. Gold. Sijistan. a.h. 343.

Ohv. Area in plain circle

II

Margin in plain circle

A^ad b. Mohanuuad.

|[
All

II
All 1 \ all 1'

^ Aa.a-1
II
A1 j_AiAl

A1 AJl

£ev. Area in plain circle
||

kXb
^

Aa-AI
|j

aill Jk^-l alll

Ai>-1 lyii
II

al
jjj

AjJ

36j.E.A.s. 1905.
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Margin in plain circle <dl^

N -9
; Wt. 33 (looped).

A thin gold coin of good workmanship, with clear, well-

formed lettering. This is, I think, the first dinar of

Ahmad which has been edited.

2. Four copper fals, Sijistan, a.h. 343 ;
B.M. Cat., vol. iii,

No. 35.

3. Fals. Sijistan, date illegible.

Ohv. Area in plain circle, arabesque letters

L- c l ~t.
II

all
II

Margin .... . , .

Eev. In plain circle
||

.
. ||

<U

•
II

<dJ\ !J^\
II

Margin illegible.

^ -85
; m. 20.

^alaf b. Ahmad.

1. Gold. Sijistan, a.h. 3[7]9.

Olv. Area in plain circle, two leaf ornaments below

aJJ
11

All
11

Ji.4ksr*
j|

ddJ

Margin illegible, lettering corrupt.

Bev. Area in plain circle, two leaf ornaments below

(-As-
II

<d!l
II

I'l <jJ) ^
||

4j_.JkSl

AT -7
; wt. 25.

2, Copper fals. Sijistan, no date.

Obv. Area in plain circle, arabesque lettering ai!
||

Margin . . . . . .

Eev. Area in looped circle, arabesque iX*^
! 1 1

j uAi-
I I

Margin illegible.

a: -85; Wt. 21.
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Haxb b. Muhainmad. Copper.

Obv.
II

<*i!l
II

itUl A.*.s^* II <dlt i^\ ^

Mev. In plain circle
I!

Margin illegible.

B.M. Cat., vol. ix, p. 269.

This coin was first described in the Numismatic Chronicle,

1881, by H. Sauvaire, in an article “ Sur un Fels Saffaride

inedit,” which contains an excellent summary of the

history of these governors, rightly called by the writer “ la

seconde branche des Saffarides.”

KINGS OF NIMEUZ. Nasr al-Din. Copper.

Oiv. In circle j || ||
i—

Rev.
II c^II

‘Izz al-Din.

1. Ohv. In quatrefoil j 11 ||
i—

Rev. In circle jjj^ II

2. Obv. In circle with 0 above and circle of dots outside it

11 j II

Rev. In circles as obv.
Jj 1

1

aUI

3. Obv. As No. 2.

Rev. As No. 1.

4. Obv. In circle
|j

jJit
|1
(—^L»31

Rev. As No. 2.

5. Obv.
II II II il

• •

Rev. As No. 1.

Qntb al-Din.

Obv. In circle j II 11

Rev. In circle
II ‘—V®
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Doubtful king.

1. Ohv. In circle j !1
• • !l

Rev. In dotted circle
11

2. Olv. ...
II
JjUSl

II
. i^\\i

Rev.
II II

• •

These coins are all about "6 inch in diameter and weigh

about 46 grains ;
in appearance they resemble coins of the

Dehli kings of a period of from the latter end of the

seventh to that of the eighth century of the Hijra. They

bear only the laqab of the king and the mint name.

Mr. C. J. Hodgers described some of the same type in

his Catalogue of Coins in the Lahore Museum, p. 137,
“ Sistan Coins ”

;
in the Catalogue of Coins purchased from

him by the Panjab Government, 1895, part iv, p. 19,

“ Sijistan or Nimroz Coins ” ; in the Proceedings of the

Bengal Asiatic Society, 1884, p. 75, “Some Coins from

Candahar”; and in Bengal As. Soc. Journal, 1896, pt. 2,

p. 226, “ Coins of Nimroz, including coins of Taj al-Din

Harb, Eukn al-Din b. Bahram Shah, and Nusrat al-Din

b. Bahram Shah.” A difficulty I felt in attributing these

coins to the kings of Nimruz caused by the word

being part of the laqab on them and not so in the list taken

from the Ihya al-Muluk has been removed by the dated

inscription of Shams al-Din ‘Ali published by Mr. Ellis

in the Society’s Journal, 1904, p. 173, where that Malik’s

name is given as j and by

Mr. Ellis finding that Nasr al-Din, the successor of Shams

al-Din, is called in the Ihya al-Muluk first

then ,
then

, and finally

I attribute these corns, subject to confirmation, to Nasr

al-Din b. Abi al-Fath, 652-728
; ‘Izz al-Din b. Eukn

al-Din, 753-784 ; and Qutb al-Din b. Shah ‘Ali, 806-822,

respectively.
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NIMRUZ COIRS WITHOUT EULER’S NAME.

1. Ohv. In two interlaced triangles
||
<_^

Bev. In eight-foil with outer hand of loops and leaves aa s

M -7
;
Wt. 50,

2. Ohv. In double hexagon within circles of lines and dots <-r^

Bev. In quatrefoil within circles of lines
\ \

M -65
;
Wt. 52.

3. Ohv. In plain circle
||

Bev. Arabesque ornamentation.

^ -7
;
Wt. 55.

4. Ohv. In circle within arabesque
II

||(?)i-^l>-

Bev. Illegible.

M -65
;
Wt. 29.

5. Ohv. Area in square, Kufic lettering arranged in the square

.... jLiijb

Margin Ulegible.

Bev. In crenated circle
jj

orA
||

The figure before the f of the date is a small circle, and may be

a 1 without a tail or the second cipher of i of which the

first cipher does not appear.

M -65
; Wt. 36.
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MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS.

A Study of some Onomatopcetic DesT Words.

There can be no doubt that onomatopoeia and interjectional

cries played a great part in the formation of our languages.

It is true that the ‘ Bow-wow ’ theory alone is insufficient

to trace the origin of all words; and it is not true, what

Professor Noire would have us believe, that all roots can

be traced to some interjectional cries of primitive men.

But it is true that a carefully instituted philological analysis

can disclose the influence of onomatopoeia and interjectional

cries in the formation of a very large number of Vedic

and Laukika roots.

When by strict, rigid, and thoroughgoing rules of

grammar, an artificial check was placed upon the growth

of the Sanskrit language, new words could not be coined

except by the fixed rules of grammar, from the definitely

established list of roots. How jealously the purity of the

literary language was being guarded in the second century

B.c. can be known from the Mahabhasya of Patanjali. It

has been declared sinful in that book to use words other

than what are strictly Vedic and Laukika.

In the Sanskrit works which have been, with considerable

certainty, fixed to a time previous to the second century b.c.,

no words other than Vedic and Laukika (in the strictest

Panini sense) can be met with. Since the Mahabharata

abounds in words not strictly Laukik, may we not venture to

say that this is evidence, so far as it goes, that the building

up of the poem did not commence till at least a century
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later than the time of the Mahabhasya. Such an orthodox

work as the Mahabharata came eventually to be, could not

have departed from the much respected orthodox rules, if

time had not then made the rules almost obsolete. What
is true of the Mahabharata is true also in respect of the

Ramayana, as we now have it. To my humble thinking

the latter shows signs of lateness to a greater extent.

Of words formed by imitating natural sounds, and un-

derivable from the fixed stock of Sanskrit roots, kolahala,

kiliMla, and the like are only found in the eighteen lengthj"

Sarvans of the Mahabharata. Halahala, Gadgada, and

Humbha (lowing of the cow) are found used in the Rama-

yana. In the 23rd chapter of the Aranyakanda, we find

exact sounds of birds used as Sanskrit words. “Chlchiku-

chiti vacyanto babhubastatra sarika,” would have defiled

the purity of language in the second century b.c. This

very “ Chichiku ” we find also in the Harivamsa. These

words, as well as the words Khat-Khat, Than-Than, Jhan-

Jhan, and Ranaranaka of still later literature, have been

called DesI words (words of provincial origin) by Hem-
chandra. It is known to all that Hemchandra’s DesI

Namamala contains only such words as were never derived

from Sanskrit roots. Some ingenious Pundits have tried

a forced affiliation of many of them to some recognised

roots; but I do not consider it worth while to make any

criticism on this attempt.

When literature grew, the writers felt the want of words,

and were forced to borrow many words from the Prakrits.

To commence with, it was only sparingly done; but when
once it was tolerated and approved, the writers introduced

the Prakrit words very largely. This inference receives full

corroboration from the language of the old inscriptions which
have now been chronologically arranged in many books.

The DeM words of onomatopoetic origin, such as Jhankara,

mara-mara, pat-pat, and the like, are nowhere found in the

works of Kalidasa and Bharavi. It might be plausiblv

argued, that the use of such words in dignified Kavyas was
studiously avoided by the poets. But it is worthv of note
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that Kalidasa has not used these words even in the Prakrit

dialogues in his Drama, while Mricchakatika and Eatnavali

abound with such expressions. It is also not true that the

use of ‘ Gharghara ’ for Nirghosa and ‘ Jhankara ’ for Ali-

ruta lessened the dignity of the language. These words

have been profitably used, to heighten the effect of grand

descriptions, by Bhavabhuti in his Uttara-carita and Malatl-

madhava.

The poet Subandhu flourished towards the end of the

sixth century, say some fifty j'ears after the death of

Kalidasa. We find the use of a small number of onomato-

poetic words in his Vasavadatta as nouns only. Three or

four such words of this class as are found in Mahabharata

and Ramayana are also found used as nouns, as I have

already shown. This is the sort of use made of them (though

very sparsely) in the Paiicatantra. Kolahala is the only

word I have met with in the existing Pancatantra, even

though this is not exactly the book which was written in

the fifth centurj'.

In the writings of Banabhatte, Bhavabhuti, and Sudraka,

these words have been very freely and largely used. Verbs

also were made of them, and expressions like Khat-khatayate,

Phurphurayati, and Maramarayisma are found frequently.

The use of these words as verbs commenced only in the

seventh century, so far as I have been able to ascertain.

From the seventh century onward, there is scarcely any

Sanskrit composition wherein these DesI words of onomato-

pcetic origin are not found.

I should like what I have asserted to be tested by
reference to the books the dates of which have been fairly

established. If the use of this particular class of Desi words
grew in the manner indicated in this paper, the words will

have a special value in determining the chronology of some
old books.

B. C. Mazumdar.
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Mosquitoes and Fever in Susruta.

The stings of insects, together with the mode of their

treatment, are discussed by Susruta in the chapter on Insects

(Kitakalpah) which forms the last section of the book on

Poisons (Kalpasthanam). There he says: “17. There are

six Maksikas (flies or bees), called respectively Kantarika,

Krsna, Pihgalika, Madhulika, Kasayl, and Sthalika. If

a man is stung by one of these, there will be heat, and

swelling (of the part). So in the case of a Sthalika or

a Kasayi, when, however, there will be, moreover, dangerous

boils. 18. There are five Masakas (mosquitoes or gnats),

called respectively Samudrah, Parimandalah, Ha stimasakah,

Krsnah, and Parvatiyah. If a man is stung by one of these,

there will be violent itching and swelling of the bitten part.

But the Parvatlya produces the same symptoms as deadly

insects.”

17. maksikah kantarika krsna pihgalika madhulika kasayl

sthalikety evam sat
[

tabhir dastasya dahasophau bhavatah
|

sthalikakasayibhyam etad eva pidakas ca sopadravii

bhavanti H

18. masakah samudrah parimandalo hastimasakah krsnak

parvatlya iti pauca
|

tair dastasya tivrakandur damsasophas ca
|

parvatlyas tu kitaih pranaharais tulyalaksanah
1

1

The remedies to be applied are the same as in the case

of ant-stings. “ 32. For those stung by Pipilikas (ants),

Maksikas, or Masakas, an ointment mixed with cow’s urine

is prescribed, as well as the earth of an ant-hill of black ants.”^

32. pipilikabhir dastanam maksikamasakais tatha
|

gomutrena yuto lepah krsnavalmikamrttika
1

1

These quotations from the excellent edition of Susruta
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published by the late Vaidya Prabhuram in 1901, with

which the earlier editions of Susruta literally agree in the

present case, show that fever is not among the symptoms
produced by the stings of mosquitoes and similar insects,

according to Susruta. Conversely, in the chapter on Fever

(vi, 39), he does not mention the stings of insects among
the various causes of fever, and true malarial fever, such

as tertian and quartan fever, is entirely due to derangement

of the humours, according to Susruta (vi, 39, 9). Nor can

Susruta’s observations, at the beginning of the Kitakalpah,

regarding the derangement of air, of bile, or of phlegm, or

of all the three humours together, by the four principal

classes of insects, and the causation of diseases due to

deranged air, etc., bj" the stings of these insects, be said to

presuppose an acquaintance with the spreading of malaria

through mosquitoes. These introductory remarks, as shown

by the analogous statements on the effects of snake poison

(Section iv of the Kalpasthanam), are merely intended to

illustrate the dangerous nature of insect stings.

If, therefore, the native books on medicine in Ceylon have

anticipated the discovery of our modern scientists of the

connection between malaria and mosquitoes, their authors

must have arrived at that discovery independently of Susruta,

whose doctrines seem to be generally followed in the medical

lore of Ceylon. It may be added that the other standard

writers on medicine in India, such as Charaka, Vagbhata,

and the author of the Mudhava Nidana, entirely agree with

Susruta on the point under notice. It is true that fever

is mentioned by Vagbhata (vi, 37, 5) among the ordinary

symptoms produced by all stings of insects, but this is

evidently the wound-fever which is generally mentioned as

one of the principal kinds of fever, and not malaria.

The point is of very considerable historical interest
;
and

IS stated, in the public press, to have been referred to at the

last Anniversarv Meeting of the Cevlon Branch of our

Society. I have not had the advantage of seeing any official

report of what was said on that occasion; but it would be

very desirable that the notice taken of the question should
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lead to the publication of any passages there may be in

Ceylon books on medicine bearing on the point.

Wurzburg {Bavaria).

April 22nd, 1905.

J. Jolly.

The Rev. W. ScHiiiDX, formerly a missionary in Assam,

now of the Missionary College of Modling, near Vienna, has

lately issued two exhaustive monographs on certain of the

Indo-Chinese languages. The first, entitled Grundzuge

einer Lautlehre der Khasi-Sprache, in ihren Beziehimgen zu

derjenigen der Mon-Khnier- Sprachen, was published at

Munich (Verlag der k. Akademie) in 1904, and in addition

to a very careful study of the phonology of Khasi, the

speech of the natives of the Khasia and Jaintia hills around

Shillong (only about 177,000 in number), has also an

appendix on the languages of the Palaung, Wa, and Riang

tribes of the Middle Salween. A still more elaborate

monograph is the one just issued at Vienna (190-5), entitled

Grundzuge einer Lautlehre der Mon-Khmer-Sprachen (pp. 233),

which discusses the general phonology of that important

linguistic family, in its four forms, Mon, Bahnar, Stieng,

and Khmer. Students of the linguistics of Further Asia,

and especially of the Indo-Chinese peninsula, will be glad

to have their attention called to these minute and scholarly

essays in this field of philology.

C.

The B.ullie Collection of Ar.^kic and Persian MSS.

A couple of years ago, when consulting it for other

purposes, I noticed on p. 10, vol. iii of Sir H. M. Elliot’s

“ Mahomedan Historians,” a reference to the curious

discovery among the Baillie MSS. of a missing portion of

the rare and valuable Jdmi^-ut-TawariJ^ of Rashid-ud-din.

Mention is made of this Baillie Collection being entailed

property
;
but in 1839, though Colonel Baillie had died on
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the 20th April, 1833 (aged 60), Duncan Forbes found the

manuscripts still undisturbed at a house in Soho Square

(Journal R.A.S., vi (1841), p. 33). Nobody could tell me
where the manuscripts now were, or their history subsequent

to 1841. As Colonel Baillie held high political office in

Bundelkhand and at Lakhnau early in the nineteenth

century, I hoped that his collection would contain some

rare or unknown works bearing on the history of the

eighteenth century in India, the period to which I have

more particularly devoted myself.

In vain did I go to the Diet. Nat. Biog., ii, 418 ; there

was no mention of his manuscripts, his family line, or the

name of his seat. Turning to the “ Annual Register ” for

1833 (vol. Ixxv), I found on p. 219 that Colonel John

Baillie was “ of Le}'s,” Inverness-shire. In Burke’s “Landed

Gentry ” I found that his daughter and heiress had married

J. F. Baillie, second son of Baillie of Dochfour. Her two

sons (known successively as “ of Leys ”) died without issue.

Seeing that the two families were closely connected, I wrote

to the present J. E. Bruce Baillie, Esq., of Dochfour, and

having no personal knowledge in the matter he was good

enough to refer me to his brother, the Rev. Albert Baillie,

of Rugby. Mr. Albert Baillie kindly informed me that

the MSS. “ were given to the University of Edinburgh to

be kept in a place by themselves.” Through my friend

Mr. A. G. Ellis, of the British Museum, it was ascertained

from Mr. Richard Bell that the collection had been in the

University Library at Edinburgh since 1875, that the books

were not catalosued or arrangred, but someone had written

the title, and occasionally a bibliographical note, on the

flyleaf of most of them.

As I purposed a visit to Scotland in the Autumn, I opened

communication with Professor Eggeling, Convener of the

Library Committee, who kindly promised to let me see the

books whenever I called at the Library. When I arrived at

the end of August I found Mr. R. Bell at work on a Hand-list

of the Arabic MSS., and he told me he intended, when that

was finished, to commence a similar list of the Persian part
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of the collection. I had. hoped that before this time both

these lists would have been submitted for publication in our

Journal
;
but I do not know whether they are completed

or not. I have heard that the deed of gift requires the

collection to be properly catalogued ; and as the University

has now had thirty years in which to comply with this

condition (if it exists), let us trust that we shall soon be

put in possession of a proper catalogue. Meanwhile I place

on record a few hasty notes from the Persian MSS. made

at my two visits to the Library. In all I took notes from

35 manuscripts, and there were six others which do not,

I think, belong to the collection.

No.

45. Qasa,id-i-KhaqanI, with marginal and interlinear notes.

76. Eauzat - us - safa. Fine folio copy, finished 1st Kabi‘ I,

1052 H.

81. A foUo volume of letters from the 12th Jumada I, 1222 n.,

to the end of Zi’l Hijjah, 1224 h. (5th February, 1810).

82. A family history of the Sayyids of Sandi (Audh), by ‘All

Naqi Khan. Book I : Introduction, 12 Maqdlahs, and

a Conclusion. Book II : one Maqdlah in 1 1 naqh. A family

tree at the beginning, and at the end a coloured map
of Fathganj. Written 23rd Rabi‘ II, 1230 h.

86. (a) Muntakhab of the Jahanglr-namah, i.e. of the Iqbalnamah

of Mir Ahmad !^an. Copy finished on the 16th Rajah,

1197 H., for Nawab Shah Mir Khan, by Muhammad
Amin, on a Thursday, at Lakhnau.

(h) S. 666 quarto of 19 lines each. Muhammad Salih’s

History of Shahjahan.

668-680. Lists of Mansabdars.

6805. Bar bayan-i-tayarl-i-takht-i-murassa ‘

.

684. Tuzak-i-taimurlyah.

684fl. Routes and distances.

6865. Jama‘-i-daml.

6875. Aghaz-i-muhimm-i-Siwa, 1070 to 1085 h. (a precis).

690a. Fihrist-i-alqab-i-Badshahan.

6905. Dastur-ul-‘amal-i-zar-i-maskuk ra,ij-i-har yak mulk,

wa wazn, wa dira‘, wa paimayish-i-zamln.

691a. Dastur-i-tankhwah-i-rozdaran, etc.

6915. Pay, 1st, 2nd, 3rd class.

692a. Monthly rates of pay.
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No.

692a. Tabinto. Table of Birth and Accession of Sahib-i-

qiran and descendants (down to ‘Alamgir and his brothers,

1118 H.).

694«. Dastur-ul-'amal ta chahar aspah, yak aspah.

694a. Dagh-i-suwaran muwafiq-i-zabitah-i-Eikab, etc., fi

sad nafr.

6945. Chaharum hissah - i - dagh - i - suwaran, muwafiq-i-

zabitah-i-Rikab wa subajat wa jagir.

Siyum hissah-i-da^, etc.

695a. Tafsll-i-kharch-i- ‘imarat kih A‘la Hazrat dar hln-i-

hayat-i-khud namudand.

Muhasil-i-kul. Account of the tent Balbadal.

6955. Takht-i-murassa‘ [and other notes].

696a. Humayun Badshah.

6965. Petition of ‘Alamgir to his father (ends on f. 697a).

87. Dabistan-i-mazahib. Copy dated 25th Ramazan, 1215 n.

;

made by Dal Narayan for his own perusal.

89. Zafamamah by She^ Sharaf-ud-din ‘All, YazdI. Well

written but undated.

93. Sharh-i-qasa,id-i-‘TJrf!.

99. Letters to Nawab Sa‘adat ‘All ^an, Muharram, 1228, to

20th Rajah, 1229 h.. Book 3.

Yo number. Letters of J. Baillie to the Nawab Wazir from the

22nd Rajah, 1229 h. (14th July, 1814). The last date

is in June, 1815.

102. Letters of J. Baillie to the Nawiih Wazir, Sa'adat ‘AIT I^an,

Muharram, 1228, to Rajab, 1229 h.

103. Lord Moira, Governor-General, to the Janab-i-A‘la (i.e. the

Nawab Wazir), from his accession, 3rd July, 1814, to

18th November, 1815.

No number. Letters of the Governor-General to Nawab Sa'adat

‘All !&an, and the replies, from Jumada II, 1222 h.

(August, 1807), to 11th Shawwal, 1228 h. (11th

October, 1813).

No number. Lord Moira’s Persian Letters to the Nawab Wazir,

from 28th December, 1810. The last letter is one from
Baillie to the Nawab dated the 10th May, 1812.

104. Muntakhab-ul-lnghat. Francis Gladwin’s copy.

108. (a) A^laq-i-Nasiri.

(5) Risalah-i-minhaj-ul-talibln min tasnif-i-Hakim Nasir,

Tusi (5 fl.). Copied 27th Jumada II, 1146 h., on
a Friday, scrihe Muhammad Ja'far.
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110. Kulliyat-i-khagam. Fairly written, not dated.

111. A Dastan in verse, beautifully written, gold lines, with

blue and red headings alternately.

112. {a) Bahr-ul-ansab, copied 1011 n. at Karrah by Abu,l Fatb

bin Shekh Firuz, Qurashi, Siddiqi, Khojandl.

(i) Nizam-ut-tawarTkh (History of Iran). Not dated.

113. Kulliyat-i-‘IJrft. Not dated.

114. Various loose papers:

{a) On Arabic grammar.

(i) History of the Afghans.

(c) Poetic extracts (religious mysticism for the most part).

115. («) Taimur-namah. Dated 1209 h.

(i) Extracts from Kitab-i-hidayat ul-Muslim.

(c) Tarikh-i-tabari.

‘

118. Qissah-i-hazar wa yak shab. Not dated; bears F. Gladwin’s

signature as owner.

121. Akhlaq -i-MuhsinT, dated the 10th Jumada II, 1216 h.,

scribe Muhammad ‘Ali.

No number, (a) Biography of Asaf !^an
;
the last date is his

death in the 5th year of Farrukhsiyar (1128-9 h.).

Copied in 1st year of Ahmad Shah (1161-2 h.).

{h) Juz 1 of Ma,asir-i-‘AlamgIr!.

(tf) Part of Dahsalah-i-‘AlamgIri of Muhammad Kazim.

Copied in the 1st year of Ahmad Shah.

id) 1st to 10th year of ‘Alamgir. Copied in the 1st year of

Ahmad Shah.

122. ‘Alam-arai ‘Abbasl, not dated.

123. Tuzak-i-Taimurl, a copy made for Maj'd-ud-daulah, Farzand

Khan, Bahadur, Bahram Jang, on the Ist Muharram,
1191 H.—the 18th year [of Shah ‘Alam],

127 (fl) Qasidah by Abu Talib, Hindi, ul-Isfahani, written after

his return from Europe, title “ Ma‘raj-ul-tauhid,” about

the "Wahhabis (?).

(i) Another treatise composed in 1224 h., title “Zuhuriyah-
i-safawlyah.” Patron named is Abu,l Path, Sultan Mu-
hammad Mirza, us-SafawT, ul-MusavI, ul-harawl, Bahadur
Khan, Eashid.

128. A small treatise on Morals, ff. 14 ;
gold illumination round

text.

1 This may be the fragment of the Jamr-ut-tawarM which was, we are
told, labelled TarllA-i-tabari.

’
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Nonumber. Ikhtisar - i - Shah
j
ahan -namah. Copied in 1224 h.

by Muhammad ‘All
;
an abstract made for Abu^l Eath

Sultan Muhammad, Safari, Bahadur !^an, Irani.

No number. («) Waqi‘ah-i-HaidarabM of Ni'mat !^an, ‘Ali, not

dated.

(i) Another poem.

No number. Extract from Fawa,id-i-SafawJyah, Maqalah 5, Dar

zikr-i-tabaqah-i-rafrah-i-Qajar-i-qizilbashiyah. Made
for ‘Imad-ud-daulah, Afzal-ul-mulk, Colonel John Baillie,

Bahadur, Arslan Jang in the year 1223 n.

No number. Headings of a work in forty chapters on Akhlaq,

ornamented 'tt'ith a gold ground, lines in gold, blue, and

red
;

gold-sprinkled margins. Written by Hafiz Sa‘d-

ud-din for ‘Imad-ud-daulah Afzal-ul-mulk, John Baillie,

Bahadur, Arplan(sif) Jang, 13 If., written on one side only.

No number. MS. bearing an English label, “The Gospel of

Geronimo Xavier, An Account of the Christian EeUgion,

a good deal of it consisting of a discussion between
‘ Hakim ’ and ‘ Padre.’ ” It is in eight fasls, the last

being a summary of the whole book. Copied on the Ist

Shawwiil in the time of ^iyas-ud-din Haidar by

Jagannath.

No number. Eight folios of a history of Sa'adat ‘Ali Khan of Audh
(placed in an Arabic work on Mahomedan Law, No. 64).

The Library contains a few other Persian MSS., which

do not seem to form part of the Baillie Collection.

These are

:

(1) Sikandar-namah (verse), with paintings, in a case.

(2) Jami‘-ul-hikayat wa lawami‘-i-riwayat. Dated 843 n.,

quarto, illustrated.

(3) Kulliyat-i-Sa‘di. Illustrated.

(4) Qur’an. Illuminated.

(5) Qur’an, from Maisur. Presented by the H.E.I. Company
in 1806.

(6) Diwan-i-Hafiz.

Until some more complete list or catalogue is prepared,

I hope these rough notes of a collection which has dis-

appeared from view for over sixty years, will be of some use.

June 5th, 1905.

J.R.A.S. 1905.

Wm. Irvine.

37
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TrIKTjTA and the so-called Kalachuei or Chedi

Era.

There is a Hindu era, commencing a.d. 248 or 249, which,

has come to he customarily known as the Kalachuri or Chedi

era, though it was certainly not founded by any Kalachuri

king or king of Chedi.

Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji propoimded the theory that

this era probably owed its origin to the dynasty of the

Traikutakas, by whom, amongst other kings and princes,

it was used. He derived the name of the Traikutakas from

a certain Trikuta, which he at first took to be a town in

the Kohkan, but subsequently proposed to identify with

Junnar in the Poona District. And he attributed the actual

foundation of the era to a king Isvaradatta, held by him

to be an Abhira, who, as shewn by his coins, reigned at

some time about a.d. 248-49 in Kiithiawad.

My attention was recently drawn to some remarks made

by me in my Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, p. 295,

in which I expressed the opinion that the Pandit’s theory

adapted itself so well to all the circumstances that have

to be accounted for, that it might be accepted as furnishing

in all probability the true explanation of them. I have,

however, ceased to hold that opinion. And, pending the

completion of a paper explaining the matter in detail, I give

here a synopsis of what I shall eventuallj’^ establish.

As regards Trikuta, whence, undoubtedly, there was

derived the dynastic name Traikutaka, I will shortly give

a note indicating a much more likely identification than

Junnar.

As regards the history of the era, the first point is, that

the use of it was confined to a territory which was separated

by the river Mahi from any outlying parts, in the direction

of northern Gujarat, Malwa, etc., of the kingdom, as it

existed from even before a.d. 248-49, of the so-called

Kshatrapas of Kathiawad.

The earliest known instances of the attachment, in any
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way, of a definite name to the era, come from Central India.

They are these. In an inscription of a.d. 1141—12, the date

is expressed by “ in the Kalaohuri year 893,” or “ in the

year of the Kalachuris 893.” And in an inscription of

A.D. 1181-82, the date is expressed by “the Ohedi year 933.”

In that part of India, we trace back the use of the era to

A.D. 973, but at present to no earlier time. An opinion,

first put forward by me as a suggestion in my Gupta

Inscriptions, introd., 8 ff., and afterwards asserted as a

certainty in DKD, 293,— that the dates, ranging from the

year 174 to the year 214, in the records of the Maharajas

of Uchchakalpa, are dates of this era,— must be abandoned

;

at that time, the use of the era was confined to Western India.

All the earlier dates in this era,— the latest of them

being one of a.d. 739,— come from Gujarat and the Thana

District in Bombay, and are found in Chalukya, Gurjara,

Sendraka, Katachchuri, and Traikutaka records. In that

part of India, we trace back in those records the use of an

era, which is undeniably the era of a.d. 248 or 249, without

any indication of a formal appellation, to .a.d. 457, at which

time there was reigning there a Traikutaka king named

Dahrasena. Beyond that time, for the present, we have

no certain knowledge about the era.

The era may possibly have been founded by a Traikutaka

king
;
in which case such a king began to reign in a.d. 248

or 249.

But there is nothing to stamp the era as “ the Traikutaka

era,” and still less to prove that it was so founded. The

Kanheri plate of the year 245 (expired), = a.d. 494-95,

which has been quoted to that effect, does not mark the

era in that way, or establish any such point regarding its

origin. By literal translation, the passage containing that

date means “ in two centuries of years, increased by forty-

five, of the augmenting sovereignty of the Traikutakas.”

But the real meaning of it, in accordance with an early

Hindu method of expressing dates, may just as well be
“ during the augmenting sovereignty of the Traikutakas,

and in the year 245 (of an unspecified era).”
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There is nothing to lead us to believe otherwise than that

the era was simply taken over, as the habitual and well-

established reckoning of the country, by the Traikutakas

from some preceding dynasty; just as it was taken over

from them by the Katachchuris, the Gurjaras, the Chalukyas

of Gujarat, and the Sendrakas.

Irrespective of any question as to the actual date of

Isvaradatta, the era cannot possibly have been established

by him, or have had its origin in Kathiawad or in any

part of Gujarat, etc., on the north of the Mahi
;

partly

because the so-called Saka era of a.d. 78, of the Kshatrapas

of Kathiawad, ran on without any intermission from before

A.D. 248—49 to as late as a.d. 388 ;
and partly because

of the geographical limit, stated above, of the use of the

era of a.d. 248 or 249. Any era may be introduced

into a country in which it was not founded. But no era

can have been founded in a country in which it was

never used.

The circumstances which rendered possible the rise of

a new dynasty, and the establishment of an era by it, in

A.D. 248 or 249, and in that part of India whence we obtain

all the early instances of the use of the era, are to be found

in the breaking-up of the power of the Satavahana-8ata-

kannis of Paithan.

And, looking to such records as we have, I find the best

prospect of recognising the founder of the era, and of the

new dynasty, in the person of the Abhira Isvarasena,

—

(not to be confused with, or identified with, the Isvaradatta

who is mentioned above),— or of his father the Abhira

Sivadatta, of the Nasik inscription, ASWI, 4. 103, Ko. 12,

which is dated “ in the ninth year,” i.e. of the reign of

Isvarasena, or counting from the commencement of the

reign of his father if the latter did reign. This record is

not in pure Sanskrit. But, as far as I can see, it is in as

close an approach to Sanskrit as any of the other historical

inscriptions at Nasik. We are, therefore, quite justified in

thinking that it may be one of the latest of them. And
it is, in fact, chronologically very difficult, at least, to
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place it at any time during the actual Satavahana-

Satakanni period.

As regards Isvaradatta, whose coins, whatever exact period

may he assigned to them, are, in contrast with the other

early coins of Kathiawad, quite exceptionally dated “in the

first year” and “in the second year,” it is difiicult to

look upon him otherwise than as a king of Kathiawad who

tried, but promptly failed, to set up his own regnal reckoning

in the place of the well-established era of that territory,

commencing a.d. 78.

June IQih, 1905.

J. F. Fleet.

HARS.'i.C.iRlTA, IXTRODUCTORY VeRSE 18.

The following extracts from two letters of Mr. M. T.
O

Narasimhiengar refer to the verse of the Harsacarita

discussed supra, 1903, p. 830 ; 1904, pp. 155-8, 366, 544.

Mr. Narasimhiengar observes that utsdha means, not
‘
exploits,’ but ‘ enthusiasm,’ ‘ energy,’ or ‘ encouragement ’

:

the published translation gives in the note ‘energy,’ and

we may refer to the definition cited from the Sdhitya

Darpana (76. 1) by the St. Petersburg Dictionary, kdryd-

ramhhesu samrambhah stheydn utsdha ucyate, ‘ persistent energy

in the prosecution of objects is termed utsdha.' Compare

such phrases as paldyanakrtotsdha, ‘his energies bent upon

flight,’ gamane krtotsdha, ‘bent upon flight.’

Although this is certainlv the case, the fact that we have

in this verse the plural utmhair deprives the argument of

its force, since plurals of qualities are constantly used in

Sanskrit and other languages with the sense of manifestations

of the qualities : in English, for instance, we can say

‘ heroisms ’ for ‘ acts of heroism,’

Nevertheless, the meaning ‘ feats performed ’ contrasts

awkwardly with the common use of the phrase krtotsdha.
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Accordingly, we may suggest as a possible, but by no means

a certain, rendering of this obscure verse

—

“By the encouragements of Adhyaraja, though remembered,

abiding in my heart,” etc., etc.

Hana woiild thus be made to say that even the encourage-

ment of the king, though he much appreciated it, acted as

a deterrent. It is an objection (among others) to this

interpretation that tdsaha does not of itself bear the explicit

sense of encouragement.

In any case there is probably a punning allusion to the

sense of ‘thread,’ which the word is said to bear {Rardcali,

V. 167, ap. B. and E.).

F. W. Thomas.

(1) If the name Adhyaraja refers to Harsa-deva, then there

arises also the difficulty of explaining the term

The word cannot by itself mean ‘ heroic exploits ’

;

it can only mean (1)
‘ enthusiasm,’ ‘ energy,’ or (2)

‘ en-

couragement.’

For sense (1)

—

Compare (1) (Sakuntala, ii).

(2) {Hitopadeki, iii).

It is generally described as a and not as a

cf. {Kumarammhham, i, 22). So

utsaha cannot be spoken of as 'done.' The idiom then

requires some such word as (displayed) instead of

IfrI (done).

Taking sense (2)—^the whole expression, as it is, would

mean '411^ Midi 1^1 ‘ky encouragements {utsdhas) given

(lit. done) (to others) by Adhyaraja’; and this meaning is

out of place here, and the compound is simply awkward.

M. T. Nakasimhtengab.
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(2) The stanza quoted from the Samsvati-knnthdbharana has

enabled me to offer the following interpretation of the verse

from the Harsacarita, which I believe is more in keeping

with the context, and removes many a difficulty that had

to be confronted in the interpretations hitherto offered.

According to the commentator Ratnesvara, the name
Adhyaraja in the verse from the Sarasvntl-kanpidbharaiia refers

to Salivahana {vide p. 123, Kavyamala Series), and I see

no reason to differ from him on the point, for it is an

admitted fact that Prakrit was the prevailing tongue at the

time of Salivahana or Satavahana (see Introduction to

Gdthdsaptasati, Kavyamala Series), while Sanskrit was the

universal literary language at the time of Vikramaditya, as

the commentator explains. Now we see that verse 17 of

the Harsacarita eulogizes the Brihatkathd, a work written

in the PaisacI dialect by Gunadhya, the famous minister

of King Satavahana or Salivahana, during his retirement.

We also know in what strong terms the king condemned

this work, how the disappointed author attempted to set

fire to the whole work, and how only a fragment of it was

providentially rescued from utter destruction (see Kathd-

saritsdgara or Brihatkathdmanjari).

If we bear these facts in mind, it is not improbable that

our poet, Bana, tauntingly alludes, in the verse immediately

following, to this want of appreciation on the part of Saliva-

hana with regard to such a meritorious work.

Accordingly I would construe the passage thus ;

—

the ironical sense of -awi^:) (^T*l)

*1 TiwiSw.

As for the objection to taking the instrumentals as not

in agreement, I have to state that instances of such con-

structions are often to be met with in Sanskrit literature.
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although they seem to be somewhat far-fetched. The prose

order may be better indicated thus :

—

etc.

Even if the instrumentals are all supposed to be in agree-

ment, the stanza can be best interpreted by taking the

expression
,
as before, in the ironical sense.

M. T. N.

Professor Rhys Davids has been elected an Honorary

Member of the Societe Asiatique, Paris.

Cases for Binding the Journal.—The Council, at the

request of members, have ordered cases for binding up the

Journal year by year. The cases are of green cloth with
gold lettering, and can now be had at the Society’s rooms
at the price of sixpence each.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Eakly History and Growth of Calcftta. By
Raja Binaya Krishna Deb. 4to. (Calcutta : R. C.

Ghose, 1905.)

Over two generations ago Macaulay routed the Orientalists,

and turned all educational effort in Bengal into Western
channels. For many years it seemed that he was mistaken,

that his hopes of a new intellectual birth were doomed to

disappointment. Expert officials, prosperous lawyers, and

fluent journalists were produced in scores. But of an

intellectual or literary renaissance there seemed to be no

prospect. Nothing came forth but a crop of school books,

manuals, and digests of case law. At last there are

indications that the Bengali mind and literature have been

penetrated by the New Learning; and as one result of the

movement, historical studies have become popular, and the

younger University alumni are beginning to study the

history of their own country with some regard to Western
canons of criticism, original research, and the proper use

of documents. It is gratifying to see a wealthy and highly-

placed gentleman like the author of this “Early History of

Calcutta” adding to this store of historical learning and
research

; though I infer from his last chapter that he is

somewhat of a conservative, and not much in sympathy
with the extreme advocates of change, either in social habits

or in religion.

He divides his work into ten chapters
: (1) Introduction

;

(2) Early History
; (3) Capitals

; (4) Topography and
Population

; (5) Religious, Charitable, and Educational

Institutions
; (6) Trade and Commerce

; (7) Civil and
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Criminal Justice
; (8) The Press

; (9) European Society ;

(10) Hindu Society. Under all these heads he has gathered

from well-known sources a mass of interesting information.

The most original chapters are, I think, those on the

Religious, Charitable, and Educational Institutions and on

the Press. These two chapters are, in my opinion, really

valuable, being founded on otherwise inaccessible authorities,

or on personal knowledge. The author’s family and he

himself have taken a large and meritorious share in

forwarding the interests of the community in which they

live, as givers of money, founders of charities, and intelligent

patrons of schools, learned men, and journalists. On the

charitable side the rich Hindus of Calcutta have a record

of which anyone might be proud.

In conclusion, let me take up one or two points in detail.

I am rejoiced to see on p. 23 that the Rajah rejects the

modern Bengali attempt to explain away the Black Hole

(1756) as pure myth. He says: “the arguments adduced

to support the contention are, indeed, quite frivolous.” The

other view is, in substance, to brand J. Z. Holwell as a liar,

a charge for which there is no justification. As to the

derivation of the name ‘ Calcutta ’ (pp. 26, 27), is not

the usual attribution of it to the shrine of Kali, which still

exists, satisfactory and unquestionable ? On p. 17 I notice

a curious oversight in the doubling up of two men into

one, which the Rajah had better alter if he has a chance.

Hamilton’s first name was William, not Gabriel-, Gabriel

Boughton was a surgeon who went from Bombay in

Shahjahan’s time to attend on some relation of that emperor.

Nor did Hamilton precede the Surman mission to the Dehli

Court, as said on p. 18 ;
he formed part of it, and entered

Dehli with it. On p. 74 we read, d propos of the missionary

Kiernander, of his noble efibrts “ to benefit his race—the

Portuguese.” If I mistake not, he was a Swede, and not

a native of Portugal, though probably he preached in

Portuguese, the Calcutta lingua franca of those days. The
details about St. John’s Church on p. 76 are interesting,

but something might have been added about the many
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noteworthy monuments in its churchyard, including one to

the very William Hamilton above referred to.

William Ikvine.

Heinrich Ewald : Orientalist and Theologian, 1803-

1903. A centenary appreciation. By T. Witton
Davies, B.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S. 12mo

; pp. 146.

(London : Unwin, 1905.)

We are glad to see the appearance, in English, of even

so small a volume as this devoted to the life and work of

the great scholar and teacher to whom Oriental studies in

general, and Biblical criticism in particular, owe so much.

We have a short but sufficiently clear account of his

early life and struggles
;

of his rapid promotion ;
of his

work as University Professor at Gottingen, 1831-37
;
of his

dismissal and banishment, as one of the famous “ Gottingen

seven”; of his work as University Professor at Tubingen,

1838-48
; of his recall to Gottingen in 1848, and his

work there till 1866, when he was deprived, for political

reasons, of the right to teach
;
and of his final years till

his death in May, 1875. Then we have short chapters on

Ewald’s characteristics and his famous controversies, and

a longer one on his writings
; and then follow two appendices,

one containing interesting letters to and from Ewald, and

the other a bibliography.

This is not the place to attempt any detailed discussion

either of Ewald’s opinions and controversies or even of his

position as a scholar and a teacher. It is enough to say

that he is acknowledged, by the best authorities, to be one

of the most distinguished of that small band of German
scholars who, in the first half of the last century, working

at a time when every Orientalist was expected as a matter

of course to be as well grounded in Sanskrit as in Arabic,

laid the foundations of the scholarship of to-day. We are

all specialists now
; and there is an advantage in the change,

and Ewald himself and each one of the great scholars of
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his generation came to specialize at last. But there were

advantages we have now lost in the wider outlook of the

days of the great pioneers. This little work shows clearly

enough how much use Ewald made, in his interpretations

of Hebrew literature, not only of Sanskrit, but also of his

wide knowledge of and keen interest in modern affairs.

And it shows us also that the greatness of Ewald was, above

all, in his unbending moral rectitude, in his devotion, at

every risk and at every cost, to what he imagined at the

time to be truth and right.

This short appreciation, put together on the centenarj' of

Ewald’s birth, makes no pretensions to be a complete

exposition of its subject, or to present an adequate discussion

of the many points that would have to be treated in a full

biography of Ewald. But we can heartily recommend it

to anyone who wishes to have a short but careful and

charming picture of a great scholar, and of a great and

most interesting personality.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(April, May, June, 190o.)

General Meeting^ of the Royal Asiatic' Society'.

April Wth, 1905.— Sir Charles L5'all, Vice-President, in

the Chair.

A paper by Mr. Whinfield was read by the Secretary,

entitled “ Hellenism and Muhammadanism.” A discussion

followed, in which the Chairman, Mr. Kennedy, Professor

Hagopian, Professor Rhys Davids, and Mr. Whinfield took

part. The paper appears in the present issue.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING.

The Anniversar}' Meeting was held on May 16th, 1905,

Sir Rajunond West, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Wilson Crewdson, F.S.A.,

Colonel Robert Elias,

Mr. T. M. Rangacharya,

Mr. Ramanath Aiyar,

Mr. K. Mohamed Yahya

were elected members of the Society.

Sir Raymond West : Ladies and gentlemen,—I am sorry

to have to inform you that, owing to his duties in the House

of Lords, Lord Reay is unable to be here at the beginning

of this meeting. But he hopes to come later in the after-

noon. For the time being I am his substitute, and I hope

you will be kind enough to give me your support.
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SiK Charles Lyall : Sir Raymond West, ladies, and

srentlemen,—I have been entrusted with the honourable

office of proposing the re-election of our President, Lord

Reay. Lord Amherst, who had undertaken the duty, has

been detained by another engagement. The proposal I have

to make does not require manv words from me to commend

it to your acceptance. Lord Reay has now been our

President for twelve years, and has already been three times

re-elected to that office. On each of these occasions you

have Hstened to a recital of his pre-eminent qualifications,

and of the great services which he has rendered to our

Society, and it would be superfluous for me to go over the

same ground again. He is, as you well know, a very busy

man. As President of the British Academy he may be said

to stand at the head of literary and historical studies in the

United Kingdom. As the late Chairman of the London

School Board he has discharged for many years the most

onerous duties in connection with public education. In

connection with the London University, under its new

constitution, he has been able to promote the establishment

of a school of Oriental studies leading up to degrees granted

by that body
;
and in various other fields of work, political

and non-political, his activity has been incessant. Yet he

has always found time to preside over our meetings, and to

give close and constant attention to our business. We owe

him a great debt of gratitude, not only for his labours in the

past, but also for consenting to undertake for a further term

the supervision of the affairs of the Society. I have,

therefore, no doubt that you will unanimously approve of

his re-election as our President.

Sir Robert Douglas : Sir Rajunond West, ladies, and
gentlemen, I have great pleasure in seconding the pro-

position which Sir Charles Lyall has submitted to you.

For twelve years Lord Reay has guided the destinies of

the Royal Asiatic Society. All who have attended the

meetings are aware of the wisdom and skill with which
he has fulfilled the duties of his office. The eminent
position in India which he held with honour added personal
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experience to his knowledge of the East. We are fortunate

to find so eminent a man willing to take the ofiice to which
we now nominate him.

Dk. Gust : I have been a member of the Royal Asiatic

Society for fifty years. During that time I have seen

many Presidents, and known them intimately, but I think
Lord Reay has been the best of all. His tact and charm
of manner impress us all. Under his guidance there have
been no quarrels, no troubles. We should be very grateful,

I hope, if we may have him three years longer, and
I heartily support the proposition.

The resolution was put, and was carried unanimously.

Report or the Councii, for the Ye.tr 1904.

The Council regrets to report the loss by death or retire-

ment of the following forty-three members :

—

There have died

—

His Excellency Geheimrath 0. v. Bohtlingk,

Mr. William Digby,

Major-General Forlong,

Dr. Edmund Hardy,

]\Ir. Mahdi Hasan,

His Excellency the Marquis Maha Yotha,

Mr. F. D. iMocatta,

The Rev. Canon Moor,

Field-Marshal Sir H. Norman,

The Earl of Northbrook,

Mr. G. Paramesvaram Pillai,

The Hon. Sir W. H. Rattigan,

Professor Salmone,

Sir John Scott,

Shaykh Hasan Tawfiq.

There have retired

—

Mr. J. D. Anderson,

Miss C. Ash,
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Mr. P. R. \iTastliy,

Rev. H. H. B. Ayles,

The Hon. Monlvi Khuda Baksh,

Mr. Salah ud-din Ediuda Baksh,

Mr. R. Chabuers,

Mr. E. K. Corbet,

Mr. F. C. Coventry,

Mr. H. N. He,

Mr. Aubre}’ Frere,

Miss Winifred Giray,

Colonel Holbein Hendley,

Mr. H. Hogan,

Mr. F. Jameson,

Mr. P. de Lacy Johnstone,

Mr. H. M. Kavibhusan,

Rev. B. 31. 3Iorton,

3Ir. R. Paulusz,

3Ir. Jwala Prasad,

3Ir. W. J. Prendergast,

3Ir. Bihari Lai Rai,

Dr. Sangat Ram,
3Ir. C. F. Ronrthorn,

Dr. Long Scott,

Sir W. E. 31. Tomlinson,

Mr. C. H. Wylde,

3Ir. G. Zaidan.

On the other hand, the following fifty-one new members
have been elected :

—

Mr. Justin Alvarez,

Syed Ameer AU, C.I.E.,

3Ir. Amir-uddin Ashraf,

3Ir. L. D. Barnett,

Mr. E. L. Bevir,

3Ir. C. Clements,

3Ir. E. M. Cooke,

Signor A. Costa,

Mr. E. Crawshay-Williams,
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Mr. M. B. Davar, Ph.D.,

Mr. R. H. Hart DaHes,

Mr. R. P. Dewhurst,

Mr. A. Dobree,

Mr. John de Grey Downing,

Mr. Girindra Nath Dutt,

Mr. Maurice Ettinghausen,

M. Theodore Ferrieu,

Babu Jogendra Chandra Ghose,

Mr. Walter R. Gorn-Old,

Mr. Hem Chandra Das Gupta,

IMr. Iswar Chandra Das Gupta,

Rev. 0. Hanson,

Maulavi Abu Musa Ahmad al-Haque,

Mr. Mirza Jalaluddin,

Mr. M. R. Jayakar,

Mr. R. Fleming Johnston,

Professor Julius Jolly,

Mr. Mangesh Bal Kolasker,

Mr. E. A. Khan,

Mr. M. A. Husein Khan,

Mr. Hira Lai,

Hon. Munshi Madho Lai,

Captain C. E. Luard,

Mr. Maung Tun Lwin,

Mr. Purshottam V. Manjee,

Mr. E. Marsden,

Mr. Harendra K. Mukherji,

Mr. Satis Chandra Mukherjea,

Mr. Moung Ba Hla Oung,

Mr. M. R. Apat Krishna Paduval,

Herr Said Ruete,

Mr. Khaja Khan Sahib,

Dr. Y. Sarruf,

Mr. N. C. Sen,

Miss A. A. Smith,

Mr. Irach Sorabji,

Mrs. Steele,

J.R.A.S. 1905 . 38.
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Mrs. S. Axtliur Strong,

Mr. Maung Ba Them,

Sir J. Walker, C.I.E.

Of the subscribing Libraries one has been added to the list.

These figures show an increase in our numbers of nine.

The receipts for the last year again show an increase, and

amoimt to nearly £1,600, which is a larger total than the

Society has hitherto received in one year. The following

table shows the progress in the financial position of the

Society as regards the principal sources of its income since

the present Secretary took charge in 1887 :

—

Receipts.

1887. 1904. Difference.

£ £ £
Members’ Subscriptions 563 ... 688 ... +125
Eents 197 ... 224 ... + 27

Sale of Journal 94 ... 226 ... +132
Dividends and Interest 33 ... 54 ... + 21

Total increase ... £305

The differences do not seem very large, but as the charges

which the Society has to meet for rent, salaries, and the

cost of the Journal vary but very little from j^ear to year,

a gradually increasing revenue is the only means which

enables the Council to undertake from time to time new

work of a scientific importance.

In this respect the Society is now in a far better position

than it has been ;
and is able, besides the Journal, to keep

up the two serial publications it has started—the Oriental

Translation Fund and the Monograph Series. During the

year a new volume of the former has appeared, the first

volume of the late Mr. Watters’s book on Yuan Chwang

;

and the second volume is already well advanced in the press.

In the Monograph Series Mr. Longworth Dames’s work
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on the history of the Baloch race, referred to in the last

Beport as about to appear, has since been published. The

Council has also determined to bring out an important work

by Mr. Grierson on the philology and history of the Paisaci

Dialect, and it has much pleasure in announcing that the

Secretary of State for India in Council has generously

provided the necessary funds for the purpose.

The balances in hand for both these undertakings show

a small but steady increase, and as the number of volumes

on sale grows larger a further increase may be expected in

future. The Council hopes, therefore, that these two series

have at last been established on a permanent footing. But,

as pointed out in the last Report, the only really efficient

method of working such a series is for the Council to be

able to offer to the most distinguished scholars in each

department of Oriental research a sufficient payment for the

work it wishes them to undertake.

It is no less a source of satisfaction that the increase of

scholars’ interest in Oriental studies is steadily widening in

England, and that their sympathies with the aims of our

Society is seen in their hearty collaboration with the

Journal, which, thanks to the untiring efforts of our

Secretary, has maintained a very high level of scientific

efficiency and scholarship. As by his transfer to another

field of activity the Society will soon lose his services, it is

meet now at the close of his official connection to recognise

the prominent part he has played in the advancement of the

aims of this Society.

The Society’s Public School Medal for 1904, given for

the best essay on the life of Akbar, was won by Mr. W. N.

Ewer, of Merchant Taylors’ School. It was presented to

the successful competitor by Mr. Secretary Brodrick, and

a full report of the proceedings appeared in the Journal.

The Council recommends the re-election of

Mr. James Kennedy as Son. Treasurer,

Dr. Gust as Son. Secretary,

Dr. Codrington as Son. Librarian.



ABSTEACT OF EECEIPTS AND

RECEIPTS.

Subscriptions

—

£ s. d. £ s. d.

90 Resident Members at £3 3s. ... 283 10 0

1 ,, ,, in advance 3 3 0

214 Non-Resident ,, at £1 lOs. ... 321 1 7

18 ,, ,, in advance 27 14 9

14 ,, ,, in arrears 30 10 0

4 Library Members at £1 10s 6 0 0

1 „ ,, in advance ... 1 10 0

14 Non-Resident Members at £l Is 14 14 0—— 688 3 4

Donations 323 3 0

Rents 224 13 0-

Journal—Subscriptions 165 5 2

Sale 43 6 0

Sale of Index ... ... 1 9 6

Sale of Pamphlets 7 3 6

Advertisements 9 4 10

— 226 9 0

Catalogue Sale 5 0-

Miscellaneous 69 5 6

Subscriptions paid in excess 4 10 0

Library Subscription 10 O'

Dividends and Interest

—

N.S.W. 4 per cent. 30 11 4

Midland 2^ ,, 5 1 3—— 35 12 7
Interest on Deposit in Bank 9 6 8

, , , . in Savings Bank 0 16 8

Local Loan Dividend 9 0 0—— 19 3 4

Total 1591 14 9

Balance at Bank, January 1, 1904 57 17 10

,, Petty Cash 4 15 6

,, on Deposit £217 6 2

,,
Transferred to Monograph

Fund ... ... ... 117 4 6

100 1 8

„ P.O. account 28 18 8—— 191 13 S

£1783 8 5

Funds.

£802 13s. 10(?. New South Wales 4 per cent.

£212 8s. Midland 2| per cent, debenture.

£300 3 per cent. Local Loans.



EXPENDITURE FOE THE TEAR 1904

EXPENDITURE.

£ s. d.

House—Rent ... 343 16 0

Eire Insurance 10 0 0

Water 12 8 0

Gas 24 9 11

Income Tax . .

.

13 18 9

Repairs 11 14 10

Coals .. 4 15 0

Salaries

AV.iges

Journal—Printing 356 9 9

Illustrations 18 6 0

Lilirary—New Books

Binding

14 18 6

17 11 3

Stationery and Printing

Postage and Parcels

Stamps

Petty Cash ...

Returned Subscriptions

Bank Charges

Ahhayagiri Dagaha expenses

Printing Colonel Gerini’s Book, on account

£ s. d.

421 2 6

300 0 0

86 10 0

374 15 9

32 9 9

16 9 6

3 10 6

61 0 0

26 13 4

7 10 0

7 7

100 0 0

100 0 0

1530 8 11

Balance at Bank, December 31, 1904

,, Petty Cash

, , on Deposit at Bank

„ P.O. account

46 4 1

1 12 2

166 7 11

38 15 4

252 19 6

£1783 8 5

Examined with the books and vouchers,

and found correct, March 28th, 1905.

W. IRVINE, for the CouncO.

i
the Society.

D. FERGUSON, /
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Under the rules of the Society Sir Mountstuart Girant-

Dufi and Sir Charles Lyall retire from the office of Vice-

President, and Sir Frederick Goldsmid has resigned. The

Council recommends the election in their place of

Dr. Cust,

Sir Robert Douglas,

Sir Charles Lyall.

Under rule 43 the following members of Council retire :

—

Professor Bendall, Dr. Bushell, Professor Browne, Mr. Stanley

Cook, and Mr. Syed Ah BUgrami. The Council recommends

the election in their place of

Professor Browne,

Professor Blumhardt,

Dr. Pinches,

Colonel Jacob,

Professor Margohouth.

The usual statement of accoimts is laid on the table.

The Council recommends that a vote of thanks should be

passed to the Auditors, Mr. W. Irvine, auditor for the

Council, and Mr. Sturdy and Mr. Donald Ferguson, auditors

for the Society.

Dr. G. a. Grierson said: Sir Raymond West, ladies,

and gentlemen,—I have much pleasure in rising to move
the adoption of the Report just read. I think that we may
all congratulate ourselves on the fact that it shows the

Society as not resting on its former laurels, but as making
progress. Although we claim to be members of a learned

body, we must now and then descend to such mundane
things as pounds, shillings, and pence, and in criticising

the Report the section relating to finance is that which
we must first examine. We are much indebted to the

Honorary Treasurer for the admirably clear accoimts which
have been presented to us, and these show that our income

is increasing and that our expenditure has not exceeded

the necessary limits.
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Although the Society is thus healthy and solvent, and
although its power for usefulness has gradually increased,

I do not think that any of us here can feel completely

satisfied with its financial condition. It has cut its coat

according to its cloth, but it has had uncommonly little

cloth on which to exhibit its sartorial dexterity. Consider

for a moment the enormous area over which its operations

extend, and compare with this the inadequate means which

lie at its disposal. It is true, it maintains a fine library

and rooms which have become the homing-place for scholars

from all parts of the world. It supports the necessary"

establishment, and produces its Journal and two series of

monographs. This is not bad for a total income of about

£1,600. But the Society could, and wishes, to do much more.

Oriental scholars are not as a rule wealthy people, who

can give to the world the results of their researches at their

own expense, and publishers are unanimous in showing

a modest sense of their own unworthiness for the honour

of being permitted to issue books which cannot be expected

to pay. Even the Indian Nabob is as extinct as the two-

shilling rupee which created him, and those of us who have

been fortunate enough to return from the Land of Regrets

have found but poor plucking on the branches of the Pagoda-

tree. We acknowledge, and gratefully acknowledge, the help

which we have received from those interested in Oriental

studies, and especially the great contribution to science and

accurate scholarship which will, we are confident, result

from the assistance rendered by the Government of India

in the publication of its Historical Series. But still we are

by no means satisfied. There are many works for which

the Council would be only too glad to stand as sponsors

if funds were available. The gods help those who help

themselves. Let us help ourselves. In the last fifteen

3'ears the total of our annual subscriptions has risen by about

twenty-five per cent. That is good ; but I, for one, will

not be content till, instead of “twenty-five,” we can say
“ a hrmdred,” and that result depends in great measure on

the exertions of individual members. I call to mind, sir.
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that membership of this Society has not only its privileges.

It has its duties. Each one of us who has joined the

standard raised a centur)’' ago by Sir William Jones has

taken for his motto “Ex Oriente lux,” and has declared

himself a missionary of the gospel of the Orient. Here, as

elsewhere, there is danger of familiarity causing zeal to

flag, and of the missionary subsiding into the pastor. Let

that not be said of us. If each member will make but one

convert and convoy him safely into our fold, the number

of our members—and the resultant income derived from

our annual subscriptions—will be doubled. We shall be

delighted to have recruits for their o^vn sake, but are

mercenary enough to welcome them for the sake of their

subscriptions too. I know from experience that there is

a sort of idea prevalent in the outer world that, in order

to become a member of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, one has

to ba a very “ potent, grave, and reverend signior.”

^fow, it is quite sufficient to point out the existence of our

charming lady members to show that we are not all

“signiors,” and, for the rest, our bond of union is not so

much learning as the fact that, to use Kipling’s phrase,

we “hear the East a’ calling.” But it is not on us alone

that this glamour has been cast. The mysterious fascination

of the lands of the rising sun is spread far and wide,

but here and, in this country, here alone, can those who
acknowledge the imperious summons hope to allay its

peremptory insistence. This is a point of view which we
cannot too often impress upon those who are not members
of our Society, and if we all do so our roll of members will

increase by leaps and bounds.

The Eeport just read shows for the year 1904 a net

increase of nine members. The list of losses by death and

retirement is, I regret to say, large, and includes the names
of some of our most eminent fellow-workers. A fitting

tribute will shortly, sir, be paid by you to the memory of

those who have been removed by the scythe of him whom
Shahrazad calls the “ Sunderer of Societies,” and that in

words far more suitable than I can offer, and I therefore
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refrain from doing more than drawing attention to two
who, alas ! are no longer of our number. One of these

was Otto von Bohtlingk—the old man eloquent of Sanskrit

lore—lamented alike in Europe and in India. The other was
Sir William Rattigan, the distinguished Indian jurist, to

whom, three years ago, was entrusted the task which I am
so unworthily attempting to fulfil to-daj"—the proposal of

the adoption of the Annual Report.

On the other hand, I rejoice to see from the list of new
members that we are not only attracting men of established

reputation for learning, but also younger scholars who have

lately won their spurs, and to whom the Society will be able to

extend the welcoming hand of assistance and encouragement.

As for the Council, under the wise provision which insist.s

on a certain amount of new blood being introduced each

year, while we regret the loss of those colleagues who have

been at once ornaments and pillars of strength, we can

congratulate ourselves that, as you will see from the

concluding paragraphs of the Report, their vacant seats

have been filled so worthily.

The work of the Society during 1904 has maintained the

high standard which we have set for ourselves. Besides

Mr. Watters’ work on Yuan Chwang and Mr. Dames’
monograph on Balochl history, it has issued the Journal

with most commendable punctuality. This last has kept to

its established level of scholarship and variety. Although,

as is natural for the Journal of an English Society, India

occupies a large proportion of its pages, there are few
regions of Asia which it does not touch. Not only is India

proper, ancient and modern, dealt with, but also Further

India and Siam. The ancient and modern literature*

of Persia have received their due share of attention, and
China, Tibet, Assyria, Armenia, Arabia, and even Spain,

have formed the subjects of illuminating dissertations. Here
I am only referring to the formal essays, but if we included

in our survey the numerous miscellaneous shorter articles

and reviews the list might be largely extended. Not the

least interesting papers were those that formed the record
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of the Homeric discussion, carried on through two long

meetings, as to the extent to which Sanskrit was a spoken

language. Here Greek and Trojan waged a mighty war

of words, and, if neither side admitted itself vanquished,

I, for one, welcomed the presentation of the other side of

the shield, and admired the learning and dialectic skill

exhibited by those with whom I had the honour of breaking

a friendly lance.

Another subject which has received the constant attention

of the Council of the Society is the crjdng need which

exists for a comprehensive school of Oriental studies in this

country. We keenlj’ feel that England, with its great

Oriental possessions, has nothing which can be compared

with institutions long existing in Paris and Berlin. There

are Indian languages publicly taught on the Continent, for

teaching which there are no arrangements in this coimtry,

and this, I am convinced, is not for lack of teachers, but for

want of encouragement, and, above all, of some means for

bringing together those who are competent to teach and

those who wish to learn. Indian officials have actually to

take furlough in Germany that they may attend University

lectures in Indian subjects which they cannot obtain at

home. I think I could mention one who is doing so at the

present moment. Out of the 150 ancient and modern
languages of India, there are professed teachers of only nine

attached to institutions in the British Isles. I do not for

a moment suggest that teachers should be provided for the

whole of the remaining 141, though there are retired

Government officials, soldiers, and missionaries, each of

whom knows one or more of them, and who woiild be ready

to give instruction if he could be discovered by those who
require it ; but picture to yourselves that in this country,

so far as I am aware, there is no official teacher of Tibetan,

The great language of the trans-Himalayan tract
; of Pashto,

that of Afghanistan and of our Pathan regiments
;

of

Panjabi, the tongue of our Sikh soldiers
;
of the vernaculars

of the workers in our Mysore gold-mines or on our Assam
tea plantations. Some time ago an officer in the Staff
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College at Camberley came to me about a language tbe

acquisition of wbicb was encouraged bj' the military

authorities and in which he wished to pass an examination.

He wanted to find a teacher. I did not know of any, and

suggested likely quarters in which he might make enquiries.

He did so, but failed to get the information he needed. He
is now, I believe, going through a course of self-instruction.

I hope he will pass, and if he does it will not be due to any
assistance received from those who consider the language

so important that they offer a prize to those who master it.

The other daj* an Indian Staff officer wrote to me inquiring

about the languages of the recruits of our Gurkha regiments.

I gave him all the help I could, but it was not satisfactory

to have to tell him that the only grammar and dictionary

of the most important of them were written in German, and

were based on materials collected by a professor in the

service of the Russian Government. Surely there is some-

thing wrong here. An Oriental Institute, even if it did not

teach these languages—and it should do so—could at least,

as I said before, bring together those who wished to learn

them and those who were ready and able to teach them.

And then, putting the question of utility on one side, why
should the great literary vernaculars of modern India be
despised by those whose heritage is our Indian Empire ?

No one can admire the glories of Sanskrit literature more
than I do, but believe me, sir, that in this country the

focussing of all scholarly attention on ancient India is

becoming a real peril. The language, the religion, of

ancient India are to the mass of the people as dead as Latin,

and as the worship of Jupiter. A thousand years ago India

began to create a new literature, and has formed anew for

itself an enchanted garden of poetry still almost unvisited

from the West. A thousand years ago there swept across

its spiritual life a mighty wave of revolution which has

retained its power to the present day, which has profoundly

affected the thoughts, the morals, the customs of the country,

and which is ignored even by missionaries whose business

it is to know it. We are sending out there men trained to
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deal with extinct civilisations, and ignorant of what they

will meet day by day. The old race of civilians, grown up

ill an Indian atmosphere, soaked in a familiarity with Indian

thoughts and customs, is gradually becoming extinct, and

the new generation, chained to an ever increasing round of

official duties and taking its well-earned holidays out of

India, runs a serious risk of ruling a people about which

it knows far too little. For these reasons I heartily endorse

the action of the Society in urging the foundation of an

Oriental Institute.

Finally, sir, it is with great regret that I must close

these remarks with a word of farewell. We are losing our

Secretary, Professor Rhys Davids, to whose untiring efforts

during the past fourteen years the Society owes much of

the progress which it has made. There are none of us

here who, when he is adorning his professorial chair in

Manchester, will not miss his kindly welcome, as we enter

this room to disturb him at his work, and the stores of that

learning which he has made peculiarly his own, and of

which he offers so generously to those who come to him

for help. There is not one of us who will not wish him and

Mrs. Rhys Davids all prosperity iu the new opportunities

which have opened out to them. Our consolation is, and

I am sure that it is also a consolation to Professor Rhys
Davids, that in Miss Hughes he has a successor, experience

of whose gracious ability has taught us that the former

reputation of the Society will with certainty be successfully

maintained in future.

With these words I beg to move the adoption of the

Report.

Mr. Sturdy : I have much pleasure in seconding the

adoption of the Report, proposed by Dr. Glrierson. My
only fitness to speak at this meeting lies in the fact that

I have recently been making a careful investigation of the

accounts. They are perfectly accurate
; but I feel that

they might be put into better form. I suggest that we call

in a trained accountant to give them a shape in which they

may be more easily handled. Changes continually take
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place
;
new people have to deal with the accounts, and their

form cannot he too clear and precise. There is, for example,

the starting of new funds, with considerable book-keeping

thereby entailed
;

the lists of subscribers are complicated
;

they are by no means uniform, falling under several

headings. The publication of books, with the keeping

account of copies sold, etc., requires detailed entries. AH
this makes it necessary that the Society’s accounts should

be in better form. We should find an accountant to put

them into good form and perhaps draw out our annual

balance-sheet. I do not advise paid auditors
;

voluntary

help in this direction is usually forthcoming. But I do

earnestly suggest that the accounts should be put into good
shape. With these remarks I beg to heartily second the

adoption of the Eeport.

Mr. Lyon : Perhaps it will be appropriate if at this

juncture I make a few remarks. In deciding that the

Council should be elected by the members of the Society,

I would laud the good sense that has been shown bv our

officers in thus placing the responsibility in the hands of

members. It will produce increased ^fitality and interest.

But the machinery by which this is to be done seems to me
appallingly defective and non-understandable. From the

wording of the blue document received by members, one

would think it was a balloting list, but if Rule 42 still

exists the whole proceeding is ultra vires, as it is impossible

that any effect can attach to papers sent in by members who
are not present at the meeting. If, however, the document
IS merely a suggestion as to nominations, some indication

of the fact should have been given. I do not wish to

propose a formal motion, but would suggest that if the

election is to be an effective one the machinery should be
of a practical nature. Nominations should be asked for,

and no nomination should be placed on the list unless

seconded by ten or twelve members, so as to keep out stray

nominations supported by only one or two. I would advise

the revision of Rule 42 ; and if the Council will kindly give

us their views it will clear up the matter.
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Mr. Kennedy : As a member of Coimcil I should like to

explain what has been done with reference to certain points

raised in the foregoing speeches. Mr. Sturdy says that some

change is necessary in the system of keeping our accounts.

This matter has long been under the consideration of the

Coimcil, for the best part of the year in fact. A change wdl
have to take place, but whether by calling in a professional

accountant I am not quite sure. On the first occasion on

which I was auditor of the accounts, I found that Miss Hughes
had just requisitioned the ser\'ices of a firm of accountants,

who had sent a j'outh to deal with the matter. There was
an entry of £5 in the profit and loss account, and it took

a very long time to disgorge that £5. Rule 42 appears to

be very generally condemned
;

its meaning has not entered

into my comprehension nor into that of my colleagues.

Before the next annual meeting the Ooxmcil wiU revise the

matter. I consider that the idea of a registration of teachers

is an admirable one ; I only wonder that we have not

thought of it before. Some time ago I was in search of

teachers of hieroglyphics and of cuneiform writing. I could

not find any at that time, but I knew they were to be found.

It is a very useful suggestion, and I hope some practical

scheme may arise out of it.

Colonel Plunkett ; I should like to refer to what
Dr. Grierson said with regard to the difificulty of obtaining

teachers of Oriental languages, and also to the loss the

Society sustains by the resignation of our honoured and
learned Secretarj’, Professor Rhys DaTuds. With regard to

the latter point, it is not only the great Oriental scholars

that wiU miss him, but all members of the Society. Those
that hve at a distance always found him ready to help in

every possible way. His learning was at their disposal, and
he was always ready to give time and trouble to assist them
in any way he could.

My experience in the matter of finding teachers of Oriental

languages in England bears out what Dr. Grierson has said.

It is shameful that such difficulties should be met with by
military officers and others in the study, not merely of the
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less knoim of the one hundred and fifty languages of India,

but of those that are spoken by many millions of inhabitants

of our Empire and of countries with which we have constant

intercourse. Good teachers are scarcely obtainable, and

I think the need in this direction is greater than even the

Council of the Roj’al Asiatic Society is aware of. The

extreme importance of providing facilities for the teaching

and study of these languages shoiild be urged upon the

Government and on those responsible for higher education

in London.

Mr. Vincent Smith ; I should like to add my testimony

to that of Colonel Plunkett on behalf of the non-resident

members of the Society as to the unfailing courtesy and

attention of Professor Ehys Davids. Whatever our demands

upon his time and his learning, they were willingly acceded

to. The Eeport of the Society says that interest in Oriental

learning is spreading. Certainly the young scientific

University of Manchester has shown that it is so in choosing

our Secretary to fiE the Chair of Comparative Eeligions.

Perhaps I may mention here a fact that is of considerable

interest to the student of history. Dr. Vogel, in carrying out

his excavations at Sarnath, near Benares, where the Buddha
first began to teach, or, in the Buddhist phrase, to turn the

wheel of the law, has found a new Asoka Pillar. Excavations

were begun more than one hundred years ago in the time

of Jonathan Duncan
;

they were continued by Keith and

Cunningham, and the latest find is both surprising and

interesting. A dated inscription of the Kushan king Kanishka

has also been obtained. The objects discovered by previous

explorers were not earher than the sixth or seventh century.

Feeling sure it would be of interest to the members of this

Society, I have ventured to tell of the discovery.

Mr. J. D. Eees, C.I.E. : Eeference has been made to

a scheme for the teaching of Oriental languages, and

I shoidd like to know particulars about this matter, if any

information can be afforded. I have been present at

meetings of the Society when the subject has been under

discussion, and am much interested to know what is to be

J.E.A.S. 1905. 39
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done. The fact is that there are many competent teachers

of Oriental languages in this country, but there is no work

for them to do, with the exception of occasionally examining

candidates for the Indian Civil Service. There are many

who, like myself, have been examiners in various Oriental

languages, but there is hardly any paid work available. As

I am not in search of any myself, I take this opportunitj^ of

saying that it is not tutors who are wanted, but pupils who

are willing to pay to he taught.

Mr. Sewell : I .should like to call attention to one

item in the accounts, namely, the expenditure of £100 on

the Abhayagiri Dagaba. May I ask how that sum was

expended ?

Professor Rhys Davids : In reply to Mr. Sewell, I have

to say that the largest and one of the most ancient topes in

Ceylon (or, indeed, in India) was in danger of destruction

by the rains. Lord Stanmore, one of our Vice-Presidents,

called the attention of the Council to this, and to the fact

that the local engineers had reported to the Ceylon Govern-

ment that nothing could be done to save it. A correspondence

ensued, resulting in Mr. F. 0. Oertel, a competent engineer

and archaeologist in the Indian Department of Public Works,

being sent out to make a further report, and to suggest

means, if there were any, for saving this important national

monument. The expenses were to be defrayed, half by the

Ceylon Government and half by this Society. The paiTuent

in question is made in pursuance of this arrangement
;

and the liabihty of the Society has been greatly reduced

bv the very handsome donation from Lord Stanmore, which

appears on the other side of the accoimts.

May I be allowed to take this opportunity of expressing

my very cordial and grateful thanks for the kind and much

too appreciative words which have been spoken about such

work as I have been able to do for the Society and for the

members of the Society. I may perhaps also be allowed,

as I shall not have another opportunity of speaking as your

Secretary, to say how much I feel the great kindness and

the constant help which I have received during the eighteen
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years that I have been here, not only from members of

Council, but from members of the Society. I am glad to

have full confidence that my succes.sor will have the same

experience at j’our hands. For wdthout such kindness and

such help the work of a Secretary is, frankly speaking,

almost impossible. It is difficult enough in any case. To
do what one can do in order to make the very slender means

of the Society go as far as they possibly can towards the

ends we all have in view
;

to use one’s best endeavours,

too often without success, to increase those slender means,

feeling all the time that one is accomplishing so much less

than one would wish, and j'et never to lose heart, is no

easy task. The discrepancy between aims and performance

is too painful. Yet has it not always been so with

pioneer w'ork ? And, in spite of the considerable results

which have been achieved in Oriental study, we are still

pioneers. Especially in England, strange to say. Oriental

studies are still, as it were, out of the running. Our great

schools of learning neglect them, our Government shows

them little favour, the public looks down upon them with

half-amused contempt. And yet what are the studies our

Society is founded to promote ? As I have said elsewhere,

they are the study of the origins of all the great religions

of the world, and the history, through the centuries, of most.

They are the study of three, at least, of the most interesting

and original sj^stems of philosophic thought. They are the

study of the political movements, the literary achievements,

the past and present social and economic conditions, the

arts and the industries, the hopes, the wants, and the ideas,

of a large majority of the human race. It is a noble effort

the Societv is making to bring scientific order into this

vast domain. The pages of our Journal show that there is

no part of it which does not receive attention, if they also

show that no part receives the attention it deserves. The
harvest is too great, the labourers are too few. We are only

making the first steps in a great enterprise. But in bidding

you, with great regret, farewell, I beg very earnestly, and
with much confidence, to ask for your unswerving loyalty.
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in the future as in the past, to the Society, and to ihe cause

which the Society represents.

Sir R. West : It is now my duty to put the proposition

for the adoption of the Report, and, with something of

a crah-like motion I will begin backwards in dealing with

the observations that have been made. Mr. Rees and Colonel

Plunkett have referred to a matter which is of great interest.

I may say that with regard to the establishment of an Oriental

College a joint Committee of this Society and the Central

Asian Society has already been appointed
;

it has held

several meetings, and will in due course report. The general

idea is that it is desirable that at some place in England, in

London or at one of the Universities, a School of Oriental

Languages should be founded, sustained to some extent bv
Government, as a teaching institution and a centre of

communication for scholars. We, as a Society, are deeply

interested in the question, but there are also wider interests

concerned. The Committee is gathering information, and

hopes soon to frame a plan. In the present inchoate stage

of the matter, however, it seems to me to be undesirable

to say more. When a further stage of progress has been

reached, a communication will be made to members. The
objects to be kept in view are the promotion of Oriental

learning, the organization of instruction and of communication

among scholars. The modus operaudi will need most careful

consideration. I would ask you to have patience and

confidence in the Council and in the Committee. In the

end something feasible will probably be proposed. Whether
it be adopted or not, we shall feel that we have done our

duty in bringing the matter forward and in giving it the

authority to be derived from the support it may gain from
the approval and countenance of a learned Society.

As to the manner of taking votes in the election of the

Council, I may say that with regard to the blue paper that

has been circulated, the Council have concluded that it

would have been better if it had not been issued. It is to

be consigned to the limbo of things forgotten. As to the

obscurity of Rules 41 and 42, they have, like many other
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obscurities, a historical explanation. They are amendments

of earlier rules, and the patchwork result is not quite so

clear as the original form. I may add that the whole subject

of the rules is under consideration by the Council. It is

probable that a committee will be appointed charged with

the duty of revising the rules. The decision that they come

to will be brought before members, who will be able to

suggest improvements, and in this way I think we shall

gain much, and arrive at a clear solution of difficulties now
existing in the rules.

As to the accounts, Mr. Kennedy has alreadj^ explained

the matter. They are perfectly satisfactory and are carefully

audited, but it is possible to put them into a better shape.

The Finance Committee of the Council will be empowered

to investigate and to see whether the shape can be improved.

The Society and the Council are not living in a Sleepy

Hollow, nor are they Lotus Eaters reposing in a land where

it is always afternoon. The only complaint that can be

made by the Council is the too great activity of some of the

members who suggest reforms that it is impossible to carry

out as quickly as their proposers deem necessary. By
degrees the affairs of the Society will assume an amended

shape
;
but I can assure you that there is no idleness on the

part of the Council or neglect of the Society’s interests.

I regret that Lord Reay was called away, especially

because he intended to make some observations as to the

losses by death and retirement that we have sustained

during the past year. I am incompetent to take his place,

but it would be ungrateful and wrong to allow some of the

names to pass without observation. It is, however, only

of a very few that I can speak. Lord Northbrook’s is

a household name, honoured and beloved for the great

services he rendered to his country, and to this Society in

a conspicuous degree. For a considerable period he was

President of the Society, and although his close connection

with us had to be interrupted because of the pressure of

matters of even greater importance, he continued to take

a deep interest in the Society’s work and progress to the
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end of his life. We owe him a large debt of gratitude.

The loss of Sir William Rattigan we all deplore. He
worked himself up from a humble position to a high place,

and became an authority, the chief authoritj', on certain

parts of Indian law. When he retired from the public

service and came home, he continued to show an active

interest in Indian affairs. It would be well if others acted

on this principle. I hope that by such means this Society

will become a centre of social activity with regard to all

interests and institutions connected with Oriental questions.

Of Sir John Scott I speak as of a beloved friend. He has

left behind him both in Egj'pt and in India a meinory

revered by all who came in contact with him and who fell

under the charm of his personal influence. His interest in

the East and his attraction for the people were remarkable.

He could not often attend the meetings of the Society, but

his loss is a serious and regrettable one. Mr. William Higby

rendered important service in his special sphere, and to

Major-Gleneral Forlong we are deeply indebted. He was

a large benefactor to the Society, to the extent of £5,000.

Such generosity deserves our heartiest recognition.

I heartily concur with Dr. Grierson’s sjiieech. India’s

needs, and the needs of the East at large, especially where

England’s interests are at stake, require the Royal Asiatic

Society. We at home require it, too. England has to

perform work which, if done in the dark, may be done

erroneously, and may lead to terrible disaster in the future.

We must go forward, and gather light by the means
Providence has given to us. This Society, from purely

disinterested motives, endeavours to shed light
; it gathers

and focuses the beams that come from many sources
; it

serves as a centre of scholarship for both Europe and Asia
;

it deserves encouragement from all interested in learning,

and the enthusiastic exertions of its own members. If all

would contribute to its intellectual wealth by bringing more
and more active members into it, we should go on increasing

and prospering proportionately more and more. Our success

has in recent years been largely due to the work of Professor
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Rhys Davids, and I woidd again express our thanks and

gratitude to him for Tvhat he has done. We are all bound

according to our abilities to follow his example. Each

member should bear in mind that it is his duty to enlist

effective recruits, and thereby increase the prosperity and

usefulness of the Societj'. We all wish Professor Rhys

Davids the best of success in his new sphere, and I know

he will be glad to recognise that his place here is being

worthily filled and his example never forgotten.

We are grateful to the auditors for the trouble they have

taken
;
your acclamation shows that this is the feeling of

members, and probably expresses also the desire that we

may have reason for gratitude next year for similar services

equally well performed.

After an interval for tea the meeting resumed.

Lord Reay : Mr. Brodrick, ladies, and gentlemen,

—

Some time ago the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society

gave their sanction to a scheme for encouraging at the

great public schools of this country an interest in India

and Indian history. It was arranged that a prize of books

should be given annually at each of the schools selected

for this purpose for an essay on a subject chosen by the

Council of the Society, the award being made by the head-

master of the school
;
and that then the essays of the prize-

winners should be examined under the direction of the

Society itself, which would award to the writer of the one

deemed to be the best a special medal, called “ The Royal

Asiatic Society’s Public School Medal.” By this scheme

it was hoped to interest future citizens of the Empire, while

yet at a most impressionable age, in the past, present, and

future of England’s greatest dependency.

The history of the scheme is an interesting one. In 1897

the Royal Asiatic Society decided to establish a special

Jubilee Grold Medal, to be awarded every third year, with

the view of encouraging Oriental learning amongst English-

speaking people throughout the world. For this purpose

a special committee was appointed, by whose exertions,

particularly by the indefatigable energy of their chairman.
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Mr. A. N. Wollaston, C.I.E., a sum of nearly £450 was

collected, an amount sufficient for tlie necessary endowment.

This result was due in no small degree to the circumstance

that the scheme was fortunate enough to secure the patronage

and support of the Secretary of State for India and the

Viceroy. Meanwhile, the idea had been taken up warmly

in Madras, and as a consequence a sum of £1,225 was

forthcoming, to which His Highness the Rajah of Cochin,

the late Maharajah Gajapatti Rao, and the Rajah of

Parlakimedi, each contributed £300. The announcement

of this munificent donation from the Madras Presidency

reached England after the fund had been officially declared

to be closed, and the question then arose as to what should

be done with the additional sum thus obtained. It was at

first suggested that the Jubilee Medal should be awarded

annually instead of triennially, but to this there were many
objections. In particular, it was not practicable to modify

in any way the scheme under which a medal had been

specially established to commemorate Her Majesty’s Jubilee.

After much consideration and inquiry the Committee finally

gave their approval to the scheme which has been outlined

above. In addition to this a pro'vision has been made for

encouraging scholarship, somewhat on the lines of the

original proposal, by setting aside out of the proceeds of

the augmented fund a sum to be devoted to aiding the

publication of some work which the Society may select as

deserving of its support. The scheme, which was of a

thoroughly practical nature and well adapted for the purpose

in view, received the approval of the donors in Madras, and

is now in operation.

The medal this year has been awarded to E. W. Horner,

of Eton College. Many present to-day were educated at

Eton, and will be delighted to know that the great school

has carried off the prize. The subject of the essay was
“ The Life and Times of Ranjit Singh,” and I may say that

it was not easy to decide between the merits of two essays

sent in, namely, that of Mr. Homer and one by Mr. Jameson,

of Merchant Taylors’ School. This fact makes the success of
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Mr. Homer all the more signal, as it -vras only after a severe

competition that the medal was awarded to him. At the

same time I would venture to congratulate Mr. Jameson on

his essay, which was considered to have a great degree of

excellence, and the school to which he belongs. Merchant

Taylors’, the school which carried off the medal last year.

I must, however, express my regret that such schools as

Rugby, Charterhouse, Westminster, and Winchester have

not shown interest in the scheme, and have not participated

in the competition. I hope that on future occasions they

will put in an appearance, and that we may be able to award

the medal to one of these schools. I am fully aware of the

overloaded curriculum of public schools, but the subject of

Indian history is one which cannot be neglected. Anyone

who has road the epoch-making statement of the Prime

3Iinister will have seen the prominent part India plays in

the scheme of defence of the Empire, and no citizen can

afford to be unacquainted with India’s history. There are

other reasons for regret at the former neglect of history in

public schools. I am glad to saj’ that history is now
a compulsory subject in the curriculum of most secondary

schools. The history of our Empire and of our country should

certainly be compulsory. It can be made more attractive

than any subject taught at school, but this depends upon

the method followed. If masters adhere slavishly to text-

books they will not inspire much interest. I do not wish

to say anything against text-books ; they are necessary, but

in the teaching of history it is the individuality of the

teacher which is all-important, and which alone can secure

satisfactory results. History has for its object the knowledge

of events in their true causes and connection, the exercise

of judgment and criticism, and the recognition of the

principles underljdng the facts. Historj' appeals to the

imagination of schoolboys, and in all methods of teaching

this factor should be taken into account. This imaginative

factor, however, does not dispense with the necessary basis

of the full and accurate knowledge of an epoch. But the

teacher can arrange facts for future use and generalisation.
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Is there a model text-book for the teaching of historj", it

may he asked ? The answer is. Yes, there is such a text-

book. No one will, I think, deny that in the Bible we hare

a guide as to the method of instruction in history, leaving

a strong impression on the mind. We do not find in the

Old Testament merely chronological data with a mass of

details
;

but events are given in chronological order, all

centreing round some eminent individual who played a great

part in the history of the time. Details are given of the

individual which shed light on the period in which he lived.

Biography forms a great part of historical teaching in the

Bible. Such figures as Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph,

Moses, David, and St. Paul stand out with clearness. In

the life of Joseph, for instance, we learn the social conditions

of Egypt in his time. We must avoid teaching history by

endeavouring to cover a large field, giving little detail and

merely creating a confused and indistinct general impression.

The teacher should select characteristic periods, and then

go into as much detail as possible. In the history of

England, for example, the periods of Egbert, the Conqueror,

Elizabeth, the Protectorate, Queen Anne, George III are

characteristic. Set them forth with distinctness and gradually

fill up the gaps between. Any teacher can give a clear idea

of a period, and should stir the curiosity of his scholars to

gain for themselves by reading fuller and wider knowledge.

History must be taught in a systematic way to be understood

by the scholar. Method is all - important and must be

systematic. I may give as an instance a method adopted

in a certain school. Twenty dates are given to a boy in one

term, and round these the teaching is grouped
;
the next

term thirty more dates are added, and in the third the

number mounts up to one hundred. So his knowledge is

gradually expanded and his personal interest in the subject

stimulated. I would also insist upon the value of biography

in the teaching of historj\ The life of William of Wykeham
illustrates the reign of Edward III. Alfred, A’Becket,,

Chaucer, Cecil, Bacon, Cromwell, Pitt give abundant

materials for reading. In his leisure let a boy also read
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“ JuKus Caesar,” “ King John ”
;
and as a Scotsman you

will not wonder if I mention also “Ivanhoe” and “Marmion,”
the gems of Sir Walter Scott, as aids to his knowledge of

history. I have taken the subject of English history

because I am quite sure that all here will realise better my
meaning

;
but I might equally well have taken Indian

history. Let me add that the object of teaching history is

to kindle patriotism. No one can be thoroughly patriotic

unless he understands the history of his country. It is

impossible for a man to fulfil the duties of good citizenship

unless at school he has learned the causes of the greatness

of the Empire which he is destined to serve and to maintain.

If we would avoid the perils to which this great Empire ot

ours is exposed, if we would successfully grapple with waves

of popular delusion and divert the people from courses which

are dangerous, we must be able to appeal to the Court of

History and to the lessons it contains.

It is now my pleasant duty to ask Mr. Brodrick to

present the Eoyal Asiatic Society’s Public School Medal

to Mr. E. W. Horner. Mr. Brodrick has been kind enougli

to come here, and it is but appropriate that the modal should

be presented by an old Etonian, now holding a distinguished

office in the State, to an Eton boy who may some day,

perchance, be his successor.

3Ik. Bkodkick : I hope the admirable speech of Lord

Reay to which we have just listened, and his references

to the works of English literature with which a schoolboy

should be familiar, have not depressed other members of the

audience as they have depressed me. It has brought home
to me the entire deficiency of my education, and of the

way I neglected my opportunities in failing to master what
I ought to have known when I left the Sixth Form. But
I have not the least doubt that there is in this room one
person more depressed even than I am—my old tutor, and
the Headmaster of Eton, Dr. Warre. He must be thinking

how handicapped we all were when we left Eton and went
out into life. But in spite of that handicap, Etonians have
managed to give a fair account of themselves. I must
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confess that I was never inspired by the school work

of the day—not under the present Head—and the only

work of English literature which I was ever invited to read

as a holiday task during my six and a half years at Eton

was “ Hamlet.” But I was never asked to write an English

essay. It would have been astonishing then if anyone

from Eton had competed with other schools in writing an

essay on a historical subject, and much more astonishing

if Eton had won the prize. All that, however, is now
changed, and Eton, in this respect as in others, holds its

own. I have great pleasure to-day in seeing an Eton boy

come out head in a competition among public schools, and

still greater pleasure because Mr. Horner has a good Eton

pedigree. Horner is a name that has long been known at

Eton. There have been brilliant successes on his father’s

side, but I think something must be due to the mother’s

side also. It reminds me of the story about a Scotchman

who was being congratulated on the victory of a candidate

at a Parliamentary election. “ Ah, weel,” observed the old

man, “ he did wonderfully, but he must have had a clever

mother.”

I must say that it is very encouraging to see anybody

at Eton coming forward in relation to an Indian matter.

Eton has lately had such extraordinary successes in India that

there is a danger of its thinking it has a monopoly of the

high posts in that dependency. Among other distinguished

administrators it must be remembered that the Grovemor-

General was an Eton boy
;
the last four Grovernors-General,

in fact, have hailed from Eton. The present Governors of

Madras and Bombay were pupils of Dr. Warre, and for

six months during the absence of the Viceroj', Lord Ampthill

acted in Lord Curzon’s place. All Etonians who write

fluently go to India, and the boy who in my day wrote

the most fluently is now Governor-General. I hope that

Mr. Homer will find his way there in a no less prominent

position.

I have had the advantage of reading the essay written

by Mr. Horner, and I have been struck by his grasp of
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the subject and his originality of expression. I must
congratulate those who were responsible for giving the

subject of the essay, for I can imagine none more inspiring

to the imagination than the history of Ranjit Singh. The
whole Sikh history has been well brought out in Sir John
Gordon’s recent work. The Sikhs are an extraordinarily

imaginative race
;
they have been welded together, and have

pursued an absolutel}’' consistent policy since the time that

Ranjit Singh co-ordinated them into a whole and raised

them into a great power. For one hundred years the

Sikh power became the chief subordinate power in India.

Throughout the life of that great man. Ranjit Singh, I have

remarked two things : a continuity of purpose seldom seen

in rulers in these days of hasty judgments and cheap

newspapers, and his absolute faith in British promises, with

the strong determination to keep his promises to the British.

There was no greater crisis in his history than when he had

extended his dominions beyond the Indus, and was told

by the British Government that he must go back. This

arrogant ruler, in the face of all India, climbed down, but

he remained loyal to his engagements. His loyalty stood

us in good stead when the first Afghan war brought us into

coUision with Dost Hahomed. The absence of this continuity

brought the nation to disaster after his death, but there was
a recrudescence at the time of the Mutiny, when the Sikhs,

standing side b}" side with the British, welded that good

feeling between the two which has ever since existed. The
Panjab was secure long before Lucknow was relieved by
Havelock, and the Sikh has fairly earned for his country

the title of “ Guard-room of the Empire,” as General Gordon
called it. These events seem far back, but there are some
li'V’ing who remember the Mutiny, some who have even seen

Ranjit Singh. Very few are li’vdng now who saw a Sovereign

before Queen Victoria, but Sir Frederick Haines fought at

Mudkee and Chilianwallah. So much has become ancient

history which is really near to our own time, and we owe

a debt of gratitude to the Royal Asiatic Society for gmng
us an opportrmity year by year to carry om- minds back
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io these periods. The Society’s competition will help to

inspire Englishmen to give greater attention to onr great

dependency, which owes much to us, but to which we also

owe something. It is in that dependency that so many
Englishmen spend the whole of their lives, and often sacrifice

their lives, and India will always remain the greatest

testimonj- in Asia to what a conquering nation can do for

a country by continued good government and by an absolute

setting aside of self-interest in favour of the governed. I have

now great pleasure in handing the medal to Mr. Horner

;

I congratulate him and his school, and I hope the winning

of this medal will be the beginning of a long series of

successes which will land him in one of the highest

departments of the State.

Lord Reay : It gives me great pleasure to propose

a cordial vote of thanks to the Secretary of State for

India for coming here this afternoon to present the medal

to Mr. Horner. We all know the prominent position

Mr. Brodrick holds and the many duties he has to perform.

But in this country we realise that the more busy a statesman

is the more claims are made upon him to perform other

duties
;

it is part of the programme of his official life.

In what I have said to-day I have carefully avoided

educational controversies, but I should like to say that

I have not the slightest doubt that public schools are in

earnest in taking up the teaching of history, and wiU do

well to recognise more and more the importance of the

subject. Otherwise, we shall have this extraordinary state

of things : boys from those classes which attend the public

elementary schools, under the guidance of the Board of

Education and the enlightened control of the local educational

authorities, by their growing attention to historical study

will be better informed on the subject than the boys of

our leading public schools. Would it not be a scandal if

boys at higher grade and higher elementary schools were

to have greater opportunities for obtaining knowledge of

history than can be obtained by the sons of the wealthier

classes ? No one can admit that this is a desirable state of
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things
;

it is impossible that it should be allowed. I foresee

a useful rivalry between the public schools of England and

Scotland in the teaching of this most important subject.

The presence of the Secretarj^ of State to-day has given

the sanction of a distinguished statesman to the importance

of this subject. Our gratitude to him for his presence

to-day is also connected with hopes of favours to come, and

we trust that we shall see him here again next year. I ask

you to give him a unanimous vote of thanks.

Mr. Brodrick ; I thank you all, ladies and gentlemen,

for the most hind way in which you have accorded me a vote

of thanks. I would especial!}' thank Lord Eeay for having

made it clear that he means to use the whole of his great

influence that no change should for some time take place in

the Indian Secretaryship ! I am very pleased to be here

to-day because of our hero of the afternoon, and to represent

the Government to which I am proud to belong.

Dr. Warre ; Lord Reay, Mr. Brodrick, ladies, and

gentlemen,—I have not much to say beyond the expression

of thanks to the Royal Asiatic Society for what they have

done for the Public Schools in this matter. By their

liberality and foresight they have laid the foundation of

a competition destined to awaken the interest of the rising

generation in the affairs of India. When I was approached

by Mr. Wollaston on the matter, I at once acknowledged

its importance, and entered heartily into the scheme. We
are erroneously supposed to do nothing at Eton but Classics,

and not to care for History, and I am afraid my friend

Mr. Brodrick has accentuated this belief. But it is not

founded on fact. We have now a flourishing history school

under Mr. Marten, and I hope that the event of to-day

will do something in future to disprove this imputation

whenever and wherever it may be made. It should at any

rate preclude that wholesale denunciation of our pedantic

adhesion to the Classics, and carelessness as regards other

things, which seems to be in fashion. It is no wonder that

I take a great interest in India, for I have had many of

my pupils employed in its government, three at one time.
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viz.. Lord Elgin, Lord Harris, and Lord Wenlock, when

I was asked to come and hold ‘ pupil room ’ in Allahabad,

as the most central place in India for them all to meet me.

But much as I should have liked to ^dsit India, it would

have taken too long a time to go thither and back even

for ‘ pupil room,’ and would have involved too long a neglect

of duty at Eton. Well, I can only add that, notwith-

standing the alleged poverty of the education of Etonians,

they have managed to come to the front in India, and to give

a satisfactory account of themselves to those over them, and

they are the best judges. The Royal Asiatic Society also

knows what Eton has done. At Eton we are naturally

greatly pleased by Mr. Homer’s success, and I only hope that,

as I shall not again have the opportunity to come here as

Headmaster to congratulate Etonians on winning the medal,

my successors may often come.

Dr. Oust : As a member of the Royal Asiatic Society for

fifty years, I should like to say that things have progressed

a good deal since I was at Eton seventy years ago, when

boys did not even know where India was, much less anything

about the subject of this afternoon’s discussion. But a much

more practical education is now given. Latin and Greek

are very good, but I am not aware that they are of much
use in after life. I rejoice that after my Eton days most

of mj^ life was spent in India ; I have lived among the

Sikhs, and I must say here that though Ranjit Singh was

a great man, a still greater was Lord Lawrence. It rejoices

my heart to see Eton boys coming forward and taking an

interest in Indian affairs. Further progress still will be

made, and I hope the Royal Asiatic Society will contribute

as much as possible to it. I must express my thanks that

an old Etonian has been permitted to speak

.

June 20th, 1905.—Lord Reay, President, in the Chair.

The President announced that the Special General Meeting

summoned to take place before the Ordinary General

Meeting had been postponed until after that meeting had
taken place.
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Mr. G. C. Whitworth,

jMr. James Vi. Sharpe,

Mr. Joseph Nadin Eawson,

Mr. E. Colston,

Mr. W. H. Nicholls,

Dr. J. P. Vogel,

Babu Bijaya Chandra Mazumdar,

Pandit Gouri Datta Misra Vidj-abhusana,

Mr. Rustam Jivanji Jamshedji Modi,

Mr. Jyotish Chandra Ghose

were elected members of the Society.

The Rev. S. Stitt then read a paper entitled “ Muhammadan

Talismans from the Maidive Islands,” illustrated by lantern

slides. A discussion followed, in which Dr. Gaster, Dr. Hoey,

Dr. Hirschfeld, and others took part.

After an interval for tea a Special General Meeting,

convened by notice issued under Rule 57, was held to

consider the advisability of altering the rules so as to allow

of the appointment of Honorary Vice-Presidents.

Mr. T. H. Thornton moved that at the end of Rule 28

the following clause be added :
—“ Members of the Society

who have filled the office of Vice-President, but do not

desire re-election, or are otherwise considered worthy of the

distinction, may in like manner be appointed Honorary

Vice-Presidents, that is to say, Vice-Presidents without

a seat in the Council. The number of such appointments

shall not be limited, and, unless otherwise desired by the

holder, the appointment shall continue in force so long as

he remains a member of the Society.”

The motion having been seconded, Mr. Fleet moved

as an amendment, “That the matter shall be referred to

a Committee to be appointed by this meeting, and not

necessarily to consist of only members of the Council.”

A discussion followed, in which Mr. Irvine, Mr. Keith,

Syed Ameer Ali, Mr. Thomas, Dr. Hoey, Mr. Sturdy,

Mr. Kennedy, Sir Robert Douglas, and others took part.

J.R.A.S. 1905 40
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Mr. Thornton agreeing that the matter should be referred

to a committee, it was resolved that Sir Rajunond West
(chairman), Mr. Thornton, Mr. Fleet, Syed Ameer Ali,

Dr. Hoey, and Mr. Sturdy be a committee to consider and

report to the next Greneral Meeting in November on the

motion before the meeting and matters arising out of it.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Presented hij the Editors.

Avesta, Pahlavi, and Ancient Persian Studies in honour

of the late Shams ul-Ulama, Dastur Peshotanji Behramji

Sanjana. 1st series. 8vo. Strassburg, 1904.

From the Authors.

Toucher (A.). Etude sur I’Iconographie Bouddhique de

I’Inde. 8vo. Paris, 1905.

Wollaston (A. N.). The Sword of Islam. 8vo.

London, 1905.

Zamhaur (E. von). Contributions a la Numismatique

Orientale. 8vo. Vienna, 1905.

Raja Binaya Krishna Deb. The Early History and

Growth of Calcutta. 4to. Calcutta, 1905.

Aijmr S. Ramanath. Brief Sketch of Travancore, the

model State of India ; the country, its people, and its

progress under the Maharajah. 8vo. Tricandrum, 1903.

Mayura Sandesam, or the Peacock Messengei\

Translated from the Malayalam text of Kerala Varma

Valia Koil Tampuram. 8vo. Tricandrum, 1905.

Levi (Sylvain). The Kharoshthi Writing and its Cradle.

—

Notes on the Indo-Scythians.—Further Notes on the

Indo - Scythians.— On some Terms employed in the

Inscriptions of the Kshatrapas.—Notes Chinoises sur

rinde. 4to. (Reprinted from the Indian Antiquary.)

Bombay, 1904.

The Pahlavi Version of Yasna IX.Manekji B. Davar.
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Jivanji J. Modi. The Ancient Iranians according to

Herodotus and Strabo.—Jamaspi.

al-Suhrawardy (A.). The Sayings of Muhammad. 16mo.

London, 1905.

From the India Office.

Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in the India Office

Library. Pt. vii : Sanskrit Literature, edited by
Dr. Julius Eggeling. 4to. London, 1904.

Henniker (F. C.). The Gold and Silver Wares of Assam.

4to. Shillong, 1905.

From Dr. Duka.

Asiatic Quarterly Review for 1903-4-5.

From the Publishers.

Littmann (Enna). Modern Arabic Tales. Vol. i. 8vo.

Leyden, 1905.

Eerraud (Gabriel). Un Texte Arabico-Malgache. 4to.

Paris, 1904.

Landberg (M. le Comte de). Etudes sur les dialectes de

I’Arabie meridionale. Vol. ii : Datinah. 8vo.

Leyden, 1905.

Horovitz (Josef). Spuren griechischer Mimen im Orient.

8vo. Berlin, 1905.

Purchased.

Geiger (W.). Dipavamsa und Mahavamsa, und die

geschichtliche Heberlieferung in Ceylon. 8vo.

Leipzig, 1905.

Digha Nikaya. Two vols. Pali text with translation

into Sinhalese, by W. A. Sumarasekera. 8vo.

London, 2447 a.b.

From Harvard University.

Macdonell (A. A.). Brhad-Devata. Vol. v of Harvard
Oriental Series.
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BUDDHIST INSCRIPTION OF BHAVADEVA
RANAKESARIN.

By PEOFESSOR F. KIELHOEX, C.I.E.; Gottingen.

SOtTT sixty years ago the ReT. Dr. Stevenson, in the

Journal Bombay As. Soc., vol. i, p. 148 fl., published

a kind of facsimile and a translation of an inscription, a copy

of which had been received from Major Wilkinson, Resident

at Ifagpur in the Central Provinces. Dr. Stevenson also

laid before the Bombay Society a transcript of the text in

Nagarl characters, but this has not been made public.^

‘ The translation is a literary curiosity. A few examples win show what
Dr. Stevenson’s text may have been like, and how some otherwise quite

incomprehensible passages of the translation may perhaps he accounted for.

The words dslt^lcshitau kshitipatih at the beginning of verse 5 were misread
urislkshitau kihitipatih, and translated therefore by ‘ the Sovereign Lord of
TTrisi (Orissa).’ In verse 25 a king, by a well-known rhetorical figure, is

described as “a preceptor [guru), yet striving to learn his lessons.” Here
the word guru was misread tm-u, and the translation accordingly became : he
‘ wandered through Turn, exerting his mind in the study of holy science

;

’

to which was added the note that “this must be Turan or Tartary,” and that
“perhaps Tibet might be included under this name, and a visit to the Grand
Lama one object of the pilgrimage.” At the end of verse 38 we have the words
srag - ivdjvala, ‘ splendid like a garland.’ The sign for g being similar to the sign
for s', the four last syllables were read siio jrdlS, and explained to denote, and
translated by ‘the year 711.’ 'WTiat curious meanings were derived from even
quite simple verses may be seen, e.g., from the translation of verse 16 : “After
having for a long time journeyed patiently, enduring privations, the associate of

bears, and ravenous beasts, the lord of the earth married one of the Pandava
family, and a child called Ddayana being bom to him, he had the happiness of

possessing a son.”

j.K.A.s. 1905. 41
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Through the kindness of my friend Dr. Fleet I have long

been in possession of excellent paper impressions of this

inscription, 1 and I have briefly referred to its contents

already in Ep. Ind., vol. iv, p. 257. As the inscription,

though fragmentary, contains several points of considerable

interest, I now give a fuller account of it, together with

the text so far as I can make it out from the materials at

my disposal, and part of a translation.

The stone which bears this record is now in the Nagpur
Provincial Museum, where it is reported to have been

brought from Patanpur (Patnapura), a well-known town in

the Bilaspur District of the Central Provinces, about

210 miles E.N.E. of Nagpur. It contains twenty lines of

writing, which covers a space of between 4' 4" and 4' 10"

long by about 1' 11" high. But as we have it now, the

stone is only the remainder of a larger stone, of which

a portion on the proper left was broken away and has not

been recovered. The inscription being in verse, we see that

between 28 and 35 aksharus are missing at the end of the

lines, and that the writing of the inscription originally must

have covered therefore a space of about 6' long by 1' 11"

high. The greater part of what is left to us is in a fair

state of preservation
;
but in the last three lines many

akHharas are entirely effaced, and in other places single

letters and groups of letters have become more or less

illegible. The size of the letters is between about and

and somewhat less in the two last lines. Both the writing

and the engraving have been done with great care and skill

The characters belong to the northern class of alphabets.

They resemble in a general way those of the Kanaswa
inscription of Sivagana of the Malava (Vikrama) year 795,

published with a photo-lithograph in Ind. Ant., vol. xix,

p. 65 If. ;
and the inscription may, on palseographical

grounds, be assigned to about the middle of the eighth

century a.d.^ Of the consonants, jh and dh do not occur

' For other impressions I am indebted to Dr. Burgess and to Mr. Cousens.
2 The inscription is decidedly earlier than the Shergadh (Kota) Buddhist

inscription of the Sdmanta Devadatta of the (Vikrama) year 847 Northern List,
No. 11), of which I possess Dr. Fleet’s impressions.
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in the extant part of the inscription
; on the other hand,

the characters include the sign of the upadhmamija (in

-tatparah=pratidinam, 1. 11, darsitah-panka, 1. 12, and ratna-

karah-panclianmh, 1. 13), and a well-known form of final f,

e.g. in bhavet, 1. 15 (hut not in purastat, 1. 5, where, as in the

case of final « and m, the ordinary sign of ta with the subscript

virdma has been employed). The language is Sanskrit and,

excepting the introductory 6m namali, the whole is in verse.'-

The total number of verses is 43. The verses 1-38 were

composed by Bhaskarabhatta, who was a good scholar and

apparently familiar with works like the Vdsaradatta and the

Kddambari. Verse 39 occurs in many other inscriptions;

and the four verses 40-43 (in lines 18-20), which are in

a different style, may be a somewhat later addition to

Bhaskarabhatta’s prasasti. The orthography calls for few

remarks. The letter b is throughout denoted by the sign

for before r, t is occasionally doubled, as in maiitri, 1. 1,

and puttre, 1. 6 ;
the word mmsa is spelt vahsa in 1. 4 (but

not in 1. 7), and mlmdmsd perhaps mimdnsd, in 1. 19 ;
and,

as is often the case elsewhere, sattva, ujjvnla, and sattra are

written satva, ujcala, and satra, in lines 1, 16, 17, and 19.

Mistakes of the writer that may be noticed here are chiramn'ah

for chimm vah, in 1. 2, and Raghund for Ragkund, in 1. 14.

The inscription is a Buddhist inscription. It opens with

four verses which glorify, and invoke the protection of,

the Buddha, under the names of Jina and Tdyin} The

author then, in verses 5-15, extols a king Suryaghosha,

and records that that king, deeply grieved at the loss of

a dear son who had died by a fall from the top of the palace,

and desirous of crossing the ocean of this mundane existence,

built a splendid mansion (or temple) of the Muni, i.e. the

Sage (Buddha). Some time after Suryaghosha there came,

according to verse 16, another king, named TJdayana, born

from the Pandava mmsa. A son of his is spoken of in

' There mav have been a short prose passage, containing a date, at the end of

line 17.

* This name also occurs in the Shergadh (Kota) inscription mentioned above

;

see Ind. Ant., vol. xiv, p. 46, lines 6 and 11. Cf. on the name M. Senart’s note

in the Mahiivastu, vol. ii, p. 543.
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verses 17 and 18, but his name has disappeared. After him,

verse 19 introduces the king Bhmacleva, who was a fourth

son—it is imcertain whether of Udayana himself or, which

seems to me more probable, of that son of Udayana’ s whose

name was given in verse 17. Verses 20-32 are entirely

devoted to Bhavadeva’s glorification, but all we really learn

from them is that he also bore the names Ranakesarin and

Chintadurga?- Bhavadeva, according to verse 33, took care

of “ the abode of Sugata ” founded by Siiryaghosha
;
and

under him two men restored that building, which had fallen

into decay. One of them, whose name has been lost, in

verse 34 is described as a favourite of the king’s, a Brahman
{agrajanman) “ who had studied the words (or teachings)

of Sugata and was versed in the science of medicine, and

who, free from passions as he was, might have been

a sikshapadm
;

” the other man, according to verse 35,

was a religious student {brahmachar'm) named Nambhuddha,

equal to a Bodhisattva. The restored building is magnified

in verse 36, where it is described as a Vihara (or monastery)

;

and verse 37 expresses the usual wishes for the lasting

preservation of this great dwelling of the Jina. The name
of the poet, Bhaskarabhatta, who has recorded all this, is

given in verse 38. His pmsasti is followed by a well-known

imprecatory verse, and this again probably was followed by

a date. The four verses 40-43 with which the inscription

ends, as intimated above, may be a somewhat later addition.

Unfortunately they are so badly preserved that I cannot

fully restore their text. Of verses 40-42 I am giving what

I have been able to read with some confidence; the last

verse, of which only some words here and there are clear

in the impressions, I am obliged to omit altogether. As
regards the contents of these verses, I can only state that

verse 40 treats of a king Nannaraja or Nannarajadhiraja,

who is said to have conquered the earth, and that in the

verses 41 and 42 the learning and charity either of that king
himseK or of some dependent of his are spoken of.

' Verse 28 gives another appellation of his, apriyavaiiJca, ‘ not fond of
harlotrj-,’ but this does not look like a proper name.
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Of the kings mentioned, Surt/aghos/ia is not known to us

from any other inscription. JJdayana of the Pandava vamia-

clearly is the same king who in a Kalaiijar inscription,

^

which on palseographical grounds may be assigned to the

ninth century a.d., is stated to haTe founded in former times

a temple of the god (Siva) Bhadresvara at Kalaiijara, in

the verse ;

—

TTdayana iti raja yah kule Pandavanam

sakalabhuvana-nathasy = asya Bhadresvarasya
|

pavanalulitachihnam ramyakantishtakabhir = ^

grihavaram = atibhaktya karitam tena purvvarii ||

He may also be identified with the king Udayana of the

lunar race whose son and grandson, according to the Sirpur

inscription published in Ind. Ant., vol. xviii, p. 179 if., were

Indrabala and Nannadem, two princes who, according to the

Rajim and Baloda plates of Nannadeva’s son Tivaradeva,®

sovereign lord of Kosala, were of the family of Pandu. He
moreover may perhaps be identical with the Sahara king

TTdayana, who, according to the Udayendiram plates of the

Pallava Handivarman Pallavamalla ^ (some time in the first

half of the eighth century), was defeated by Nandivarman’s

general and feudatory Udayachandra. TTdayana, as I have

stated just now, had a son named Indrabala. I beKeve that

this Indrabala is referred to in the wordsjyeshtham ch-anuyata

balam of verse 18 of the present inscription,® which in my
opinion would make him the eldest brother of that son of

TTdayana’ s whose name must have been given in verse 17.

If this be correct, and if I am right in assmning that

Bhavadeva Mamkesarin was the fourth son of Indrabala’s

younger brother (whose name has not been preserved),

1 See ArcJiwol. Survey of India, vol. xxi, plate is, L. I possess several

impressions of the inscription.

’ The original has the three syllables ntishtakd twice, at the end of line 2 and
the beginning of line 3.

“ See Gupta Inser., p. 294, and Ep. Ind., vol. vii, p. 104.
* See my Southern List, No. 634.

* For a translation of the verse see below, p. 631.
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Indrabala would have been the paternal uncle of Bhavadeva,

and Bhavadeva himself a cousin of Indrabala’s son Nanna-

deva,i the father both of the Tivaradeva (or Mahasiva-

Tivararaja) of the Eajim and Baloda plates and of the

Chandragupta of the Sirpur inscription. Whether the

Nannardja or Nannarajadhiraja, who is mentioned in

verse 40 of our inscription, should be identified with this

Hannadeva or with the Nannaraja who in the Baloda

plates is mentioned as a son-in-law of Tivaradeva, I am
unable to decide

;
he undoubtedly belonged to the same

royal family.

The term sihshdpadin and the name Namdhuddha in the

above deserve to be specially drawn attention to. Stkshdpadin,

which I have not found elsewhere, appears to me to denote

one who keeps the (ten Buddhist) sikshdpadas or rules for

a religious life.^ The word probably is equivalent, or at

any rate very similar in meaning, to the Pali dasasikkhd-

padika, according to Childers® “one who practises the ten

precepts, a monk
;

” and the statement in verse 34, that the

Brahman there spoken of might have been a sikshdpadin,

would thus be analogous to the remark in verse 35,

according to which the religious student Namobuddha was
like a Bodhisattva. Namobuddha recalls the word namdguru,

meaning, according to a passage from a lexicographical work
cited in the St. Petersburg Dictionary, ‘ a Brahman.’ It

apparently is based on the phrase nmnb Buddhdya, ‘ adoration

to Buddha,’ and would in the first instance have denoted

a person habitually using that phrase. We may compare
with it, e.g., the word yadhhavishya, which denotes one who
always is saying yad hhavishyati bhavishyati, ‘a fatalist,’ and
occurs as a proper name in the Panchatantra* Namobuddha
woidd have been an appropriate name for a follower of

.
1 According to a Kharod inscription Indrabala had another son named

I^anadeva ; see Mr. D. B. Bhandarkar in Progress Peport of Archipolotrical
Surrey of W. India for the year ending 30th June, 1904, p. 54, 2038

^

.

"Compare e.g. Kern’s Manual of Ind. Buddhism, p. 70 ; Warren’s Buddhism
tn Translations, p. 397.

® See his Dictionary, under sikkhd.
* Cf. Professor Wackernagel’s Altind. Grammatik, rol. ii, 1, p 327
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Buddha, and there can be no doubt that the person spoken

of in the inscription icas a Buddhistd

Taken as a whole, our inscription (like similar records)

hears testimony to the existence of Buddhism in Central

India down to about the middle of the eighth century a.d.,

and proves that the Brahmans were by no means hostile to

that creed.

A detailed account of the contents has been given above.

To show what kind of poetry is here presented to ns, I have

considered it sufficient to translate only those verses the text

of which has been fully preserved.

* In addition to the above, there is a passage in the mutilated verse 42 of this

inscription to which I should like to draw special attention. The words

chakre = ftau vayasanam sphui'ad~Hrttkar>niah satrom of that verse seem to me to

be certain, and the only way I could tnanslate them would be ;
“ lull ot great

compassion, he made a sattra (i.e. place of refuge, asylum, etc.) for crows.”

From those who are better acquainted with Buddhist literature than I am myself

I should like to hear whether there would be any objection to such a translation,

and whether similar acts of compassion are recorded elsewhere.
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Text.

[L. 1.] Om * namah
1

1

Anuttaraj nanachapa-yukta-maittrlsillmukhah
|

jayaty=a[ja]yy[a]janlka-jayl Jina-cLhanurddliarah
|| [1*]

StrI-sangad=virato=si chet:katlia[mri]yaih muktih sada preyasT

®satv[arthai?]karasa tatka cha karuna [tvach-clie]ta[si] sthapita
1

duhkha[nanta ?]radu ^ — w —

[L. 2.] nah patu vah
1

1

[2*]

Mr
j
Ivas = chetanavan = hata-sakalagatir = loka [dha]tvanta-gaml

sarwam.
=
paSyaty =

^ adrisktih krita - jagadabkayo kkiti - ketuh

Sraarasya
|

dipto nirwana-[va]kl [su]ra-nara-[la]pitai[r:la]vdka(kdka)-mano

=py:ameyah

payat:[T]ayi ckiram:vah* [sa viracki ?]ta-niakadharnima[Ta ?]

-^--[ 113*]

[L. 3.] [va?]r[sk?]aih^ rakshatu sarvvada
|! [4*]

Asit = kskitau kskitipatir ; nripamaxdimala-

nianikya-kkringa-parickumvi(mbi)ta-padapadmah
|

M-Suryyagkoska iti suryya iv=aikackakra-

yana-prasadkita-jagat-pratkit-6[rudka]ma
|| [5*]

Kkadgaya[skt]yam srito yasya kkramann^urvlm na rockate
|

ativiiddko ripu-stribkyah [prajtapo . — [| |
6*]

Denoted by a symbol.

^ Head sattv°.

® I should baye expected -pasyannz.
* Head chiram vah.

* Tbe reading is quite doubtful.
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[L. 4.] [naj-mayukha-rajita-disi spharasphurat-tejasi
]

chhayakampita-bhlruchetasi jayair^bkime maha[sa]v = iva

dragblyan-upalakshitah [sa] vimalo vansortra^ laTdbo(bdbo)-

nnatih
1 [

[7*]

[Adurgga]srayina yena padase[v]i-[ka]lavata
|

[a]bbutipar[u]sha - loke dhrit::aiiyraiv:esvara-stliitih
|| [8*]

Khadga[t = kri] — ^ ^ ^

[L. 5.] tyam purastat
|

matto:p = Iyaih tathreshta nivasati hridaye bhubhrid-isasya

Laksbmir =

ity:evaih yasya suddha jalanidbim = avisat:kirttir = Irsbya[ta]

eva
II [9*]

r’dvritta-matta-dvipa-kumbha-bb("di[na]

sarakta-mukta[phala]-dauta-[dha ?Jr[i]na^
|

rane kripanena nis[a]ta-kr)tina

mrigad%dsho yasya iiakhankurayitam || [10*]

[Sa ?]ktir = bhramati

[II 11*]

[L. 6.] viryyt'na dhira vlra-kutumvi(mbi)nl
|

n^opasarpati samraktii Padma padmakaranrapi
|| [12*]

Bhavana-sikliarat = tuiigat:puttre nipatya mrite priye

gurutara-su[cba] saihinagno = bhQt-sa bhumipatis = tada
|

prava(ba)lain:atbava janiii=abhyastam jaga[tsu] kritaspadaifa

vu(bu)dham=api janain kartum prema prayasyati va(ba)lisam
[|

[13*]

^ Read vainsd - tra.

- The original perhaps has °parusha.

® The reading is doubtful. The syllable dha, so far as I can judge, was
originally omitted, but seems to be engrayed above the Hue.
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[L. 7.] Yatll[14*]

Tena vikshya phanibhoga-bkariiguraiii

jivitam bhavasamudra-lamgbma
1

dbama karitam = idam inuner=mahat=

kanti-nirjita-himachaladyuti || [15*]

Gachchbati bhiiyasi kale bhumipatih kshapita-sakalaripupaksbah
|

Pa[iida]va-vaTiisad-gunavan:TJdayana-iiaina samutpannah
1

1 [16*J

[L. 8.] sya tanujanraii
|| [17*]

Akrdre krita-sariigamena dadbata cbakraih dvisbaib bbltidam

durotsarita-raudranarakabbayen :: atmanam = utkarsbata
|

jyesbtbam cb^anuyata va(ba)larii suva(ba)busah sattru-ksbayam

kurTvata

Krisbiien:eva mipena yena [dba]raner = bbaravatarab kritab (|

[ 18*]

Suvibita-vrisba

[L. 9.] lok[6]pakarI

Bbava iva Bbavadevas:tasya puttras = turiyah
|| [19*]

Kripana-nakbaren::a8u vikramya dalayan = rane
|

abbavad=vairi-mattebban=sa eko Ranakbsarl
|| [20*]

fesbah klesena murdbna katbamrapi dbaranlm dbarayan^bbara-

gurvvim

sakta[b] kampan=iia patum na cba kulagirayo niscbalatve sa

--[I] ^

>_ The exact nuniher o: missing syllables cannot be given here, because the metre
is Arya.
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[L. 10.] iva nripo yo=slitaino:nyah kiiliidrih
|1 [21*]

Kara-graham :akritv:api mandala-bhramanad^vina
|

apiirwS yah kshiter =bhartta jato Lakshml-patir^bhavan
|| [22*]

Svikrita-sillmukhena priyena hridaj'asya 8urabhi[na] sasvat
|

madhunreva yena loko navakusume ^ [|| 23*]

[L. 11.] lokasya svam[i]ta[m] sth[i]rah
|| [24*]

Sadvritto^pi dhritayatir = gurur-api praravdha(bdha)-sikshod}'amo

ddshonmulana-tatparah = pratidinaiii purnnah kalavan^api
|

drishtah kanchanapurija-piajara-tanur:yo rakta-varnnS^pi san:

nirdagdha-dvi[sha]dindhano-pi nitaram dipto nrinam bhutaye
||

[25*]

Yena

[li 26*]

[L. 12.] Piiritasam samunnamya y[e]na sarvvatra varshata
|

na kvachid:darsitah = pahka iti kasya na vismayah
|| [27*]

Jan-abhirarao nayan-abhinandl

danena Karnnam Dhishanam dhiya cha
|

jayanrsa &trav=api santvavadi

gito ja[ga]tyrapriyavaisik-akhyah
|1 [28*]

Yena nagnaga[le ?]

[II 29*]

[L. 13.] yjisya satatam madhuryyam:ev:adhikam
yriddhir=na kshayam=eti nrapi cha jalair-atma bhiitah sarv\mda|

nityam nagasanathatam = upagato yo na dvijihv-asrayah

sa sriman = Ranakesarl vijayatam ratnakarah^paiichamah
i| [30*]

[Gambhijryyaih variraseh sthitim=avanibhritaih sapta-[sam] —

* Here, again, the exact number of missing syllables cannot be given.
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[L. 14.] hrita-vapushat Suryya-puttrasya danam ^

yah svair:etair:ajasraih laghayati E,aghuna(na) tulya-klrtti-

prabhavah
1

1

[31*]

Janayati satrushu cbintarii yodhair-durggas-cha sahgare yasmat [|*]

tena rana-ghasmaro = sau Chi[ntad]urggakhyatam = agamat
1

1

[32*]

Bhiimir-yyasya ya — — w w w — w. —

[L. 15.] Sugatasya sadma kritina dhTratma[na] palitaifa

dharmine va suraloka-sahga-sum\ikhe k5 na tvaravanrhhavet
|I

[33*]

Tasya prem-adhivasah sruta-Sugatavacha vaidyake ch = abhiyuktah

santah sikshapadi syat = sakalajanahi[t-a]bhyudyat5 j’-o^grajanmal

tenzalam jirnna ^ ^
[II 34*]

[L. 16.] Vra(bra)hmacharl Namovu(bu)ddh6 jlrnnain:etat:tad-asra-

yat [1*]

punar =navatvam = anaj ad = vo(bo)dhisatva-saniah * kriti
| \

[35*]

VapI-kup-odyana-sa(sa)l-atta-chaityair:

netr-anand[y]air = bhushito bhiiri-bhushab
|

jitva kantya sarvva-sobhaih [Ti]haro

has-6nniisro = bhud=iT=ayam sudh-a[ktah] [|1 36*]

[L. 17.] vad =

astamridam vesma mahaj- Jinasya || [37*]

Sad-varnna jati-subhaga vidvan-madhukara-priya
|

krita Bbaskarabhattena prasastih srag=iv:6jvala^
|1 )^( || [38*]

1 Read ddnaik.

* Read °sattm-samah.
^ Read = ojjvald.
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Iti kamaIadal-amvu(mbu)vindu-lolaih

sri[ya]in-anucliirLtya manushya-jivitafi -cha
1

sakalam — ^ —
[I! 39*]

2

[L. 18.] Tarksliyakshaksho[bhya] — [ligajksha phaniphana-

ratnagdgupta

prottungambbasta[ra]ngasphuta w bhujalingitanga[m] =

iman = ga[m] [|*]

[pra ?2 — — sanga[Ga .^]ngasalilakalakala[ksbe]padaksh[ah ?2

kshitl[sa ?'\

ajav::ajitya gdpt^ajani jagati [ja]yl Xannara[jadb]i [(j 40*]

[L. 19.] [sya ?]khya[ya ?]kbyatakl[rttir =

miiuansa ^ ?]d — ^ pakshe laladamalasikba[&]6[kha]rah kalpavahnik

samkhvakbvakbyarna][matta ?]dvipadalanapatuh kesarl fcbli-

train = atra
|

j

[41*]

sphuta[ku]mudaruches:tandulasy:asbtabhagai-

fsicba ?]kre:sau vavasanarm] .sphurad-urukarunab satram = *

ekena - - [|*]

[L. 20.] — [cbandra ?][bha]bbih® l! [42*]®

^ The verse is well-known. The seconfl half of it is : sakalam = xdam z udahritam

cha huddhvd na hi purushaih para-kxidtayo vilbpydh.

2 It is impossible to say whether, after verse 39, there was any writing- at the

end of line 17, and to g-ive the exact number of syllables, it there wa.^ any. The
probability is that, as is the case T^ith the original portion of the Pathar! pillar

inscription, the inscription originallv ended here with a date, for which theie

would have been just sufficient space after the verse.

® Read mtmdrnsd (?}.

* Read sattram z

.

® This is very doubtful.

* After this verse the original, in line 20, contains another verse in the Sragdhara

metre, the five last aksharas of which are broken away at the end of the line.

So many aksharas of this verse are effaced or doubtful that it would be useless to

transcribe here those which may be read with certainty.
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Translation of complete Verses.

Om ! Obeisance !

(Verse 1.) Victorious is the bow-bearer, the Jina, who,

with the arrow benevolence fixed on the bow unsurpassed

knowledge, conquers the unconquerable host of the Unborn
(Aja^).

(V. 4.) There was on the earth a king whose lotus-feet

were kissed by the bees—the jewels of rows of diadems of

princes,^ the glorious Siiryaghosha, who, as he subdued the

earth by the progress of his unrivalled army, and with his

great power renowned, was like the sun {surya) [who adorns

the world with his one-wheeled® chariot and spreads great

lustre].

(V. 8.) IS’ot seeking the shelter of a fortress {chirga), and

with men versed in the arts {kalavat) paying homage to his

* I.e. Kama, Mara.
^ The idea of course is, either that many princes bowed down at SOryaghosha’s

feet or that he placed hia foot on the heads of many princes. For various ways
of expressing this idea compare e.g. Ep. Ini., vol. ii, p. 185, 1. 19, bhupaln-
chiidamaifi-ehchhayiidamhara-chumbit-amhrikamala

;
Journ. As. Sac. Bengal,

vol. Ixvi, pt. 1, p. 289, 1. 8, bhupala-maulimani-ehumtita-padapUka
; Ep. Ini.,

vol. iv, p. 60, 1. 15, anekatambhrin-maulimani -chumbi - padambuja , ibid.,

p. 340, 1. 4, parab}iitpdla~ninutimala~lldh-attighridvandvaravinda
; Ep. Ind.

vol. ii, p. 12, 1. 16, pranamat-samasta'>dmantasekhara-sirdmani-7'amjit-dmhri\
Una plates of Mahendrapala, 1. 47, pratapap^-anata-samastasamimta-manlimdl-
archita-charanuyngala

;
Ep. Ind., vol. v, p.' 116, 1. 28, akhilakshittpida-

maiilisrem-nighrxshta-charana Ep. Ind., vol. i, p. 197, 1. 3, aseshanarapati-
niaulishu visrdnta-kantapadakamala , Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. Ixvii, pt. 1,
p. 110, 1. 4.5, bhiibhrichehhirb-nivesita-pada\ Barshacharita, p. 215, kshmd-
patlnam sirahsu . . . prayaehchha padanydsdn

; etc. In this Journal
1904, p. 654, Dr. Hoemle has objected to my having translated the similar
epithet mkbyStakshitipdla-mauUrachana-vinyasta-paddmbuja, in a Khajuraho
inscription {Ep. Ind., vol. i, p. 127, I. 16), by “who had put down his lotus

-

foot on rows of diadems of famous princes.” According to Dr. Hoernle the
passage should have been taken to mean “ he made himself notorious by puttino'
down his lotus-foot on (i.e. preventing) the coronation of Kshitipala.” But if
this were the meaning, the Indian .author would have formed a wrong compound
and would have used the words maubraehana and vinyastapdda in senses which
these words in my opinion cannot convey. The word rachana being STOonvmous
in one of its senses, with rrinda or vyuha, maulirachand undoubtedh- is equivalent
to maulimald, maulureni, maulipdli, xnakutaganamkara, and other "compounds in
similar epithets. ^

^ Compare Ep. Ind., vol. vii, p. 159, note 2.
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feet, lie presented, here quite a novel appearance of a lord

(isvara), one not stained by the application of ashesd

(Y. 10.) His sharp - edged sword, splitting open the

frontal globes of fierce rutting elephants, and uneven with^

the blood-stained pearls (shed by them), acted in battle the

part of the lion’s sprout-like claw.

(V. 13.) When his dear son had died by falling from the

high top of the palace, then this king was overwhelmed with

most heavy grief. Powerful indeed is repeated birth
;
® of

one who takes his stand in this world, even of a wise man,

love endeavours to make a fool.

(V. 15.) Having seen that life is mutable like a serpent’s

coil, crossing the ocean of mundane existence he caused to

be built this great mansion of the Sage, the loveliness of

which surpasses the splendour of the mountain of snow.

(V. 16.) After the lapse of a long time there was born

from the Fandaca race an excellent king, named Vdayana,

who destroyed all enemies opposed to him.

(V. 18.) Associating with the gentle, possessing an army

that inspired adversaries with fear, raising himself after

driving far away the terrible fear of hell, and, while

attending his eldest brother \lndrd\hala, frequently causing

the destruction of enemies, this king * had appeared on earth

_ ^ It is impossible to bring out the full meaning of_the verse bv a translation,
Isvara is a common name of the god Siva

;
this Isvara it durffat-'rai/my i.e,

atrached to his consort Durga; he bears the moon {kahlvat) on his head; and
his body is stained Anth ashes (bhuti). Applied to the king, abhdtiparusha would
also convey the notion that liis sternness brought misfortune (abhati).

2 Literally ‘hearing teeth’ {da/ifa - d/idrin ^ dantara). Compare, in the
Pathari pillar inscription of Parahala, varavdrana^kumbha-mukta-muktdphala-
pratata-nirmmala-dantamdld .... krtpdna-pdli, ‘‘the sword-blade, on
which rows of spotless teeth are spread by the pearls shed by the frontal globes
of choice elephants.”

^ I.e. re-birth in a new existence, transmigration (to put an end to which is

the goal of a religious life).

^ The king here spoken of is that son {taniijanman) of TJdayana’s who must have
been mentioned in verse 17, but whose name is lost. My translation ot the words
jyesktham chzdnuyatd balam, as applied to the king, is conjectural. I take
balaio denote, on the one hand, Indrabala (whom we know to have been a son
of Udayana’s), and, on the other, Balarama. This seems to me preferable to
taking the words, when applied to the king, to mean ‘ following his excellent
forces,’ because the king would have led his forces, not followed them. That
Bala^ might stand for both Indrabala and Balarama is, of course, proved by the
classical instance Satyabhama, for which we may say either Satya or Bhama.
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like (tke god) Krialma [who 'associated with Akrura, carries

a disk that inspires enemies with fear, raised himself after

putting an end to all fear from the terrible (demon) Naraka,

and frequently caused the destruction of enemies while

attendiug his eldest brother Bala[rama] ].

(V. 20.) In battle (rane), full of valour, he^ with his

claw-like sword quickly cut down the rutting elephants of

adversaries, and became thus a unique Ranakesarin (i.e.

battle-lion).

(V. 22.) Being the husband of Fortune, he became the

miparalleled lord of the Earth, even without taking her

hand and without walking roimd^ (the fire).

(V. 25.) Though the past was his, he held the future
;

®

a preceptor though he was, he strove to learn his lessons

;

although the full moon, he day by day was intent on

destrojdng the night
;

though coloured red, his body

appeared yellow with a mass of gold
;
and though he had

completely consumed the fuel—his adversaries— he shone

intensely for the welfare of men.

(V. 27.) Who does not wonder at the fact that, when
he had risen, he rained everywhere so as to fill the quarters

and yet produced nowhere any mud ? *

(V. 28.) He is sung of in the world as pleasing men,

gladdening the eyes, surpassing Karna by his mimificence

and Dhishana ® by his intelligence, and speaking kindly even

to an enemy—he who is called “not fond of harlotry”

{apriyavaisika)

.

' Viz. BhaTadeva, who is mentioned in Terse 19 as the fourth son (in my
opinion, of the king spoken of in Terse 18).

“ In another sense, ‘ without leTying taxes and without any commotion of the
realm.’

’ The first words of the Terse might also perhaps coutbt some such meaning
as ‘ though a circle, he was a straight line.’ The virodha or mrodhabhasa in the
description of the king may he remoTed by translating the Terse thus : “He was
of good conduct, endowed with majesty, worthy of honour, intent on chastising
(the wicked)

,
day by day eager to eradicate blemishes, fully conrersant with all

arts, in person yellow with a mass of gold, and beloTed of the castes
;
he had

completely annihilated his adTersaries, and beamed with brightness' for the
weliare of men.”

* The wonder finds its explanation in the fact “that he showered (gifts on
people) so as to fulfil their desires («»«), and was not sullied (by rice).”

'

° I.e. Brihaspati.
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(Y. 32.) Since he causes anxiety {chinta) to his enemies

and is difficult to assail {clurga) by warriors in combat,

therefore, a very glutton of battle, he has come to be called

Chintddurga.

(Y. 35.) With his help' the religious student fSlamo-

buddha, that virtuous person who is Hke a Bodhisattva, has

again renovated this (building) which had fallen into decay.

(Y. 36.) Adorned with tanks, wells, gardens, halls,

turrets, and sanctuaries to be enjoyed b}' the eyes, (and

thus) rich in adornments, and having in its loveliness

appropriated every grace, this Yihara, covered with white-

wash as it is, is as it were full of smiles.

(Y. 38.) This eulogy, containing excellent letters,

charming with its figures of speech- and dear to the

learned, has been composed by Bhaskarabhatta—(an eulogy)

splendid like a garland which has excellent colours, is

charming with its jasmine flowers, and dear to bees.

* Viz., with tiie help ot the Brahman spoken ot in verse 34, whose name has
been lost.

^ Jiiti really is a particular figure of speech ; it might also have been translated
by ‘metres.’ Vith the whole verse compare e.g. verse 9 at the beginning ol

Bana’s Ka/irnplan.

j.R.A.s. lyo-j. 42
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XXIII.

NOTE ON A JAIN INSCRIPTION AT MATHURA.

By J. F. fleet, I.C.S. (Eetd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

page 230 above, and in this Journal, 1904, p. 706,

I have had occasion to refer to an inscription at

Mathurii which was edited by Dr. Biihler in the ^Jpigirqj/iia

Iiidica, Yol. i, p. 396, No. 33, with a plate gi^ing a repro-

duction of the original from an ink-impression.

It is an undated Jain inscription, in the Brahmi characters,

and in a language which is conveniently known as a mixed

dialect, meaning neither exactly Prakrit nor exactly Sanskrit,

And according to the published reproduction it runs thus :

—

Text.

1 [Na]mo arahatu Yardhamanasya Gotiputrasa Pothaya-

Saka-kiilavalasa ^

2

Kosikiye Simitraye iiyaga-pato p[r]a[ti]

Translation.

Reverence to the Arahat Yardhamana ! A tablet of

homage [has been set up] by Simitra, the KosikI, [wife] ^

of Gotiputra who is (or was) a black serpent to Pothayas

and Sakas.

* The ha of the word .sahu stands right at the end of the line. A portion of
the right-hand part of the central stroke is broken away. And the remainder
of the letter is shewn as not haying been so boldly engraved as the rest of the
record. Also, the lithograph seems to he not altogether an actual mechanical
facsimile.

_

But, in all the circumstiinces, there is no good reason for questionino'
the reliability of the reproduction. And the position of the word kSlnvSlasa,
between the lines and immediately under the syllables pothayasa, indicates that
there was not anything following after the ka.

= The three syllables which are broken away and lost at the beginning of line 2
are quite appropriately understood to he lliaryaye.

’
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The important detail in this record is the word Saka.

The question before us is ;—Does this word here denote the

foreign inTaders known to the Hindus as Sakas ? ;
or does

it mean something else ?

^ ^ ^

Dr. Biihler was of opinion (loc. cit. 394) that the record

may he allotted on palaeographic grounds to the first century

B.c. Guided by the fact, established by various ancient

records, that queens and princesses were frequently known
by appellations derived from the names of gotrax or clans,

—

as shewn, for instance, by such names as the Gautami, the

VatsI, the Yasishthi,— coupled with the explanation afforded

by the practice, indicated by the Srautasiitras, that kings

were affiliated in ancient times to the gofrcix of their

Purohitas or family-priests, he inferred that the description

of Simitra ' as a Kosiki marks her as a descendant of a royal

race. "Without proposing to actually identify the two

persons,^ he noted the point that Gotiputa occurs as the

metronymic of a prince mentioned in one of the Bharaut

inscriptions, of the Suhga period, which, engraved on one

of the pillars of the eastern gateway of the Stupa, registers

the fact that the ibrana, or ornamental arched part of the

gateway, was caused to be made, and the completion of the

masonry-work was effected, by Yachhiputa-Dhanabhuti, son

of Gdtiputa-Agaraju, son of the king Gaglputa-Yisadeva

(lA, 14. 138 ;
21. 227). And he considered that the epithet

Pbthaya-Saka-Mlavula also points to the Gotiputra of the

Mathura inscription being of the warrior tribe
;

“ for,

“ according to the analogy of other well-known epithets,

“such as rairi-mattebha-svhha ”— [meaning, a lion to the

rutting elephants which are his foes],— “it can only mean
“ that he fought with the Pothayas and Sakas and proved to

“them as destructive as the black cobra is to mankind in

“ general.” He identified the Pothayas with the Proshthas,

* Dr. Biihler restored this name into Siramitra. But it seems preferable to

cite it exactly as it stands in the original record.

^ As a matter ot fact, while the Gotiputra ol the Mathura record was a Jain,

the Gotiputa-Agaraju of the Bharaut record was of course a Buddhist.
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a people mentioned in the Mahiibharata, and (as he thought

;

but see page 653 below) also in the Vishnu-Puriina, and

there in connection with the Sakas. He considered that

the inscription alludes to “ wars ” which “ may have occurred

“ either before the Skythians ” (Sakas) “ conquered Mathura,

i.e. before the time of Kanishka, or when their domination

“had passed away.” And he decided in favour of the

former alternative, on the ground that the characters of the

inscription “ are particularly old-fashioned and may belong

to the first century k.c.”******
We do not differ from Dr. Biihler’s opinion that the

record may be referred to the first century b.c. It is,

indeed, not easy to fix within a ceuturj' or so, on simply

palffiographic grounds, the time of an imdated record which

does not present the name of a well-known king, or some

other specific guide. But the characters of this record

distinctly place it at some time between b.c. 100 and

A.D. 100. And, in the particular word which it presents,

we shall find a good reason (see page 653 below) for taking

B. c. 14-13 as the latest limit for the drafting of it.

For the rest, we are now in a position to deal more

conclusively with the record than was practicable when
Dr. Biihler handled it, some thirteen years ago.*****
We may consider first the name Gotiputra, the first

component of which denotes a woman belonging to some

race, or perhaps some gbtra, the Sanskrit name of which has

been held to be Gaupta.

There are certainly cases in which metronymics, of which

the second component is the word piitra, ‘a son,’ and the

first is a word which denotes a woman of a certain gbtra,

or of a certain race, were attached to the personal names, or

were even used instead of the personal names, of sovereign

kings. Those cases are well established
;
and it is not

necessary to cite any of them here.

But the use of these metronymics was by no means
confined to such cases. And such metronymics do not in
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any way necessarily mark tke persons distinguisked by

them as kings or princes, or as being of anj' royal or noble

descent at all. We bave cases in wbicb sucb metronjnnics

were used witb tbe personal names of territorial governors

and other bigb ofEcials. Thus, in inscriptions we bave

tbe instances of tbe Mabiiratbi Kosikiputa ^ - Vinhudata

(ASWI, 4. 83, No. 7) ;
the Maharathi Gotiputra-Agimitranaka

{ibid. 90, No. 2; El, 7. 49, No. 2) ;
tbe Mabaratbi Kosikiputa-

Mitadeva, and bis son tbe Mabiiratbi Viisitbiputa-Somadeva

{ibid. 107, No. 17 ;
El, 7. 61, No. 14) ;

the Mahiibboja

KocbbTputa - Velldata {ibid. 87, No. 20) ;
and the royal

physician Vachhiputa-Magila (ibid. 84, Nos. 5, 6, 7).

And there are also quite enough instances, both in

epigraphic records and in literature, Jain, Buddhist, and

Brabmanical, to shew that sucb metronymics do not of

necessity mark even a connection witb official rank, or in

some other way with tbe prerogatives of the Kshatriya or

warrior caste.

A bst of forty-two metronjunics of Brabmanical teachers,

commencing witb Bbaradvajlputra, and all ending witb

futra, but some of them presenting in tbe first components

appellations based on names of charanas or sects instead of

gbtras, has been given by Max Muller (HASL, 440 f.) from

tbe tenth book of tbe Satapatba-Brabmana.

In an inscription, we bave tbe mention of tbe Brahman
Varab[i]putra-Asvibbuti, tbe seller, or perhaps tbe agent

in tbe purchase, of a field which was bought for purposes

of donation by Eshavadata, son-in-law of Nabapana (ASAYI,

4. 99, No. 5).

And in two other epigraphic records, closely connected

witb each other, we have tbe mention, as donees, of two
Brahmans bearing names of the same kind

:
[Harijtlputta-

* In the large majority of cases, the final long t of the mother’s designation
was shortened in the Prakrit form ; as, indeed, seems to have been frequently the
case in Sanskrit also, under Panini, 6. 3, 63. Here, however, and in a tew other
instances, the long I seems to have been retained. Sometimes, when the
characters are at all ornamental, it is not easy to decide whether the long or
the short vowel was intended.

The second component is in some inscriptions puta, in others putra.
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Kondamana of the Kon^nya gotra, to whom king Haritl-

putta - Satakanni made a grant (EC, 7. Sk, 263) ;
and

Kosikiputta - Siri - Xagadatta of the same gotra, to whom
king Siva[khada]Yamma renewed that grant, and who is

described as “an ornament of the Kondamana family,” and

perhaps as a maternal uncle of the king [ibid. Sk, 264).

In Buddhist literature, we have the famous names of

Sariputta-Epatissa, one of the chief disciples of Buddha
[e.g., MBS, ed. Childers, JRAS, 1875. 58 ; SX, ed. Fausboll,

121
; Yinayapitaka, ed. Oldenberg, 1. 42) ;

and of the

Thera Moggahputta-Tissa, the president of the third so-called

“Council” {e.g., Milindapanha, ed. Trenckner, 3 ;
Dipavamsa,

ed. Oldenberg, 5. 57, 70).

These two names occur in Buddhist inscriptions on relic-

vases, etc., as Sariputa {e.g., Bhilsa Topes, plates 22, 25)

and Mogaliputa {id. plate 20, box No. 4), and Mogaliputa,

pupil of Gotiputa {id. plate 29, No. 9). And Sariputta is

mentioned in Sanskrit as SaradvatTputra in the record on

the plate found in the Kanheri Stupa (ASTYI, No. 10, Cave-

Ternple Inscriptions, 58).

From similar Buddhist inscriptions we have the names of

Kotiputa-Kasapagota {Bhilsa Topes, plate 24, No. 3), who
was the leader of the mission sent to the Himalayas by
Moggaliputta-Tissa in the time of Asoka, and of Kodiniputa-

Majhima {ibid. No. 2) and Gotiputa -Dudubhisara, or

Dumdubhisara {ibid. No. 1), who were two of the four

companions attached to the mission.^

From similar records, again, we have such names as those

of Haritiputa {Bhilsa Topes, plate 20, No. 1 ;
plate 30,

No. 6) ; Kosikiputa (plates 20, No. 4 ; 24, No. 4) ; and
Yachhiputa, pupil of Gotiputa (plate 29, No. 6).

Other Buddhist inscriptions give us the names of the

monk Gotiputa-Bhaduka or Bhamduka, who made gifts at

the Saiichi Stupa No. 1 (El, 2. 98,' No. 16 ; 384, No. 256);
of Gotiputa-Subahita, a Rdjalipikara or royal scribe, who also

made a gift there {ibid. 102, No. 49) ;
of Yasithiputa-Ananda,

* Regarding these three names, see a separate article, “Notes on three
Buddhist inscriptions,” page 679 below.
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an Avesani or foreman of artisans of king Siri-S[a]takani, who
again made a gift there (Bhilsa Topes, plate 19, K^o. 190)

;

and of Yasithiputa-Katahadi, who presented the facade of

a cave-temple at Ajanta (ASWI, 4. 116, No. 1).

And another early inscription, from the Rewa State, which

may or may not have to he classed amongst Buddhist records,

gives us the name of II[a]ritiputa - Sonaka, who founded

a cave-dwelling which was named Pukharini (Pushkarini)

from a natural pool that lay below it (IA, 9. 121).

Finally, in Jain inscriptions, and at Mathura itself, in

addition to the Gotiputra of the record under notice, we
have the names of Mogaliputa-Puphaka or Pudhaka, whose

wife made a gift (lA, 1904. 151, No. 28) ;
of the disciple

Vachhiputra-Utaradasaka, pupil of the Samana Maharakhita,

who gave a torana for a temple (El, 2. 198, No. 1) ; of

Haritiputra-Pala, whose wife Amohini, the Kochhi, together

with her sons, set up or founded an dyavati in honour of the

Arahat {ibid. 199, No. 2); and of Gotiputra -Idrapa[ la],

who apparently gave an image in honour of the Arahat

Yardhamana {ibid. 201, No. 9). And Dr. Bilhler was inclined

{ibid. 196) to identify the last-mentioned person, Gotlputra-

Idrapala, with the Gotiputra of the inscription which is the

subject of my note. Except in that way, however, there

has not been made in these cases any suggestion of an

indication of connection with the warrior caste
; because

there is not in these records any such word as Saka, to give

rise to the idea.

From the instances given above, we may infer that the

metronjnnics which we are considering were usually employed

in the cases of persons who achieved a certain amount of

distinction in some line or another. But it is also plain

that they do not necessarily mark anything in the direction

of royal or noble birth or official grandeur, or indicate any
fighting propensities which might not be simply natural to

any active member of any Church Militant.*****
We wiU consider next the value of the metaphorical

epithet Pothaya-Saka-kdlavdla applied to Gotiputra.
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As explained by Dr. Biililer, rala is certainly a Prakrit

form of the Sanskrit ojuki in the sense of ‘ a snake,

a serpent.’ Thus, Icala-rala is aqinvalent to the usual terms

hCila-mrpci, lirkhm-sarpn, I'risim-uhi, knshipdt-aga, ‘ a black

snake.’ Whether these words are or are not to be taken,

as is sometimes done, as denoting only the Coluber Niiga,

the black xariety of the cobra, the “ black snake ” was held

to be especially venomous ; see, for instance, the Eamayana,

d. 53, 55, where Sita says to Ravana:— Krishna-sarpam^ati-

liruddham nisvasantaih maha-visham
|

sprashtum = ichchhasi

hastena yan^maih tvam^abhikahkshase ;
“in desiring me,

thou seekest to touch with thy hand a black snake, extremely

angiy, exhaling with a hiss a great poison.”

Gotiputra, “ a black serpent to Pothayas and Sakas,” is

therefore indicated as being particularly deadly to some

people named Pothayas and Sakas.

But here, again, there is nothing to mark Gotiputra as

belonging to either the royal or the military class. Epithets

like this one, and like the cairi-mattehha-suhha, “a lion to

rutting elephants in the shape of foes,” which was adduced

by Dr. Biihler, were by no means eonhned to kings and

warriors.

I cannot, indeed, quote just now a case exactly analogous

to Pothaya-Salca-Jidlavcda ;
the metaphor usually rims the

other way, in the direction of the destruction of snakes,

not of destruction bj’ them : for instance, a Jain teacher

named Kanakanandin is described as cddi-iishoraga-Tarksh-

}jaka, “ a Tarkshyaka (king of the eagles) to venomous

serpents which are disputants” (lA, 14. 17, line 33), and

a very similar epithet is applied to the great Saiva teacher

Lakullsvara (see the next page). But of other instances

there is such a plethora that the difficulty is only to make

a selection from them. A few typical ones, based upon

similes which embrace both animals and other objects of

comparison, may be cited :

—

The same Jain teacher Kanakanandin is further described

as paramd-ihha-parichdnana, “a lion to the elephants which

xire hostile disputants” {ikid. 18, line 34). Srutakirti-
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Tramdya, who shared the same religious rites and duties

with him, is described as paravddi-jyratihha-jpradlpa-pavana,

“a wind to {extinguish) the lamp which is the intelligence

of hostile disputants,” and as pamvadi-sikhari-sikhara-

nirhMdan-bchchanda-pmidanda, “ a most terrible handle of

a thunderbolt for cleaving the peaks of the mountains which

are hostile disputants” (ihid. line 35). A verse which

presents Vadibhakanthlrava, “a lion to the elephants, (iv’s.)

the disputants,” as a formal hiriida or secondary appellation

of a Jain teacher named Ajitasena, speaks of “the loud roar

of him, by whom the elephants, {viz.) the disputants, are

quickly precipitated into the pit of the ruined well of

refutation:” while a subsequent verse, which presents the

variant Vadibhasiriiha, says that he was one “ who split

the temples of all the mast mighty elephants, {viz.) the

disputants” (El, 3. 205, verses 55, 57). And in respect

of one of his disciples, Vadikdlahala-Padmanabha, it is

said that “ not knowing to which direction to turn,— the

elephants, {viz.) the opponents in disputations, ah ! run away
trembling at the {vevy) smell of the mast elephant, {viz.) the

holy scholar Padmanabha ” {ibid. 206, verse 62).

A Saiva teacher, Bhairavapandita, is mentioned with the

hiruda Vadimahapralayakala, “ a great time of cosmical

destruction to disputants” (lA, 10. 130). And a description

of the great Saiva Lakullsvara praises him (El, 5. 229) as

being “a young lion in tearing open with his claws the

heads of the elephants which are disputants
;

a jungle-fire

to the great forest of disputants; a cruel and very crafty

tiger to those who dispute unfairly
;

a submarine fire in

the ocean of the Buddhists
; a thunderbolt to the mountains

which are the Mlmaihsakas; a saw to cleave asunder the

great trees which are the Lokayatas
;
a great Garuda (king

of the eagles) to the large serpent which is the Samkhya-
doctrine

;
^ an axe to the trees which are those who propound

the Advaita-philosophy
;
a very Siva to burn the three cities

in the form of Akalahka;
; the grindstone of

Compare the preceding page.
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Madhavabhatta
; ; a fierce fire of cosmical

destruction to Visvananda
; a cosmical fire to Abhaya-

chandra
; a sarabha ^ to (the lion which is) Yadibhasimha

;

; a very god Brahman in darbar
;
a very Vishnu

in discrimination; a very Siva in making things clear;’'

and so on.

There is not anything in the shape of a regal or official

title attached in the record to the name of Gotiputra. And
thus, so far, there is nothing to require us to regard him
in any light except in that of a Jain who had a reputation

for being victorious in disputation.

* * -iie *

We come now to the consideration of the crucial word

Saka. And we will notice it first from the point of view

of a meaning in which it is well known both from in-

scriptions and from literature
;

that is, as the name of

a foreign people, who were among the early invaders of

India, and who, according to Hindu belief in one form, and

according to the view of modern inquirers based thereon,

founded the well-known era commencing a.d. 78.

Dr. Biihler took the word in this record in that meaning.

But he was chiefly, if not entirely, led to do so by a belief,

shared by various other scholars, which was created by the

original interpretation of the inscription P. on the Mathura

lion-capital. That record runs :— Sarvasa Saka - stanasa

puyae. Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji rendered it as meaning

:

“ In honour of the whole Sakastana
;
” that is, Sakasthana

as “ the country of the Sakas.” And the record was

accordingly understood to establish the point that, at

a shorter or longer time, according to individual opinions,

before the Kushana king Hanishka, there was in the Paiijab

and at Mathura a dynasty of Saka rulers, some of the

memhers of which were, in one line, at Taxila, the Chhatrapu

Liaka-Kusuluka and his son Patika of the Sir-Sukh or

Taxila copper-plate of the year 78, the latter of whom is

* A sarahha, sarabha, is a fabulous animal, supposed to have eight legs and to
mhabit the snowy mountains, which is represented as stronger than the lion and
the elephant.
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mentioned as the Mahaehhatrava Kusulaa - Patika in the

Mathura lion-capital inscription G. ;
and in another line,

at Mathura, the Mahakshatrapa Sodasa of the Mathura

inscription of the year 72, who is mentioned as the Chhatrava

Sudasa in the Mathura lion-capital inscriptions B. and M.,

and his father, who is mentioned as the Maliachhatram

Eajula in the inscriptions A. and B. on that same stone,

and as the Mahakshatrapa Rajuvula in the M5ra or Morameyi
inscription from the neighbourhood of Mathura.

I have, however, shewn (JRAS, 1904. 703 tf., and 154 fi.

above) that the real meaning of the inscription P. on the

Mathura lion-capital is simply :— “ (A (lift) of Sarva, in

honour of his home.”

There is, thus, no reference in that record to the Sakas.

And nothing else has ever yet been obtained, tending to

mark as Sakas either Liaka-Kusuluka and Kusulaa-Patika

or Raj ula-Rajuvula and Sudasa-Sodiisa.

Further, the Sakas did figure as invaders of Western and

Southern India
;
and their appearance there is traced back

to the second century by one of the Nasik inscriptions, of

about A.D. 150 (ASWI, 4. 108, No. 18), which speaks of

king G5tamiputa-Siri-Satakani as Saka-Yavana-Palliava-

nisudana, “ the destruction (the destroyer) of Sakas and

Yavanas and Palhavas.” But in Northern India, setting

aside any possibility in the record which we now have under

examination, the first epigraphic mention of the Sakas is

two centuries later. It is foimd in the Allahabad inscription,

of about A.D. 385, which recites the glories and the conquests

of Samudragupta. And it consists of only the vague im-

personal statement that tribute in various forms was paid

to Samudragupta by “ the Daivaputras, Shahis, Shahanu-

shahis, Sakas, and Murundas, and by the people of

Simhala (Ceylon) and all {other) dwellers in islands”

(F.GI, 14).

There is nothing in that statement to mark the Sakas

as settled even then in Northern India. As the result of

the exposition of the real meaning of the inscription P. on
the Mathura lion-capital, there remains no epigraphic basis,
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iinless it may be found in the record now under consideration,

for thinking that the Sahas ever figured as inyaders of

Northern India, or ever played a leading historical part

there. And no real grounds for thinking so can be found

anjTvhere else. There are no other bases for the history

that has been built up in connection with the name of the

Sahas, except in indefinite references to them in the epics,

the Puranas, and other Sanskrit works
;

in stories which

culminated in a belief in a destruction of the Sakas in

B.c. 58, or in a.d. 78, or at both times, by an alleged king-

VikramiTditya of Ujjain who had no actual being; and in

the existence of an era, known to have commenced a.d. 78,

with which the name of the Sakas was coupled from the

beginning of the sixth century onwards, but in so uncertain

a way that, while one belief, of the sixth century, was that

the era dated from the anointment of a Saka king to the

sovereignty, another belief, certainly existing in the tenth

century and perhaps traceable back to the seventh century,

was that the commencement of the era marked the destruction

of the Saka power.

* *

So much as regards the word Saka as the name of certain

foreign invaders of India. We have now to consider an

equally well established application of the word in quite

a different meaning.

I have recently had occasion to make a study of the use,

both in epigraphic records and in literature, of the various

vernacular forms of that tribal appellation, of the kinsmen
of Buddha, of which the Sanskrit form was Sakya. The
details of that study may be exhibited on some other occasion.

Here it is sufficient to adduce the following points, the

importance of which has hitherto been overlooked
;

chiefly,

it would seem, because of an uncritical habit of restoring

into the form Sakya, in the translations of inscriptions, other

forms presented in the originals themselves, and of frequently

using, according to the caprice of the moment, in certain

translations of Pali works, almost any forms rather than

those which actually stand in the texts.
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A very early epigraphic record, probably the earKest of

Indian records, namely the inscription on the Piprawa vase

(JRAS, 1898. 388, 586), presents the name of the kinsmen

of Buddha as Sakij^a, with, in the first syllable, the dental

s and the short a.

The next epigraphic mention of the name is in the

Bummindel inscription (El, 5. 4), which is dated when
Piyadasi- ( Asoka) was twenty - years - anointed, and on an

occasion when, according to the real meaning of the words

(dam agdcha mahli/ite, “ he did {the place) the great honour

of \'isiting it in person.” The name is here presented in

the form Sakya, with again the dental s and the short a,

in the word Sakyamuni, “ the Sakya saint,” as an appellation

of Buddha.

We have the name next as Saka, again with the dental

s and the short a, but without the y in the second syllable,

in the same appellation in the form Sakamuni, “ the Saka

saint,” in one of the inscriptions of the Sunga period at the

Bharaut Stupa (lA, 21. 231, No. 46, and Sir A. Cunningham’s

Stupa of Bharhut, plate 54, No. 28, and plate 13, the

left side).

As far as known records of certain date are available, the

name first appears with the palatal s, but still with the

short a, in a Brahml inscription of the time of Hmdshka
(JBBRAS, 20. 269), dated in the (Malava-Yikrama) year

45, = B.c. 14-13. Here we have the same appellation of

Buddha in the form Sakyamuni, “ the Sakya saint.” And
we have precisely the same form, Sakyamuni, in the Brahml
inscription from Kaman, near Mathura (El, 2. 212), dated

in the (Malava-Vikrama) year 74, = a.d. 16-17.

On the other hand, against this form Sakya of two Brahmi
inscriptions, in KharoshthI inscriptions of the same period

we have the form Saka, again with the palatal s, but

without the y in the second syllable, occurring in the same

unmistakable manner in the same appellation of Bnddha
in the form Sakamuni, “ the Saka saint.” This is found in

the inscription A. on the Mathura Kon-capital (JEAS, 1894.

533), which, we know,— from the mention therein of the
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MahachJiatram Eajula- (RajuTula), and from the mention

of the Chhatrata 8udasa-(Sodasa), son of the Mahachhatrava

Eajula, in the inscription A. on the same sculpture, and

from the mention of the Ma/ia/ishatrapa Sodasa in the Mathura

inscription which is dated in the year 72 (El, 2. 199, No. 2,

and regarding the reading of the year see id. 4. 55, and

note 2),— is to he placed shortly before the Malava-Vikrama

year 72, = A.n. 14-15. We have it again in the Sir-Sukh

or Taxila plate of Patika (El, 4. 55), dated in the (Malava-

Yikrama) year 78, = a.d. 20-21.

And in view of the fact that the characters are the same,

Kharoshthi, in the case of the inscription on the Wardak
vase, dated in the (Malava-Vikrama) year 51, = b.c. 8—7,

and registering the installation of a rehc of Buddha in

honour of Huvishka, it can hardly be doubted that, where

Professor Dowson, making a great advance on previous

decipherments of that record, but prevented by the materials

before him from arriving at a final version, read Sakyamtinna

(JRAS, 1863. 258), we have in reality precisely the same

appellation, Sakamuni.

And the point must he noted here, though the record is

not a dated one, that the same form Saka occurs immistakably,

in the appellation Sakamuni, in an early Brahmi inscription

at Mathura. Professor Dowson, indeed, in his treatment of

this record, gave the appellation as Sakyamuni (JEAS,

1871. 188, No. 25). But the published reproduction {ibid.

plate 3, No. 25) shews quite distinctly that the first component

is Saka.

The records mentioned above, whether in Brahmi or in

Kharoshthi characters, are all in the Pali, Prakrit, or mixed-

dialect language. And none of the records of that class

present the form Sakya. This form, with the palatal s and

the long d, appears first in the Sanskrit period. And, in

records which present actual dates, we first meet with it

in Northern India in the Mathura inscription of the (Gupta)

year 230, = a.d. 549-50 (F.GI, 273), wherein mention is

made of Jayabhatta, a SakyabhikshunI or Buddhist female

mendicant or nun, and in Southern India in the Kanheri plate
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of the (so-called Kalaehiiri or Chedi) year 245 (expired), =
A.D. 494-95 (ASWI, No. 10, Cace-Temple Inscriptions, 58),

wherein mention is made of Buddha as SakA'amuni, “ the

Sakya saint.” Some of the undated Sanskrit inscriptions

which present such terms as Sakyabhikshu and Sakyopiisika,

may quite possibly be somewhat earlier than these two
records of a.d. 549-50 and 494-95. But at any rate they

do not go back to the Pali, Prakrit, or mixed-dialect period.

And A.D. 494 and 549 are the earliest known dates for the

occurrence of the form Sakya in epigraphic records, in,

respectively. Southern and Northern India.

To this there may be added a brief indication of the results

obtained from literature, in which department, however, we
are, until a comparatively late time, without the guide of

actual dates.

The Pali books present only the forms Sakka, Sakya, and

Sakiya. In view of the fact that, according to the Ahhidha-

nappadlpika as cited by Childers, the word rahja, ‘ a speech,

a sentence,’ occurs in Puli, there appears to be no reason

why they should not present also a form Sakya, with the

dental s but with the long d
;

it is not, however, as yet found

in them, any more than it is in inscriptions.^ The form

Sakya is of course not found in them, because of the absence'

of the palatal sibilant from Pali.

' The only suggestion that I have been able to find for the occurrence of the
form Sakya in Pali writings is in Dr. Jluller’s List of Pali Proper Names, in

JPTS, 1888. 94, where he has given the word Sakyaputtiya, citing for it

Mahavagga, 1. 24, 7 ff. Referring, however, to the text, Vinayapitaka, ed.

Oldenbui’g, 1. 44, 57, 72-77, 79, 86-88, I find that the reading is always
Sakyaputtiya with the short a. Dr. Muller seems to have taken his entri*,

without verification, from the index (2. 338i), where the word is shevTi, but
evidently only by some mistake, as if the text gave Sakyaputtiya.

As regards epigraphic records. Professor Dowson, in his treatment of certain
undated Brahmi inscriptions from Mathura, gave the form Sakya, in the word
Sakyabhikshu, in his texts and translations of one mLxed-dialect record and two
Sanskrit records (JEAS, 1871. 186, No. 14; 187, No. 18; 188, No. 24), and
in his translation of a third Sanskrit record (187, No. 19). But the published
reproduction of the mixed-dialect record (JASB,^39, 1870. part 1, 130, plate 5,
No. 7) shews distinctly that the original has Sakya, with the palatal s' and
the short a. And the published reproductions of the three Sanskrit records
(JEAS, Xoc. cit. plate 3, Nos. 18, 19, 24; JASEj^fae. ctf. plate 5, Nos. 11, 12,
= Dowson’s Nos. 18, 19) shew that they all have Sakya, with the palatal / and
the long a.
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The form Sakya appears first in Sanskrit works, and, amongst

Buddhist works, in the Buddhacharita, the Dhyavadana,

and the Lalitavistara. The last-mentioned presents also in

a few places the forms Sakiya and Sakiya
;

but, I think

I may safely say, only in verses in mixed dialect. Elsewhere

in that work, and in the other two specified Buddhist works,

the only form found is Sakjn.

During the Sanskidt period, we have in Prakrit passages

the forms Sakka and Sakka. The latter is taught by the

Paiyalachchhi of Dhanapiila (composed a.d. 972-73) ;
verse

20 (ed. Biihler) mentions Sakka as one of the names of

Buddha. The former, Sakka, is found in the Mrichchha-

katika, in the term Sakkasamanaka, Sakkassamanaka (ed. BSS,

117, fines 359, 360; 470, fine 457) ;
and, it may he remarked,

in the first two places there is the various reading Saka,

with the single k. It occurs in passages spoken by the

repentant gambler Samvahaka, who became a Buddhist

mendicant priest. And the palatal s is perhaps only due

to all his talk being composed in the Sakari dialect.

But in Sanskrit passages in non-Buddhist Sanskrit works,

and in Sanskrit inscriptions, the only form found is Sakya.

And in illustration of the point that, whether in Sanskrit,

after a certain date, say roughly about a.d. 300, the word

Sakya continued to be a tribal designation or not, it came

to be used, or to be also used, as simply equivalent to

Bauddha, Saugata, or any other name for Buddhists in

general, I may quote a verse of Varahamihira (died a.d.

587), which is of interest from more points of view than

simply that one. The verse in question is verse 19 of the

chapter of the Brihat-Sanihita which in the Benares edition

in the Yizianagram Sanskrit Series is entitled Pratima-

pratishthapana, “the setting up of images” (ed. Kern,

chap. 60 ; Benares ed., chap. 59). It runs :

—

J.H.A.S. 1905. 43
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Text.

Yislmor=Bhagavatan:Magam^clia Savituh Sambhoh

sabhasma-Dvijan=

Matrinamrapi Matii-mandala-vid5 ^ Vipranzvidur:

Brahmanah
|

Sakyamsarva-bitasya santa-manaso NagnariiJinanaih

viduT:

ye yam devamrupasritab sva-vidbina taisrtasya

karya kriya ||

Translation.

They know {ihe followers) ^ of Vishnu as Bhagavatas, and

as Magas (those) of the Sim, (and those) of Sambhu as Ash-

smeared Dvij as, and (those) of the Mothers as They who

Know (the methods of worship of) the circle of the Mothers,

(and) as Vipras (those) of Brahman
;
they know as Sakyas

(the folloieers) of Him (Buddha), of tranquil mind. Who was

Grood to All People, (and) as the Naked Ones (those) of the

Jinas : they who betake themselves to any (particular) god,

should practise the observances of that (god), (each) according

to his own rule.®

1 The Benares edition presents :— Matrinantapi mandala-krama-vidu.

2 These words in connection with the genitives Vishnott, etc., are to be supplied

in accordance with the idea contained in the words ye yam dei'amzupasntiih in the

last line of the verse.

3 In connection with this passage, a few remarks may be added from
Bhattotpala’s commentary (finished a.d. 966) as given in the Benares edition.

He has explained the names Vishnu, Sambhu, and Brahman by the specific

appellations Narayana, Mah^eva, and Pitamaha.

He has specified the Magas more distinctly as Maga-Brahma^. The com-
mentary says;— MaganzMaga-brahmanan.^

He has given to the worshippers of Sambhu, the “ash-smeared Dvijas,”

the more specific name of Pasupatas. The commentary says ;— d^djanzbrahmananz
sa-bhasma-sahitanzPasupatanzityzarthah.

On the other hand, in respect of the name \ipra for the worshippers ol

Brahman, he has only said:— vipranzbrahmanan.

He has allotted to the worshippers of the Mothers the appeUation Sthapakas.
Following the reading mandala-lrama-vidd, the commentary says :— ye mandala-
kramani puja-kramam ndanti jananti tanzSthapakanzviduh.

On the reference to the Sakyas he has given us the following comment:

—

sarva-hitasya Buddhasya santa-manaso jit-endriyasya Sakyanzraktapatanzviduh.

And he has thus given raktapata, ‘red, blood-coloured, robes,’ in the place of
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As regards the form Sakya, illustrated so well by this verse

in the sense of Buddhists in general, we are not concerned

here with the question whether it may have existed in

Sanskrit all through the Pali, Prakrit, and mixed-dialect

period, and may have been the basis of the epigraphic

forms Sakiya, Sakya, Saka, Saka, and Sakya, and of the

literary Pali forms Sakka, Sakya, Sakiya, and Sakiya, and

of the Prakrit forms Sakka and Sakka, or whether it was

evolved from them towards the end of that period. Nor

are we concerned with the question whether the epigraphic

forms Sakiya, Saka, and Saka stand, simply by a peculiarity

of spelling, for, respectively Sakya or Sakiya, Sakka, and

Sakka. We are concerned with only the forms which

actually stand in the epigraphic records.

]My point so far is this. The epigraphic records are much
more instructive in matters of this kind than literary works

are; not only because of the recorded or otherwise known

dates of them, but also because we have in them writings

which have not been, since the time when thej' were framed,

altered in any way by vagaries of copyists or emendators.

And in two at any rate, and probably in one more, of the

epigraphic records of very closely about the time to which

belongs the inscription which we have under review, we
have the unmistakable use of the word Saka in the sense

of the tribal name of the kinsmen of Buddha. Those two

or three instances occur, it is true, in KharoshthI records,

whereas we are dealing with a Brahml record. That very

the usual Buddhist word kuslwija (Pali, kSmya, kdsdva), which, I think, is more
customarily rendered by ‘ yellow, or reddish yellow, robes.’

He has specified the Jiagnas, “the Jsak^ Ones,” more distinctly as iXagna-
kshapanakas. Here the commentary runs :— Jinan5m:arhatam nagnaitnagna-
kshapanakanrviduh

.

On the last line of the verse he has given the following comment, explaining

the proper guide to the correct rites in each case ye nara yam devam:
upasritah &ranyarii bhakti-bhavena praptasztairidiaraisztasya devasya sva-vidhina

atmlya - darsan - oktena sidhauena
|

paficharatra - vidhina Yishnoh
|

saura-
dar&na -vidhanena Savituh

|

vatulatantr-okten z anya - tautr - okta - vidhina vii

Sanibhoh
|

Matrinani sva - kalpa - vihita - vidhaneua [|*] brahmanairz veda-
vihita-karmana

[ |*] Buddhasya paramita-kramena
|

Arhataih tad-darsana-

vidhina kriya karya iti
1 1

,
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point, however, helps, as we shall see just helow, to fix

more closely the date of the inscription.

* * if * *

The result at which we arrive up to this point, from this

fuller consideration of the inscription, may now he stated,

as follows :

—

The record is marked by its characters as belonging to

the period b.c. 100 to a.d. 100. And we can in fact fix

B.c. 14-13 as its probable latest date (see the next page).

The record is shewn by its opening words, “Reverence

to the Arahat Vardhamana !,” to be a Jain record.

There is nothing either in the name of Gotiputra, or in

the epithet apphed to him, or in any other expression, to

mark him as either a prince or a warrior. And both his

name and the epithet are entirely compatible with the view

that he was a religionist, who was notoriously successful in

disputation.

Now that the real meaning of the inscription P. on the

Mathura lion-capital has been made clear, there remains no

epigraphic evidence, unless it is to be found in the present

record,— and no authentic e'vidence can be obtained from

any other sources,— to shew that any of the Sakas, the

foreigners, ever invaded and settled in Northern India.

In the inscriptions of Northern India, in two KharoshthI

records of shortly before a.d. 14-15 and of a.d. 20-21, and

in one certainly early though imdated Brahmi record, and,

we can hardly doubt, also in a third KharoshthI record, that

on the Wardak vase, of n.c. 8-7, we have the word Saka

meaning imdeniably, because of its occurrence in the term

Sakamuni, “the Saka saint,” as an appellation of Buddha,

first the kinsmen of Buddha, and so, like Sakya in such

expressions as Sakyamuni and Sakyabhikshu during the

same period, and like Sakya in similar expressions in later

times, secondly Buddhists in general.

And in these circumstances we can only understand that

the record marks Gdtiputra, so far, as a Jain who had

a reputation for being particularly successful in disputatiori

with Buddhists.
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There is the point that other Brahml inscriptions, of

K.c. 14-13 and a.d. 16-17, present the form Sakya against

the Saka of the record under consideration. This, however,

simply fixes b.c. 14-13 as the probable latest limit for the

drafting of this Brahml record, and of the other undated

Brahml record in which the same form Saka is found.******
There remains to be considered the word PSthaya

;
Goti-

putra was “a black serpent to Pothayas and Sakas.” The

meaning of this word cannot be estabhshed so conclusively

at present. But there can be little doubt, if any, as to

what it denotes.

Dr. Biihler said:
— “The Pothayas are the Pr5shthas,

“ whom the Mahabhdmta, vi, 9, 61, and the Vishnujnirana

“ (ed. HaU), vol. ii, p. 179, name among the southern

“ nations. In the latter passage they appear together with

“ the Sakas and the Kokarakas.”

But here there is a mistake. In the ninth chapter, “ the

narration of the rivers, countries, etc., of the land of

Bharata,” of the sixth book, the Bhlshmaparvan, of the

Mahabharata, mention is made, in verse 61 (Calcutta edition,

6. 369), amongst the nations of the south, of the Bakas,

Kokarakas, Proshthas, Samavegavasas, Vindhachulakas,

Pulindas, and Kalkalas. The Sakas are there mentioned,

with other tribes, in verses 44 and 51 (Calcutta edition, 352,

359), without any specification of their locality.

The passage cited by Dr. Biihler as if from the Vishnu-

Purana, is not a part of that work. It is the same passage

in the same list of the Mahabharata, given by Wilson

(Vishnu-Purana, translation, 2. 156-190), from the Bhlshma-

parvan, in between his translation of the Vishnu-Purana,

amsa 2, adhyayas 3 and 4. But, as translated by Wilson

from some other text, instead of mentioning Bakas,

Kokarakas, Proshthas, etc., as above, it mentions Sakas,

Kokarakas, Proshthas, etc., with also some differences in

the remaining names. And it would seem that in the

Vishnu-Purana itself there is not any mention of a people

named Proshtha.
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However, we need not, I tliink, pursue that point, or

Dr. Biihler’s argument that the accuracy of any statement,

placing the Sahas and the Proshthas in the south, instead

of the north, may be doubted; because the word Pothaya

is at any rate not a form of the word Proshtha.

More to the point is Dr. Biihler’s remark (foe. cit. 394,

note 3, and errata) that the word Pothaya corresponds

Kterally with Proshthaka or Proshthya. For Proshthya,

indeed, I cannot obtain any reference. But Dr. Buhler’s

Proshthaka seems to be the Proshthika which, with

Proshtha, figures as the name of a man in the gam Sivadi

under Panini, 4. 1, 112. From Prbshtha and Proshthika

we should obtain, imder that rule, the patronymics Praushtha

and Praushthika. And thus Praushthika, from which we

could obtain Pothiya, Pothaya, might come to indicate first

a family and then a people. But, I must say, I cannot find

any indication that that was the case.

A better help to a possible meaniug of the word is supplied

by the fact that we have Pothaka as the proper name of

a Buddhist in an inscription at the Sanchi Stupa No. 1

(El, 2. 106, No. 87) :— Pothakasa bhikhuno danam
;
“ a gift

of the monk Pothaka.” Of this proper name Pothaka, we
might easily have Pothaya as another form. And thus the

record might be imderstood to describe Gotiputra as “a black

serpent to the Buddhist Pothaya.”

I think, however, that we are to find the explanation of

the word in the direction of its denoting, like Saka, not an

individual, but a group of people ;
in fact, in the direction

of its beiug, like Saka, a sectarian designation.

Now, Dr. Buhler established very clearly that :— “ The
“agreement of Mathura inscriptions with the Kalpasutra
“ shows further, that the Jainas of that town were Svetam-
“ baras and that the great schism which divided the Jaina
“ community into two hostile sections, took place, not as the
“ modem tradition asserts, in 609 after Yira, but long before
“ the beginning of our era :” see the Vienna Oriental Journal,

1, 1887. 180 ; and compare Dr. Buhler’s Indian Sect of the

Jainas, 1887, translation by Dr. Burgess, 1903, p. 44.
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The present record, therefore, is a Svetamhara record.

Along with the Buddhists, the natural enemies of the

Svetambaras were of course their rivals of the other branch

of their own faith. And the conclusion seems irresistible

;

that, be the etymological explanation what it may be, the

word Pothaya was used in this record to mean Digambara
Jains.

Further, the Digambara sect is said to have owed its

origin to Sivabhuti, otherwise known as Sahasramalla, in,

according to tradition, a.d. 82, namely in the jmar 609

after the death of Vira, Mahavira, Vardhamana (see

Dr. Bhandarkar’s Eeport on Sanskrit MSS. for 1883-84,

pp. 144, 146). And another appellation of the sect was

Botika, from Botika either as a third name of Sivabhuti,

or as the name of a pupil of Sivabhuti (see ihid. 140). It

seems to me not improbable that, in the word Pothaya of

this record, we have a form of an original name which was

in later times transformed into Botika.

* * * • *

In short, taking with the record the liberty of substituting

the ultimate meaning for the literal translation of the epithet

Fothaya-Saha-lidlatala, I render it thus :

—

Translation.

Reverence to the Arahat Vardhamana ! A tablet of

homage has been set up by Simitra, the KosikI, [wife] of

Grotiputra who is {or was) as deadly in disputation as a black

serpent to Digambara Jains and Buddhists.
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XXIV.

THE PAHLAVI TEXTS OF YASNA XIV, XV,

XVI, XX, XXI,

FOR THE FIRST TIME CRITICALLY TRANSLATED.^

By professor LAWRENCE MILLS.

YASNA XIV (Sp.).

Appeals and Invocations.

T^OR tlie sake of^ (or as ‘belonging to’) Aubannazd

I proclaim (or ‘ I address ’) ® that Chief, the House-chief

of the House, and also that Chief, the Yis-chief of the Vis

(the village), the Zand-chief of the Zand (the sub-province

or ‘ county ’), and the Dahjii-chief of the Province.

(2) And I proclaim (or ‘ I address ’) the Chief of women,®

' The texts upon -which these translations have been made appeared in the
Z&itschrift der Dttitsclien Morgenlund'Kchen Geselhehaft, in the first Heft of 1903
and second of 1904 as edited with all the MSS. collated. Translations into
Sanskrit, Parsi-Persian, and Gujrati from texts not collated, and otherwise of an
uncritical character, have alone preceded this. The glosses are enclosed withm
brackets

[ ], my own explanations within parenthetical curves
( ).

- Rai is rather a clumsy rendering for the « ot amruve. C., the Parsi-Pers.,
MS. om. ral. Ner. has the d.ative.

^ Hardly in the full sense of ‘invoke.’ Xer. has, however, bravinii with the
accnsative = ‘ I address.’ See Ner.’s svamine mahajiianine.

^ The Parsi-Pers. translator has ‘rad’ here. He has sahib for -pat. Ner.’s
‘ collection of fifteen men and women ’ as an explanation of the Vis (the Pers.
here merely renders Vis), of ‘ thirty men and women ’ as that of the Zantu, and of
‘ fifty men and women ’ as that of the Dabyu, are entirely artificial and incorrect.
Grama is also an inadequate word for Daliyu. The Parsi-Pers. has only Vis here
for Vis, shahr for Zantu, and padsah = ‘king’ tor dahyupat (so B.).

= Why the ‘ Den ’ in generM should be especially called ‘ the Chief of women,’
so the orig. also, is not clear

;
perhaps that part of the Den which refers to the

following names in the feminine is meant, or the mere feminine form of the word
D(a)ena.
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the Den of the Mazdayasnians ' and Aharisvang (Asi

Vanghuhi), the Good Riches (so here meaning
; see the

original also and Ner.) and (?) (or ‘ even ') ParendL- [That

is,® I proclaim (or ‘ I address ’) them as Chiefs of women
(especially watching over their lives and happiness), (3) and

her who is the holy one ^ of bipeds (i.e. ‘ of human beings ’)

;

that is to say, her do I proclaim (or ‘address’) who is

a (typical) good woman,^ the Chief of human females]
;
and

I proclaim (or ‘I address’) this Earth also, which is our

supporter,® [her also do I proclaim (or ‘address’) as the

Chief of female objects of creation in general].

(4) And I proclaim or (‘I address’) the Fire of Auharmazd,

the Chief of (i.e. ‘representing’) the friendly supporting

person (stois). This was the fire of Auharmazd, [which is

endeared’ to (or ‘which is the friend of’) Auharmazd; also

in His body ® it is the guest
;
also I proclaim (or ‘ I address ’)

the Chief of the Fire as His].

(5) And I proclaim the one most abundantly coming to

the struggle® (of our toil), the most efficient worker in our

agriculture, the Chief of the saintly husbandmen.’®

(6) And I proclaim (or ‘I address’) him who has the

1 The Parsi-Pers. has ‘-yasnan’; was this accidental ? so the orig. andE. (K®).

^ Parendi (so the Pers.) seems to refer the A.V. in the original, which is

important as showing the advanced concept in the concrete. Xer. has
ar9i9aYahgha laksmim . . . parinda-namni nik'ataraksaka = ‘guardian of
treasures.’

3 The Pers. has ae for aey,

^ Xer. fails to see the general force of the position of dopatistan
; see the

original, the Parsi-Pers. has no ‘ one.’

5 Xer. adds 9udd‘attadayam, ‘merciful,’ as the Chief of human females.

® C., the Parsi-Pers., has ‘dar,’ reading jansegun for dahesn'.

’ Xer. has also -mitra (-tro) again for the dost of the original; the ‘fire Vazist
’

of the original is omitted by the translators.

® ‘His body’ should refer to the person of the faithful disciple, though by
syntax rather to Ahura.

°

s Xer. has bahukle9aharsatamam k^akartrtamamca nareb'yah (sic) pun-
yatmab'yah sasyam sphitayatam kutumbinam guruih bravimi, ‘the one who
cheers the most much trouble.’ C., the Pers., has : ‘ u bisyar ranz* rasidantar
(so),’ taking ‘ ranj ’ too literally, and the most efficient one for the doers of
duty (so more flatly, but meaning ‘agriculture’). Or did he consider ‘more
efficient than other doers of duty’? ‘The Chief of the fatteners,’ ‘ripeuers or
growers ’ of agricultural produce, the agriculturists.

’ ’

10 The Pers. has kar varzidartar az mardan ((so) (i) asoan vastryosan rad
ghyam.
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most shot^ [arrow (sic), i.e. the best archer), the Chief of

Warriors (literally of ‘charioteers’)].

(7) And I proclaim (or ‘ address ’) him ^ who has (or ‘ that

which is’) the knowledge of the greatest® ones which is

in accordance with the Den of the Mazdayasnians, the Chief

of the Fire-priests, which is the most a teacher^ of those

(i.e. ‘ of them all ’) ®
; (8) and I proclaim (or ‘ I address ’)

the (ritual) Chief of® the Amesaspends, and I would cause

him (the Chief) to he present and remain (literally ‘to

stand ’) here, that Chief ® the most intelligent (probably

meaning ‘ endowed with supernatural intelligence ’), the

most truth-speaking, the one most coming on (to help us),

the one who most exercises great wisdom.

(9) And I declare (or ‘I address’) that which has been

said ® to be the greatest power in accordance with the Law
of the Mazdayasnians (or ‘him who possesses the greatest

power,’ ‘ mahist'-amarandlh ’ as a possessive compositum).

* Eead sustotartum (better ‘ sust'tartum ’), ‘ the most having the shot
(arroTv) ’

;
reading a hvastemJ (so) for hastema. As to a possible mnditartum

(so) = ‘ most found,’ as ‘ seated ’ on the bow-string,’ it wili hardly do, had = sad
seeming to have been seen in hastema, which is possible : so C., the Parsi-Pers.,
may have vala min niiast vadartum = ‘ the one most turning from the occupied
(‘ seated on ’ sti-iug) ’ again to ‘ had ’ (or was -Just) meant for this niiast ? If he
has ‘nisust,’ he would then ti'anslate nisust guzastar (?sic). Xer. has lag'u-
hastatamaih .... (jastrena, ‘ the one most light-handed with his weapon ’

(‘ arrow ’ not indicated). C., the Parsi-Pers., has merely ‘ tir ’ for tir.

^ So, failing to see the instrnction of the original, or regarding it as
a ‘sociative,’ which may be an improvement on my former version

;
see S.B.E.

axxi, p. 251.

® Head my text ‘ mahistan ’ here
;
(a hasty false emendation was made)

.

* The original looks more like ‘ the pnpils of them ’
;
but ‘ the teachers ’ is

also possible here; so the Parsi-Pers. Paid, text, casidartum (sic). Xer. has
parijnapkatamamca.

® Xotice Xer.’s ablative after the superlative in the sense ‘ than them ’
; or is it

‘of them’
; see ‘min.’

® The ‘ min ’ is not correct for the accusative of the original.

’ Xer. misses the causative form of the original and of the Parsi-Pers. He
has gurauca samtist'ami. The Parsi-Pers. also has its peculiar ‘ estam.’

*
.

original has the plural throughout ;
but Xer. gives us the singular,

beginning with jnanitamam, as qualifying gurum understood
;

yet see the
original plurals, and in fact we have no signs of the plural in the Pahl. after
sutemandan = ‘beneficent,’ ‘brinsina: advantage,’ so I hardly venture to render
the plural.

> o o o .

® So curiously for ammve, but Xer. bravimi.

Xer. saw a form of ‘man’—to think in aman (sic)
;
hence his mahSmanasam,

which also contains a second rendering of the maz-, no uncommon occurrence

;

no trace of it in the Parsi-Pers.
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the Mobed of the Moheds^; that is to say, [the Chief] of

the Fire-priests, the Warriors, and the husbandmen.-

I)edic(dions to the Amesaspeutas.

(10) Forth ^ to You, O ye Amesaspends, -who are the

right-rulers, the well-disposers, do I give my body and that

which is my very life * (literally ‘ my own ’
: see the original

‘ life,’ or possibly ‘ my life itself

(11) Tea, all the amenities of life [root and fruit] (so

with great error).

(12) Thus, I think® in my mind; thus I say’; and thus

I do.®

Dedication to Ahura.

(13) So therefore as thou, O Auharmazd,® art occupied

in reflection concerning the two (interests) [the heavenly

and the earthly] ;
that is to say. Thine object of chief

interest is to receive careful attention from Thee (to be

closely thought out)
;
and as Thou art occupied in speech,

[that is to say, as Thy (supreme) interest is to be expressed

in (revealed) words of doctrine and precepts], and as Thou

art occupied as regards giving, [that is to say, the person

' So the Parsi-Pers. Xer. has acarj-anamca ( = ‘ teacher ’) for magopatan

.

= Xer. adds gloss referring to his mahamauasam above
;
sa mahamana . . .

yo dinau viiave kasj-a’pi sahajvaiii na’pe’E^ate. ‘ He is the magnanimous one

ivho, the Den being his sphere (of action and of duty), does not regard the

friendship of anyone.’ Did he really mean ‘ having no respect of persons ’ ?

3 Bara somewhat clumsily renders pairi ; Xer. has, as usual, prakrStam.

Xer. nijamca. See T. XXXIII, 14 ;
S.B.E. xxxi, p. 2d2

;
Gadas,

pp. 130, 497.

s The Parsi-Pers. has simply nekl, or nek (so) ; the rest was omitted by
accident, as he has elsewhere zayisni.

® The Parsi-Pers. follows it, as does Xer.

’ Xer. has samuccarami for yemalelhnam.

* This translation is one of the worst conceivable, entirely missing the rare

dual form of the original, which is itself one of the finest expressions of its kind
in the Avesta. Yet, with this failure, it affords us the root ideas present. Xer.
lollows it -H-ithout suspicion, as does C., the Parsi-Pers. For the original see

S.B.E. xxxi, p. 2.52 :
‘ thus the two spirits thought

; thus they spoke
; and thus

they did.’

3 Xotice that the translator sees Anhannazd as the ‘ One occupied in word,
thought, and deed ’ here, whereas in 12 he missed the dual sense which includes

Auharmazd as the thinker, speaker, and doer
; such fluctuations are common.
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(on the other hand) is to he presented to Thee (fully given

up to Thee, hardly ‘ by Thee ’)] ; and (as Thou art occupied

in) action [that is to say, the matter (which supremely

concerns) Thee is to be thoroughly executed] (the interest)

which is beneficial [and which is the business (possibly

that of ‘ agriculture ’) is for ever again ^ (to be carried out

under Thine administration)],

(14) so to Thee do I give myself
;
and so do I inculcate

[upon others]
;
and so do I assiduously

(70!) sacrifice to

Thee in my advance,- [when I would go forward in the

world, and when I would go (or ‘come’^) (to Thee)], so

I would assiduously sacrifice to Thee.

Reciprocations.

(15) So also do Thou^ make (?) me praise'’ [the benefits

of the world] (or possibly on the contrary, ‘ so also do Thou

praise ^ me with the benefits of the world
;

i.e. assign them

to me with approbation ’)] ;
so also do Thou^ bring ^ me into

debt (or, on the contrary, express a debtor’s obligation^

to me), [that is to say, upon me (or ‘toward me’) may
there be a debt as (0 Auharmazd) regards Thee].

' Xer. om. thi> glos^ after sapir, rs’hich the Parsi-Peis. has, omittiug

however, kar.

^ Ais, so rendered as if from a form of i, ae—‘ to go ’
; so elsewhere

frequently
;
Xer. follows, and C. (the Par.si-Pers.).

^ Vazlunam looks as if it were here used as ‘come’ in antithesis to yatiinesn ;

cf. the use of satuu = ‘ raftan ’ in the same sense in Y. XLII ; and Xer. adds

dinya gatah san . . . .
‘ haring arrived with ’ (or ‘ through,’ meaning ' at ’)

the Din ; Pers. om. it.

* Mistaking a 1st plural in -mahi for a 2nd singular in -ahi ; so in each verb,

as elsewhere
;
also the indicative for the imperative.

® The grammatical form is either a causative or a denominative, more probably
the latter, offering a reason for an expected return benefit for the assiduous
sacrifice on the present occasion

;
see 73! yezbexunam. In the original, however,

the sense is that of ‘praise,’ gifts and confessions of debt offered to Ahura; so Xer.
also, with his mam pranaminam kuru. C., the Parsi-Pers., is no more decisive,

but looks more like the sense of the causative than the Pahl. translation, mara
edun niyayis i neki(i)geti : mara edun avam ;

ku avam pah tu bad Hormuzd.
Does the Pers. translator purposely avoid expressing the blundering 2nd personal
of the Pahl. and of Xer. ? Xot altogether. Xiyayesnenih is not here probably
a nominal form. His Pahl. text seems meant for niyayesin with no -en
infixed ; but this form in -in (-en) might be meant for a 2nd sing, imperative,
and he has avamini (for -menih) in his text, rendered apparently, however, avam,
which certainly looks as if he avoided a 2nd singular.
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Results.

(16) For the sake of the good relationship' and continuous

progress in this relationship (or possibly meaning ‘for the

sake of the good possession and continued progress in the

possession of its advantages ’), [thus your own ' I am
(meaning ‘in order that I may be thus your own’)], and,

for the above reason, in Thee (or ‘ in a stable relation to

Thy (Cause)
)

do I take my stand
;

and for the good

consideration (of the reward) will I come on to Thee,

[that is to saj^, for the good consideration in regard to that

interest which is Thine will I do good (or ‘ effect a benefit ’)

(17) And for the sake of (or ‘in accordance with’) the

good Chieftainship ^ [of Haurvatat ® and Ameretatat ® (would

I thus come on)], and in accordance with perfect-mindedness

(in accordance with Ar(a)maiti), [that is to say, for the sake

of an interest which is beneficial will I be of perfect mind]

(or, with the text of A. (D.J.) :
‘ for him who is the good

Chief of Haurvatat and A. for him who is the good one of

perfect mind ’ ^ etc. . . . ).

(18) And I sacrifice to the Fravasi of the Herd® which
is of bountiful gift,® and to that of Gaya-maretan (the

Life-man, the Iranian Adam), the Holy
; (19) and I sacrifice

here to the Fravasi of Zara^ustra Spitama, the holy

personality,'’ and to Asa ® also, [that is to say, to Asa which

is his duty done and his good works . . . ].

‘ Xer.’s svad'inataya may mean ‘in rektionship.’ Aside from this oriffinal
‘ possession ’ would be more natural ; the Parsi-Pers. has x''es, u ^ves rrftaS.

^ Pseratavo, so rendered; so Ner., no account of fse-
;

so the Pers.

3 Xot in the At. text of Sp.

* Xotice that no suggestion of the meaning ‘earth’ is here made for Ar(a)maiti.
* The genitive in the original shows that ‘ The Fravasi of the Herd ’ was

also meant.

® Xo sign of ‘ butter ’ here ;
but see note in S.B.E. xxxi, p. 252.

So x^yS) ‘ liody,’ to be read as after aharuv'.

® So for asimca of the original ; should this mean in the original ‘ his wealth ’

‘I sacrifice to the wealth and to the Fravasi of Z.S. Xer., who elsewhere
renders Asi with laksmi, ‘wealth,’ at least when accompanied with vano-huhi
has here punyam .... o >
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YASNA XV (Sp.).

Acknowledgments.

(1) I would accept^ (going on, as it were, witli reciprocating

affection to meet the honour of your) praising (which ye

permit to me), 0 ye Amesaspends, and the office of Zaotar

and the invocation (of your presence) at our sacrifices, and

the (official) intoning of the Yasts, and the recitals ^ of the

Yasna which are from® you (that is to say, inspired and

authorised by you (so Xer., or simply ‘which are yours’) ),

0 ye Amesaspends, and I would thoroughly fulfil a complete

acceptance of your sacrifice® and praise,® ye who are the

August Immortals.

(2) And this is (so, as the dative is not expressed; see,

however, Xer.,—and this is) done as (or ‘this subserves’)

our enlightenment of soul® and in, or ‘for’ our sanctity,’’

(ours) who [are] the Holy Benefactors (of the Saints).

The Ojfering of All.

(3) Forth® to you, 0 j'e Amesaspends, the weU-ruling

and the well-giving, do I offer this my person and even

mine own (meaning ‘ my very ’) body ®

;

(4) even forth to you (I offer) all the (blessings of)

amenity [root and fruit (in return for what ye give me) ’®].

' Visai, Xer.’s pratikurve must also be so understood, the invitation of Ahura
being reciprocated with affectionate acceptance.

® Fravamein', better here as genitive
;
so elsewhere.

^ So Xer., but was not min lekum here meant merely to express the genitive

;

so elsewhere.

* A great blunder, seeing some verb = ‘to take’ in the root of jareta = singer.

Xer. follows, as does C., the Parsi-Pers.

= Xo datives as in Xer. and as in the original, but the genitive by position
w'as seen.

® So hu + ahu in this sense rather better than ‘good conscience,’ which is

somewhat advanced for the document. Xer. uttamohaya = ‘for our highest
(meaning ‘ our good ’) reasoning,’ so preserving the dative.

Xotice aharhv'ih for asavastaica.
® Fraz is hardly good for ‘ pairi, ’ which latter is a mere auxiliary term. Xer.

follows fraz.

® Xaya, and not ais (?). Xer. jivam, so for ustanem, which looks as if it were
meant tor ustanem, ud-tanem = ‘the stretched-ont (skin).’ See T. XXXIII, 14.

Xer. prakystam vievah sujivanih samagram mulam p'alam ....
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Invocations to the Sacrifice.

(5) "Witli this Zao^ra (Zohar) ^ and baresman I bid ^

every holy [and heavenly^] Yazat as a Chief (for the

moment) to this sacrifice
;

(yea) every Chief of Asa (as the

ritual, whomsoever, whether heavenly or earthly) do I bid

to it.

(6) And I bid (so meaning) Havani* at the ritual time

(of it) and Savaiighi and Visya at this, the proper ritual

time, and the Chiefs, all who (are) great, at (this® their)

ritual time ....

Proclamations of Pevoiion.

(7)

I proclaim the Mazda-Yast-worship of Zartust^’ (or

‘I proclaim as an adherent to the Mazda-worship of Z.®)

[that is to say, I interdict ' the wicked (or, with the ‘ i
’

of Sp. ‘ I declare it among (?) the wicked ’)],® (I), as demon-

free and demon-severed, (so proclaim it) . .
. (yet

Ner. has the acc. in both cases ; and, as Pahlavi aside from

the Av. text, we should undoubtedly render :
‘

. . .

I proclaim the Mazdayast system,’ which is (vendidad,

i.e.) severed from the Demons)
;
[that is to say, in connection

* Xotice Ner.’s pranena for ‘pavan zOharak',’ as if he saw(') a form of zan =
‘ to produce ’ in z.

;
or did he merely see a zavar = zor in the sense of ‘ ratal

strength ’ ?

* ‘ I desire.’

3 Xoticethe gloss menavad (so), added since Xer. wrote his text, which does
not show it. It was inserted to drfEerentiate the concluding sentence.

* Xer., naturally led away by the positions, puts their names in the genitive.

^ Xer. may have understood :
‘ from (i.e. ‘ on account of ’) the Chieftainship

’

more immediately than ‘ at the time,’ but ‘ the time ’ was the moment of the
especial sacrifice to each as the ‘ ritual Chief.’

® The nominative case was naturally missed by Xer., but the adjective force
of -9ris was seen. This nominative of the original recalls the strikingly repeated
‘ I who’ of Y. XXVIII and elsewhere. We must, of course, render all the forms of
the Pahl. as nominative, in accordance with the original, where it may be at all

possible, even if we hold that the last redactor of the Pahl. texts did not understand
them thus, as did not also Xer. For Xer. 7-10 here see Y. 1, 65-68, incl.

’ Xer. has the very doubtful and spiritless : kila madye papakanninam bravimi.
I repeat the above translation from J.K.A.S., Oct., 1904, as being treated more
fully and alternatively varied.

® Xotice the reiteration of abjurations. Was this occasioned by the over-
shadowing presence of the Deva-worship in Bombay and elsewhere in India?
I should say ‘ hardly ’

;
it is an echo from the Gathic places.
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with him, the reciter (or ‘with it, the M. system), the

Demons do not exist,’— (I) ?, as an Auharmazd-lore (man),

proclaim it (or ‘ I proclaim it as the system with A.’s lore

and legal opinion’)
;
[that is to say, his ‘the reciter’s system’

(or ‘ its (the system’s itself ’) religious opinion) is totally

Auharmazd’s].

(8) Also for the sacrifice, praise, and propitiation, and

the continuous blessing-praj’ers of Havani^ do I proclaim

(it?), the holy, the Chief of Asa .... (9) and for

the saci’ifice, praise, and propitiation and continuous blessing- *

prayer of Savanghi- and Visya,* the holy Chief (s) of Asa

(as the ritual law),

(10) and also for those of (see the original) the ritual

Chief ^ of this (particular) day, and hour (of the day-

divisions, the Asnya) (and for those) of the (particular)

month-Chiefs (which correspond)
;

[and (for those of) the

(particular) Gasambars], and (of this particular) year, which

are (necessarily involved) for the sacrifice, praise, propitiation,

and continuous blessing-prayer (iifrln) (of each).

In fervening Antiphonak.

The Z5t (Zaotar) speaks :
“ As is the wiU of the Lord,

as is the will of Auharraazd, 0 Zot, speak ^ forth to me.”

Response. The Ratu ; “As is the will of the (Ahu) Lord, as

is the will of Auharmazd, Thou who art the Zot speak forth *

* Xer. has hauananauinyali pratahsaud'yavah punyatmakayah punya^m’yah
arad'anaya namaskarauaya mananaya prakacjanaya ;

.see Y. 1. 66, using the
genitive intelligently for the datives ot the original, so correctly recognising

the form of the Pahl. as being genitive by position ; cf. pavan yazesn' va

niyayesn' va snayenitarih va fraz afriganfh. Aside from the original and Xer.
we should, of course, render :

‘ I prociaim Havan, S. and V.’

2 So upon 9 he continues in the genitive, amplifying sauahghanamnyayca ya
samam hauanasaud'yaya samakaryini ya ca yut'ani gavam pravard'ayati vlsi-

ntoinyacjca punyatmakayah punyagurvyah ya manusyesu moihadesu mad'ye
satkaryini a. na. ma. pra. . . . Sahahgha—is Savanghi, ‘ who is co-operative

with Havani, and who increases the herds of cattle . . . visi . . . who
is co-operative in the midst of priestly men’ (or meaning ‘men (and) priests,

mobeds ’).

2 Xer. is closer to the original with his guriinam sand'yanamca dinanamca
masanamca gahambaranamca samvat saranamea a. na. ma. pra.

* Xotice that mruite is rendered by the Pahl.’s imperative ; did the translator

regard mruite as an infinitive for impwative? Xer. has bruhi.

J.R.A.S. 1905. 41
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to me.” The Z5t :
“ So with ritual exactness and with

priestly legal authority in everj' particular forth do I address

the Saints with knowledge ;
that is to say, ‘ I declare this

to he knowledge, that duty and good works are so ever to

be done in accordance with the Destoor’s authority, as

Auharmazd desires' that they should be done.’
”

YASNA XVI (Sp.).

Appeals to the Amesas.

(1) With learning,^ since I am instructed in (or ‘since

I have learnt ’) the proper* matter* (of our religious interest),

and with the friendship [of the Amesaspends], and with my
own (that is to say, ‘with my personal and spontaneous’)

joy (partaking of the delight of the holy act and not with

stohd thoughtlessness),

(2) I call upon the Amesaspends by ' their beautiful [and

good] name(s),

(3) and I sacrifice to them with (fervent) desire ® for the

desired (aim) of the good Asa [which is the desire for

duty and good works (the longing willingness to perform

them)], and with the desire of a good Mazdayasnian [with

a thoroughly (regulated) desire in accordance with this Den

(the Holy Faith)].

Citationfrom Y. LI, 22.

(4)

He® whose best (act) is for me in accordance with

the accompanying aid of Asa, [that is to say, on account

1 Notice avayat in an active sense. This text appears in B. (D., Pt. 4).

2 So also Ner., (jiKayaca; the original, however, indicates ‘with teaching’

sastica.

® The Pers. has a cIs for ciz (so elsewhere), tor a translation of the Pahl.

mindavam. Ner. renders sapir with uttama-, meaning merely_ ‘ good,’ and nevak'

with snndara-, hardly meaning hy it the usual Sanskrit definition ‘handsome,’ but

merely another word for ‘good.’ I should not here prefer ‘ for a benefit.’

^ I still render the original ‘together with the beautiful ones in name,’

(meaning merely ‘ also the beautiful by name’).

“ I prefer the idea of ‘blessing’ for the original; Ner., however, ab'ipsaya.

C., the Parsi-Pers., has xvahis.

® Ner. has curiously the plural ‘ ye.’
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of the accompanying aid which is derived from Asa (as the

embodied law)], from* the sacrifice [from® the sacrifice of

my great one] on, (5) of that one Auharmazd is cognisant.

Who have been, and who also are, (6) to those do I sacrifice

by their own names, and to them do I come on in friendship,

[that is to say, I would act as in complete friendship to

them
;
and I would present (gifts® of offering to attest it)].

Citation from Y. LI, 1.

(7) The good King is (one accordant) with (our) desire,

(that is, ‘ to be desired (vairyam) ’
) ;

(he is) the (good)

portion (of our luck which is) the bringing -on (of

prosperity).^ (So, in \'iew of the original), [that is to say,

I offer wealth to liim who desires a sovereign political

power which is beneficial]. (8) ® . . . .

YASNA XX.

The Paid, translator’s Commentary^ upon the Asem Vohii.

[The Av. text of the Asem Yohu is as follows

:

Asem vohu vahistem asti

tTstii astI usta ahmai

Hyat asiii vahistal asem.]

' Xer. has no rendering for the second U ; and has ‘ in the most excellent

ijisni (Tasna) ’
; so perhaps better than ‘in my great Yasna.’ See Gatos,

Y. LI, 22, for a slightly differing version.
- ‘Min’ hardly renders the loc. of the original: yet see Xer.’s locative.

Xer.’s vettur svaniinah is astrav as to case. Xer. differs considerably here from
his rendering at Y. LI, 22.

= Xer. did not have 73! yehabunam in his Pahl. text. It was probably
a characteristic addition made since his time.

* As ordinary Pahlavi we should render :
‘ The advantageous means of one

who is a king according to (our) choice is to be fui-thered ’
; but see the original.

Xer. has part'ivatvam here in the gloss. X'^er. has uttamam svamikaminim
vib'utim upari varJami (sic; what Av. text?) [kila’ham part'ivatvam tasmai
dadami yasmat mamaca (;ub'am]. See Gatos for the rest, pp. 340, 341, 594, 595.

“ For Y. XVI, 8, see Y. LV (LVI) in the Sr5s Ya.st, July number of this

Joumal, 1905. Texts Z.D.M.G.,— 190-5 (?). For XVII, J.A.O.S., July, 1905.
® The critical reader should understand, as a matter of course, that these

Pahlari texts of translations and commentaries have been worked over times
without number from the primitive epoch. An absolute break in the chain of

tradition may have taken place ; but as the texts have sun ived, their comments
also for the most part must have survived with them, although in a constantly
varied and imperfect condition. They generally alternate with the texts.
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Translation of the Pahlari Text.

(1) The Declaration ^ of Auharmazd was this (that is,

the test was as follows). Asa (the ritual holiness,^ the

religious rectitude in its totality) is the best benefit, (Tohu

Tahistem), (as we should say, ‘the highest good’) ® . . .

Comment.

Forth on by Him (Auharmazd the originator, and pro-

claimer of the Asem Vohu) the best benefit (vohu vahistem)

has been assigned (literally ‘ taught ’) to that one (Asa
;
see

the original Asai in accordance with it (the meaning of

the formula) [that is to say, by Him (Auharmazd) a benefit

has been effected (i.e. brought to pass) in relation to® him

(Asa as recipient)] through whom [they (the people) would

effect (each of them) his (or ‘ their ’) own individual

spontaneous * progress ®
;

(so with much error
;

this would

be as much as to say ‘a blessing from Auharmazd follows

upon each man’s individual effort ’)
;

that is to say, what

it is just and necessary to give he (the individual pious

' At first sight we should say that Ner. meant by his punyam an ‘ interior
righteousness ’ alone

;
but ‘ punyavan asmi ’ used to mean almost ‘ I am in

luck,’ ‘having in store an accumulation of ceremonial merit.’ It is generally
better to go beyond the abstract idea in rendering Asa. The ‘ moral idea ’ was
included, and ceremonial merit was not excluded. The Archangel was also often
held in view, but not here.

* So according to the original and Ner. Otherwise the more natural renderino-

of the words would be ‘the benefit of Asa is the best.’ The rest of the text
occurs as the Comment progresses.

^ C., the Parsi-Pers., renders ‘az u’ curiously for patas—original Av. ahmai.
Ner., however, has tasmai, as we should expect. But Ala must here represent
the human recipient.

* This interesting idea of spontaneity and individualism in religious action
arises, as I hold, from a misconception of the original, as to which see S.B.E.
xxxi at the place. I hardly think that the idea of ‘ self ’ is directly indicated in
the Avesta text of the Asem Vohu. Ner. has, however, sviye svayam

;
the

Parsi-Pers. xves.

® The idea of ‘ progress ’ (so also the Parsi-Pers. raftani) arises, as elsewhere,

from a misconception occasioned by the form of the term
, which may

have been read by the earlier translators in its semi-Pahla\i Av. value as aitem,

suggesting a form of i, ae, = ‘to go,’ so in other places. Ner. follows

it with -pravrttau (so).
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citizen) will give in accordance with (the original words)

vohu vahistem asti].

Such was the summing-up * in regard to the Destoor’s

authoritative opinion concerning the words, [that is to say,

‘ such was its end,’ or ‘ completed meaning ’ (possibly

meaning :
‘ that is to say, this explanation is the completion

of the explanation of the above sentence’)].

(2) TJsta astI TTsta ahmai (the first usta is not

immediately treated).^ The blessed career^ of progress (so for

of* all the saints [is fully necessary

to become (actual)], and it is fully indicated as belonging

to all who are saints
;

[that is to say, a benefit is effected

for him, Asa (perhaps here as representing the person due

to receive the benefit
;

or possibly ‘ in accordance with it
’

referring to ahmai)] by which (ya^a) a man “ (na) [is fully

under obligation ( 7al avayat) to effect (or better ‘to

practise’)] [the active energy] of their station (or ‘status’

(Pers. astesnl = staitya instr. in the original)) for all the

Saints. (Or entirely aside from the original :
‘ In accordance

with [which it is fuUy necessary] to all the Saints [to

' Xer. takes tkae^em, which means ‘the doctrinal sentence under discussion,’

as personal. Xer.’ mistakes or deliberately refuses to follow this -ih of

angartigih : evarii nvayena samksipto h'utah, Idla sampurno b'utah. The
Parsi-Fers. read datSbariha, trl. datariha. Dadar often occurs as a trl. for

datobar. The Parsi-Pers. simply renders ‘ pur ’ for angaitigih.

- Xer., however, ^ob'anam asti tat punyarn, ^ob'anah sab (so) ....
^ This blunder of ‘ progress rovesnih ’ is like that above, caused by a false

Pahlavi reading of the signs in the termination. A form of

i, ae = ‘to go,’ Avesta, was again seen as elsewhere. Xer. again

follows with pravrttim (so). The Parsi-Pers. has burad for ravesn. See Xer.’s

genitive
; otherwise the erroneous plural which Xer. follows is unmanageable.

See also the first word, rovesnih, as oblique by position ; and with the gl.

omitted we might render : ‘ (through them) blessed career one has indicated the

Saints of every description.’

^ Xer.’s cast is more personal, hut in view of the original not so exact; his

nast'itim (so) must not be regarded as meaning ‘ manly ’ in onr approved sense

;

he explains it at once with satkaryatam yam yujyate kartum
;

yet his thought,

asvadayann aste [kila, . . . kurvann Iste],’ is a noble one. It is hardly fair,

however, to suppose that he really means ‘ teaching by example ’
:

‘ he is effecting

the edification of the Saints ’ is the idea. It is never safe to recognise too keen
a practical sense in any ancient writer

;
yet see his satkaryatam, which must

mean something a good deal like ‘ honest character.’
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effect] ;
that is to say, to bring on as an act of religious

duty), [the active energy] of a man . . . But such

a neglect of the original is not permissible
;

(see Gramas,

Introduction)
;
and this is fully indicated (cinasti) to all

the Saints
;
[that is to say, according to it ^ (this sentence),

this benefit is to be effected for this one (also here repre-

senting the recipient orthodox citizen)].

(3) (Hyat asai vahistai) and to him Asa V. : (see the

dative)
;
by it (this formula) (or ‘ by him, Ahura ’

^) all

[duty and good works] have been indicated
;

which i.s

clearly contained in the Mantra
;
even to that one (Asa as

representing the pious Saint) all the Avesta and Zand is

taught (yea, to the Asavan, the lawful Saint) by whom the

Avesta and Zend have been made familiar
;

[that is to say,

they would make that which is the doctrine of the Ave.sta

and Zend, duty and good works, manifest (‘let their light

so shine before men ’
?) . . . . ].

(4) whereby (or ‘ when ’
®) the sovereign authority (the

political preponderance) is ascribed to Asa (Asai)
;

[that is,

when they (his Saints) would carry on the government with

propriety
;
(the point of) the doctrine is (simply) this, that

he, (the ruling disciple of Asa, the Head of the State)]

inculcates (or ‘ professes ’ sovereign authority in pious

propriety)
;

[that is to say, (it should be also understood)

that he (actually so) maintains the sovereign authority in

propriety],

(5) whereby^ also (one) inculcates righteous regularitj^

(Asem) upon the invoking worshipper (the Asa-one). [That

is to say, (in accordance with the formula) they would execute

1 Pata5 (padas) is here translated by the Pers. padas, elsewhere above az u.

2 It is obvious that vve must adhere to a sense as close as possible to the
original, where Asa is the recipient

;
yet the glosses plainly show that the

translators felt the difficulty. Ker. breafa through it at once, and differs much

;

yet we must again be on our guard against seeing too thoroughly deep ideas in
his punyapracarayita utkrstataram punyam asvadayann aste. It simply means
‘ that the righteous one teaches.’

® For yaSa.

* Xer. Tab (so, not being aware that man'ic could equal ‘ vate’) akarayitre
muktatmane satyam asvadayati ; kUa, nyayaih satjaih kurute.
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a just decree' (in matters ecclesiastical (so), oi' perhaps

merely meaning ;
‘ they would make a just distinction as

to the procedure in the ceremonial invocations ’) . . . . ]

(6) whereby (one) even ascribes righteous justice (Asem)

to you, 0 ye (who) are- benefactors,^ j_that is to say, they

would effect a just religious' legal opinion]. There has

been a threefold point of religious legal opinion (in dis-

cussing the formula as above
;
see the three sections of the

Asem Yohu), [that is to say, in (the course of discussing) it

three ^ distinctive judgments have intervened].

The entire statement [was] a proclamation
;
and every

word [was] Aiiharmazd’s.

Catechetical Addition to the Commentanj.

Auharmazd proclaimed (a proclamation) :
Quest. On what

accoimt (or ‘ for whose sake ’

®) did He proclaim it ? Ans.

For the sake of the saint of Heaven and of the ^Vorld, for

the sake of the benefit(s) of (both) Heaven and of Earth.

Quest. On account of what, (as) his especial(ly) desired

object, did he make his proclamation of the Asem V. ? (So,

with great error as elsewhere, Ker. following : 3aj^y>

(=Tas) in (= c V a s) having become separated

from Y (= c), was rendered as if to a form = Indian

vancc' = ‘to desire’; see elsewhere; in Z.D.M.Gr.). Ans.

That there might be a reign of an augmenter (so again

with error, seeing a form of va^s in vahisto, the Pers.

follows with afzunidar here
;
elsewhere it does not translate),

the reign of one (or ‘merely one’) who shoidd be a monarch

* Persian hukm.
* See Xer.’s st'a.

3 The Parsi-Pers. has fayandahmand here ; but sudmand elsewhere.

^ Datobarih, better dat’barih. Xer.’s mad'y'cst'am looks like ‘ mediator ’
‘ in

the middle standing.’ Ner. is again personal with yah .... trinyayi b'utah.

^ The Pers. omits ‘ si’
;
hukm andar bud.

® So unnecessarily, Ner. following the original with kasmai. Or does the

rai merely express the dative ? EM would be rather ‘ strong ’ for it.
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of desire * (so, taking up the false kamakih from aboTe, but

meaning ‘ a Lord able to fulfil his purpose,’ an aesa;^;sa0ra

;

cf. Y. XXIX).
Quest. How much is it fully necessary to say for the sake

of the Saints ? Ans. So, until when he becomes an increaser

of prosperity, one even who may be a lord beyond desire

(i.e. ha\’ing nothing left to wish for).

YASNA XXI.

The Pahlavi Text - of the Yenhya Hdtam translated.

[An Introduction is here inserted by the present writer,

the At. text of the Yenhya Hatam being cited from

Yasna lY.

Yenhya hatam aat yesne paiti vafihyo

Mazdao Ahuro Tae^a asat haca

Yaohhamca tasca taosca yazamaide.

Translation of the Pahlavi Textfrom Y. IV.

Auharmazd (is) cognisant (vae0a = akas) of that benefit*

for that one^ (which appertains to the worshipper) whose

(yeiihya) devotion is (continued) on (me'im) * among (or ‘ of ’)

beiags (hatam) in the sacrifice (Her. ijisniya) (so), [that is

to say, they would perform the sacrifice on account of that

benefit*] of (so, mistaking the case; Her. follows) Auharmazd,

[the King* (He (A.) knows this to have been done effectively)].

From the assisting help of Asa (the Angel of the ritual

Law) He is cognisant of this merit of whatsoever kind from

(that is to say, ‘on accoimt of’) His exact sanctity in the

ceremonies (asat haca) of whatsoever description.

' Her. atamarajanam, or ‘without wanton desire’
; but this, while good (?)

for the original, would be flat for the Pahl. The Parsi-Pers. follows.

2 See for the Pahlavi text as edited with all the MSS. collated, Z.D.M.G.,
Heft ii for 1904.

3 So for vahyo, which I render more in the moral sense.

^ Me'im seems to have been rendered aside from yesne, which is rendered by
pavan yazesn'. Her. has uttame loc. absolute with vettari.

^ MTience the King of the Avesta Comm, text as compared with the Yenhya?
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[That is to say, Auharmazd is cognisant (and mindful)

of that duty and of those good works ^ which have been

done by him, the worshipper, for the sake of the recompense

and the reward]
;
to (them ?) all in a company ^ together

(so for yaohham), both males and females (to

them) do I sacrifice, [to the Amesaspends (?) on do I sacrifice,

to the males
;
they are good ; and to the females ® those (are

also good).]

(A translation of I7er.’s text of the Yeiihj’a Hatam would

run somewhat as follows
;
but it must as usual be interrupted

with comment, as it was hardly intended to be a fluent

reproduction ;
‘ Those who of (or ‘ from ’) existing beings

’

(see ablative for genitive (Pahl. min) hardly ‘ those who
for existing beings’), precisely through the Yasna (instr.

for pavan yazesn with upari referred to what foUows
;
yet

see its place in the Av. original, which was however not

immediately the original of Ner.) of Hormijda, the Lord

(how else shall we treat this gen. in view of the Pahl. and

the gloss. ?).

[That is to say, those who, as pre-eminent (pracurah.

Does it refer to ;]^vatai or [-tij’a ?]) celebrate Yasnas in

honour of Hormijda] on account of (upari helping out

a loc. absolute) the Good One (uttame = sapTr = vahyo,

this last perhaps conceived of as a loc. of va(n)hu (so vohu)

= ‘ the Good One,’ Hormijda) being aware (lit. ‘ being

a knower ’ = vaeda as if read as the verbal noun) from
(His) sanctity (possibly meaning ‘ as regards sanctity ’)

[which (is, yat = an i = ‘which means’) that Hormijda
is cognisant (vetti) of the matter (? kiihcit) which is a giving

of the reward of (or ‘ for ’) sanctity . . . . ] ;
to these

altogether, males and females, do I sacrifice [that is, to

the Amesaspends, male and female (so, with error, and
referring as usual to the non-feminine and feminine elements

in their names)].)]

’ In the gloss, the moral idea becomes more prominent.
" Did he mistake yaofiham for a form of yuj (sic

!)
?

^ I think that the Amesas are not in place here :
‘ males and females ’ are

inteUigently taken from tasca, taosca, but erroneously referred to the Amesas.
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(YASNA XXI continued.)

The Pahlavi Text of the Commentary nyon the Yehhya Hdtum
translated.

(1) There was a word of the Yasna of Zartust the Saint (as

follows in the Yehhya) : ‘Yehhya Hatam ’ (text
;
translation)

;

‘to him of beings do I sacrifice whose (yehhya) (benefit)

in the sacrifice is thus continuous ’ (so, mc'im
;

or, merely

meaning ‘ in it ’ = paiti). Comment : Here Auharmazd has

described the Yasna (or, ‘ here Auharmazd’s ^ Yasna is

indicated or described ’ ( literally ‘ is taught ’ this for

yasnem cinasti) by Him (Auharmazd, or by the Authori-

tative religious teacher)
)

[that is to say, they would

make it his] whose is the instituted law of Auharmazd

(meaning, ‘by whom that law is cherished’), [that is, his

is the correct(ly) instituted law whose is the Yasna (meaning,

‘that the sacrifice is the one all-important centre of

established religious and civil regulations ’
;

compare the

Vedic idea of the sacrifice as the centre of everything)]. (So

this much, as now stated) has been now indicated by him,

the Commentator (or by Him, Auharmazd). (Cf. the

Yefihya Hatam. This was the first distinction.) That is

to say, they would make it more his ^ (or ‘ they woidd offer

it further on to Him ’)
; (2) accordiug to ® which (man =

ya^ra) one expresses continuously (bastan as a mistake; so

the Pers. hamisah for haSbIs, haSa- seen as = Indian saha=
‘always’) a wish for the birth

^ (meaning ‘for the life,’ so,

for jijisam) [of men ;
that is to say, one declares to them the

matter (of the duty and the reward; see above), since (or

‘in order that’) it may be possible (aiaoninam Ar(a)maiti)

* Xer. has ‘Yah (yo) ’
;
ya itra, MahajSamn (i.e. voc. ?).

2 C., the Parsi-Pers., has zyadah, with which he renders fraz above.
® Ner. yah (?) kutumbinam jlvitasya akankii. C., the Parsi-Pers., does not

translate zayesn. Xotice the correct etymology of zayesni xvahesn (too-ether with
its egregious error as a translation for jijisam).

‘ While bastan seems to render haSbis, yet it (haSbis) seems to be a<>-ain

rendered with ansutaan, quite a common circumstance with the translators [ in
fact, this was their idea of an alternative.
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for them to live aright] ' Yaohham (iSa . . . paoiryanam)

(Text, comment follows) : Here he has fully indicated the

sacrifice of the Saints^ [male and female] who are the first

through their perfect mind® (sic). (Or ought we not to see

the sense of the original: ‘who (which females) holy ones

(the Amesaspends) are the first with Ar(a)maiti (i.e. having

A. as their first in the course of an enumeration of these

feminine names ’ ? But there is the erroneous gloss
;

asaoninam cannot include the male or non-feminine names.)

This would be the second ‘ distinction,’

(3) through which ® is the praise of the Amesaspends

[that is to say, they would thus celebrate the AustSfrit of

the Amesaspends]. (This, as above explained) was the three-

fold point of doctrine (expressed in the formula Yenh}'a

Hatam) [that is to say, his ® threefold distinction was within

it (comprehended) within all this Yasna-saying (the Yenhya)].

Catechetical.

Question 1 :
‘ To whom

"
[was] this Yasna (addressed) ?

’

Ansicer :
‘ To the August .Immortals in the course of this

(Ml) Yasna . . .
.’

^ Ner. has sad'u
;
see vahyo as neuter.

® The fern, of asaonindm is carefully indicated by this gloss. Xer. did not see

the fern.
; see muktatmanam

;
and he omits the gloss.

® As might be expected, Xer. is here abstract with his ‘ saiiipurnamanasa
prtttananam.’

* Perhaps I was too objective in S.B.E. xxxi, at the_ place
;

but it was
tempting to write ‘ with Ai(a)maiti at their head.’ IVhy is Ar(a)maiti mentioned
in the original of the Comment? Was it in view of the following verse, and
possibly because she begins the group of the feminine names of the Amesaspends,
the first three being neuter and the last three feminine. Here we should have
a glance toward asaoninam or vagdan.

® Xer., as ever, ‘ yah,’ missing only the formal point of the syntax. Austofrit'

(or Austa'frit (? X.B.)) seems to have been a sacred term expressing a prayer,

supplicating a blessing
;

cf. usta ahmai + frit'. It has technical meaning
for Xer. Was it another name for the Asem Vohu ?

Xer., as ever, personal trinyayi b'iitah; kila nyayesu trisu mad'ye b'utah.
His yo (yah) must refer to Zarafetra as representing the typical worshipper ; see
yo datte svamine .... Va^, which otherwise might be the subject, is

feminine. The threefold distinction has reference to the subject of the Yenliya
conceived as divided into three points for discussion ; see the three lines

;
though

we may ourselves divide it variously.

’ Xer. this time has an oblique case: kasyo ’pari ijisnih ? Ans. amaranam
gurutaranam upari ijisnih (upari = pavan = paiti here).
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The Uita Ahniai.

Avesta text : usta ahmai yahmai usta kahmaicit . . .

Thereupon spake Auharmazd thus : ‘ beatified
'

(is he, nevak'

for usta) from whom is (derived) a benefit (nevakih =
usta) for him (the ordinary worshipper) whosoever ^ (he

may be) . . .

(As ordinary Pahlavi, and in fact in this case we must

render) :
‘ Also upon him (whosoever he may be), Auharmazd

bestows a sovereign authority according to his desire ® [ac-

cording to the desire of the former (literally, ‘ of that

(person)’]. But, with the original in view, the earliest

commentators may well have meant :
‘ also upon him does

the one possessing an absolute sovereign authority (an

authority according to his desire) bestow it (the benefit

expressed in usta ^),’ (so, as a possessive compositum) . . . .

Further Catechetical Zand.

{Question) What was in that saying ? What was the

answer to the statements which was uttered? What was
that subject-matter ? What was said ? He answered

(that is, ‘ the meaning of his answer was
’
)

:

‘A beneficial

future ’ * (so with great error)
;

(and that) a beneficial

future progress ^ (for) every kind of saint, (for those) living

(Ut. ‘for those who are’), and for those who have lived

1 Xer. seems anxious to notice the formally inflected usta
; so he uses the

dative, sundaraya, ‘ for a heneficial (hardly ‘ for a handsome ’) result ’
: Ilormiida

spoke ‘ to him to whom there is a benefit for everyone.’ As to this fine sense
reported by the translators, I fear it cannot be defended

; see Gates at the place,
texts, trls., and comm.

- C., the Parsi-Pers., has kudam.
^ So Ner., ‘ a kingdom with his own wish,’ Svecc'aya raiyaih mahajuani dadati

svami [Mia samihitena nijena (this last explaining Ker.’s svecc'aya)]

^ As elsewhere the termination of nstatatem must have been read

as = Pahl. . . .5j» = ai . . , so misleading the translator, who saw a form

of i, ae = ‘ to go ’ in it, hence his rovesnih (sic). Xer. follows with his vrttimca.

® Xer. rather tamely inserts ‘ the reward.’
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(lit. ‘who were’), and for those who are to be (ht. ‘who
are becoming ’ (yehvund in this sense).

^

According to the Pahlavi the answer continues :
‘ the

augmentor (of prosperity) is [that man] ’
;
and he answered

in the sense of ‘ prosperity increasing ’ (so for vahistem,

seeing, as elsewhere, a form of vaks = ‘ to increase ’ in

vahist = ‘ best,’ also erroneously a masculine instead of

a neuter ^) ; and he made answer in (the sense of) ‘ increasing

prosperity’ [that is, he uttered a reward of Auharmazd’s

for the increasing of prosperity (as his answer)] ....
(Or ‘Auharmazd (omit i) uttered the reward,’ so I7er., and
the original

; hut did the latest Pahl. translator understand

it so ? See zag gabra = ‘ that man ’ which Ner. omits)

. . . . that increasing of prosperity which is sacred

;

but I (would) say (this is a note of the last editor of the

future commentary, and perhaps intended as rejecting

a reading in the plural which Ner. may have followed) :

‘ through these is an increase of (future) prosperity for the

Saints.’

^ So Xer. satadica atitanamca b'avisyanamca. The Parsi-Pers. gives us
a valuable item, confirming the sense of yehvund

;
he has xvahad bud. Xotice

this expression of the future.

- The accuracy of the translation is destroyed, as elsewhere where vahist occm-s,
by the curious misapprehension of ‘ vahist.’ The Parsi-Pers. translator does not
translate vaxsenitar here, as if he felt its incongruity ; elsewhere he renders it by
the same word which occurs in the other language.
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XXV.

NOTES ON THREE BUDDHIST INSCRIPTIONS.

By J. F. fleet, I.C.S. (Retd.), Ph.D., C.I.E.

The inscription on the Piprawa vase.

representations of the now well known Piprawa

relic-vase, reference may be made to this Journal,

1898. 579, plate, bottom
;

to Antiquities in the Tarai,

plate 28, fig. 2, and see plate 13, fig. 1 ; and to Mr. Vincent

Smith’s Early History of India, 14, plate.

The inscription on it has been figured in this Journal,

1898. 577, and in Antiquities in the Tarai, plate 13, fig. 2.

But it is to be hoped that it may prove practicable to

prepare, from the plaster cast which was sent to this Society

(see this Journal, 1898. 868), a facsimile reproduction which

would enable us to judge the inscription properly from

the palasographic point of view; that cannot be done from

those two representations of it.

The record itself has been handled, in respect of its text

and translation, in this Journal, 1898. 388, 586, 588, note;

and 1899. 426.

I have lately had occasion to examine this record for

myself. And I find much to say in connection with it

which has not as yet been said. For the present, however,

I only draw attention to two preliminary points.

In the first place, the record is not inscribed in two lines,

though it has been so treated in this Journal, 1898. 586.

It rims round the body of the upper part, the removable top,

of the vase, in one line, but with two syUables, yanahi, above

the line.
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In the second place, the record does not begin with the

word iyam, though it has hitherto always been treated as if

that were the case. It begins with the word Suldti-hliatimm.

The commencement of this record is, indeed, not marked

by any special device, such as the vertical hne between the

first and last words which is found in the inscription on the

Sonari vase, dealt with on the next page. But it is marked
with equal plainness by the fact that the syllables yanam, of

the word SaMyanmh, stand above the line, over the syllables

siiM of the word Sukiti-bhatinaih. The word Sakiyanaih was

manifestly engraved last, as the final word of the record.

There was no room for the syllables yanam on the line.

Therefore, as in the case of the final syllables yasa of the

Sonari record, they were placed above the line. But, there

being here no impediment, such as the vertical fine which

stands there, they were not unnaturally placed so as to he

read straight on, with an avoidance of any looking back,

after the syllables saki of the word which they complete.

With the assumption that the original shews the Anusvaras

throughout, the Piprawa record therefore runs thus :

—

Text.

Sukiti-bhatinam sa-bhaginikanam sa-puta-dalanam iyam
salila-nidhane Budhasa bhagavate Sakiyanaih.

And the exact meaning of it, according to the order of

the words in the original, is as follows ;

—

Translation.

Of the brethren of the Well-famed One, together with
{their) sisters {and) together with {their) children and wives,

{is) this receptacle (or deposit) of relics of Budha, the

Blessed One
;
{namely) of the Sakiyas.

Why the order of the words should have been thus

arranged, is not altogether apparent. But it is just possible

that the word sakiya was used in a two-fold sense; first,

as the tribal name, and secondly, as equivalent to the Sanskrit
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svaJciya,
‘ own.’ In that event, the translation would be :

—

“ of rehcs of Budha
;
{namely) of the own Sakiyas

of the Blessed One
;

” that is, of the members of that

particular line of the Sakiyas to which Buddha himself

belonged.

The inscription on a vase from Sonari.

The record with which I deal here was first brought to

notice by General Sir Alexander Cunningham, in his BJiilsa

Topes, 121, 317. It is on a relic-vase which was found by

him in the Stupa 570. 2 at Sonari, near the well-known

Safichi in the Bhopal State, Central India, and which appears

to be now in the British Museum.

The inscription on the vase is figured in Bhilsa Topes,

plate 24, “box” I7o. 3. And an excellent illustration of

the vase itself, shewing the whole of the inscription very

clearly, has been given in this Journal, 1898. 579, plate,

above the illustration of the Piprawa vase. I work from

that illustration of the record.

This record commences with the word sapiirisasa. We
know that, not only because various other similar records begin

in the same way, but also because here there is a vertical

line, extending both above and below the line of writing,

before that word. As in the case of the Piprawa record,

the inscription runs in one line round the body of the upper

part, the removable top, of the vase. And the final syllables

yasa, for which there was no room in the line of writing,

stand before the vertical line, and over the syllables

vataclmri of the word which they complete.

Text.

Sapurisasa Kotiputasa Kasapagotasa sava-Hemavat-

achariyasa.

Translation.

{Relics) of the sainted (literally, the good man) KStIputa,

{namely) of Kasapagota, the teacher of all the Himavat
region (or, of aU the people of Himavat).

I.K.A.S. 1905. 45
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Now, tradition tells ns that, after the third so-called

“Council,” which was held in or about the eighteenth

year after the anointment of Asoka to the sovereignty,

Moggaliputta-Tissa, the president of the “ Council,” sent

forth certain Theras to establish the Buddhist doctrine in

pac/ic/iffH^rt-lands
;

that is, in border-lands, in territories

bordering, it may be, on the dominions of Asoka, or, it may
be, on the Madhyadesa, the middle region, the central land,

the special sphere of Buddhism.

Nine missions are said to have been sent out. And the

assertion is, as we shall see, so well authenticated to a

sufficient extent by inscriptions, the best evidence of all,

in respect of a mission to the Himavat region, the Himalavas,

that, as nothing to the contrary is known, and as nothing

improbable is involved, there really seems no reason for

refusing to believe the whole statement.

At the same time, there is nothing to lead us to suppose

that the missions were sent out by king Asoka, and to

speak of them by any such appellation as “the missions

of A^oka.”

The earlier Ceylonese chronicle, the DTpavamsa, saj’s (ed.

Oldenberg, 8. 1, 2) :— “ The far-seeing iloggaliputta, having

by supernatural vision beheld the establishment of the

doctrine in the future in the border-land, sent out the Theras
Majjhantika and others, each with four {companions), for

the establishment of the doctrine in the border-land {and) for

the enlightenment of sentient beings.”

The same is said by Mahanaman in the earlier part of

the other Ceylonese chronicle, the Mahavamsa, written by
way of being a commentary on the Dipavamsa, which
certainly needed, and still needs, elucidation in various

respects, though it does not deserve a somewhat seathin o-

criticism which has been passed upon it. Adding a little

detail of his own, regarding the time of year at which
the missions are supposed to have started, Mahanaman has
said (Turnour, 71):— “Having accomplished the [third)

joint rehearsal [of the scriptures), {and) being engaged in
viewing the future, the Thera Moggaliputta, the illuminator
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of the doctrine of the Jina, having perceived the estabKsh-

ment of the doctrine in border-lands, sent out, in the month

Kattika, these and those Theras hither and thither.”

So, again, from India, BuddhaghSsha, vrho wrote some forty

years before Mahanaman, has said in the introduction to his

Samantapasadika ( Yinayapitaka, ed. Oldenberg, 3. 311) :

—

“We are told that the Thera Moggabputta-Tissa, having

accomplished the {third) joint rehearsal of the faith, reflected

thus: ‘How, indeed, may the doctrine become well-established

in the future ? ’ Then it occurred to him, thinking over

matters :
‘ Verily, it wiU become well-established in the

border-countries.’ {And so), having weighed (the merits of)

these and those Bhikkhus, he sent these and those Bhikkhus

here and there.”

Thus, all the three authorities attribute the despatch of

the missions entirely to 3Ioggaliputta-Tissa. And nothing

is known from epigraphic sources, tending to render that

attribution questionable.

It may be remarked that the Dipavamsa rather curiously

omits, so far at least as the published text goes, to state the

name of the country- to which the Thera Ralckhita was sent
;

it says (8. 6) :— “Then another {Thera) Eakkhita, skilled in

magical transformations, having risen into the air, preached

the Anamataggiya {doctrine).” The name of this country,

Yanavasi, is supplied by Buddhaghosha {loc. cit.), and by

Mahanaman (loc. cit.), who obtained it from him.

For the rest, though the Dipavamsa states that four

companions were given to each leader of a mission, it names

companions in only the case of the mission to the Himalayas.

It says (8. 10) ;— “ And the Thera who {um) Kassapagotta,

Majjhima, Durabhisara, ' Sahadeva, (and) Mulakadeva,

—

they evangelised the tribe of the Yakkhas in Himavanta.”

On the other hand, Mahanaman has said nothing about

each of the leaders being supplied with four companions

;

and he has named companions, four in munber, only in the

case of the Thera Maha-3Iahinda who was deputed to

1 Regarding this corrupt name, see'page 687 below.
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Lankadipa, Ceylon. In respect of tke mission to the

Himalayas, he has said in the first place (Tumour, 71) :

—

“He sent the Thera Majjhima to the Himayanta region.”

But further on in the same chapter he has said (Turnoui',

74) :
—“ Haying gone with four Theras, the sage Majjhima

taught the Dhammaehakkappayattana (discourse) in the

Himayanta region : they caused eighty crores of living

beings to reach the fruition of the paths (of sanctification)
;

those five Theras evangelised five countries, each of them

one : in the presence of each of them, a hundred thousand

men became wandering religious ascetics, through faith in

the doctrine of Him who fully attained perfect knowledge.”

He has not, however, named the “ four Theras.” The

names given in brackets by Tumour as “ Kassapo, Mahkii-

deva, Dhundabhlnnosso and Sahasadevo,” and by Wijesinha

(48) as “ Kassapa, Mulakadeva, Dhandhabinnassa, and

Sahasadeva,” seem to have been taken from the commentary.

Buddhaghosha, however, like the Dipavaihsa, has stated

that each leader of a mission was attended by four companion<

(loc. cit.). And he has named the companions in the case

of the mission to the Himalayas, as well as in the case of

the mission to Ceylon. In respect of the mission to the

Himalayas, he has first said (loc. cit.) :
— “ He sent the Thei a

Majjhima to the region of Himavanta.” ^ But, further on,

he has said more fully (op. cit. 317) :— “Again, the Thera

Majjhima, with the Thera Kassapagotta, the Thera Alakadeva,

the Thera Dundubhissara, and the Thera Sahadeva, went to

the region of Himavanta, and evangelised that territory

(desa) by narrating the Dhammachakkappavattana-Suttanta,

and caused eighty crores of living beings to obtain the

treasures of the fruition of the paths (of sanctification). And

^ The expression in the original is Bimavanta-padeiahliaga, which might
he rendered “a part of the region of the Himavanta

;
” especially in view of the

fact that, according to Buddhaghosha, the Thera Majjhantika, who was deputed
to Kashmir and Gandhara, converted also numbers ot Yakkhas, Gandhabhas,
and Kumbhandas, dwelling on Himavanta. But that appears to have been
done by Majjhantika en route to the country or countries —(the Dipavamsa
mentions only Gandhara)— to which he had been sent. And padesalluiya seems
to be constantly used in PaU in the sense of simply the Sanskrit pradiia, dci</,
‘ region, countr)'.’
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These five Theras evangelised five countries {paticha ratthani)

;

in the presence of each of them, a hundred thousand people

became wandering religious ascetics. Thus they established

the doctrine there.” Finally, he has summed up the

accoimt of this mission in a verse, which says (Joe. cit.) :

—

“ The Thera iMajjhima went to Himavanta, and evangelised

the band of the Yakkhas, expounding the Dhammachakka-

ppavattana.”

Thus, we see that the Dipavamsa plainly indicates

Kassapagotta as the leader of the mission to the Himalayas,

and marks Majjhima as one of his companions. Next,

Buddhaghosha reverses the relative positions of these two

persons, and finally marks Majjhima as the leader of the

mission. And then Mahiinaman ignores Kassapagotta

altogether, and mentions only Majjhima in this matter.

Owing to views propounded when only the Mahavamsa

was known to European inquirers, Mahanaman’s version of

the matter has been generallj' accepted. And two recent

writers of high authority have even cited, in support of it,

a Sanchi inscription, adduced by them as describing Majjhima

as mva-Hemacat-dchariya, “the teacher of all the Himavat

regions.” That, however, is a mistake, which must be

attributed to an omission to make a personal examination

of the epigraphic records.

There is not, in reality, any known inscription, either from

Sanchi or from any other place, which speaks of Majjhima

in the terms which have been alleged. And, on the other

hand, the inscriptions distinctly shew what the real facts were.

In the Sanchi Stupa No. 2, there was obtained a relic-

casket which bears inscriptions {Bhilsa Topes, 119, 287, and

plate 20, “box” No. 1) to the following purport. On the

outside of the lid ;— “ {Relics) of the sainted Kasapagota,

the teacher of all the Himavat region ;
” matching exactly,

except in the omission of the metronymic, our Sonari

inscription. On the inside of the lid (the word “ outside
”

in Bhilsa Topes, plate 20, is a mistake ;
see pp. 119, 287) :

—

“ {Relics) of the sainted Majhima.” And on the outside of

the lower part of the casket :
—

“ {Relics) of the sainted

Haritiputa.”
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It is, in fact, simply a combiaation of tbe first two of

these three records, which has led to the belief that there

is an inscription which characterises Majjhima as the teacher

of aU the Himavat region. And that combination seems to

have been made as the result of taking the rather exceptional

personal name Kiisapagota in a different sense
;
namely, as

meaning ‘ belonging to the Kasapa elan,’ and as qualifying

Majhima. But, if JMajhima was Kasapagota, the teacher

of aU the Himavat region, it is difficult to understand why
there should be two separate inscriptions for relics of him

deposited in one and the same box. And, as regards the

personal name Kasapagota, it may be remarked that it occurs

as such in also the Vinayapitaka, Mahavagga, 9. 1 (ed.

Oldenberg, 1. 312):— Kassapagotto niima Bhikkhu
;
“the

monk by name Kassapagotta.”

The other inscriptions, however, make the distinction

between the two persons perfectly unmistakable.

First, there is our Sonari inscription, the subject of the

present note, which mentions Kasapagota, the teacher of all

the Himalaya region, with the metronyonic Kotiputa.

In the second place, from the same deposit in the Sonilri

Stupa No. 2, there was obtained another relic-vase bearing

an inscription {Bhiha Topes, 317, and plate 24, “box”
No. 2) to the following purport :— “ (Relics) of the sainted

Majhima, [namely) of Kodiniputa.”

This latter record marks Majhima, Majjhima, as a

Kodiniputa. Our record marks Kasapagota, Kassapagotta,

as a Kotiputa. These two different metronjunics stamp

the two persons as perfectly distinct individuals. An ri

nothing remains to support the belief that Majjhima is

mentioned in an inscription as the teacher of aU the

Himavat region.

These Sauchi and Sonari records, probably of the third

century b.c., certainly not later than the early part of the

second century, are of considerably greater authority than

; the statements of Buddhaghosha and Mahanaman, written

some six or seven hundred years later. In fact, in any
matter of disagreement, they would be valid even against
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the Dipavamsa, though we may perhaps carry back some

portions of that work to even the same early time. But
there is no such disagreement here. The inscriptions are

exactly in concord with the Dipavamsa.

In what circumstances the Indian tradition, recorded by

Buddhaghosha and then accepted by Mahaniiman, came to

depose Kassapagotta from the leadership of the mission, and

to put Majjhima in his place, is not at present apparent.

But the inscriptions distinctl}- endorse the statement of

the Dipavamsa, and estabbsh the fact, that Kassapagotta

was the leader of the mission to the Himalayas.

Mahanaman’s treatment of the whole accoimt of the

missions is verj'^ instructive. He omitted anything which

apparently did not interest him. But, otherwise, he followed

Buddhaghosha very closely
;

adopting a great deal of his

phraseology, but adapting it, by changing words and making

little additions, to his own composition in verse against

Buddhaghosha’s prose. The result is quite enough to make
it obvious that, for the original Ceylonese tradition in other

matters also,— and, as regards the period from the time

of Buddha to the arrival of Mahinda and Samghamitta in

Ceylon, for the earlier Indian tradition, carried to Ceylon,

and preserved for us there,— we must go to the Dipavamsa.

Another inscription from Sonari.

There is another epigraphic record which gives further

corroboration of the Dipavamsa, 8. 10, in respect of another

of the foxir companions, there named (see page 683 above),

of Kassapagotta, the leader of the mission to the Himalayas.

The companion is that one whose name stands in the

published text in the form Durabhisara, which, however.

Professor Oldenberg has in his index marked as corrupt or

doubtful. In Buddhaehosha’s introduction to his Samanta-

pasadika, the name appears in its correct form, Dundubhissara

(see page 684 above)
;
but with the various reading Dudda-

bhiya. Judged from the forms given by Turnour and

Wijesinha (see page 684 above), it seems to have been
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corrupted in Ceylon into something Kke Dundubhinasa or

Dhundhurlnasa.

The record in question is the inscription, found and

brought to notice by Sir A. Cunningham {Bhilsa Topes, 121,

316), on the front and back of a small piece of stone about

in length by in breadth, which had been deposited inside

a crystal relic-casket in the Sdnari Stupa No. 2. I edit it

from his reproduction of it in Bhilsa Topes, plate 24, “ box ”

No. 1.

As regards my reading of the proper name presented in

this record,— there is a temptation to restore an Anusvara,

which very possibly stands in the original, though the re-

production does not shew it, and so to read Biunduhhisara.

We have, however, distinctly Sugamm, not Sumganam, in

an inscription at Bharaut (lA, 14. 138, and plate)
;
and

probably other instances of an apparently unnecessary and

improper omission of an Anusvara could easily be fotmd.

So, the Anusvara may have been omitted here also
; and

I refrain from supplying it. With this reservation, the

record runs thus :

—

Text.

1 Sapurisasa Goti-

2 putasa Hemavata-

3 sa Dudubhisa-

4 ra-dayadasa

Translation.

{Relics) of the sainted Gotiputa, of the Himavat region,

{namely) of Dudubhisara, an heir of the faith.

As regards the word Dudubhisara - ddyada, it seems

sufficiently obvious that it is a Karmadharaya compound,

not a Tatpurusha
;
that is, ddyada qualifies Dudubhisara, just

as, for instance, muni qualifies Gautama in Gauiama-muni,

“the saint Gautama,” and the compound means not “an
heir of Dudubhisara,” but “ Dudubhisara, who was an heir.”
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The exact meaning to be given to dayada, ‘inheritor,

heir,’ which stands here for a fidler expression, sdsaiia-

ddjjcida, ‘ inheritor of the doctrine, heir of the faith,’ is

found in the Dipavamsa, 7. 17 (ed. Oldenberg
;
compare the

Mahavamsa, Tumour, 36), in a statement put into the

mouth of Moggaliputta-Tissa in the following circumstances.

Asoka had announced to the community of monks that he

had become an heir of the faith of the teacher Buddha,^

in virtue of his great liberality to the followers of the

doctrine, and of the wealth that he had spent in founding

84,000 monasteries, and of the enormous daily offerings

made by him. This came to the ears of Moggaliputta-Tissa,

“the clever decider of cases,” who, in order to secure the

comfortable existence of the community, and to propagate

and ensure the continuance of the doctrine, asserted to

Asoka that even the giver of any amount of the things that

constituted the four requisites of Buddhist monks, namely

clothing, food, bedding, and medicine, was still a stranger

to the doctrine, outside its pale; and that he only might

become a veritable heir of the faith ^ who should give up

a son or a daughter, legitimate issue, to become a wandering

religious ascetic. Thereupon, to make things doubly sure,

Asoka dedicated to an ascetic life, with their consent, both

his son the prince Mahinda and his daughter Samghamitta,

and so became an heir of the faith.

As regards other points,— my treatment of the important

detail in this record, the personal name, differs so much from

that given to it by Sir A. Cimningham, that it seems necessary

to say something in explanation.

In one transcription of the record {Bhilm Tope^, 316), he

presented the name as Dadabhisara
;
and, it may be observed,

he there placed the word mta before Uemacutam. In his

other transcription (id. 121), he gave the name as Dadabhisara,

with the short «; and he there presented it as a separate

genitive, Dadabhisarasa dayadasa. But we distinctly have

^ Verse S : dayado satthu Buddhassa sasane.

' Verse 17 : so re dayadS sasane.
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the base in composition, not a separate genitive
;

there is no

a in the third syllable
;
there is distinctly the vowel u attached

to the consonant of each of the first two syllables
;
and there

is not the word mva before Heniamtasa.

He took the name as a tribal appellation. And he rendered

the record thus :— “ (Relics) of the emancipated Goti-putra,

the relation [of the faith] amongst the Dadabhisaras of the

Hemawanta ” {id. 121) ;
and again :— “ (Relics) of the

emancipated Gotiputra, the brother of religion amongst the

Dardabhisaras of the Hemawanta” {id. 316). In doing so,

however, he invented a word Dardabhisara, which he explained

{id. 121) as denoting “ the hilly country lying on both banks

of the Indus, to the west of Kashmir.”

He was thinking, of course, partly of the tribe of the

Darads, Daradas, or Daradas, and partly of the Darvabhisara,

the country of the Darvas and the Abhisaras, of, for instance,

the Rajataramgiui, 1. 180 ;
which latter word denotes (see

Dr. Stein’s note on that passage, and the previous authorities

referred to by him) the territory of the lower and the middle

hills of Kashmir between the Chandrabhaga, Chinab, and

the Vitasta, Jehlam. And that is the influence which led

him to misread the proper name, and to interpret the record

wrongly.

The record is quite clear and unmistakable
; so much so,

that I had recognised the name, and its alternative Sanskrit

form, even before looking into Buddhaghosha’s account of

the mission.

It commemorates an heir of the faith named Dudubhisara,

— or Dumdubhisara, if we supply the Anusvara,— who had
the metronjunic Gdtiputa, and who, whether by birth or by
domiciliation or in some other way, belonged to the territory

of the Himalaya mountains.

And, taking one thiug with another, we cannot doubt that

we have here the mention, not of some other person of the

same name, but of that Dundubhissara who was one of the

companions of the Thera Kassapagotta of the Dipavamsa,

the Kotiputa-Kasapagota of the Sonari inscription (page 681

above), who was the leader of the mission to the Himalayas.
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The Sanskrit form of the name may have been either

Dundubhisvara, ‘ having a voice sounding like a drum/ which

occurs as a proper name in the Lalitavistara, ed. Lefmann,

171, line 11 ;
or else Dundubhisvara, ‘ drum-lord,’ which,

according to Bmnouf, Introduction a Thistoire du Buddhisme

indien, 1. 530, occui-s as the name of a Buddha. In either

case, the original reading in the Dlpavaihsa, 8. 10, would be

Dumduhhmard, which exactly suits the metre.
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XXVI.

MAS ‘UD-I-SA‘D-I-SALMAN

BY MIRZ.Y MUHAMMAD B. ‘ABDU’l-WAHH.AB OF QAZWiN.

Translated by E. G. BROWXE.

rpHE following critical stud}' of a Persian poet who
*' flourished in the latter half of the eleventh and the

beginning of the twelfth centuries of the Christian era, and

who, though highly esteemed by his contemporaries, is little

known in Europe, is from the pen of my accomplished friend

Mirza Muhammad of Qazwin, a Persian scholar of rare

attainments in his own and the Arabic languages, and of

still rarer critical acumen, who is now engaged in preparing

a critical edition, with notes, of the Chahdr Maqula, which,

when ready, will be published by the Trustees of the

E. J. W. Gibb Memorial. In the course of his work he

had occasion to collect materials too extensive to be in-

corporated in the notes on that text, and amongst them the

following study, compiled from numerous manuscript sources.

This I make no excuse for presenting in English dress to

the readers of the Journal, for from such careful monographs

must the Literary History of Persia be ultimately built up,

and at present they are, alas ! all too few. We have Bacher’s

admirable monograph on Ni(^ami of Ganja, Khanikof’s on
Khaqani, Zhukovski’s on Anwari, Ethe’s on Nasir-i-Khusraw,

Budaki, Kisa’i, etc., and a few others, but very much still

remains to be accomplished ere the biographies of even the

first-class poets of Persia can be written, for the TadliMras,

or Biographies, on which we are in most cases obliged to

rely at present, are either (like the Liihdbii’l-Albdh of ‘Awfi)

jejune to the last degree, or (like Dawlatshah) utterly un-

critical and unworthy of confidence. Only after they have
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been controlled by tbe statements and indications scattered

through the works of the poet himself, and by those of

his contemporaries and immediate successors, can they be

accepted as even approximately correct. With these brief

introductory remarks, I stand aside and leave Mirza

Muhammad to speak for himself.

(Translation of Mirza MuhamniacVs Article.)

One of the great poets of the second half of the fifth and

beginning of the sixth centuries of the liijra, whose works,

unhke those of too many others, have fortunately not been

lost, is Mas‘iid-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman,* of whose verses about twelve

or thirteen thousand are actually extant. This eminent poet

is especially conspicuous for his success in two branches of

the Art of Poetry, namely, panegjnic and threnody. In the

latter category may be included the poems wherein he

laments his condition during the periods of imprisonment

and detention which he underwent. These are known as

Hahsiyydt, or “ Prison-Poems.” In panegyric he has many
rivals, some of whom, such as ‘TJnsuri, AbuT-Faraj-i-Eiini,

and Anwari, may even have excelled him
;
but in the second

category he stands alone and unrivalled. “In Prison-Poems,”

says that accomplished scholar Rashidu’d-Din Wa^at^ in

his Hadd’iqu’s-Sihr (“Glardens of Magic”), “no poet in

the Persian language approaches MasAd-i-Sa'd-i-Sahnan,

either in beauty of ideas or grace of expression.”

Little is known of the biography of this eminent poet,

and the tadMira-writeTS, relying on the weakest evidence,

' I.e. Mas'ud, the son. of Sa‘d, the son of Salman {Mas‘ud ibn Sa’d ibn Salman),
the affiliation being expressed in the Persian fashion by the idufat. Thus we
find indifferently “ Mahmhd-i-Suhuktigin” and “Mahmfid ihn Subuktitrin ”
“Aha ‘All-i-Sina” (Aricenna) and “Abu ‘Ali ibn Sina,” and so on. In PCTsian
works of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries of the Christian era,
such as the History of BayTiaqi, the^ Qdbus-ndma, the Lubdbii’l-Albdb the
JavidmihCl-Hihdydt, the Tabaqdt-i-Nmiri, the Tadhkiratu’l-Awliyd of ‘Atthr
etc., this Persian usage is almost universal, the Arabic ibn being but rarely
employed.

* These words are given as from the Hadd’iqu’s-Sthr by Ghulam ‘Ali Azhd in

his Sitihatu’l-Marjdn fi Athdri Hindustan, but are not to be formd in the copy of
the former work which I have consulted, but which is, perhaps, defective.
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advance the most conflicting statements and the most brief

and dubious data as to his birth-place, the time at rvhich

he flourished, the period of his imprisonment, and other

circumstances connected with his life
;
so that, after reading

all these accounts, and subjecting the result to careful

comparison and critical examination, all that can be deduced

therefrom as to his circumstances, his native place, and

other details about his life, could be condensed into less

than two lines. And although his D’vcdn has alwaj'S

been accessible, and is neither rare nor unobtainable,

while the ipsissima rerba of the poet outweigh in authority

the statements of any biographer, no one has hitherto

attentively examined his Biicdn with a view to deducing

therefrom correct and indubitable data. The only other

comparatively ancient and trustworthy sources for his

biography which we possess are two passages on which are

based all the assertions of the later tadhhira-^iiers. One

of these consists of a few lines which Nidhami-i-'Anidi has

inserted in his Cliahdr Maqdla ' as to the cause of his

imprisonment; the other is the scanty notice of him given

by ‘Awfi in his Luhaba'l-Alhubp which is itself not devoid

of errors, as will appear in due course. The other tadlihlra-

writers have merely taken the statements of these two

biographers, and copied them from one another with many
.additions, omissions, and confusions, as has been done, for

example, in the Haft Iqfim, the Rbjddidsh - Shidard, the

tadhlnra of Taqi Kashi, the Atash-kada, the Majma‘ii’l-

Fusahd, the Bazm-drd, and the Mny-khuna, all of which
may, indeed, be reckoned as one book, since he who has read

one of them is practically in the position of him who has

read them all. Some others, like Dawlatshah,® have added
fictions of their own fashioning, seeking thereby to fill gaps
in the biography; and of all these Dawlatshah is, in my

^ See the lithographed Tihr&n edition, pp. 95 et seqq.^ and pp. 72-75 of the
firage^d-part of Bro^vne’s translation of the work published in the J.R.A.S. for
July and October, 1899.

^ See vol. ii of Browne's edition of the LuhdhuH-Albdhj pp. 246-252.
^ See Browne's edition of Dawlatshah, pp. 47-49,
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opinion, the most expert in such fabrication and fictions.

In short, it seemed best to me to disregard the worthless

statements of the tad/ikira-vrriteTS, and to confine mj"

attention and base my dissertation only on this poet’s

Bhcdn,^ accepting as authentic only such particulars as

could be gleaned from this, and entirely disregarding and

rejecting everything else.

I. His general Circumstances.

It appears from the Biicdn of Mas'ud that all his family

were scholars and men of learning, talent, and eminence, as

he says in one of his qasklas :

—

j\ jL'

j

‘‘Praise and thanksgiving to the Lord of the Universe ivho hath

vouchsafed to me so much talent,

That all men say, in public and in private, throughout the

world,

‘ Sa‘d hath transmitted to Mas‘ud that genius wherewith Salmdn
endowed himd ”

And in another passage he says ;

—

... ^ ^

* The sources which I have used for reference, and whence I have extracted the
verses here and hereinafter cited from the poems of Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman are
two manuscripts of the IHwdn in the British Museum bearing the class-marks
Egerton 701 and Add. 7,793 (see Eien’s Fersian Catalogxu, pp. 548-9), besides
the selections given by Taqi K&shi in his tadhhim, those given by Eida-quli
Khhn in his MajmaHc’l-Fitsahd, and the Tihrin lithographed edition which is

the most complete, though some qaaidas not contained in it are to be found in the
four sources nrst mentioned.
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“ Although my ancestors were great men, each one a master in

Art,

I, like the pearl, make my pedigree from myself: I am not

like the ashes which are horn offire.”
^

In yet another passage he says :

—

“ Although I am neither a chief among men nor the so)i of

a nolle.

My honoiirahle pedigree and origin is of a stock of scholars.”

And other similar passages might be cited.

In truth he was himself one of the most eminent poets

and men of letters, and a mere perusal of his Diwdn is

sufficient to make clear what power he possessed in over-

coming verbal difficulties and wedding words to rare ideas.

Indeed, it were hardly too much to say that he is the glory of

all who use the Persian tongue, seeing that he exalted the

rank of that language from earth to heaven. It appears, in

short, that ]Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Sahnan was one of those rare

beings who are only produced every few centuries, and who
combine the noblest qualities and intellectual gifts with the

rarest mundane talents. Besides his literary skill and poetic

genius, he was one of the bravest men and most doughty

knights of his time
;

while in generous appreciation and

liberal treatment of his fellow-poets and others who came

to visit him he was equally conspicuous
;
and he was,

moreover, eminent amongst the nobles, statesmen, and

ministers of his time. ‘Awfi, apologizing for placing him
in the chapter of his work which treats of the poets of

Ghazna and Lahore instead of amongst the Amirs and

nobles, saj^s (vol. ii, p. 246, 1. 14) :
“ He ought properly

* I.e. I am like the pearl, which is esteemed for its own intrinsic value ; not
like the ashes, which, though bom of (i.e. produced by) fire, the noblest element,
are in themselves worthless.

J.R.A.S. 1905. 46
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to have been placed in the chapter treating of public men
who wrote verse, but since his verses exceed those of any

other poet, therefore he has been placed amongst the poets

of this class.” He also says of him :
“ He wrought doughty

deeds in India, and in reward for a single quatrain or

fragment would give caravan-loads of wealth to such as

sought his bounty.” But the best description of his virtues

is contained in the following verses occurring in a qa^ida

of Muhhtari':

—

“Master of rhetoricians in the assembly, exemplar amongst those

who sqjread bounteous tables in public;

Sis genius in verse [abundant r(s] ten thousand oceans; his

hand in giving a hundred thousand times as j)rodigal

;

A Sun and a Moon [is he'] in the chief seat of the banqueting-

hall ; a Mars and a Mercury [is he] in the battle-field

and the council-chamber

;

Alike the Sahib [Isma^U ibn] ^Abbdd'^ of his age, and a Rustam
son of Golden Zdl in renown.”

It may also be gathered from his poems that he was

bilingual, using Persian and Arabic with equal facility :

—

1 I.e. ‘TTthmtm Mukhtari of Ghazna, who in tnm has been praised by Sank’!
in a weU-known qasida beginning;

—

jep j 3'^ 3 j<3

^j—ifi

2 The Shhib Isma'il b. ‘Abbhd, the celebrated minister of the Buwayhids
Mu’ayyidu’d-Dawla and Fakhra’d-Dawla, a most notable scholar and patron of

learning. He was bom in a.d. 936 and died in a.d. 995.
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f*L’
‘
L5’^^ i'^ \P i"—

^

•‘ The tongue of lofty Fortune conveyed a message to me, saying

:

‘ 0 thou to whom two languages, Persian and Arabic, are

subject !
’ ”

And in another qaskla he says :

—

ij’Vj j' tiT*
aaIa ^

ij

J J.j ^-1

“I am he like unto whom is none in eloquence amongst the

Arabs or the Persians ;

In these two tongues in both fields has my success reached to

heaven.

From me this age seeks assistance in interpretation if any

difficulty chances in verse or prose.

Before my genius prostrate themselves the spirits of Rudaki

and \_Abu Nuwas'] ibn Sdni.”

In another passage he says :

—

I

A.Ma ^ ^h\

“ Should one prove me in Persian and Arabic, I should stand

the champion and victor in the field ofproof
f'

And in another passage he says :

—

Sj4XwJ

“ Until my genius hath set thy praises on every tongue in Arabic

and Persian."
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We come now to the assertion of the taclhhira-wciiens. (all

of whom ultimately rely on ‘Awfi) that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-

Salman had three Dhcdns, one Persian, one Arabic, and one

Hindustani. As for the first, it actually exists, while as

for the second, there is practically no doubt that he composed

verses in Arabic, as appears, first from his own explicit

declarations in the verses above cited, and secondly from the

fact that Rashldu’d-Dln Watwat cites in evidence many of

his Arabic verses in the Hacld’iqu’s- SiJp- (“Gardens of

Magic”). But as regards the alleged B'nrdn in Hindustani,

the case is much more doubtful, and, indeed, it may be

conjectured almost certainly that such D'uidn never existed.

I do not make this assertion on the ground that he was not

a native of India, and that no one who was not a native

of India could compose poetry in Hindustani, as ‘Ali-quli

Khan WuUh of Daghistan pretends in his Eii/ddii’sh-Shidard

(“Gardens of the Poets ”),^ for, as will be shown, he was

actually born at Lahore
;
but I make it on the ground, first,

that this is a mere statement supported by no evidence beyond

‘Awfi’s words, which have been repeated by all his successors,

and that we must not therefore infer from its recurrence

that the alleged fact was notorious and a matter of common
knowledge, or suppose that the single statement of ‘Awfi

suffices to establish a proposition unsupported by anv
independent evidence; and secondly that as Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-

i-Sahnan boasts in at least ten different passages in his

qasidas that he is master of two languages, Arabic and

Persian, it is strange that (if the fact were as asserted) he

should not add the Hindustani language and boast that he

was the master of three languages. Nor can it be contended

that he omitted all mention of Hindustani out of humility or

dislike of ostentation, for in poems of this class, wherein the

poet’s intention is to glorify himself and vaunt his talent.s,

’ The passage in the Riyddu'sh-Shu'ard occurs on fol. 4074 of the British
Museum manuscript, Add. 16,729. The fact that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salmhn, like

so many Persian poets of this period, composed verses in Arabic as well as Persian
is sufficient to demonstrate the absurdity of Walih’s contention: for no one will
pretend either that Arabic was Mas'ud’s native language, or that it is an easier
language than Hindustani.
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such quaKties would he entirely out of place, besides which

it would he absurd for anyone to boast of knowing two

languages while concealing the fact that he was acquainted

with a third. Such action could be ascribed by sensible

persons, not to humility, but only to simplicity or inadvertence.

Other matters connected with particular features of the

poet’s life may be best discussed under separate headings,

such as : Where was he born ? When did he flourish ?

Moreover, his life falls into several periods, to wit, first,

a period of happiness and well-being ;
second, a period of

imprisonment and captivity, which involves a discussion as

to the place and period of his imprisonment, and the charge

on which he was imprisoned ;
third, another period of

happiness at the close of his career, during which he lived

a secluded life, abandoning all connection with government

service, and incidentally composed poems in praise of

Bahramshah. Lastty, we have to speak of the other great

poets who were his contemporaries.

II. His Birth-place and Origin.

The birth-place of Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Sahnan, as is explicitly

stated in his poems, was neither Hamadan, nor Jurjan, nor

Ghazna (as is variously asserted by the tadhkira-wciieTs), but

Lahore,^ as we shall shortly prove by the citation of sundry

verses from his poetry.

From several passages in his poems it appears that his

father, Sa‘d-i-Salman, had been for sixty years in the service

of the kings of Ghazna, and had acquired possession of many
farms and estates in Lahore and other parts of India. After

his death, these lands were unjustly taken from Mas'ud by
certain governors and other functionaries. Mas'ud came

1 I have met vith no writer who has noticed this point and described our

poet^as “of Lahore” except Ghulam ‘Aii Khan Azad in his Subhatu'l-Marjdn

fi Athdri Hindustan. According to Mr. N". Bland [Journal Asiatique for

1853, serie v, vol. 2, p. 356) the same statement is made in the Khizdna-i-

‘dmira, hut this assertion I have been xmable to verify, as the British Museiun
manuscript is defective.
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to Ghazna to demand redress, but there his enemies brought

against him accusations (the nature of which will be presently

discussed) which caused him to fall imder suspicion, so that

he was imprisoned by order of Sultan Dhahiru’d-Dawla

Ra(byyu’d-Din Ibrahim b. Mas'ud b. Mahmud of Ghazna,

though he had left behind him in India an old mother,

a son, a daughter, two sisters, and some thirty or fort}'

kinsmen and relatives, who, distressed and lacking means of

livehhood, awaited his release for long years with weeping

and lamentation. In a qmida which he composed in praise

of Sultan Ibrahim he says, after eulogizing him and

lamenting his own condition in prison :

—

, U-c

I ot

J — \ \ \

u^jj j j' j lit'

j
1 j ^ J <L«wS>

“Jbr years my father 8a‘d-i-8alman serve [yoar

.HoMse],

iVoJC as an administrator in the provinces, noic as a noble of
the Court.

I have a little daughter and a son, besides two sisters, in the

land of India ;

The daughter blind with weeping, the son dazed by ill fortune.

Also some thirty or forty relatives and kinsfolk, whose souls

and spirits are bound up with thy ivell-being.

All praying God Almighty that thy rule and dominion may
be happy.
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0 thou who deliverest mankind from affliction, deliver thy

servantfrom this affliction !

1 came in hope to the King’s Court} but I teas robbed on the

way thither by disappointment!”

In another qaskla (the remaining verses of which will be

cited further on) he sa3^s, in praise of Sultan ‘Ala’u’d-Dawla

Mas'ud b. Ibrahim, after describing his sufferings during

the days of his imprisonment in the reign of Sultan Ibrahim,

and how that Prince at length granted him a pardon :

—

4 ^

J ^SS-

1X—J

y> JfAJJ

“ The pardon of the renowned Sultan Radi threw moonlight on

my night

;

His attentive kindness removed the burden of grieffrom the

body of me the afflicted.

Longing for my daughter and craving for my son drew my
thoughts towards my birth-place.

* By the word hadrat (m* f''—-)
Ghaznin is here meant, for hadrat in the

language of the old writers means the capital or metropolis. Thus the Arab

historians always make use of this term in speaking of Baghdad, while ath-

Tha'alibi, who was contemporary with the Samhnids, always speaks of Bukharh

as “hadrat” in his Tatimatu’d-Pahr. So Mas'ud-i-Sa'd constantly employs

it in speaking of Ghaznin, e.g. in the qasida beginning :

—

‘ jLi j

‘ AAf
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When I teas established in India over the farms and estates of

my oldfather.

Thy servant Bit Nasr appointed me to office just as he

appointed other deputies.”

In another qaffila in praise of “ the favourite of the King

of the East,” by which expression is apparently meant ‘Ali

the favourite {Khdss) of Sultan Ibrahim, he says :

—

“Help, 0 favourite of the King of the East! Fate is killing

me with her injustice !
”

And after a few more verses he continues :

—

-S

J lAS jsT
’J Lf.'

“ Poverty and want drove me forth from Lahore and sent me
to the capital (Ghaznin).

I sought for myselfjustice and some means of livelihood from
King BhaMrtdd-Dawla}

None hut an enemy hath contrived this stratagem, none hut

an envier hath putforward this calumny.

For God’s sake take my hand ^i.e. help me), for my body is

fallenfrom itsfeet I
”

In another qasida in praise of ‘Ali Khass (or ‘Ali the

favourite, to whom reference is made above) he says, after

describing his condition in prison ;

—

I By “ Sult&n Eadi ” and “ Dhaliiru’d-Dawla ” is meant Sultan Ibrahim of
Ghazna, to whom these titles belonged. In histories, as well as in ‘Awfl’s
LulhhCl-Alhdh and Jawdmi^u'l-Hikdydt, he is generaUy called “Sulthn
Eadi,” without other name or title, from which it appears that it was bv this
title that he was generally known. ^
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Jlj

Jw'^—
J

^-^-'Isj (*^ AJL' (.jliXi-

j^LmXj a-j a-J j-^j-^ J'—

^

\j^ j\—^ jj> i^^L' (Uy }

^UjjJ A^_..
J

Aioj.*-* A.a ^ y ^ 1^^ 1 1 ti y ^j-tu t^j

llilA iMfc^
^

II J
^
m I I

* 1 > ft ^ ^ *!!

“ TFere not for my anxiety for that poor old woman, whose

eyes are like the clouds and tchose tears are like the rain,

Ood knoics whether I would lay such grief on my heart, for

never have I seen the state of the world abiding in one

condition !

But I have an aged mother, who nursed me in her bosom like

her dear life, and brought me up to man's estate

:

Never did she dream or imagine that I should lie in the Castle

of Su tehile she dwelt in India.”

In another qafida he says :

—

j}-=^ i

^

jf}^ ^ }j};'^ ^~l ^

jW.

}

‘‘-f-

j-i-> J rid -d 'r*

JU:^
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“ The festal time is come, and I am far from the face of that

charming houri

;

How can I exist icithout theface of that houri of Paradise ?

Who shall say to me, ‘ 0 friend, a happy festival to thee !
’

When my sweetheart is at Lahore tchile I am in Nishdpiir ?

Why do I recall the city of Lahore and my friends ?

{Because^ no one can be indifferent to his friends and his

native land.

Yet, in any case and in every way, to me

The beauty of the Court of Ghaznin is better than the city

of Lahore.”

In another qasida entirely addressed to Lahore, wherein

he grieves and pines for the days passed in this his native

town, he says :

—

_}
^0 l-J

3r^

^ cT* ^

“0 Lahore, wel-a-icay, how farest thou without me? How
const thou be bright tcithout the luminous Sun ?

Since this dear son of thine was parted from thee, how farest

thou in grievingfor him with groanings and lamentations ?

Thou wert the thicket, and I the lion of that thicket : hoio

wert thou icith me, and how art thou [note] without me ?
”

In another poem, after complaining of his imprisonment,,

he makes the following request of some great man :

—
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A^^
^
g**^^ [*^ cJ 111— 1

^ ^ ^

ife

“ Since the question of my release has now been tangled, so that

God Himself cannot itnloose it,

I hare an urgent need, and a craving arises in my heart

:

I leant from my lord some velvet to remind me of Lahore

[literally, />'0M ivhich emanates thefragrance ofLabor

For, through longing for Lahore, heart and soul faint tvithin

me.”

In another passage, whilst complaining of the filth of his

prison, and indicating the comfort which he enjoyed in

his own coimtry, he says :

—

cjd./

Cl
**

.. ibmiiI ^AAiJUi* d-r* ^ Li* A^ f •
j:r*'

. ^ A ^ t r\

CT* O-y } ^'-!f 3 f.

“I had three baths at Lahore, a fact patent to everyone;

To-day it is three years that my hair is like the hair of the

unbelievers

;

On the crown of my head and over my ears and neck

You loould say it is moist and mattedfelt \ivhich falls\.”

In another passage wherein, after describing his prison,

he expresses his longing for his coimtry, he says :

—

4^ ^IaAaaJIa AaIj 4—1-,^ 4—

>\ i^'a^
‘ A_4_i ^ ilf ^

“/ have not uttered one complaint against Fortune, since

I know that she acts under compulsion :

The only thing which troubles me from time to time is my
longing for Lahore.”
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In tlie following quatrain also, composed in prison, he thus

speaks of his longiag for his cormtry :

—

C—^ V I ^

“ Thou ktioicest that I lie in grievous bonds, 0 Lord I

Thou knowest that I am iceak andfeeble, 0 Lord /

My spirit goes out in longing Jor Lahore, 0 Lord !

0 Lord, hoic I cravefor it, 0 Lord !
”

I thiok that these passages sufBce to establish my con-

tention. So the following verse from a qaslda in praise of

Sajdu’d-Dawla Malunud b. Ibrahim :

—

“/ in no tcise recall any crime which I have committed save

that I was born and bred in this city "

—

which Rieu in his Persian Catalogue (p. 548) assumes to

refer to Ghazna, without doubt refers in reality to Lahore,

firstly, in the light of the explicit statements contained in

the verses already cited, and secondly, because all the qasulas

composed by Mas'ud in praise of Sayfu’d-Dawla Mahmud
were composed in India at the time when Sayfu’d-Dawla

was viceroy of that country, and our poet was attached to

his court. And the following verse from the same qasida :

—

“ Lven though 1 should recite unto them ‘ lawful magic' they

will say nothing but 'He is a mere lad and a stripling '"

—

is also a clear proof that this qaslda was composed in India,

since the period of his childhood and youth was spent in

India, and only at a later date did he come to Grhaznin and

suffer what he suffered.
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So, again, in the case of the verse

—

‘‘ IfI suffered my heart to be covetous, poetry icas the merchandise

[/ coveted\

And if I committed a foolish action, the origin teas from

Hamadun ”

—

which occurs in a well-known qasida, in praise of Thiqatu’l-

Mulk Tahir b. ‘All b. Mushkan, beginning ;

—

'‘Tahir Thiqafu’l-Mulk is the heaven and the earth; nay,

I speak untruly, he is neither this nor that ”

—

what he means is that his family was originally of Hamadan

;

not that he was born there,* as some of the !'«c'/;/;/rff-writers,

ignoring the verses which explicitly declare him to have

been a native of Lahore in India, have supposed. So when

‘Awfl says (vol. ii, p. 246), “Although his birth-place was

Hamadan,” etc., he is evidently in error, the source of this

error being the couplet quoted above. Indeed, I am
practical!}' certain that Mas'ud’s father Sa‘d was also born

in India, for it is unlikely that one who had served the

kings of Ghazna for sixty years and administered their

provinces should have been a foreigner and a fugitive from

a distant country. Apparently one of our poet’s ancestors

emigrated from TTamad4n and settled in Lahore, confirmation

of which assumption is afforded by the line

—

* Although the compound hama-dd/i means “ aU-knoving,” the inhabitants of

the city of Hamadhn have the reputation of being extremely stupid, as appears

in the following weU-knoivn verses generally ascribed to the celebrated BadCu’z-
Zamkn al - Hamadani, though Ibn Khallikan (vol. i, p. 113 of de Slane’s

translation) ascribes them to another author :
—“ Samaddn is my native place

;

I must allow it that honour; but it is the vilest of cities. Its children are, for
ugliness, like old men ; and its old men, for reason, like children."
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occurring in some verses cited on p. 729 infra. As for

Dawlatshah’s statement that Mashid vas a native of Jurjan,

there is absolutely no evidence in support of it; though,

indeed, not the slightest weight or credit can he accorded to

the unsupported assertions of this writer.

III. The Period at icliich he flourished.

In the Dkcdn of ]\Ias‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman poems are foimd

in praise of five Sultans of the House of Ghazna, tiz.

:

(1) Sultan Abu’l-Mu^affar I^ahiru’d-Dawla Ra^yjui’d-

Din Ibrahim b. Mas'ud b. Mahmud b. Subuktigin, who

reigned forty-two years, from a.h. 450 to a.h. 492 (= a.d.

1058-1099)
; (2) Sultan ‘Ala’u’d-Dawla Mas'ud b. Ibrahim

(a.h. 492-508 = a.d. 1099-1114); (3) ‘Adudu’d-Dawla

Shirzad b. Mas'ud b. Ibrahim (a.h. 508-509 = a.d. 1114-

1115) ; (4) Abu’l-Muluk Arslanshah b. Mas'ud b. Ibrahim

(a.h. 509-511 = a.d. 1115-1117); (5) Sultan-i-Ghazi

Yaminu’d-Dawla Bahramsbah b. Mas'iid b. Ibrahim (a.h.

511-552 = A.D. 1117-1157, according to the most correct

statements).^ How since Stdtan Ibrahim and Bahramsbah

both reigned for a long while, it is clearly impossible

that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-SaLman can have flourished from the

beginning of the reign of the former until the end of the

reign of the latter, since this represents a period of more

' MasAd’s Diwdn contains poems in praise of a certain Khusraw Malik, and
at first sight it might be supposed that Khusraw Malik the last King of Ghazna
is intended. But if we consider the date of Mas'iid’s death (a.h, 515 = a.d.

1121-2) and that of Khusraw Malik (a.h. 587 = a.d. 1191), this idea will be
instantly dispelled. Moreover, this Khusraw Malik is the son of MaHk Arslhn,

as Mas‘ud says in a qasida wherein he sings his praises :

—

* AiiuO t- U I
C

1 ^7^

‘ aU. kIAjU JIa
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than a century. Fortunately, however, I have found in

his poems two explicit and two implicit indications as to

the beginning and end of his career, which clearly define

the period of his life, as I shall now set forth in detail.

As was shown in a preceding section of this article,

Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman was born and bred in India
;
and

inasmuch as the affairs of India, and the conquests and

campaigns effected in that country, were committed by
Sultan Ibrahim to the care of Saj’fo’d-Dawla ‘Izzu’l-Milla

Abu’l-Qasim Mahmud 8(tni‘u Amiri’l-Mii’minin} the most

talented and capable of the sons of Sultan Ibrahim, and,

apparentljq the heir designate to his throne, therefore

Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman attached himself to this prince as

courtier and panegyrist, and became one of the special

favourites and privileged intimates of his court. Moreover,

as is well known, after many conquests and countless feats

of courage and doughty deeds had been wrought by Sajffu’d-

Dawla Mahmud, his father, desirous of rewarding him for

his brave achievements, conferred upon him in the year

A.H. 469 (= A.D. 1076-7), as explicitlj^ stated by Mas‘ud-i-

Sa‘d-i-Salman, the viceroyalty of all India, increased his

rank and degree, and sent to him from Grhaznin gorgeous

' All these titles were official, not mere laudatory epithets. Those of 'Izzu'U
Milla and SaniUi Amiri’ l-Mii'niinin were conferred on him from the metropolis
of Baghdad by one or other of the Caliphs al-Qa’im or al-Muqtadi bi-amri’Ilah,
and for each one JIas'ud composed a qmida to congratulate Mahmud. Both these
qasidas occur in his Diivan. In one he says :

—

y-d J-s-

And in another place he says :

—
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robes of honour, horses, bejewelled arms, and the like.

Congratulatory poems on this event were composed by the

poets, amongst whom Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman composed a

splendid qasida beginning ;

—

I,.- ydi^kll

l::—

J

jAJ
J

iwkkkj
J

iSj L**
...,^ —1 ^ mS^

r

—
,

^_3Li

*
[»

.’ J—r—
^ ^.5^

‘ lU i_ _ al_* Jb

“ IF^ew face of heaven icas [niade'] by the morning like

a sheet of silver,

The zephyr-breeze gave me good tidings from the palace of
the King,

Namely, that the mighty Emperor Abidl-Mudhaffar Ibrahim
had conferred

On Tzzu’l-Milla SayfiCd-Bawla Mahmud
Increase of rank and state by his lofty fortune.

In that he had committed to his care the Kingdem of India.

In his auspicious name hath he caused the Khutba to be said

throughout all India ;

On hisfortunate head hath he placed a diademfor honour.
\Moreover, he hath given hint] a bridle set with jewels oj

divers kinds
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On a noble horse, like the star in the darkest portion of the

night.

May the Sultan's investiture of honour he auspicious to the

viceroy,

And may he long sit triumphant on the throne of empire /
”

Some lines further on he says :

—

1*-^—i—*'
J.^-'

ft—
^

|<%Ij ^

c»W?C J'f

4«i«J % J JL>^
if=ii

“All the astronomers say that this proves, according to the

tables of Battdnl ‘ ichich are to befound in the almanacs,

That sooner or later the preachers will pronounce in the

pulpits of the seven climes their khuthas in the name

of Sayfu’d-Daivla.

Fifty years ago Abii Eayhdn \al-Birun'i\ said in the book

ichich he entitled ‘ Tafhim,’ ^

That a King who shall be lord of a conjunction shall appear

in the world when 469 years have passed from the

Flight."

I have not been able to find this prediction of Ahu Eayhaii

[al-Biruni] in the British Mixseum manuscript of the Tafhimi^

^ I.e. Muhammad b. Jabir b. Sinan as-Sabi al-Harr&nl al-Batthni, who
died in a.h. 317 (= a.d. 929), the well-known astronomer and mathematician.
In this verse al-Battdni has been shortened to al-Batdni to suit the metre.

^ Add. 7,697, a very fine old MS. dated a.h. 685 (= a.d. 1286). See Rieu’s
Catalogm, pp. 451-452.

r.B.A.8. 1905. 47
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but it would appear tbat the object of Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salinan

was to strengthen and support his statement by adrancing it

on the authority of no less a man than al-Birtini (whose

fame had spread through East and "West, and who, moreover,

was specially connected with the House of Grhazna, since he

composed many of his works in that city, and dedicated them

to princes of this Royal House), and not to lay any particular

stress on the TafMm, which is an elementary treatise on

Astronomy, not such a work as would be likely to contain

predictions as to the future. And since the Tafhim was

composed in the year a.h. 420 (= a.d. 1029), fifty years all

but one year had elapsed from that time to the time when

Sayfu’d-Dawla was appointed viceroy of India, i.e. a.h. 469

(= A.D. 1076-7). The expression “fifty years ago,” then,

is literal, not metaphorical.

Another date likewise can be deduced, though it is not

directly mentioned, from one of his qasidas
;
and this

indirectly-expressed date refers to a period two or three

years antecedent to that mentioned above. The verse in

question occurs in a qaskla in praise of Sayfu’d-Dawla

Mahmud, beginning :

—

“Have the loind and the cloud become the tire-women of the

garden.

That the latter hath deched it with ornaments, and the former
hath removed its veil ?

’’

and nms as follows :

—

jvy u;-d' } jjjf “i-i***^

l_.> saA LA.*!?- ,k._S)

“ A happy New Tear to you ! May you see a thousand such

New Tear’s Days fall in the month of Rajah !’’
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Ifow the New Year’s Day only fell in the month of Rajah
in the three years a.h. 465, 466, and 467 (= a.d. 1073-

1075) consequently our poet must have composed this

qasida in praise of Saj-fu’d-Dawla Mahmud in one of these

three years. From all this it follows that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-

Sahnan’s first appearance must have been in or after the

year a.h. 465.

For determining the end of Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Sahuan’s

period, he himself likewise supplies one explicit date, to wit,

that of the coronation of Arslanshah b. Mas'ud b. Ibrahim,

giving the year, the month, and the day, as follows :

—

(jlJ'—i
jl (jl—

i

^ A— I—J
^

^ 1 1™ t
^ ^

mj^I—

By the help of God, when six days had elapsed of the month

of Shaicicdl,

The Sun of Perfection arose in the Seaven of Empire.

It icas a Wednesday irhen the four corners of the Throne

Received victory and help and empire andfortune.

^ That is, ha-viiLg regard to the fact that this qmida is in praise of Sayfu’d-
Datvla Mahmud; for the Tfew Tear’s Day (March 21, the Vernal Equinox) fell

in the month of Eajab in the years a.h. 421-423 (= a.d. 1030-1032), and again
in the years a.h. 498-500 (= a.d. 1105-1107) ;

hut in the former cycle he was
probably yet nnbom, while in the second he was probably dead, or at least
dethroned and despoiled, while Mas‘ud, after he had been imprisoned on account
of Sayfn’d-Dawla in a.h. 480 {= a.d. 1087-8), never again mentioned his name.
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Five hundred and nine years of the Arabs had passed since

the Flight :

'

0 fortunate month and 0 fortunate year !

That great King adorned the world with his justice,

From whom Church and State received glory and beauty.

Abu' I-Millilk, King Arslan ibn Mas‘ud,

Who is the ocean of the mountain of dignity, and the mountain

of the ocean oj bounty !”

Yet another date can be deduced from certain of his

qasklas, which date, though not explicitly mentioned, certainly

falls at least three years after the date above mentioned,

i.e. in A.H. 509 (= a.d. 1116). The qas'ulas in question are

those which he composed in praise of Bahramshah, so that

he certainly lived for at least three years longer, i.e. till

A.H. 511, which was the year of Bahramshah’s accession,

though how much longer he may have survived we do not

certainly know. ‘Ali-quli Khan Daghistani in his Riyddu’sh-

Shu’ard, Ghulam ‘Ali Khan “Azad” in his Suhhatu’l-Marjdn,

and Eida-quli Khan in his Majma‘u’l-Fusahd all assert, on

the authority of the Chahdr Maqdla, that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-

Salman survived until a.h. 515 (= a.d. 1121-2),^ and this

conjecture is so probable and reasonable that its truth mav
almost be assumed. But Taqi Kashi and other biographers

place his death in the year a.h. 525 (= a.d. 1131), which,

though possible, is less probable. In my opinion it appears,

on the whole, most likely that he died in a.h. 515.

Having now determined, as far as possible, the date of

Mas'ud’s first appearance as a poet, and the year of his

death, we shall endeavour to determine, so far as possible,

the year of his birth, as deducible from his own verses.

In a qasida in praise of Sultan ‘Ala’u’d-Dawla Mas'ud b.

Ibrahim, Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman says, after complaining of

his imprisonment and captivity :

—

1 This date, Wednesday, Shawwal 6, a.h. .509, is equivalent to Wednesday
February 22, a.d. H16.

* This passage, though it must have exisM in their copies, is not to be found
in either of the two manuscripts of the British Museum, nor in the lithooraphed
edition published at Tihran, nor in a transcript of the Constantinople MS. made
for Professor Browne.
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j\ S—y^j (^l—^ ^t— —

i

^U_«J

“ Sixti/ \_ijears\ have bent me like a hook : to this point have

the years come in computation.'’

And in another qasida, in praise of the same personage,

he says, without any mention of or reference to his

imprisonment :

—

Jij j

“ Sixty-tico years have sapped the strength of my body, after

I had enjoyed a free course in every field.”

From this last verse we may infer that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d

was 62 years of age in one of the years of the reign of

Mas'ud b. Ibrahim, i.e. between a.h. 492 and 508 (=a.d.

1099-1115)
;
and since in the qasida wherein this verse

occurs he makes no allusion to, or complaint of, his im-

prisonment, it is evident that at the time when he composed

it, he was no longer in prison
;

for, from an examination

of his other prison -poems, it appears certain that it was

impossible for him to compose a qasida in prison without

making long complaint of his imprisonment and misfortunes.

Eemember also, from what has preceded this,^ that in the

year a.h. 467 at latest he composed a qa-sida in praise of

Sajdu’d-Dawla Mahmud beginning :

—

jU JkjAi aJrLou*

Aj'. <u 1

From a comparison of these three things the following

conclusion results.

If we suppose that Mas'ud-i-Sa'd-i-Sabnan composed the

qafida in which he describes himself as being 62 years of

“ See pp. 714-715, supra.
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age in the last year of the reign of Mas'iid b. Ibrahim, i.e.

in A.H. 508 (=A.D. 1114-1115), then his birth nould fall

in the year (508-62 =) a.h. 446 (= a.d. 1054-5), and his

age at the time when he celebrated the praises of Sayfu’d-

Dawla Malunud in a.h. 467 {= a.d. 1074—5) would have

been 21, which supposition, though not impossible, is

very improbable, to wit, that a poet onlj' 21 years of age

should produce so splendid a poem, and should already

be one of the poets and courtiers of so great a prince.

But if we assume that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d composed the above-

mentioned qa-mla in the third year^ of the reign of Sultan

Mas'iid b. Ibrahim, i.e. in a.h. 494 (= .v.d. 1100-1101),

then the poet’s birth would fall in the year (494-02 =)
A.H. 432 (= A.D. 1040-1041), and his age at the time when
he sung the praises of Saj’fu’d-Dawla in a.h. 467 would

have been 35 years, which hypothesis is both plausible and

probable, though possibility is no proof of actuality. But
at any rate the birth of 3Ias‘ud-i-Sa‘d necossarilv and

certainly falls between the years a.h. 432 and 446 (= .\.d.

1040 and 1054), or, in other words, its possible range covers

fourteen years, a period, in truth, somewhat spacious, and
not sufficiently precise to satisfy the enquiring mind.

Fortunately, however, we have another indication which
considerably limits and narrows this period, to wit, the

assertion of Nidhami-i-‘Arudi that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d was im-

prisoned for eight more years after the accession of Sultan

Mas'ud b. Ibrahim, whence it follows that his release from
prison must have taken place in .a.h. 500 (= a.D. 1106-1107j,

which was the eighth year of this Sultan’s reign. So now
we are entitled to say that since Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d was in prison

when he was 60 years of age (as shown by the first verse),

and was not in prison when he was 62 years of age (as shown
by the second verse), therefore his release from prison must
have taken place either in his 60th, his 61st, or his 62nd

1 This is the earliest possible date : for ve cannot assume that he composed
the qmida in which he describes himself as being 62 years of age in the first rear
of the reign of Mas‘ud, since the other qasida in which he describes himself as
being 60 years of age is in praise of the same monarch. He must, therefore have
been at most 63 years of age in the third year of Jlas'ud’s reign.

’
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year. And one wlio in the year a.h. 500 (= 1106-7) was

either 60, or 61, or 62 must necessarily have been born in

A.H. 440, or 439, or 438 (= a.u. 1046-1049), And since

his death, according to the most probable conjecture, took

place in the year a.h. 515 (=a.d. 1121-2), his age when

he died must have been 75, 76, or 77 years.

IV. The diffevent Periods of Mas‘ud’s life.

(a) First Period : Period of Happiness

(A.H. 440-480 = A.D. 1048-1088).

The first period of Mas'ud’s life, a period of happiness,

extended from a.h. 440-480 (= a.d. 1048-1088), namely,

from the beginning of his life until he was sent to prison.

During this period he resided chiefly in Lahore and other

parts of India, and occasionally in Ghaznin, and was attached

to the court of Sayfu’d-Dawla Mahmud, viceroy of India,

being at the same time one of his favourite courtiers and

principal military commanders, and taking active part in

most of his conquests and expeditions, so that his valorous

exploits were famous. Just as in poetry he was, in his own
words, “the Rudaki and the [Abii ]!^uwas] ibn Hani of his

time,” so also, on the field of battle, was he reckoned the

Rustam and the ‘Antara of his age, while his prodigal

liberality clearly appears from the panegyrics composed on

him by contemporary poets. He himself often refers to his

courage in battle, as in the following q^eisula which he

composed in prison :

—

i-i-vuAj j\ys
j J

‘ clJw^
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‘

ti;*”'’ liT* irr-’’ f^y}P'

“ So long as I had a hand in the government, I teas loyal to

God and to the King.

At no time did I forsake the King's order or God’s command.

I occupied my mind icith icarfare \against the infidels] ; the

hearts of the foe icere wearied therewith.

When I turned my face towards the heathen, many were they

icho escaped notfrom my sword.

At one charge of minefrom six thousand saddles fell the greater

number of the foemen.

But it would seem that by the blows of my sword the iron,

recoilingfrom the sword-blows, has become a ring,

And has nmo come, and, coiling round my feet [as a fetter],

has cast itself under my protection.”

So in another prison-poem he says :

—

\ to

C- j—tj til—

>

<i^—
J j—>l

\j—§ t.y

iJ

Jo
Ij
—*j

}'^-d j

’ j' yjy
io

L J.
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“From me no lion or leopard hath escaped; against me no

thicket or cave is secure

:

Now the wind teas beneath mg reins; now the cloud accompanied

mg [earners'] halter.

The hearts of the valiant grew light (i.e. faint) because of me ;

hands tcere heavg through me (i.e. through mg Uberalitg)

.

Death’s teeth were blunted bg reason of me; War’s market

was made brisk bg me.

Ne’er could mg enemg distinguish the bright dag from the

dark night.

All this is now gone bg, and I have but a prison-cell in the

midst of a cavern on a mountain-top.”

And many similar verses are to be found in his Diwdn.

To this period belong all the qasidas which he composed in

praise of Sayfu’d-Dawla Mahmud to celebrate his victories,

campaigns, and doughty deeds in India, and to congratulate

him on the titles, investitures of honour, and promotions

which were sent to him from Ghaznin and Baghdad. It is

strange that in the histories no mention is made of the life

or great deeds of Sayfu’d-Dawla Mahmud, so that, did we

not possess the panegyric poems of Mas‘ud - i - Sa‘d and

Abu’l - Faraj - i - E-uni, they would be entirely forgotten,

and no record of them would remain.

“ Of all that the House of Sdmdn achieved, thou seest onlg the

praise of Riidaki immortalised.”

(b) Second Period: Period of Imprisonment

(a.h. 480-500 = A.D. 1088-1107).

After Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman had remained for some while

thus prosperous and happy in the service of Sayfu’d-Dawla,

ill-luck overtook him, and his good fortune was changed to

adversity. He came from India to Ghaznin to demand
justice against certain persons who had robbed him of his
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farms and estates, but on bis arrival there fell under suspicion,

and, by order of Sultan Ibrahim b. Mas'iid b. Mahmud, was

cast into prison, where he remained for ten whole years, of

which seven were passed in the Castles of Su and Dahak, and

three in the Castle of After the lapse of these ten

years, Sultan Ibrahim, on the intercession of Abu’l-Qasim-i-

Khass, pardoned him and released him from prison. He
then returned to India, and was again placed in possession

of his father’s farms and estates. At this juncture Sultan

Ibrahim died, and his son, Sultan Mashid, reigned in his

stead. The new king conferred the %-iceroyalty of India

on his son Amir ‘Adudu’d-Dawla Shirzad b. Mas'iid, and

Abii j?7asr-i-Farsi, the deputy-governor and commander-in-

chief of Shirzad, appointed 3Ias‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman to the

government of Chalandar, which was apparently one of the

dependencies of Lahore. Shortly afterwards Abu Hasr-i-

Farsi fell into disgrace, and Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d, being one of

his x^roiecjes, was also dismissed from the government of

Chalandar, and imprisoned in the fortress of Maranj, where

he was again confined for a period of eight or nine years,

imtil at length he was released at the instance of Thiqatu’l-

Mulk Tahir b. ‘Ali b. Mushkan.

We shall now proceed to treat in detail of the matters

summarized above, and shall cite in chronological order such

of his poems as afford indications of them.

The First Imprisonment.

This, as has been already mentioned, lasted ten years, of

which the first seven were passed in the Castles of Su and
Dahak, and the last three in the Castle of I7ay,i as he himself

exphcitly says :

—

' N'idh&mi-i-‘Aru(Ii says (p. 74 of the tirage-d-part of Browne’s translation)
that Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Saiman was imprisoned for twelve years in the reiom of
Sultan Ibrhhim, and both he and ‘Awfi appear to imply that the whole ol this
period Tvas passed in the Castle of Xay. Both of these propositions are false,
and the inference is contradicted by the poet’s own words, as will shortly appear.
The other tadhkira-wnt&i have followed these two authors in both errors
as was to be expected. The second error, namely that his whole period of
imprisonment was spent at Ifhy, arises from the rare opportunity for a word-play
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Am
^ t ^ ^ ^ ~'

^
u-i ^ ^ ^

“ Su and DaJiak broke my spirit for seven years, and thereafter,

for three years, the Castle of Nay.”

During this period he sought to secure the good offices

and obtain the intercession of all the nobles, ministers and
courtiers of Sultan Ibrahim, such as ‘Ali Khass and his son

Muhammad Khass, Abu’r - Rushd Rashid Khass, Bihriiz

b. Ahmad the wazir and his son Muhammad b. Bihruz, and

‘Abdu’l - Hamid b. A]^ad b. ‘Abdu’s - Samad the icazir,

composing several qafidas in praise of each, and describing

his sufferings in prison. He even addressed direct appeals

for pardon and pity to Sultan Ibrahim himself, sending

him pathetic poems vherein he mingles with praises of that

monarch pitiful descriptions of his captivity
;
but all was of

no avail, for he was merely transferred from harsh to harsher

prison and from grievous to more grievous bonds, until at

last, after ten years, he was pardoned and released by Sultan

Ibrahim on the intercession of Abu’l-Qasim Khass. All

his prison-poems wherein he praises the above-mentioned

ministers and nobles, and in which he mentions the names
of the Castles of Su, Dahak or Nay,' were composed in the

reign of Sultan Ibrahim and belong to this first period of

captivity.

In a qasida in praise of ‘All Khass, one of the favourite

nobles at the court of Sultan Ibrahim, he states that the

poem was composed during his imprisonment in the Castle

of Su, and that during his previous imprisonment in the

which the name afforded the poet, since tf-iy, as a common noun, means “ flute,”
“trumpet,” and “thi'oat.” Of this opportunity he takes full advantage, and
indulges in all manner of puns, amphibologies, and similar figures, so that the
name became familiar to aU

;
while the names of Su and Dahak, not lending

themselves to such treatment, are seldom mentioned in his poems, and have
therefore remained comparatively unknown.

* I have not been able to determine the positions of Su and Aay, which appear
to have been two insignificant castles, possessing neither importance nor celebrity
sufficient to cause the old geographers to mention them. Dahak, however, is

one of the stations on the road between Zaranj, the capital of Sisthn, and Bust,
which is within the confines of Zhbulisthn, that is, of the kingdom of Ghazna. See
de Goeje’s Bibt. Geogr. Arab. Istakhri, pp. 249-250 ; Ibn Hawoal, p. 305 ,

Muqaddasi, p. 350.
. . . > m . u > r
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Castle of Dahak lie had been more comfortable and better

treated, and that ‘All Kbass, whenever be passed by Dabak,

bad been wont to show him some favour and kindness
;
but

that now, since be bad been confined in the Castle of Sti,

be was utterly wretched and destitute, and entirely cut ofl

from bis friends and kinsmen. Some verses of this qasida

have been already cited to prove the place of his birth :

—

J J
J ?

1 ^
^ ^ -1-1# 4lV

1^^
? hN I.I KWJ

•HtH cr*j y uA

^
ft—

1

— <C<1^ C>^***^^ ]j
—^ ^ J

^J'j ^ -g.

^ uLiV uy?" dXrflj <t^

A_jlj ^1 a&-

.—f
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‘
‘-y* j ci-ij^ ;-r

‘
. ji^ ^;J_r^^

“ On this citadel I hold converse with the stars : I see ivith mij

oicn eyes their combustions and conjunctions.

No longer does anyone remember me, [or care] whether Mas‘ud

the son of Sa‘d the son of Salman exists or not.

I used to dwell in a cell at Dahak, where, by thy good fortune,

I had money and clothes and bread.

And tchen thy fortunate standardpassed by the fortress, charity

and kindness used eontimtally to be vouchsafed to me.

I do not say now that thy kindnesses have been cut off from

me, for, when I enumerate them, they are beyond the

computation of dactylometry.

By thy goodfortune, I need not be anxious about my expenses;

by the garments wherewith thou clothest me, I am saved

from wearing rags and tatters.

But the quality of thisfoul atmosphere is killing me, and I am
sick of these ungentle companions.

Were it not for my anxietyf etc. (See, for the translation of

the four concluding couplets, p. 705, supra.)

In another qasula in praise of Muhannnad Khass (one of

the favourites of Sultan Ibrahim, son of the above-mentioned

‘All Khass, on whom, after the death of his father, the office

of Nhdss or Khdssa was conferred),* iVIas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman

* Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d has a qagida lamenting the death of ‘All Khass, and another
praising and congratulating Muhammad h. ‘AU Khass b. Khass, one hemistich
of which runs as follows :

—

“ jyie son of the King's Khass (page in waiting) hath become the King's Khass."

In the same qasida he also alludes to the name of Sultan Ibrahim, so that it

appears that ‘Ali Khhss died during his reign, and that he conferred the father’s

office on the son Muhammad. It is not certain what were the functions of
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says that he had been in prison for more than nine years,

whence it is evident that at the time he composed it he was

imprisoned in the castle of Nay ;

—

h Aj h Aj A-J Cl—

^ . )ll—^ I

* )h,^ ^A
—

j ^ c*—jI ‘ 1/^

“ It 18 now more than nine * years since I am neither with my

friends nor icith myfamily ;

My place is in a mountain and my grief is as a mountain, so

that my body lies between two great mountains

f

In another qasida in praise of Sultan Ibrahim he says that

he has languished in prison for nearly ten years, which is

the longest period mentioned by him in his poems in con-

nection with his first imprisonment. After singing the

praises of Sultan Ibrahim, he sa}"s :

—

^ CT'* ^ I II ismf)

‘ cf^Aisr ^ j-b
}

“ 0 great lord, since it is nearly ten years that my soul is wasted

away by grief and care.

Take pity for once in mercy on my soul and body, for I deserve

not bonds, 0 King, nor am I one %vho ought to be

interned.”

If we compare these verses with those already cited (p. 723,

supra)

:

“ Su and Bahak broke my spirit for seven years, and

thereafter, for three years, the Castle of Nay,” it appears

certain that the tenth year to which they allude was the last

a “ Khdss^^ or “ Khdssa ” they must have corresponded approximately to

those of a page in waiting {pish-Jihidmat-i-maJchsufj, or lord of the bedchamber
(Amtn-i-Hudur), or lord high chamberlain (Hajibu'd-Dawla), ox the like.

1 Thus in the two British Museum manuscripts, hut the lithographed Tihran
edition reads “ten years,” which is evidently an error.
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of his first imprisonment, which consequently endured ten

years.

In another qasida in praise of Abu’l-Qasim, the Khcissa of

Sultan Ibrahim, 1 he tenders him his thanks for delivering

^ In this qasida, some of the verses of which are cited in the test, the poet

makes no mention of Suit'- y * 'hat Abu’l-Q^im was his XAdssf?

(uhamberlain, or page in .
‘ qasida

^

wherein he laments the

death of this same Abu’l-U.i-ira-i-ishassa, he explicitly mentions the name of

Sultan Ibrahim. From this la<t qasida it also appears that Abu’l-Qasim pre-

deceased him. The poem in question begins:

—

- L*‘ A li»

Perhaps thou dost imagine that Fortune xvill deal faithfully with thee : thinh

not thus: look at its InsolenceP

Alter some verses of admonition and philosophical resignation he says

i

‘‘'If thoii desirest to see a warnhij picture, look at the death of the favourite

chamberlain of the Sultan of the Age,

'Imddu'd-Dawla Abti’l-Qdsim, whose high state would have introduced a fresh

order into the world."

And at the conclusion of the poem he says :

—

' aXj'Tj . y

Jh-i ^3^. y

j> } ‘j' <b

A—ijW L-j t
^ ^ « A_,.

There hath not been and hath not flourisheA amjone like thee, for there xcas

none whose patron xeas, like thine, the Royal Defender of the Faith

^ahiru'd^Dawla wadd-Din AbidUMttdhaffar Ibrdhim, by whom Church and
State were adorned and glorified.

Fortune hath given him all Fmpire till Eternity ; God hath endowed him with

dominion until the Day of Resurrectionf
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him from his “last imprisonment” (which, however, was,,

unfortunately, not his last, since he was destined to spend

many a long day thereafter in captivity in the fortress of

Maranj). This qasida he composed in the reign of Sultan

Ibrahim after his release from the Castle of Nay, and it

begins thus:

—

liTiH j o' —
’
ji)

‘
^ A-^ji jb

“ Nexc Year’s Bay and the month of Faricardm have come,

0 tconderful ! from highest Paradise :

May it be lucky to the glorious minister, the chamberlain of
the King of theface of the earth,

Abu’l-Qdsim, the mainstay of Church and 8tate, who hath

adorned the face of the kingdom tcith religion.”

After the panegyric he says :

—

J J jAJ J.S

A— fi

^ ^ .
A,g

‘

A_lis'
i

“ Were my heart not strengthened by thee, the courage of poor

me u'ould ebb away.

From thee came all the sympathy which I received in the time

of my affliction in impregnable fortresses.

After God, it teas thou tcho didst give me life in this last

imprisonment and bondage.

[/ sw€ar~\ by that God whose tcisdom and creative power shine

from the revolution of the months and years.

That henceforth, for the remainder of my life, I tcill not turn

aside my face from thy serviced’

^

LTi J ‘j
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Now as to the cause of Mas‘ud’s first imprisonment.

Nidhami-i-‘Arudi says (p. 72 of E. G. Browne’s translation

of the Chahdr Maqdla) that it was maliciously reported to

Sultan Ibrahim that his son Sayfu’d-Dawla Malunud intended

to go to ‘Iraq to 3Ialikshah; that the King’s jealousy was
aroused thereat, and so worked on him that he suddenly caused

his son to be arrested, bound, and interned in a fortress,

besides arresting and interning his courtiers in various

fortresses, and amongst them 3Ias‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman in the

Castle of Nay. In a prison - poem addressed to Sultan

Ibrahim he says :
—

cT’ * J-' ^ ^

,» ‘*c~u > 4—,' f ^^Jy
\

V " V • J U? ^ ^ *

\ -

y y ,
: lT

“ If I be not uprlqld in heart and hod;/, like the pen and tin

spear,

May my u-aist ivear, like the pen and the spear, the zone [o/’

bondage].

Why should I avert my face from thy noble dynasty, since

I am born of ancestors who for seven generations have

served this dynasty.

I see no fault nor crime in myself, but only the deceitful

slanders of insidious enemies."

From several of his qasidas it appears that the accusation

made against him by his enemies was that he was “ thinking

of Khurasan.” Thus he saj's in a prison-poem in praise of

the Wazir ‘Abdul-Hamid b. Alunad b. ‘Abdu’s-Samad :

—

J.K.A.S. 1905. 48
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‘
j ^ cT* -iP

i_5-^W. M” ^ jj

i ?^t V * .A—J^—. t^—

‘ *=-9^,-' y:'

“ Where iy} Ktuirusdn shalt thou jyyyd oiye lihe me, ycho iyy eterij

accoyyypthhmeyyt is the Pride of the World ?

Ifyiot, hoyo doth mhie eyyeyyvj satj, ‘ he is thmking ofKhurasan’ ?

If such a thought has erer entered my mind, then a deynon in

yny eyes is better than God t”

In another prison-poem, written during his second imprison-

ment, he says :

—

CU.

“ Now I ayyi sick icith lonyhig for Lahore : yiow I ani in boyicU

OH accoiuit of accusatioyis coyicerning Khurdsdn.”

Now what is meant by his “thinking of Khurasan” is

apparently, as Nidh4mi-i-‘Arudi explains, that he intended

to attach himself to the service of Malikshdh, or something

of this sort. Apparently this accusation was not pure
calumny, nor entirely devoid of truth. We may conjecture,

from the vehement insistence of Sultan Ibrahim on the
imprisonment of Mas'ud, notwithstanding aU his pathetic

and affecting appeals in verse, and from the refusal of the
Sultan to listen to the intercession of any one of the icazirs

and nobles on his behalf, and other hints, that ilas‘ud-i-

Sa‘d-i-Salman was in some degree culpable. Yet even were
it so, whether his fault was of such magnitude that he
should have been kept for ten years in prison and in bonds
is another matter. And it is strange that in one qasida

composed in the heroic vein, apparently in praise of Sayfu’d-
Dawla Mahmud, and beginning :

—

‘jf

—

i\ 1^! „J
I
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“ Wken I am resolved on anything, loho can hold me hack?

That affair lelikh 1 take in hand is hrought to a successful

issue,”

^ yy J

ie says, a few lines further on :

—

“ The King will not suffer me to leave his presence that I may

take one ftight in the air of Khurasan.”

What does this verse mean ? If it means just what his

enemies said of him, that he was “thinking of Khurasan,”

how then does he say in another place (see p. 730 supra)
:

—

^11 ""Wj ^ ^ . I
A> ^ ,A I \ ^ Vs" j

A

‘

j ^
c;'* or*

*

How, again, can he say, confirming his saying with an

oath :

—

id f aXJI m ^ hJJl J

“Hy God, I am [innocenf\ as the Wolf of Joseph^ : By God,

Maliciously do they asperse me with calumny I
”

God alone knoweth what is hidden in men’s hearts

!

How as to the date of this first imprisonment, Hidhami-i-

‘Arudi says: “In the year a.h. 572 (= a.d. 1176-7),”

etc." In this date, besides the obvious error in the hundreds,

noticed by the authors of the Riyddu’sh - Shu'ard and the

^ The expresHon “Wolf of Joseph,” t.e, the wolf whom Joseph’s brethren
charged with devouring him, is commonly used by the Persians to denote an
mnocent person who is suspected because appearances are against him, e.g. in the
verse:

—

^
t irjJl ^f*A

“ A leolf with Uood-btained mouth who has not tom Joseph.”

See p. 72 of the separate reprint of Browne’s translation of the Cliahur
Maqdla, and n. 1 at foot of same. It is cmious that this error of “572 ” for
“ 472 ” occurs in all available copies of the book.
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Suhhatu’l-Marjdn, and by Professor Browne {loc. the

tens and units are also wrong, as proved by !Midbam.i’s

own words :
“ Sultan Ibrahim departed from this world,

leaving that noble man in prison .... so that, by reason

of bis relation to Sayfu’d-Dawla, he remained imprisoned

for twelve years in the reign of Sultan Ibrahim.” Now
this monarch died in a.h. 492 {— a.d. 1098-9),' and if

Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d was imprisoned for twelve years in his reign,

it is evident that the beginning of his captivity must be

placed in a.h. 480 (=a.d. 1087-8), not in a.h. 472

(=:A.D. 1079-1080). The date a.h. 480, then, is what

should stand in the text of Ni<^ami-i-‘Arudi, though in

fact it is uncertain in what year he was imprisoned, seeing

that every single figure in the date given by Nidhami-i-

Arudi is wrong, so that little reliance can be placed even

on its emendation. Disregarding the above date (a.h. 472),

we may, it is true, place the date of his imprisonment twelve

years before the death of Sultan Ibrahim, i.e. in a.h. 480,

but as Nidhami-i-‘Arudi is in error both as to its duration

(which was really ten, not twelve years), and as to Sultan

Ibrahim’s having died leaving him in prison (for he was

pardoned and released from prison by that monarch), there-

fore the date a.h. 480 deduced from these two assertions

cannot be regarded as trustworthy. Indeed, little reliance

can, in general, be placed on the chronological data furnished

by Nidhami-i-‘Arudi.^

1 The Haft IqUm and Majma‘u'’l-Fiimhd, however, putting the event after its

proper time, write “ five hundred . , . though they place the death of
Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d in a.h. 515 (= a.d. 1121-2).

2 Should anyone be inclined to wonder how Xidham'i-i- ‘.Arudi, who was
contemporary with Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman, could commit so manv errors in
dealing with one single question, we_ answer that if the objector will consider
how many gross errors and extraordinary mistakes, almost defying correction,
he perpetrates in the concluding portion of this very story in ^speakino- of
Shihhhu’d-Din Qutulmush and Sultan Muhammad at the Gate of Hamadhn in
regard to matters which he professes to have heard with his own ears, he will he
overcome with astonishment, and will recognize the fact that one who can make
such mistakes in matters of which he professes to have been orally informed,
may well be excused for any mistakes concerning contemporary events of which
he had not such direct accounts. This, indeed, is the wav of Nidhfimi-i-‘Arucii
so long as he speaks of matters of common knowledge) he isAerv sound and
sensible, but directly he enters into any historical question, he makes slips, and
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Taking into view all these considerations and weighing

the statements of Ni^ami-i-‘Arudi with what is explicitly

or implicitly stated in the Diicdn, it appears to me that the

beginning of Mas'ud’s first imprisonment was subsequent to

the year a.h. 480 (a.d. 1087-8), and his release from this

imprisonment a little before a.h. 492 (= a.d. 1098-9).

Interval beticeen the tiro Imprisonments.

After Sultan Ibrahim had forgiven Mas‘ud-i-Sa'd-i-Salman

and he had been released from prison, he twice visited India,

the land of his birth, to look after his farms and estates, and

to gladden his eyes with a sight of his son, his daughter, his

relations, and his friends, after a separation of ten years.

Shortly after this, Sultan Ibrahim died, and Sultan ‘Ala’u’d-

Dawla Mas'iid b. Ibrahim reigned in his stead, and conferred

the viceroyalty of India on his son and successor Amir

‘Adudu’d-Dawla Shirzad. Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salm^n became

one of this Prince’s courtiers and intimates. Ahii Nasr-i-

Fdrsi, Shirzad’s deputy-governor and commander-in-chief,

showed him special favour, and conferred on him the govern-

ment of Chalandar, one of the dependencies of Lahore. We
shall now proceed to substantiate these statements by citations

from his poems.

In a qasida in praise of Sultan ‘Ala’u’d-Dawla, Mas'ud

gives some particulars as to his former imprisonments, in

the course of which he explicitly declares that Sultan Uadi,

i.e. Sultan Ibrahim, had granted him a pardon.' This

qasida he composed during the time when he was governor

of Chalandar on behalf of Abu Hasr-i-Farsi.^ Addressing

Sultan Mas'ud, he says :

—

commits incessant errors in continuous succession. This is a veiy curious fact,

and I fail to understand the cause of all these blunders, whereof the strangest

concern facts which he professes to have heard at first hand, and relates as

matters of which he had direct knowledge. It is precisely in such matters that

he commits the grossest errors.

* Another proof of Nifthmi-i-'Arudi’s error in stating that Sultkn Ibrhhim
died leaving him in prison.

’ Some verses from this qasida have been already cited on p. 703, supra.
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t ^
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J_^_w
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liJ'’
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,
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U?^— J J~^^~"

‘I

^A w lSC^ Aw-^—

L AA—w^.’ ^A A*i li
J

^ A«<^’

^ ^ A»^^—.A» ^

“ 0 King, 1 will declare mg condition ; I know well that thou

loilt heliete me.

No ear in the world hath heard of such vicissitudes as mg eges

have seen.

For gears I have been as is an unweaned babe without its

mother.

At one time I have sat weeping in miserg in places darker

than a prison cell;

At another time in durance I have borne with lamentations

fetters heavier than an anchor.

On the tops of pitiless mountains mg youth hath been ivasted

andfrittered away.

My poetry was as wine in every assembly, my fame teas

celebrated in every gathering.
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The pardon of the renotcned monarch Radi hath cast moonlight

on my night.

Sis gracious regards have removed the burden of trouble from

my afflicted body.

Sis kindly care hath, by its beneficent regard, brought succour

to my fortune.

Longing for my daughter and affection for my son have drawn

my spirit towards my native land.

When I took up my abode in India on the farms and estates

of my oldfather.

Your servant Bii Nasr appointed me to offlce like other

deputies.

I have heard that the late Amir had a servant who was

governor of Liikar,

Wherefore it is not wonderful if thy panegyrist be the Warden

of Chdlandar,

So that he may send to thy banquet every poem, a volume

inscribed with thy praises,

And may produce by his genius caskets of praise more precious

than caskets ofpearls.

Yet, having experienced so many of [Fortune’s'] tricks, he will

not take one single step save ivith caution.

Fearing the final outcome, because he has learned the way and

custom of the green vault \of heave'll]^

At this same period, while governor of Chalandar, was

composed his well-known mathnaici poem in praise of the

courtiers and boon-companions of the Amir ‘Adudu’d-Dawla

Shirzad b. Mas'ud, amongst whom he himself was included,

which begins :

—

* ci-'Wr* ‘ ol

“ 0 Season of the Rains, O Spring of India, 0 Deliverance

from the affliction of Summer !
”

In a portion of this describing his own condition he
says :

—
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^ A_^' ^ i^
'. a

^ A-* A) ^ .
)Ia Ai » *

^

•

U'*

I tcho am 2Ia>i‘ud-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman am less and lower than

the [otlie)-] courtiers;

The Prince honoured me without cause, and made me prominent

amongst his servants.”

By “the Prince”' is meant Amir Shirzad. A few lines

further on he says, alluding to his weariness and heaviness

of heart :

—

j (•— Li"'
^—' )

“Naturally, since I am so heary of heart, so unattractive, dull,

and ignorant,

Behold, I have gone to Chdlandar ; how long shall it he ere

I come again to the city ?
”

It also appears from this mathnawi that the Amir ‘Adudu’d-

Dawla Shirzad was ^dceroy of India during the earlier part

of the reign of his father, Sultan Mas'iid, as is also explicitly

stated in the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, and that Abu I7asr-i-Farsi

was his deputy, agent, and commander-in-chief. Thus, for

instance, he says in a section [of this poem] consecrated to

Ahii Nasr :

—

* The word Shah in the usage of the older Persian writers is equivalent to
“Prince” at the present day, that is to say, it was applied both to the King
and to the more important oi his sons who were in the duect succession to the
throne. This usage is common in the ancient and medieval writers. In this
mathnawi the poet generally speaks ot Shirzad as Shah, although his father
jVIas'dd, whom he also alludes to as Shah, was alive. So likewise in his other
gaiidas he applies the title of Shah both to Sayfu’d-Dawla Mahmud and to his
father Sultan Ibrahim. At the present day the word Shah is exclusively applied
to the reigning monarch, never to princes even of the highest rank, nor to the
'Cro\vn Prince himself.
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*
J U-aJS

‘

‘ J-*—i ‘ ^—A-j iu'_j_' 'jjL-i

«A_j *. -.*-A 3 1—A) ^ • A-»j ol-^j '"'
> • y> • ^ ^

“ Khwdja Bit Na-p' of Bars, tchose equal amongst great men

the world does not qoossess ;

He is the Briuce’s depntg in the business of the State,

exercising thefunctions of communder-in-chief.

May the head of high emprise he exalted by him, and may
Brince Shirzdd rejoice in him !

”

From a pre^’iously cited qaskla it appears that it was Abu
Nasr who appointed Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d to the government of

Chalandar. Apparently it happened that after some while,

in consequence of malicious insinuations made by Abu’l-

Faraj (seemingly not him called Runi), Abu Nasr-i-Farsi

fell under the displeasure of Sultan Mas'ud, as our poet says

in a fragment beginning :

—

* ifJcXjt
‘

— All 4.'—
I

J V p J.

“0 Abu’l-Faraj, art thou not ashamed of having, by thy

\maUcious'\ efforts, east me into such imprisonment and

bondage 1
”

which he addresses in reproach to Abu’l-Faraj :

—

.Hi ^ A •/ rr-' ‘'tJ

“ And such power hast thou that thou overthroicest [by thy

calumnies^ ^ him of Bars.”

After Abu I^asr of Pars had fallen into disgrace, every

one of his adherents was overtaken by some pimishment or

misfortune, and amongst them was Masiid-i-Sa'd, who was

* The word Shikdicandi means literal!}- tunneling or minino-, but here it is

used metaphorically in the sense of traducing and slandering.
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imprisoned for eight years in the fortress of Maranj/ as

Nidhami-i- ‘Ariidi saj's : “And the duration of the im-

prisonment which he suffered in the reign of Sultan Mas‘ud

by reason of his relations with Abu Nasr-i-Farsi was eight

years.” ^

Now the interval separating the end of the reign of

Sultan Ibrahim from the beginning of the reign of Mas'iid

was of brief duration, and though we have no hint which

might serve to determine its extent, yet, since Nidhami-i-

‘Ariidi makes no mention of it, treating the second im-

prisonment as an extension of the first, it would appear

to have been very short. Moreover, Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d, in many
passages of his poetry, hints at the brief duration of this

interval, during which ho was invested with the government

of Chalandur and other state employment
;

and in one

passage in praise of Sultan 3Ias‘ud (erroneously printed

“Mahmud”) he says:

—

Hre the fire of my appointment was yet well alight, the smoke

of my dismissal arose from the window.”

In another passage in praise of Thiqatu’l-3Iulk he say;

Fortune bade me farewell almost before she had greeted me :

She sought separation from me ere union had taken place.”

' Maranj, or Marang, is the name ot a castle in India {Burhun-i-Qatf)

,

of

which I hare been unable to discover any lurthcr pai ticulars.

- The death of Abii A’asr-i-Farsi took place in the reign of Malik .Vrslhn, as

Mas‘ud-i-Sa‘d says in a qasida in his pr.iise:

—

‘V-?- jf~' fi

“ 0 King, Ahu Kasr^i-Fursi mirrendtred up hi^ hfe to thee'’’

His death must therefore have taken place between the years a.h. 509 and oil
(= A.D. 1115-1118), which wa.«? the period of the reig'n of Malik Arslan. For
further biographical particulars concerning Abu Xasr-i-Farsi, hce the LuhdhiCh
Alhdh of Muhammad ‘Awti, ed. Browne, vul. i, p, 71.
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And in yet another passage he says :

—

^ ilj
j Aj ^A«uh^ AA-S^

^ULj

“ For some tchih evil fortune kept me on the stretch in all

manner of sorrotc and affliction;

When I invested myself icith office as with a shirt, had luck

seized me by the collar."

(To he continued.)
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XXVII.

THE HAYDARABAD CODEX OF THE BABAR-NAMA OR
WAQI‘AT-I-BABARI OF ZAHIRU-D-DIH MUHAMMAD

BABAR, BARIAS TURK;

KING OF FAKG^ANA 1494-1502 (899-908 H.)
;

KING OF

KABUL 1504-1530 (910-937 h.)
; first tTmurid emperor.

OF HINDUSTAN 1526-1530 (932-937 h.).

By ANNETTE S. BEVERIDGE.

rpHis article carries ou and amends my notes on the

TurkI manuscripts of the Bahar-nama which appeared

in this Joui'nal in July 1900, and July 1902. It serves too,

as broader basis to the formal preface of the photographic

reproduction of the Haydarabiid Codex which has been

published recently under the E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust.

Several circumstances lead to the opinion that few copies

of the original TurkI text of Babar’s book have ever existed

;

of those known by me to survive, the Haydarabad Codex
only is at once good, complete and accessible. It is not too

much to say therefore, that to multiply copies of it had
become a literary necessity of the first importance. This

has been accomplished in the reproduction just mentioned.

The chief aim of this article is to define the rank of the

Haydarabad Codex
;

this done, it will be made clear that

the first form of the Emperor’s famous work was in real

peril of extinction. Information about the Bahar-nama is

both scant and sparse
;

it will be useful therefore, if I set

down here what I have learned about its history, its manu-
scripts, and the work done and to be done upon them.

On the book as a TurkI classic, scholars have passed

judgment. On its author comment is equally needless ; he
speaks for himself and has witness in the labours he has
inspired—Persian, German, English, Russian, and French.
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The Book.

The publication of the Bahar - ndma obliges selection

amongst the names by which Babar’s autobiographical

writings have been mentioned in literature or described

casually on the flj’-leaves of manuscripts. The rank of the

Haydarabad Codex will give weight to the title chosen to

distinguish its replica, and there appears to be firm ground

on which to base a rule and thus to work against confusion.

Three names are in common and indiscriminate use for

the TurkI and Persian texts

—

Wdqi‘dt-i-hdhrin, Bdbar-ndma,

and Tuzuk-i-bdbari. Of these, the first has the best claim

to distinguish the Turk! original, because Biibar speaks of

his writings as Wdqi‘ (f. 363 '), and Giul-badan Begam calls

them Wdqi‘a-ndma {Humdyun-iidma, f. 2b). But a modern

tendency to define the Persian text as Wdqi‘dt-i-bdbarl has

set in, and this precision is so useful that it dictates the use

of the second good name, Bdbar-ndma, to distinguish the

TurkI text. Another advantage of thus appropriating the

word Bdbar-ndma is that it brings the recently effected

reproduction under a rule already established in the Russian

libraries, where three TurkI transcripts are catalogued under

it. A somewhat early use of this title for Babar’s book is

made by Khafl Khan, and it is moreover the name which

stands upon the reverse of the first page of the Haydarabad

manuscript.

Those who know the use in India of the word fuziik, in

some one or other of its narrowed vocal forms, may question

the propriety of its rejection as a title for Babar’s book.

They may do this the more because by it Mr. Erskine

mentions the Elphinstone MS., and because it is inscribed in

at least one other Indian Bdbar-ndma. There is however,

a simple and valid ground for its rejection here : its use

wordd not accord with its TurkI meaning.

In the “Fragments” which are attached to two Russian

manuscripts, the word Bdbariyyah occurs. Its weight is

light
;

it is not used in an integral part of the Bdbar-ndma.

‘ All sucli references are to the HaydarahW MS. and its reproduction.
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With economy of words in view, it may be recalled here

that the English translation is the Memoirs,' and the French

Lea Memoirea ^
;

also that European writers have mentioned

the Bdhar-ndma as “ Commentaries ” and “ Institutes.”

The Bdhar-ndma is by no means exclusively autobio-

graphical, but contains much general information about

matters that interested its author. iN^or is it a continuous

or uniform narrative, since it is broken by lacunae and is

clean cut into two sections by cliange of style. This change

is made on January ‘3rd, Ibl!) (Muharram 1, 925 h.)
;
what

precedes is a well - wrought narrative
;

what follows is

a diarj^ which varies in fulness, and which bears marks

of a daily record in its unevenness and want of proportion.

Judged from the literary standpoint, the book deteriorates

therefore, after the close of the first section. This is a fact

of enlightening value as to the often discussed cause of the

first lacuna.

AU Turk! manuscripts yet found in India open without

preamble, but the three of St. Petersburg have a few words

of invocation, to which one, the Senkovski, adds a considerable

preamble of praise and jtrayer.

The first section of the book, with the exception of one

j'ear (909 h.), is a continuous narrative of the period

from Biibar’s accession in Farghana, on June 10th, 1494

(Ramazan 5, 899 h.), to a point within 1508 (914 h.),

where it breaks off in the middle of a sentence. No known
manuscript goes beyond the Haydarabad here (f. 2165) and,

as this first section was written at the end of Babar’s life,

it may be that the broken sentence was his last.

The second section opens in Babar’s plain fashion, without

a word to indicate that here is, or is not, his first attempt to

keep a diary. It begins on January 3rd, 1519 (Muharram 1,

925 H.), runs on for thirteen months, breaks olf for almost

1 “ Memoir of Zeliir-ed-din ^luhammad Babar, Emperor of Hindustan.”
Written by himself in the Jasrhatai Turki, and translate, partly by the late

John Leyden, Esq., M.D., partly by William Erskine, Esq. Loudon, 1826.
- “ Memoires de Babar (Zahir-ed-tlin Hohammed), traduits pour la premiere

fois sur le teste jagatai,” par A. Pavet de Courteille. Paris, 1871.
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six years, starts again on November 17tb, 1525 (Safar 3,.

932 H.) and, witb slight omissions of record, goes on to

September 9tb, 1529 (Muharram 3, 936 h.), that is, to within

some sixteen months of Babar’s death.

The Emperor’s book, therefore, contains some fifteen years

of biographical narrative and some five of diary, the first

filling 217 fohos of the Haydariibad Codex, the second 165.

As diaries fix their own dates, it is only necessary to

consider at what time the narrative section was composed.

Epon internal evidence Mr. Erskine assigned this to Babar’s

later years, and the testimony which has gathered since he

wrote supports this view. There are varied grounds for

the assignment ; the general one, that the charm of auto-

biography most allures successful men and would most allure

Babar when, in 1527 (933 h.), he looked back along his fife

through the roseate mist of the signal success which realized

a long desire
;
the particular ones, that the narrative section

contains numerous references to incidents recorded in the

diary later than September 1527 (933 h.) *
;

that there is

a reference under date March 5th, 1529 (Jrunada II, 5,

935 H.), to the Wagz‘ as being then in writing
;
and that

Gul-badan describes a visit to SikrI, where she saw a building

in which her father “used to write his book” {nmshaf)^

This visit can have been made only late in 1529, because

she came to Agra from Kabul with Maham Begam, arrived

on June 27th, 1529 (Shawal 19, 935 h.), spent what she

calls three months in the capital, and then first went to SikrL

The last entry of Babar’s diary is dated September 7th, 1529

(Muharram 3, 936 h.). This leads to the opinion that even

if his later entries were not made on or about the days of

their dates—as they presumably were—the mushaf she saw

her father write was the narrative and not his diary.

The gaps in Babar’s record require consideration chiefly

because inferences have been drawn from them which reflect

upon his character as a frank and honest man.

* Cf. index «.». Muh. SI. Bayqara, Qasim SI. Bayqara, the several sons of
the Little Khan, [Ahmad Chaghatay'] Abu’l-fath Tmlcman, etc.
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It mil be convenient to enumerate them in a form

allowing easy reference and approximately in the order of

their importance. They are as follows ;

—

A. From within 914 h. to the end of 924 h. (1508 to

January 2nd, 1519)—a stretch of over nine years.

B. From early in Safar 926 h. to Safar 1, 932 h. (January

25th, 1520, to IS’ovember 17th, 1525)—a period of

almost six years.

C. From Muharram 3, 936 h., to Jumada I, 6, 937 h.

(September 7tb, 1529, to December 27th, 1530), the

date of Babar’s death—a length of almost sixteen

months.

D. From about the middle to the end of 934 h. (April to

September, 1528).

All the above occur after the end of the narrative section,

and no material is known to fill their blanks.

E. Part of 90S h. and the whole of 909 h. (1503-4).

This falls within the first section, and Babar’s own

doings are summarised elsewhere (text f. Sh).

The tenour of comment made upon the gaps which have

been named above, is that as we have them, so Babar left

them, and that at least one—the first in my list—was so left

deliberately and with intention to suppress imwelcome matter.*

The impressions of long acquaintance with his book do not

support an attribution of blame about any of the gaps. Ho
one has been in a better position to judge justly on such

a point than Mr. Erskine, and he does not accuse Babar of

suppression.

Perhaps the blame attributed by several writers to Babar

is the outcome of a dependent habit which, without return to

the source of correct estimate, hands on slightly based notions

through literature. Babar’s book is presented usually as an

* As an example of this, a few words may be quoted from Dr. Eeginald Stuart

Poole’s preface to the Catalogue of the Coins of the Shahs of Persia (xxix).

Dr. Poole, having discussed a gold coin which indicates that Babar acknowledged

the suzerainty of Shah Isma'fl Safawi, adds: “We can now understand the

omission in Babar’s ‘ Memoirs ’ of the occurrences which fell between the

beginning of 914 h. and that of 925 n.”

J.R.A.S. 1905. 49
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autobiograpliy from -wliicli he has omitted the record of certain

years; it is criticised adversely, and blame is attributed as

though it were a composed and considered book. This it

certainly is not
;

it is, in truth, a group of three fragments,

two of which are a diary and one a narrative. What stands

first in all versions of the Bdhar-ndma, and is the record

of his earlier years, was written eight years later than the

thirteen (lunar) months’ fragment of his diary that follows

it. The second length of diary partly coincides in date of

composition with the narrative, is probably partly earlier,

and breaks off some sixteen months before Babar’s death

—

months during which there is good ground for believing

he was occupied in the composition of the first section of

the book (i.e. the narrative).

It is tolerably safe to say that both lengths of diary

were with Babar in Hindustan; they were associated in

his possession with the Wdqi‘ he was writing
;
they have

remained so associated and they are its only known sequel.

But these diaries are no integral part of his composed

autobiography
;
they are rough material

; they might have

been incorporated if he had carried on his narrative
; they

remain unworked, awaiting the dead hand of the craftsman.

This analysis of the book explains lacuna A as simply due

to Babar’s death.

It may be urged however, by those who blame him, that

this gap is not due to failure to progress beyond the broken

passage of 1508 (914 h.), but to rejection by Babar of his

diary antecedent to 1519 (925 h.).

natural as is the supposition that Babar would keep

a diary from the time of his conquest of Kabul in 1504

(910 H.) and after the custom of kings, it must be said

that nothing is known which shows that he did so earlier

than 1519 (925 h.). Let it be assumed however, that he
had kept one, and that when he was composing his auto-

biography in Hindustan, he was in a position to choose from
it what to preserve and what to suppress, just as a person

might do to-day if he feared the evil day of publication of

his affairs. W hat was there to lead him to destroy the
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record of almost nine years ? Was there nothing done in

these parallel to events chronicled ? Were there no triumphs

of which he might he proud ? Assuredly there was much to

tempt recital. In those unrecorded years he put down the

Mughul Rebellion of 914 h. with acts of daring personal

bravery, himself five times the champion of his cause in

single combat
; he crushed another revolt of the same

faithless horde in 920 h. ; he was the thrice-crowned king

of Samarkand, with lands that stretched from Tartary to

GrhaznI ;
' he was Ring of Kabid throughout the missing

period
;
during five of its years he kept backward pressure

on the tribes that hoimned him round
;
he took the forward

steps which later gave him Qandahiir ; moreover, in it there

were sons born to him—Kamriin and ‘Askarl—and several

daughters, home events these such as he is apt to chronicle.

The gap includes also defeat and loss of Samarqand,

coquetry with Shl'a heresy and relations with Shah Isma'il.

As there is this gap, history fails us, for Biibar was both

maker and writer of the history of his time. How a man
of whom nothing is known will deal with untoward topics is

matter of pure surmise. Of Babar it is known that he was

a frank and fearless writer who did not spare to blame himself,

and who, in a considered narrative, has written down much
defeat and misery. That he would blot out record is not a

just inference from what is known of him as man and author.

The second gap is more diflicult to explain than the first,

because it occurs in the diary, and there seems no reason why
the habit of a daily chronicle should be laid aside by a man
whose interest in letters was not casual. That there was no

remission in Babar’s literary activities is clear from the fact

that within this gap, in 1522 (928 h.), he produced a religious

poem of 2,000 lines on the Muhammadan faith.^ It is not

* “History of India—Babar and Humayun.” ‘William Brskine
;

London,
1854, Tol. i, p. 339.

- I am indebted to my husband for details about this poem. It is the Muhin,
of -which half has been published bv Professor Bereziue in his Chrestomathie
Tm'qiie. It has been described by Dr. Sprenser in the Z.D.M.G., xid (1862),

p. 87, and as hicrhly orthodox. It is mentioneil by Abii’l-fazl -when enumerating
the writings of Babar {Akbar-ndtna, H. Beveridge, i, 278), in the “ Fragments ”

(Pavet de CourteiLle, ii, 461), and by Teniel {Z.D.M.G., 1883, p. 141).
It is quoted from by Babar (f. 3515).
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as though he had liYed a life too dull to stimulate record

;

the silent years were full and stirring, much on the march
or in camp it is true, hut so were those earlier and later.

Like any other considerable length of his life, this was

a tissue of triumph and failure and held some lasting success.

In truth, it is the presence in Hindustan of the thirteen

months’ fragment of diary which makes explanation of its

succeeding gap difficult. But for this, an earlier diary than

that of 1526 (932 h.) might he supposed kept and left behind

in Kabul when Babar set out on his last expedition to

Hindustan
;
or it might be thought that no earlier diary had

heen kept, in which case lacuna B would he explainable,

like lacuna A, by death.

The cause of lacuna C may well be personal. It is

a matter of history that Babar withdrew from active part in

public affairs some time before his death. His familj',

Maham, Dil-dar and his girls, had joined him after some

years of absence
;
there were excursions made together

;
he

was working on his autobiography
; he was, as Gul-badan

says, “aweary of ruling and reigning,” and thought of

abdication; a son, Alwar, died; Humayun fell grievously iU;

then came Babar’s self-dedication, last illness, and the end.

To drop a record of events in which he had little part was
the outcome of his circumstances.

The six months’ gap of 1528 (934 h.) suggests no reason

for its occurrence. It would suit, but it would not be

warranted, to attribute it to loss in a storm of May 26th,

1529 (Eamazan 16, 935 h.), which blew down Babar’s tent

and scattered his papers, so that they were soaked and were

gathered in again with difficulty.

The blank of June, 1503 cir. to June, 1504 (end of 908 h.

and 909 h.), has accretions of some interest. Occurring as

it does within the considered narrative, it may be deliberate,

and this because its record is summarised elsewhere (f. 3J),

or because it, Babar’s twenty-second year, was one of

destitution and homeless wandering.

The Haydarabad MS. gives a hint that Babar once wrote or

meant to write the record of this year. It is but faint, the
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involved dates are uncertain, and it may be nothing, but it

deserves attention both as conveyed by a careful scribe and,

as may be inferred from other instances of what look like exact

copying, because it is derived from that scribe’s good source.

On f. 120 of the text the second and third lines contain

the statement that Babar quitted Farghana for Khurasan.

It is natural to regard the two lines as recording the same

act, but this is not necessarily so, because Babar’s acts may
well have allowed the two departures mentioned below.

In the end of 908 h., but not chronicled by Babar, there

occurred the defeat of the Khans by Shatjbdni in the AkhsI

territory, which led Babar, who escaped capture, to take

refuge in the hills of Asfera. He tried in vain to leave that

region, and was hunted from place to place by Shayhdni for

as much as a year.” When he first found himself separated

from his uncles and without following, he would and did try

to get away. This must have been early in 909 h.
;

his

actual escape for Khurasan was in 910 h. The two state-

ments vary in a slight fashion which suits the facts. In

909 H. he was an exile and without much following, but he

had just left a hospitable base and must have fled from the

rout on horseback. He “ moimted ” to ride forth. When he

started in 910 h., after his year of destitution and harassment

amongst the hills, he was in far worse case {Zb
) ;

he had

with him a ragged crew, “mostly on foot.” There is no

word of “mounting.”

So far as I have been able to examine, this hint is given

only by the Haydarabad MS. ;
it adds to the testimony

detailed later, that this may be a transcript made direct from

Babar’s autograph manuscript. I must add however, that

if further research show there can be nothing in the doubled

statement, this will not weaken the scribe’s position for

care
;

it will dissipate only my small surmise. The period

concerned has not been written of fuUy, and at least I have

advanced nothing which is contradicted by Mr. Erskine’s

“Life of Babar.”

At this point (909 h.) I shall take leave for a short

excursion amongst the manuscripts.
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The Memoirs and its bases, the Elphinstone and the

‘Ahdu’r-rahim Codices, have all lost some part of the record

of 908 H. The last topic of this year in the fullest known
transcripts is an expression of resolve by Bahar to go to

Khurasan. Mr. Erskine did not see all the record of 908 h.,

or know of Babar’s resolve. He places the departure, with

historical correctness, under 910 h. Dr. Ihninsky, on the

other hand, had before him the full record of 908 h., and

started the exile off at once in 909 h. He (perhaps Dr. Kehr )

made a little chronological slip because he had the better

text before him; it would not be easy to divine, without

more historical touch than Dr. Hminsky lays claim to possess,

that an expressed intention of departure would wait through

a blank year for fulfilment.

What has just been said illustrates the singular extent to

which work on Babar’s book has been done on single TurkI

transcripts and without collation. That this has been so

enhances the value of the Haydariibad replica, and supports

the opinion that few Turk! copies were ever made.

What YsiU now be said on single-text work is surprising,

but it rests on a good basis and is easily tested. If we
begin with what may be grouped as the Indian work on the

Babar-udma, we find that from one and the same mutilated

manuscript, which was the Elphinstone or its exact replica,

were made both the Persian translations, i.e. those of 1586
and 1590. This same Tm-kl copy, or its Persian rendering,

is all of TurkI that is behind the Memoirs. Upon it

Humayun made his note, suh anno 932 h., and on it a later

emperor, who may well be Shah-jahan, made his, s.a. 935 h.

If we now turn to the stream of work which has issued

from a Russian source, we find that behind Ilminsky’s

imprint, Pavet de Courteille’s French translation and Teufel’s

discussion of the “ Fragments,” there is no other TurkI basis

than the defective but valuable transcript made by Kehr.
A modern worker enjoys an unearned increment of ease

and opportunity through spread of information and by
numerous small agreniens of civilisation and courtesv-

This advantage is emphasised by the facts that when
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Mr. Elphinstone, in India, was sending to BuMiara in

1813 for a Babar-nama, the Haydarabad MS. had been

settled long in its Dakhin home ;
and when Dr. Ilminsky,

in Russia, had to say he did not know Dr. Kehr’s source,

the SenkoTski, text and colophon of which are guideposts to

Bukhara, was in St. Petersburg.

Mr. Erskine worked from two Persian manuscripts, one

not first-rate, the other far below it; his Turk! source was

very incomplete through mutilation. To-day a score of

Persian copies, some of the highest rank, can be consulted

with ease
;
and without leaving England, I have examined

seven out of the eight accessible Turk! examples.

The Manuscripts.

I shall now endeavour to show that of the Turk! manu-

scripts available, the Haydarabad Codex only is worthy of

reproduction. The foUowing table enumerates all of which

I have heard, and gives of these, particulars such as to allow

comparison of decisive points, while further details are

grouped later imder the head of each transcript.

The number of manuscripts tabulated is thirteen. Of

these two have eluded my search altogether; a third is

well known, but missing from its assigned place
;
a fourth

and fifth are known only through their descendants, which

are imperfect
;

a sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth

are defective or incomplete, or both
;

an eleventh ^ is

complete,^ western and defective; a twelfth appears to be

a transcript of the last-named, shares its defects, and is

modern
; the thirteenth is complete, weU-preserved, careful,

and is the Haydarabad Codex.

^ By the kindness of Professor C. Salemann and Dr. Alexander Kreisberg,

Eos. 11 and 12 were lent for mv use in the India Office, where I am indebted to

Mr. F. W. Thomas for taking them into his charge.

® By ‘ complete ’ is meant here, with minor omissions but a transcript of the

whole book, not a copy of a part.
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I. The Emperor Bdbar’s Autograph MS.

No information has reached me which allows surmise that

the original autograph manuscript of the Bahar-ndma still

exists. It would he natural to look for it in the library of

some descendant of the Timurid Emperors ;
hut unfortunately,

all questions of the preservation of hooks in Hindustan

have been complicated by political turmoil and its sequel of

destruction. A case in point involves a Wdqi‘dt-i- babarl

which, with one fellow-sur^uvor, now represents the former

library of the Agra College and which owes its safety during

the Mutiny to its having been lent out.

Some points about the Elphinstone MS. suggest that it

is Bahar’s original, hut they are points which turn on the

exact use of words and cannot now he decided.

One thing is on record of Babar’s original MS. ;
as far

as it had then gone, it was copied in 1529 (935 H.). (See

No. II.)

Two conjectures may be made about it, but only in lightest

fashion. The first is that it was copied by ‘Ali’uT-katib for

Humayun in 1530 (937 h.), a sxirmise extracted from the

Alwar colophon which will be found printed at p. 761 ;
the

second, that to it Jahangir added his Turk! chapters (p. 756).

Its likely fate after Babar’s death is that it left Hindustan

at the Timurid exodus in 1540, and went either with

Humayun into his wandering exile or with Kamran to

Kabul. It does not seem probable that it was in Hindustan

when the Persian translations were made, since these are

both from a mutilated transcript. To this improbability,

however, there is the alternative that the Elphinstone MS.
(from which the translations were made) is Babar’s original

MS. If the now missing Elphinstone Codex should be

found, it will become clear whether it is Babar’s or whether

it is an exact transcript of an early and now lost manuscript

on which were made the various royal notes. ^

1 The Bukhara MS. has not these, and thus is excluded from con-

sideration here.
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No. II. Khxvaja Kcilan's MS.

Of this I have not been able to learn more than is told

by Babar (f. 363), viz., that a copy of as much as had then

been written was made by the Emperor’s order and at the

request of Khwaja Kalan Ahrarl Samarqandi in 1529, and
that it was despatched from Agra on March 5th, 1529

(935 H.), after the Eiwaja had set out for home.

No known transcript ends where this must have ended if

the diaries were sent as well as the narrative section of

the book.

No. III. The Elphinstone MS.

Of this transcript it is desirable to write at length, not

only because of its varied points of interest, but because it

is missing and thus the more demands full description. As
wiU be seen, it propounds several riddles. Moreover, it has

the real and abiding interest of having been used by both

Persian and Enghsh translators of Babar’s book. In
addition to this, if a word of Mr. Erskine’s is strictly

used, and its royal notes are ‘ marginal,’ it bears an

autograph attested note by Humayun, and another, un-

attested but royal in style, which may well be Shah-jahan’s.

Moreover, as a royal possession, Jahangir may have made
to it those additions in TurkI of which he writes under

the second year of his reign in his (so-called) Tuzak and
which seem likely to be portions of the “ Fragments ”

that were first brought to public notice by Dr. Ihninsky,

have been discussed by Dr. Teufel, and stiU remain for

final examination.

As has been said, there is even much that makes for the

surmise that the Elphinstone MS. is the text of supreme
importance, Babar’s autograph manuscript. This can only

be known if good fortune brings it from its long seclusion.

From internal evidence, it may be asserted that the

Elphinstone MS. or its exact archetype was owned by Babar’s

descendants. If it is not his own, it may be the copy
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completed for Humaj'un as mentioned in the incongruous

colophon of the Alwar Persian text which is inserted later

in this notice (p. 761). The transcript mentioned there as

finished in 1530 (937 h.) cannot hut be a TurkI one if the

Persian translations were made at the dates recorded for them.

The next news about the Elphinstone Codex is conveyed

in a note made upon it by the Emperor Humayun, which

is attested by him, and which -Mr. Erskine describes as

‘ marginal.’ The date of its inscription is to be inferred as

1551-2 (959 H.), because Humayun says in it that he was

46 (lunar) years old when he made it, and he was born on

March 6th, 1508 (913 h.). The first part of this note is

made as though it were a sentence of Babar’s text
;
the

second part of it is an explanation given by Humayun of

his reason for adding the first part and is followed by his

attested signature
;
and the third, in every Persian MS. that

I have seen (no TurkI one has it in this form), consists of

a scribe’s note to the effect that what he has copied is

a copy, more or less remote, of the blessed royal hand-

writing.^ If this note be truly marginal, the manuscript

* Thia note doe^ not appear in the Haydarab.td HS. ; its place >\-ould be on
t. 263, aiter the topic ot Eahmat piadii. It can be seen in the lorm given
below in the ‘Abdu’r-rahim Persian translation. Mr. Erskine does not say in

what language it was written in the Elphinstone JIS. With slight intervariation,

the bare statement of the ceremonial act which Humayun enters as for Bibar is

given by Ilniinsky and hy the University MS., and therefore presumably by Kehr.
The passage varies much in form from that in the Persian text, is shorter,

unattested, and, after the pseudo- Habar statement, differs widely. It draws an
inference as to the year ot inscription. It is safer to conclude from it nothing
until the Bukhara or Elphinstone Codex can be seen.

The note in all the ‘Abdu’r-rahim translations is as follows. There are slight

variations in the scribes’ entiles, as they are nearer or turther irom the ‘ blessed
handwriting.’

B.M. Add. 26,200, f. 24S, 1. 6

:

V.

jA U—J'l LtyiSJ iJCO Aj-'E >

A.L.;

A-1 j'

It should be said here that doubt rests upon Mr. Erskine’s interpretation in

the Memoirs of this note.
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on which it is inscribed can hardly he other than Babar’s

original or the surmised copy made for Humayun and of

almost contemporary date.

Our next scanty gleaning of news is in shape of a note

entered on the MS. where the record of 908 h. breaks ofF, and

which laments loss of matter. It is reproduced in Payanda

Hasan’s Persian translation, and it may have been made
in both places by him. It is repeated and its lament echoed

by Dr. Leyden in his manuscript translation, and from this

it has found its way through Mr. Erskine into the Memoirs.

Such early mutilation of the Elphinstone MS. makes for its

having shared the historic vicissitudes of travel to which

Humayiin’s library was subjected.

This note brings the story of the MS. down to not later

fhan 1586 (994 h.).

Hext in time is news conjectured from a reference which

the Emperor Jahangir makes to a Hahar-nama under date

of his second year, 1015 h. (1606).^ It is the earlier and

later ownership of the Elphinstone MS. by Timurid emperors

that gives force to this conjecture. If a true surmise, it

brings the story down to 1607.

The passage is as follows :

—

1

>

iLs-
V V

J

' Tiizak-i-jaMnglrl, Sa)7id Ahmad; Aligarh, 1864, p. 52. Also B.M.
Add. 26,215, p. 79. Mr. Erskine has translated the passage (B.M. Add!
26,611, p. 82) with restriction of the word kJiati to ‘handwriting’ in a way which
does not agree with the reading of M. Bangles, who based on it a statement
that Jahangir added to the text of Babar’s book. (Biographie Vniverselle
art. Babour.)

Keference to M. Bangles’ view will he_ found in the preface of the Memoirs
but it must be remembered that when this reference was made Mr. Erskine did
not know the Tuzak-i-jahangiri.
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I refrain from offering any translation of this, because

from it Mr. Erskine and M. Langles have derived differing

statements through varying reading of the word khaff,

and I have little better material yet than they had for

arriving at correctness. The Elphinstone MS. might help to

translate accurately, biit I surmise that the Bukhara would

be the better guide.^

No codex I have seen contains anything signed by

Jahangir in accordance with the statement made in the

passage just quoted. No signature to the “Fragments” is

quoted by Ihninsky from Eehr; but in Kehr’s copy they

are displaced, and they may be signed where they first

occur in any Eussian Bdbar-ndma—i.e. presumably, in the

Bukhara manuscript. Something might and almost certainly

would be learned from the Bukhara either for or against

the suggestion that these “Fragments” or parts of them are

Jahangir’s Turk! additions.

Mr. Erskine found, ‘marginal,’ on the Elphinstone MS.,

a second royal note which he attributes to Humayun.

There is much against this attribution. High as is the

estimate of his work which all who know it must form,

it is to be remembered that, although he went over his

translation both with Dr. Leyden’s translation of a part of

the Elphinstone MS. and with the Elphinstone itself (or

all it then contained), this was collation only
;
he could not

have had with the TurkI that close touch which he had

with the Persian text. Little points must have escaped

him. A moment’s occupation in thought of his position

will show that details which he could not have missed from

his Persian text might easily have passed imnoticed in

collation. This implies no blame ; it explains blanks in

information which would have been fiUed had his basal

transcript been in Turk!.

As to this second note, which concerns the amrat fruit,.

1 The help of the Elphinstone MS. conld not be direct since it had lost all but

a short passage ot the record of 932 H. before it came into Mr. Erskine’s hands,

but I have a hint of collateral help in slight marginal notes upon it, of which the

handwriting might be decisive.
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what makes against its being Humayun’s is that it is not

attested, as is bis first ;
at least, no attestation is quoted in

tbe English version, or with the copy of the note which

chances to he in the British Museum amongst Mr. Erskine’s

papers.^ Moreover, it does not appear in the Persian

translations, an absence which implies that it was entered

later than their dates and therefore cannot be by Humayun.

Again, it mentions Babar by a style unlike Humayun’s, and

speaks of him with disrespect.

This nmrat fruit note cannot be Jahangir’s, because he

made his additions in Turk!, and it is in Persian. It occurs

only in the Elphinstone Codex
;

its royal style, its dar

:rimdn-i-md, testifies to its origin. Its author is plausibly

Shah-jahan. If truly marginal, the finding of the Elphinstone

MS. would allow recognition of the handwriting.

It is a long stride to another item of news, which is one

of great importance since it brings the manuscript into the

European world and spreads wider Babar’s fame. Hnfor-

timately we learn merely a fact—that it was purchased in

Peshawar by Mr. Elphinstone in 1809, and when on his

mission to Kabul. Later on he wrote of it to Mr. Erskine as

“ old and valuable,” ^ but no details as to seals or other marks

of earlier ownership have come down to us. It must have

been soon after its purchase that it was lent to Dr. Leyden,

who translated a part of it, was cut short in his work by
death, and had honour done with amplest measure to his

unfinished fragment by Mr. Erskine, who incorporated it in

the Memoirs in 1811.®

' B.M. Add. 26,605, p. 88.

- These words are quoted from an unpublished letter, for access to which,
as to all others quoted, I am indebted to Mr. William Erskine’s grandson^
Mr. Lestocq Erskine.

3 Dr. Leyden translated (see Havdarabad Codex) as far as f. 180 and a
fragment trom f. 2165 to f. 2235. His share in the Memoire is small, but with
characteristic generosity Mr. Erskine equally divided the honour of its production
with him. Dr. Leyden was a man who would have riyalled his friend in
generosity; he would have wished posterity to allot to Mr. Erskine the just
share of praise. The story of the genesis of the Memoirs, with its pleasant
accompaniment of friendly acts and words, is agreeable reading and should be
made accessible to a wider publie.

°
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In 1814 1 it was collated by Mr, Erskine with his trans-

lation from the Persian text, and with him it remained,

because Mr. Elphinstone said it was safer so.

In 1816 there being correspondence between the two men
as to the best place in which to deposit it and certain Turk!

papers (its vocabularies ?), it was decided to entrust it to the

chief library of their mother city. That it was so deposited

there appears to be no doubt. The following three items of

testimony, two from M. Garcin de Tassy and one from

Mr. Erskine, confirm the decision taken in 1816, and locate

the manuscript down to 1848 in the Advocates Library.

The first is a letter (hitherto unpublished) addressed to

iMr. Erskine :

—

“44, Bloousbuey Square,

Loa'dox.

Augmt 30
,
1841 .

“Moxsieuh,

Mon estimable ami et confrere, M. le Chevalier A. Jaubert,

professeur de turc, etc., m’a charge lors de mon depart poui’

Londres, il y a quelques semaines, de m’informer ou se trouve en

ce moment le (MS. jagatai des 3Icmoires de Balar, dont vous avez

publie une interessante traduction accompagnee de savantes notes.

Personne k Londres u’a pu repondre d cette question
;
mais M. le

Professeur Wilson m’a engage d vous ecrire pour vous la faire

a vous-meme. Je vous prie de m’excuser la liberte que je prends

et de croire que je m’estimerais heureux de bonne vous etre a mon
tour bon d quelque chose. Je partirai dans une quinzaine pour

Paris; je me chargerai volontiers de vos commissions. J’ai

I’honneur d’etre, avec respect, Monsieur,

“ Votre trfe humble serviteur,

Uaecix de Tassy.”

The following is quoted from the Journal Asiafique of

February 11th, 1842 :

—

* The MS. got mislaid after Leyden’s executors had returned it to Elphinstone,
and to this circumstance we owe our knowledge that there was a TurkI text in

Bukhara at the time, news of which had reached Mr. Elphinstone, for he wrote
to Mir ‘Izzatu’l-lah—the author of “Travels m Central Asia in 1812-1813”
Calcutta, 1872)—to ask him to procure another copy in Bukhara for Mr. Erskine.
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“A M. le Redaeteur du ‘Journal Asiatiqtte.’

“ Mossieitk,

Dans I’artiole plein d’interet que M. A. Belin a consacre

a, I’examen des Chrestomathies Orientales (Janvier, 1845) ....
il est dit que le MS. jaghatai des Memoires de Bahar se troure

a la Bibliotheque du College de Fort "William. Ce document

manque d’exactitude, comme celui que feu Davids a donne dans

sa Grammairo Turque, p. xxxiv de la preface, ou il est dit que

le MS. de Memoires des Bahar qui appartenait au feu Dr. Leyden

se trouve dans la Bibliotheque de la Compagnie des Indes

(a Londres). Le fait est que ee precieux MS., d’apres lequel

MM. Leyden * et Erskine ont redige leur estimable traduction

anglaise, est actuellement d la Bibliotheque des Avoeats a

Edinbourg. C’est de M. Erskine lui-meme que ]'e tiens ce

renseignement qu’il me parait utile de faire connaitre. Agreez, etc.

“ Gaucix he Tasst.”

Next comes an authoritative and signed statement from

Mr. Erskine himself, in the following note which is taken

from a flyleaf of his Turki MS. (British Museum, Add.

26,234). After having inscribed there what is virtually a

table of the contents of the volume, Mr. Erskine writes

:

“ N.B. The folios 25-286 are wanting in Mr. Elphinstone’s

copy of the original, now in the library of the Faculty of

Advocates at Edinburgh. See ‘Memoirs of Bahar,’ p. 355,

note. William Erskine, Edinburgh, December 25th, 1848.” ^

Unfortunately, the Elphinstone Codex cannot be found by

the Keeper of the Advocates Library, who has obliged me
by twice making search for it. It may be discovered later,

and it is allowable to listen to the single string of hope.

I have mentioned already that this transcript had lost

much of its latter portion before it came into Mr. Erskine’s

' The MS. belonging to Dr. Leyden which is mentioned above is really in the

India Office, but was not the one translated from by Leyden, who used the
Elphinstone Codex. Davids has, however, not been quite correct in his statement,

and there is a MS. which belonged to the College of Port William—^i.e. that

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

2 The above note suggests that Mr. Erskine had the Elphinstone MS. in his

hands when writing it. This is not necessarily so, since he was comparing
his own MS. (now in the British Museum) with the Memoirs, which is annotated

to show the contents of the Elphinstone.
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hands ;
it had no colophon therefore, to attract his attention.

One exists however, which would fit it, and which, where it

stands now, is singularly out of place. It is one appended

to the splendid Persian copy of the ‘Abdu’r-rahlm Persian

translation which belongs to the Maharaja of Alwar. It is as

follows :

—

cubeil. ^ t
‘
<j-

j' (Uj 1 IjlJS

ti idi! ^ A-«..s'*

a!A- g ,j
1 y

lu
^ j ^ ^ IaJ

!

A A_1.J I ' L.^—

!

i ^ i w\^.d
1 ^ ft

^A.Ab

This colophon, it must be admitted, offers an interesting

little problem. Its remarkable character and incongruities

were first published, I think, by Mr. Beveridge.*

Where it is, it not only contradicts, by its date, the historic

ascription of the Persian translation to ‘ Abdu’r-rahfm Mirza

Turkman, but, with date 1531, is attached to a book which

has, interpolated in its text, the note made by Humayun in

1551-2.

Not only so, but besides the seals of Akbar and Shah-jahan,

that of Muhammad Humayun is inscribed within the volume.

' The original reads tuzuk, but 1 sug’gest to read bu tiirki, or even bet turk.
Cf. the extract of Jahangir’s own composition, p. 75C, note. It this colophon be,

as I surmise, a copy or part adaptation oi one dated 937 h., it is unlikely that the
Turk! word tuzuk or tiiztik should be whittled down so early. Moreover, there
is no apparent reason for calling Babar's book by the inappropriate name, and
one of which there is no other knotvn example, i.e. Tuzuk-l-waqt'at-l-babarl.

* The points of this colophon essential here are that a transcript of Babar’s
book was made by the command of Muhammad Humayun, and completed on the
last day of Jumada II, 937 h., by ‘Ali’u’l-katih.

® To the incongruities of the Alw'ar colophon Mr. Beveridge has drawn
attention in the Asiatic Quarterly Review of July and October, 1900. The
copy of the colophon printed here was made as check upon his own, by a scribe

of the Alwar Raj, Muhammad Ibrahim of Dihll, in 1900, and agrees with
a third copy which we owe to Mr. E. Denison Ross.

r.E.A.s. 1905. 50
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The codex is of regal merit and of early date
;

it has been

estimated as dating even so early as 1590, the year in which

the translation was made. The colophon cannot be right : it

cannot be that of a Persian translation
;

it cannot in 1590

describe work by ‘AlT’uT-katib, who was living at the time of

Babar’s death, a well-known scribe
;
and Humayiin’s seal

can only be here for some special reason.

Until some better explanation is discovered, I suggest that

as the Alwar Codex is so early and so good, it may be the

one presented to Akbar by ‘Abdu’r-rahim Mirza
;
and that,

because it was in this closest touch with its Turk! original,

a spirit of piety brought over from that original its seal

(Humayun’s) and (modified?) colophon, thus linking source

and outcome as one and the same book, even in diSering

verbal garb.

[To be continued.)
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XXVIII.

INDICES TO THE DIWAN OF ABU TAMMAM.

By D. S. MARGOLIOtJTH.

TT will probably be long before the diwiins of the Arabic
*" poets are fully utilized by compilers of Moslem history.

Widely read in Eastern countries, they are rarely attractive

to European taste, trained on quite different models.

European editions, such as might be expected to make the

most of the historical and archaeological matter which they

contain, are not in many cases likely to be attempted
; and

the Oriental editions, though sufficiently trustworthy in

point of text, usually provide the historical student with

little in the way of help. Guided by the example of

Mr. Guest, who indexed MakrIzI for this Journal, the

present writer hopes to make the access to some of these

dlwans rather easier, by furnishing them with indices of

places, persons, and certain other matters. The first diwan

with which he will deal is that of the leader of the great

Abbasid trio which consists of Abu Tammam, Buhturi, and

Mutanabbl.

Abu Tammam’s diwan was published at Beyrut in 1889,

with partial vocalization and notes by Shahin ‘Atiyyah
; this

edition being exhausted, another has been produced this year

at the same place by MuhyiT-din al-Khayyat. Of the

numerous misprints and errors in the former edition some

have been corrected in the new; yet a great many remain,

not indeed of a sort which is likely to seriously mislead or

delay the reader, yet such as should have disappeared in

a new edition. Thus, one of the poet’s patrons is still

repeatedly called Ibn Abl Dawiid in the headings (1, 75,

.86, etc.)
;
yet the rhjones show that his name was Ibn Abi
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Du’ad (79, 82), even ii there could have been any doubt

in the case of so famous a man. The explanations given

in the notes are often erroneous. So in the line (24)

mamd is explained as ‘the top of a mountain’; but from

p. 80 we learn that it is the name of a tribe, known also

to Ibn Duraid. On p. 246

email is interpreted aud’il,
‘
first ’

;
of course it is the participle

from ala, ‘to be slack.’ On p. 12, in a line quoted by

Mas‘udl, wine is said to he jahmiyyat al-amdf\ the editor

thinks this means ‘dark of attributes,’ but it must surely

be a reference to the doctrines of the Jahmites concerning

the attributes of God. The matter contained in the new

edition seems identical with that in the old, save that some

of the satires published in 1889 have been omitted on thi'

ground of impropriety.

Abu Tammam was court-poet under Mu‘tasim and Wathik,

and most of his efforts, or at any rate the best of them,

consist of encomiums either of the Cahphs or of the leading

men at their courts, especially Ahmad Ibn Abl Du’iid and

Muhammad Ibn ‘Abd al-Malik al-Zayyat, the judge and 'vizier

in whom Mu‘tasim placed implicit reliance. The themes on

which he dwells most are the defeat and capture of Babak

by al-AfshIn, assisted by the generals Abu Sa‘Id Muhammad
Ibn Yusuf, Abu Dulaf, and Ja‘far al-Khaj-y^at Babak,

leader of the Khurramites, warred with considerable success

against the Caliphs, and was finally subdued by the military

genius of al-AJshin and the treachery of his Armenian friends.

His execution is powerfully described by our poet, p. 264.

Al-Afshin also took a prominent part in the successful raid

by which Mu‘tasim rendered himself master of Ancyra and

Amorium, celebrated by Abu Tammam in one of his most

brilliant odes (7). Presently al-AfshIn fell into disfavour.
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was charged with idolatry and fire-worshipping, was im-

prisoned and starved to death. Ahii Tammam now re-echoes

the charges (268), and describes with delight the fire in

which the hero’s hones were burned :
“ he prayed to it when

living, he is burned in it when dead, and shall enter it with

the evildoers.”

Several other men of eminence figure among the poet’s

patrons—‘Abdallah Ibn Tahir, Malik Ibn Tank, al-Hasan

Ibn Sahl, etc. Since his patrons either sent for him or

were sought by him, his poems enable us to add a few

biographical details to those preserved by the author of the

AghanT, Mas'udi, and Ihn Khilhkan. To his supposed

Christian descent he has no allusion
;

but he boasts

exceedingly of the pagan glories of his tribe. Somewhere

in SjTia was his earliest home (425) ;
thence he journeyed

early in life to Egypt, where he suffered greatly from

poverty (419-423 and 473) ;
one of his earliest poems (359)

is a dirge on ‘Umair Ibn al-Walid, who was killed in Egj^t

in 214 A.H. (Tabari, iii, 1101), followed by a series of dirges

on Muhammad Ibn Humaid al-TusI, killed by Bahak in the

same year. Many of the places which he professes to have

visited are of course ideal, and copied from earlier poets

;

but of places whither he feally went he mentions Hulwan

(323), Hims (283), Eakkah (121), while Nisabur and Mausil

(where he died) are mentioned in the headings. Of Baghdad
he only tells us that he would fain go there (135, 323),

a wish which was certainly realized.

Of literary and religious matters Abu Tammam knows
quite as much as could be expected : he appears to be

famihar with the anecdotes about his predecessors that figure

in the Aghanl. His reference (4c) to the Tatimah of Ibn

al-Mukaffa‘ as a masterpiece of eloquence is very remarkable.

Ma'bad, he states, is the chief singer, though he has many
rivals

;
the IJmayj'^ads preferred al-Akhtal to Farazdak,

notwithstanding that the latter was their kinsman. He
quotes Jarwal, but adds “I mean al-Hutay’ah,” the name
by which the latter poet was more familiarly known.

Technical terms of tradition (76), metre (81), and grammar
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(3, 279, 308) not unfrequently occur. Attention is called

to the practice of pointing and vocalizing epistles (419), and

the cheapness of paper (241).

A distinctive feature in Abu Tammam’s odes is his interest

in the week-days. Monday (293) is the day of Abu Sa‘Id’s

victory
;
Tuesday is the death-day of ‘Umair Ibn al-Walid

(360), and of some probably fictitious separation of the poet

from his beloved (64) ;
Thursday (263) is the day on which

Babak’s fortress Baddh was destroyed, and is also marked

by erotic experiences (438, 44o)
;
Friday (102) is the day

of a victory over Babak at Mukan, and also of a victory

over the Byzantines (297), consummated on a Saturday

(ihid.)—so glorious a victory that Time smiles whenever

it remembers that it begot such a Saturday. Further,

Thursday is the day on which Mu'tasim died and Wilthik

acceded to the throne (276). Sunday and AVednesday, it

woMd appear, had nothing worth commemorating.

Abu Tammam’s biographers quote tales in which he is

charged with impiety, especially with neglect of the five

prayers. His diwan contains nothing that would confirm

this charge—indeed, he asserts (261) that prayer makes
good all following actions. Such references as he makes to

religious matters are quite orthodox
; and, as in most diwans,

there are a few poems quite ascetic and edifjdng in character.

These, it is true, are compensated by verses in praise of wine.

The following indices refer to the pages of the new
edition

;
some of the geographical names have been collated

with the forms in Yakut, who had studied the diwan very
carefully

;
and in the case of some of the persons mentioned

references have been given to places where more is told

about them.
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1. Names of Places mentioned in the Diwan of Abu Tammam.

220 274

65 327, 262, 192, 106, 102

140 SJji 457

111 211

(Ya'kubi, ii, 568) 494 328

1 217

323, 214, 135 jlAi-' 260, 103

420 392, 366, 358, 180

297, 217^iiU' 363

262, 192, 106, 103, 28 Cjl-Jl 192, 109, 105, 101, 68, 43

296 326, 247, 202

327 503 LjOcX-'

20^11^1 302

390, 333 27 ijyii

(Yakut 96 *l:,^s»- 297 (Halys) 1

58 (Yakut JJ^JA)1) 505

366 ^\jfr 155, 2

64 8 ij^\

420 506

379 348 JjU

327 (Yakut 216

1 65

20 295, 263, 203, 138, 110, 104 ja

506 326

424, 292 299, 99 (j'aJI
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381, 333 323

121 283, 177

323 146 *1^1 aUJ!

284 UJ,\ 459, 420
,

292 361, 359, 323, 131, 44

197 422

459 ILtj 68

155 217, 146, 145

GO (Yakut 307, 302

197 322

233 307

197 vAo;
**•>

(Yakut 262, 102

10 ij2JJ 145

82 217 i_^Jl

315, 292 457, 420, 177, 176

liMif 420

217 272

392 30 oUl’l j

264 i
f

185 "UJI

216 271 *U1j

101, 98 LibAi-s 155

366 36 Jill .3

420, 323 j*UJl 267

303 27 .3

276 j*Ui 287

1
^Lo 275

219 ,j^Lo 217
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424 115 AiW

381, 276, 253 3, 2

302 506

(Corintli) 32 330, 328, 155

(Tabari, iii, 1238) 219 iji

217 172

145 1 4.,^

146 153 ^'yt

136 1 CuUy

(Yakut 65 424

1-U 177

102 28.^^
282, 106 297, 295, 218

152 ‘hj 215, 12

327 25 !sl^

226, 82, 12 ^jUl 12

217 l.^ 90

381, 186, 28 381 LUx

? 154 8

26
>y

19

251 Ool

328 yLlJ! Jjj- Jr= oV
508 (^^1), 172, 116, 112^^^ 323 Igllaxu,?

253 216 • hX^j^ \w> ••

496, 382 75 ^\jJ

424, 292, 227 aC* 506

44 IsLms )L« 175 ^ ^ ^
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392, 272

320

300 4A«Ji>U

330, 114

381, 253

212

381, 274

36

85

424,
1^

381

234

192, 109, 105, 102, 99, 68 jGy,

262, 261

295

252

166

2. Index of Persons mentioned in Abu Tammam’s Diwan.

fFietiticus persons are hracketed.)

125 liT

127

362, 361

188, 172

355
^

439 AjJj J.as>A

236, 174, 131

238 Jks^2!l

itT* cJ~.

372 ^L>

46 [i.jl]

CubjJl A;^ ? 139

311, 310, 204yslt

479
Ur'- y

A-^_s^ yb 508

cT*^'

112

aISI a^ yl jIJa vA«^l

236, 185, 160, 81, 79, 75, 1

507, 408, 399, 325, 285, 238,

(Tabari, iii, 1230; IbnKbilli-

kan, i, 26)

336 A-^ir-V-
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322, 87, 23

^
360

238 ^
323

479

(Hariri, 439) 196

479, 322, 174 (^U

84 t~J^}

^U.;^ jSt •-'1

106, 103, 101, 99, 69 u_-<.'L

259, 248, 204, 202, 154, 110

327, 321, 261

248

(Tabari, iii, 1246) 154

311 JSU

78 JT

(Ibn Ishak, 118) 187

(Ibn Kutaibah, 67

ed. de Goeje, 312)

489

1 75

25 [^Uj]
(Tabari, iii, 1234) 10 ,jJjy

32 JJy
362

19

498, 321, 308, 305, 301, 71

(Tabari, iii, 1165)

>*r''

241,240, 209i-j!jj_^d

354, 309

296

8 yil!

478 [^U-.!]

83

220

376

319

[^,yi 86 ^SxJ\

479

309

193

87 ^.1^1’

I

501, 497 ^^,,d

487

328

210, 204, 202, 151, 42

326, Oj^v'’) 268, 261, 248

olo
,

,

jJ

(Ya*kubi, ii, 516)
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78 jUsh

246, 178 ^\=^j

(Tabari, iii, 1314
;

lluruj,!!,

253)

410, 16, 15

^ 1 AaX**: J 4—^ ^

211,195,166,123,38,34^
408, 400, 343, 333, 320, 233

(Tabari, iii, 1331
;
Fawat al-

•wafayat, i, 136)

462, 334

384

31

130

269

358

69

y j
jioj ‘-jO ^

381, 371, 368, 309 (iLJi-s?

485, 387

370, 198

102 |*jUa

86 IcU!

139 jJjSl jJU>.

361 tj-L>jl'l AAsr» ^ ’i^sPr

87, 65

496,

^LkSl

(Tabari, iii, 1194)398, 387, 159

456^^A*:>-

ij-i cT^.
jSlxs^ jjI

350

AjJj ^ 489

(Ya^kubl, ii, 567)

405 <dn A»j: ^ iSry*^

1 i_^L« y^ 20

236, 209, 174, 139, 83

479, 478, 476, 356, 324, 290

487 42l-^U!1

19

133 ol^ ^
187 (joLi* ^

224 ^yi
487

^ 478, 472, 434, 29

j*IaJ

288 4--.^

59

322
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139 <L=^

^J\ u_<!U ys 13

(Ta'kubi, ii, 565)

283

299 [j*^]

484 l>oU jIc

479

487^Ic

209

228, 53

447 ^\aJ

269, 79 yj

438 Ji-x. »j\

135

jjL) y^ i_—!li. iX^

314, 310, 241, 239

283 A*£

84JjjA\ iX^

318 jjyill Ay:

500, 492, 486, 287 ^y^Uy: yo

442 Ay

410 ^ <dl! Ay

316, 310, 136, 43, 22

379

501, 495, 486 <d!^ Ay

507, 504

267

331

282 ^1,—j ^ *

i

l^

36 cyy
1 y\

333, 331, 320, 213

(Tabari, iii, 1315)

^^^aS y\ (^y

340, 317 jKII

352 ^lA]

(Tabari, iii, 1223) 107 tly-: yj

499, 384, 343 ^.\ ^y

271

31 <-Jo^

245

19 (yL^,^ JT

Ay-: yl ys

294, 291, 225, 101 ujLcy

55
(_y

yl

31

31 yUl
328 cJls^l

165 cijJllj
J

319

487
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393 ^ ^J'j^ 53 A^

381 y-J

475, 472, 438, 386, 296, 174^^

433

316

410

153 tj*s.

362^.^l£

ir^

273, 268, 65 A*^- .,jO*

lb3 Lr* ..fj • w4^V l:/* »
316, 247 jjI

389, 359 aJ_j51

23

495, 493, 492, 400, 395, 170

505, 502, 498

1 77

352 t_fAi»s!l t_^lc

373 k_JL£ ^
131

^ 496, 9 i^Li

396, 238, 153 JJj/!'

71 ^^11 Ju ^ ^UiJ!

li^-^ a-ks^

310,204

237

1^5 l5 t

53 ^ ^Us^ A^

508 j^UJ

486 aUI A^ ^s> ^^A^

508, 496, 491

243 A^
322 ddJI a^£

485 j*AaU; ^ (Lax

500,499,498,493, 491, 487, 486

ij- ij:

319 *71^ ^ i^Ss.

193 j_jAx

497 'ijjs.

63 [iJix]

209 k_2-iJi L/Kilx

319, 161 Jx
l*L: ys 467

394,86
1^.

(Miiruj,ii,204; Ibn Khillikan,

i, 441)

54 ji^, 333 426^,^

yl

412, 50 Ls^l^
yl ^

13, 12

yl A^ ^
150, 149
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424, 307, 288, 53

178, 175

494

40

371

(Tabari, iii, 1268) 154jUjLi

1*1^ i>J3U

272, 267, 236, 169, 63, 18

505, 363, 318, 312 ?

(Fawat al-wafayat, ii, 146)

310 (_<!U

20 ‘-r^

330, 279, 111

30

497, 486

363

(Khizanat al-adab, i, 236)

(Ibn Isbak, 907) 373

273
,W'*

466, 461, 436, 428, 424

A-JyS^
, cE*

A4,sr^

4 ) j^UiU^
tiJ—

^

323, 283, 232

Ak-S^

508, 507

368 ^_5-=3i=i^ A/*_sr»

387, 375, 374

210

y\j A«^ _jj 1
ys

377, 318 j.jiK

319 A^wSf* ^

411, 124

503

388, 376, 368

154^1 AS

361 Aks^
(*/*

237, 40

28

475

187j^j

319 I.C

no JT

^ 154

40

8 <-r^ y}

303, 8 i

317, 154, 83 [i.U

212^1^,^'

236

98 aJ

360, 87, 82 A^

25 [i_^y*13

152
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497

356 ^
355

31

90 1

92

82
>

(Ibn Duraid, 239) 296^^.*u^

488 c»71a^1

307

491 J-^\

(Ta‘kubi, ii, 533)

(Tabari, iii, 1171) 101,98i;.U^

103

<dJl)

151,7,1 -iU-') ,l& al
’ O ^ c3V c?:

275, 259, 247, 229, 226, 156

335?

(Ya'kubI, ii, 516?) 507

422^
154 j\^ty*

487

3S0^j,ai^\

J.R.A.s. 1905.

AJ^
‘H/:! liT^

a! 1>- A.A.sr»

366, 357, 6, 5

(Ya‘]^ubl, ii, 588)

409, 351

356 ^ A^«..sr*

244 ^_5jiyi
U? A.a.js^

1^—) A^ ^ A,«..sr»

46 jLxs^ ci'-V'*

252, 59, 57, 51, 47,

(Ibn KbUlikiln, ii, 70)

^Us A«a ^ A^ir*

352 ^ X*^*

28 j\x.» A/A.S'*

56 ^d ^d

312, 299, 210, 195, 116

495 ,C_».aLs11 ,.' Ay*,sf*

494, 487 AJjj a.kk-’

t/y^' A.*^'*

189, 107, 96, 68, 25 A^^)

289, 267, 265, 249, 223, 205

336, 335, 299, 298, 294, 290

(Ob. 238 ; Ya'kubi, ii, 598)

321, 219 JjAjjl!

152^\a.i^\

51
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276, 155

338, 329

1 o5
^

^ A-*.C

384

139

]07

409, 304

412 j.lAJb

271 j*Ua

31 I ^xa>

114 [Jcjs]

130 tXiJJi

? j** 83 Jy^ *Uj^

328, 276, 275, 226 <dllj JjUI

^
Q

jJb 84

104 [jJ^\ (.1]

412 i—

(See U^V
5, (2) ^
341 <d!l SfS- J_5rr=^

494? 381

31 Jjjj

92, 90 cH ‘Hr^-

(Ta'kubi, ii, 516) 102

84 AjJj

46 Mamiel

330

193 1

(Ta'kubI, ii, 565)

131, 55

177, 170, 163 ^

175, 133, 128, 127, 66

502, 492, 489, 488, 407, 401

(Ta'kubi, ii, 599)

(Ta'kubI, ii, 223) 223

407 jjI i^r*

9 1

479 ^ilj

iji

156, 155, 115, 114

367, 366, 70 ^
372, 368

80

153
•j

145 [j\y}

>y^ ^y

371, 242, 198

444

163 ^j^y* uV^
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70 92 A^_ ^4

189 j*lJl 265

491, 489 ^jJi\

3. Ifames of Tribes mentioned in Abu Tammam’s Dlwan.

13 k_^<ix7

64 (Jj|.

474, 370, 291, 131, 42

62^^-

251 J*.’

484

271, 175

475

288 ^
484

268, 64, 21, 13

275, 273, 269

20

170

80

3o3, 170

24

485

353

37

386 Acj^ri-

287

388, 198, 151, 99, 94, 78 Aj!

493, 475

319, 269 L^lil ^
151, 131, 130, 124, 122, 94 Aji

386

493, 477 A>.4

435, 12 yj

485 uil

1 7o

155^U3l4

94^Ujl

188, 83, 78, 77 aM

99yj

487 JasT

SOjJj

477, 370, 180Jj
341 ili.^ A«£ ^
365, 31 Ji\j ^/j

85

273, 268, 225 u-J^-

487, 477, 378
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271, 79 jIc 400

444, 130 321

378, 319, 19 319
^

^L>

14 JutMj 56

490, 335, 161, 131 349, 88

344 i_j<Ac (Ibn Duraid Jjj) 291 A

294 ^ t/Ac 123 ,
•

•

475 1 ^Ac 377, 365, 319, 57, 33 ijt^j

288 169 '^^j

271 506

507 84, 83

175 378

273, 272 ^ |»Ar. 475 A ;••y

475 122 ^^LL:

499 jji 269, 236, 152, 130 Ax-.

31 ^jUa: L-jU 284 cL—

^

Ax—

:

490, 364, 131 ^JL^ 198 ••

373, 273, 155 (jZjjJ 130 .

57 AcUaJ 355

317, 291, 216, 57 365, 358, 84

477 L-?**?* 88 l_-^x-s

124 56 c^L-A

20 79 ^\Ja

501, 291 484, 271

271 k--^ 370, 291, 289, 161, 151 *, >
198 iAi^ 477, 475, 474, 472, 422, 388

485 500, 496, 492, 484, 479
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477, 364, 356, 322, 83 Jom -12^
8o 2f 271 ^
124 AAli 487

387, 369, 251, 68 477, 56
c.

364, 155j^ 322^1^ ?

489 CD 00

319, 152, 72 80, 24

300, 155, 94 iJsa.S> 325, 80

878, 319, 291, 131 92, 89, 88, 33^
-287, 237, 155, 24 79

4. Stars mentioaed in the Dlwan of Abu Tanunam.

226 Axmc 198

411, 313, 299, 220 198 jJb

333, 321 198^
117 J^lkc

371, 220, 162 343, 332 by

112, 102 Jki^l 228, 81 jy

362 362

, 313, 300 93, 60, 4 Ajy^

398, 228, 117 250, 228, 81

198 iZJjS)-

102 300 j!j

316 ^Jjj^ CU-bjj 382, 228, 81 J».J
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5. Battles mentioned by Abu Tammam.

442 i\j^S [<3iJ]

319

84

8

164^Ai!l

322 t— gjj

322

487, 322, 64, 57, 19

323

64

322

372 _U!
<L

•

163^^^!

165^\

474, 163, 99 A5-\

261

474, 323, 163, 99, 12^Ja

474 LliU-!;;

322

64 CjUj

219 ^Jj
323, 163

322yU.

163^^^M,y^

322, 271 ( oU jJl

322 CuliJj

42, 3iy

322
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XXIX.

NOTES ON INDIAN COINS AND SEALS.

Part VI.

Bt E. J. RAPSOX, M.A., M.E.A.S.

Tutelary Divinities of Indian Cities on Gr^co-Indian

Coins.

1. Kapim.

rpHE square bronze coins of Eucratides which bear on the

reverse the image and superscription of the tutelary-

divinity of a city, instead of some tj’pe accompanied by the

usual kingly name and titles, are well known and have often

been published.^ The KharosthI inscription has been read

hitherto as nagara-devata”
•,
but this is undoubtedly

incorrect. Since the publication of Professor Gardner’s

Catalogue, the British Museum has acquired specimens of

this coinage, by means of which the reading of every letter

of the inscription can be determined with certainty.^ Of
these additions, the best preserved is the coin now described.

Obv. Bust of king r., wearing helmet and diadem
; inscr.

in Greek characters along the 1., the top, and the

r. side :

—

BASIAEQZ I MEPAAOVI EYKPATIAOY.

* Cunningham, Num. Chron., 1869, pp. 225 (Xo. 21), 235, pi. vii (vi),

Nos. 5, 6 ; von SaUet, Zeit. f. Num., 1879, p. 299, pi. vi (iii), 4 ; Gardner,
B.M. Cat., Greek and Scythic Kings, p. 19 (No. 63), pi. vi, 8.

^ From the specimens published by Professor Gardner, it was impossible to be
certain of the reading which he gives on the authority of General Cunningham
(Uc. cit.).
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Bev. Zeus seated 1. on throne ; he holds a wreath and

a palm-branch
;
in front of him, fore-part of elephant

r. ; behind, a conical-shaped object, above which,

monogram, Kharosthl inscription along r.,

top, and 1. side ;

—

{
— Kavisiye nagara-devata).

B.M.
;
Cunningham Coll. .Sla. [PL 1.

The first word, then, is Kavisiye, not Karisiye
;
and there

can be no doubt that Dr. J. Marquardt has rightly-

recognised in this Prakrit form the genitive singular = “ of

Kapisa,” and that the whole inscription means “the city-

deity of Kapisa.”

This discovery of Dr. Marquardt has been published by him
in so modest a fashion—he merely refers to it incidentally

in his great work Eransahr nach der Geographie des Ps. Moses

XorenacU, p. 280—that, unless special attention is dra-wn to

it, it runs some risk of escaping the notice of numismatists

altogether.

Its importance for the history of Graeco-Indian coinage

is evident. We have here indisputable numismatic testimony

to the fact that Kapisa, the capital of the great kingdom
of Kapisa-Gandhara, formed part of the Indian dominions

of Eucratides. This fact has, no doubt, been generally

accepted long ago from considerations of what is known
from other sources of the history of this period

; but it is

now placed beyond all question by this piece of positive

e-vidence.

1 There can be little doubt that this monogram is the one -which is intended to
he represented on all the coins of this class. The different form given both by
Cunningham and Professor Gardner is due to imperfectly preserved specimens.

’ In a paper which will appear in the Transactions of the XIV Oriental
Congress (Algiers) I have tried to show that the a is sometimes represented in
the Xharosthi alphabet, both in Br. Stein’s inscriptions from Niya and on the
coins. I think it extremely probable that it is here indicated by the short
stroke at the foot of the last letter, and that the word should be read m deoata.
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These coins, moreover, give us some further information

about the history of the city of Kapisa. It has been already

observed that they are often coins of Apollodotus restruck ^

;

but numismatists seem to have been unwilling to accept the

obvious interpretation of this fact, riz., that Eucratides must

have succeeded Apollodotus as ruler over the city to which

the coins belong:. To avoid such a conclusion it has been

suggested that these particular coins of Eucratides were

struck after his death but there seems to be no evidence

for this supposition, which is due, no doubt, to the general

impression which must be left on the minds of all who study

these coins, that, taken altogether, the reign of Apollodotus

belongs to a later period than that of Eucratides. It is

quite possible, however, that, iu whatever way these two

princes may have been connected—and in the absence of all

satisfactory evidence it is best to abstain from all conjecture

in such matters^—their reigns may well have overlapped,

and that, for some time at least, Apollodotus was actually

superseded in the rule of Kapisa by Eucratides.

This coin is, further, important since it enables us to test

the theory, which General Cunningham supported with

great learning and ingenuity, that the monograms on

Graeco-Indian coins were to be read as the names of mint-

cities. This theory has not been generally accepted by

numismatists *

;

but it has been as difficult of disproof as of

proof, since the resolution of these monograms, which consist

•of an ingenious arrangement of two or more letters, can only

in most cases be tentative, and can never be convincing

unless supported by other evidence.

In the present instance, we have both the actual name
of the city in the Kharosthl inscription and a monogram

‘ Cuaninghani, jymn. Chmi., 1S69, p. 226 ;
Gardner, B.JI. Cat., p. xxxt.

’ Gardner, op. cH., pp. xxsv, 19.

^ It is generally supposed (». Smith, Early History of India, p. 199) that

Apollodotus was the son and murderer of Eucratides; but the reasons for this

view given by Cunningham {Num. Chrm., 1869, pp. 241-3) are not absolutely

convincing.

* V. ChabouiUet, Eev. Num., 1867, p. 393; von Sallet, Zeit. f. Num., 1879,

p. 200 ; Gardner, B.ll. Cat., Gk. and Seythie Kings, p. Iv.
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which can scarcelj' by any ingenuity be resolved into

the letters which would go to make up anj^ possible Gireek

equivalent of that name. Moreover, the coins of Apollodotus

which were restruck by Eucratides must surely also have

been of the Kapisa mint, and the monogram which they

bear is equally intractable. It is
,
and can scarcely be

read otherwise than as MO.

But, while General Cunningham’s theory as to the nature

of these monograms seems to break down in the solitary

instance in which it can be tested, it must not be hastily

assumed that a study and comparison of these monograms
can yield no good results, from the point of view of

topography or history. Whatever may be the correct

interpretation of these monograms, whether they he the

marks of moneyers or whether they denote certain issues

of the coinage, the occurrence of the same monogram on the

coins of different kings certainly raises a presumption that

they were closely connected in some manner, either locally

or chronologically.

2. Puskaldcatl.

In Professor Gardner’s Catalogue of Coins of the Greek

and Scgthic Kings of Bactria and India there is published

a specimen of which, as yet, no satisfactory account has been

given. It is classed merely as “ Indo-Scythic. Bncertain.”

(p. 162
;

pi. xxix, 15) ; and it differs so much in character

from all known Grmco-Indian or Indo-Scythic coins that,

in describing it in Indian Coins, § 37 (1), I hazarded the

conjecture that the piece was not a coin, but a reproduction

in gold of the designs of two seals or gems. I still think

that this conjecture may quite possibly be true. The
provenance of this specimen, which was acquired from one

of the notorious band of fabricators and dealers in false

coins at Eawal Pindi, certainly excuses whatever douht may
be entertained as to its genuineness. But, if not genuine
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itself, its obverse and reverse must, at least, be copies, and

accurate mecbanically-made copies, of some genuine originals.

It is, therefore, in any case, well worthy of study
;

and
a fuller reading of the KharosthI inscriptions than was
possible at the time of the publication of the Catalogue

reveals a fact of interest which was quite unsuspected.

Obv. City-goddess, wearing a mural crown and holding

a lotus-flower in her right baud
;

inscr. in Kharosthi

characters :

—

r. S-|9%Tqs[hl ,
[Pa ^jkhalavadi-devada

;

1. Kharosthi inscr. (probably of three aJisaras) not

legible.^

Itei'. Humped bull r.
;
above, TAYPOC ;

below, [or
[ UJsabhe.

B.M. A’' -6
;
m. 66-7. [PI. 2.

* The restoration pa is justified by the remaining traces. Fit

might more naturally have been expected
;
but there seems to be

no trace of the vowel-sign.

® The first aksara seems to be dro, the second is possibly pa or

pra, and the third is quite doubtful.

^ This aksara should be restored as either a or u. There seems

to be a faint trace of the loop at the bottom which distinguishes

the u. Professor Gardner’s reading vri cannot be supported.
* The reading blie is imdoubted. For the nom. sing, in -e, cf.

Pischel, Gramrnatik der Prakrit-Sprachen, § 18.

We have here represented on the obverse of this piece

the tutelary divinity of the city of Puskalavatl, the Greek
Ueu/teXawTt?, which is usually identified with the modem
Hastnagar. She wears Greek dress and the mural crown
which is the emblem of a Greek civic divinity

;
and as

guardian of the “ City of Lotuses
”

she appropriately holds

a lotus-flower in her right hand. It is quite possible that

her name may lie concealed in the Kharosthi inscr. on the
left, which, unfortunately, is too fragmentary to be read with
any confidence.
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The bull which forms the type of the reverse has, no

doubt, a religious significance. On the coins of the

Kusanas, the bull undoubtedly indicates the prevalence of

the worship of Siva. It is uncertain whether it has the

same meaning here.

From the linguistic point of view, the Kharosthi in-

scriptions are interesting for two reasons : (1) the use of d

to represent both d and t in \Fci\hlialamdi-devada — Skt.

Pushaldvatl-demtd •, and (2) the nom. sg. in -e, \ti\Hahhe or

[alsahhe — Skt. rrsubhah.

3. Puskaldcati (?).

The identification of another tutelary divinity with the

city-goddess of PuskalavatT is less certain. The coin on

which her figure occurs is one of the Indo-Scythic (Saka)

princes, Azilises.

Obv. King on horseback r. ; in front, monogram

BASIAEflE BASIAEfiN MEPAAOV 1 AIAISOY

Rev. 1., city-goddess, wearing a mural crown and holding

a diadem in her r. hand
;

r., Zeus
; in 1. field.

Kharosthi letter {pa)
;

in r. field, Kharosthi

monogram, (? spi la) •, Kharosthi inscr. :

MaJiarajasa rajatirajasa mahatasa
\
Ai/ilisasa.

B.M.
;
Cunningham Coll. [PI. 3.

The only bases for the conjecture that this goddess also

may perhaps be the tutelary deity of Puskalavati are, firstly,

the general resemblance which she bears to the goddess just

described, and, secondly, the Kharosthi letter pa, which may
possibly be an abbreviation of Pakhalamdi, which is written

' A similar mistake in the name does not occur on the smaller coin of the same
type published by Cunningham (Nion. Ghrm., 1890, p. 150) and now in
the B.M.
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in full on the other coin. The explanation of the other

Kharosthl monogram, which seems to be made up by
a combination of the aksarns spi and la, is quite uncertain.

It may possibly represent the name of another city.

COIXS WITH REVERSE-TTPE “ SvASTIKA.”

1. Legend in Brahmi characters.

Apparently the only specimen of this class hitherto

published is the small silver coin belonging to Mr. J. P.

Rawlins, which Mr. Vincent Smith assigns to the Sauriistran

series, and on which he reads doubtfully the name Arjuna
(JASB, 1897, p. 9, pi. i, 14). The resemblance to the

Saurastran series is, however, not sufficiently close to make
it necessary to suppose that there was any intimate con-

nection between the two
;
and the provenance of this coin

(Jhelam) and of similar specimens since known from the

collections of Mr. W. S. Talbot and Mr. M. Longworth

Dames, which were made in the same region of India, would

seem to indicate that the coins of this class belong to the

north of the Punjab.

Through the kindness of Mr. Rawlins I have been able to

examine the original coin, and have studied the inscription

without being able to agree with Mr. Vincent Smith’s

proposed reading of the name. I have since seen the two
other specimens illustrated in the plate. The former was
sent to me by Mr. R. Burn on behalf of Mr. Bleazby in

April, 1903. The latter is now represented by casts in the

British Museum, but I regret that no note was made of the

collection to which it belongs.

Ohv. Bust of king r.

Lev. Svastika
; inscr. in Brahmi characters (r. inf.).

Mr. G. B. Bleazby. Al "o
;
Wt. 28. [PI. 4.

Obv. Similar.

Lev. Similar; inscr., apparently in Brahmi characters,

illegible.

[PL 5.
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So far as concerns tlie reading of the inscription, the

coin last described is quite useless. On the other two coins

certain letters are fairly well preserved, but I cannot suggest

any satisfactory restoration in either case. The following

eye-copies of the legible portions of the two coin-legends are

given in the hope that, when other specimens are available

for study, they may assist in facilitating a restoration of

the whole.' At present it seems doubtful if any conjecture

whatever on the subject can be profitable.

(1)

(Mr. Rawlins).

(2) E^Utl^lHL,.
(Mr. Bleazhy, pi. 4).

2. Legend in Eharost/n characters.

Most closely connected with the silver coins just described

are others, which come from the same part of India, and

which differ chiefly in bearing inscriptions in the Kharosthi

alphabet. These seem not to have been published hitherto.

In the collection of Mr. Longworth Dames there are

twelve specimens, but, unfortunately, only a solitary one on
which any considerable portion of the inscription can be read.

Ohr. Head of king 1., wearing diadem.

Lev. Type, Scastika ; inscr. in Kharosthi characters :

[ tha]>2asa BagapJiarnapu [^

—

].

Mr. M. Longworth Dames. Al -6
; Wt. 37‘6. [PI. 6.

The other specimen illustrated was presented to the

British Museum in 1903 by Mr. W. S. Talbot :

—

Ohv. Similar.

Lev. Similar ;
inscr. in Kharosthi characters

:
[ sa

pu thd]nasa Bagapharnapu\tra -].

B.M.
;
Mr. "W. S. Talbot. At -45

;
Wt. 24-7. [PL 7.

1 It is scarcely necessary to remind the epigraphist or the numismatist that
eye-copies are scientifically worthless, and are useful only in so far as they explain
the meaning of a writer, or illustrate his indiTidual tiew (which is often influenced
hy preconceived notions) as to the reading of an inscription.
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The following are eye-copies of this inscription :

—

(1) L-
]

(PI. 6).

(2) [j j.|,](Pi.7).

It will be seen that the name of the striker of these coins

is doubtful. It certainly ended in -na ; and if, as suggested

above, we may restore the two preceding syllables of his

name as -pufha, we have a form which strikingly reminds

us of Castana} His title, whether that of king or ksatrapa,

is quite uncertain. All that we can sa\’, with absolute

certainty, is that he was the son of Bagapharna. This

name is undoubtedly Persian ; and its latter portion is the

same as that of the Indo - Parthian king, who is more

generally known by the Greek form of his name as Gondo-

phares.2 We may, therefore, conclude that these coins

belong to some ' family of Persian or Parthian (Pahlava)

princes or satraps ruling in the Northern Punjab, probably

in the Jhelam District, in about the first century a.d.

Of a bronze coinage having as its chief type on the reverse

a svastika together with a KharosthI inscription, only one

specimen is known to me.

Obv. Man standing.

Ret'. Svastika
;
inscr. in KharosthI characters not legible.

B.M.
; Major Hay, 60: 12—20: 553. 2E '8. [PI. 8.

This coin was purchased in 1860 by the British Museum,
together with a great number of others, which seem mostly,

but by no means exclusively, to have been collected in the

north of India and in Afghanistan. The inscriptions,

unfortunately, cannot be read ;
but its fragmentary letters,

and those also of some of the badly preserved silver coins

' Possibly the resemblance which Mr. Vincent Smith saw between these coins

and the Saurastran coins may be explained as due to their common origin.

^ Drouin, Onomastique Arsacide, Key. Nnm., 1895, p. 370 ; Fleet, JEAS,
1905, p. 228.
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in the collection of Mr. Longworth Dames, seem to be
portions of an inscription which is other than that appearing

on the more legible silver coins.

Khaeajiosta (Kharaosta), son of Arta {Indian Coins, § 34).

Ohv. King r. on horseback, holding in r. hand a lance

couched
;

in front of horse, ^ (Kharosthi = sam
)

;

inscr. in Greek characters :

—

XAPAMLiJC: i TEICAT 1 [P]AnEI[A-]
!
[TIAYDY.

Rev. Lion r. ; in front, X (? Kharosthi numeral 4) ;
above

(? Kharosthi monogram, kha + ro)
; inscr. in

the Kharosthi characters, beginning at the bottom

corner r. :

—

^ 1 p [tu] 0 \

q
-1

1 [q ] t hT \V
(= Chatrapasa pra ] A[r^a]sa piitrasa).

Mr. G. B. Bleazby. 2En '8
;
Wt. 116. [PI. 9,

A study of the thirteen specimens of this coinage now in

the British Museum, and of others which have been sent

from time to time for examination, shows that certain

rectifications should be made in the description given by
Cunningham {Nvm. Chron., 1890, pp. 127, 170) and
Bhagvanlal (ed. Eapson, JRAS, 1894, p. 550).

The Greek inscription is correctly read by both these

authorities as

XAPAMLIJCTEl EATPAnEI APTAYDY.

Of the first two forms, ending in -Ei, I can offer no
explanation, and it is even somewhat doubtful whether

they are to be regarded as nominatives or as genitives.

They might be nominatives if the last word could be

regarded as the genitive singular of the father’s name,

as has been hitherto assumed; but they are more probably

genitives in apposition with the last word, which must
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surely be a compoundj made on the Indian model, APTA +

YDY = the Kharosthl Artasa putrasa. The form ud? = u/d?

is well known at this period,^ and is actually found on

a Parthian coin of Gotarzes (a.d. 40-51).^ The name Arta

may possibly be that with which we are familiar as the first

portion of the Parthian names Artabanus and Artavasdes.^

A comparison of all the available specimens makes it

possible to restore the Kharosthi inscription with certainty as

(= Chatrapam pm Kharaostasu Artasa putrasa).

The only important variant appears on a coin in the

British Museum (Hay, 60 : 12-20 : 169) where the name

of the father is given as Ortasa (gen. sing.) =
The first letter cha appears quite distinctly not only on

this coin, but also on one in the Fitzwilliam Museum at

Cambridge which was sent to me for examination by the

Rev. W. G. Searle.

The reading of the group -rUt- (with the lingual t) seems

to be correct.

The difficulty of interpreting this coin-legend lies in the

syllable pra, which is seen quite distinctly before the name

Kharaosta, but which was not noticed by Cunningham. It

occurred to me at one time that the letter might be a ka*

and that Kaliha- might possibly be intended to be read as

Kkha, and to represent some hard aspirated guttural for

’ It occurs, for example, in an inscription of Lucius Caesar (died a.d. 2) at

Athens, Boeckh, CIG. No. 312.

= BASIAEnZ BASIAEQN APZAKOY YOZ KEKAAOY-
IVIEN02 APTABANOY TQTEPZHS. ^roth, B.U. CvA., Parthia,

p. 165, pi. xxvii, 2, and Xitm. Chron., 1900, p. 95 : ef. Gardner, The

Parthian Coinage, p. 49, pi. t, 25.

^ For the readings of these v. Drouin, Ommastique Arsaeide, in Rev. jTum.,

1895, pp. 367, 368.

* On referring to the Tolume containing the Pandit’s manuscript notes now in

the Royal Asiatic Society’s Library, I found that he had already suggested this

reading. This volume of notes, from which I could only give selections in the
two articles edited by me in JEAS, 1890, p. 639, and 1894, p. 541, should be
consulted by scholars interested in the history of ancient India.

J.B.A.S. 1905. 52
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wldcli there was no adequate equivalent in the Kharosthi

alphabet. But the syllable seems to he undoubtedly pra,

not ka, and I am quite unable to make any useful conjecture

as to its meaning.

Both Cunningham and Bhagvanlal had identified the

striker of these coins with the Kharaosta of the Mathura

Lion-Capital
;
but this identification was not accepted by

Biihlerj and it seems not to have been reasserted by any

other scholar up to the present time.

Biihler seems to have found two difficulties in the proposed

identification. In the first place, he doubted whether the

name on the coins as given by Cunningham (/.c.)—Khara-

mostis (Greek, Charamdstei •, Kharosthi, Kharalinyista (p. 127),

Kharamasta (p. 170))—could possibly be the same as the

Kharaosta of the Lion-Capital. This objection now disappears

when it is seen that the name appears in precisely the same

form, Kharaoda, both in the Kharosthi coin-legend and on

the Lion-Capital.

If the matter ended here, we should surely have no

hesitation in accepting the identification as extremely

probable, if not quite certain. But Biihler’s second objection

is more serious, and it raises a problem of which I see at

present no perfectly satisfactory explanation. He points

out that according to the Lion-Capital Kharaosta is the son

of Rajula, but that according to the coins Kharamosta (now

shown to be certainly another form of Kharaosta) is the son

of Arta. “ It would, therefore, appear,” he says, “ that they

are two different persons, even if their names should he

identical.” ^

Although no certain explanation of this difficulty presents

itself, it may he useful, in view of some future examination

of this question, to set forth the facts of the case as they

appear at present, bearing in mind that it is quite possible

that another edition of the inscriptions on the Lion-Capital

may materially alter our views as to the genealogies which

it records.

> JEAS, 1894, p. 532.
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Even in Biihler’s own version it is nowhere definitely-

stated that the yumraja Kharaosta was the son of the Great

Satrap Eajula. In inscr. A i, Hadasi Kasa, the chief queen

of Rajula, is called his mother, and the presumption is, of

course, that Eajula was his father
;

but it need scarcely be

pointed out that this does not necessarily follow. It is

certainly possible, if not probable, that Ifadasi Kasa may
have been previously married. Moreover, the sons of Rajula

seem to he mentioned in inscrs. B, C, and D as Sudasa,

the reigning Satrap, Kalui, a younger, and Kaiiludo, the

youngest son. If Kharaosta was the son of Rajula, we
might surely expect to find him mentioned together with

these
;

but as a matter of fact he seems to be in no way

associated with them. The difficulty as to his position,

however, disappears altogether if we may accept the

arrangement proposed by Bhagvanlal,* who makes the donor

of the stupa, Nandasriyaka (=Buhler’s Nadasi Kasa), the

daughter of the chief queen of Rajula. According to

Bhagvanliil, there is no mention on the Lion-Capital of the

husband of this ladj’, and he finds no difficulty, therefore,

in supposing him to have been the Arta of the coins.

Whether we may accept BhagvanlaTs version in preference

to Biihler’s is a point which can only be determined by

a more careful investigation of the inscriptions on the

Lion- Capital than can be attempted here. Enough has been

said to show that the identification, which appears in every

other respect as probable, of the Kharaosta of the inscriptions

with the Kharaosta or Kharamosta of the coins, must not

be hastilj^ rejected on the supposed evidence of the

inscriptions.^

The KharosthI .syllable sam which appears on this

specimen on the obverse in front of the horse, occurs on

other coins of Kharamosta above the lion, preceded by the

Kharosthi monogram, for which the reading hha -f- ro has

been suggested above. The meaning of this monogram,

1 JEAS, 1894, p. 546.

- Buhler is certainly right in declining to accept further identifications proposed
by Cunningham and Bhagvanlal, v. Indian Coins, § 79.
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as of others ou coins of this class, is quite uncertain. The

mm may possibly, as Mr. Fleet has already suggested,^ be

the abbreviation for sarnvat, ‘ year,’ and the X in front of the

lion on the reverse might, so far as the form goes, be the

KharosthT numeral 4. This is, however, rendered the more

doubtful by the fact that the same figure is found in the

same position on all coins of Kharamosta, and that on some,

as on the present specimen, the supposed abbreviation for

‘year’ appears on one side of the coin and the supposed

figure 4 on the other. This is, to say the least, not a very

probable arrangement.

ATHAMA.

Ohv. King on horseback, as on the coins of Kharamosta

{v. sup. No. 9) ;
Greek inscription:

—

[-1CIACE

Rev. Monogram made up of the Greek letters M and P ;

iru ..u- • sa.
iiharosthi mscr. : ,,

r/ia a.

Mr. Bleazby. M '4
;
Wt. 3-4. [PI, 10.

This most interesting coin, which was sent to me by

Mr. Bleazby for examination, is, so far as I know, unique

of its kind. It is struck in very thin gold, and seems

without doubt to belong to the general class of Indo-Scvthic

coins to which the title Saka has rightly or wronglv been

applied.

The obverse type “king on horseback’’ occurs on the

coins of Azes, Azilises, Vonones, and others, who are called

kings, and also, as we have seen, on the coins of Kharamosta,

who is called a satrap. The monogram which takes the

place of a reverse-type on this coin also occurs, in association

with a type, on coins of Azes and Azilises. We can have

no hesitation, therefore, in recognising in this Athama
a member of the same dynasty.

1 IRAS, 1905, p. 229.
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The name Athama is most probably Scytbic or Parthian

;

but it may, of course, be Prakrit Atthama = Skt. Astama,

‘ Octaxus.’ It occurs in the KharosthI inscriptions discovered

by Dr. Stein at Niya
;

e.g. as the name of a letter-carrier

mentioned in the fragment of a leather document, H. xv,

336, not yet published.

ANDHRA.

GautamTputr.4 SrT-YajSa-Satakarni {hidian Coins, § 87).

The three specimens now illustrated are apparently the

only ones known of what may be called the Saurastran type

of the coinage of the Andhra Dynasty. One of these has

frequently been published, and on its supposed evidence

there has been made an assumption which has influenced

nearly every attempt to reconstruct the genealogical table of

this dynast}^ An examination of this coin—or rather of

electrotypes taken from it—and of the other two now pub-

lished, has convinced me that Mr. Vincent Smith was right

in doubting the generally accepted reading,^ and that the

assumption which is founded on it must, therefore, be

abandoned.

The coin in question was discovered by Pandit Bhagvanlal

IndrajI in the stiipa at Sopara near Bombay.^ It bears

inscriptions both on obverse and reverse. As to the former

of these there is no question. It simply indicates that the

coin is of the prince whose name, in its Sanskrit form,

is Sri - Yajna - Satakarni, and who bears the metronymic

Gautamiputra, “ the sou of Gautami.” The reverse in-

scription is not so easy, owing to the fact that at one part

the letters are almost lost. It is even now not possible to

restore the whole inscription with certainty. All that we
can do is to ascertain its true character and to examine the

feasibility of such readings as have been proposed.

‘ ZDMG, 1903, p. 622.

^ Antiquarian Remains at Sopara and Padana, JBBEAS, xv, p. 273.
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The Pandit (op. cit., p. 306) read the characters which

compose this reverse inscription as

= Ft•ince Yajha Sdtakarni, son of Caturapana and

Gautami, ingeniously suggesting that this addition of the

father’s name to the usual Andhra metronymic was due to

the regular custom observed on their coins by the Ksatrapa

dynasty. He was confirmed in his proposed reading of the

father’s name on the coin as Caturapana by his own reading

of a title Catampana or Cutaraphana in an inscription at

Nanaghat dated in the thirteenth year of a Yasisthiputra

Satakarni.^ Putting together the supposed evidence of coin

and inscription, the Pandit imagined that he had ascertained

an important fact in the genealogy of the Andhra dynasty,

viz., that a Yasisthiputra Caturapana Satakarni was the

father of Gautamiputra Sri-Yajiia Satakarni; and this view

has since been generalH accepted.®

When we come to examine the coins it will he seen that

there are no certain or even probable traces of such a word as

Caturapana. With regard to the Gatarapana or Cataraphaua

of the inscription at Nanaghat, it is, in the first place,

unfortunate that we have no photograph or facsimile by

means of which the Pandit’s reading can be controlled. In

the second place, supposing that the reading is correct,

should we not rather see in this form ending in -ana

(probably = ana) a genitive plural, such as occurs elsewhere

in a similar position, either of the name of some people over

whom the king ruled, or denoting the particular family of

the dynasty to which he belonged? A good instance of this

use is supplied by the inscription of Madharlputa Purisadata

in the Jaggayapeta Stupa;® cf. also such an expression as

Okhalakiyanam Mahdrathi in the Karle inscr. No. 20.^ It

will be seen, therefore, that it is by no means certain that

Gatarapana or °phana is the name of the king in whose
inscription it occurs.

^ Op. cit.j p. 313.

^ For instance, by Biihler, Indian Antiquary, 1883, p. 272.
® ASSI, i, p. 110, Rauo M^ddhaviputasa IkhakhunciM Sirl^Y^ira-hii'isadatasa.
^ ASWI, iv, p. 107, pi. Uy; cf. JRAS, 1903, pp. 299, 300.
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The general description of the three coins here illustrated

is as follows :

—

(1) Obv. Bust of king r.
;

inscr. in Brahml characters

(vii) 1

Rev. 1., Ujjain symbol surmounted crescent
;

r., Cciiiya

surmounted by crescent ; between them, a star
;

beneath them, a waved line ; inscr. written con-

tinuously all around the coin (v. sup.).

B.M.
; Electrotype from General Pearse

;
[Bhagyanlal, cii.

;

EUiot, CSI, p. 25]. [PL 11.

(2) Obv. Similar
;

inscr. in Brahml characters (vii) :

—

Rev. Similai’, but double-struck
;

inscr. (r. inf.).

Colonel J. Biddulph. dt -65; 'Wt. 29'5. [PI. 12.

(3) Obv. Similar : inscr. in Brahml characters (vii) :

—

Rev. Similar; inscr. {v. inf.).

B.M.
; Bhagvanlal [loc. eit.'l. .dl -6; Wt. 24-5. [PI. 13.

Of the obverse legend, every letter and almost every

vowel-mark is absolutely certain :

—

^ j, ^ ^ ^
7S ^

(= Siri Yana Sdtakamnisa Ratio Gotamiputasa^).

In studying the reverse legend, the most important point

to notice is that the letters are not in exactly the same
character as those of the obverse legend. It is reasonable

' These Roman numerals refer to the clock-face, and indicate the point in the
circle at which an inscription begins.

- I use this sign—a reversed virama—^to denote that a vowel sign cannot be
seen, although it may possibly have been intended.

2 The inscription should, however, properly begin with Ram, This is the
order which ri, no doubt, intended. The above order has been adopted because
of the break in the legend made by the truncation of the bust.
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to suppose, then, that we have to deal with two different

alphabets and possibly two different dialects. On the

analogy of other Indian coins which are of a similar nature,

such as those of the Kunindas with inscriptions in both

Brahml and Kharosthi,* we may further expect to find

that the two legends are in substance identical.

To facilitate an investigation of these coins, eye-copies of

the three reverse coin-legends are given :

—

1 .

(PI. 11.)

2

(PI. 12.)

3. ) )
“

(PI. 13.)

On comparing the two legends we shall readily recognise

in the latter, counterparts of Siriyana Satahanisa and

Ootamipwtasa of the obverse. There remain, between these

two recognisable portions, traces of some six letters, which,

if we are to suppose that the legends correspond to each

other exactly, should form the equivalent to Rano.

Sa of the gen. sing, is represented by a character

which reminds us of the ^ ~ sa of the Bhattiprolu

inscriptions reversed.^

Skt. s seems to be represented by a different character,

which has some resemblance to one form of h
;

and, as we
have some reason for supposing that, in a certain dialect

used by the Andhras, h actually took the place of Skt. s,

e.g. in the name Hahu — Skt. Sakti,^ we may provisionally

read this character as h.

* Indian Coins, § 50.

* Up. Ind., ii, p. 324.

3 Nanaghat Inscription, in ASWI, v, p. 64, note 7.
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The reverse equivalent to the obverse Siri- Yana-Satakanisa

may, therefore, be IIiru-Yana-Hataka\nisa~\.

There is only one further difficulty in the reverse repre-

sentation of Gofamqmtasa—the character H, which should

be = ml. With this we may compare the form of ma, y ,

which occurs in Ceylon in about the first century B.cd The

aksara seems undoubtedly to contain an m, but whether

it included a vowel sign or not, it is impossible to say.

We may say, then, that obv. Gotamiputasa = rev. Gotam(a)-

putasa.

There remains now only the obv. Ratio and its rev.

equivalent, which, as we have seen, must have consisted

of some six syllables. All that we can say of this form is

that it was a genitive singular ending in -nasa, as might be

expected. It is hopeless to attempt any restoration of the

preceding syllables, probably four in number
;

but of one

thing we may be quite certain, they cannot, from the

remaining traces, be restored as Caturapa with the least

certainty.

We shall probably be right in recognising in this second

alphabet a South Indian form of Brahml which prevailed in

the region which was the original home of the Andhras,

Andhradeka, the Telugu country. On the Saurastran coins

it is, in fact, what KharosthI is on the coins of Nahapana

and Castana, an exotic, not an indigenous alphabet.

TEAIKUTAKA.

Dahrasena, son of Indradatta (date in copper-plate, year

207 of the so-called Kalacuri or Cedi era = a.d. 456).

Obv. Bust of king r.

' Cf. ‘Wickremasinglie, Epigraphia ZexjUmica, part i, p. 13.
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Rev. Caitya ; star of dots above on r. ; inscr. (iii) :

—

(= Maharaj-Endradattaputra Parama-Vaimava

Maharaja- Bahraseii a)

.

B.M.; Bird (1854). -55
;
Wt. 28-2. [PI. 14.

15. Ohv. .Similar.

Rev. Caitya
;

beneath, waved line
; star of dots above

on I. ; inscr. (xii) :
—

[- - T ^ ^ - T - -]

(= [- - rd-ndrtt-ttaputra-ra-~\ Vaisnava Maharaja

[Sri-Da - -
-]).

B.M.
;
Bhagvanlal. ’5; Wt. 22'7. [PI. 15.

These coin-legends have supplied one of the most familiar

puzzles in Indian numismatics. Their constituent characters

are in themselves so corrupt in some cases as to admit of

the possibility of a variety of readings. Their decipherment

must, therefore, manifestly depend to some extent on external

evidence, such as the analogj' of other coin-legends of about

the same time and locality, and also perhaps, to some extent,

on conjecture. The reading now generally accepted is that

which was proposed first by Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji in the

Transactions of the Seventh Oriental Congress (Vienna, 1886

:

Aryan Section, p. 222), viz. :

—

Maharajendravarmmaputra-paramaraisnava-sri-MahdrdJa-

Rudragana.

For -varmma- the Pandit suggests as possible variants

-danna- or -datta-. There can be no doubt that the latter

is correct. The -ita- is seen quite clearly on the coin which

is figured as No. 14 in the plate, and it is almost certainly t&

be restored in the case of No. 15,

Apart from this, the only correction which I propose is to

read the king’s name as Dahrasena, the reading of every

syllable of which can, I think, be fully justified. I may
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say that I have had the advantage of examining a very-

large number of these coins in the collection of the late

Dr. Gerson da Cunha, some of which have recently been

acquired by the British Museum, and that other well-known

collectors of Indian coins, such as Colonel Biddulph, Colonel

Shepherd, Mr. Ij. White King, and Mr. W. Theobald, have

kindly^ permitted me to have casts made from specimens in

their possession.

The form in which the legend most commonly' occurs is

somewhat as follows :

—

On comparing Bhagvanlal’s reading Rudragana with the last

four syllables of this facsimile,* it may be observed that ;

—

(1) The first of the four syllables iii question is certainly'

not ru. It is the same as the character which appears in

the sixth place from the beginning, and which the Pandit

read as fa or possibly da. That it is not va seems certain

from a comparison with the two ra’s (thirteenth and fifteenth

from the beginning) which are seen in the representation

of the word Vaimaca. It must unquestionably be read as da.

(2) The second may well be hra, i.e. the character which

appears in the second and eighteenth places from the

beginning with the addition of the regular subscript -ra.

(3) The third constitutes the real difficulty, and certainly

seems more like ga than anything else. But it must he

remembered that, in any case, it is probably a broken-down

letter. The die-cutter has allowed the lower part of the

previous syllable to deprive it of some of the space which

should have been given to it. From what may be called

the normal specimens of this coinage, it would have been

impossible to do more than guess at the value of this aksara
;

but, fortunately, there are varieties in which the sa (= se)

in this place is quite distinct {v. inf.).

^ The Pandit himself gives a facsimile (Lc,) which may equally be referred to
in illustration of these remarks.
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(4) The fourth may well be na. The round base would

seem to indicate that it was a corruption of the ordinary

looped na. As the first member of a compound aksara

-ndra- it is seen in the fifth place from the beginning. It

would be more difficult to explain this character as na, the

corruption of which is seen in the lower part of -sna-, the

fourteenth from the beginning.

It will be seen, then, that, even on the evidence of the

normal specimens, there would be no difficulty in accepting

the reading Dahrasena, except, perhaps, in the case of the

third aksiara, which is manifestly corrupt. But the case

becomes absolutely clear when other varieties are studied.

The two coins illustrated in the plate were chosen as

preserving certain forms of the letters, which, when
compared with the normal perversion of the coin-legend,

seem to prove the correctness of the reading proposed. To

facsimiles of these, representing two varieties in the

arrangement of the legend,' is added another from a coin

belonging to Colonel Biddulph which most clearly preserves

the sa (= se).

(1)

(2)

t • J ^ tIJ -J
-

Viu: V2J EIJM
(PI. 14).

I - - -

(PI. 15).

-yi- .---j -

(Colonel Biddulph).

We can, then, have no hesitation in recognising in the

striker of these coins Dahrasena, who is already known to

us from the copper-plate found at Pardi, fifty miles south

of Surat. This king belonged to the Traikuteka family.

1 (1) MaJidrdj-Endradatta-putra Parama- Vaimava &n-MaMrdJa-I>ahrasena ;

and (2) Mahdraj-Endradatta-putra Parama- Vaimava Mahdrdja-Srt-2)akrasena.
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and the copper-plate is dated in the year 207 of an era,

beginning in a.d. 248 or 249, to which the name Kalacuri

or Cedi era is usually given, and the establishment of which

Pandit Bhagvanlal attributed to the Traiku^ka D3masty.i

It will not be necessary here to discuss the question of the

origin of this era, the evidence available for the determination

of which has recently been set forth in this Journal by
Mr. Fleet with his wonted clearness and precision.^ All

that we need attempt to do here is to show, first, that the

coins, the copper-plate, and, originall}', the era in which

it is dated, all belong to the same region
;

and, secondly,

that the coins and the copper-plate must he of about the

same date.

Mr. Fleet (op. cit., p. 567) points out that “
all the earlier

dates in this era .... come from Gujarat and the

Thana District in Bombaj’.” The coins, also, certainly

come from this region, for the largest recorded hoard of

which I know is the one of some 500 specimens mentioned

by Bhagviinlal as having been discovered at Daman in

South Gujarat ^
;

and the specimens in the collections

referred to above (p. 803) may well have come from the

same districts, or nearly adjacent districts, of the Bombay
Presidenc}’. The only doubt is whether the area of the

circulation of these coins may not have been far more

extensive
;

but this question cannot be settled until far

more accurate accounts of the provenance of these coins are

available than is at present the case. The specimen published

by Mr. Justice Newton (JBBRAS, 1862, p. 11, pi. 13)—the

first recorded specimen of this series— was found “near

Karad in the Satara District.”

The region in question was certainly under the dominion

of the Ksaharata Nahapana (known dates 41-46 Saka =
119-124 A.D.).^ After his defeat it passed into the hands

' Trans. VII Or. Cong . : Aryan Section, p. 220.

2 JKAS, 1905, p. 560.

® Bomb. Oaz., I, i, p. 58.

* Inscr. of Usavadata, Nasik, ASWI, iv, p. 99, pi. lii, 5.
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of his conqueror, Gautamlputra Satakarni ^
; but was again

wrested from the Andhra Dynasty by the Mahaksatrapa

Rudradaman in or before the year 72 Saka = 150 a.d.^

How far it continued to form a portion of the empire of

the Western Ksatrapa dynasty from this date until the end

of the dynasty (c. 310 Saka = 388 a.d.) cannot be determined

with much precision, though, as will be seen below, we
have some important facts bearing on its history during

this period. The point which more immediately concerns

us is that this region was certainly for some length of time

included in the dominions of the Western Ksatrapas, and

that, therefore, we are fully prepared to find that their

characteristic type of coinage—oir.. King’s head to r.
; rev.,

Caitya with inscr.—was established there.

Xow the coins in question are precisely of this type

;

and their rough fabric and the debased character of their

inscriptions proclaim their late date. They would, on such

evidence alone, be assigned by numismatists to the period

after the downfall of the Western Ksatrapas, i.e. to some

period after a.d. 388. The coins now attributed to Dahrasena

record the name of his father, Indradatta, who was king

before him. If, then, we may suppose that the independence

of the Traikutaka dynasty dates from the downfall of the

Western Ksatrapas, the coins of Dahrasena, who had at

least one predecessor on the throne, may well be of the

same period as his copper-plate, which is dated in a year

equivalent to a.d. 456.

Vtaghrasena, son of Dahrasena.

Obv. Bust of king r.

Rev. Caitya
;
star of dots above on r.

; inscr. (xii) :

—

{=Maharaja Dahrasenaputra Parama-Vaisnava Sri-Maharaja
Vydghrasena).

B.M.
;
Da Cunha. -.5

; Wt. 32. [PI. 16.

' laser, of Palumayi, Nasik, iUd., p. 108, pi. lii, 14 .

- Juaagadii laser, of Eudradaman, KielliorB, Ep. Ind., viii, p. 36.
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The British Museum acquired in 1904 from the collection

of the late Dr. Gerson da Cunha eight specimens of a second

Traikutaka king, Vyaghrasena, son of Dahrasena.

The reading of the coin-legend seems to be certain,

thanks, principally, to the specimen here illustrated, which

preserves quite clearly the al'saras uja- and -ghra- of the

name, which on most of the other specimens are either

indistinct or corrupt. Again we see the peculiar corruption

of the -se-, which usually appears on the coins of Dahrasena,

and the meaning of which could scarcely have been guessed

if it had not been for the fortunate preservation of the un-

corrupted form on certain varieties of his coinage.

The followino’ facsimile is chieflv taken from the coinO •'

illustrated
;

but, as on this specimen the alisaras -rama

Vaisnara- are all broken, they have been restored from

another coin (B.M., da Cunha, 1904 : 4-8 : 94).

Signet-ring of Buddhadeva, son of As'vilapbtra.

A woman standing 1. with a parrot perched on her hand
;

KharosthI inscr. in two lines written vertically :

—

r. *21 IHj 0 Aknlapufrasa.

1. p T V' Budhadevam.

B.M. Oval, -8 by -7. [PI. 17.

The photograph in the plate is that of an impression

taken from the seal of a bronze ring recently acquired by

the British Museum. It is said to have been found at Dheri

Shahan, the site of the ancient Taxila.

Signet-ring of [SpaJlavera, son of Sanika.

A man standing r., wearing sword, and holding wreath

in r. hand ; Kharosthi inscr. in two lines written vertically :

—

(upwards) p *Z. Jfl
Sanigaputrasa.
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1. (d«™,a,ds) [--j V ii p-n ^ ^M
B.M. Oval, -9 by -65. [PL 18.

The impression is from the seal of a broken bronze ring.

The initial ahmm of the owner’s name is indistinct, but the

traces seem to point to the spa which occurs in the Kharosthi

legends of the coins of Spalahora and Spalagadama. The
last aksara of the inscription is doubtful. If we could

read it as -e, we might see in Kupha[e] the genitive or

locative of a place-name = Skt. Kubha, Greek Kco(^-qv ; and,

accordingly, translate the whole inscr. : “ (The seal) of

Spalavera, (an inhabitant) of Kabul, son of Sanika.”

Seal of Tiraka.

Nandipada ' with Kharosthi inscr. :

—

V\ 7 h f’Ti ^ *5^) Tirakcisa Faikhdllaye.

B.M. Oval, '65 by '55. [PL 19.

An impression from a bronze seal, having at the back two

loops. The reading of the inscription seems to be certain

except in regard to the third aksara from the end. The
reading suggested, viz. kha, rests on the supposition that

the engraver may have made the not uncommon mistake of

engraving the letter on the seal precisely as it was intended

to appear on an impression taken from the seal. If, however,

we take the latter as it stands, it may be read as a
;
and, in

either case, the word Pakhalaye or PaaJaye would seem to he

the genitive of a place-name, PakhaK or Paali. It seems not

improbable that this may be a shortened form for Pakhalavadi

= Skt. Puskalavati, and that the inscription may therefore

mean “ (The seal) of Tiraka, (an inhabitant) of Puskalavati.”

This theory receives some support from the form recorded

by Alberuni (trans. Sachau, i, p. 302), which is quoted by
Mr. Fleet,* “Puskalavati, i.e. Pukala.”

’ The correct name of this symbol is known from the inscription on the Padana
Hill, JBBRAS, XT, p. 320.

* Topographical list of the Brhat Samhita, Ind. Ant., 1893, p. 188.
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SiGNET-EING OF BaLIKA, SON OF MiTEASAEMAN.

Mitri&maputrasa Baliasa.

M IT <XC<XMC>vr\OvT OS.CCSW

Mitasamapatasa.

(inverted) ^ ^ D iS

Mitrasamaputrasa Baliasa.

B.M.
;
Mr. W. S. Talbot. Oval. [PL 20.

The illustration is that of the impression given by a bronze

signet-ring which was presented to the British Museum bv
Mr. W. S. Talbot in 1903. This seems to be the only

known example of the occurrence, on a seal, of the same

inscription in an Indian dialect represented by the three

scripts Kharosthl, Brahml, and Greek
; but, as I have

shown, a similar state of things is to be found on the

coins of Nahapaua and Castana, which bear on their

obverses a fragmentarv and corrupted transliteration in

Greek characters of the Brahmi and KharosthI legends

of their reverses.'

In the Kharosthi and Brahml inscriptions the patronjnnic

and the name of the owner of the seal both appear, but in

the Greek inscription the patronymic is found alone. The
name of the father is probably the Skt. Mitrasarman, the

former portion of which is represented accurately in the

Brahml, by Mita- in tbe Greek, and by Mitri- in the

Kharosthi. It seems probable that in this last case -tri

is a mistake for -tra. The latter part of this name is

represented quite naturally by -saina in the KharosthI and
Brahml, and by -sania in the Greek

;
-putrasa in the

KharosthI appears as -putrasa in the Brahml, and as -patasa

in the Greek. It is uncertain whether the -u in the former

is due to an error, or whether it is a dialectical peculiarity.

J.K.A.S. 1905.

* JEAS, 1899, p. 359.

53
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Tlie Greek translation Illustrates tlie difficulty of representing

the Indian -it, by any Greek letter. It is more commonly

transliterated by O'- e.g. = KOM APO, Kusana =
KODANO, etc.

The name, the genitive singular of which appears in both

KharosthI and Brahml as Baliasa, is, of course, equivalent

to Balika. With reference to this exceedingly common

formation of proper names with the suffix -lea, it is interesting

to observe that it has been extended by analogy to the Indian

equivalents of Greek names. For instance, the Greek

AYZlOY = Lisikasa as well as Lisiasa.^

The seal presumably comes from the Jeblam District,

where Mr. Talbot’s collection was made
;
but I have no

more exact information of its provenance. We may be

certain that it belonged originally to a region and to a

period in which the three alphabets were used concurrently.

Inscriptions engraved in both Kharosthi and Brahml

characters come from the Kangra Valley ^
;
while the coins

which bear legends in the two alphabets are those of the

Udumbaras (Pathankot),® the Kunindas (the hill districts,

on both sides of the Satlej, occupied by the Kunets of the

present day),* and the Kulutas (Kullu Valley).® As has

been noticed above (p. 809), the coins of Nahapana and

Castana have inscriptions in all three characters—Brahml,

Kharosthi, and Greek ; but in this case the Kharosthi, like

the Greek, is evidently a foreign importation bearing witness

to the Northern origin of these rulers, for its importance on

their coins diminishes during their reigns, and subsequently

it entirely disappears. The region in which both the

Kharosthi and the Brahml scripts were at home may be

* Gardner, B.M. Cat. : Greek and Scythic Kings, p. 29. The form Lisiasa

is noted as occurring on Nos. 7 and 14. An examination of the coins and

a comparison with other specimens in silver and copper acquired hy the Museum
since the publication of the catalogue convince me that the same reading is to be
restored on Nos. 4 and 8, and indeed that it is the regular reading of aU coins

of Lysias which bear the same monogram.

* Vogel, Bp. Ind., vii, p. 116.

^ Cunningham, CAI, p. 66.

‘ Bid.
= Ibid., p. 70, pi. iv, 14 (the reading corrected in JEAS, 1900, p. 429).
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fairly identified with the Jalandhar District of the Punjab.

Both alphabets were naturally understood in the district

which lay between the regions in which they respectively

prevailed.

The Greek inscription affords some indication of the

period to which it belongs. The lunate sigma, C, only begins

to be at all common in the Greek world at the end of the

first century b.c.' In India it occurs on the coins of

Strato II, Philopator, and on the type of Ranjabala which

is copied from them
;

and it is the regular form on the

coins of the Kusana prince whose name is written as

Kadaphes, and on those of V'ima-Kadphises,^ Kaniska, and

Vasudeva. Since both the lunate form and the square

form, C, occur on different classes of coins bearing the names

of two Indo-Parthian kings, Gondophares and Abdagases,

as also on the coins of the mysterious Basileus Safer Megas,

it would seem that they were in use at the same time, and

that the distinction between them is one of locality. In

the case of Gondophares, I have pointed out that the

rounded forms are associated with legends in correct Greek,

but the square forms with legends in corrupt Greek.* Our

seal must have belonged to a district in which the Greek

alphabet was understood, possibly—although this is a point

which cannot be settled without much closer investigation

than I can pretend to have made—to the district to which

the class of coins having correct Greek legends and rounded

letters also belongs.*

With reference to this concurrent use on Indo-Parthian

and Indo-Scythic coinages of two distinct forms of the Greek

alphabet, the square and the rounded, it is impossible to insist

too strongly on the fact that, untH some classification of

* Eeinach, I'raite d’Epigraphie greeque, p. 207.

- 1 have recently ehoivn in a paper read before the Oriental Congress at

Algiers, which will be published in due course in the Transactions of the

Congress, that the initial consonant in this name is a form of v which I propose,

for the present, to represent as v' {of. B.M. Cat., pi. sxv, 6, and Professor

Gardner’s note on p. 124).

3 JEAS, 1903, p. 285.

^ For the statements here made as to the inscriptions on coins, cf. the plates

in B.M. Cat.
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these coinages according to the locality in which they were

struck is possible, no real progress in these branches of the

numismatics of ancient India can be made. At present, the

utmost confusion is introduced into the subject by the tacit

assumption on the part of numismatists that the different

types, and the different alphabets which appear on the

coins, are in some sort of chronological sequence. The chief

point to be remembered in any attempt to make a satisfactory

arrangement of all Indian coinages is that not only different

kingdoms, but also different mints of the same kingdom,

are, as the whole history of numismatics abundantly proves,

intensely conservative in regard to types and epigraphy.

It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that these different

series should be studied, from the chronological point of

view, separately and without any confusion with each other.

One fact seems beyond question. The square forms of

the Greek alphabet must surely owe their introduction into

India to the Parthian influence which was so strong in,

approximately, the first century a.d. A useful account of

these square forms as they appear on Parthian coins has

already been given by Professor Gardner,^ and fuller

materials are now supplied by Mr. Wroth’s B.M. Catalogue,

Coins of Parthia, in which all the forms are carefully noted,

together with the dates of the reigns in which they appear.

We may reasonably suppose that the occurrence of square

Greek forms on an Indian coin denotes that it belongs,

locally, to the sphere of Parthian influence. The period of

this influence is fairly certain. For a determination of its

local extent we must, at present, depend chiefly on a study

of the types, assisted by such evidence as we possess as to

the provenance of the coins.

Another indication of the date of the seal is, perhaps,

supplied by the alpha, which occurs not less than six times

in this patronymic of fourteen letters. On comparing the

coin-legends of all the Kusanas, it will be seen that the

rounded form,
, is characteristic of those of Huviska and

* B.M. Cat., Qlc. and Seythie Kings, Introd., p. xlvi.
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Vasudeva. A few occurrences may be noted on the coins

of Kaniska
;

bat, in general, he, in common with his

predecessors, uses the angular form ^ .

To sum up the results of our enquiry, we may with a fair

degree of assurance attribute the seal to the northern part

of the Punjab and to that portion of the Kusana period

which is covered by the reigns of Huviska, i.e. about

A.n. 110-180 according to the theory which regards Kaniska

as the founder of the Saka era in 78 a.d., or about

A.B. 150-220 according to the view of Mr. Yincent Smith,

who supposes that Kaniska came to the throne in c. 125 a.d.

Seal of Janika.

A winged male figure r., holding cornucopiae in 1. and

wreath in r. hand
;
KharosthI inscr. ;

—

r. (upwards) p* *1 ^ ^ Jamasa.

Colonel Deane. Oval, ’7 by '6. LPl. 21.

The seal from which the impression photographed is taken

is a carnelian, which was recently sent to me by Dr. Stein

on behalf of Colonel Deane, together with other stone seals,

some of which I shall hope to publish in a future instalment

of these notes. The figure is no doubt the Greek Eros, but

it seems to be treated in a manner, and accompanied with

a combination of attributes, which are Indian rather than

classical Greek.

Seal of Sangharaksita, son of Bdddhatrata.

(1) Buddhatrataputra-

(2) -sya Sagharaksitasya.

Oblong, -85 by -55. [PI. 22.

The photograph in the plate was taken from a plaster cast

of an impression in shellac, which I owe to the kindness
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ol Colonel J. Biddulph, to whom it was sent from Udaipur.

As to the nature of the original seal I have no information.

The inscription, which is in Sanskrit, seems to belong to the

early period of the dominion of the Western Ksatrapas,

c. 150 A.D.

Seal of Gupta.

Gutasya.

B.M.
;
Mr. W. S. Talbot. Oval, -5 by -4. [PI. 23.

Gutasya (i.e. Guttasya) = Skt. Guptasya is an example of

a kind, which is sufficiently common, showing an admixture

of Prakrit and Sanskrit forms. That is to say, it is due to

a confusion between the popular dialect and the established

literary language, which was gradually taking the place of

the local dialects, as has happened in our own country and

as regularly happens in the linguistic history of every

country. The seal, which is of carnelian, was presented

to the British Museum in 1903 by Mr. W. S. Talbot. This

instance definitely proves that Gupta may be used by itself

as a name, and that, therefore, Mr. Fleet was right in

maintaining that the name of the founder of the Gupta

Dynasty was Gupta simply, and not Sri-Gupta, “protected

by LaksmI ”
as General Cunningham held. (For a similar

case V. JRAS, 1901, p. 108.)
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XXX.

SOME CASE-TABLETS FROM TEL-LOH.

By THEOPHILTJS G. PINCHES, M.R.A.S.

rilHOTJGII many tablets from Tel-loh have been published,

both by the Trustees of the British Museum, the Berlin

Museum, and others, but little has been written about

their contents, the principal work upon the subject being

Radau’s most noteworthy Early Babylonian History, in which

many of the tablets of the Very Rev. E. A. HofPman’s

collection are dealt with—a collection apparently rich in

rare dates. It has therefore seemed to me that it would

be of interest to contribute a few notes upon a section of

these documents, as far as I have been able to study them.

The collection upon which I have been more especially

engaged is that of Lord Amherst of Hackney, to whom I am
indebted for kind permission to publish transcriptions and

translations of two of these texts,* for which I express my
sincerest thanks.

As has been repeatedly pointed out, the tablets from

Tel-loh are mainly temple-accounts, some of them being

of considerable length, though the precise nature of a few

may still leave room for doubt. In general, they are

regarded as of but little interest, the script and language

being non-Semitic, i.e. Sumero-Akkadian, and their details

dry and uninstructive. The historical details contained in

their dates were largely forestalled by the lists of dates

referring to the reigns of Dungi, Bur-Sin, and Gimil-Sin,

published by Hdprecht in vol. i, pt. 2, of Old Babylonian

Inscriptions chiefly from Nifler, pis. 25 and 28. Concerning

Radau’s examination of these dates there is much to be said.

1 Nos. 1 and 2, below.
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especially with regard to the long reign attributed to Dungi,

and somewhat increased if we add to it certain dates

beginning ‘ year after ’ or ‘ second year after ’ contained in

Lord Amherst’s collection.

Of special importance, however, are the tablets with

envelopes, known as ‘ case - tablets.’ These inscriptions,

which are short, generally refer to one—seldom to more

—

deliveries of some kind of produce, animals, skins, or leather.

The document was first written on a small tablet of clay,

of about an inch and a half high b}" an inch and a quarter

wide, and about five-eighths in its thickest part, though

these dimensions vary considerablj'. Having been completed,

it was enclosed in an envelope, also of clay, upon which the

same inscription as that on the small tablet within was

written, and having been impressed with the seal of the

receiver, the whole was baked.

It is generally supposed that the reason for making two

copies of the transaction recorded and enclosing the first in

the second was for the sake of greater security, as, if the

outer document became defaced and unreadable, that enclosed

within it would still be available as a record. There is

hardly any doubt that this was one of the reasons, but as,

at this early period, the inner tablet was never sealed, whilst

the envelope is invariably covered with seal-impressions,

another reason must be sought. The earliest known
document with an envelope, which is in the possession of

Lord Amherst of Hackney, is a tablet with offerings of fish.

There is no inscription on the envelope, except a few words
stating that the fish were the offerings of the fishermen,

and it was sealed, in the form of a cross, with the cylinder

of the superintendent of the women’s palace, in the district

belonging to which, apparently, the fish were caught. In
this case the object was to lay before the goddess of the

region, Nina, who was a kind of fish-goddess, a list of the fish

offered, in an envelope attesting the nature of the document
within.

Now there is an interval of more than a thousand years
between this early document and the inscriptions from
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Tel-loli, and time, therefore, for any number of changes.

iSfevertheless, this suggests that the reason why the tablet

was enclosed in a sealed envelope may have been the same,

namely, because they were a kind of ex-voto—something

offered to a deity by means of a tablet, and sealed by the

person who received the offering, thus attesting that it had

really been made. This is also suggested by the slight

change in the wording which is generally made, as shown

by the following example :

—

1. Text eecohdixg ax Offering of Grain.

Tablet.

Mina usu se gur lugala 2 gur 180 qa of royal grain,

se hur-ra erin e D.P. Innana bread of the people of Istar,

ki Lu-gi-na-ta from Lu-gina,

ma Sur-D.P. Lama-ta by the ship of Sur-Lama,

A-kal-la pa Akalla the official

su-ba-ti
^
has received.

Iti Se-il-la Month Se-illa.

Mu Hu-hu-nu-ri D.S. ba-bula Year he (king Bur- Sin)

ravaged Huhunuri.

Envelope.

Mina usu se gur lugala

se hur-ra erin e D.P. Innana

ki Lu-gina-ta

ma Sur - D.P. Lama pa-ap-

hala-ta

Duba A-kal-la pa e D.P.

Innana

Iti Se-il-la

Mu Hu-hu-nu-ri D.S. ba-hula.

2 gur 180 qa of royal grain,

bread of the people of Istar,

from Lu-gina,

by the ship of Sur-Lama the

ferryman.

Tablet of Akalla, the official

of the house of Istar.

Month Se-illa.

Year he ravaged Huhunuri.

From the above it will be seen that, whilst the inner

tablet has ‘Akalla the official has received it,’ the envelope

has ‘ Tablet of Akalla, the official of the house (temple)

of Istar.’
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2. Ax Offering of Grain.

Tablet.

U-as lama sus se gur lugala

sag-gala erina-ku

ki Lu-kal-la-ta

Sur-nigin-gara

su-ba-ti

Iti Se-gur-kuda

mu Sa-aAru-um D.S. ba-hula

11 gur 240 qa of grain royal,

sustenance for tbe people,

from Lu-kalla

Sur-nigin-gara

has received.

Month Adar,

year he ravaged Sasru.

Envelope.

IJ-as lama sus se gur lugala

sag-gala erin-na

ki Lu-kal-la-ta

Dub Sur-nigin-gara

Iti Izin-D.P. Ba-u

mu Sa-as-ru D.S. ba-hula.

11 gur 240 qa of grain royal,

sustenance for the people,

from Lu-kalla.

Tablet of Sur-nigin-gara.

Month Chisleu,

Year he ravaged Sasru.

Here we have the same peculiarity—in the text of the tablet

the wording is ‘Sur-nigin-gara has received it,’ and in that

of the envelope ‘ Tablet of Sur-nigin-gara.’ The people for

whose sustenance the grain was intended were probably the

staff of a temple.

In the first example, there are certain variants which are

noteworthy. In the tablet, 1. 4, the wording is simply

‘by the ship of Sur-Lama,’ but in the text of the envelope
‘ the ferryman ’ is added. In line 5 of the tablet Akalla is

simply described as ‘the official (p«),’ but the envelope has

‘the official of the temple of Istar.’ In the name of the

district mentioned in the date the scribe of the tablet has

incorrectly written ri, for hu, at the beginning of

the word. These variants, in this case at least, suffsrest

that the inner inscription was really a rough draught.

In the second example the variants are less numerous-
In the second line the envelope has erinna for the erina-lcu
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of the tablet—a change involving no difference of meaning.

In the sixth line the name of the month appears as the

Sumerian equivalent of Adar, the last month of the year,

but in the text of the envelope it is ‘ the month of the festival

of Bau/ which, according to the tablets (see Radau’s Early

Babylonian History, pp. 287 ff.), was the ninth month of

the year, corresponding "with Chisleu. How the envelope

of the tablet has been dated three months in arrear or nine

months in advance of the tablet, is very difficult to explain.

It would seem, however, to be due to a blunder of the scribe,

who must have written, on the tablet within, the current

month, instead of dating the document three months back

(the delivery having presumably been made in the month
Izin-Bau or Chisleu), as on the envelope.

3. A Tablet referring to Clothing.'

Obverse.

I- « Wr S!
2 . liT Hf<T ^
3. -Hh B m ^rf

s. m ^
1. Man ussa tug ^ mug’a 28 garments,

2. tug-ba erina hu-ku-bu clothing of the people hukubti,

3. e D.P. Gimil-D.P. Sin for the house of Gimil-Sin

4. u e Nam-ha-ni-ku and the house of Hamhani,

5. ki Lu-us-gi-na-ta from Lu-us-gina,

* Tliis and the follo^ving are transcribed into the late Babylonian character.

^ Tug is one of the usual Sumerian u'ords for garment (IF. Asia Inscr., r,

pi. 14, 33), and tu (ibid., 1. 32) seems to be a shortened form of the same word.

A Babylonian duplicate of 'W’.A.I., v, pi. 28, gives < and

(t&f tug] in lines 6 and 7 cd, as if these words had been borrowed in Semitic

Babylonian. Te seems to be the Sumerian dialectic form.
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Reverse.

6
. ^

7 . ^ *-+ m
8. -jn

in the name of the seers.

Tablet of Lu-Dumuzi.

Year Gimil - Sin built the

sublime bark.

In this example the inner tablet has the same phrasing

as the envelope, the only variants being ^ for in the

first line, and the following after line 6 :

—

mi ^
iiy *-iT

^ ^ 4£r

Duba Lu-D.P. Dumu-zi Tablet of Lu-Dumu-zi

dumu Sur-gu-la son of Sur-gula.

N’er(?) Lu-Hu-ne-ru D.S. Carrier (?) : Lu-Huneru.

Eeferences to cloth and clothing of various kinds are

numerous, and the king here named, Gimil-Sin, seems to

have encouraged greatly the weaving industry of bis little

kingdom, which, like the rest of Babylonia, seems to have
become celebrated for its woven stufPs.

In the above we see the name of the deity Dumu-zi
(Tammuz) compounded with that of the scribe, whose name

6. mu sabra-ne-ku

7. Duba Lu-D.P. Dumu-zi

8. Mu ma-gur ^ mah ba-dim

1 This word occurs in Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets, pt. xii,

pi. 11, line 26 ahe-. sa B.F. ma-gur, ma-kur-ru”^, which explains that

has the value of ^ur m ma’-gur= Semitio
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means ‘Man of Tanumiz.’ In the following inscription we
are furnished with a statement of the cattle dedicated to

that divinity in the month of his festival :

—

4. Gift of Cattle to Tasimuz.

Tablet—Obverse.

I. «< YY
YY ’Ey

2. -T4T

3-
>->-
>->- ^^T 4
St r?

4- <T- ET

I. Dsu lama udu 34 sheep,

2 . Is mas 6 kids,

3- ki I - ta - e - a - ta from Ita - ea.

4- Lu-D.P. Si-ma-ku Lu - Simaku

Reverse.

5- ^T

6 .

7- ^Hr IIIm
8. m ^IT

5 . ni - ku

6. sa-dug D.P. Dumu-zi

7 . Iti Izin D.P. Dumu-zi

8 . Mu Gimil - D.P. Sin

lugala

the mku,

due of Tammuz.

Month Izin-Dumuzi,

year of Gimil-Sin,

the king.
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JSn velope—Obverse.

I- «< ^ ^ ??? -T4?

2
. ^

3. ^ t?

4-

1. Fsu lama udu, as mas

2. sa-dug D.P. Dumu-zi-ku

3- ki I - ta - e - a - ta

4.

duba Lu-D.P. Si-ma-ku aba

34 sheep, 6 kids,

due for Tammuz,

from Ita - ea.

tablet of Lu - Simaku

the aha.

Reverse.

5. 21? m
6. -Hf-

^TT? m
5. Iti Izin D.P. Ba-u Month of Izin-Bau,

6. mu en D.P. Nannar- Year he invested the

kar-zi ba-tuga lord of !Nannar-kar-zi.

This is a noteworthy inscription, not so much on account

of the variants in the record as in the different dates which

it exhibits. In the text on the envelope, the statement

that the animals offered were those given to the temple of

Tammuz is transferred from just before the date (1. 6) to the

second line, and the postposition ‘ for ' is added. The inner

tablet does not contain the words sii-ba-ti, ‘ he (Lu-Simaku)

has received them,’ perhaps by a mistake of the scribe, but

the envelope has the usual variant ‘ tablet {duba) of Lu-
Simaku,’ and adds his title, aba, which would thus seem to

be a synonym of niku on the inner tablet, p. 821.

The important part of this inscription, however, is, as has

already been remarked, the date. The tablet, which was
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written first, has ‘ Year of Ginul-Sin, the king,’ that is,

the year when Gimil-Sin ascended the throne of IJr.^ The
envelope, which was written after the tablet, is dated in the

year when the king invested the lord (generally regarded

as meaning ‘ the high priest ’) of Nannar-kar-zi—a name
usually written Nannar-kar-zida, and apparently meaning
‘ jSTannar of the everlasting sanctuary.’ This date is placed

by Radau at the end of the reign of Bur-Sin, the predecessor

of Gimil-Sin, in accordance with the indications of the list of

dates published by Hilprecht. If, however, the statements

of this tablet and its envelope are correct, it is probable that

Hilprecht’s tablet should be restored as follows :

—

1. Year Bur-Sin became king.

2. Year Bur-Sin, the king, devastated Urbillu™.

3. Year he built the supreme throne of Bel.

4. Year he invested the supreme great lord of Anu.

5. Year he invested the lord of the great abode (?)

of Istar.

6. Year he ravaged Sasru.

7. Year he ravaged Huhnuri.O w w

8. Year he invested the lord of Eridu.

[9. Year he invested] the lord of Yannar- . }

[10. Year of Gimil-Sin, the king.]

[11. Year he invested the lord of Nannar-kar-zida.]

[12. Year he consecrated the ark Dara-abzu.]

[13. Year he devastated Simanu™.]

[14. Year he built] the western waU.

15. Year he made the sublime inscription of Bel.

16. Year Gimil-Sin, king of Ur, devastated the land of

Zabsalu.

Here the list comes to an end, but it may be supposed

that other dates had to be inserted, including certain ‘ years

after,’ which latter, according to the dated tablets, are as

follows :

—

* Mugheir, identified with Ur of the Chaldees.

^ Radau regards this as being date No. 11, and if this be correct (as is possible)

No. 10 would then have been omitted by the scribe.
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la. Year after Bur-Sin became king.

2a. Year after be devastated tTrbillu™.

8a. Year after he invested the lord of Eridu.

12ff. Year after be consecrated the ark Dara-abzu.

13a. Year after he devastated Simanu.

14a. Year after he built the -western wall.i

Returning to the tablet and its envelope, it might

naturally be explained that the whole was written at a much
later date, and that two scribes, each with a different opinion

as to the year, had been engaged upon it. It is worthy of

note, however, that the month mentioned on the tablet—that

of the festival of Tammuz—would be just the one in which

offerings to that divinity would be made. The month on

the envelope, on the other hand, is that of the festival of

Bau, ten or eleven months later, according as there was

a second Adar or not that year.

But the present paper was not for the purpose of discussing

early Babylonian chronology—an altogether uncertain science

at the present time—but simply for the purpose of presenting

non- Assyriologists in particular with a few simple notes upon

these numerous but comparatively uninteresting documents,

and the information, meagre as it is, which may be obtained

from them. Besides grain, cattle, and woven stuffs, the

receipt of many other articles are recorded upon them. Thus

we find mention of dates, sesame, oil, meal, hides, skins

(leather), and also silver. In all probability every kind of

produce of the earth and of trade formed the subject of

offerings to the temples of early Babylonia.

Though an attempt has been made to indicate the

pronunciation of the Sumero-Akkadian words contained in

the short texts inserted in this paper as illustrations, it is

by no means certain that the values given are correct. It

must he admitted, however, that more than one transcription is

in some cases likely to have been in use. Moreover, certain

of the renderings of these inscriptions into modern languages

• It is possibly this which occurs as the second line of the reverse of the tablet

published by Hilprecht.
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have to be given with all reserve. In the inscriptions

referring to grain we find se gur, as the expression of

the produce and of the measure used, followed, especially

in the time of Dungi and Bur-Sin, by the character

lugala,
‘ king,’ used in these cases, apparently, with the

meaning of ‘ royal.’ But is it the grain, or the measure

(
gur) which was royal ? Radau is of opinion that it was the

former, and the parallel texts, referring to woven stuffs,

imply that he is right. With regard to the grain, it would

seem that there was a special word used when it was of

‘ royal ’ quality, as the following extract from a four-colmnn

syllabary shows :

—

Sum. pronuac". Group. Name of Group. Sem. prominc^. Meauiug.

1. 11. Lil-la-an sS-lugallaku lil-la-nu royal grain.

1. 12. Se-sag ya-a-ra-ah-hu white grain.

As the ideograph shows, Ullan and se-nag, and UUanu and

ijarahhu are respectively synonyms—indeed, in all probability

ic-.srtg, one of the pronunciations of is the

JSvV'j ie-gur-sag-gala, of the tablets of an earlier

period, in which, as in the case of se gur lugala,

the measure is placed after the first element. The addition

of gala, ‘
being,’ at the end naturally' makes no difference to

the sense.'

As the syllabary referred to above has an important

bearing upon many expressions found in the inscriptions,

I give the text here (see Plates) as far as my copy goes.

Unfortunately' I do not know its number, so have been

unable to revise it, and it is therefore given, especially'

where doubtful, with all reserve.

^ Referring to the group st^gur. Professor Sayce writes to me ; “I have long

supposed that in 15 -rr is merely a determinative of measure, Sdgal

[i.e. sag^gala] would be equivalent to saga with the sufiis and the text seems

to show that is the equivalent of saga” M. Thureau-Dangin has also

recognized the possible equivalence of se gur lugala and se^gur^sag^gala,

J.E.A.S. 1905. 54
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From this inscription, lines 9-16 (Plate I), we find that

there were several other kinds of grain besides that

designated ‘ the royal,’ which would seem to have been the

best white wheat.^ Line 13 has sestub, Semitic armiypu,

ideograph ‘ ox-grain.’ After that is mmis, Sem.

sigum, ideograph it As >-<, with the prommciation

of us, means ‘blood,’ which is also one of the translations

of it is probable that the grain intended was of a red

colour,^ and if this be the case, us is for iciii {mus),

a Sumerian dialectic form. It is from the non-dialectic segits

that the Semitic equivalent sigusu has come. In Cuneiform

Inscriptions of Western Asia, v., pi. 26, ef, 1. 22, this word has

the prefix for ‘ wood ’ or ‘ tree,’ as has also sestub = arsuppu.

All the names of seeds, therefore, as far as line 20—
Se-zah =: lurutu'^, se-sal = dillatu''", karatin — kurtillu, kissu,

and naqabbu (? gourds)—are possibly those of plants or shrubs

rather than cereals. Ezimi, the Sumerian pronunciation of

the Semitic (divine) Asnan, (the god of) grain and bread

(1. 9), is also noteworthy.

In lines 20 and 21 are names of birds, its = usu, and

bibe ~ paspastt, ‘duck’ (acc. to Jensen). After this are

apparently names of plants or grain without the distinctive

prefix

—

parra = parru imgaga = kunakt, bufuttu’", and

disip-takhu
;

kirasi = aJappanu. Lines 26 and 27 have the

names of drinks made from these

—

tihisin, Sem. uhisimiu
;

tilmin-mah, Sem. tilusin-tnahhu, ‘ supreme idusinf probably

a very favourite drink. Names of other drinks follow, the

first, 1. 28, called dida, Semitic billatu™. The ideographic

group is which occurs often in the nmnerous

tablets referring to deliveries of food, drink, and oil, of the

date of the case-tablets translated above. In 1. 29 the same
drink, made from inigaga (dida-imgagef), is referred to, the

Semitic equivalents being disip-dahlm and alappanu (see

lines 24 and 25). Lines 30 and 31 give two ideographic

groups for a drink called pihu in both Sumerian and Semiti'*.

of a similar nature to those already mentioned.

* See p. 825.

- This naturally suggests lentils.
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Lines 32 and 33 have the various words for wine—kurun

in Sumerian, kurimnu, sikari, sibtt, karanu, and damn, ‘blood’

(a wine apparently so named because it was red), in Semitic

Babylonian. The group is the well-known ^ and the

second component is written in an imitation of the archaic

form. Other drinks in the list are kasbir = Semitic hiqu (?),

issu, sikar saluUti^, and alappanii (Unes 34, 35) ;
ebla^ehlaku

(36) ;
and mud = huburu, the rendering of two groups.

L. 39 is defective, so that it can only he seen that the

non-Semitic word probably ended in ~na, and the Semitic

rendering, derived from it, in -nu. In lines 40-43 the

Sumerian words are likewise lost, and as the Semitic column

contains only the ditto-sign in three of the cases, the

words cannot be restored—in 1. 43 the Semitic rendering is

defective. Lum — liimmu, and ltd — ltdiu and nalpatu”' (lines

44-46), are probably all names of jars or vases.

The back begins with a different character, namely,

which is the first character of each group as far as line 24.

At first the explanatorj' words are mostly verbs : 11. 1-3

;

nari, ‘ to destroy,’ idhu, probably similar in meaning, sakapu,
‘

to overthrow.’ Sapdri and ukkukti are probably similar, but

if the latter be ukknsit, it means ‘to end.’ Sumsuku, ‘to

hide,’ mahdmt, ‘

to smite.’ L. 4 has mahdm and sabu. L. 5,

pasdsu, ‘
to spread,’ naqjdsu, ‘ to spread out,’ pasdsu, probably

sunilar. L. 8 has rasdnu and ramdku, ‘ to sprinkle.’

Line 9 has umaiu, ‘ enclosure,’ ‘ snare,’ also ‘ creation (?)
’

(Delitzsch). L. 10 ktrru^, probably meaning ‘ to make,’ and
nabnitu”', ‘ creation.’ Lines 11-13 have a group of apparently

connected ideas

—

ma’iri, ‘ (one) sending,’ ‘ leading,’ ‘ ruling,’

mrri, ‘ rebel,’ sarraqn, ‘ thief,’ pallim, ‘ housebreaker (?),’

simatu”‘, probably miscopied for habbatu™,

‘ plunderer,’ muttahlilu, ‘ tier in wait.’

Line 14 has emuqu, ‘ force.’ L. 15 mmdni, apparently
‘ to conceive ’ both mentally and bodily, and kirimmu, ‘ womb.’
•L. 16 gives the doubtful w'ords idabal hsa- . . . —perhaps

incorrectly copied on account of the break. L. 17 gives

gamiru, ‘ (one) completing,’ followed by the character sit,

perhaps to be completed sitpuni, ‘ to send off,’ or something
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similar. L. 18 lias sitpusu, probably meaning ‘ to be perfect/

from sapasu, ‘
to be strong/ ‘ perfect in strength.’

From this point to line 45, and perhaps 1. 47, the groups

begin with ’^'f, and are mostly, therefore, articles of clothing

or things of a similar nature. Aktum = sabsu in 1. 25 would

seem to haTe been a physician’s robe Cgl ^|y, tug 4- asii,

‘cloth of a physician’).* Balia‘S in lines 26, 27 are male and

female headdresses respective!}’—ubur zikari (‘ of a male ’)

and ubur sinnistu (‘ of a woman ’). Lines 28-30 have three

groups rendering pala, ‘ king’s robe,’ ‘ lord’s robe,’ and

‘lady’s robe ’— tediq sarri, tediq belli, tediq belhf'\ L. 31

has lamahus, Semitic lamahu^su.^ This last also renders

zulumhi in 11. 34 and 36, and the same group as in 1. 31

(with a different Sumerian pronunciation) again in 1. 42.

The usual ideograph is y which is often found in

the case-tablets and other inscriptions of an early date.

In 1. 32 it is possible that my copy is incorrect in the

name of the group, which, I suspect, should be tiikul aragub

^ "gl (i.e. sesikku), followed by ^ in which case

the Sumerian would be tugini, and the Semitic renderings

tuginu and nubat mukku. This was a garment like that

spoken of on p. 819 (No. 3, 1. 1), where, however, the group

is different. L. 33 has tiiie — tunsu
; 1. 34 ff., zulumki —

zulumhu, edqu,- kititu’’'', raqqatiC^, lubnstif^, and lamaljussu ,

37, uttuku — ubakku and mahimtiC^ , 38, 39, \^gadmaJf\ —
tuszu,^ nalbasu, and gadma/tu^; 40-42, the same as 34-36,

but without zulumhu, whilst the remainder of the inscription

has only incomplete words (with the exception of lu and

' ‘ Medical bandage ’ seems less probable.

2 Or mails (?)

.

® Lamhussii in If'. Asia Inscr., v, pi. 14, 1. 33 ef, where it translates the

same ideograph.

* In W.A.I., T, 14, 46 ed, it ocenrs with the detei-minative prefix

and in pi. 28, 5i cd, with an additional character (? t)!), suggesting [tug)

ia melamma, “
(dress) which is glorious”—cf. ibid., 1. 5 ab.

® Given as in K. 7331, rev. i, 1. 1.
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hippn'^), with which I will not now tronhle the reader, as

their meanings are naturally uncertain.

Though very few of these words occur in the inscriptions

of which examples have been given, those which they do

bear upon are hkely to he better understood in consequence.

With regard to the others, future discoveries may bring to

light examples of their use, and in any case they add to the

vocabularies of the languages of which they deal, and will

help to elucidate many other texts, both Sumerian and

Assju-o-Babylonian.

^ As the name is \iul.ul'\-ina^ti,n^ra~a-nu^ it may be conjectured that the ideo-

graphic group was ^ .
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There are three Chinese versions ^ of the Sutra, the first

of which was prepared in 443 a.t>. Hwen-thsang,^ while

travelling in Ceylon in the seventh century a.d., mentions

the Sutra as having been delivered by Buddha in olden days.

The Sutra was known by name to the Sanskrit scholars

of India from a reference to it in the Sarvadarsanasangraha

of Madhavacaryya in the fourteenth century a.d. Madha-

vacaryya quotes a passage from the Lahkavatara Sutra,

saying

“Tad uktam Bhagavata Lahkavatare

—

Buddhya vivicyamananam svabhavo navadharyyate
|

Ato nirabhilapyas te nihsvabhavas ca darsitah
1 1

”

(Sarvadarsanasangraha, chapter on Bauddhadarsana.)

The passage quoted here is identified with the following

lines of the Lahkavatara Sutra, chap, ii :

—

“Buddhya vivecyamananam svabhavo navadharyyate
|

yasmat^ tasmad nirabhilapyas te nihsvabhavas ca desitah
1 1

”

(Lahkavatara, Bengal Asiatic Society’s MS., chap, ii,

leaf 50.)

The Tibetan version runs :

—

“
I
bio . yis . rnam . par .

gzigs . na . yah |

I
gah . phyir . rah . bzin . mi . rig . ste

|

I
de . phyir . de . dag . brjod . du . med

|

I
ho . bo . hid . kyah . med . par . bstan

|

”

( Bengal Asiatic Society’s Tibetan MS., Bka^
. gyur,

Mdo, vol, v, leaf 150.)

The same lines occur again in the tenth chapter of the

Lahkavatara with a little variation :

—

' Vide Bmyiu R’anjio, Ifos. 175, 176, 177.

^ Beal’s Buddhistic Records, p. 251.

^ From the metre it appears that this yasmdt is here redundant, or yaamdt
tasmad is an explanation of ato.
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"Buddhya vivecyatnananam svabhavo navadhaiyj’ate
|

yasmad anabbilapyas te nihsvabbavas ca desitab
|

” ^

(Lankavatara, Bengal Asiatic Society’s MS., chap, x,

leaf llo.)

The Tibetan version of the above lines runs as follows :

—

“
I
gah

.
phyir . bio . yis . rab . gMgs . na

|

I
rah . bzin . dag . ni . mi . dmigs . te

|

1
de . phyir . de . dag . brjod . du . med

|

I
ho . bo . hid . kyah . med . par . bsad

|

”

(Bengal Asiatic Society’s Tibetan MS., Kangyur,

Mdo, vol. V, leaf 253.)

The Lahkavatara Sutra consists of ten chapters, named

respectively— (1) Ravanadhyesana parivarta, (2) Sarva-

dharmasamuccaya parivarta, (3) Anityata parivarta, (4)

Abhisamaya parivarta, (5) Tathagata - nityanityatva, (6)

Ksanika parivarta, (7) Nairmanika parivarta, (8) Mamsa-
bhaksana parivarta, (9) Dharanlparivarta, and (10) the

Parisamapti parivarta, which bears no special name.

Throughout the Lahkavatara Sutra the speaker is Buddha
himself. The first chapter of the book is addressed to

Ravana, while the person spoken to in the remaining nine

chapters is Mahamati. Ravana prayed to Buddha for the

solution of two questions, viz.
: (1) what is the distinction

between dharma and adharma, and (2) how could one pass

beyond both dharma and adharma ? Buddha’s answers to

these questions form the subject-matter of the first chapter.

Thereafter 108 questions were asked by Mahamati, and
Buddha’s answers to these questions form the topics of

the remaining nine chapters.

Some information about the author of the Lahkavatara
Sutra may be gathered from the following verses occurring

in the tenth chapter of the work :

—

* Madhavacaryya, in his Sarvadar&nasangraha, reads dariitdh for desitah.
Rut the Tibetan synonyms hstan and b&d show that desitah was the correct
T^itog. AnabhiUpydh and nirahhiUpyah (Tib. brjoit du . med) stand for
Madhavacaryya’s mrabhilapydh.
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“ Mata ca me Vasumatih pita viprat prajapatih
|

Katyaya[na]-sagotro ’ham namna vai vijito^ Jinah ||

Campayaham samutpannah pitapi sapitamahah
|

Soma-Gupteti namnasan Soma-vamsa-samudbhavah
1 1

”

(Bengal Asiatic Society’s MS. Lahkavatara, chap, x,

leaf 143 .)

The Tibetan version of the above runs thus :

—

“
1
ha . yi . ma . ni . nor . Idan . te

|

I
pha . ni . bram . ze . skye . dgu/n . bdag

[

I
ha . ni . ka . tya . ya . na . hi . rigs

|

i
mih . ni . rdul . med . rgyal . ba^o

|

I
yab . dah . mes . dah . ha . bdag . kyah

|

I
yul . ni . tsam . par . skyes . pa . ste

|

I
mtshan . ni . zla . ba . skyabs . ses . bya

|

I
zla . ba/a . rigs . las . de . skyes . so

|

”

(Bengal Asiatic Society’s Tibetan MS., BkaA . gyur,

Mdo, vol. v, leaf 292-3.)

The above lines may be translated thus :

—

“My mother is Yasumatl, my father the Brahman

Prajapati. I belong to the same clan as Katyayana, my
name is Jina the passionless one. I was born at (from)

Campa. My father, with my grandfather also, sprang from

the Lunar race. Soma-Gupta was he (my grandfather)

by name.”^

From the above it is evident that the author of the

Lahkavatara was a native of Campa (near lihagalpore, in

Behar), and a protege of Soraa-Gupta.® He was by birth

a Brahman and a kinsman of Katyayana. He accepted

Buddhism, and was named Jina. Nothing is known about

* Vijito is a wrong reading for virajo. It is evident from the Tib. S)-nonym
rdul-med.

^ [It has been pointed out that the translation of this passage, and also perhaps
the discussion of authorship in the following paragraph, and one or two other
points in the article, are open to objection, which no doubt would have been met
had there been time to await the author’s revised proofs.—

E

d.]

^ The Sanskrit manuscript reads Yajnavarna, which is a mistake for Yajna-
valkya (Tib. mchod . sbyin . bal . ka).
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Soma-Gupta. Katyayana, referred to in the above, may be

identified with the well-known author of the Hindu Socio-

religious Institute called Katyayana - Dharma - Sutra, as is

evident from the following: verse of the Lahkavatara :

—

“Katyayanah Sutrakarta Yajnavalkyas tathaiva ca
1

”

(A.S.B. Lanka MSS., chap, x, leaf 143.)

The Tibetan version runs thus :

—

“
I
ka . tya . ya . na . mdo . byed . pa I

1
mchod . sbyiu . bal .ka.de. bziu . te

|

”

(A.S.B. Tib. MS. Bka/i .
gyur, Mdo, vol. v, leaf 293.)

“ Katyayana is an author of a siitra, such also is Yajnavalkya.”

In the tenth chapter Buddha predicts several important

events. The following passage is quoted as a specimen :

—

“Mayi nirvrte varsa-sate Vyaso vai Bharatas tatha
\

Pandavith Kaurava Nandah ^ pascat Mauri bhavisyati
1

1

Mauryya Nandiis ca Guptas ca tato Mleccha nrpadhamah
|

Mlecchante sastra-samksobhah sastrante ca Kaler yugah
1 1

”

(A.S.B. Lanka MSS., chap, x, leaf 142.)

The Tibetan version runs thus:

—

“
1
raya . lian . na . //das . lo . brgya . na

|

I
rgya . daii . khur . phel . de . bzin . du

|

I
pan . da . ba . dan . ko . Au . ra . ba

j

I
dga/< . bo/a . ^og . tu . mo/m . ri . /<byuii

|

I
mo/m . rya . dga/< . bo . skyabs . hog . tu

|

I
kla . klo . rg)'al

.
poAi . tha . sal . rnams

|

I
kla . klo/a . rjes . la . mtshon . gyis . khrug

|

I
mtshon . gyi . rjes . la . rtsod . dus . so

|

”

The lines quoted above may be translated thus :

—

“ One hundred j'ears after my Nirvana, Yyasa and
Bharata will be, and the Pandavas and Kauravas and
Nandas. Afterwards the Mauryyas will arise, and the

Mauryyas, Nandas, Guptas; then the Mlecchas, the vilest

' The Sanskrit manuscript reads Tama, which is a mistake, as is evident from
the Tibetan synonym d gaA . ba (Jfanda).
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of kings. At the end of the Mleecha rule will be tumult of

arms, and at the end of arms again will be the Kali yuga.”

Kot only in the tenth, but in some of the previous chapters

too, the Naiyayikas (logicians) and Tdrkikas (disputants) are

repeatedly mentioned :

—

“Kaiyayikah katham bruhi bhavisyanti anagatah ||

”

(Chap, ii, leaf 11.)

The Tibetan version runs thus :

—

“
I
sde . ha . rnams . kyan . ji . Ita . bar

|

I
ma . ^ohs . dus . na . /sbyuh . ba . gsuhs |

”

(Chap, ii, leaf 94.)

“Tell me how in future times the Naiyayikas (logicians)

will flourish.”

The very first question asked by Mahamati was about the

Tarka (argumentation) :

—

“ Katham hi sudhyate tarkah kasmat tarkah pravartate
|

”

(Leaf 11.)

The Tibetan version runs thus :

—

“I Ji . Itar . rtog . ge . rnam . dag . Agyur
1

I
rtog

. ge . ci
.
yi . slad . du . Abyun

|

”

(Leaf 93.)

How is reasoning corrected and what is the process of

reasoning
”

The doctrines of the Sankhya and Vaisesika philosophy

are elaborately discussed (Sanskrit MS., A.S.13., leaf 132).

Several non-Buddhistic sects are also mentioned thus ;

—

“ Samkhya vaisesika nagnii viprah pasupatas tatha
|

asatsaddrstipatita viviktarthavivarjitah
||

”

(Sanskrit MS., A.S.B., leaf 132.)

The Lahkavatara Sutra consists altogether of 3,000 verses,

each verse containing 32 syllables. Thus at the close of the

work the author says :

—
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“ Kat3’ayana-sagotro ’ham suddhavasad vinihsrtah
|

desemi dharmasatvanam nirvana puragaminam
] 1

pauranikam idaih dharmam aham anye ca tathagatah
1

tribhih sahasraih sutranam nirvanam iti desayet
] |

”

(Leaf 14.)

“I belong to the same clan as Katyayana ; I have come

from the Suddhavasa heaven. I teach sentient beings the

doctrine which leads them to the city of Mrvana. The

doctrine which I preach is an old one. I and other Tathagatas

have taught this doctrine of Nirvana by means of 3,000

sutras.”

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., M.R.A.S.,.

Professor of Sayiskrit.

Presidency College, Calcutta, India.

May, 1905.

Mo-ba-p‘o.

In the Z.D.M.G. for 1904 Mr. V. A. Smith has shown

conclusively from the text of Hiuen Tsang that the Mo-la-p‘o

visited by the Chinese pilgrim should not be identified with

the Malwa, the capital of which was Ujain. In discussing

the question an important inscription seems to have been

overlooked. This is the record of Pulikesin II found at

Aivalli, and published by Dr. Fleet in the Indian Antiquary,

viii, pp. 243-5. The inscription is dated in 634 a.d.

(37, 305 Kaliyuga, or 556 Saka), that is, six years before

Hiuen Tsang visited India. The relevant portion consists

of the following :
“ Being subdued by his prowess, the Latas

and the Malavas and the Gurjaras became, as it were, worthy

people, behaving like chieftains brought under subjection

by punishment.” It has generally been taken for granted,

even by Mr. V. A. Smith,' that this refers to a conquest of

the modern Malwa. The mention of the three tribes in

close connection has, however, presented difficulties of

' “ Early History of India,” p. 324.
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interpretation, owing to the distance of this country from

Gujarat, which admittedly included the territory of the

Latas and Gurjaras. Thus Dr. Fleet writes ^ “ Though

Pulikesin II claims to have subdued the Malavas, there are

no indications that their territory ever became part of his

dominions ;
and the allusion must be to some successful

resistance of an attempted invasion of his kingdom by them.”

The difficulty disappears, however, if the interpretation

proposed by Mr. Smith is accepted. It was pointed out

by the late Pandit Bhagvanlal Indrajl^ that the modern

country of Malwa was known as Avanti up to the second

century A.D., but the Malavas were a tribe in India probably

as early as 300 b.c. The Aivalli inscription confirms the

statement of Hiuen Tsang that early in the seventh century

a tract of country in the area now known as Gujarat was

called Malwa or Malava, or at any rate was occupied by the

Malava tribe. There are later references to Malwa in the

inscriptions of the dynasties of western India, some of which

appear more applicable to the tract in Gujarat than to the

modern country. Thus the Elura Dasavatara inscription

of Dantidurga states that he held Lata and Malava (750

A.D.).* Govinda III (800—808) ruled the Ghat country and

the Gujarat coast. He was opposed by a combination of

kings, among whom was a Malava.® Karka I (812-821) was

bidden by his over-lord (? Govinda III) to protect a king

of Malava against a Gurjara king.®

P. Burn, I.O.S.

“ Dvipatamra-des'a.”

In his very interesting paper on “ The Nagarakretagama

List of Countries on the Indo-Chinese Mainland,” printed

in the July number of the Journal, Colonel Gerini says, in

R footnote on p. 503 :

—

* Bombay Gazetteer, vol. i, part 2, p. 312.

* Bombay Gazetteer, toI. i, part 1, p. 28.

® Bombay Gazetteer, vol. i, part 1, pp. 122-3.
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“The Sanskrit inscription on the Ban That (Dhatu) stele near

Bassac (Campasak, Upper Kamhoja), erected by the warlike king
Suryavarman II (a.d. 1112-1152 circa), and published by Professor

Kem [Annales de VExtreme Orient, t. iii, pp. 65-76), mentions an
expedition undertaken by that famous potentate to the ‘ Land
of Elephants and Copper, ’ Evipatdmra-desa, by which ‘ he eclipsed

the glory of victorious Eaghava (Rama) ’
;
—

‘ So’ yam prayuya Dnpatiimrade\sani\

Raghun jayantaiu laghayancakdra’ (v. 36).

Professor Kern thinks the island of Ceylon is meant, which is not

altogether unlikely in view of the allusion to Rama’s exploit in

the above lines, and also of the fact that a few years afterwards

[circa 1170-80) the Ceylon king Parakkama Buhu sent a princess

as a gift (or tribute ?) to the ruler of Kamboja, the son or other

successor of Suryavarman II (ef. ‘Mahavamsa,’ ch. 76, v. 35).

“I would point out, nevertheless, that it is not impossible that

Singapore Island be meant, in which case Tdmra should be taken
as a lapms, whether intentional or not, for Tamara. Singapore

Island is much nearer to Kamboja than Ceylon, and has doubtless

been at some time or other under Kambojan sway; whereas, in

respect to Ceylon, no such expedition is recorded in local chronicles,

and no such name as Dvipatdmra, the nearest one to it being

Tdmra-parni or Tamha-panm, unless we take the term Nagadvipa,

applied to one portion of that island, to mean ‘Elephant Isle’

(or District
;
Ptolemy mentions, by the way, feeding-grounds for

elephants on its territory).

“I am, notwithstanding this, under the impression that the
Rvipatdmra-desa of the inscription above cited may, after all, mean
Ldn-e‘‘hang (‘Elephant plains’), i.e. Eastern Laos, which, besides

being the traditional land of elephants, is also that of copper.”

Though, in the absence of corroborative evidence, it is

unsafe to express a decided opinion on the question, I venture

to think that Professor Kern is right in regarding Ceylon as

the country referred to by the descriptive term Dvipatdmra-

desa. It is true that the expedition from Kamboja is not
mentioned in the Mahavamsa

;
but this chronicle also ignores

the Chinese invasion of Ceylon in cii-ca 1410 (the Rajavaliya

alone recording it). Then, again, as Colonel Gerini points

out, Bvipatdmra-dem as a name for Ceylon is found nowhere
else. This, however, need not prove a stumbling-block.
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since king Survavarman (or his scribe) may have invented

a new name for the occasion. On the other hand, the

“ allusion to Rama’s exploit ” is certainly an argument in

favour of the Ceylon theory ; though it must not he pressed

too far.
“ But,” someone may fairly ask, “ how can Ceylon

be described as the ‘Land of Elephants and Copper,’ when
the metal named is absolutely non-existent in that island ?

”

In true Scottish fashion, I would reply by asking :
“ Does

tdnira in the name under consideration mean copper ?
”

(Colonel Gerini’s suggestion, that “ Tdmra should be taken

as a lapsus .... for Tamara [= tin],” will not,

I think, hold water.) If it does, in my opinion the Ceylon

theory falls to the ground. But I would point out that in

Pali not only does ihipo mean an elephant, but tambo also

means “a sort of elephant” (Childers’s Pali Diet., s.v.).

As this masculine form tambo is evolved from the neuter

tambam, no doubt an elephant of a reddish hue is intended.

It is, therefore, possible (I will not say probable) that by

Bvipatdmra - desa king Suryavarman intended to describe

Ceylon as “ the land of elephants ” par excellence. The
elephants of Ceylon had a reputation for exceptional

sagacity, and were much sought after in India and other

countries
;
and it may be that when he invaded the island

the Kambojan monarch came into contact with the war
elephants of the Sinhalese king, and possibly carried some

off with him. There may be a sort of punning allusion in

Bvipatdmra to the ancient name of Ceylon, Tdmraparni

(Tamhapanni)

;

for, if the component parts be reversed and the

i lengthened, we get Tdmradripa = ‘ the copper(-coloured)

island.’

I offer the above as mere suggestions on an obscure

subject.

Donald Ferguson.

Croydon.

July 2m, 1905.
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The Date of Bhamaha and DandI.

The valuable paper of Mr. N^arasimhiengar upon Bhamaha’s

Rhetoric has led me to put together a few observations which

may be of some interest to students of Sanskrit literature.

I begin with the Siya-bas-lakara, or Svahhasalamkara.

A knowledge of this work might have saved certain scholars

from a disastrous error. It is a treatise upon Sinhalese

rhetoric, based upon the Kavyadarsa of DandI, whom it

mentions by name. According to good authority its author

was King Sena I, or Silameghavarna Sena, who is stated

by the Mahavamsa to have reigned a.d. 846-866. The late

Mr. Hugh NeviU has recorded in his papers (now in the

British Museum) his belief that the writer was more probably

Akbo VI (son of Kasup HI), who ascended the throne in

A.D. 741. In any case the book is not later than the ninth

century. The text as printed at Colombo in 1892, under the

editorship of Mr. Hendrick Jayatilaka, contains the following

stanza (verse 2) :

—

“ maha bamba saka sura-ajara e-kasubu isi

pavara vamana dandi a namanda kav-lakun’ajaran.”

“ Offering homage to great Brahma, Indra, the gods’ teacher

(Brhaspati), the sage Kasyapa, the excellent Vamana, Dandi,

and other masters of poetical art.”

Thus we are enabled to fix one limit to the period in which

Dandi could have lived. The other terminus is given by
the fact that Dandi quotes Kalidasa. For the verse of the

Kavyadarsa (i, 45),

“ prasadavat prasiddhartham indor indivaradyuti

laksma laksmim tanotiti pratltisubhagam vacah,”

is plainly reminiscent of the Abhijnana - sakuntala, act i,

stanza 20 (ed. Williams)

—

“ malinam api himamsor laksma laksmim tanoti.”

As Kalidasa may be placed at the beginning of the fifth

century, the conclusion that Dandi flourished in the sixth

century seems very probable.

J.B.A.S. 1905. 55
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But now I come to a new and very important point.

The Colombo edition of the Siya-bas-lakara, as we saw,

couples Yamana with Dandl. But the two excellent

manuscripts of the book which are in the British Museum
read bdmaha instead of vdmana. Thus we have two tra-

ditions : which is more likely to be correct ? Yamana’s

works on rhetoric have been current for centuries in India

;

Bhamaha’s book has been almost unknown. Plainly a

scribe would be more ready to change the obscure name
of Bhamaha to that of the famous Yamana than to do the

reverse. Thus Mr. Narasimhiengar’s conclusion, “ that

Bhamaha should be placed not later than the first half of

the eighth century,” seems thoroughly justified.

L. D. Barnett.

Omar Khayyam’s Qita’.

I regret to say that I have made one or two mistakes in

copying the verses of Omar Khayj’am printed in the July

number of our Journal, p. 523. The most important occur

in the first and last lines. In the first line the word should

be and not • I am indebted for this correction to

Professor Browne, who has also pointed out to me that

herast in the last line seems inadmissible. I have

now referred again to the MS. and think that the word is

becla^t
,
which is given in Richardson and Steingass

as meaning ‘ careless.’

Fitfold, Shottermill. H. Beveridge.

August 22th, 1905.

In] “ The Musnud of Murshidabad (1704-1904),” published

by Messrs. Luzac & Co., Mr. Puma Chandra Majumdar has

produced a comprehensive account of this city. Pt. i is

devoted to a chronological history of its rulers, in nearly

every case accompanied by a portrait taken from the collection

of the^present Nawab. Pt. ii is also profusely illustrated,

and is practically a guidebook to the places and objects of

interest in the city.
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TESTIMONIAL TO PROFESSOR RHYS DAVIDS.

Many members will be glad to hear that a movement is on

foot to present our late Secretary with a testimonial as an

expression of good will and of our sense of his services. The

Hon. Treasurer has undertaken to collect subscriptions, and

has issued a private circular to many of the members resident

in Great Britain to the following effect: “You are aware

that Professor E,hys Davids resigns the secretaryship of the

Royal Asiatic Society after having held it for eighteen years.

I need not dwell on his services to the Society or on the way
in which he has maintained and added to its reputation at

home and abroad. I would rather urge his zeal for Oriental

scholarship, his willingness to assist others from his stores of

knowledge, his encouragement of beginners. We have all

admired his zeal, and many of us have benefited by his know-

ledge and advice. It seems an ungracious and ungrateful

thing to allow him to depart without any acknowledgment

of his serGces, and I therefore venture to hope that you will

join in contributing to a testimonial to him.” Lord Reay

headed the list of subscribers, 62 members have answered

the appeal, and £85 14s. has been promised or received in

sums varying from five shillings to five guineas. At

a meeting held on July 14th it was decided that as the

season was already past, and many members had left

town, the presentation should be postponed to December,

and that an opportunity of joining should be given to those

who had not seen the circular by publishing a notice of it in

the Journal. A full account of the presentation will be given

hereafter. Subscriptions may be sent to J. Kennedy, Esq.,

the Treasurer of the Fund, 14, Frognal Lane, Finchley Road,

London, N.W.
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Chefs d’ceuvre d’Art Japonais. Par Gaston Migeon,

conservateur des objets d’art au Musee du Louvre.

(Paris; D. A. Longuet.)

France may justly claim to have been the first among
European nations to appreciate the art of Japan. It is

true that, perhaps just because of this lively aesthetic

appreciation, the earlier French enthusiasts and collectors

were a little impatient of historic thoroughness, their point

of view was too much that of the dilettante. M. Migeon, in

his preface to the present publication, quotes a defiant saying

of Edmond de Goncourt :
“ Est ce ancien ? dit chaque

personne daus les mains de laquelle vous mettez un objet

japonais. Eh bien ! il faut avoir le courage de dire la

verite : Part japonais n’a pas d’antiquite.” How far this

is from the truth is now everywhere acknowledged. It is

the oldest works of the Japanese which, as M. Migeon
says, reveal their art in its full scope and grandeur. The
conception which prevailed twenty years ago among students,

and still prevails among the public, of an art occupied only

with little things, and, with all its delicate charm, incapable

of largeness and majesty, is giving place to a truer

comprehension. We must welcome every work which helps

to increase this comprehension ;
and • in welcoming these

Chefs d’oeuvre we may express the hope that a similar work
may make known the chief treasures of our own collections.

Japan has now become fully alert to the danger of letting

her precious works of art leave the country, and is as zealous

as Italy in preventing their exportation. But many fine
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things have been acquired already by foreign amateurs..

The collections of the United States are probably the finest

outside Japan ; and M. Migeon has drawn on the splendid

collection of Mr. Freer of Detroit for some of the very best

paintings reproduced in this portfolio. But France is also

very rich
;
and though the limitations noticed above have

controlled French taste to a certain extent, and the exquisite

colour-prints, the lacquer and ohjets d’art, have been collected

with greater eagerness than the paintings of the grand

periods, it may well be that in representative completeness

France is ahead of all other countries, certainly— except

with regard to painting—far ahead of England.

Before offering a few criticisms on the publication before

us, it may be well to note one or two points which the

editor makes clear in his preface. The aim has not been to

reproduce every fine thing in French collections. M. Migeon

has wished to supplement the two great works by M, Gronse

and M. Bing, and has therefore avoided publishing, with

a very few exceptions, examples reproduced by those authors

or those illustrated in the Hayashi and other sale catalogues.

Another point to note is that the volume is intended not

only for the collector, but the artist
;

and M. Migeon

rightly claims that it contains an amazing wealth of

decorative motives. This last consideration has doubtless

influenced the scheme of the publication. In order to

include the great niunber of objects reproduced, over eleven

hundred, it was necessary to put many on a single plate.

In the case of smaller objects the small scale of the

photographs does not so much matter; but in the case of

screens and large kakemono it is impossible to form any
adequate idea of the actual quality of the originals. The
plates are all in collotype

;
none is in colour

; so that in

every case it is the design only which can really be judged
and enjoyed.

Japanese painting, as M. Gonse observed, is the key to
Japanese art ; and the paintings are rightly placed first

in this collection. This is, however, in some respects the

least satisfactory section of the book. The representation
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is unequal, and on the whole rather meagre, though we
must remember that some of the best examples in France

have been already published, and were therefore excluded

from the present work. Among the Buddhist pictures far

the finest are M. Yever’s Ch5 Densu and Mr. Freer’s early

Chinese copy from Wu Taotze. Both these make one

keenly regret that colour reproductions were not possible

;

though, it must be confessed, only the marvellous chromo-

xylographs such as are now produced in Japan can do

any justice to the solemn gorgeousness of these old pictures.

The Yamato schools (including Kasuga and Tosa) can hardly

be said to he represented at all. Though the most national,

in many respects the most powerful, and by native

connoisseurs the most prized school of painting in Japan,

very few of the productions of its finest periods have ever

left the country ; only the Boston Museum can boast of

a supreme masterpiece in its Keion ; and till the Japanese

revealed to us the treasures of their private collections

through the Kokka and Mr. Tajima’s “ Select Relics,” it

was impossible to know what the great painters of the

Yamato-ye were really like. M. Gonse and Dr. Anderson,

judging from late examples and from copies, formed a mis-

taken and unjust idea of this school. They associated it

with a delicate minuteness, a love of small forms, and

a tyrannical convention of design, which were by no means

typical of the school in its prime. Not Hokusai nor any

other giant of the later schools could rival men like

Mitsunaga and Keion in mastery of vehement action or in

expressive simplicity of drawing. Another misconception

prevalent was that subjects from Japanese history were an
exclusive preserve of the Yamato painters, and were never

treated by the masters of the Chinese tradition. This is

an error. Nos. 12 and 13 of this volume, two paintings of

horsemen, in the Louvre, are described as by Tosa Mitsunobu

;

they are really not by a Tosa painter at all, but copies from
a picture by Eyozoku, belonging to a branch of the Kano
school. No. 17, again, said to be an archaic Tosa production,

is a copy of part of a famous makimono by Kano Motonobu.
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A copy of this same roll is in the British Museum, and was

by a similar error included by Dr. Anderson, among the

Tosa pictures. “ Tosa primitive
”

is also the description

given to M. Gonse’s “ Pigeons ”
; a charming work, wbicb

seems, however, to show no trace whatever of the Tosa,

certainly not of the early Tosa style ; so far as one can

judge from the reproduction, it appears to be Chinese, not

Japanese
;

and, indeed, it has been reproduced as such in

M. Paleologue’s “ L’Art Chinois. ” In fact, the only

specimens of Tosa art here given are those of the school

or neighbourhood of Matabei (seventeenth century), the

founder of the Ukiyo-ye, with which, rather than with

the Tosa men, he is more usually classed. It is, of course,

impossible to discuss the vexed questions connected with this

rare artist’s identity in relation to paintings which one can

only judge of from photographs; hut M. Vever’s “Interior”

(No. 32) is evidently an important work. Still more

interesting, and of the finest character, is Mr. Freer’s

“Promenade de femmes et d’enfants” (No. 27), one of a set

ascribed with great probability, I believe on Mr. FenoUosa’s

authority, to Sanraku, the great Kano master of decoration,

who sometimes worked in a manner akin to that of Matabei.

Of the early Kano, as of the Chinese and Sesshiu schools,

the examples are few and rather disappointing. No. 23

is surely by a lesser artist than the powerful Motonobu.

There is a beautiful landscape by Shiugetsu, but no adequate

example of his greater master Sesshiu. No. 53 is much
more in the Motonobu style than in that of Soami, whose

characteristic manner is delightfully seen in the misty

landscape, No. 59. The comparative poverty of the specimens

of the art of the Ashikaga time, with its revival of the Sung
ideals, is the more apparent by contrast with the magnificent

screen by Yeitoku (No. 18), in which the second phase of

the Kano tradition, strongly influenced by Ming decoration,

is represented at its finest. Nothing could exceed the

grandeur of this design of great pine-trees among frozen

mountains. Surely this deserved a plate to itself! The
screen of the school of Sanraku (No. 55) is also very
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remarkable. Strange to say, there is not a single painting

by Tanyu.

But tbe'finest represented of all the schools is the school

known by the name of Korin, though its peculiar character

of design was invented by the masters whom Korin followed,

Sotatsu and Koyetsu. The latter two and Kenzan are seen

to admirable advantage. M. Vever’s eightfold screen by

Hokusai is a wonderful work and quite the most striking

example of the Ukiyo-ye, which is represented by prints

as well as by paintings. The prints it was hardly worth

while to reproduce, so little can their charm be transmitted

in a photograph, though everyone knows how rich in the

colour-prints French collections are. It must be by a mis-

print that a charming and typical painting by Utamaro

(No. 67) is described as a Hokusai.

Among Shijo paintings we find two beautiful examples

of Sosen, both monkey-subjects. It is a great pity that

the Okio (No. 70), of wild ducks flying, is robbed of the

space at the side which the composition cries out for: the

design is quite spoilt by this mutilation of the photograph.

There is no Ganku.

We have no space to do more than glance at the remaining

sections of the portfolio. The sculpture contains several

splendid specimens. The finest qualities of Japanese portrait-

sculpture are seen in the wooden-seated effigy from the

Louvre (No. 140). Intensity and impassiveness, the utmost

latent vitality controlled in contours of severe serenity, these

combine to form an impression that is moving and arresting

by its very dominance of stillness. No other sculpture in

the world has just this character, profoundly expressive

as it is of the character of the nation. The portrait of

a priest (No. 142), less fine than the last subject, but im-

pressive in its realism, contrasts instructively with the

Bodhisatva beside it, so redolent of the Indian idealism with

which religious art in Japan has always been saturated.

Perhaps the richest section of the book is that devoted to

lacquer. The singular fascination of the design of Korin

is shown to great advantage, and one can also see how vast
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a debt he owed to Koyetsu, usually spoken of as his master,

though he was not born till Koyetsu was dead. Over two

hundred examples of lacquer are reproduced, and form a very

fine collection. This is followed by pottery, porcelain,

armour, sword-guards, netsuke, etc., concluding with designs

on stuffs, fukusa, and stencil-patterns.

The general criticism one feels inclined to make on the

whole work is that the title is not quite the right one : it

is not so much a selection of masterpieces, as a kind of

“ Corpus,” or Treasury, of Japanese design and decorative

motives. But we can cordially congratulate M. Migeon on

having got together so various, so delightful, and so

instructive a representation in its many branches of Japanese

art, and echo his just eulogy of its character when he says:

“ II a tout pour lui : la vigueur, la puissance, la fantaisie, le

charme et I’esprit, Tharmonie et la couleur, une inepuisable

variate de themes, une prodigieuse faculte de reproduire

I’aspect vrai des choses et un don de simplification dans la

notation qui n’a jamais ete egale.”

L.\ubexce Binvon.

The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate.

By G. Le Strange.

This addition to the Cambridge Geographical Series, the

work of Mr. G. Le Strange, and described by him as

a complement to his “ Baghdad during the Abbasid

Caliphate ” and to his “ Palestine under the Moslems,” will

be welcomed by all workers in Moslem history as an

indispensable companion to their studies. Within the

compass of a hand}" volume we are given the whole substance

of the “ Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum,” for which

we are indebted to Professor de Goeje, supplemented by
Taqut and many later Persian and Turkish epitomists.

What is lacking in the volume is imputable, not to tbe

author, but to his sources of information, for, considering

the opportunities of the Moslem geographers, and the extent

of their subject-matter, it is strange that they should have
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told US so little of the lands comprised in their survey.

Still, the information which has been handed down to us is

not yet exhausted ; the list of the authors cited, as given

at the end of the table of contents, although it covers eight

centuries, includes only such works as have been published j

there remain some still in MS., editions of which would be

welcomed, no doubt, by Mr. Le Strange in view of a second

edition of his work, and welcomed with peculiar warmth
were they to come from the hand which has already bestowed

on us so large a proportion of the authors whose works he

quotes.

In conclusion, two points may be noticed : first, that the

author identifies as many as possible of medieval place-

names, and, secondlj’, that he has added a very full index,

which forms, practically, a guide to the contents of the

whole twenty-four Moslem geographers included in the list

of authors cited.

H. F. A.

Homenaje A D. Francisco Codera en su jubilacion del

PROFESORADO. Estudios de erudicion oriental, con una

introducion de D. Eduardo Saavedra. With portrait,

pp. xxxviii and 656. (Zaragoza, 1904.)

The volume published in honour of Professor Codera’s

jubilee as academic teacher is of a most imposing character

both as regards bulk and contents. It bears striking

testimony to the universal respect in which the editor of the

Bibliotheca Arabico-Ilispana is held in the world of Oriental

studies. The value of the publication is further enhanced

by the circumstance that so distinguished a scholar as

Professor Saavedra not only signs as editor, but introduces

the volume by a biographical sketch, as well as by a list

of Codera’s writings. The majority of these deal with

Arabic or Hispano - Arabic history, literature, archseology,

and bibliography, and also include a number of essays

on agriculture, thus revealing a learning both extensive

and profound. For the rest, a large number of Spanish,
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Portuguese, and foreign scholars have united to do homage

to their aged confrere, and have contributed essays dealing

almost exclusively with Arab subjects. The majority of

articles is even devoted to the narrower field of Spanish-

Arabic history and literature. Far from being a drawback,

this circumstance will be welcomed by scholars outside the

Pyrensean peninsula, since they find, in one book, much
information on an important branch of Oriental study with

which only few are really familiar.

Apart from the compilations mentioned above. Professor

Saavedra is responsible for a short article on the metrical

accent in the words hereber (pi. ofy,ji) and Almordvid. The
latter is illustrated by some Spanish strophes. Professor

Pibera, Codera’s collaborator in several volumes of the

Bibliotheca Arabico - Hispana, contributes an essay on the

famous l^izami College at Baghdad and its relation to other

institutions, notably the older colleges at Nishapur. The

article contains no reference to the remarks on the subject

to be found in De Slane’s translation of Ibn Khalliqan,

i, p. xxvii sq., nor to al-Suyuti’s Hum Alniuhddara

(ed. Cairo, 1882, ii, p. 185 ; see also Maqrizi, ii, p. 363).

Other articles on historical subjects are the following :

Professor D. Lopez writes on the person of Ismar (or Esmar),

the Moorish prince who was defeated by Count Alfonso

Henriques at the battle of Ourique in 1139. This victory, as

is known, laid the foundation of an independent Portuguese

kingdom. Professor E. Ibarra publishes a number of twelfth-

century documents (in Latin) dealing with the political and

social intercourse between Christians and Arabs in Arragon

and Ifavarre. Professor Be Goeje writes on the employment

by the Arabs of the ‘Greek’ or liquid fire. Professor E.

Fagnan gives Prolegomena to a publication of classes {tabaqdt)

of jurisconsults of the Maliki school. Professor Seybold of

Tubingen (the only representative of German Orientalists in

the volume) contributes a study on the Arabic forms of the

names of two places in the province of Valencia, viz., the

promontory Orapesa (=Abixa, and Puig (=Anixa,
4A;2'1). An interesting document connected with the history
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of Islam in the Sudan is the letter of protest sent by the

Muhammedan inhabitants of Kano to Mohammed Bello, king

of Sokoto, and published by Professor Houdas. Professor

J. Alemani is represented by a lengthy essay on Christian

generals in the service of Arab rulers in the Maghrib. The

Latin text of a charter given by Count Kaimond of

Barcelona to the Jews of Tortosa is published by D. J. Miret

y Sans. The relations of the counts of Barcelona with the

Arabs are discussed by D. Fr. Canevas y Candi. Professor

M. Gaspar writes on Muhammedan emigrants from Cordoba

to Alexandria and Crete. The article is accompanied by

several fragmentary texts from Noweiri. Very interesting

is Professor R. de IJrena’s article on the Benimajlad of

Cordoba, a family of jurisconsults extending from the third

to the seventh centuries of the Hijra. Christian art among

the Moors of Granada is treated on by Professor Manuel

Gomez - Moreno. Professor L. Eguilaz y Yangnas offers

a new etymology of the name of Granada. Whilst rejecting

the Phoenician derivation cart - taniih, he gives the word

a Celtic origin. D. L. Gonzalvo contributes a notice on

Moslim authors who lived in, or derived their origin from,

Madrid. Of special Interest is Professor Altamira’s critical

study on the historical methods and doctrines of Ibn

Khaldun. As a supplement to his “ History of the Province

of Denia,” D. R. Chabas gives a biographical sketch of

Mujahid, the governor of the Balearic Islands (who took

possession of Denia, on the east coast of Spain), as well as

of his son and successor Ali. D. Manuel Ferrandis writes

on the surrender of the fortress Chivert (now Alcala de

Chisvert in Castellon) to the Knights Templars. Professor

E. Hinojosa discusses the social and legal position of the

two dependent classes of the mezquinos
(

and exaricos

in medieval Aragon and Navarre.* The series of historical

essays is concluded by a French essay from the pen of

M. L. Barran-Dibigo, who defends Conde’s JSistoria de la

domicion de los Arahes in Espana against the severe criticism

passed upon it by the late Professor R. Dozy.

* Dozy-Engelmann, 2ttd ed., p. 355.
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To the geography of Spain in the twelfth century Eene

Basset devotes an article, in which he publishes extracts in

Arabic and French, of the Description of Spain by the

“Anonymous of Almeria.” Professor I. Guidi edits, from

a Vatican MS., an Arabic poem written in Karshuni, but

transcribed by him in Arabic character. The poem treats

on the capture of Tripoli in 1289. The text is preceded by

notes on the peculiarities of its orthography. Professor

Macdonald (of Hartford, Connecticut) publishes Ibn Assal’s

Introduction to his Arab version of the Gospels. The text

is followed by an English translation. Of purely linguistic

interest is Professor Mariano Viseavillas of IJrriza’s elaborate

parallel between the verba 3rd j and ^ in Arabic on one

•side, and in Hebrew, the Aramaic dialects, and Ethiopic on

the other. Lexicography is enriched by Professor Gauthier’s

research on the various derivations from the root

Turning to philosophy, the reader encounters a study on

Avicenna by Professor Mehren, who contributes a French

translation of this philosopher’s Refutation of Philosophers.

The influence exercised by Averroes’ philosophy on the

theology of Thomas Aquinas is discussed by Professor M.

Asin. The article is followed by the reproduction of

Averroes’ Epistola ad amicum in Arabic and the Latin version

of Raimundus Martin.

Apart from the poem mentioned before, there is in the

volume only one more, viz., the Arab Elegy of Valencia, but

handed down in the MSS. in Spanish characters. Professor

Ribera has added a transcription in Arabic characters (in

1. 1 probably misprint for D. Menendez of

Pelayo discusses the literary connection between the “Historia

de la Doncelle Teodor” (on which Lope de Vega’s comedy

of the same title is based) with the Arabic version of the

tale. In the last-named recension the name of the learned

slave-girl is Tawaddud, as identified by Ticknor (“History of

Spanish Literature,” ii, p. 212). The subject has been treated

before by Victor Chanorin (Liege, 1899) and J. Horovitz

(Z.D.M.G., vol. Ivii, pp. 173-5). The romance of Almieded
nnd Ahnayesa, in old Spanish mixed with Arabic {Aljamia =
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with explanatory notes, is published by Duhariaud

de Pauo. Muhammedan law is represented by Professor

J^^allino’s account of the Kitdh al-Bayati by Abul Walid

Mohammed Ibn Poshd (died 1126), grandfather of Averroes.

The article is based on three fragments of the work

preserved in the National Library of Palermo, containing the

second part. A number of legal documents preserved in the

archives of Saragossa are published in collotype facsimile,

Arabic repriut and brief summary of contents by Professor

Oarcia de Linares. Not less interesting are the articles on

bibliography. Mr. Ahmed Zeki gives a survey of writings

by Arab authors in Egypt on Spain. The article contains

extracts from the works of Ibn Fadl Allah, Qalqashandi,

al-‘Aini, and al-Qifti, and is illustrated by artistic pedigrees

of the Omayyad Khallfahs in Asia and Spain. D. Pablo

Gil y Gil of Saragossa publishes a list of MSS. in Aljamia

(see above). The list contains forty numbers. To judge even

from the meagre communications of the article, many codices

seem to be of very great interest. Professor H. Derenbourg

gives a large number of critical notes and additions to the

Catalogue of the Arabic MSS. of the National Library of

Madrid.

There still remain to be mentioned two articles on

numismatics. The one, by D. Antonio Prieto y Vives,

deals with Fatimide coins struck at Fez
;
whilst the other,

by D. Antonio Vives, discusses in a very thorough manner
the monetary value of Spanish-Arabic coins.

This rapid survey of the volume in no way claims to do
it full justice. Professor Codera is to be congratulated,

not only on his own achievements, but also on the fact that

Ms jubilee should have given occasion for the accumulation

of so much valuable work.

H. Hirschfeld.
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A Historv of Ottoman Poetry. By the late E. J. W.
Gibb, M.R.A.S. Edited by Edward G. Browne,

M.A., M.B., Professor of Arabic in the University of

Cambridge. Volumes II, III, and IV. (Luzac.)

Among the notable achievements of modern Oriental

scholarship none have surpassed the late E. J. W. Gibb’s

History of Ottoman Poetry, of which the fourth volume has

recently been published. Although the work is not yet

complete, two more volumes having still to appear, it has

now reached the point to which the author brought it down
before his death in December, 1901. As Professor Browne

states in his preface to the fourth volume, “ for the period

which remains, the period, that is to say, of the New School,

who deserted Persian for French models, and almost re-

created the Turkish language, so greatly did they change its

structure and the literary ideals of their countrymen, only

three chapters were to be discovered amongst my friend’s

papers. Of these, the first, entitled ‘ The Dawn of a New
Era,’ treats of the character and inception of the movement,

and, in a general way, of its chief representatives, viz.,

Shindsi Efendi, Ziya Pasha, Kemal Bey, ‘Abdu’l-Haqq

Hamid Bey, Ahmed Midhat Efendi, Ahmed Vefiq Pasha

and Ebu’z-Ziya Tevfiq Bey ; the second discusses the life

and work of Shinasi Efendi (a.d. 1826-1871) ; and the third

is devoted to Ziya Pasha (a.d. 1830-1880).” This gap will

indeed be hard to fill, for Gibb’s knowledge of, and sympathy

with, the work of these writers was such as no European,

probably, ever approached; but we are glad to learn that

Professor Browne has secured the co-operation of several

distinguished Turkish literati in close touch with the Modem
School, so that the conclusion of the History bids fair to be

worthy of the rest, and will, at any rate, form a valuable

supplement to that portion which was completed by the

master’s hand.

Of these four volumes the first, comprising the Archaic

Period of Turkish poetry, together with a most excellent

general introduction to the whole subject, has already been
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reviewed in this Journal (January, 1901, p. 154 sqq.); the

following three, of which I have now to speak, cover the so-

called Classical Period (1450-1700) and the Transition Period

(1700-1850), and include, therefore, nearly all the great

Turkish poets who drew their inspiration either directly from

Persian models or from native resources: Nejati, Hamdi,

Mesihi, Fuzuli, Baqi, Nef‘i, Nedim, Ghalib, Fazil, to name

only some of the best known. Here we find the same

astonishing erudition, the same thoroughness of treatment

and delicacy of discrimination, the same insight and

understanding, which caused the first volume of Gibb’s

History to be hailed, alike by Turkish and European scholars,

as a monumental and epoch-making book. Since my own

knowledge of Ottoman literature amounts to little more than

what I have learned from the present work, it is obviously

out of my power to attempt any detailed criticism, while as

regards one or two questions of taste which everyone must

decide for himself, e.g. the author’s ‘ photographic ’ method

of translation, I need not repeat the views which I have

expressed elsewhere, and to which, in spite of the arguments

set forth in his preface to vol. ii, I must still adhere. Nor

is it necessary, I think, to dwell further on the unique merits

of the History in respect of the rich store of information

which it supplies, not only to the student of Ottoman poetry

and literature, but to those who would rather read Nizami,

Hafiz, and Jami in the liquid and melodious language of

Persia than in the comparatively rude and crabbed dialect of

their Turkish imitators. It may be useful, however, to

summarise very briefly what the author has to say concerning

the main tendencies and aims of Ottoman poetry during the

four himdred years (1450—1850) covered by the volumes

under notice. He points out in the first place that, although

the Henaissance had no efiect whatever on Turkish poetry,

which remains entirely medieval in spirit, its character was

considerably modified through the influence of Jami and

Mir ‘Ali Shir, the leading representatives of the artificial

school of lyric and romantic poetry which “reached its

meridian in the latter half of the fifteenth century at the

J.R.A.S. 1905. 56
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brilliant court of tbe scbolarly and accomplished Sultan

Huseyn Bayqara of Herat.” The salient feature of this

school is mysticism, almost always presented allegorically and

combined with a passion for rhetorical display. Hence the

Turkish poets of the Classical Period “ seem to move in an

enchanted land full of blooming roses and singing birds and

beauties fair beyond all telling. And we too, when we enter

this fairyland, seem to pass beneath the influence of some

magic spell. We wander on as in a dream, knowing not

whether the lovely forms that arise on every hand are

realities or shadows.” How absolute was the tyranny of

Persianism is shown by the endless succession of mesneris

adapted from the works of contemporary Persian writers, as

well as by the fact that down to 1700 or thereabouts the sole

original and national type of poem that Turkish literature

had produced was the Sliehr - engiz (“ City - thriller ”)

—

a humorous legend, not of fair women, but of pretty boys,

which falls under the head of what is nowadays called rers

fie soeiete. The revolt against Persianism and the gradual

emancipation of the native Turkish spirit—a development

which culminated, however, in “ the intellectual alliance of

the Ottoman poets with the West ”—is ascribed by Gibb to

the decadence which overtook Persian poetry towards the end

of the seventeenth century, and to the circumstance thatArabic

poetry, whither the Turks might conceivably have turned for

inspiration, “ was at this moment in a yet more atrophied

condition than that of Persia.” One may perhaps doubt

whether the true cause does not lie deeper. It is probable

that, as Professor Browne believes, the decadence referred to

has been in both cases unduly exaggerated, and there is much
force in his contention that a diflerent face might be put on
the matter if Qa’ani and other modern Persian poets were

studied with the same diligence and appreciation as Gibb

devoted to their Turkish contemporaries.

E. A. N.
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OrTJNDSISS dee GeOGEAPHIE UND GeSCHICHTE DBS Alten
Oeients, von Feitz Hommel. (Munich ; The Beck

Publishing-house, 1904.)

There is hardly any other description to apply to this book

than that it is “ a wonderful compilation.” The number of

facts, and the information which Prof. Hommel brings

forward in this his “ first half,” concerning the ethnology

of the ancient East (the sub-title of the hook), is such that

much time is required to digest it, and only a few points can

be touched upon here.

Exceedingly interesting and probably calculated to raise

controversy is his treatment of the “ Ethnographical table
”

of the loth chapter of Genesis. Kos (Kush) is Central

Arabia, Mosar (Misraim) is North-West Arabia. Put is not

to be localized definitely, but was also in Arabia. Canaan

was originally the Kingi of Chaldea, or East Arabia,

transferred to Palestine when the district was colonized from

that part. It is in consequence of a misunderstanding that

Kos was identified with the Nubio-Ethiopic Cush and Mosar

with Egypt. This, as the author points out, gave rise to the

most untenable speculations. Naturally, where the same

combination of letters has to do duty for so many different

designations, error was certain to creep in, and having once

entered, became most difficult to detect and refute.

In discussing the languages of the ancient Semitic East,

Prof. Hommel is in the main orthodox. The position of the

languages of Babylonia is well put, and it is needless to say

That he is no follower of Halevy. Sumerian and its dialects

were all real languages, which were spoken, and had a wide

influence in the remote past. He regards it as a sacred

language, with a relationship, no longer doubtful, with the

Ural-Altaic languages and (somewhat more distantly) with

the Indogermanic. It was also in many ways related with

sufficient distinctness with what is generally called Turanian.

The placing of the adjective after the noun, instead of before

it, is due to Semitic influence, as is also the same position

with regard to the genitive in certain compound nouns of
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a late date. Comparisons with the Turkish dialects are given

at some length, and it is exceedingly probable that more will

be found in that direction than elsewhere.

But perhaps an even more interesting section of the book

is that in which a prehistoric Babylonian origin is attributed

to Egyptian speech and culture.

When speaking of the Alarodian Hittite people of Mitanni

in North-West Mesopotamia, he suggests a new etymology

for Aracl-hiba (generally read Abdi-taba and Hebraized

Ebed-tob), the king of Jerusalem mentioned in certain Tel-

el-Amarna tablets at Berlin. These Hittites of Mitanni

were ruled, he saj's, by a noble race, and he quotes the

Mitannian royal names Artatama, Artaisiimara, Diisratta,

Sutfama, and that of Princess Teie (who was blue-eyed,

according to Egyptian indications), also Oilu-hipa and Tadu-

hipa. “ To the latter names may be added the Cappadocian

princess Putu-hipa and the priest-king of Jerusalem Arad-

hiba (originally Arta-hipa?)P

The section upon the Hittites, as was to be expected, is

especially good. The monuments and the attempts at their

decipherment are well described. Characteristic is his

interpretation of the cylinder-seal in the Ashmolean Museum
at Oxford ;

“ Indi-limma, son of Serdamu, servant of the

goddess Ishara.” His explanation of the name Indilimma is

“ My protection is the ram-god,” or Lim (?) ; and that of

the goddess worshipped, Ishara, he explains as being the

Alarodian Sauskas, from Sal and Ska-s, in which ska is

probably an Alarodian form of Ishar, Isha— compare the

ideograph of Ishara = the sign is, ‘ house,’ and ha, ‘ fish.’

The character here described is the Assyrian the usual

character for Nina, the goddess of Nina in Babylonia, and

Nineveh in Assyria. The ideograph for Ishara, however, is

really (see the Journal of the R.A.S. for January

last, pp. 144—145, 1. 7). Nevertheless, as she was identified

with Istar, the goddess of Nineveh, it is possible that Prof.

HommeTs explanation of the word is right, but one would

like to have proof that stood for this goddess as well.
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Indeed, as the ideograph furnishing the etymology of the

name, it ought to be its principal one to express it.

But it is not with the desire of finding fault that one feels

inclined to place queries here and there—it is simply due to

a desire for a nearer approach to the truth. Prof. HommeFs
book is too full of material of real worth, and Assyriologists

have too great a respect for his learning and the weight of

his opinions to do anything else than bear them always in

mind with a view to applying them should occasion arise.

It will easily be understood from what has just been said

that here, as in all his books, the author is exceedingly

suggestive on the linguistic side. Quoting the words for

olive, vine, and fig, he states that these three trees were

wanting in ancient Bab}donia. According to Herodotus,

the land “ does not even attempt to bear them,” but grows

corn with remarkable abundance—in fact, there were no trees

at all, judging from what the great Greek historian says.

The holy cedar of Eridu (Sayce and myself have regarded it

as a vine) goes back to the prehistoric vegetation of the land.

About this vegetation, however, one would like to know more,

and why, if there were cedars, there were not also other

trees ? Also whether it is not possible that this prehistoric

vegetation was really a mythological vegetation, based upon

traditions possessed by the Semitic Babylonians and other

immigrants before they entered the country ?

Naturally no book upon the ancient world in connection

with the Old Testament would be complete without some

reference to the site of Paradise. Hommel would place it,

not in Babylonia nor in any other part of the more northern

Semitic region, but in Arabia, in two of whose dried up

wadys he sees the Arabic Gaihan and Faishan—the Gihon

and Pishon.

This “ first half,” which goes to 400 pages, has a provisional

title-page, list of contents, and index—an innovation upon

which the author is to be congratulated. With regard to

the book as a whole, it may unhesitatingly be said that it is

one of the most remarkable works upon Assyro-Babylonian

discoveries that have been published, and there is no doubt that.
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when complete, it will attract even more attention than now.

It is full of information upon all subjects connected with

Assyriology, and will be a textbook until, by the progress

of the science, a new one becomes needful. And the great

wish of all students should be, that the book which takes its

place—^if not written by an Englishman—may likewise be-

written by the genial Professor of Munich.

T. Gr, Pinches.

Les Cylindres de Goudea, Transcription, Traduction,.

CoMMENTAIRE, GrAMMAIRE, ET LeXIQDE, par FRAN50IS

Thureau-Dangin. Premiere Partie : Transcription et

Traduction. (Paris : Leroux, 1905.)

These cylinders were part of the spoil obtained by M. de

Sarzec at Tel-loh at the foot of a mound which he called

‘ the Tell of the winding road,’ M. Thureau-Dangin tells

us, and were discovered as long ago as 1877. They have

naturally attracted much attention, and translations of parts

have been made by the veteran Prof. Oppert, who has just

been taken from us, by Prof. Zimmem, and the author of the

book now before us. Having made the non-Semitic inscrip-

tions in the Louvre his special study, it is needless to say

that M. Thureau-Dangin has produced exceedingly good

renderings.

The cylinders are two in number, and are not barrel-

shaped, as are most of those found in Babylonia, but tube-

shaped, 61 centimetres high, with a diameter of 32, or

thereabouts. That designated ‘ Cylinder A ’ is inscribed

with 30 narrow columns of archaic cuneiform writing, and
‘ Cylinder B,’ which is not quite so high, has 24 precisely

similar columns. The writing is arranged in what are called.

‘ cases,’ divided from each other by a ruled line, each ‘ case
’

containing from one to six lines of script of varying length.

Both these inscriptions refer to the construction (or

rebuilding) of^the great temple dedicated to Nin-Girsu at

Lagas, called E-ninnu, a name probably meaning ‘ the house
of the fifty (divine beings).’ It would seem that during the
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reign of Gudea, viceroy of that city (about 2700 b.c.), the

waters of the rivers and canals failed to rise to their usual

height, with the result that the countrj^ was threatened

with famine. Offerings were therefore made, and Gudea,

inconsolable of heart, looked to Nin-Girsu, and related to

him a dream, afterwards repeated to Nina, Nin-Girsu’s divine

sister. This dream the goddess explains. The man whom
Gudea had seen tall as heaven and earth, with a tiara on his

head, and attended by a divine bird, was her brother Nin-

Girsu, who ordered him to build E-ninnu. The rising sun

which had appeared to him was the god Nin-gis-zida. The

young woman holding a reed and a tablet was her sister

Nisaha. The second man whom he had seen was Nin-duba,

with the plan of the temple and the sacred brick of E-ninnii.

The ass ^ on the right was Gudea himself, who was to build

or rebuild the temple. *

The remainder of the inscriptions on the two cylinders

is an account of the work which Gudea thereupon took in

hand, in which the interest of the gods in it, the progress of

the work, and the prayers, offerings, and ceremonies per-

formed are all told at length. The inscription on Cylinder B
is largely taken up by the portion referring to the places

allotted to the gods and the divine objects within the temple,

including the chariot, the mace, the sword, the bow, the

arrows, etc. Besides these, there were sacred fish, with ponds

and keeper, parks, sacred sheep, lambs, etc., musical instru-

ments, chapel, throne, and couch. The completion of the

work was a time of true rejoicing, and on the sabbath then

kept “the maid was equal with her mistress, and servants

stood at their master’s side.”

These texts naturally bristle with architectural, mytho-

logical, and other technical difficulties, of which, however,

the author has succeeded in solving a very fair number, and

* ‘Baudet.’ The text has
,

ansu D TIN, ‘ ass + prince,’

or something similar. At the period when these cylinders were written the horse

seems to have been unknown, or nearly unknown, in Babylonia. Certain evil

spirits, however, are likened to horses in the bilingual incantations.
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the information to be gained on these points is naturally

sufficiently extensive. One realizes, moreover, how very far

in civilization at that early date the people of this little state

had advanced, and how full they were of Babylonian piety

and love of magnificence. All the most costly things then

obtainable were lavished on the temple, whose construction

or rebuilding is described, and there is no doubt that

considerable sacrifices were made to carry out all the

instructions fulfilling the divine command.

In many cases these texts resemble the inscriptions on the

statues,* and it is noteworthy that the interesting reference

to the equality between maid and mistress, servant and

master, is again referred to in that inscribed on the statue

known as ‘ the architect with the plan,’ in which, in addition

to the above statement, it is said that obedience was not

exacted for seven days. This has already been compared

with the statement made by Berosus that, at tlie feast of

Sakea, which lasted five days, it was the custom of masters

to obey their domestics. It is doubtful, however, whether

the people of Lagas ever went so far as that.

The portion here noticed is the first part of the work, giving

the transcription and translation of these two cylinders.

The continuation, containing commentary, grammar, and

lexicon, will be looked for with interest, as there is much

which needs explanation in these inscriptions, and all students

will wish to know upon what the readings of many words,

and their translation, is based. There is no doubt, however,

that the work is well done—the name of M. Thureau-Dangin

is a sufficient guarantee for that. To have published renderings

of inscriptions of such length and importance is something

upon which the author may well be congratulated.

T. G. Pinches.

I
See the translation by Amiaud in de Sarzec’s Deeouvertes en Chaldee, partie

epi^aphiqne
; also Notes on Recent Discoveries, in the Transactions of the Victoria

Institute, 1892-93, pp. 130 ff., where a paraphrase is published.
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Early Babylonian Personal Names from the Published

Tablets of the so-called Hammurabi Dynasty. By
Hermann Ranke, Ph.D. (Philadelphia, U.S.A., 1905.)

This book is one of those issued under the editorship of

Professor H. V. Hilprecht by the University of Pennsylvania,

and belongs to “ Series D : Researches and Treatises,” pub-

lished in connection with the Babylonian Expedition of that

institution. It is a most valuable addition to our knowledge,

the author having made special examination of many
documents, including some unpublished inscriptions, which

are to he issued before long in part 1 of vol. vi of

Series A (Cuneiform Texts) of the Babylonian Expedition

of his University.

The introduction, which consists of forty - four pages,

contains an interesting account of what the author found

in the course of his researches, describing the different

classes of names— those occurring in their full form and

those which are abbreviated
;

the hypocoristica
;
West

Semitic names; and the name-elements in exercise-tablets.

The names found in the tablets from Cappadocia are also

compared.

The method of the giving of names in Babylonia, as has

been recognized by many Assyriologists, is that with which

we meet in the Old Testament, and the author quotes what

may be regarded as a characteristic instance. “ In the case

-of Ahushina,” he says, “son of UR-RA-gamil, we are even

tempted to assume that his parents referred to actual con-

ditions when giving him this curious name. We happen

to know the names of two of his sisters, lUani and Muzahatum,

and it may very well be that, when he was born as the third

• child, the happy father exclaimed: ‘Now, finally the girls

have a brother.’ ” He is of opinion, however, that the bulk

of the names give the impression of a more or less con-

ventional system of name - giving, as, indeed, would be

expected from the large number which are compounded

with that of a deity, presupposing “a rather highly-
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developed civilization and a sacerdotal regime with well-

established cults of the single gods throughout the country.”

A curious point which he notices is, that the verbal forms,

in masculine names, even when the accompanying divine

name is that of a goddess, is masculine, whilst in feminine

names the form is feminine, though the subject be a

masculine deity. This is naturally rather strange, but the

instances quoted, Idin-Damu, ‘ Damu has given,’ Damu-nasir,

‘ Damn protects ’—names of men compounded with that of

the goddess Damu — seem to place it beyond a doubt.

Feminine examples are Taddin- Niinu, ‘(the god) Nunu

has given,’ and Taram-Ramman, ‘ Rimmon loves.’ This

would seem to indicate that each male deity had a female

counterpart, and each feminine deity a male counterpart,

in expressing which the divine name itself underwent no

change.

The names are divided into classes, according as they

express a sentence (complete or incomplete), a status

constructus formation (designating the child in relation to

the deity worshipped, to the place where born or living,

or to its birthday), or a single substantive (either accom-

panied by a pronoun, or alone). The shortened forms are

divided into ‘hypocoristic’ and abbreviated. The former

are a very interesting class, the Babylonians having been

apparently at all times inclined to the use of pet-names, and

they take various forms. Some add a pronoun, such as -ia,

‘ my ’ (Samsia, ‘ My Samsu,’ an abbreviation of Samas-

musezih, ‘Saraas is my saviour ’), or -sa, ‘ her ’ {Dadu-sa,

probably ‘ her beloved,’ * suggesting a name given by the

father, the pronoun referring to the mother). Other pet-

names are simply indicated by a termination, such as -dnu,

-atu, -iatu, etc., whilst a third class is formed by the use of

a fidul or fu"ul form, corresponding with the /u‘ail in

Arabic.

^ If, however, Badu be for Adadu, ‘ the god Hadad,’ Badu-sa would mean

‘her Hadad,’ and imply that this element was from a name beginning with

generally transcribed Samman.
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The entrance into Babylonia of a large foreign element,

to all appearance Arabic, accounts for the large number of

foreign names, which have been compared with many south

Arabic and other forms. Light is also thrown upon Hebrew

and Phcenician names, which will ultimately be found, it is

hoped, to mutually explain each other. Thus Ahi-icadiC'^ is

compared with the Hebrew ^1^X, Buzu”' with TH, '113 ;

Yarhamu with Masku’" with “^12 ;
Mudadu with

and many others.

In the case of the names regarded as Arabic, the opinion

arrived at is one I have already held for some years, namely,

that they were borne by people called by the Babylonians

Amorites
;
indeed, there would seem to be no doubt that the

opinion held by the older Assyriologists, identifying the

dynasty of Babylon (to which Hammurabi belonged) with

the Arabic dynasty of Berosus, is correct. The text which

Dr. Ranke quotes, that translated in the Joxirnal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, 1897, pp. 598-600, clearly identifies

certain of these names as Amorite, and (with many other

inscriptions) indicates that there was a considerable number

of Amorites in Babylonia at the time, and even, at Sippar or

in its neighbourhood, an Amorite tract.

In the matter of Babylonian names and the parentage of

their bearers, during the period of the dynasty referred to.

Dr. Ranke’s book is at present the standard work, thoroughly

well done. It is needless to say that Assyriologists will look

forward to the book of texts of this period that he is to

publish, to which reference has already been made.

The use oij for y in the transcriptions seems unsuitable in

a book written in English.

The editor. Professor Hilprecht, has added, here and there,

some very interesting notes.

T. G. Pinches.

Referring to the notice of Dr. Boissier’s Textes relatifs a la

Divination assyro-halylonienne, J.R.A.S. for April, pp. 409-412,

the author writes to me that the clay model mentioned in the
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final paragraph is not an ox’s hoof. There is no doubt, however,

as to the close resemblance of the conical side, with its clearly-

cut division, to such an object. The inscription points to its

being a liver—perhaps the cloven hoof-like appearance of the

more rounded side is due to the desire on the part of the scribe

to indicate that the liver intended was that of an ox, or some other

animal having a similar hoof.—T. G. P.

Centenary Memoriae Volume. Extra Number of the

Bombay Branch of the R.A.S.

We congratulate the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society on its valuable Centenary Memorial Volume, which

has lately reached us. It is interesting from several points

of view, for it shows the good work done by the Society in

the past and its great activity now, while its present able

management foretells that the future will uphold the best

traditions of the past.

The volume contains, amongst others, contributions from

the pens of such old and distinguished members as Dr. R. G.

Bhandarkar, Dr. Burgess, Mr. H. Cousens, and the Rev. G. P.

Taylor.

Most of the papers have the main object in view of tracing

the growth of Oriental studies from the foimdation, in 1804,

of the Bombay Literary Society, from which grew the

present Bombay Branch of the R.A.S., and the part that

the Bombay Branch has taken in arousing interest in these

studies.

To the Society Indian epigraphy and archmology owed

much, and it should be remembered that the interest now
taken by the Government of India in these two branches is

mainly due to the early labours of the Asiatic Societies.

The Journal of the Society has also done much to spread

knowledge on Iranian subjects, as shown by the large place

that section holds in the volume. Not the least interesting

paper is the one by the Rev. R. Scott, the Honorary Secretary,

dealing with the history of the Society, showing its gradual
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growtli through the inevitable difficulties attending such an

enterprise to the great position it now holds as one of the

most active Societies engaged in Oriental work.

We would echo the wish of the writer in the Madras Mail

who, commenting on the volume under discussion, hoped that

the Madras Branch might be moved thereby to emulate the

excellent work done by the sister Society.

Geschichte der Japaxischen Litteratur. By Professor

K. Florenz. Vol. i. Published by 0. F. Amelang’s

Verlag. (Leipzig, 1905.)

This is one of the most important additions to the
“ Litteraturen des Ostens ” series, and is a great boon to

general as well as special students of Japan. Dr. Florenz

is a scholar particularly well qualified to undertake such

a great task as a historical survey of Japanese literature,

seeing that such an attempt necessitate'^ a "Competent

knowledge of Indian (Buddhistic) and Chine3^(Confucian)

literature as well as the old and new literature of Japan.

Before he came to Tokyo, he had already shown himself

a scholar of great brilliance both in Sanskrit and Chinese,

and his subsequent study of Japanese, wdth the best materials

and assistance that could be obtained, during almost two

decades of his stay (up till now), gave him a position not

easily attained by any other savants. The present work
is a convincing proof, more than any of his preceding

publications, of the profundity of his learning and of the

skill and accuracy of his investigations over the vast field

of Japanese literature, a greater part of which was still

unexplored ground. That he is perfectly at home in Chinese

authors as well as in Buddhist ideas can be seen from the

fact that he is singularly free from those slips of the pen
almost inherent to any foreign writers. This work will

be very useful even to Japanese, and may well be set as

a textbook in national colleges by the side of any Japanese

works of the sort.
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He divides the book in the following manner :

—

I. Die alteste Zeit. Bis 794 n. Chr.

(a) Die archaische Litteratur. Bis Mitte des

7. Jahrhunderts.

(b) Die vorklassische Litteratur (Manyo-Zeit).

II. Das Mittelalter. Bis 1600.

(a) Das Zeitalter der Klassizitat (Hei-an Periode,

764-1186).

(b) Die nachklassische Zeit und der Verfall der

Litteratur (Kamakura- und Muromachi

Periode).

III. Die neuere Zeit. Bis 1868.

Renaissance und Bliite der Vorkslitteratur (Toku-

gawa Periode).

IV. Die neueste Zeit. Seit 1868.

Das Zeitalter des europaische Einfluss (Meiji

Periode).

The present issue concerns only so far as II (a), the

Hei-an period (till 1186), and comprises the questions with

regard to the introduction of, first, Korean and, then, Chinese

civilization—with them Buddhism and Confucianism—which
gradually moulded the Japanese classical literature. If

I were to represent more clearly what he treats of in this

volume it will be as follows :

—

Prose.

Archaic Period

;

The Korito or Shinto Rituals.

Pre-Classical Period

:

The Semmyo or Edicts.

The Kojiki or Old Chronicles.

The Pudoki or Topographical Notes.

The Ujibumi or Family Records.
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•Classical Period

:

Tlie Kajo or Introductory Eemarks to Poems.

The Monogatari or Stories, Eomances.

The Nikki or Diaries.

The Soshi or Sketchbooks.

The Historical Monogatari and Kagami or Historical

Romances.

Poetry.

Pre-Classical Period

:

The Manyo-shu or the Collection of Old Poems.

Classical Period

:

The Kokinshu or the Collection of Classical Lyrics.

The Kagura-uta

The Saibara Popular Songs.

The Imayo-uta
*

So far about the contents of the book. Prof. "Winternitz,

my teacher and friend, raised an interesting question in

reviewing our hook in the “ Mitteilungen der Anthropo-

logischen Gesellschaft iu Wien,” Bd. xxxv, 1905. In view

of so much Indian influence in Japanese literature, is it

possible, he asks, to assume that the ‘ kenyogen ’ or ‘ double

meaning’ of Japanese poetry (p. 27) may in any way be

connected with that form of alamkara of the Indian kavya

which is exactly in the same method ? Our learned author

says nothing about it. So far as I am able to anticipate it.

Dr. Florenz’s answer will be in the negative, namely, this

coincidence is purely accidental. I for myself, too, cannot

at present prove any connection on this point. But I should

like to emphasize the fact that the influence of India,

material or intellectual, must have been much greater in an

earlier period than we at present consider to have been the

case. There were, for instance, several Indians whom the

Kuroshiwo current, washing almost the whole southern coast,

brought to the Japanese shore. We hear of the Black and
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Eed Devils who taught magic or charms in Japan, the

naked, ascetic who lived in a grotto of warm spring in Kii,

the south-gazing ascetic of Fushimi, the young barefooted

priest who taught a Tantric magic in Yechizen, and the

like, though all of these may not invariably have been

Indians. That there was a communication or trade between

India and China from about 400 a.d. down to 800 a.d. is

a proven fact. Not to speak of any doubtful records, we

read in the Chinese and Japanese books, Buddhist or other-

wise, of Indian merchant ships appearing in the China Sea

;

we know definitely that Fahien (899-415 a.d.) returned to

China vi& Java by an Indian boat which drifted, owing to

a monsoon, right up to Shantung, and further in the Tang

dynasty an eye-witness tells us that there were in 750 a.d.

many Brahman ships in the Canton River beside other

foreign vessels, Persian, Malay, etc. And it cannot be

denied that several Indians came to Japan, especially in

view of so many Indians finding their way to China by sea.

To confine myself more strictly to our question, I can adduce

a fact in Japanese history. In 736 a.d., in the Nara period,

which is our author’s ‘ Bliitezeit ’ of Japanese poetry, there

came a Brahman, Bodhisena Bharadvaja by name, who is

generally known as the ‘Brahman Bishop,’ in company
with a priest from Champa (Cochin-China) named Fo-che

(Buttetsu).

The Brahman, shipwrecked, landed at Champa, met the

latter and sailed together further northward. Both arrived

in Osaka, came to Nara, where they seem to have met
another Indian ascetic, recognizing each other by a chorus

of music they were playing, and were well received by the

then ruling Emperor. The Brahman remained in Nara
about twenty-four years (736—760), teaching Sanskrit and

preaching the Buddhist doctrine taught in the Ganda-vyuha,
while the Champa priest was instructing his Japanese

followers in a music of Lin-yi (Champa), which is still

partly preserved in Japan.

In the ManyS-shu (the Nara Collection of Old Poems)
we have, curiously enough, a poem alluding presumably
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(but, to me, undoubtedly) to this Brahman, Bodhisena.

It runs :

—

Baramon no tsukureru ota ni hamu karasu manabuta

harete hataboko ni ori.

“ Lo ! that crow that picked up (the rice of) the field

cultivated by the Brahman is now seen with swollen

eyelids on the banner-stick (Dhvaja-yasti).”

What this poem means remains at present doubtful, for no

scholiasts give any explanation. But it seems to me to

convey the idea that even a crow that steals rice-grains of

the Brahman is seen repenting over his deed under the

influence of the holy teaching. Be it what it may, the

allusion to the Brahman cannot be purely imaginary, seeing

that the Brahman was actually living on the very spot,

receiving from the Court a special allotment of a rice-field in

Nara. His monaster)^ and tomb-stone with a written eulogy

still exist in Nara. Just at this time a Japanese alphabet

or syllabary is said to have been invented. The fifty

syllables, Gojiiin, are arranged by a hand evidently with

a practical knowledge of Sanskrit method. It goes on

—

a i u e 0, ka ki ku ke ko, sa si su se so, and so on. The
invention of this syllabary is attributed, though without

much ground, to Kibi no Makibi (not Mabi), who was an

envoy to China and afterwards a minister at home. The
invention of the alphabet is one thing and the arrangement

of it is another. The arrangement that reflects a practical

knowledge of Sanskrit will naturally be referred, in ordinary

cases, to the Indian on the spot. But unfortunately every-

thing Indian was eclipsed by the overwhelming influence of

Chinese culture which was just being taken up. Even the

existence of the Brahman was soon forgotten, and everything

became so obscure that we cannot trace it all with certainty.

Thus several points in Japanese literature—in form as well

as m spirit—may have been derived from Sanskrit, such as

the ‘ kenyogen ’ (a double meaning
;

p. 27), the ‘ kaeshi
’

(a resum^ in poems like a gatha
;

p. 7 6), and those animal
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aud Naga fables that influenced the literature through

Buddhism. These doubtful points, I hope, will be cleared

up in time as historical research is being so much encouraged

on all sides. Dr. Florenz himself may have something more

to say on the question in the coming volume, which treats

of the most interesting periods of Japanese history—the

Kamakura, conspicuous for religious activity, then the

Tokugawa, which coincides with the renaissance of Japanese

literature, and the new Meiji era of European influence.

We all hope that the author may be as successful in the

second part as he has been in the first.

J. Takakusu.
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OBITUARY NOTICES.

81R WILLIAM MUIR.

The death, on the 11th July last, of Sir William Muir, at

the ripe age of 86, has brought to an end a life of remarkable

activity and achievement in a number of different fields

of effort. Of his long and distinguished career as an

administrator in India, which lasted from 1837 to 1876, this

is not the place to speak : it has already been dealt with in

some detail in the notice which appeared in The Times of

July 12. On his return to England at the end of 1876 he

was nominated a member of the Council of India, .and held

that office till 1885, when he resigned it on his appointment

as Principal and Vice - Chancellor of the University of

Edinburgh. He continued to occupy the latter post till

January 1903, when he retired after no less than two-thirds

of a centur)’ spent in the public service.

Sir William Muir became a member of our Society in

1877. In May 1884 he was elected President, and held

that office until the following year, when he was compelled

to relinquish it on taking up his residence in Edinburgh.

He was Vice-President in 1885-86, and again from 1894

to 1897.

As a scholar, his fame rests securely on his great work
The Life of Mahomet, the first two volumes of which were

published in 1858, and the last two in 1861. The preface

as dated Agra, January 2, 1857, on the eve of the Indian

Mutiny
;
the work had been preceded by a long preparatory

study, the results of which were commimicated in a series
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of articles, commencing in 1845, to the Calcutta Revieu\

Some of these were republished many years later in a volume

entitled The Mohammedan Controversy, and other Indian

articles (1897). In 1876 Sir William prepared, for more

popular use, an abridged edition of the Life in one volume.

This omitted the greater portion of the notes, and the

introductory chapters on the pre-Tslainic history of Arabia,

as well as the summaries of the surahs of the Kur’an, hut

included the whole of the Life proper, and the chapter on

the sources of information. A revised edition, with such

changes as were required by the progress of research,

appeared in 1894.

Ever since its original publication Sir William Muir’s

Life has held the held as the st.andard presentment, in

English, of the career of the Prophet of Islam. While

availing himself of the labours of his predecessor.s. Dr. Gustav

M eil, Dr. Sprenger, and M. Caussin de Perceval, the author

has throughout founded his work on the original authorities,

which at the time when he wrote bad for the* most part

not j'et been printed. The manuscripts which he used, and

which are now deposited in the India Office Library, consisted

of an abridgement of Ibn Hisham’s Sirat ar-Easul, the

autograph of the compiler, dating from 707 of the Ilijrah;

the volume of Tabari’s Annals dealing with the whole of

the Prophet’s life except the last five years
;

and, most

important of all, the portion of the Tabakat of Ibn Sa‘d,

called the Secretaiy of WakidI, giving the traditions relating

to Muhammad’s career. For the Medinah period he was
able to use in print 'Von Kremer’s edition in the Bibliotheca

Indica of the Maghdzl of WakidI. Of the Kur’an and its

commentaries, which 'must ever remain the groundwork of

any theory of Muhammad’s development. Sir W. Muir had

a thorough knowledge; and he had also access to the great

collections of traditions made by Bukhari and TirmidhL
This branch of Arabic learning is perhaps that most cultivated

by Indian scholars, and in his study of the Haclith he had
the assistance of the most erudite men to be found in the

country.
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The introductory chapter on the sources of the biography

states, with a skill and clearness which have never been

surpassed, the criteria which must be applied in utilising,

for an account of the Prophet’s career, the information

furnished by the Kur’an and the supplementary data of

tradition. The author’s intimate knowledge and experience

of Oriental character enabled him to criticise and interpret

these data with a unique authority
;
and the chapter will

always be read with profit by those who approach the task

of constructing a rational account of the origins of the

Faith of Islam. Of the biography itself, among other

excellences, may he mentioned the clear and vivid style,

the systematic and well-arranged presentment of facts, and

the sobriety of judgment in the estimate of probabilities.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the work is

marked with a polemic character which must necessarily

render it in some degree antipathetic to those who profess

the religion of Muhammad. It began in a controversy

between Islam and Christianit}', and the echoes of that

controversy make themselves heard from time to time as

the narrative proceeds. Yet it can scarcely be doubted

that the author always strove to be just and fair : anyone

who reads the 37th chapter, dealing with the character of

the Prophet, must be convinced of this
;
and it is sufficient

evidence of his good faith and candour that, in spite of the

strong position which he maintained on the side of his own
creed in the standing controversy, he always retained the

confidence of the Muhammadans of Upper India, and spoke

to them with unquestioned authority on matters in which

their religion was concerned.

After his return to Europe Muir continued to occupy

himself with Islamic history, and in 1883 produced his

second contribution to the subject in The Annals of the Early

Caliphate. This work is chiefly based upon the Kamil of

Ibn al-AthIr, the edition of Tabari which had been commenced
at Leiden in 1879 not having progressed sufficiently to

afibrd independent material. Baladhuri was also utilised,

and Dr. Weil’s Geschichte der Chalifen again afforded an
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outline which was filled in by Muir from the original

sources. In 1891 the book, which had dealt in detail only

with the history of the first four Caliphs, was expanded in

a second edition into The Caliphate : its Rise, Recline, and

Fall, and carried down to the extinction of the Fatimides

in Egypt. A third edition of the work appeared in 1898,

and it has evidently been appreciated by the reading public

as a vivid and masterly summary of the history of the Islamic

Empire during the centuries of its greatest development.

It is not, however, anything more than a summary. The

facts are related as set forth by others, and the rapid course

of the narrative precluded discussion of the data contained

in the original authorities. Indeed, until Wellhausen’s work,

in his Shizzen mid Vorarbeiten, Part vi, and Ras Arabische

Reich, appeared within the last decade, no one had applied

the tests of strict criticism to the traditional material ;
and

the picturesque romances of Saif, son of ‘Umar, the Tamlinite,

relating to the Early Conquests, were generally accepted as

history.

In 1896 Muir gave to the world his last historical work
on Islam in his History of the Mameluke or Slave Rynasty of

Egypt. This is mainly founded on the last two volumes

of Weil’s Geschichte der Chalifen

;

like the Caliphate, it is

marked by clear and picturesque arrangement of materials,

and in its rapid outlines is well calculated to give an accurate

idea of one of the most extraordinary experiments in

government which have ever been tried in human history.

Besides these standard works. Sir W. Muir made a great

number of contributions, as a champion of Christianity, to

the Muhammadan controversy. Of these it is not necessary

to say much. The little book on The Coran : Us Composition

and Teaching, and its Testimony to the Holy Scriptures,

published by the S.P.C.K. in 1878 in its series relating

to non - Christian religions, deserves mention. It was
a re-arrangement and expansion of an early essay printed so

far back as 1855, and re-edited in 1860. Another interesting

production was his work on the Apology of al-Kindy (1882 :

2nd edition 1887), consisting of an introductory essay, which
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originally appeared in the Journal of our Society, and
a summary of the Apology, the original Arabic text of

which was printed in 1880 by the Rev. A. Tien for the

Turkish Mission Aid Society.

Besides the essay on al-Kindl’s Apology, Sir W. Muir
contributed to our Journal in 1879 an interesting paper on
“ Ancient Arabic Poetry : its genuineness and authenticity.”

In 1903 the great value, impoi-tance, and volume of the

work done by Sir William Muir in furtherance of the study

of Islamic history and literature were recognised by the

award to him of the Society’s Triennial Jubilee Gold

Medal, the previous recipients of which had been the late

Professor Cowell (1897) and the late Dr. E. W. West
(1900). Sir William had previously received the honorary

degree of D.C.L. from the University of Oxford and that

of LL.D. from the Universities of Cambridge, Edinburgh,

and Glasgow, while the University of Bologna had made
him a Doctor of Philosophy.

C. J. Lyall.

We regret to announce the death of two of the Honorary

Members of the Society, M. Jules Oppert and the Rev. Dr.

Edkins. In the January Journal a full account of their life

and work will appear.

Hote.—The Index for 1905 icill appear icith the January

number for 1906.
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Presented hy the Government of India.

Madras District Gazetteers. Bellary, vols. i-ii, 1904

;

North Arcot, vol. ii, 1904.

Bajputana District Gazetteers. Ajmere
;

Merwara.

Vols. i A and i b, 1904.

Presented by the University of St. Joseph at Beyrouth.

Cheikho (P^re L.). La Version Arahe de Kalilah et

Dimnah d’apres le plus ancien manuscrit arabe date.

8vo. Beyrouth, 1905.

Presented hy the Authors.

Mitra (S. M.). British Rule in India. 8vo.

London, 1905.

Le Strange (G.). The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate.

Adler (E. N.). About Hebrew Manuscripts. 8vo.

London, 1905.

Presented hy Mrs. Ba Cunha.

MS. of the Bhagavata Purana and another MS. in Burmese
character.

Presented hy Mrs. Gihh.

Le Livre des Mille Nuits et Tine Nuit. Traduction par
J. C. Mardrus. Tom. i-yi.

Presented by the Gihh Memorial Trustees.

Ibn Isfandlyar’s History of Tabaristan. Translation by
E. G. Browne. 8vo. Leiden, 1905.
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Presented hy the Puilishers.

Neumann (K. F.). Die Beden Gotamo Buddlio’s. 8vo.

Leipzig, 1905.

Liebich (B.). Sanskrit-Lesebuch. 4to. Leipzig, 1905.

Polak (A. J.). Die Harmonisierung indischen, tiirkischen,

und japanischen Metallen. 8vo. Leipzig, 1905.

Farldu-ddln ‘Attar (Muhammad ibn Ibrahim). Pt. i of

the Tadhkiratu’l-Awliya (Memoirs of the Saints), ed. in

the original Persian by B. A. Nicholson, with a critical

Introduction by Mirza Muhammad b. ‘Abdu’l Wahhab-i

Qazwinl. 8vo. London, 1905.

Rituale Armenorum, being the administration of the

Sacraments and the Breviary Rites of the Armenian

Church, together with the Greek Rites of Baptism and

Epiphany, edited from the oldest MSS. by F. C.

Conybeare, and the East Syrian Epiphany Rites

translated by the Rev. A. J. Maclean. 8vo.

Oxford, 1905.

Presented by the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

Little (Archibald). The Far East. 8vo. Oxford, 1905.

Purchased.

Paul (A.). Krischnas Weltengang. Ein indisches

Mythes, iibertragen. Mit einem Geleitworte von

K. E. Neumann. 8vo. Munchen, 1905.

Eysinga (D. G. A. van den Borghvan). Indische Einfliisse

auf evangelische Erzahlungen.

Dutoit (J.). Die duskaracarya des Bodhisattva in der

buddhistischen Tradition. 8vo. Strassburg, 1905.
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TTOEX FOE 1905-

A. !

i

‘Abdallah Ibn Tahir, 765.
|

Abhidhanua literature, Pali and Chinese,
j

160.
.

I

Abhidharma-kosa of Vasu-handhu, 35,
|

39.
!

al-Abi, ™ier, 475.

Abu Bakr Ahmad or Ibn al-Ikhshid, 83.

Abu Bishr Matta, discussion with al-

Sirafl on merits of Logic and
j

Grammar, 79.

Abu Firas, poet, 85.

Abu HajTan, 79.

Abu Ifasr ox Pars, 738.

Abu Tammam, Indices to the diwan of,

763 et seq.

court - poet under Mu'tasim and

"Wathik, 764.

supposed Christian descent, 765.

early home in Syria, 765.

names of places in diwan, 767

;

persons, 770 ;
tribes, 779 ; stars, 781

;

battles, 782.

Abu-l-‘Ala b. Kulail, 476.

Abu’l-Fath Ibn al-Furat, vizier, 82.

Adhyaraja, 570.

al-Afshin, 764.

Agnikula, 19.

Ahmad b. Muhammad (Siiistan), Coins

of, 549.

Ahu, 455.

Ajitasena, Jain teacher, 642.

‘Alh’u’d-Dawla Mas‘ud, Sultan, 733.

‘All b. ‘Isa b. Dawud b. al-Jarrah,

vizier, 83.

‘All Quli !&an, 133.

_Amedeoz, H. F., Dirham of Khusru

; aah of 361 A.H., 471.

/ J.K.A.S. 1905.

Amesaspentas, 456.

Amir ‘Adudu’d-Dawla Shirzad, 733.

Viceroy of India, 737.

Anaji inscription, 290.

Andhra coinage, 797.

AnIsuT-‘Dshshaq, 317.

Anniversary meeting, 577.

Anwari, Persian poet, 314.

ApoUodotus, 785.

Arabic MSS. in the Baillie Collection,

513, o60.

Arimaddanapura (Pagan), 265.

Armeman prototypes of Greek temples,

362.

Asanga, Vasu-bandhu, 34 et seq.

al-Asma‘i, 475.

Aioka edict at Sahasram, Mysore

versions, 304.

Asta-grantha of Katyayani-putra, 39.

Atala masjid, 139.

Atala Mosque inscription, 366.

Athama, Indo-Scythic king, 796.

Atishkada notices Omar Khayyam, 525.

I Auharmazd, 451 et seq.

I Avicenna, 87.

Ayodhya, 438 et seq.

I

Ayodhyapura, equivalent to Ayudhya,

capital of Siam, 488.

Azilises, Indo-Scyihic prince. Coin of,

788.

B.

Babak, leader of the Khurramites, 764.

Babar-nama, Haydarabad Codex, 741

;

lacun®, 745.

Manuscripts, 751-762.

Babylonian divine names, 143.

58
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Badami, 'Western Chalukvas of, 292.

Badi‘ al-Zaman, 86.

Bagaphama, 791.

Baillie Collection of Arabic MSS., 513,

560.

Persian MSS., 660.

Balika, son of Mitrasarman, Signet-ring

of, 809.

Barapa, 7.

Bakitett, L. D ,
Date of Bhamaha and

Dandi, 841.

Manavulu-sandesaya, 265.

BazmaraT, or Ornament of the Banquet,

522.

Bell, E., Arabic Manuscripts in the

Baillie CoUection, 513.

Beveridge, A. S., Haydarabad Codex

of the Babar-nama, 741.

Beveridge, H., Jaunpur Inscriptions,

364.

Note on an lUuminated Persian

MS., 365.

Omar Khayyam, 521.

Omar Khayyam’s Qita’, 842.

Bhairavapandita, Saiva teacher, 642.

Bhamaha and Dandi, date, 841.

Bhamaha the Ehetorician, 535.

a Buddhist, 535.

criticizes Da^idin, 537.

author of Kavyalankara, 543.

Bhaskarabhatta, author of Buddhist

inscription of Bhavadeva Eanakesarin,

619.

Bhavadeva Eanakesarin, Buddhist in-

scription of, 617.

Bhinmaljinscription, 22.

Bhuyika, queen, 18.

Brah Tabah, governor of Martaban, 491.

Browne, E. G., Mas‘iid-i-Sa‘d-i-

Salman, 693.

Nasir-i-Khusraw, 313.

Budayuni, 134.

Buddhadeva, son of Aivilaputra, Signet-

ring of, 807.

Buddhist inscription of Bhavadeva

Eanakesarin, 617.

inscriptions. Three, 679 et seq.

missions, 682.

Burn, E., Mo-la-p’o, 837.

c.

Cannibalism amongst early inhabitants-

of North-West Frontier, 285.

Case-tablets from Tel-loh, 815.

Ceylon epigraphy, 354.

Chakrayudha, identified with Mahipala,

16.

Chandana slays Eudrena, 1, 2.

Chandana of Ajmir, 7.

Chaulukya clan of Gurjaras, 7.

Chedi or Kalachuri era, 566.

Chohans of Ajmir, 7.

Codrington, 0., Note on Musalman
Coins collected by Mr. G. P. Tate in

Seistan, 547.

Coin of Strato, 165.

Coins collected in Seistan by Mr. G. P.

Tate, 547.

(Eoman) found in Ceylon, 156.

with reverse-type Svastika, Brahmi
characters, 789.

Coins and seals, Indian, pt. vi, 783.

D.

Dahrasena, son of Indradatta, Coins of,.

801.

Dailamite dynasty of Wahsudan, 473.

Dandi, date, 841.

Dandin criticized by Bhamaha, 537.
Date of Bhamaha and Dandi, 841.

Daulatpura grant of Bhojas, 18.

Davids, Professor Ehys, resignation as

Secretary, 434.

Testimonial to, 843.

De5i onomatopcetic words, 555.

DevaSakti, 18.

Dewhurst, E. P., Inscription in the
Atala Mosque, 366.

Dhahir, Persian poet, 314.

Dhammacheti inscription, 266.
Dharmakirti as author of Nyayabindu,

361.

Dhanna-nagara = Dharmaraia orLigor,
487.

Dharmap^a, date, 14-16.

Dharmottara’s Commentary' on Xyaya-
bindu, 361.

DhuU-Ka‘dah, vizier, 82.
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Dickins, F. V., Japanese Thoreau of

the Twelfth Century, 237.

Dignaga, 361, 362.

Dirham of Khusru Shah of 361 a.h.,

471.

‘ Dotted Eecord,’ 51.

Dudubhisara, 690.

Durabhisara Thera, 683.

Dvipatamra-desa, 838.

Ceylon or Singapore (?), 839.

Dvyasraya Mahakarya of Hemachandra,

9.

E.

Epigraphic researches in Mysore, 289.

Epigraphy, Ceylon, 354.

Ereyahga, Hoysala prince, 292.

Eucratides, Coins of, 783-4.

F.

Fa-hian, 439.

Fa^r al-Daula, 476.

al-Farabi, 87.

Febguson, D., DTipatamra-de&, 838.

Homan Coins found in Ceylon, 156.

Fire-birth of the four clans, 1 9.

Fire race, 19-21.

Fleet, J. F., Inscription P. on the

Mathura Lion-Capital, 154.

St.Thomas and Gondophernes, 223.

Epigraphic Eesearches in Mysore,

289.

Vasashka; Vasushka, 357.

A comment on ‘
‘ Some Problems of

Ancient Indian History,” 358.

Trikuta and the so-called Kalachuri

or Chedi Era, 566.

Note on a Jain Inscription at

Mathura, 635.

Notes on Three Buddhist Inscrip-

tions, 679.

Fo-lo-an, 498.

G.

Gahgas of Gangavadi, Records of, 297.

Garbindara, GoTemor of Banavasi, 294.

Gauda, 163.

Gautamiputra Sri - Yajna - Satakarni,

Coin of, 797.

General meetings, 209, 433, 577, 612.

Geeini, Colonel G . E . ,
Nagarakretagama

List of Countries on the Indo-Chinese

Mainland, 485.

Ghatotkaca Maharaja, Seal of, 153.

Ginul-Sin, king of Ur, 820.

Ginger,namederivedfrom Srugaverapura,

167, 169.

Gondophernes and St. Thomas, 225.

Gotamiputa-Siri-Satakani, 644.

Gotiputra, 150.

Graeco-Indian coins, 785.

kings, Strato I Soter and Strato II

Philopator, 164.

Grammar and Logic, Arabic discussion

on, 79 et seq.

Grierson, G. A., Pisaca = ’rifiixpuyo!,

285.

Gudnaphar, king of ‘ India,’ 226.

Guduphara, Coins of, 228.

Inscription of, 230.

Date of, 230, 234.

Gulehalli, Fragmentary inscription at,

292."

Gupta, Seal of, 814.

Gurjara clans, 1.

Gurjara and Gauda, 163.

H.

Ilabsiyydt of Mas‘(id-i-Sa‘d-i-SaImkn,

694.

Haidar, father of Shaham Beg, Inscrip-

tion of, 131.

Grave of, 137.

Harb b. Muhammad (Sijistan), Coin of,

551.

Hardy, Dr. E., obituary, 211, 213.

Harihara II, 301.

Hantiputta-Satakanni, Inscription of,

304.

Harsacarita, verse 18, 569.

Harsha inscription of Vigraharaja, 1.

al-Hasan Ibn Sahl, 765.

al-Hashimi, Ibn ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, 85.

Hayam Wuruk, ruler of Majapahit, 485.

Haydarabad Codex of the Babar-nama,

741.
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Hellenism and Muhammadanism, 527.

Hire-Sakuna copper-plate charter, 289.

Hiuen-tsang, praises Vasu-baudhu, 40.

Hoernlb, a. F. R., Some Problems of

Ancient Indian History : III, Gurjara

Clans, 1.

Honorary Vice-Presidents, 613.

Huiseng, Chinese traveller in India, 40.

Hmncha inscription, 295.

Himavalli inscription, 294.

I.

Ibn Ahbad, 79.

Ibn Abl Du’ad, patron of Abu Tam-

mam, 763.

Ibn al-Amid, vizier, 79.

Ibn al-Ikhsbid, a Mu‘tazil theologian, 83.

Ibn al-Sikkit, grammarian, 86.

Ibn Hinzabah, 82.

Ibn Ka'b al-Ansari, 84.

Ibn Eabah, i.e. Abu ‘Imran Musa, the

metaphysician, 83.

Ibn Rashid, 85.

Ibn Tughj, prefect of Damascus, 84.

Ibn Tahya al-‘AlawI, 85.

Ibrahim, Sultan, 716 et seq.

Illuminated Persian MS. at S. Kensing-

^
ton, 365.

llu in Babylonian divine names, 143.

Indian coins and seals, pt. vi, 783.

Indian history problems, 1.

Indices to the Diwan of Abu Tammam,

763.

Indrabala, son of King Udayana, 621.

Indraraja, identified with Indra III, 16.

Inscriptions, Jaunpur andZafarabad, 131.

Kusana, 151.

Buddhist, of Bhavadeva Rana-

kesarin, 617.

Jain, at Mathura, 635.

Three Buddhist, 679.

Piprawa vase, 679.

Sonari vase, 681.

Sonari stone, 687.

Intercourse between Java and Siam, 491.

Ikvete, W., Baillie CoUection of Arabic

and Persian MSS., 560.

. Sati, 364.

Isvaradatta of Kathiawad, 566.

Kvara-krsna, the same as Vindhya-vasa,

_ 48.

Isvarasena, probable founder of Kalachuri

era, 568.

I-tsing mentions Vasu-bandhu.

‘Izz al-Din (king of Ximruz), Coins of,

551.

J.

Jabula, 2.

Jacksox, a. M. T., Gurjara and Gauda,

163.

Jacob, Col. 6. A., Vindhyavasin, 355.

Note on the Authorship of the

Nyayabindu, 361.

Jain inscription at Mathura, 635.

Janika, Seal of, 813.

JapaneseThoreau of the Twelfth Century,

237.

Jaula, ancestor of Tomara family, 2.

Jaunpur inscriptions, 384.

and Zafarabad inscriptions, 131.

Jayapida, 17.

Jibril b. TJbaid Allah b. Bakhtiehu*,

physician, 471.

Life of, 472.

Jinadatta, Santara ruler, 298.

Jnana-prasthana of Katyayani-putra, 39.

Jolly, J., Ginger, 167.

Mosquitoes and Fever in Susmta,

558.

K.

Kachhwahas identical with Gurjaras, 2.

Kadambas, genealogical table, 290.

Kaknstbavarman, 290.

Kalachuri or Chedi era, 566.

KaDurgudda inscription, 295.

Kalui, son of Eajula, 795.

Kamo, Japanese god, 256.

Kamono Chomei, 256.

Kanakanandin, Jain teacher, 641.

Kanauj, 9-32.

Kapisa, unquestionably proved part of

Eucratides’ Indian dominions, 784.
city. History of, 785.

Kassapa - Sangharakkhita, mahathera,
265.

Kassapagotta Thera, 683.
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Katyayani-putra, 39, 52.

author of Maha-vibhasa, 159.
[

Kavadi, Kadamba inscription at, 309.
i

Kavirajamarga of Kayisvara, 291.

Kavisvara, author of Kavirajamarga, ,

291.

Kedah, 496.

Khajuraho inscription, 18.

Khalaf b. Ahmad (Sijistan), Coins ol,

550.

al-Khiilidl, i.e. Ja'far b. Muhammad
b. Nasir, famous as a saint, 83.

Kharaniosta, son of Arta, Coins of, 792.

Kharaosta of the Mathura Lion- Capital,

794.

KharosthI inscriptions on Gneco-Indiau

coins, 784 et seq.

Khottiga, king, 294.

Hiushgo notices Omar Khayvaiii, 525.

Musru Shah, 361 a.h., 471.

Ki-ohia-ye, 40.

Kielhokn, F., Kagpui'Museum Buddhist
.

Inscription of Bhavadeva Eanakiisarin,

617.

King, Major J. S., Throwing the

Stone, 356.

Kieste, J., Samskrta, 353.

Kirti. 362.

Kirtikaumudi of Somesvara, 9.

Kirtiraja the Chaulukyan, 7.

Krishnaraja of Malwa, 7.

Krishnavarman II, Kadamba king, 29 i.

Kshitipala, 2.

Kudamah, 84.

Kula-natha or Paramartha, 33.

Kumarajiva, 39.

Kumarapala Carita of Jayasiihha, 9.

Kwoko, Mikado, 259.

KwGmyo, Empress of Japan. 259.

L.

Lakshmana, Parihar king, 6.

Lakshmi Tarma Deva, 22.

Lakulisvara, Saiva teacher, 642.

Laukavatara Sutia, 831.

translated into Tibetan, 831.

three Chinese versions, 832.

contents, 833.

author, 834.

Lengka-suka, identified as original capital

of Kedah, 495.

Liaka-Kusuluka, 643.

Ligor, 487.

lang-ya-sz, 496.

Logic and Grammar, Arabic discussion

on merits of, 79 et seq.

M.

al-Ma'arri, Persian poet, 316.

Mahadevi Dhruvasvamini, Seal of. 153.

Mahakuta inscription of Mangalesa, 12.

Maha-vibhasa of Katyayani-putra, 159.

Maha-Mahinda Thera, 683.

Mahanagakula-sandesa, 265.

Mahanaman, 682-3.

Mahendiapala, 1.

Mahipal, Parihar king, 5.

Mahipahi, 2.

Majapahit empire, 485.

Majd al-Daula, 475.

Majjhima Thera, 683.

Maiaki, 493.

Malakadeva Thera, 683.

Malava era, 233.

Malavajli, Prakrit pillar inscription, 304.

Malay Peninsula, political situation cuat

1380 A.D., 485 et seq.

Malayn, 493.

Malik Husain of Harat, 549.

MaHk Ibn Tank, 765.

Malik Zatar, son of Tughlaq ^lih I. 142.

MalikuT-Zaher, ruler of Pasei. 492.

Malwa, ancient country, now Giijiirrit,

838.

Manaqib Darweriiia, 142.

Manavulu-sandesaya, 265.

Mankot fort surrendered, 134.

Mano-ratha said to be Vasu-bandlui's

teacher, 44.

Mansur b. Kuh (Samanid)
,
Coins of. 549.

Makgoliouth, D. S., Discussion

between Abu Bishr Malta and Abu
SaTd al-Sirafi on the Merits oi Logic

and Grammar, 79.

Indices to the Diwau of Abu
Tammam, 763.

Marutma identified as Martaban or

Mergui, 490.
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al-Marzubani, agent of the Samanids,
|

82.

Mas‘(id-i-Sa‘d-i-Salman, 693 et seq.

general circumstances, 696.

birthplace and origin, 701.

his period, 710.

his life, 1048-1088, 719.

his imprisonment, 721.

Mathura laon-Capital, Inscription P.,

154.
j

Mazdai, king, 226, 235.
j

identified with Vasudeva, 235.

Maztmdab, B. C., Onomatopcetic Desi

Words, 555.

Medal, Public School, Presentation, 603.

Medhavin, Sanskrit author, 541.

Metronymics in inscriptions, 638.
j

Indian literatuie, 635.
I

Mihirakula, 4. :

Mihiras, 4. i

Mills, Professor L., Pahlavi Texts of

the Yasna Haptanghaiti, 55.

Pahlavi Texts of the Srosh Tasht

;

Yasna LV-LVI, 451.

Pahlavi Texts of Yasna XIV-XVI,
XX, XXI, 657.

Min Hla builds a monastery, 267.

Muiakata Kusiagusu & F. V. Dickiiis,

Japanese Thoreau of the Twelfth

Century, 237.
j

Minuchihri, Persian poet, 318.
j

Mibza Muhammad op QAzwfK,Mas‘ud-
i

i-Sa‘d-i-Salm5n. 693. I

Moggahputta-Tissa, 682.

Mosquitoes and fever in Susruta, 558.

Mrige&varman, Kadamba king of Vaija-

yanti, 290.
|

Mu‘ayyid al-Daula, 475.
i

Muhadarat, containing dialogue on Law
|

and Grammar, 91.
|

Muhammadanism and Hellenism, 527.

Muir, Sir W., obituary, 875.

Mu'izzi, Poet-Laureate of Sanjar, 317.

Mu'jam al-udaba of Yakut, 79.

Mukabasat, 79.

Muktihariharapura, Inscription at, 300.
!

Mularaja, Chaulukya settlement in Lata,

7.

Musahnan coins collected by Mr. G. P.

Tate in Seistan, 547.

al-Mutanabbi, Persian poet, 316.

Mu'tasim, Caliph, 764.

al-Mut5‘liIlah, Caliph, 471.

Muzazir temple, 362.

Mysore epigraphic researches, 289.

N.

Nadasi Kasa, queen of Bajnla, 795.

Nagarakretagama list of countries on the

Indo-Chinese mainland, 485.

Nagaseua Mahathera, 265.

Nagpur Museum Buddhist inscription of

Bhavadeva Banakesarin, 617.

Naidaijiu, a Fujiwara, 259.

Nana Pi-si, Inscription commemorating,

267.

Nandasriyaka, considered by Bhagvanlal

the daughter of Bajula’s chief queen,

795.

Nannaraja, king, 620, 622.

Nabasimhiengae, M. T., Bhamaha the

Bhetorician, 535.

Harsacarita, Verse 18, 569.

N5?ir - i - Khusraw, poet, propagandist,

and traveller, 313 et seq.

Nasr al-Din (king of Nimruz), Coins of,

551.

Naiiludo, son of Eajula, 795.

Nila IJttama, 507.

Nimruz coins, 553.

Northbrook, The late Lord, 210.

Notices of Books

—

Amherst of Hackney, Lady, Sketch of

Egyptian History, 173.

Berchem, Max van, Materiaux pour un
Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum,

375.

Boissier, A., Choix de Textes relatifs

a la divination assyro-babylonienne,

409.

Bombay Branch E.A.S., Centenary
Volume, 868.

Butler, H. C., Syria : Architecture
and other Arts, 402.

Caetani, L., Annali dell’ Islam, vol. i,

379.

Capart, J., Les Debuts de I’Art e
Egypte, 174.

Clay, Bev. A. T., Business-documents
of Murasu Sons of Nippur, 205.
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Clementi, C., Cantonese Love-Songs,
j

427.

Crichton, J. A., Compendious Syriac

Grammar, 188.

Davies, T. Witton, Heinrich Ewald, i

'575.
j

Deb, Raja B. K., Early Historj' of
;

Calcutta, 573.
I

Dvivedi, M. S., and S. S. P. Misra,
i

Manasa-pattrilca, 369. 1

Florenz, K., Geschichte der Japan-
\

ischen Litteratm-, vol. i, 869. I

Fossey
, C . ,

Manuel d’Assyriologie, 202. I

Garbe, E., Bhagavadgita, 384.
|

Geiger, W., Dipavamsa and Maha-
vamsa, 391.

Gibb, E. J. W., Ottoman Poetry,

Tols. ii-iv, 856.

Hirth, F., Chinesische An^ichten fiber

Bronzetrommeln, 192.

Hoemle, A. F. R., and H. A. Stark, i

History of India, 370.

Holdich, Sir T. H., India, 376.

Hommel, F.,Grundri«sder Geographie

und Geschichte des Alten Orients,

869.

Jenner, T., Tsze Te^n Piko Muh, 430.

Kazim Bey, Concordance to the Koran,

426.

King, L. W., Records of the Reign

of Tukulti-Ninib I, 405.

Le Strange, G., Lands of the Eastern

Caliphates, 858. ;

Markham, Sir C., Voyages of Pedro i

Fernandez de Quiros, 196.
|

Migeon, G., Chefs d’ceuvTe d’Art
1

Japonais, 845.

Muhammad Mahmud al-Eafi‘I, Book i

of Sovereignty and Government, 1

423.
!

Muhammad al-Zuhri al-Ghamrawi,
|

Deliverance after Stress, 425. 1

Oldham, C. F., The Sun and the I

Serpent, 389. i

Ranke, H., Early Babylonian Personal !

Names, 865.
I

Saavedra, E., Homenaje a F. Codera,
|

851.
I

Sainson, C., Nan-Tchao Te-che, 180. I

Scott-Moucrieff, P., Book of Con-
solations of Mar lsh6-yahbh, 186.

|

Smith, V. A., Early History- of India,

373.

Stuart, H. N., Catalogue der Munten
en Amuletteu van China, Japan,

Corea, en Annam, 194.

Sulaiman al-Bistani, Iliad of Homer
in Arabic Verse, 417.

Thurean-Dangin, F., Les Cylindres

de Goudea, 862.

Walleser, M., Buddhistischc Philo-

sophic, 395.

TVatters, T., Yuan Chwang’s Travels,

vol. i, 412,

Weintz, H. J., Japanese Grammar
Self-Taught, 179.

Wickremasinghe, M. de Z., Epigraphia

Zeylanica, vol. i, 183.

al-Yazaji, Sheikh Ibrahim, Hunting-

ground of the Forager and Fountain

of the Thirsty, 423.

Xuh b. TVahsudan, 473.

Nyayabindu, Authorship of, 361.

0 .

Obituary Notices

—

Hardy, Dr. Edmund, 213.

Muir, Sir W., 875.

Schlagintweit, Dr. Emil, 215.

Omar Khayyam, 521.

Omar Khayyam’s Qita’, 842.

Onomatopcetic Desi words, 555.

Oriental School at Hanoi, 151.

P.

Pagan, Division in Buddhist Church at,

266.

Pahang, 493.

Pahladpur pillar inscription, 291.

Pahlavi texts of theYasnaHaptanghaiti,

55.

of the Srosh Yasht
;
Yasna Iv-lvi,

451.

of Yasna xiv-xvi, xx, xxi, 657.

Pallavas, 293.

Paramartha, Account of, 33.

sent to China, 33.

Paramartha’s Life of Vasu-bandhu, 33.
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Parihar, 3 et seq.

rise of the clan, 28.

Brahmans, 29-31.

Eajpnta, 30.

Pannars of Mahva, 7.

Pasei, 492.

Patika, 643.

Pehewa inscription, 1,2.

Persian MSS. in Baillie Colleetion, 560.

Pinches, T. G., Element tlu in Baby-

lonian Divine N ames, 143.

Some Case-Tablets from Tel-loh,

815.

Piprawa vase inscription, 679.

Pisaca = 'n/io^dyot, 285.

Pisokia, 438.
i

Pothayas, 635-653.
|

Prabhachandra, Jain teacher, 306.
|

Prabhakara Vardhana, 5. !

Prapafica, anthorof
‘
‘ Nagarakretagama,

’

’

j

485.

Prayaga, 445 et seq.

Problems of ancient Indian histoi-y.

GQrjaras, 1.

Proshtbas, 636, 653 et seq.

Pulakesin II of Badami, 290.

Polike^in II, inscription, 837-

Purale inscription, 295.

Puskalavatl, tutelary divinity of, on coin,

787.

modem Hastnagar, 787.

Q.

al-Qifti, 471.

Qit.a’ of Omar Khayyam, 812.

Qiitb al-Din (king of Nlmrnz), Coin of,

551.

Qutb al - Din Muhammad (king of

Nimruz), Coin of, 548.

£.

Eaja Bhuvanpal I, Parihar king, 5.

Haja Padhpal, 5.

Raja Sri Mahavamsa, 496.

Eajakirat, Parihar king, 5.

Sajapura in south-eastern Siam, 488.

Eajor grant of Mathanadeva, 7.

Eajnla, 795.

Eajula-Eajuviila, 644.

Eamasarman, Sanskrit author, 541.

Eapson, E. J., Grmco-Indian Kings

Strato I Soter and Strato II Philo-

pator, 164.

Notes on Indian Coins and Seals,

Pt. VI, 783.

Rashtokuta Indra III, 2.

Eashtrakntas of MalUied, 294.

Eatnesvara, 571.

Roman coins found in Ceylon, 156.

Rudhbar, mint city, 471.

Rudrena, 2.

al-Rummani, ‘Ali Ibn ‘Isa, 84.

s.

Sahadeva Thera, 683.

Sahet Mahet, 441.

Saigyo Hoshi, Japanese recluse writer,

258.

I St. Thomas and Gondophemes, 223.
' traditions of, in India, 224 et seip

I martjTdom, 226.

date of death, 235.

j

Saiyid ‘Ali b. Mahmud al ^usaini, 522.

Sakas, 635, 640, 643 et seq.

I
Sakasthana, 643.

i Saketa, Sha-chi, or Pi-so-kia, 437.

site at Tusaran Bihar, 437.

I two cities of same name, 433.

I

—— of the Buddhists, 438.

I the present Ayodhya, 438.

;

Sakhavardhana, Sanskrit author, 541.
' Sakya, the word in inscriptions, 645.

its forms, 646 et seq.

;
Salivahana, 571.

Samgha-bhadra, Works of, 158.

! Samgha-bhadra and Vasu-bandhu, 46.
.Samiran, 473.

Saihskrta, 353.

Skntara princes of Patti-Pomburehapura,
295.

Saptadasa-bhumi of Asanga, 39.

Sarasvati-kanthabharana, 571

.

Saabahu inscription of Mahipala, 5.
' Sati, 364.

j

Sanrastran types of Andhra coinage, 797.
, Savata of Alwar, 7.
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Schlagintweit, Dr, E., obituary, 215.

Seals of Gupta period, 152.

Seiwa, Mikado, 259.

Sena I, king, 841.

Sencaza, 489.

Seng-chia-lun or Samkhya Book, 47.

Sha-chi, 439.

Shaham Beg, Inscription of, 131.

Grave of, 131.

Death of, 132.

buried at Jaunpur, 364.

Shahfur jJ^ari, descendant of Omar
Khayyam, 522.

Shahi Javuvla or Jabula, 2.

Sharafu’d-DinEami, authorof “ Anisu’l-

‘Dshshaq, 317.

Shiribadatt of Gilgit, 285.

Shomn, Japanese emperor, 259.

Siharaja, king of Pegu, 490,

Silameghavarna Sena, king, 841.

Simhanandin, Jain teacher, 299.

Simharaja, 2.

^imitra', wife of Gotiputra, 635.

Singhanagara, identified as Sidiha-purl,
|

488.
i

Sinhalese rhetoric, 841. i

al-Sirafi discoui-ses ^vith Abu Bishr on
j

merits of Logic and Grammar, 79.

'Siri-Dhammaraja, 265.
j

Siva-Skandavannan, Inscription of, 305. :

Siya-bas'lakara, 841. i

Smith, V. A., Kusana Inscriptions, 151.
|

Vaisali: Seals of Gupta Period, 152.
;

Sonari inscriptions, 687.

Song-yun, Chinese traveller in India, 40.
j

Sorab plates. 292.

[Spa]lavera, son of Sanika, Signet-ring

of, 807.

Special General Meeting, Honorary Vice-

Presidents, 613.

Sravana-Belgola inscription, 307.

Sravasti, 441.

Srl-Yajna-Sfitakarni, Coin of, 797.

Sripurusha-Muttarasa, 311.

Srosh Tasht, Pahlavi texts, translated,

451.

Srutakirti-Traividya, Jain teacher, 642.

Sudasa, son of Eajnla, 795.

Sudasa-Sodasa, 644.

Sufiism derived fromHellenieconceptions,

528.

Sukrta Sankirtana of Arisimha, 9.

Surat grant of Kirtiraja, 7.

SuryaghSsha, king, 619, 621.

Susruta on insects, 558.

Svabhasalaiukara, 841.

Syangka, identified as Sahkhaburi, 489.

T.

Tablets (case) from Tel-loh, 816.

Takakusu, j., Paramartha’s Life of

Vasu-bandhu
;
and the Date of Vasu-

bandhu, 33.

Works of Sariigha - bhadra, an

Opponent of Tasu-bandhu, 158.

Katyayani-putra, author of Maha-
vibhasa, 159.

Abhidharma Literature, Pali and

Chinese, 160.

Vindhya-vasin, 163.

Tajgund inscription, 290.

Tan-ma-ling, 498.

Tjrikh al-Hukama of al-Qifti, 471.

Tattekere inscription, 295.

Tazkirah Husainl, mentions Omar
Khajyam, 524.

Tel-loh, Case-tablets from, 815.

Temple of Muzazir in Armenia, 362.

Thomas, F. W., Ginger, 109.

Harsacarita, Verse 18, 569.

‘ Throwing the stone,’ 170, 356.

Tiraka of Puskalavatl, Seal of, 808.

Tomaras, a Gurjara tribe, in inscrip-

tions, 1.

Toraraan, general of Eaja Gopal, in-

vaded Erau, 2.

j

Toramana, king of the Hunas, 3.

: Traikutaka coinage, 801.

Trikuta and the so- called Kalachuri or

Chedi era, 566.

Trilochanapala Surat, Grant of, 8.

Tumasik identified as Tamasak, old name

of Singapore Island, 500.

Tusaran Bihar, site of Saketa, 437.

I

Tutelary divinities of Indian cities on

! Graeco-Indian coins, 783 et seq.

j

Tuzuk-i-babarl, 741.
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TIdayana, king, 619, 621.
j

Tanah, 493.
j

V.

Vadnagar Pra4asti, 9.
j

Vaisali ;
seals of Gupta period. 1,52.

Vajradaman of Parihar dynasty, a.

Varsaganya, 356.

Vasashka ;
Vasuslika, 357.

date, 357.

Yasubandhu, 355,

Vasu - bandhu, Asanga, and Virinci-

ratsa, 46.

Vindhya-vasa and Vrsa-gana, 47.

Vasu-bandhu, Date and Paramartha’s

life of, 33 et seq.

his family, 34.

adherent of the Sarvasti - vada

school, 35.

works, 36, 37.

a JIaha-yanist, 37.

date, 39.— mentioned by Chinese travellers,

39-40.

wrote his Maha-yana treatises, 41.

dates of translation of Maha-yana

treatises, 42.

patronized by Vikramaditya, 44.

and Vasn-rata, 45.— Samgha-bhadra, 46.

TibhasacommentaryonJnana-prasthana,

39.

ViDYABHUSANA, Satis CHANDHA,Lanka-

vatara Sutra, 831.

Tigraharaja, the Chohan, 1.

Tijayaditya, Inscription of, at Hire-

Magadi, 292.

Vijayapala, 1.

Vijayapala of Kanauj, 6.

Vijuana-matra, 39.

Vikrama era, 233.

Yikramankadeva Carita of Bilhana, 9.

Yinayaditya, Inscription of, at Eo^kani,

292.

Yindhya-vasa and_Yasu-bandhu, 47.

the same as Dvara-krsna, 48.

date, 49, 51.

Yindhya-vasin, 162. _
Yindhyavasin, Identification with Isvara-

krisna, 355.

Yirinci-vatsa and Yasu-bandhu, 46.

Yishnu Yardhana, 27.

Yishnuvardhana II, 293.

Yost, Major W., Saketa, Sha-chi, or

Pi-so-kia, 437.

Jaunpur and Zafarabad Inscrip-

tioms, 131.

Yrsagapa, 356.

Yrsa-gana and Ya-su-bandhu, 47, 51.

Yyaghrasena, son of Dahrasena, Coin of,

806.

w.

'VYahsudan b. al-Marzuban, 473.

Waqi‘at-i-babar3, Haydarabad Codex,

741.

Wathilf, Caliph, 764.

TYhiktibld. E. H., Hellenism and

Muhammadanism, 527.

'IYickremasinghe, M. de, Ceylon

Epigraphy, 354.

Wu-ti, Emperor of China, 33.

Y.

Takkba tribe in Himavanta, 683.

Yasna xiv-xvi, xx, sxi, Pahlavi texts,

657.

Tasua Iv-lvi, 451

.

Tasna Haptanghaiti, Pahlavi texts, 55.

Tavana identified as Annam and Tonkin,

486.

Yozei, Mikado, 259.

Yuan Chwang, 437 et seq.

z.

Zafarabad, inscription of Ghiyas-ud-din
Tu^aq, 139.

al-Zuhri, 85.

STEPHES AVSTIK ASD SOXS, ITD., PBIXIEBS, HEETFOBB.
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Pfote.—The number of Honorary Members is limited by Rule 9 to thirty.

(gietpm;flinarg p^mbcr;.

H.H. Atabak-i-A‘zam, Prime Minister of Persia.
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Andover Theological Seminary, Mass.

Astor Library, Hew York.
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Benares, Queen’s College, India.

Berlin Eoyal Library.

Birmingham Central Free Library.

Boston Public Library.

10 Breslau University Library.

Brighton Public Library.

British & Foreign Bible Society, 46, Queen Yictoria St., E.C.

Cairo Khedivial Library.

Calcutta Imperial Library.

Chicago University Library, Illinois.

Christiania University Library.

Cincinnati Public Library, Ohio.

Columbia College Library, Hew York.

Constitutional Club, Horthumberland Avenue.

20 Cornell University, Ithaca, Hew York.

Ceerar Library, Hew York.

Detroit Public Library, Michigan.

East India United Service Club, 16, St. James’s Sq^uare, S-W.

Edinburgh Public Library.

Edinburgh University Library.

Erlangen University Library.

Florence. Biblioteca Hazionale.

Geneva. BisLioTHEauE Publique.

Glasgow University Library.

30 Gottingen University Library.

Halle University Library.

Harvard College.
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JoHR Etlards Library, Deansgate, Manchester.

JoHRS Hopkiys TJxiversixy, Baltimore.

JuRAGADH College, Kathiawad.

Kief University Library.

London Library, 14, St. James’s Square, S.'W.
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40 Madrid. Biblioteca del Ateneo, Calle del Prado.

Manchester Free Eeference Library, King St., Manchester.

Marburg University Library.
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Munich University Libilary.

Naples University Library.

Newcasile-on-Tyne Literary and Philosophical Society.
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Oxford. The Indian Institute.

Oxford. Queen’s College.

SO Peabody Institute, Baltimore.

Pennsylvania University Library.
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Washington Catholic University Library.

Wurzburg University Library.

67 Zurich Stadi Biblioihek.

Note .—There are many other libraries Avhich subscribe through the booksellers.

The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librarians of such libraries sending
him their names to be added to the above list.
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